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How Tie Use The Student Guide

This Student Guide includes six blocks of instructional materials. There
are several units for each block, some of which are subdivided into
sections as indicated in the table of contents.

As you work through this Student Guide, be sure to follow the directions
which appear in the following components of the materials:

Get the pretest from your instructor before you begin to study the
materials. Take the test, and then give it to your instructor. The
pretest is designed to help you and your instructor to find out what you
already know and to tell you what you can expect to learn from the
materials. It is not designed to give you a grade. If you and your
Mstructor believe that you already know the materials in the unit (or
section), your instructor may let you skip dfrectly to the posttest.

Read the hitroduction. It is a brief statement of what each unit (or
section) is about, and why it is importfult to Criminal Justice students.

Read and be sure you comprehend the objectives for each unit (or
section). These are statements of what pm should be able to do after
atudying the unit (or section). They are divided into knowledge
objectives and performance objectives. Knowledge objectives state
factual information or theory that students should acquire as a result of
the fristruction; performance objectives state hands-on skills students
should be able to perform after the instruction. Since the instructional
materials and posttests/performance checklts are consistent with the
objectives, you should read the objeaives carefully and know exactly
what you are expected to do after the instruction.

Study the materials provided in the text. The text provides informa-
tion, theory, and step-ty-step procedures you need to know in order to
achieve the objectives.
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Complete the review questions after you study the text. Do not write
your answers on the review test; use your own paper. The review
questions are short, self-checkups which let you know how well you have
learned the text material written for the knowledge objectives. After
completing the Review Questions section, check your answers with the
correct ones provided 'In the Review Questions Answer Key booklet.
You may want to discuss the questions and answers with your
classmates and Instructor, especially those items where you have made
mistakes. If you still have problems, you may need remedial
instruction.

Prac "cal Ilrerckle

Do the practical exercise following the step-bytep procedures given
for each activity. Discuss the procedure and results of your work with
your instructor and classmates. If you still have problems, you may
need to seek remedial instruction.

The practical exercise is an activity for achieving the performance
objectives. Therefore, the practical exercise appears only where there
is a performance objective in the unit (or section).

Get the posttest from your instructor, complete it, and give the
completed test to your instructor. This posttest is designed to evaluate
your mastery of the knowledge objectives and to give you a grade. If
you did not pass the test, you may need to review the text and/or obtain
remedial instruction before taking the posttest agaka. The second
posttest may be an alternate form of the posttest you have taken
previous

Performance

After successfully completing the posttest, make arrangements with
your instructor for the performance test if there is a performance
objective in the unit (or section) of the materials you are studying.
Your performance will be evaluated according to a performance
checklist. Since the tasks listed in the performance checklist and the
performance objectives are the same, you will know in advance what
specific tasks will be evaluated in your performance. After successfully
completinr the performance test, you are ready to move on to the next
unit (or section) of the materials.

This suggested procedure for using the Student Guide is Illustrated in
the following diagram:

10
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n to Qimkiai

As you begin your study of criminal justice in the United States, you
will realize that many of the terms and ideas are already familiar to
you. This familiarity occurs because much of what you hear on news
programs or read hi the newspapers has to do with crimes, the clues
associated with crimes, the seareh for suspects, the apprehension of
suspects, the trial and resulting punishment or treatment of the guilty
parties. Conflict is at the center of these events; ccnflict between
victim and offender; between those upholding the law and those break-
ing the law; between those attempting to prove the suspect guilty and
those defending the suspect. Conflict and tension capture our attention
and hold our interest th these events.

Despite this familiarity, you may be surprised to discover the complexi-
ty of the Criminal Justice System. You will see how our basic legal
documents insure civil rights and legal procedures to protect the indi-
vidual. You will learn how society's views on crimhial justice have
changed and how such changes have been made into laws. You will be-
come aware of the basic tensions in opposing concerns, such as main-
taining the balance between individual freedom and the protection of
society, or between punishing offenders and helping rehabilitate them so
they can overcome the problems which led to thek unlawful behavior.

In addition to these topics, you will be histructed in many practical
skills, especially in the law enforcement area. These skills include
investigating a crime scene, questioning witnesses, patrolling, using
laboratory skills, completing reports, and so on. You will then have a
better concept of what is involved in the criminal justice field, both hi
terms of a potential career and becoming a more informed citizen of a
law-governed society.

Concept of the Q5minal bstice

Let us begin by thinking about some basic concepts contained in the
term, criminal justice system.

What is justice? Justice concerns making a fair judgment about
another's behavior and the consequences (reward or punhment) for that
behavior which follow judgement. Accord:ng to Black's Law Dictionary,
justice is the constant desire to give every man his due. Everyone is
considered equal before the law, and all should conform to the require-
ments of the law.*

* Black, Henry uampbell, Blades law Dictionary, Fourth edition
Paul: West Publishing Company, 1968).

uc ion to Criminal Justice System vii



What is criminal ee? Going beyond a guarantee of justice toward
the individual, criminal justice is the broad area in which "society" or
"the government" makes decisions about how to treat crime, criminal
behavior, and the offender. Its focus is Limited to legal influences, that
is, how the U.S. Constitution, amendments body of law, courts, and
correctional institutions have created and ;lisped our society's behavior
toward 'Lawbreakers. Crimfrial justice also frivolves defkiing the bound-
ary between legal and illegal behavior, defining the civil rights of
citizens, and clarifying the proper procedures for police, court, and
corrections personnel in their contacts with suspects and offenders.

What is a system? In our daily lives, we are constantly in touch with
systems of different kinds. Our bodies are made up of many systems,
such as the cfrculatory, skeletal, and nervous systems. We regulate our
buildings with heating and cooling systems. We azLee-1 school in an edu-
cational system. We use the telephone system to make contact with
one another, arid we can drive from coast to coast using a highway
system. Our planet is part of a solar system. What do these systems
have in common?

Fft.st, systems have parts and these parts have different functions. For
example, the nervous system is made up of a series of attached parts
which are in contact with each other. The receptor organs or sensory
nerve cells gather facts about the environment and pass this informa-
tion on to the nerves. The neeves are attached to the spinal cord, along
which the information continues up to the brain. The brain then be-
comes aware of what those nerve cells found out and directs the body to
respond appropriately.

Second, systems also may have a goal or purpose. The main goai of an
organism's nervous system is to protect that organism by supplying im-
portant information about the environment. One goal of a communica-
tion or transportation system is to help tie together different parts of
the country. The solar system has the purpose of keeping the planets
and sun in balance with each other so that they don't collide or wander
off into space.

The parts of a system work together to achieve an overall goal or pur-
pose. These parts are ilaterrektted and interdependent.

What iS a system of erimina jurtice? Putting together the ideas just
discussed, we can now see that a system of criminal justice is concerned
with the just treatment of both offender and society. The parts of the
criminal justice system are basically these three: law enforcement, the
courts, and corrections. The main goal of the criminal justice system is
to maintain a safe, orderly society m which the rights of the individual
are protected.

Goals of the ialminal Justi

Each of the three parts of the criminal justice system is actually a
system in itself. These three subsystems together form one crimLnal
justice system.

13
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In order to fulfill the main goal of the criminal justice system, each
subsystem has to achieve its own goals. These goals are outlined as
follows:

law Faoreement

1. Maintain public order and control criminal conduct.

2. Direct available resources toward the control of those crimes which
are the most serious, which stimulate the greatest fear, and which
cause the greatest economic loss to citizens.

Use efficient and effective methods to discover the crime and
apprehend the criminal.

4. Regulate noncriminal activities such as emergency services, rescue
operations, safety inspections, etc.

5. Provide personal and community serv ces of a noncriminal and non-
emergency nature.

6. Maintain mental and physical fitness.

Courts

1. Provide a neutral setting for a fair settlement of conflicts occurring
between two or more parties.

2. Insure that the setting provided is fundamentally fair to all parties
concerned and that the hearing is held under prescribed rules of
procedure.

3. Provide a system in which an offender can receive an impartial trial
and appropriate treatment or punishment.

4. Provide a process through which both parties may appeal a decision
if they believe the constitutional guarantee of fundamental fairness
has been violated.

Corrections

1. Provide the facilities and personnel to carry out the decisions of the
criminal court concerning the treatment or punishment of the
offender.

2. Provide separate facilities and personnel for juvenile offenders.

3. Research and develop effective methods of rehabilitation which pro-
vide protection for society while correcting the criminal behavior
patterns of adult and juvenile offenders.

4. Confine indefinitely those offenders whose behavior patterns are so
fixed that they do not respond to rehabilitative efforts.

1 4
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tnal Amtice

In making decisions that affect your future, it is helpful to keep three
things in mind: what kind of person you are, what kinds of tasks you
like to do, and what the requkements of a particular job are.

Comider Yourseff

Knowing yourself is one of the greatest aids in choosing a career.
Everyone has a unique combination of interests, talents, skills, and
learning abilities. Discover these essential things about yourself, and
you will be better able to make those important decisions that affect
your future. Planning your futwe is an exercise in imagknation. Choose
a role and try to imagine how you would feel in that role and how you
would carry out the tasks of the job. Does the job involve interesting
tasks you would like to do, or is there little challenge for you in its
requirements? Do you see the job as an important one because it helps
people, and do you llke working with people? Would you feel impatient
if you were confined to a desk job? Do you work well under stressful
emergency conditions? Do you like challenging and possibly dangerous
situations? Would you enjoy gathering information in a library and
preparing legal arguments for a trial? Would you like presenting
arguments in defense of someone on trial? There are many kinds of jobs
and tasks involved in criminal justice occupations.

Careers in imina1 Justice

Tht addition to knowing yourself and the kffids of tasks you would enjoy,
it is also important for you to find out what a particular job is like and
any preparation needed for it. As we have discussed, the criminal jus-
tice system consists of three distinct, yet interrelated, subsystems: law
enforcement, the courts, and corrections.

Many different types of jobs may be found within each of these subsys-
tems, and people with varying skills and educational backgrounds may
find interesting and rewarding positions. Let us look briefly at some of
the career opportunities in the criminal justice system.

CportunIties in law Enforcement. Within the law enforcement sub-
system, the most visible employees are the law enforcement officers.
Their duties and assignments can vary by location and specialization.
Law enforcement officers, for example, can be members of the marine
patrol, immigration and naturalization service, park wrvice, or local
police. They can be employed by any level of governmenk: city,
county, state or federal. Law enforcement personnel are supported by
a vast network of other personnel who serve in investigative, legal, and
admintrative capacities. Presently, there is a great need for persons
with specialized technical skills. Technicians are needed, for example,
in computer programming, systems analysis and data entry, forensic
photography, and crime laboratory analysis techniques.

5
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es in the Courts. The most prominent positions within the
courts are the judges and attorneys. Judges are employed by the gov-
ernment, but attorneys may be either privately or publicly employed.
Public defense attorneys, who represent those who cannot afford a
private Lawyer, and prosecution attorneys, who represent the state's
cases, a-e both lawyers working for the government. In addition to
these highly visible personnel, there are others who work in the courts
as court reporters, bailiffs, court clerks, and juvenile counselors.

Ckciportunities in Corrections. The corrections subsystem offers a
variety of jobs as well. The probation and parole officer is the most
vible in thLs area. S(he) has direct contact with offenders on probation
or parole, and is responsible for helping them readjust to society. In
previous years, this job was rather unrewarding because the options for
the offender were very few. Now the probation and parole officer has
many more options for the offender, such as treatment and work pro-
grams. In years past, caseloads have been very heavy, placing officers
under the stress of having to deal with too many offenders. Now
officers have been given more time to work with each case. Other
kinds of jobs in corrections include managers and iministrators at
various levels, jail and prison guards, planners and researchers, and
support staff.

Preparing For a Job in the Crimhial Justi

We have mentioned that in thinking about career possibilities, you
should consider what tasks you like and what is involved in the various
jobs. As you continue in this program, you will learn much more about
jobs in the criminal justice field. Another point to consider is the
educational preparation and the trabling which might be required.

The numerous and varied opportunities within the criminal justice
system requu.e many different kinds of educational preparation. You
might prepare for the entry level positions by taking related courses in
high school or at a community college. Positions at the professional
level unially require a four-year college degree, from which you may
choose to go on to grraduate work or law school.

At the high school or commun ty college levels, you should consider
taking courses in these areas:

Basic skills--reading, writing, and verbal communication (speech)
Specific academic skillspsychology, sociology, political science,
English, languages, applied mathematics
Physical skillssports, physical conditioning, sell-defense, and
combat skilb (judo, karate)

If your career goals include a professional level position, you might con-
sider obtaining a college degree in an area such as criminology, social
work, or psychology. If you plan to attend law school, you would prob-
ably enroll in a prelaw program to prepare for law school. Some posi-
tions in the criminal justice system requfre postgraduate work, leading
to masters or doctorate degrees.

1 6
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Orientation to the

To find out more about the job you might be interested in, talk with
people who already hold the position Check with them concerning what
the job involves, what they like or dislike about it, and what kind of
preparation they would recommend.

As we have discussed, there are many opportunities at all levels within
the criminal justice system. You should consider the interests, talents,
and skills that you have and the training and education you are willing
to pursue; then match those to the kind of job which would be most
interesting and rewarding for you. You should check on the kind of
training and education required, and plan to make the commitments
necessary to reach those goals.

Justice Systems QrricuIum Materials

We have discussed the criminal justice system, its primary goal, its
three subsystems, and career opportunities in the system.

These mirriculum mater;als are designed to help you become aware of,
and prepare for, the tasks and skills involved in jobs in the criminal
justice system. The law enforcement system is covered in the following
four blocks:

Block I: Law Enforcement System
Block IV: Community Relations
Block V: Proficiency Skills
Block VI: Criminalistics

The court system is covered in Block U and the corrections system in
Biock m. As you progress through these blocks, you should keep in mind
that the three subsystems always work together.

In Block I, we will study the history of law enforcement including its
ethical codes; the constitutional laws which affect law enforcement op-
erations (especially the First, Fourth, Fifth, and Fourteenth Amend-
ments); tuid law enforcement operations such as patrol duties, crime
scene procedures, accident investigations, search and arrest techniques,
and report writing.

In Block II, we will study the American court systems (federal, Florida,
and local court systems); pretrial, trial, and posttrial processes; crimi-
nal law which includes constitutional foundations, Florida criminal law,
and criminal procedures; and the juvenile court system.

Block DI contains a brief history of the corrections system; a discussion
of the three main levels of corrections (federal, state, and local); prison
society; probation and parole; jail operations; and the juvenile correc-
tions system.

In Block IV, we examine the role human relations play in the daily
conflicts law enforcement officers deal with, as well as community
crime prevention programs and the prevention of crime through plan-
ning and managing the architectural and physical environment.

1 7
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Block V covers physical fitness, combative tactics, police short baton,
riot response tactics, and rescue tactics. SLnce many criminal justice
occupations require a high level of physical fitness and physical
strength, all students in a criminal justice program should be aware of
the fitness programs and proficiency skills which law enforcement
officers and correctional off. cers shouki attain and, maintain through-
out their careers.

The last block, Block VI, has three units covering basic forensic labora-
tory techniques, forensic photography, and fingerprint techniques. The
purpose of studying forensic laboratory skills is to help you understand
the tasks performed in crime laboratories. You will study basic forensic
photography because of the camera's importance as a basic tool of
criminal investigation. In the third unit, you will study fingerprffitthg,
the only positive means of identifying suspects. Nearly all criminal
justice occupations require the knowiedge of fingerprint techniques.

1 8
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Block L Law Enforcement System
Unit A History of haw Enforcement

Ask your instructor for the pretest for this unit (1.1 A). After you com-
plete the pretest, your kmtructor will let you latow whether to study
this unit, to skip some part of it, or to take the posttest.

A History of Law Enforce ent



Ots

Knowledge Objectives

Upon completion of this unit, you should be able to do the followMg on a
written test:

1. Identify the tithing system used in English shires.

2. Recognize the traits and duties of the keepers of the peace, watch
and ward system, shiver and shake night watch, Bow Street runner,
Bow Street horse patrol, and Metropolitan Police of London (New
Police).

3. Identify the roles and duties of the French police.

4. State at least four progra- s established by the French police that
are still in use.

5. Name the first American police force and the city where it was
formed.

6. Identify the American city where the first full-time, paid police
service was established and the model system it followed.

State the year by which most American cities had full-time police
forces.

8. Identify the main difference among the development of police
systems in the United States and other countries.

9. Describe two main problems of the American police system in the
kte nineteenth century.

10. Identify both the law which established regulations for police
personnel hiring and the consequence of hiring regulations in the
United States.

11- Identify the factors which affected the development of police
standards and certification hi the United States.

12. Identify the origin of the term "police."

I: A Historj of aw Enforcement



Eilsto*r of Law Enforcement

Law Eaforeem nt in Eta land

During the Middle Ages, a tithilg system was developed in Thglarid.
Each community was divided frito groups of ten families called
tithings. Each member of the tithfrig was responsible for the protection
ELS well as the behavior of other members of the group.

Later, England developed the tithing system even further by dividing
the kingdom into thirtm or counties. A reeve, a chief officer of a shire,
was responsil3le for law and order in the shfre and reported directly to
the king. (The word "sheriff" comes from the two words "shken and
tteeve.") Each shfre was divided into 100 groups headed by a hundred-
man, who was later called a high constable. Each group was broken
clown into tithings (ten families), each of which was headed by a chief
tithingman elected by the ten families. This system contkmed into the
twelfth century when the chief tithhIgrnan came to be called a
constable

Even though this system gave the responsibility for enforcing law and
maintaining order to the group and its representatives, there were
problems. Because all members of a tithing were responsible for the
criminal acts of all other members, people did not always report
crimes. In addition, each man was responsible for serving on patrol as a
night watchmen to protect the town. This job was unpopular, and
people would hire others to take their places on the watch. Even though
these hired watchmen worked for the constable, he very seldom checked
on them, so they often slept through the watch (see Figure A-1). To
prevent this, watchmen were required to call out the time and weather
on the hour.

Keepers of the Peace

In 1195, King Richard I issued a proclamation entitled "Keepers of the
Peace." Knights were appointed to sta_nd guard at gates and bridges.
They checked everyone entering or leaving town or crossing bridges to
insure that unwanted people would be kept out of the kingdom.

Watch and Waid System

About 100 years later, at the end of the thirteenth century, a law called
the Statute of Winchester was passed. This statute introduced the
watch and ward system for guarding a walled town which required a
watchman to be in a guardhouse at each gate in the wall from sunset to
sunrise.

24
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Figure A-1
Hired Watchman Doing An Irresponsible Job

This system also brought back the use of the hue and cry, an ancient
custom brought to England by the Saxons. When a person noticed a
crime being committed or a felon escaping from a jail, s(he) was re-
quired to sound an alarm using a horn. All men who heard the horn were
allo required to sound their horns and join in active pursuit of the felon.

Shiver and Shake kiight Watch

In 1663, King Charles II hired 1,000 night watchmen to patrol the
streets of London. They carried long staves with lanterns on the top,
and every hour they would call out the time and the weather conditions.

Most of these watchmen were old and weak. They shivered half the
night from the cold aLd shook the other half from fear. Consequently,
they were called the stayer and stwke night watch. Although they were
supposed to puTsue criminals, the night watchmen often wished to avoid
them; for this reason they sometimes carried noisy rattles to warn the
crimhials of their approach (see Figure A-2). Because of the ineffec-
tiveness of these watchmen, many merchants banded together and or-
ganized theh own security force, which they called the merchant
police.

25
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igwe A-2
Rattles Carried by Shiver and
Shake Night Watchmen

Bow Street Runners and Horse Patrol

In 1748, Henry Pieldirg, Chief Magistrate at Bow Street in London and
well-known author, recognized the need for an organized police force.
He appointed a high constable to supervise six constables under his
authority By the end of the eighteenth century, the number of con-
stables had increased to 70 and had become known as the Bow Street
rumers. They were also known by the nickname, the "Thief Takers,"
because they took thieves to jail.

At about the same time, the Bow Steeet horse patrol was formed to
patrol the main road3 leadirg into London. They were armed with
pistols, sabers, and truncheons (clubs).

Metropolitan Police of London (New Police)

The l3ow Street runners eventually became ineffective as crimes
increased. Parliament passed the Metropolitan Police Act in 1829 to
deal with the problem of law enforcement, and Sir Robert Pee
Englandb Home Secretary, founded the Metropolitan Police of London,
also called the New Police. The New Police were the first uniformed
paid police, and in Peel's honor they came to be known as "bobbies,"
capitalizing on his nickname "Bobby."

26
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Ulw Enforcement in

At first the people of London did not like the New Police, and com-
plaints about them were expressed in the LortA:lon Times. Eventually,
recruits for the New Police began to come frezIm Ireland. Because of tli
prejudice against Irish Catholics, resentment toward the Metropolitan
Police increased even farther.

The English people were not accustomed to sD_riot policing as practiced
by Sir Robert Peel, and they began to accuse him of being a dictator.
Some even suggested that he was plotting to q=iverthrow the government
Pee lt New Police were derided as "Peel Bloplody Gang," "Blue Devils,"
and "Dirty Papists." People often tr1 ,=.4 rottn apples and bricksat the
police as they patrolled thestreets of Londors

In order to enter the force,one had to be abl to read and write, The
pay was low, &rad turnover was high. In 1829, 2,800 men were recruited,.
but 1,790 were dismissed because of job preswures. Due to the stresses
from resentment of the people, many officer turned to drinkingand
had to be dismissed for being drunk on du

The New Police were constantly under attaci- It was rumored that the
were armed, but the only weapon they carried was the truncheonor
club, and this was used only ln emergencies.

Once the London people realized these polices-nen did not carryguns, at
titudes toward the New Police started to chare. Police professional-
ism began to develop as supervors demanded higher standards from
their employees. These standards, Peel's refesr ms, were the origin of
what we now call the Pots Onde of Ethics.

England was not the only country with an orgemized police force, Polic
exted in France as far back as the Roman Errapire. France, Um the
province of Gaul and a part of the Roman Ernryfre, was governedby the
Emperor Augustus Caesar's ideas concerning poolicing. France gave the
police extensive control over matters such as =

price controls
welfare
public morals
judging offenders

Today many of these dutiesare considered ciril responsibilities, Since
the police's power came dkectly from the entgeror or the king rather
than from the community (es in the English arsd American systems), the
police were under strong central control.

In Paris during the sixth century, two types or patrols were developed:

the Citizens N*ht Guard to patrol the strets of Paris
the Royal Guard to protect the king

27
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The motto given to the Royal Guard by King Luis lX (thirteenth
century) says, "Vigilat ut Quiescent," which meens "he wat,hes that
they may sleep." These words are still worn orm the emblem of the
French police today.

Until the French Revolution, the French police were very strict in their
enforcement of the kingts law. Our term "dosser" came from the
French police practice of compiling files on mummy citizens. Police
spying on the Fre:Leh people became a common practice.

However, the French police also established tnrtny procedures and
programs which are in use today, such as:

emergency reseue units
police ambulance system
street signs
street lights
house numbers

e children's hospitals
help in fkiding work for the unemployed
schools for the poor.

In 1791, the French police established a positional called the Officers de
Paix or peace officers. These officers were is-tied warrant cards which
identified them and gave them the authority to - make arrests.

Although credit for organizing the first police Worce is often given to Sir
Robert Peel's Metropolitan Police Aet of 1829, six months prior to that,
In 1828, Louis-Mar'e Debelleyme organized the Prefect of Poliee in
France. This force consisted of 100 uniformed officers called Sergents
de Ville or servants of the city. For their proction, they carried a
walking cane during the daytime and a sabre at night.

It should be noted that although the FAench mil English police systems
developed along similar lines, the French polic's authority came from
the king or central authority and the authority e-of the English police
came from the community.

Law Refor=ement in the United Sin

When the colonists came to America, they brought with them many of
the customs and laws of their native lands, incluouding their methods of
law enforcement. Since most of the colonists ftwere English, English
police traditions prevailed in the New World.

As the United States developed, the country fol_end itself split into two
regions, the industrial north Emd the agriculturl south. Life in the
northern region was more urban than in the Sou th, so the watchman (a
=sterile) system of policing grew. In the SoutUl, the sheriff system of
policing took hold.

collection of detailed documents relautting to some pe n.
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Watch

At the end of the eighteenth century when there were still only a few
large cities, the night watch was the recorded type of police duty. kr
1636, Boston formed the fkst n4ht watch, which required all able-
bodied males of 16 years or older to stand this watch without pay. New
York began the Ratelwacht 20 years krter kr 1656. In 1700, Philadelphia
established a watchman system in which citizens were obligated to take
turns being watchmen.

The colonists had the same problem with the watchmen that had occurrei
earlier in England: they often slept on duty. After a time, watch duty
began to be assigned as a punishment for committing a crime.

Full-Time law Enforcement

After 1800, full-time police departments became i lore common in the
United States because of riots and disturbances occurring in major
cities. kr 1800, New York City organized the ffrst professional police
force responsible for 24-hour patrolinz. In later years, New York was
influenced by Sir Robert Peelts Metropolitan Police Act of 1829, as
were many other major cities such as Philade hia, Boston, San
Francisco, and Chicago. By 1870, most Amer can cities had established
full-time police forces.

Unlike other countries, the United States developed police agencies at
the local level instead of at the national level. As the country moved
west, law enforcement conthmed to organize at local levels. The posse,
a group which gathered temporarily to assist the local sheriff, was de-
rived from a medieval thglish legal process. This was called the pmii_e
comitatus, meaning "power of the county," and it gave the local govern-
ment the right to summon assistance to enforce the laws. In the West,
the sheriff could gather townspeople to form a posse which could help
him chase down a fugitive criminaL This was nearly the only form of
law and order until organized police departments were established.

State Police

To combat the outlaws and criminals of the day, states developed state
police forces to assist the sheriff or local police departments. The first
state police were the Texas Ringers, established in 1835. Pennsylvania
organized its state police in 1902, and the Michigem State Police was
formed in 1915. The federal government did not become involved with
law enforcement until 1924 when the Federal litureau of kwestigation
was formed. Prior to that, the Postal Inspections Office (established kr
1829) handled some criminal activities, but most of the crime fighting
was the responsibility of local, county, or state governments. The
major problem that plagued policing in the United States was political
involvement. During the late nkreteenth century and the begirming of
the twentieth, police officers were usually hired on the basis of political

posme: a body of persons summoned by the sheriff to assist in preserving
peace. 29
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infltwence, regtudless of their qualifications. The election of police
officers also created problems in law enforcement. The officer often
would not act for fear of offending someone arid possibly losing the next
election.

Pendlc Act and the Civil Serviec

To solve the problem of hiring and screening new employees, cities and
counties looked to the federal government for guidance. In 1883, the
Pendleton Act was passed which established the Civil Service for feder-
al employees. The act gave the government a tool for regulating the
hiring of personnel and lessened the influence of politics on the hiring of
police. Once candidates were required to pass tests of ability, police
forces became more effective in enforcing the laws. Before the imple-
mentation of this act, the police officer's job was primarily to maintain
order.

Use of Technology in Law iforcement

During the ffrst part of the twentieth century, police departments
started developing and modifying many of the new inventions being used
in law enforcement. Some examples are:

automobiles as a part of patrol
telephones in call boxes for foot patrol officers
radio receivers in patrol cars to receive calls
two-way radios in patrol cars for the officer to talk to headquarters.

During the 1930s, when the prohibition amendment was in effect, police
were disliked because they had to enforce a very unpopular law. The
stigma that period placed on law enforcement remained until the end of
World War H.

iblice Stimdaxda and Certification

Following World War U, many men who had served in the military police
mnits started looking toward law enforcement as a career after dis-
charge from the service. As they returned to their home towns, the
small towns grew larger, increasing the need for more qualified police
forces.

The government passed the G.L BM, and more people were able to go to
college. After the Korean conflict, the government passed the Law En-
forcement Education Program (LEEP) to help pay for the education of
new applicants to the law enforcement field and to educate officers
already employed.

a: a mark of shame or disgrace.

OL Bill: laws which provided financial support to help returning
military personnel find a place in society (for education, housing, etc

3 0
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With more opportunities for higher educa,lon, an increased reed for
quality police forces, and the interest of military veterans in law
enforcement as a career, police agencies were able to choose qualified
people from among many applicants. In order to ensure that police offi-
cers were qualified, many states began to establish certification of
police officers. Standards are established by commissioners or boards
and applicants must meet these standards in order to be certified.

NOT.: To be a police officer or a corrections officer in the State of
Florida, you must pass the police or corrections officer recruit training
course Euid be certified by the Florida Criminal Justice Standards Train-
ing Commission.

Some Popular Terms

The origin of the term "police" is the Greek word politeia, which means
the government of the city and applied to civil officers who ran the
city. Later, in the Latin language of the Romans, the word became
politia; in French it became police and was applied to people who
en orced the law. England and later the United States adopted the
French word police.

Origthal meanings of other words used for law enforcement officers are:

patrolderived from the French word patrouiller, which means to go
through puddles
copderived from a northern British expression which means
constable on patrol or chief of police

o coppera term used to describe the badge that officers wore on their
shirt or outer garment.

Elistory of Law

Ili England:

1. tithing system

groups of ten families (tithing)
each member of the group responsible for other members
reeve responsible for law enforcement in each shire
tithing system of patrol in each shire
liked night watchmen who call out time and weather every hour

2. keepers of the peace (late twelfth century)

knights guarding gates and bridges to keep unwanted people out of
the city or kingdom

a declaration that something is true or accurav,-.
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4.

welch and ward system (late thirteenth century)

Statute oiof Winchester
4 watchnimen in guardhouse of each gate from sunset to sunrise

shiver and shake night watch (seventeenth century)

4 night wa_mtchmen patolling the streets of London

Tow StreeM runners arid horse patrol (eighteenth century)

4 en orgentwized police force consisting of constables supervised by a
high coritable

4 rated ric=Drse patrol

6. Yew Polic

Metropo:litan Police of London (New Police) founded by Sir Robert
Peel thrmough Metropolitan Police Act of 1829

a the first paid police organization

NO7E1Author7rity of the En.glish police came from the co unity.

In Pram:

tuvolypes of2f patrol: citizens' night guard and royal guard (sixth
century)
estashed caafficers de paix eace officers) in the eighteenth century
estaished =nany programs still in use today such as emergency
rem units and pollee ambulance system

NOM Authorwsity of t:. I much police came from the king or central
authollty.

thettited thtes:

ightwateh without pay in big cities
isetfull-tirrme police service in New York in 1800, patterned after

lIh Met=opolitan Police Act of 1829
Pendleton Aff,-t of 1883 police hiring regulations and actual
beglning of police law enforcement jobs
useoftechns-ology in law enforcement, such as automobiles and two-
vrsaytadios
e&tablIshmemIt of police standards

Noir M view questions beginning on the n
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Review

Write your =ewers on a eeparate sheet of

1. Which of the following describe the tithing sy em. (Choose ail
correct answers.)

a. The community was divided into groups of ten families.
b. It was abo called the Magma Carta.
c. Fach member of the group was responsible for protection of

other members.
d. A chief officer of the community, called a reeve, was responsinple

for protection of the members of the community.

2. What is the origin of the term "sheriff"?

a. "share" and "responsthility," where each member of the eorntru_-_
nity shared responsibRities of protecting each other

b. "shire" and "reeve," when a reeve was responsible for maintainng
order within a shire in England

c. "shake" and "leave," when in ancient times a man shook a rattl
for help, so that all men who heard it would leave what they
were dohig to help

d. "share" and "reeve," where several communities shared one
reeve, who was the chief officer under the king

3 at were the problems of the tithing system in England? (Choos
all correct answers.

a. The high constable governed the whole shire and was not
accountable to anyone.

b. People did not report all crimes because all members of a tithag
were responsble for the criminal acts of each member.

c. People hired others to take their watch at night, and the hired
watchmen did not do a responsible job.

d. Only young men were required to patrol at night.

For questions 4-13: The following
the systems in the left cohntrn with
Write the letter of the description
PaPer.

Syetems

used in England MateWil
lions in the right eolumion.

e number of the Elston on yoular

01:Iona

4. keepers of the peace a. patrolled the main roads of London on
horseback, armed with pMols

5. watch and ward b. an organized police force consisting
of constables

6. shiver &rid shake c. knights who guarded gates and bridges to
keep unwanted people out of the kingeke -ms

7. Bow Street runner

8. Bow Street horse
patrol (continued on next Pag---'e)
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d. watchmen who patrolled the streets of
London at night, calling out the hour and
weather conditions

e. system introduced by the Statute of
Winchester to guard a walled town by
placing a watch in a guardhouse at each gate

9. Which thre of the following describe the New Police which were
organized in England in the nineteenth century?

a. It was Msased on the Metropolitan Police Act of 1829.
b. Englantod's Home Secretary, Sir Robert Peel, founded it.
a, Many g=.olice officers quit the job or turned to drinking because of

the prrssure and the people's resentment.
d. All polce officers carried guns and clubs to help them arrest

crimin-ls more easily.

10. Which tw twes of patrols policed Paris during the sixth century?

a. Citizers Mght Guard
b, watch ..nd ward patrol
a. Royal c3uard
d. V4ilat tit Quiescent

1 - List four ca-rograms we use today which were established by the
French poLice.

12. 'The author-ity of the English police (lame from the but the
authority =of the French police came from the

13. America dive1oped the system of nolice in the North
the system in the South.

14. Which city- developed a full-time police force after the Metropolitan
Police Act of 1829?

a. PhiladrJphia
b. Boston
c. New Ye=rk
d. Chicagc=i,

15. What was ie maLra difference between the development of the
police systm in America and that of other countries such as

land famed France?

a. establigaiment of the sheriff system in America vs. police system
in other- countries

b. requireannent of uniforms in America vs. nonuniformed police in
other ce=tuntries

e. police's right to arrest criminals in America vs. police's duty to
report mrimes to the high constable or the king ki other countries

4. develop mment of police agencies at the local level in America vs.
at the liL.ntional level in other countries

3 4
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16. Which two of the
system?

were p s of the American police

a. hiring police officers on the basis of political influence
b. involvement of a national law enforce3Tement agency, the Federal

Bureau of Investigation (FBI), in serats.e of the local crimes
c. election of police officers
d. requirement of police officers to weetr uniforms

17. In order to hire qualified police officers, the Americ government
passed the Act 411883 which eSet-tablished regulating
hiring procedures.

18. Which three of the follow contributectlEi to the establishment of
police standards and certification in the United States?

a. service in the military police dui." &mind after World War 11
b. need for more quehried police forces 2
c. more opportunities for better educatrtion
d. end of World War 11 Eutd Korean coriflLiict

19. What is the origin of the term "police"?

a.
b. Roman word
c. lish word
d. Greek word

applied to civil

French word arIts9.121121which means to go through puddles
uni which means onstable on patrol

ch means city overnment
hid' means the government of the city and

leers of the city

Cheek your answers with thee° e
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Black h Law Enforcement System
Unit B: law Enforcement Codes of Ethics

Ask your instructor for the pretest for this tuitt (hE). Aftr you com-
plete the pretest, your kkstructor willlet you know wheQLee to study
this unit or to take the posttest.
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kitroduction

In order to become more familiar with the duties and respoflsibUths of
law enforcement officers, you should know the ethical standaNS
officer is expected to uphold. In this unit, we will discuss severitilo
enforcement codes of ethics.

37
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Know-

Upon completion of this uni , you should be able to do the following on a
written test:

L. Identify the purpose for the development of a code of ethics for law
enforuement officers.

2. Complete statements about the Police Code of Ethics by filling in
the blanks.

Match the articles of the Canons of Police Ethics to statements
which expiaLn them.

4. List at least four principles ap
ethics.

ee police codes of

5. Given examples of situatIons which might confront a law enforce-
ment official, identify the appropriate ethical action to take in each
situation.
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Lew Patorcement
-

The Peehai Reforms

The Peelism Reformas developed in F2igiand may be coftidered the first
code of ethical coruuct for law enforcement persoruiel. 1111954, the
Police Code of Etthimes was introduced to American Policeoffic.ers, and
ki 1956 the Canoila =of Police Ethics were developed to eneouroge a
professionalism flr =aw enforcement officers.

The Peelian IELeforin as contained in the Metropolitan Pollee ik.ct of
1829 formed the fou=ndation for later codes of ethicm. Ttiereforms
include the followin principles:

It should be undertood that the principle object is to pent crime.

Every effort of th.-e police is to be directed towerd tkjgoai of
prevention. The simecurity of persons and property end the
preservation of a =iolice establishment will be better effeeteca in this
way than by the dtection and punishment of the offender after the
fact.

The constable WilL be civil and obliging to all people f every rank enM
class.

The constable riiu-L be particularly cautious not to interfere i
unnecesFarily in ar--rder to make a dplay of his authority.

When required to Effimet, he will do so with decision arid boldness_

He may exploit alL__ occasions for the fullest support in, theprover
exercise of his autlfahority.

He must rerneinbem---- that there is no qualification so iradispensable as a
perfect command c=if temper.

He shall never sufr'er himself to be moved in the slightest degree by
any language or threats that may be used.

If he does his duty in a quiet and determined r1au1r, such conduct
will probably exeit the well-disposed of the bystander to assist hiln
if he requires them_L.

Particuliar care is t-,:o be taken that the constables of the police do
form false notiots wilof their duties and powers.

of 751 principles or values.
39
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Police Code of Ethics

In 1954, the Police Code of Ethics was introduced in the United States
to provide guidelines to law enforcement personnel for the performance
of thefr duties and for the measurement of thek work and attitudes
against an acceptable standard. The Police Code of Ethics provides
that a law enforcement officer accept these attitudes:

1. "My fundamental duty is L: .--zt:rve mankind: to safeguard life and
property; to protect the inz::-Lent agaLnst deception, the weak
against oppression or intimidation, and the peaceful agafrist violence
or disorder; to respect the constitutional right of all men to liberty,
equality, and justice."

2. "I will never act officiously.

3. "I will maintain courageous calm in the face of danger, scorn or
ridicule, and develop selfestraint."

4. "I will never employ unnecessary force or violence."

5. "I will never permit personal feelings, prejudice, animosities or
friendships to influence my decisions."

6. "I will keep my private life unsullied as an example to all."

7. "I recognize the badge of my office as a symbol of public faith, and I
accept it as a public trust to be held so long as I am true to the
ethics of police service."

8. "With no compromise for crime and with relentless prosecution of
criminals, I will enforce the law courteously and appropriately
without fear or favor, malice or ill will"

9. "I will never accept gratuities."

10. "Whatever I see or hear of a confidential nature or that is confided
to me in my official capacity will be kept ever secret unless
revelation is necessary hi the performance of my duty."

11. will constantly strive to achieve these objectives and ideals,
dedicating myself before God to my chosen profession, Law
Enforcement.

offie a meddlesome manner.

animosities: ill will or resentment tending toward active hostility.

unsullied: spotlessly clean, not stained.

gratuities: something given voluntarily or beyond obligation usually in
return for or in anticipation of some service.

4 0
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Canons of Pollee

The professional status of law enforcement careers was further en-
hanced in 1956 by the writing of the Canons of Police Ethics. These
canons are composed of the following eleven articles:

Article 1.
Primary Respon-
sibility of Job:

Article 2.
Limitations of
Authority:

Article 3.
Duty of Being
Familiar with
the Law and with
Responsibilities
of Self and Other
Public Officials:

Article 4.
Utilization of
Proper Means to
Gain Proper Ends:

Article 5.
Cooperation with
Public Officials
in the Discharge
of Their Author-
ized Duties:

Article 6.
Private Conduct:

ArtIcle 7
Conduct toward
the Public:

The law enforcement officer's primary responsi-
bility is the protection of the people of the
United States.

The American system of government does not
give absolute power to any person or any insti-
tution. 'Me officers must take care not to
pervert its character, especially since they are
prime defenders of that system.

The officers should assidunrusls study the
principles of the laws, their responsibilities in
the particulars of law enforcement, and their
relationship to other public officials, especially
on the matters of jurisdiction.

The officers should not employ illegal means, no
matter how worthy the end. If the law is to be
honored, it must ffrst be honored by those who
enforce it.

The officers should cooperate fully with other
public officials in the discharge of authorized
duties, regardless of party affiliation or
personal prejudice.

Law enforcement officers should lead the lives
of decent and honorable persons. They will
conduct their private lives in such a way that
the public will regard them as examples of
stability, fidelity, and morality.

The officers shall conduct their official lives in
a manner which will inspire confidence and
trust. They will give service to the people from
neither preference nor prejudice but rather as
duly appointed officers of the law, discharging
their sworn obligations..

pervert: to corrupt.

application.
marked by careful, unremitting attention or persistent

41
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Summary

Article 8.
Conduct in
Arresting and
Dealing with
Law Violators:

The officers shall use their powers of arrest
strictly in accordance with the law and with due
regard to the rights of the citizens concerned.
They should, at all times, have a clear apprecia-
tion of their responsibilities and limitations re-
garding detention of the violators.

Article 9. The officers, representing government, should
Gifts and Favors: be firm in refusing gifts, favors, or gratuities,

large or small, which can be interpreted as cap-
able of influencing their judgment in the dis-
charge of their duties.

Article 10. The officers should be equally concerned with
Presentation of the prosecution of the wrongdoer and with the
Evidence: defense of the innocent. They should ascertain

what constitutes evidence and should present
such evidence impartially mid without malice.
The officers should make special efforts to
increase their perception and skill of
observation, because in many situations they
bear the sole impartial testimony to the facts
of a case.

Article 11.
Attitude toward
the Profession:

The officers should regard their duties as a pub-
lic trust and responsibility as public servants.
They should strive to make the best possible
application of science to the solution of crime
and strive for effective leadership and public
safety. They should appreciate the importance
and responsibility of their office, and hold
police work to be an honorable profession,
rendering valuable service to their community
and country.

Law enforcement codes of ethics have been developed to provide a
foundation for acceptable standards of professiopal performance and
personal conduct, and to provide guidelines to fulfill these acceptable
standards. The English Pee lian Reforms of 1829 formed the foundation
of modern American standards such as the liice Code of Ethics (1954)
and the Canons of Police Ethics (1956). t. ,f these codes include the
following concepts:

the primary responsibility is the p otection of life and property
equal service to everybody

a limitation of authority
warnings against the misuse of power
cooperation with other public officials
exemplary private and personal conduct

4 2
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Law enforcement officers must uphold and enforce the law without mis-
using their powers, and they must be Judged by their performance Ln
both their public and private lives.

the next page.

4 3
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Review

Write yotw answers on a separate sheet of

1 What is the purpose for developing a law enforcement code of
P 3?

For quemtions 2- 4, select word(s) from the list below to complete
correctly each statement concerning the Police Code of Ethies. Wete
the word(s) by the question number on your paper.

Word

charity justice
constitutional liberty
election life
equality malice
ethics trust
faith victory
force violence

2. The fundamental duty of a law enforcement officer is
and property and to respect the right o

to
9

and

o safeguard
all men

3. Law enforcement officers should never employ unnecessary

4. As a law enforcement officer, "I recognize the badge of my office as
a symbol of public and I accept it as a public to be
held so long as I am true to the of public service.

For quediow 5-11, seleet words) from the Est below to complete
correctly each statement concerning the Canons of Police Ethi
Write the word(s) by the question number CM your

Word likrt

accept malice
affiliation prejudice
authority private
confidence public
impartially refuse
limitations responsibilities

trust

5. A law enforcement officer's conduct must be just as respect-
able as his/her professional conduct.

Officers should cooperate fully with other public officials in the dis-
charge of authorized duties, regardless of party or person-
al

4 4
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7. A law enforcement officer must present evidence and
without

8. Officers should have a clear appreciation of thefr
and regarding arrest of violators.

9. A law enforcement officer should all gifts, large or small.

10. The American system of government limits the of its
officers and institutions.

11. Every law enforcement officer must conduct him eh
a manner as will inspte and

12. List three codes of ethical conduct developed for law enforcement
officers.

13 List four pruiciples which are included in each of the three codes of
ethics.

For items 14-24, match the bavrs listed on the left to the
propriate article of the Canons of Police Ethics listed on ther

Write the letter of the article by the behavior number on your pi

Behavbr

14. refuse free dinners

15. give testimony impartially and
without malice

16. regard duties as a public trust

17. appreciate responsibilities and
limitations

18. inspire confidence and trust

19. be an example of stability, fider
and morality

20. disregard personal prejudice or
party affiliation

21. honor the law

22. protect the people

23. have no absolute power

24. know the Jurisdiction of
responsibility

4 5

Article

a. primary responsi-
bility of job

b. limitations of
authority

c. lmowledge of the
law and responsi-
bilities of self
and other public
officials

d. utilization of
proper means to
gain proper ends

e. cooperation with
public officials in
the discharge of
authorized duties
private conduct
conduct toward the
public

h. conduct in arresting
and dealiing with law
violators
gifts and favors
presentation of
evidence

k. attitude toward the
profession

f.
g-

j.
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25. Suppose that a patrol officer saw a man standing on a narrow ledge
of a building threatening to jump. The police officer was told that
the man was upset because his wife had left him and that the man
had recenttr been released from a mental institution. As the officer
approached, the man on the ledge threatened to jump. At this point,
it would have been appropriate for the police officer to say:

a. "Get off that ledge; everybody has troubles."
b. "Your wife has just arrived; come on Ln and talk to her."
c. "I dare you to jump! You won't do it."
d. "Come off that ledge, Romeo."

26. ki the same situation, the police officer rescued the man whr
called the officer a Ttacist pig." In response to the insult, tle
officer answered, "I just saved your life, you fool." The off N

remark was:

a. inappropriate. The officer should have said, "Your wife -was right
all the time."

b. appropriate. Police officers should not be insulted.
c. inappropriate. The officer should not have displayed his anger.
d. appropriate. The officer put the man in his place.

Cheek your answers with the correct ones provided m the answer key.

4 6
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Block L Law Enforcement System
Unit C: Constitutional law and law Enforcement Operations

Mk your instructor for the pretest for th unit (I: C). After you com-
plete the pretest, your instructor will let you know whether to study
this unit or to take the posttest-

4 7
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All American citizens should have some knowledge of the United States
Constitution, the fundamental law of our nation. The Constitution es-
tablished our representative government of the people, by the people,
and for the people. It also established the foundation of the criminal
justice system in the United States. If you are preparing for a career in
the criminal justice system, you ahould learn the constitutional laws
which are concerned with law enforcement operations (First, Fourth,
Fifth, and Fourteenth Amendments), those which affect the court's
functions (Fifth, Sixth, and Eighth Amendments), and the Fourteenth
Amendment which secures individual rights agaimst invasion by the state
and provides for due process and equal protection under the law.

ki this unit, you will learn about the Constitution in general, about the
three amendments which affect bw enforcement operations, and the
Fourteenth Amendment. The First, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Eighth
Amendments will be covered again in Unit C of Block HI, as they apply
to the rights of inmates. The amendments which affect the court's
functions will be covered Ln Block III, Unit C.

48
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Objecti

Kno

Upon completion of this unit, you should be able to do the following on a
written test:

1. Define the Constitution of the United States.

2. Describe the first three articles of the Constitution.

3. Defirie the Bill of Rights.

4. Identify the rights of citizens protected by the First Fourth, and
Fifth Amendments.

5. Describe law enforcement officers' duties in balancing the rights of
citizens (protected by the First Amendment) and the public interest.

6. Describe the limitations the Fourth Amendment places on the law
enforcement operations of arrest, search, Euld seizure.

7. Describe the relationship between the individualb right agaLnst se
incrimination (protected by the Fifth Amendment) and the law
enforcement operations of searching for and seizing evidence.

Describe the Fourteenth Amendment.

4 9
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Bill of Rights

The Constitution of the United States is a body of basic principles and
laws which determines the powers and duties of the United States
government and guarantees certain rights of United States citizens.

The Constitution contains 7 articles and 24 amendments. Of the seven
articles which were ratified on September 17, 1787, the first three
serve as authorization for a system of democratic, representative
government and the foundation of a criminal justice system.

Article I is related to law makii. It designates the legislative (law-
making) powers of the Congress and establishes that: (1) the Congress
should consist of the Senate and House of Representatives, and (2)
members of the Congress should be elected by the people. It also sets
out guidelines for electing senators and representatives, what their
qualifications must be, and their terms of office.

Article U is related to exam (carrying out) the law. It designates
that the president shall have the executive power of the government.
Control of the armed forces and the Department of Justice are under
the executive branch. Guidelines for the election of the president amd
vice-president are also given in this article.

Article lit deab with hiterpreting the lat!. It designates the judicial
powers within the Supreme Court, authorizes Congress to establish
lower courts, and specifies that all trials, except in case of impeach-
ment, should be held by jury.

NOTE: Since the Constitution was ratified in 1787, Congress has passed
laws which authorize the establishment of lower federal courts and
which determine criminal behavior. The courts try people who are
accused of criminal behavior and interpret the laws in relation to the
criminal behavior of the accused.

Article IV is about relations among the states and guarantees a republi-
can form of state government. Article V sets out guidelines for the
amendments to the Constitution. Article VI deals with debts and
treaties, and Article YU is concerned with the ratification of the
Constitution.

The first ten amendments are referred to as the Bill of Rights. When
the Constitution was being considered for ratification, many states
recommended that a bill of rights be added to the Constitution in order
to place restrictions upon the federal government and to guarantee cer-
tain rights to individuals. After the Constitution was ratified, many
states proposed amendments. Ten of the proposed amendments were
ratified on September 17, 1791, becoming the first ten amendments to
the Constitution.

5 0
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In this section, we will discuss only the four amendments which have
had the greatest influence on law enforcement operations: the First,
Fourth, Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments.

Congress shall make no law respecting the establishment of religion or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridgLng the freedom of
speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to
assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of grievances.

The First Amendment provides all individuals with:

freedom of re ion
freedom of speech
freedom of the press
freedom of assembly
freedom to petition for redress of grievances.

The United States Supreme Court has determined through various rules
based on these amendments that schools cannot require students to say
the Lords Prayer in class; that most books and movies, even those
expressing unpopular ideas or offensive values, should be made available
to the public; and that Any group can have gatherings in public places
even though they may represent unpopular ideas.

Orderly Soddy

Figure
Balance of Individual Rights and
Public Interest

redress: something done to correct a wrong
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However, individuals cannot exercise these rights without limitation,
because these rights can exist only in an orderly, law-bound society.
Therefore, there must be a balance between individual rights and the
public interest.

For example, if thousands of people are picketing and having sidewalk
demonstrations on a busy street, serious problems of traffic congestion
could occur, creating a public disturbance. ki order to balance individ-
ual rights and public interests, local governments regulate the time,
place, duration, and manner of public assemblies without influencing
content. This regulation provides for the safety and convenience of the
community by requfring a permit for use of public facilities in such a
manner.

In situations which could involve First Amendment rights, the main
duties of law enforcement officers are crowd control and the arrest of
violators of the law.

Officers should plan carefully for crowd control. Advance notice of t e
public gathering is necessary for effective preparation. A permit sys-
tem gives law enforcement officers the notification they need.

The permit system does not keep potential troublemakers from holding
street gatherings because the record of an applicant's past misconduct
cannot be considered in granting or denying a permit. Therefore, law
enforcement officers should be prepared for situations in which they
must make arrests.

In public gatherings, law enforcement officers can make arrests without
a warrant if participants:

violate the traffic ordinances
trespass
breach the peace of the community
perform disorderly conduct affecting other individuals
refilse to obey legitimate commands of law enforcement officers.

Whenever officers must make an arrest, they should always remember
that it must be based solely upon the misconduct of the accused, not
upon the officers' personal emotioas. When making an arrest on the
grounds that the arrestee did not obey the officers' commands, officers
should make sure that Mew sole concern is the orderly conduct of group
mid community. Officers should not make this type of arrest unless it is
absolutely necessary to keep the public peace.

NOTE: Procedures for arrest without warrant will be covered Utter in
this unit.

When Jaw enforcement officers handle cases involving First Amendment
r*hts, they must perform their duty with discretion, because they have
two conflicting roles to perform:

as protectors of the public interest
as guardians of the individual rights guaranteed by the First
Amendment

52
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They have to consider both the public interest and individual rights and
make decisions based on their evaluation of each situation. In the Line
of duty, officers will sometimes need to arrest, search, and seize a
suspect or hb/her possessions. The Fourth Amendment has provisions
concerning search and seizure.

Fourth Amendment

The right of the people to be secure in their persona, houses, papers, and
effects agakist unreasonable searches and seizures shall not be violated,
and no warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath
or Mfirrnation, and particularly describing the place to be searched,
aud the persons or things to be seized

To protect rights concerning search and seizure, this amendment places
limitations on the law enforcement operations of arrest, search, and
seizure, including the following:

1. An individual should not be arrested, searched, or seized without
reasonable evidence (probable cause) which indicates that the indi-
vidual has committed the crime. This restriction reduces the possi-
bility of accusing someone solely on the basis of suspicion without
reasonable evidence.

2. A warrant cannot be issued unless someone swears under oath
(affirms) that evidence exists to indicate that the accused has zom-
mitted the crime. In most states, a magistrate or another judicial
officer issues a warrant on the basis of the evidence presented to
him/her in the complaint. A warrant may be used only once and usu-
ally must be used in the state where it was isaued.

3. An individual who is to be seized must be particularly described in
order to make a valid arrest and incidental search. The description
may include name, occupation, personal appearance, home address,
and other identification. However, this amendment does not mean
that all arrests, searches, and seizures without warrants are for-
bidden. This amendment places restrictions on issuing wairants, for
ne purpose of protecting lildividuals' rights and giving legal protec-
tion and authority to the warrant-serving officers. For fixample,
even if law enforcement officers think that you are hidlng something
illegal in your house, they cannot search your house without a valid
search warrant. As long as the officers search your house properly,
following the state requkements by obtaining and executing a
warrant according to the law, their search-related activities are
protected.

NOTE: Search or arrest without a warrant will be covered later in
this Unit.

The warrant must be valid and comply with constitutional restrictions in
order for the arrest made or evidence gathered under the warrant to be
legal. In order for a warrant to be valid, it must:

vaid: acceptable under the law.
53
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be issued and signed by the proper official, such as the magistrate or
another judicial official
be issued in the name of the state or federal government
designate an individual or class of individuals to serve the warrant
NOTE: Most warrants are directed to Law enforcement officers in
the state as a class so that any officer can serve the warrant.
include the description of the place, things, or persons to be sea7ched,
seized, or arrested
describe the nature of the charge (such as arson, robbery, or rape) and
the objects (such as stolen or embezzled property) involved
indicate that the warrant is issued on the evidence that the place,
things, or persons are involved in a crime (that there is probable
celiac).

Once a valid warrant (see Figure 0-2) is issued, the law enforcement
officers should execute the warrant. Unless the warrant is property
executed, the arrest or evidence is not legal. Warrants limit law
enforcement activities by requiring documentation, which protects both
citizens and law officers. Therefore, the officers should know the
requirements of proper execution of a warrant described in the statutes
or codes of the state. Procedures for search and arrest will be covered
later in this Unit.

execu out.
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THF-'
JUDICIAL CIRCUFr
COUNTY, FLORIDA.

ENERAL AFFI=AVIT AND APPLICATION FOR SEARCH WARRANT

STATE OP FEI,ORIDA
COUNTY OF

13EORE THE UNI0v-FIRSIGNED

SS

Judge, of the Circuit Court of7 the Judicial Circuit in and for County,_ _ ,
State of FlorEda, personally ea.rne , who after being first duly sworn deposes and says:

TII AT he is duly ancl lawfully appointed law enforcement officer for the Town of
loliee Departrneri--t, County of , State of Florida, and has all the powers

and duties of a law enforceinea-,rit officer in and for the County of , State of Florida.

TIE AT he has probal=de cause to believe, and does believe that on the premises and
cartilage desr ibed as:

that the folio- _ ing ground for _Ti_ssuance of a Search Warrant, required by Chapter 933, exists,
to wit:

and that the Law of the State (=xf Florida has been violated, to wit:

and that the ffollowing property may be found therein,

yo UR AFFIANT ttetieves and has probable cause to believe that the aforesaid
property may be found on the =above described premises and curtilage for the following reaso

WIEEREFORE, your affiant hereby makes application for a Search Warrant authorizLn
the Sheriff armd/or Deputy She=iffs of County and/or Officers of the Police
Department o-f Cozity, State of Florida, with proper and necessary assistance, to
search the ahenve-described prmises and curtilage in the daytime/nighttime or on Sunday, to
search those ;who shall be susgalected of being connected with violation of the law as heretofore
stated above, and to seize anY and all of the aforesaid property found by virtue of such Search
Warrant and L.9 bring the said rroperty and/or person(s) arrested before me, the Magistrate or
some other Ci=nart having jurisiction of the offense.

SWORN TO A_ND SUBSCRIBE= before me at

CourRT,WoFia, ;his day
of , A.D. 19

_M NT

JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT
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SEARCH WARRANT

STATE OF FLORIDA
COUNTY OF

IN Tat CIRCUIT COURT OF THE
JUI=3ICIAL CIRCUIT
COINTY FLORIDA_

IN THE NAME OF THE S=ATE OF FLORIDA TO ALL THE SINGULAR THE SI-IRIFF AND/OR
DEPUTY SHERIFFS OF COUNTY, AND/OR OFFICERS OHNE
'POLICE DEPARTMENT IT AND FOR COUNTY, FLORIDA:

WHEREAS, as a law enforcement officer for tre Police
Department, County of , State of Florida, has this day rnadeapplicat=ion before me
for a Search Warrant, sal= application being supported by the General Affidavit .and Application
for a Search Warrant of , wherein it is alleged that the Affient has rason to believe
and does believe that on tff-ie premises and cartilage described es:

that the following grounds= for issuance of a Search Warrant, as reduiredby ChaE: ter 933.02,
933.18, exists, to wit:

and that the law of the Sticte of Florida has been and is being violated,to wit:

and that the following prowierty may be found therein, to wit:

NOW, THEREF(--)RE, the facts upon which the belief of said Affiant is set out in said
General Affidavit and Aptwaication for Search Warrant as hereby incorporated hemrein and
expressly made a part herof are hereby deemed sufficient to show probable catre for the
issuance of a Search Warrint in accordance with the application of said Affiant.

THESE ARE TII -XREFORE, to command yoi arid/or law enr_ foreement
officers of the Police Department, of the County of Stes/Lte of Florida,
with proper and necessary assistance to search the above described Premises anal c urtilage and
to search those who shalli=le connected with or suspected of being connected wital violation of
the law as heretofore statd above and, furthermore seize any and allot the afom-esaid property
found in and upon said prewnises and to bring the said property and/or person(s) a=ested before
the undersigned Magistrat or some other Court having jurisdiction of the offen%-e.

YOU ARE diree-Med to deliver a duplicate copy of this Search Warrant to the following
named person to wit: or in his absence to some person in chare of, or living
on the premises.

YOU ARE direeSted that if property be found and seized by virtue of tt-ais Search
Warrant, you shall deliver to the above person a written inventory of the propertr taken and
receipt for the same, and LI no person be found in possession of the premises, yoe shall leave
said duplicate copy and reeipt on the premises.

YOU ARE furth=r directed to make return of your actions anddoings l=e,y virtue hereof
to the undersigned, the P/laistrate, or some other Cou_rt having jurisdiction of thee offense
within ten (10) days from t-le date hereof and to do and report concerning the sarinte as the law
further directs.

Sunday.
Authority is herby granted to execute this Warr

GIVEN UNDER. Min' HAND AND SEAL THIS

in tbe daytirne/niti .e or on

A.D. 19_

OF THE CflCUIT COIl XLT
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STATE OF FLOR A
COUNTY OF

RETURN AND INVNTORY

On , 1983, at

eceived the wittlin Sech Warrant on..

renel

described In the Search Warrent and left a copy of th Search Wairant with
togeter with an inventory of the-e property taken-

The following is an inventory of property bans.ken pursuant to Search Warrant:

the officer who exectiteci this Search
Warrant, doswear that the above Inventory contains som. true account of &lithe r.b.operty, goods or
chattels taken by me pursumant to said Warrant.

SWORN 70AND SUBSCRIED before me at

County, Flonda, tins day of

NOTARY PUBLIC, STATE OP FLORIDA AT LARGE

My Commission wes:

, A.13. 19
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Using valid warrants during search
advantages:

pro edures 1-ras two

The courts will admit evidence obtained under a search uwarrant more
readily than evidence obtained by a search which is incitental to
arrest.

A warrant provides better protection for law enforcerrneit officers.

Amendment

No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwie infamous
crime, unless on a presentment of indictment of a Grand Jtiiry, except in
cases arising in the land or naval forces, or in the Militia, wirhen in
actual service in time of War or public danger; nor shall arly person be
subject for the same offense twice to be put in jeopardy of life or limb;
nor shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against him-
self/herself, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, wthout due
process of law; nor shall private property be taken for publiic use
without just compensation.

The Fifth Amendment provides for our rights against doubl jeopardy
and self-hicrimination as well as our right to procedural &me process.
This means the following:

1. No person can be prosecuted for a felony in the federal courts with-
out a grand jury indictment. However, not all state cotr-rts apply this
right to felony prosecutions. Procedures of felony proscutions in
the state courts vary from state to state. 'Therefore, y1=-Iu should
refer to each state's constitution to clarify this procedir-,--re.

2. No person shall be put in jeopardy twice for the same o=fense. "Put
in jeopardy" means having a trial with jury or witness urm.der oath.
However, the courts have ruled that a second trial held s the result
of a mistrial is not double jeopardy, provided that the rrristrial is not
the fault of the prosecution. For example, if the judge czies during
the trial, the defendant will have a retrial and cannot o=sntest that it
is double jeopardy.

No person can be required to testify against hinself/her-elf in a way
that may incriminate that person. This privilege againsM self-
incrimination applies only to testimonial utterances in oal or in
written communication. Therefore, the accused can reMise to be a
witness against himself/herself but cannot refuse to have finger-
prints or photographs taken or to appear in a police linet---;,p.

indietm formal, written accusation by a grand jury.

the danger of loss, injury, or death.

incriminate: to suggest the guilt of.
5
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In order to make their seizures lawful and valid, the law enforce-
ment officers must comply with the right against self-incrimination.
That is, the law enforcement officers must inform the accused, be-
fore the interrogation begins, that s(he) has the right to remain
silent and that anything said can and will be used agakist him/herb
court. However, law enforcement officers can seize anything that
has evidential value on or about the accused or the crime scene,
such as handwriting samples, hair specimens, blood specimens,
clothing, and other items for comparison tests. The officers can
also examine the body of the accused for scars, marks, and woundsif
they provide evidence of the crime. Wien taking samples from the
accused, the law enforcement officers should have the accused sign
a consent form which is a written permission allowing investigators
to take and use the samples. This form should include the date,
place, kind of specimens taken, the name of the accused, and a
statement that the specimens were given voluntarily.

Figure 2
Informing the Accused of His Rights

4. No person's private property can be taken for ptblic use without just
compens&-mon. Ariyone whose property is taken for public use hasa
right to73 3dural due process for just compensation.

Fourteenth Amendment

AU persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the
jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the State
wherekl they reside. No State shall make or enforce any law which
shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United
States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or
property without due process of law, nor deny to any person within its
jurisdiction the equal protection of the law.

due process: law in its regular course of administration through the
courts of justice.

5 9
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Summary

This amendment, which was ratifred in 1868, states that the individual
rights protected by the Bill of Ilipi=4hts must apply equally to all citizens
of the United States, and that tio z state can make laws which deprive
citizens of clue proems and equal r protection of their rights. Due
process is a constitutional guaranr -tee of an individual's fundamental
rights protected by the Bill of lli=_hts, Emd equal protection means
similar legal treatment must be g=7;iven to all persons in similar situations
regardless of their race, ethnic Vefmckground, or social class. Before the
ratification of this amendment, stintates could and did make laws that
might be in conflict with the fede-___mral Constitution's laws on citizens'
rights.

The seven articles of the United '-tates Constitution were ratified in
1787; the first ten amendments vabcre ratified in 1791. These amend-
ments are referred to as the Bill cr= f Rights, since they guarantee the
individual rights of United States w citizens. The effects of the Fft.st,
Fourth, and Fifth Amendments on law enforcement operations are as
follows:

The First Amendment guarantees the individualt freedom of:

re ion
speech
press
petitioning for redress of griev ces
assembly.

However, these rights can be prae-ticed only so far as they do not harm
the public Merest. Law enforceanzient officers must handle cases
involving First Amendment rights with great discretion.

The Fourth Amendment concernS earch and seizure. In performing
search, seizure, and arrest dutieg, the law enforcement officer must
make sure that the warrant is valloAd and follow the proper procedures of
execution of a warrant as descritld in the statutes of the state.

The Fifth Amendment provides rj=hts against double jeopardy and self-
thcrimination. However, since tl1 right agakist self-incrimination
applies only to testimonial utteran_mces, law enforcement officers can
seize anything that has value as elowidence of a crime. When seizing the
evidential samples from the accussd, the officers should have the
accused sign a consent form.

The Fourteenth Amendment guereenntees the right to due process and
equal protection under the laws.

mple the review the next
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Write your answers on a separate sheet of paper.

1. What is the Constitution of the United Stet

2. The Constitution contams articles and amendments
(as of 1981).

3. Article I is related to law e II is related to the
law, and Article LH is related to the law.

4. Which article of the Constitution authorizes Congress to establish
lower courts?

5. Which article sets out guidelines for the elec ion of the president
and vice-president of the United States?

6. What is the Bill of Rights?

7. List four amendments which affect law enforcement operations.

8. List five rights guaranteed to citizens by the First Amendment.

9. ki an attempt to balance individual rights and the public interest,
local governments use a system for the use of public
facilities.

10. What are the two main duties of law enforcement officers in
balancing individual rights and the public interest?

11. When performing these duties, what should the officers keep in
mfrid?

12. There are situations in which a law enforcement officer needs to
make an arrest in a public gathering. The officer's sole concern and
motivation for making an arrest must be the

13. The Fourth Amendment has provisions concerning and

14. Two students are dWcussing the Fourth Amendment. Student A says
that the law enforcement officers cannot search and seize anybody
without a warrant. Student B says that the Fourth Amendment does
not prohThit an arrest or search without a warrant. Who is right?

15. List four requirements for a valid warrant.

16. Suppose that a law enforcement officer arrests Mr. Smith for
battery during a fight and tells him that his body must be examined
for any marks or wounds for evidence. Does Mr. Smith have the
right to deny this body examination?
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17. The Fifth Amendment provides for rights against and

18. Under the Fifth Amendment, no one can be prosecuted for a felony
in the federal courts without

19. Two students are discussing this case: Bill was accused of a robbery,
tried by a sworn-in jury, and acquitted because of lack of evidence.
After the trial, the sheriff's office obtained better evidence.

Student A says that Bill will be arrested and tried &gain, since there
is better evidence now. Student B says that Bill cannnt be tried
again because he was acquitted by a sworn-k: jury and it would be
double jeopardy to try him again. Who is right?

20. Suppose that a law enforcement officer arrests Ms. Mite for
shoplifting and threatens her into making a confession. The officer
is violating the Amendment.

21. The Fourteenth Amendment guarantees all citizens of the United
States the rights of and under the laws.

ale&
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era with the correct er key.
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Block L Law Enforcement System
Unit IN Law Reorcement Operations
Section 1: Patrol Typw and Maracteristies

Ask your instructor for the pretest for this section (L D-1). After you
complete the pretest, your instnictor will let you know whether to study
this section or to take the posttest.
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karoduction

As we mentioned in the overview at the bwiming of this block, the
main goal of the crimLnal justice system is to maintain a safe, orderly
society which protects the rights of the individual. To achieve this
goal, law enforcement officers must fulfill their main responsibility of
protecting the life and property of citizens. To do this they must
remove the opportunity to commit crimes through effective patrolling.

In this section, you will study the responsibilities and duties of patrol
officers, the three basic types of patrols, and their advantages and
disadvantages.

6 4
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Cb

Know

Upon completion of this sectIon, you should be able to do the following
on a written test:

1. Identiy the main goal of patrol officers.

2 Identafy at least four tasks of patrol officers.

3. dently the main responsibility of patrol officers.

4. kientify the three basic tnes of patrob.

5. Identify the four types of specialized patrols.

6. IdentIfy two advantages of each basic type of patrol.

7. IdentIfy two disadvantages of each basic type of patrol.
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Patrol

Goals arid EcRionsibilitles of Patrol Cafficers

The main gi1 of patrol officers is to remove the desire and the oppor-
tunity to econrmunit a crime. To achieve this goal, patrol officers are
assigned to a=iaintain security in certain areas. The patrol officers
answer call.s ----for service and perform patrol tasks m their assigned com-
munity. The.,..e tasks include:

I checking basiisiness or residen
I checking smispicious persons
I checking arfaandoned vehicles
I securing em-ime scenes
conducting- stakeouts

o making arN-ests-

sec- -ity

The patrol oft-Iticers must realize that their responsibility is not only to
answer cal1 9 Wor aid and be on active patrol, but aLso to protect the life
and property cif citizens.

Tecitaiques

Patrol office-s perform their duties on foot, by vehicles such as car,
motorcycle, assaircraft, and boat, or by special means such as with dogs.
Depending upomon the means, patrol units are basically categorized into
three types:

I foot patrolpatrol on foot
vehicle patrwol-patrol by car
specialized patrol-Tatrol by special mewls

Foot Patrola

Patrol officer-s use foot patrol techniques for small areas during busy
times (daytirrie and early evening) when many people are moving
aroand. Area-- of assignment for a foot patrol officer can include:

shopping canters
areas with Infrequent sidewalk crime
areas with t-71--icavy vehicular traffic
central bus-r-Iness districts
amusement and recreational centers.

While on patrc=d, foot patrol officers usually check the doors and
windows of stc=ores and stay alert for suspicious persons and vehicles.

Since the foot patrol officers are placed on a beat, that is, an assigned
area, they:

have better access to the areas that are difficult for vehicular patrols
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to reach, such as alleys, rooftops, outside storage u, and
buildings
have a better opportunity to learn the layout of t communitY
can open lines of communication and develop co/Aka with tile
public.

In return, the foot patrol officers bring inforrnatior ardIdeas to ttz_lle law
enforeement department so that the department can better serve the
public. However, since the capacity of foot patrol otters to rov-ve
about is limited to a specific area, their beats should t flnaii arIM
utilize effective patrolling patterns. Foot patrol offiai are al.504m
known as beat patrol officers or walking patrol oftjetye,

Vehicular (r ) Pa

A vehicular patrol is performed by car in a district o ZQne

it is also called a ear patrol, a district patrol, or a %frotie[etro

Over the years, car patrols have repliaced many of the foot patrol
areas. An officer can cover more wea and answer Slorocalla for ; ser-
vice on car patrol than foot patrol in the same arnotartof tirne
patrols, along with specialized patrols, are used durizig the late iliwht
and early morning hours when the threat to life and Property is thee
greatest.

o e,

With the use of two-way radios, officers in different ascaii eoik=muni-
cate with each other and the department; as soon fao titedepartrint (or
station) gets a call, the information is relayed to a vericular pettc=3l for
appropriate action. This efficient communication sstem often is.aakes
it possible to apprehend the suspect at the crime seorldeors short time
after the crime. Officers on vehicular patrols can De cootinuots4w on
the move so people do not know when or where they 14willappear Miving
officers the advantage of surprise.

Patrol officers reduce the opportunity for crime thotigh:

quick response times
rapid pursuit capabilities
unexpected appearances.

ialized Patrols

As the demands on law enforcement agencies changeclispecialiUdIEI
patrol units were developed to relieve the workloaq or the foot ahot-d
vehicular patrol officers and also to handle special oitollons.
specialized units include motorcycle, marine, air, ELIA 1{.9(dog)
patrols. A brief description of each follows:

Motorcycle Patrol Units. The officers in the rnotoraclepatrol tirumit
h&ndle an assortment of duties dealing with traffic catitrol, such arzs:

escort (for dignitaries, parades and funerals)
traffic direction
traffic enforcement
radar traffic enforcement 6 7
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accident investigation
community relations programs to the public.

Marine Patrol Unit. Me officers in the marine patrol unit are trained
in boat handling and maritime law. The department provides a boat
equipped with emergency lights, siren, and two-way radio. Some of the
duties of marine patrol officers are:

promoting water safety programs
carrying out search and rescue on the waterways
making boat safety inspections
making safety equipment inspections
enforcing maritime law on the waterways.

Air Patrol Unit. The officers in the air patrol unit must be licensed
pilots. They may be assigned to either fixed-wing aircraft or helicop-
ters. The hours for assignment of this unit vary depending on the need
for service, but, basically, they are assigned during peak traffic hours
and at night. Some of their duties are:

reporting traffic congestion
reporting accidents
carrying out surveillance
pursuing suspects
transporting prisoners
transporting the injured to the hospital
presenting community relations programs to the public.

K-9 Patrol Unit. The officers in the K-9 patrol unit have a dog (canine)
assigned directly to them. 'Ibese dogs are usually German shepherds or
Doberman pinschers because they elm best be trained to fill the specific
needs of law enforcement. Most departments allow the officers to keep
the dogs in their homes when not on duty and require them to care for
and train the dog in a continuing program. Some of the K-9 officers'
duties include the follow'

controlling crowds
searching a building for a suspect hiding inside
tracking escaped prisoners
searching for lost children
presenting programs to the public on dog handling
searching for hidden drugs and/or explosives.

Disadvantages of Each Type of Patrol

We have discussed foot patrol, vehicular patrol, and some of the
specialized patrols in law enforcement. Now let's identify their
advantages and disadvantages.

Advantages

Foot Patrol

Officers can come in closer
contact with more people
than in cAr. patrol.

68

Offices are limited in
the speed of their movement.
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Officers have the oppor-
tunity to develop more
informants.

Officers can develop a good
working knowledge of the
physical layout of the beat.

Officers are immediately
available to handle callc
for aid.

Officers may be able to
anticipate an incident before
it becomes too difficult to
control.

Vehicular Patrol

The law enforcement depart-
ment has a better area
coverage.

The officer can respond
quickly to calls for aid.

It takes fewer officers to
cover an area than with
foot patrols.

The officers can pursue a
suspect for greater distances.

Patrol

Patrol activities can be
done more efficiently and
comprehensively.

A sense of pride can be
developed within the
department.

a A sense of pride can be
developed within the
community.

Patrols can be tailored to
the particular needs of the
cornmunity.

Officers are limited to
using only the equipment
they can carry.

Pursuit can be difficult
and limited.

Swervision of foot patrol
officers is difficult.

The cost of operating foot
patrol areas is expensive.

There is little direct
contact with the citizer.s
except when answering calls.

The officers may be unfamiliar
with the physical layout of
the patrol area.

The officers may be unfamiliar
with local problems.

Attitude problems within
the department may develon
between units or patre
sections.

ecializations ma
the officers to haAN-
of involvement in ot1.___
departmental activities.

Implementing specialized
units can be expensive.

Specialized training
is required.
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Sum- a

Patrol activities vary accordfilg to the needs of the community. 'Mere
may be need for foot patrol officers in one area while another might
requfre vehicular patrol and a motorcycle patrol. As the community
develops new needs, law enforcement officers will be there to purme
new patrol techniques to serve these needs.

Now eomplete the review

70
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w Questions (b D-1)

Write your answers on a separate stheet of paper.

1. What is the main goal of patrol officers .

2. List at least four duties of patrol officers.

3. What is the main responsibility of patrol officers?

4. List the three basic types of patrols.

5. List four types of specialized patrols.

6. Foot patrol is also called: (Choose all correct answers.)

a. beat patrol.
b. zone patrol.
c. walking beat.
d. walking patrol.

7. Vehicular patrol is also called: (Ch

a. car patrol.
b. beat patrol.
c. zone patrol.
d. district patrol.

ell correct answers.)

8. List two advantages for each of the three basic patrol types.

9. List two disadvantages for each of the

For questions 10-12, match the
e names of patrols on the right by wr
ide the number for the desce tion.

Description

10. Officers patrol in small areas.

11. Officers can be continuously on
the move, and people do not know
when the officers will appear.

12. Officers care and train the
dog to help in searching for
lost children, tracking escaped
prisoners, etc.

71

three basic patrol types.

of patrols on the left with
the letters of the patrol

Names

a. vehicular patrol
b. K-9 patrol
c. foot patrol
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13. Me following are advantages of the three types of patrols. Write F
for advantages of foot patrol, V for vehicular patrol, arid S for
specialized patrol. (Some of the items may requu'e more than one
letter answer.)

a. Officers can develop a goad working knowledge of the physical
layout of the area.

b. Officers can respond quickly to calls for aid.
a. It takes fewer officers to cover areas.
d. Patrol activities can be done more efficiently and

comprehensively.
e. Officers may be able to anticipate an incident before it becomes

too difficult to control.
f. A sense of pride in the community &id in the department can be

developed.
g. Officers have the opportunity for close contact with people.

14. The following are disadvantages of foot patrol, vehicular patrol, and
specialized patrol. Write F for disadvantages of foot patrol, V for
vehicular patrol, and S for specialized patrol. (Some of the items
may require more than one letter answer.)

a. Officers are unfamiliar with local problems.
b. There is not much direct contact with the citizens except when

answering calls for aid.
a. The operating cost is h"
d. Pursuit is difficult and limited.
e. Supervision of the patrol officers is difficult.
1. It may cause a lack of involvement by officers in other

departmental activities.
g. Officers are limited in the speed of their movement.

Check your answe:=

'7 2

provided in the answer key.
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Block 1: law E4iforcement System
Unit a mw Elnforcemen

tion 2: Crime Scene Procedures

Ask your instructor for the pretest for this section (L D-2). After you
complete the pretest, your instructor will let you know whether to stu
this section or to take the posttest.

7 3
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As you read in the previous section, the main responsibility of law
enforcement officers is the protection of life and property, and their
main goal is to remove the desire and opportunity to commit a crime.
However, once a crime or an accident has occurred, the haw enforce-
ment officer must investigate the occurrence.

ht this section you will study the purpose and types of investigations,
responsibilities of law enforcement officers at the crime scene, and
basic procedures of crime scene investigation. Accident investigation
will be covered in the next section.

7 4
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Know

Perform

Upon completion of this section, you should be able to do the following
on a written test:

I. Identify the two basic types of investigations.

2. Identify the purpose of a criminal investigation.

3. Identify two basic methods of collecting information about
crime from the people Lnvolved.

4. Identify one desirable characteristic of an investigator condu
an interview.

5. Identify two categories of evidence.

6. Match methods of marking to specific types of evidence.

7. Identify seven preliminary tasks that a law enforcement officer may
be required to perform at a crime scene.

8. Match task descriptions with crime scene job titles.

9. Identify three types of final crime scene searches.

A. Given a simulated crime scene, evidence tags, evidence report
forms, and containers, you should be able to collect, record, and
store the evidence without destroying its useability as evidence.
Your performance wifi be rated on the following tasks and should be
rated "A" (acceptable):

I record the exact location of each piece of evidence

2. request that evidence be photographed

3. not move evidence until told that it has been photographed

4. mark and tag each piece of evidence, entering the following on
the evidence tag:
a. thcident number
b. item number
c. name
d. I.D. number
e. date and time
f. appropriate remarks

75
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5. maintath evidence properly by ente
evidence report:
a. incident number
b. report type
c. incident type
d. location
e. item number
f. quantity
g. description
h. name
i. I.D. number
j. date
k. time
1. owner's name
m. owner's address
n. owner's phone numbe

e following on the

6. turn evidence in to the instructor as custodian and request the
following:
a. signature
b. I.D. number
c. date
d. time
e. security location

B. Given a simulated crime scene and other team members to work
with, you should be able to function in any of the ten identified team
crime scene jobs. Your instructor will use a checklist to evaluate
your work on the following tasks. Your performance should be rated
"A" (acceptable) on all items.

1. Check for injuries.

2. Treat injured if needed.

3. Rope off or secure crime scene and place guard.

4. Contact complainant.

5. Interview complainant and make report.

6. Check for witnesses.

7. Select an officer in charge.

8. Assign jobs.

9. Sketch crime scene.

10. Measure crime scene.

11. Photograph crime scene.

12. Process crime scene for fingerprints.

13. Collect and identify evidence.

7 6
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There are two general types of investigation law enforcement officers
may conduct:

accident investiga ion
criminal vestigatIon

Accident investigation is the collection of evidence and information,
usually at the scene of the accident, to determine what happened and
who was involved. (Accident investigation is covered in the next
section, I: D-3.)

Criminal investigation involves the collection of evidence and informa-
tion not only at the scene of a crime but also away from the scene to
identify motives, to establish or eliminate alibis, and to determine the
suspect(s). Crime scene investigation, therefore, is one phase of a
criminal investigation.

Law enforcement agencies also conduct specialized investigations such
as background checks of law enforcement officer recruits and appointed
public officials, investigations of internal department violations, and
evaluations of juvenile programs.

Piwpose of Inv

Even the most efficient law enforcement agency cannot prevent crimes
against individuals and their property. Therefore, once a crime has
been committed, the law enforcement officer becomes a crime scene
investigator. As an investigator, the law enforcement officer must per-
form his/her duties in a manner that will allow the agency to identify,
locate, arrest, and bring to court the person, or persons, who committed
the crime.

The purposes of the criminal investigation are to:

establish the identity of the suspect, or suspects, who committed the
crime and to associate them with the crime. With this evidence and
information, the law enforcement officer or agency can establish
probable cause for arresting the suspect(s).
obtain information to determine if a crime in fact has been
committed.
reconstruct the actions and events of the crime.

kdormation from Peoole for kvestiat

All information, except physical evidence and direct observation by the
law enforcement officers, will come from interviews and interrogatimm.
Interview techniques are generally used at the beginning of the
investigation with all persons associated with the crime, such as

77
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victims, witnesses, and potential suspects. When an individual becomes
a suspect, the officer uses interrogation techniques to establish the
extent of h/her involvement in the crime. Figure D-2-1 shows the
type of information available through interviews and interrogations.

Providers of Sources of
ktformation ktformation

Offenders direct observa-
tion, personal
everience
deliberate
deception t ased
upon imagination

Victims

Witnesses

7S

direct observation
and personal
experiences

direct observation
and "hunches,"
ideas and theories
based on pEt
experiences

D-2-1
Sources of hiformation

Types of
kfformation

facts consMent with
information from
witnesses and victim

o alibis
motives
location of property
taken

e involvement of other
persons
involvement in other
offenses
identity of the
offender
description of tha
subject
direction and method
of flight
method of operation
(what, when, how,
where)
things to search for
on suspect
motives of suspects

description of objects
taken
what did the suspect
say
what did the suspect
do
what did the suspect
touch

in what order did
events occur
to what extent was
the scene altered
in what manner was
the scene altered
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terviews

Interviews concerning a specific crime should be conducted as soon
after the incident as possible. The investigating officer will derive
much information from interviews conducted at the crime scene. The
investigator should, however, keep in mind that the victim and some of
the witnesses may be emotionally upset just after a crime, which may
necessitate delaying the inteview.

The mvestigator assigned to the case should have knowledge of inves -
gation procedures, pertinent laws, and all available information about
the case itself. He/she should also have an understanding of people in
general and an ability to talk with them at the level of the person being
interviewed and should be able to keep hWher personal prejudices from
affecting the investigation.

At the start of the interview the investigator should strive to establish
a harmonious relationship with the person being interviewed to put them
at ease. During the interview the investigator should:

a keep the individual talking
allow the individual to tell the story in his/her own words
not ask leading questions
emphasize that he/she is just after the facts
evaluate the mannerisms and emotional state of the individual beinz
interviewed.

Interrogatiow

The same basic procedures that apply to interviews also apply to inter-
rogations. However, there is one basic rule that states, "No person shall
... be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of
law." Any confession or information obtained in violation of the "due
process" rule is not admissible as evidence. Any conviction based on
such evidence, or confession, must be overturned. Due process is a
right given by both the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the U.S.
Constitution.

During the mid 1940's the U.S. Supreme Court redefined "due process"
to exclude evidence and confessions obtained under questionable condi-
tions such as threats, promises, or beatings.

Categories of Evidence in Interrogations

It has been said that criminal cases are won or lost at the scene of the
crime. Unless law enforcement officers understand the rules of evi-
dence and carefully observe them, they may overlook what should be
noted or pick up what has no value.

The two categories of evidence are direct evidence and circumstantial
evidence.
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Direct evidenceinformation supplied by a witness who actually ob-
served the crime or accident. This information can be gathered by
the witness through any of the five senses. Example: Ms. Jones saw
Mr. Smith shoot the store clerk.

aLreumstantial evideneeth formation deduced from circumstances
observed before or after the actual commission of a crime. Circum-
stantial evidence is often based upon witness testimony and physical
evidence. It can only suggest, point to, or be a link to the informa-
tion which finally leads to the results. Example: Mr. Barker was the
last person to leave the store before the radio was discovered
missir.

Evidence is the means by which the jury or the judge determines the
truth or falsity of the charges and allegations involved. To be admis-
sible in court, evidence must be classified as relevant. This means that
the evidence must tend to establish a fact related to the crime. The
following situation is an example of this:

Sawyer was grabbed as he attempted to leave the crime scene.
Sawyer had a weapon.
Sawyer had a bag of money.
Sawyer was identified by the store clerk.

A person carmot be convicted of a crime if the only evidence of the
crime is their confession. It must be proven that a crime was commit-
ted; in other words, a corpus delieti must be established. This is estab-
lished by using direct or circumstantial evidence, or a combination of
the two. The corpus delicti must be proven beyond a reasonable doubt.
It is the responsibility of the investigating officer to gather sufficient
evidence to show the existence of the offense slung with the identity of
the person who committed the crime. More will be explained about
evidence later in this section.

l Evidence

When a crime is committed, there will usually be physical changes in
the victim or in his/her surroundings. This is considered physical (or
real) evidence. Physical evidence is any physical object, such as a
weapon, vehicle, blood, etc. which can be associated with the crime. It
is a type of circumstantial evidence. When the officer collects evi-
dence, he/she should corwider all of the possibilities in the following
list:

corpus delicti: (body of the offcmse), the essential elements necessary
to the commission of a crime; in murder, the unlawful death of the per-
son alleged to have been murdered.
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IThysical _

in victim's
condition

m suspect's
condition

in sceneb
condition

Transfer of Materiab

things taken from
scene/victim

'rigs left by
o fender on

ctim/scene

bvestigation

Emmples

physical injuries caused by weapons (gun,
imife, blunt instrument), chemicals (poons,
acids, drugs), impact with vehicle, or other
object resulting in the loss of blood, skin, hair

physical injuries caused by r fight with the
victim (scratches, bruises, wounds), by impact
of a collision or by other accidents (cuts from
broken glass, falls from high places)

things broken such as windows, locks, doors,
headlights, car bumpers
things dented or marked such as fenders,
window sills, door jambs, earth, wet paint,
soft putty
things moved such as furniture, window
shades, curtains, drawers, wfridows, doors
things destroyed such as a building burned,
serial numbers on motors etched or ground
away

IWimples

ools used in the commission of the offense or
an automobile involved in a hit-andun
accident
the property of the victim
(from the victim) blood, haft', clothing fibers
(from the scene) rug fibers, dust, animal
hairs, paint chips, glass fragments, safe filler,
twigs, wet paint, splimters, metal filings

bad checks or other fraudulent documents,
bullets, tools, weapons, cigarette butts,
matches, ransom notes, debris from auto
accident (glass, water, oil, dirt from under
car, chrome), clothing, semen
fingerprints, palmprints, foot, tire and cloth
impressions, hairs, clothing fibers, toolmarks,
skin scraped off by victim's fingernails or by
sharp objects at the scene, blood, parts of
vehicle, tool fragments

When responding to a request for help at a crime scene, the kw en-
forcement officer must keep in mind that speed and safety are ex-
tremely important. Once he/she is at the crime scene thera are
basically eleven tasks to be performed. You can remember these tasks
by their initial letters, PRELIMINARY. These stand for:
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Protect the crime scene.
Render assistance to the injured.
Effect the arrest of the suspact, if possible.
Locate and identify witnesaBs.
kterview the complainant and witnesses.
Maintain the crime scene, and protect the
evidence.
kterrogate the suspect, when possible.
Note all conditions, events, and remarks made
at the scene.

A Arrange for the collection of the evidence.
the incident fully and accurately.

Yield responsibility to the followp
investigators.

Needless to say, the tasks are not necessarily listed in the order in
which they must be performed. The law enforcement officer may be
required to arrest the suspect, or at least take him/her into custody
before protecting the scene or rendering assistance to the injured.
He/she may also need to render first aid at the earliest opportunity.

Jobe at the Crime Scene

There are ten basic jobs for law enforcement officers at a crime scene.
They may be performed by a single officer or by a team, depending upon
the availability of officers and the scope of the scene. Two persons are
the ideal team size for the vast majority of crime scenes. These jobs
are:

officer in charge
administrant of first aid
guard
interviewer of witnesses and/or suspects
note taker
sketcher
measurer
photographer
fingerprinter
evidence collector.

The duties of each job are detailed as follows:

Of leer in Charge

Usually the first officer at the scene is the officer in charge until a
supervisor, detective, or crime scene investigator arrives. Upon arrival,
the supervisor, detective, or crime scene investigator takes charge and
the first officer assumes other tasks. As the officer in charge, one
should make sure that each of the tasks identified by the keyword
PRELIMINARY is done properly. The officer in charge assigns the fol-
lowing jobs to fellow officers or does them himself/herself.
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If the offEicer in charge is a supervisor or deteet_ive, he/she stays out of
the scene and assists in guarding the scene, iateurviewing witnesses,
interactilwg with rescue units, and serving as t1 e----c! contact officer for
public rebtions, If the officer in charge is a cri ime scene investigator,
he/she eners the scene and assigns/begins the jamobs of note taker,
sketcher, measurer, photographer, fingerprinter, and evidence collector.

Adminish-sant of First Aid

TheJobo this officer is to stabilize the injuxiecl until the rescue unit
arrives at the scene by applying immediate first = aid or by making the
injured as comfortable as possible. Normally thrtAs job takes priority over
processinm the scene or interviewing witnesses.

NOTE: ir-xe specific procedures and techniques ai.of first aid are covered
in separaL tie instructional materials, Iedical Service: First
Repgnde Training Course.

Guard

The guar& 's responsibility is to secime the crime scene as soon as possi-
ble to sattguard any evidence. If the scene is lat=4cated outside, he/she
should reps4e off the scene as soon as possible. IE the scene is located
inside, he.orshe should:

walk tit--ough the area and lock all d
place ei&I-ser guards as requLred.

The guar& is responsible for keeping all personill out of the scene-
civilian amcl police-except rescue units or criril scene investigators.

luterviewwmr of Witnesses

Witnesses are very important in a crime scene ir=lvestigation. They can
aid investM-gators in collecting information whidlunc not only leads to the
axrest of suspect but also gives clues about whImy a crime has been
conunittee=1. The officer assigned to interview iv:--itnesses should know
interview procedures and pertLnent laws well He/she should also
have an uderstanding of people and the ability auto talk with them on
their Weil- The officer should be able to reclai rix objective, keeping
his/her peesonal prejudices from affecting the irnravestigation. At the
start oftlw.e interview, the officer should strive =Ito establish a harmoni-
ous relatic=mship with the person being intervieWd to put them at ease.

When the az=fficer is assigned to interview witneses at a crime scene,
he/she tritt follow the general guidelines listed r below.

Check tale crime scene area for witnesses as sozoon as possible.

when sasprneone is found, verify that he/she wi=riessed the crime or
oumstamces immediately before or after it.

Identify- yoluself as a law enforcement offieer.
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Separate the witnesses, if there are more than one so they cannot
compare their obmrvations.

Interview witnesses separately, using recording equipment such as a
tape recorder and/or field notes. When using recording equipment,
the officer must follow applicable state laws and department policies
on advising the witnesses that their conversations are being recorded.
Procedures for correct operation of the recording equipment are
listed in the equipment manufacturers' manual.

Determine the witness's ability to provide accurate information when
under stress. Evaluate the emotional state of the witness.

Determine the location of the witness in relation to the scene as the
crime was in progress.

Mk the witness to tell in his/her own words what happened d do
not prompt or lead him/her.

Keep the witness talking, but explain that you want only the facts.

Record the witnesses' statements as quickly as possible.

Broadcast descriptions of any mspects or vehicles so that other
enforcement officers and agencies may help to locate them.

NOTE: See "Search and Arrest," Section 4 of this unit, for procedures
to use if the suspect is located at the crime scene.

Note Taker

An investigator should consider a notebook an essential item of his/her
equipment whether interviewing witnesses or processing the scene.
Taking complete notes is an essential requirement of any investigation
because they supplement every phase of the inveLAigation. Very often,
details that appear unimportant in official reports may become points
of interest in court or during the various steps of an investigation.
When these details are recorded properly, they are readily available.

It is important to record any detail that might be of value in the future.
The notebook serves as a reservoir of information. At a later date,
facts may be evaluated, arranged in the proper order, and sorted by
their importance.

The primary purpose of note taking is to make it easier for the investi-
gator to be able to recall an incident, situation, or circumstance at a
later date. Note taking compensates for the loss of memory that
usually occurs between the original investigation and the preparation of
reports by making it possible to recall facts and circumstances more
clearly and accurately. In addition, keeping accurate and detailed notes
will:

support and complement sketches and photographs made during an
investigation
recall the crime scene as accurately as possible, when combined with
sketches and photographs

4
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allow for a thorough review, analysis, and evaluation of the crime
scene later, without the need to revisit it.

Notes will aid the investigator during interviews and interrogations in
the following ways:

Reinvestigations are often eliminated or reduced.
Points of conflict are often resolved.
Logical and pertinent questions are formulated.
Information can be evaluated with the aid of other details.
Notes serve as an outline for preparing a finished and completed
report.

If a witness's memory fails, the use of notes can be helpful, especially
during courtroom proceedings. Other investigators can be briefed even
when the original report is not readily available. Investigative leads are
often produced by reviewing notes which are pertinent to the crime.

Notes should be written objectively, without the addition of personal
opinions and should contain information which is pertinent only to the
specific investigation. Notes should always address these general
questions:

when
where
who
what
how
why

Notes should also contain the following specific data:

time, date, and weather conditions
complaint or case number
identification of person(s) interviewed
identification of other person(s) present
a brief resume of activities; for example: methods used to search and
safeguard the scene, results of surveillance and other observations,
evidence found, photos taken, casts and sketches made.

Use a separate page for any statements taken and quote verbatim when-
ever possible. Include the time, date, and place of questioning. Re-
member, some people are hesitant to supply information and may object
to a written record of their statement, so don't antagonize them by in-
sisting. Later, when the first opportunity presents itself, you can re-
cord a synopsis of the interview.

A fresh numbered page should be used for each phase of the particular
investigation and should be written or printed by hand. Do not erase
errors; instead, cross them out, make the change, and initial it.

: word for word.
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Avoid the use of shorthand since notes taken in shorthand may not be
understood by other persons involved in the investigation. Use proper
abbreviations or, when in doubt, write the complete word or phrase.

The notebook, whether it be bound or looseleaf, should be small enough
to carry in the pocket.

The following is a comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of
bound book vs. looseleaf notebooks:

Bound book

Looseleal

Sketcher

Advantages

Notes remain intact.
Pages are normally
not lost or removed
easily so courts
will accept them
more readily.

Notes are easily
removed for filing.
Notes can be deleted
or altered merely by
removing or substi-
tuting pages.

Disadvan

Notes pertinent to
other cases could be
compromised.
Reques use of a
separate book for each
case.

Pages can be lost or
detached.
Notes may be more
difficult to verify in
court.

A photograph does not give accurate information concernfrig distances.
Some objects in a photograph of a scene either are not visible or cannot
be identified. A drawing or sketch is the simplest and most effective
way of showing distances and identifying items of evidence as well as
thet location at the scene. In major cases, drawirigs should be com-
bined with photographs to record crime scenes. The sketcher's job is to
draw the crime scene using measurements and legends to accurately
identify where critical items were located at the time of the crime.

The sketches produced by the officer at the scene can be used to:

provide a permanent record of the crime scene
aid witnesses in explaining what happened or what they saw
help the court to understand the crime scene and what the witnesses
are testifying about
support photographs which were taken at the scene.

The type of sketch used depends on where the crime was committed. If
the scene of the crime is outdoors, an external sketch is used; for
crimes committed within a structure, an kiternal floor plan or an
"exploded" chart (ckawn as if the four walls were flattened) is used.

Guidelines for external sketches. In an external sketch, identify objects
and their locations to show that it is an outside sketch. Figure D-2-2
illustrates how some objects might be identified in a sketch. Remember
to keep symbols clear and simple.

8 6
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One of the suggested conventions of sketch drawing is the use of a
legend, or key, to explain the sketch. Measurements are listed in the
legend rather than being written on the sketch. Letters are used for in-
dicating distance, and numbers are used for item identification. Figure
D-2-3 is an example of a sketch with its legend. Note that the sketch
should be drawn to scale, that is, it should show how many feet are
bekg represented in an inch (or similar small measure). If possible,
show where north is in relation to the sketch.

Guidelines for internal sketches. When evidence of a crime is found
inside a buildirg, at least two kinds of sketches can be used. If only one
room is of interest, a fallout or exploded chart should be used. Figure
D-2-4 is an example of an exploded chart.

If evidence is collected from several rooms, a simple floor plan sketch
can be used. Fiures D-2-5, D-2-6, and D-2-7 illustrate how a floor plan
is done.

In doing a sketch, especially one with many details, it is easier to follow
these steps:

STEP 1: Draw an exploded chart or floor plan (Figur 2
D-2-5).

STEP 2: Sketch in the evidence (Figure D-2-6).

STEP 3: Add measurements, legend, locations (address), and personal
data to show who made the sketch (Figure D-2-7).

STEP 4: Indicate the date and type of crime (Figure D-2-7) and sign
your name.

In order to draw a more complete sketch, sometimes individual items
may be drawn separately in more detailed or enlarged versions.
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Person

House

nii School

Hospital

=--= Window

firr11111
III MINH Stairway

Elevator shaft

Fut-niture

Railroad

[T
Roads and
buildings -E1-1

signal

lgn

Street light

ED.
Path oh

Skid marks

Path of
Pedestrian

AM Chair-straight back Strea

e=11 Chair -overstu ffed Pond

-Phone or power Tree
pole

-T-T-T-T Telephone or fledge
power line

.

X-X X -X- Fence

Road

Footpath

Re

idge

vert

e ures

Cultivated field WS
Mush

Point of impact

North arrow-on all sketches

Figure D-2-2
Some Symbols lUae-id in Sketching
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Items easurements

1. Footprints A - B = 14'
A - C = 16'

2. Footprints B D = 25'
C D = 14'

3. Black shoe D - E = 55'
D - F = 60'

4. White piece of E G = 43'
cloth F - G = 54'

Figure D-2-3
Ou side Crime Scene Diagram
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LEG

Distances

A B = 6 1/2'
B C =
D - E = 1 1/2'
A - E = 8 1/2'
F G = 5'
E - H = 8'
G H = 4 1/2'
F - H = 7'
C H = 11'

Items

1. Body
2. Bloodstain
3. Hallway door
4. Television
5. Gun
6. Dining table and chats
7. Outside door
8. Bullet hole in wall
9. Whidow

10. Bullet hole in window

Ficure D-2-4
Exploded Cha ep 1)
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D-2-5
Floor Plan (9te TM)

Figure D-2-6
Adding Evideno CXStep 2)
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JOHN C. DOE
1056 65th St. (Apt. 2)
Any City, Florida

110MICT1=,E

Drawn by Patrolman C. EJones
September 1, 1982
(Seale: 1/2" = 1')

Distances

A - B = 4,9
A - C = 4'3"
D E = 5'
D - F = 3'2"
G - H = 5'9"
G - I = 2'
J - K = 2'3"
J L = 4'1"
M - N = 5'2"
M - 0 = 4'3"

Runs

Bocly C face down)
BIciadt.ains

3, Gun
A, CartrEf_ e case
5, Totn 1oth
6, Floor Thamp
7, Chair
2, Sofa
9, Bed

Atire
Completemd Crime Scene Sketch (Steps 3 and 4)
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The measurer works closely with the sketcher at the crime scene be-
cause measured distances between items are important parts of the
sketch and are included in the legend. There are two types of measur-
ing procedures, triangular and coordinate (right a le).

For triangular measurements:

STEP 1: Think of the piece of evidence as a corner of a trimele.

STEP 2: Choose two fixed points on the crime scene, such as corners of
a room, power posts, and so on. These should be on two sides
of the piece of evidence in question.

STEP 3: Starting at each fixed point, measure the distance to the
evidence. Measure the distance between the two fixed points.

STEP 4: Draw in (or have sketcher draw in) the measured distances on
the sketch, using dotted lines to connect each fixed point to
the piece of evidence. Note that these lines would be two
sides of a triangle.

See Figures D-2-3 and 2-4 which show the use of triangu
measurements.

For coordkulte measurements:

STEP 1: Think of the piece of evidence as a corner of a mc

STEP 2: Choose two fixed straight lines on the crime scene, such as
walls, an extended wall line, &rid so on. The two lines should
meet rather than parallel each other.

STEP 3: Measure a perpendicular line from the evidence to one wall.

STEP 4: Measure another perpendicular line to the other wall. The two
lines should be at right angles.to each other.

STEP 5: Draw in measured distances on the sketch using dotted lines to
connect the evidence to each wall. Note that you have drawn
two sides of a rectangle (the other two sides are the walls).

See Figure D-2-7 which shows the use of coordinate
measurements.

NOTE: When measurfrig a body at the crime scene, two measurements
should be used, one from the center of the head and the other from a
foot (see Figure D-2-7). Also, an outline of the body should be drawn
with chalk or marked with tape, so that when the body is removed,
measurements and photographs can still be taken showing the position
of the body.
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Photographer

The photographer has an important role at the scene of the crime. Lii-ce
sketches, photographs capture the scene of the crime and may becom
important evidence later. Unlike a sketch, a photograph records
everythirg in front of the camera and is not selective.

Because crime scenes are likely to change by the time of the trial,
photographs must record the crime scene for future reference. LI a st
of photographs, evidential facts and ckcurratances are outlined. For
photographs to be admissR)le as evidence, it must be shown that they
are an accurate record of the scene as it was when the first official
arrived. Not only should the immediate scene be recorded, but the
turroundfrg area should be photographed as well.

There are three general types of crime scene photographs, showing
locality, the immediate grounds, or the details of the scene.

locality photographs show the crime scene in relation to its surrourld-
mgs and should include such items as buildings, streets, sidewalks, aiad
terrain.

- Immedkite grounds photographs show the scene of the crime within
its immediate surroundings. For example, if the crime occurred in
the house, the outside garden may be important. If the erime scene is
one room, other rooms connected to it should be photographed.

- Photographs of details describe only the crime scene or details
included within it.

Photographs should be taken of the overall crime scene, the location o
all evidence within the crime scene, and close-ups of evidence. Close
ups may be used to record fine details such as words or serial numbers
on objects. If there is a body, it should be photographed to show not
only its location withfri the scene, but also the location of any wounds.
The photographer should take pictures of the body from various angles
to show the type and angle of the wounds more clea

liememner:
- There should be at least two pictures taken of everything that is

important at the crime scene. It is better to have too many rather
than not enough photographs.

- Take notes about each photograph so that later the following
information can be written on the back of the photograph:

subject of photograph
location
date
time taken
type of crime
report number
ype of camera and film used

photographer's signature

NOTE: Basic photographic techniques will be covered in Block VI.
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rprinter

The fingerprinter is responsible for locating and lifting prints found at
the crime scene as well as the prints of all persons known to be at the
scene before tmd during the investigation. The latter, known as elimin-
ation prints, are used to identify those people belorging at the scene.

NOTE: The basic procedures for taking fingerprfras will be covered in
Block VI.

Elector

There are five main tasks the evidence collector must complete to ful-
ill the important job of collecting evidence at the crime scene. These

tasks are:

recognizing different kinds of evidence
collecting, identifying, and marking specific items of evidence
documenting evidence
completing the evidence report
assuring the proper chain of custody for evidence.

The evidence collector should follow these steps while at the crime
scene.

STEP 1: Record the exact location of each piece of evidence (with
sketcher and measurer).

STEP 2: Have the evidence photographed in its exact location prior to
removing it.

STEP 3: Mark the evidence and place it in an evidence container with-
out destroying prints or characteristics.

STEP 4: Maintain the evidence in a manner that will show the chixin of
custody. It is better for just one officer to be responsible for
all evidence collected at the scene.

STEP 5: Turn the properly marked evidence over to the agency's evi-
dence custodian.

flocumenth Evidence

There are two kinds of evidence found at a crime scene: fixed (unmov-
able) and movable evidence. Rxamples of fixed evidence include latent
fingerprints, shoe prints, tire prints, tool marks, writings or markings on
fixed objects, and any objects which cannot be removed from the scene
because of bulk, weight, or other factors.

lat . present but not easily seen; hidden.

9 5
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veable evidence can be recovered from the scene and stored until
needed for further use during the investigation. One type of movable
evidence is trace evidence, tiny pieces of material which should not be
overlooked: Rxamples of trace evidence include dried blood flakes,
paint flakes, glass fragments, hairs, fibers, insulation from a safe, dust,
powders, plant fragments, and similar items. Because trace evidence is
small and often fragile, it requires extreme care to prevent loss or con-
tamination. Anything found at the scene could be evidence.

Nothing at a crime scene is too insignifimmt for proper treatment. Now
let's consider eleven specific types of evidence that could be found at a
crime scene and how to collect, mark, and document these items.

(1) Ffrearms

Collecting: Never insert anything into the barrel of a firearm as this
may damage identifying characteristics and dislodge material which
may be inside the barrel. Pick up the weapon by the trigger guard or
checked grip so as not to disturb any fingerprints. Unload, but do not
wipe or clean the weapon. When unloading, carefully note the location
of fired, unffred, and misfired cartridges by diagram as illustrated in
Figure D-2-8.

Al3pearance of
cylinder as
recovered

Diagram to be made by
officer recovering weapon

Fure D-2-8
Revolver Cylinder and Dia

Marking: Scratch an arrow on the rear face of the cylinder to indicate
the chamber position under the hammer (in line with the barrel) when
recovering the weapon. Then prepare a diagram numbering the remain-
ing chambers in a clockwise direction, as shown in Figure D-2-8.

9 6
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Place each cartridge case in a separate plastic or cardboard container
with a piece of cotton to prevent damage. Mark the container with
initial, date, and numbers to correspond with the numbered chambers in
the diagram.

Flgwre D-2-9
Marking and Pckagirg Ammunition
Components

Record the serial number and description of the weapon. Firearms with
no serial number should be marked with your initials on the receiver or
the underside of the barrel; never use a nonidentifiable mark such as an
X. Do not mark the weapon on any easily removable part such as the
stock or grips. Use discretion so that the weapon is not disfigured (see
Figure l[2-10). Attach an evidence tag identifying the case number,
exhibit number, and date to the triggerguard.

97
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Mark one
of these
spots

Mark one
ef these
spots

gure 122-10
Marking Handguns
(revolvers, automatic pistols, single shot pistols)

If the firearm does not have a serial number, mark the initial of the
officer and the date of recovery as indicated.

1111111111117.1

Mark one
of these
spots

D-2-11
Marking Weapons
(rifles, shotguns, machine guns)

Mark the initial of the officer who recovered the weapon on the barrel,
frame, or breechblock as indicated. It is not necessary to mark remov-
able parts er stocks. Attach an evidence tag with case number, exhibit
number, and date to the triggerguard.

Taking notes: Note whether the Identifying marks (make, model, serial
number) have been removed, what the condition of the weapon is,
whether it is in working order, and, if so, whether it has any defects
which might have an effect on the investigation. Abo record whether it
has been used to fire a particular bullet or cartridge.
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Collecti Handle the bullet so that any extraneous materials will not
be dislodged. Do not damage the markings. If a bullet is lodged in wood
or similar material, cut out the section containing the bullet and take it
to the laboratory. Request that hands or rubber tipped forceps be used
when bullets are removed from a body to minimize the possibility of
damage to the bullet. Wrap each bullet in tissue or cotton to prevent
damage, and place in a separate rigid container (Figure D-2-10).

Marking: Do not mark on the bullet. Rather, seal the bullet in the con-
tainer and mark the container. Designate each bullet with a letter or a
numeral which corresponds to your notes and sketches.

Mark the initials of the officer. If there is more than one bullet, use
initials of person who recovered them and the date recovered, and
designate each bullet with a letter or numeral. Keep notes concerning
the source of the bullets.

Taking notes: Note any readily observable information such as the type
and make of ammunition, or the type and make oi the weapon from
which the bullet was fired (within limits). If more than one bullet is
collected, record the order in which they were found and the exact
location. The location can be very significant, especially if the bullets
collected were fired from more than one weapon.

Quirk Age Cases

Collecting: Handle carefully so that the case will not be scratched or
marked. Wrap each cartridge case separately to prevent damage. Be
sure to note the location where each was found because this may be
helpful in the investigation, especially if an automatic-loading weapon
was used.

Marking: Mark a fired cartridge case by scratching your initial on the
inside of the open end of the case (Fizure D-2-10). Seal the case in a
container and mark the container with your initials, case number,
exhibit number, date and where it was found. If the case is too small to
mark on the inside place it unmarked into the container and seal it.

Mark an unfired carteridge on its side. Seal it in a container, marking
the container with the same information as for a fired cartridge case.

Taking notes: Note the type of ammunition and whether any marks such
as ejector or extractor marks are observable.

(4) Motgun

Collecting: Follow the procedure given for cartridge cases.

Marking: Package ii individual containers the same as for cartridge
cases and mark the containers as in Figure D-2-10.

Taking notes: Note the type of ammunition and, when possible, the type
of shotgun used from an examination of the type and location of marks.

9 9
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(5) Penes and Wads (Sho trun)

Collecting: Recover as many pel ets as possible; at least four or five
are needed for accurate sizing. Always dry the wads before packaging
the m to prevent deterioration.

Marking: Do not mark the items, but seal them in containers and mark
the containers with your initials. Mark where and when they were found.

Taking notes: Note the size and type of ammunition used.

(6) Shot and Powder Patterns

Collecting: When comparing powder patterns, it is necessary to have
available the same weapon and type of ammunition used in the incident
available for testing. Mways seize any ammunition found because that
is most liketi to be the type of ammunition used. Make accurate
measurement patterns on bodies, and photograph, including a scale.
Count the number of holes in patterns, if possible, because this may
reveal the size of the shot load.

Marking: Initial all submitted items, giving pertinent informa ion about
where and when they were found.

Taking notes: Note the measurements observed and characteristics of
the wound or damaged area. When possible, note the barrel length or
the number of lands and grooves of the weapon.

(7) Toob and Tool Marks

Collecting: Handle tools with care and protect the tips so that any
paint chips which might be on them from the scene will not be lost.
Never try a tool in a tool mark as this will damage the mark and destroy
the evidential value of any paint on the tools. If practical, remove the
portion of the item containing the tool mark and submit this to the
laboratory for examination.

Marking: The item with the tool mark and all tools should be marked
with your initials. Tell where and when they were found.

Taking notes: Note any characteristics of the mark which are readily
observable.

(8) Serial Number Restorations

What can be determined: If the removal has not gone too deeply or if
the number is obscured by overstamping, it is possible, in most cases, to
restore the number. Molded numbers cannot be restored, but stamped
numbers can.

Collecting: Do not attempt to raise the number. Take the item to the
laboratory, if possible. If this is not possible, contact the laboratory for
instructions. Obtain any information about the type of metal in the
item, because different types of metals require different chemicals for
developing numbers.
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Marking: Mark your initials on the i em in an area away from the
damaged serial number.

Taking notes: ief
altered or removed.

describe the item and how the number has been

(9) Fibers and Fabrics

What can be determined: Pieces of cloth, fibers, and threads from
clothing, rugs, blankets, and other common objects are often collected
as evidence at a crime scene. Examination of these items may show
color and type of fiber, the probability of common origin of fibers or
threads and articles of clothing, and possible contact between indivduab
or between individuab and objects.

Collecting: Package small pieces of cloth and fibers using the druggist
fold (see Figure D-2-16). Pieces of cloth may be found under a hitand-
run vehicle. Fibers may be embedded in the paint in damaged areas.
Cloth evidence may be found along the path of a criminal's entry into
the building, such as a torn screen, broken glass, or other sharp edges.
Threads or long fibers may be picked up with the fingers or with
tweezers. If the fibers are short or ffrmly adhering to an item, collect
the entire item in a paper bag so that fibers can be removed in the
laboratory.

Marking: Seal and mark the container. Clothing items can also be
tagged.

Taking notes: Note the location where each item was recovered and
any unusual conditions.

(10) &plosive Residues

Collecting: The type of explosive used can often be determined from
containers, detonating devices (fuses, caps, etc.), and other remains of
the explosive device, Be sure to obtain all available materials of this
type, Normally, only items near the immediate point of explosion will
be of value in examining for residues.

Taking notes: Note the location of any residue wires, blasting caps, or
other items which could have been a part of an explosive device.

al) Glass

What can be determined: The direction of force and the sequence of
breakage may be shown by reconstructing broken glass. It is important
to collect all glass for fracture matzh determination. Glass may be
extremely important in hit-and-run automobile accidents; fragments
recovered from the victim may identify the vehicle involved.

Collecting: Eklreme care must be used when working around broken
glass when it is still in a window. A piece could fall out and cut off a
nand or fingers. Heavy gloves should be worn at all times. Collect all
glass at the scene. Glass gathered from the inside should be packaged
separately from the glass taked from the outside. Stioes, clothing, and
other objects which have fragments of glass attached should be marked
and packaged separately from glass taken individually from the scene.
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Marki . Glass should be left in the frame, if possible« Mark the "in-
side" and "outside" of the glass with masking tape. Masking tape is also
appropriate to use to hold the glass in place. If the frame cannot be
removed, mark the inside and outside pieces, and package them separ-
ately. Initial the packages and identify where and when the glass was
found.

Taking notes: Note the distance from the window of all glass collected
and make a sketnh.

Additional Markkg Thehniques

Each khld of evidence mentioned above should be marked appropri-
ately. Here are some additional examples of markfrig techniques.

Evidence tags. For evidence which can have tags attached to it, such as
a revolver, fill in the required information and attach the tag (see
Figures D-2-12 and D-2-13.)

1 '2

Figtwe D-24
Evidence Tag Affixed to Revolver
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How to complete evidence tags:

STEP 1: &rter the incident
(ease) number.

STEP 2: Enter the evidence item
number. You will assign
this number Ernd will use
it again on the evidence
report form.

STEP 3: Sign your name.

STEP 4: Enter your LD. (badge number).

STEP 5: Enter the date and time.

STEP 6: Enter appropriate remarks.

1NCVENT 1234

rrEm #

OFFICE A. SMITH

wi#__ 345'

DATEITIME8 1Sept82

zas Pm

REMARKS: Waohod
throe flred,,Ame mle-

flred,ond two leaded

eart_ijAm._
Item

Figure D-2-13
An Example of
Evidence Tag

Evklence bs and boxes. These kinds of containers are used to safe-
guard evidence that might become lost if left loose (Figure D-2-14).
h.:formation about the evidence should be written on the box or bag as it
appears on the tag.

90
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mall cardboard box

Brown bag

Figure D-2-14
Examples of Evidence Bag - d Box

grne druggist fold (from paper). To preserve trace evidence such as
drled blood flakes, paint flakes, glass fragments, haLrs, or fibers, the
druggist fold is one of the most effective techniques. Place (or sweep)
thi_=-e trace evidence onto an appropriately sized piece of paper, most of-
t_,m a 4 by 5 inch to 8 1/2 by 11 inch piece. Keeping the trace evidence
in the middle, fold in from all four sides, as shown in Figure D-2-15 .
iltmen tape securely, label, date, and initial it. Place this small paper
pawaket Lnto an envelope and seal. Label, date, and initial the envelope.

Figure D-2-15
Druggist Fold

4
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The

The evidence report is an accurate list of all evidence found at the
crime scene. The report helps keep track of the evidence and shows
who has been responsible for it at each step. The officer who collected
the evidence will turn the evidence and the report over to the law en-
forcement agency for storage. This report is in addition to the original
report written by the note taker.

How to complete evidence reports: (refer to Figure D-2-16)

STEP 1: Enter the assigned incident (case) number.

STEP 2: Check the type of ease contained in the report. In this case,
check "Evidence."

STEP 3: Enter the incident type.

STEP 4: Check the status and location. In this case, the evidence was
found at 217 Rivoli in Oakville, Georgia.

STEP 5: Enter the item number in numerical sequence.

STEP 6: Enter the quantity.

STEP 7: Enter a brief description of each item. Use more thaE one
line if necessary.

STEP 8: &ter the code or LD. number of person initially finding the
evidence.

STEP 9: Print name, then sign.

STEP 10: Enter LD. number (badge number).

STEP 11: Enter the date and time when the report is sub itted.

STEP 12: If the owner of the property is known, enter hisiher name, the
address, and the phone number.

STEP 13: Write any comments or information.

STEP 14: When the evidence is turned in to the Property/Evidence Sec-
tion, obtain the signature and LD. number of the officer who
receives it and the date and time that you turned it in.
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UCR CODE

DATE OF DAS. REPORT

TIME OF ORG. REPORT

EVIDENCE --PROPMRTY RE
PAGE PAGES

.744

Initial Submitting Officer (Mane Time Submittal (GI

kvi

r Notd For Fickup: Di (ID.

I Disposition OnVz

Disposition: (Oil

Explanation:

Signatu

) Released To Owner Submitted to WI
ikil #
( ) Desmayed

Rem

) Other

ccontdJ-

Crime ene oae,ure

-2-16
Eviallenee Report Form
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Evidenee and the Maki of

It is very important that the "chain of custo of the evidence be
clear- The chain of custody refers to the possessn of the evidence
specifically, whose care it has been under since being collected. Chain
of custody is one way of authenticating evidence. Authentication is
required in order for an item to be admitted as evidence. That is,
someone must say it is in the same condition as when found at the
scene. Any changes in the item must be explained to the jury so that
they will not be misled by the condition of the evidence. If chain of
custody is the method to be used for authentication, there are strict
procedures to be followed. From the moment the evidence collector
discovers the piece of evidence until it is presented in court, the 0...ntin-
uous possession of that evidence must be established. When the evi-
dence collector turns it over to the law enforcement agency, the person
accepting it must sign, date, and hidicate the time on the evidence
report. Each person who had a bit of evidence in his/her possession may
be requked to testify that it was either under his/her kamediate care,
or that it was placed in a locked compartment to which he/she alone
had access, and that the evidence was in no way altered Dr contami-
nated. In larger departments, there are often evidence control officers
who take charge of the evidence and store it in a vault for sufekeeping
until it is needed in court.

If the chain of custody is broken, the case could be lost. The following
case is an example. At the scene of a fire, a kerosene container (sug-
gesting arson) was found. This container was later traced to a suspect.
The fire marshal kept the can in the back of his car and did not guard it
properly. The car was left unattended and unlocked at certain times, so
that it could not be assumed that the container was left untouched.
Therefore, it could not be submitted as evidence, and the case was lost.

Remember: Ail item to be used as evidence must be guaranteed to be
deemed unaltered (except where laboratory analyses have been neces-
sary). If the possession of the evidence is unclear even for a moment,
its admissibility in court may be challenged.

Final Crime Seeie westigation

After the crime scene investigation has been completed, there is still
one more tool to insure that you have found all evidence: your final
search of the area. There are many searches you can use, but the
following three are the most common.

The Wall or Mid Semeh

The officers line up along one side of the room against the wall and pro-
ceed across the room to the opposite wall. Then, they again line up
against the wall to their left and go across the room to the opposite
wall, stopping whenever evidence is located, as in Figure D-2-17.
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Figure 0-2-17
Wall or Grid S..areh

The Strip Seeieti

The officers using the strip search go back and fortM-a across the room in
long strips checking for evidenae, using the pattern shown in Figure
D-248.

Pigaire 0-2-18
Strip Search

The kiward kal Seareh

The officers using this search start on an outer perirmaleter or wall of the
scene and mark a ekcle ground the crime scene, wor--Icing in toward the
center (Figure D-2-19).

Aram M-19
Soar/ Sp Ira 1 Search



Summary

The crime scene frivestigation is a very important part of police work,
since it is usually a first step which leads to other police procedures:
the arrest of the suspect, the presentation of evidence to the court, and
the conviction and sentencing of the offender. The officer must keep
all field notes and preliminary reports so he/she can refresh his/her
memory in preparation for court. Proper investigatfon of the crime
scene will eliminate the officers' having to go back and investigate
again, looking for the evidence needed for conviction of the offender.
If you complete your investigation properly, you should not have this
problem. Do not leave anything to chance.

Law enforcement officers must be able to fill many jobs at the crime
scene. They must also be able to supervise other personnel who may be
working under them to collect, mark, and analyze evidence. Jobs that
must be assigned or handled at the crime scene include:

o officer in charge
administrant of first aid
guard

o interviewer of witnesses
note tELker

o sketcher
measurer
photographer

a fingerprkiter
evidence collector.

CO_ e review quesliou 4 begmnmg on the next page.
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eStiona (1: 2)

Write your answers on a separate sheet of paper.

1. What are the two basic types of investigations?

2. What are the purposes of a criminal investigation?

What are two basic methods of collecting infor ation from persons?

4. List rwo categories of evidence.

5. List at least Eeven preliminary tasks that an officer may perform at
a crime scene.

6. Write the job title for each job described below.

a. uses symboLs to reproduce the crime scene
b. produces a ready outline for the preparation of a finhed report
c. provides records of locality, immediate grounds, and details of

the crime scene
d. first officer on the scene
e. aids filjured individuals
f. records exact location of evidence
g. takes right angle or triangular measurements
h. locks all doors

collects information from witnesses
j. produces elimUlation prints

7. Describe the method for marking the evidence listed below.

a. loaded cartridges
b. Ered bullet (recovered)
c. fired cartridge case
d. shotgun shells
e. pellets and wads
f. shattered glass

What is at least one desirable characteristic for an investigator
conducting interviews?

9. flgt three types of anal crime scene searches and give a brief
description of each.

with the co _e_
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Block I: La.w thforcement System
Unit D: Mw Enforcement Cerations
Section 3: Accident Investigation

Azk your instructor for the pretest for this section (I: D-3). After you
complete the pretest, your instructor will let you know whether to study
this section or to take thr. posttest.
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kitroctuction

Along with crime scene investigation, accident investigation has long
been a basic and necessgry part of law enforcement. With the ever-
increasing use of the automobile on our streets and roadways, the prin-
ciple law enforcement job, to protect life and property, has become
even more difficult due to increases in automobile accidents.

A traffic accident defies a rigid set of chronological steps for proper
handling. The law enforcement officer's course of action will be deter-
mined by a variety of factors which cannot be predetermined.

Confusion, hysteria, injuries, ffre, foul wea'..:ier, bad location, high speed
traffic, and poor visibility are some of the elements which may be en-
countered at the scene. It is imperative that officers have the ability
to make sound decisions quickly and see to it that their orders are car-
ried out. The law enforcement officer must effectively control the
situation at all times after arriving at the scene .

mandatory, required.
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Objectives

Know_ tiv

Upon completion of this section, you should be able to do the following
on a written test:

1. Match accident investigation terms with their definitions.

2. List type and severity classifications of motor vehicle accidents.

3. Identity operational factors which causer traffic accidents.

4. IdentIfy conditional factors and the attributes and modifiers which
cause traffic accidents.

5. IdentIfy the nine steps that an officer folio s during an accident
investigation.

6. Identify the additional evidence that is required when an accident
results in death or major knjury.

7. Identify the five groups which are most often involved in pedestrian
accidents.

8. List the information which should be collected during the
investigation of a hit-and-run accident.
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Accident Investigation

Dermition of Accident kivestiEaticn 'Thrum

The followLng terms will be encountered throughout this section. Study
them before you proceed. These definitions are taken from the publica-
tions, Traffic Accident Investi ators Manual for Police Northwestern
University Traffic Institute; Manual on Classification of Motor Vehicle
Traffic Accidents, Committee on Uniform Traffic Accident Statistics;
and Dictionary of Highway Traffic, by Baker and Stebbins.

1

accident: an unintended event that produces injury or damage.
motor vehicle accident: an accident involving a motor vehicle in
motion, but not involving aircraft or watercraft.
motor vehicle traffic accident: any motor vehicle accident that
occurs on a traffieway or that occurs after the motor vehicle-runs off
a roadway but before events are stabilized.

o motor vehicle nont-saffic accident: any motor vehicle accident which
occurs entirely in any place other than a trafficway.
other road vehicle traffic accklent: any other road vehicle accident
that occurs on a trafficway or that occurs after the vehicle runs off a
roadway, but before events are stabilized .

o motor vehicle: any mechanically or electrically powered device, not
operated on rails, upon which 07 by which any person or property may
be transported or drawn upon e. highway.
trafficway: the entire width between boundary Mles of every way or
place open to the use of the public for purposes of vehicular traffic as
a matter of right or custom.
rondway: that portion of a trafficway which is improved, designed, or
ordkiarily used for vehicular travel, exclusive of the shoulder. In the
event the trafficway includes two or more separate roadways, the
term "roadway" refers to any such roadway separately, but not to all
such roadways collectively .
road: that part of the trafficway which includes both the roadway
and any shoulder beside the roadway.

trim conveyance: any human-powered device by which a
pedestrian may move, or by which a person may move another
pedestrian, other than by pedaling.
pedal cycle: a vehicle operated solely by pedals and propelled by
human power.
motorcycle: a two-wheeled motor vehicle having one or more riding
saddles and sometimes a third wheel for the support of a sidecar or
vehicle.
railway train: Emy device, with or without coupled cars, designed for
transport upon a railway, including any device designed to operate
upon railway tracks under its own power, such as a motor vehicle
equipped with flanged wheels.
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: any person not in or upon a motor vehicle or other road
vehicle.
&iver : the operator of any motor vehicle or other road vehicle.
in tramport: the state or condition of a vehicle when 11- is in use
primarily for moving persons or property (including the vehicle itself)
fro..n one place to another, and is in motion or in readiness for motion
or on a roadway, but not parked in a designated parking area.

accident: any accident involving a device designed
primarily for, or bethg used at the time primarily for, conveying
persons or goods from one place or another.
sheulier: that portion r the road touching the major roadway for
accommodation of SLL _ vehicles, for emergency use, and for
lateral support of the roadway structure.

Events and Wituations ffic

perception of hazard: seeing, feeling, or hearing and understanding
the unusual or unexpected movement or condition that could be taken
as a sign of an accident about to happen. The poiat of perception
would be the point on the road at which the driver perceived the
hazs.
encroachment: movement into the path assigned to another traffic
unit.
point of no escape: that place and time after or beyond which the
accident cannot be prevented by the traffic unit under consideration.
ir -Iximum engagement: the greatest collapw or overlap in a collision.
injur: receiving bodily harm.

a key event: an event on the road which characterizes the manner of
occurrence of a motor vehicle traffic accident.
enicial event: whatever occurrence the traffic unit would have
avoided by escaping the hazard.
pokit of pomade perception: the place and time at which the unusual,
unexpected movement or condition could have been perceived by a
normal person.

a Mal position: the place and time when objects involved in the
accident finally come to rest without application of power.
initial contact: the first accidental touching of an object collided
with by a traffic unit in motion.

Units of Traffic Accidents

traffic tudt: any person using a traffieway for travel, parking, or
other purposes as a pedestrian or driver, including any vehicle, other
device, or animal used for this purpose.
noneantact unit: a traffic unit which contributes to an accident but
strikes nothing and suffers neither damage nor injury.
single milt accident: an accident in which only one traffic unit is
involved.
multiple mat ace ent: accident in which two or more traffic units
are involved.
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otor Vehicle Traffic Acciden

fatal traffic accident: any motor vehicle accident that results in
fatal injuries to one or more persons.
nonfatal inNry accident: any motor vehicle accident in which there
is no fatal injury to any person, but only damage to the motor vehicle,
to other motor vehicles, or to other property including injuries to
animals.
property damage accident: any motor vehicle accident in which the e
is no injury to any person, but only damage to the motor vehicle, to
other motor vehicles, or to other prope7ty including injuries to
animals

Accident Osumtion

mule: that which brings about or effects a result.
traffic accident cause: a combination of simultaneolis and sequential
circumstances without any one of which the accident could not have
happened.
factor: any circumstance connected with a traffic accident without
which the accident could have not occurred. Factors may be either
actions or conditions.

IlEscellaneous

hazard: a dynamic situation in which a crucial event will result if
direction and acceleration of movhig objects continue unchanged.
collksion course: course along which the space between objects
diminishes, and the angle between the path of either and a line
between them is constant.
evasive action: the reaction of a traffic unit to a dangerous situation
it has p Trceived.

mic situation: the time and space available for evasive action.
It involves several elements such as speed, direction, change of speed
and direction, and position.
drivirg strategy: any action while a traffic unit is on a trip which
fricreases or decreases the probability of successful evasive action by
that unit if a hazard develops.
attributes: any inherent characteristic of a trafficway, a vehicle, or
a person .:Aking a trip on the trafficway that affects the probability
of a traffic accident.
modifiers: any circumstances which produce changes in attributes.
safe veella speed adjusted to the potential or possible hazards of the
road ar...:1 traffic situation ahead.

Classificata n of Motor Vehicle Traffic Accidents

Motor vehicle accidents can be classified by type and by severity as
follows:

1. Noncollision
a. overturning
b. other noncoflisiori
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2. Collision between vehicles and
a. pedestrian
b. motor vehicle in transport
c. motor vehicle on other roadway
d. parked motor vehicle
e. railway train
f. pedal cyclist
g. animal
h. fixed object
i. other object cluding other road vehicles)
j. hit and run

Severity
a. fatalinjury
b. incapacitating bljury
C. nonincapacitatirg Lnjury
d. possible injury
e. no injwy

Climes of ltaffic Accidents

The cause of all traffic accidents lies in a combination of simultaneous
and sequential factors leading up to the accident. If any one of these
factors had been missing, the accident would not have taken phice. Two
basic types of factors have been identified:

operational factors (acts)
conditional factors (attributes)

Operational Factors in Traffic Azeidents

erations which rail and lead to accidents are termed operational
factors in those accidents. Mere are two leveh of operational factors
based on their nearness or proximity to the accident:

1. Faulty evasive action

accelerated - too much, not enough, or at the wrong time
decelerated - too much, not enough, or at the wrong time
changed course - in wrong direction, too much, or not enough
failed to take any evasive action when necessary

2. Defective driving strategy

unsafe speed - too fast or too slow
wrong position, direction, or movement - (most of these are
violations of the law such as improper passing, impzoper turns,
etc.)
other acts which make successful evasive action impossible if a
hazard develops

Operational factors are acts. Failure in the performance of these acts
contributes to accidents. The functional failure may occur Ln any or all
of the three operational steps listed below:

7
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STEP 1: Recognition - a phase of evasive action, strategy, or prepare--
tion related to traffic accidents, perceiving hazards and gener-
al situations. Recognition may fail by misperception, delay in
turning attention in proper direction, or in ignorance of the
significance of what has been perceived.

STEP 2: Decision - a phase of evasive action, strategy, or preparation
related to traffic accidents, selecting action appropriate for
situations encountered on the trip. Decision depends on recog-
nition and is executed by performance.

STEP 3: Performance a phase of evasive action, driving strategy, or
preparation related to traffic accidents, doing something de-
cided upon in relation to the trip. It reflects mistakes bl
execution but not in decion.

Conditional Factors in 1fraffic Accidentz

Factors which contribute to an accident but cannot be classified as
operational factors are called conditional factors. Conditional facto s
include characteristics of trafficways, vehicles, and people and are
usually defined as either attributes or modifiers. Remember that an
attribute is any htherent characteristic of a trafficway, a vehicle, or a
person making a trip on a traffieway that affects a traffic accident.
Attributes can be charged by modifiers. Modifiers are things that
chatge the condition of a road, a vehicle, or a driver to a more (or less)
hazardous condition. Here are some examples of conditional factors
relating to traffieways, vehicles, and people.

1. Conditional factors of traffieways:

Attrilutes

1. alignment
2. surface character
3. dimensions
4. restraining

devices
5. signals, signs,

and markings
6. artifical light
7. visibility
8. view obstruction
9. warning signs

10. guide signs

Modifiers

1. weather
2. natural light
3. roadside objects
4. temporary roadside

activity
5. objects on road
6. road damage
7. wear
8. deterioration

lion: act of perceiving incorrectly or wrongly.

erent: belonging by nature or settled habit.
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2. Condition factors of vehicles:

AttrWutes

1. control arrange-
ment

2. operating spice
3. dimensions
4. weight
5. stability
6. performance
7. road illurnhuttion
8. view obstruction
9. instruments

10. signalling devices
11. recognizability

Condition far:tors of people:

Attributes

1. sensory abilities
2. intelligence
3. judgement
4. coordination
5. size, stature,

and limbs
6. strength

knowledge
9. akill
9. habits

10. attitudes
11. motives

Modifiets

1. glare
2. wea er
3. surface deposits
4. cargo
5. passengers
6. defective parts
7. damage
8. deterioration
9. wear

Modifiers

1. poisons
2. medicines
3. diseases
4. fatigue
5. emotional upset
6. preoccupation
7. injury
8. clothing
9. prosthetic devices

and aids
10. weather

Figure D-3-1 on the next page shows a summary of the factors resulting
in an accident. It is the responsibility of the traffic accident investiga-
tor to look at the results, determine the crucial event, determine the
operational factors, and then determine the conditional factors.
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Tra

Traffic accident investigation can be defined as: "Collecting evidence
and information, usually at the scene of a traffic accident, to determine
what happened and who and what were involved in the accident."

of Traffic Accident Investigation

to secwe specific information about acciJents in order to know h -
ter how to prevent future accidents
to find out whether there is enough evidence of a law violation to
arrest someone
to secure and record speciiic information about accidents so that
general statistical data is availethle, and so that related programs may
be properly administered.

Ae "vities kvolved in Traffic Accident bvestigation

taking emergency measures to keep the accident from becoming
worse
seeking facts and information

a recording information
followhig-up with law enforcement duties of citation or arrest, notifi-
cation, etc.

ted Aseiden

Accident repordng involves getting and recording the necessary infor-
mation to establish exactly where and when the event took place, to
identify who and what was involved, to describe how much injury or
damage resulted, to indicate the intended course of traffic units, and to
specify certain additional circumstances of the occurrence.

Its objective is to record facts and information but not opinions.

The end result is a routine, completed accident report form for every
accident.

If there is no other official record except this form, it is considered
as reported only.

An investigated accident is one in which there may be in addition to the
accident report, another formal report either of information gathered
for further study or of conclusions reached. These may be on the Driv-
ing Mile Intoxicated/Driving Under the Lrifluence of Drugs (DWI/DUID)
traffic case report, other traffic case report, arrest ticket, jail receipt,
field sketch, statement, or any other notes made by the investigator.
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There are nine steps a law enforcement officer rnu
accident inves*ation.

STEP 1: Respomeriding to the accident.

STEP 2: Arriv'Exig at the accident scene.

STEP 3: Prote=qing tl scene,

STEP 4: Cheel=ing for kijuries.

STEP 5: Clear Erg the aecident scene.

STEP 6: Coredicting the investigation.

STEP 7: Comp Meting an aecident report.

STEP 8: bsoiem a traffic e Ration.

STEP 9: Cornp--eting the accident scene investigation.

Let's evlore etsLch of these nine steps in further detail

o during ma:

STEP 1: Respowcading to the aceident. Once the offieem- has been dis
patchd to investigate the accident, he/she stu-lould start to
organle in his/her mind the steps that shoOld be followed o-al
arriveM at the scene. Me officer should go ov er how he/shft is
going o:

driv the cruiser
parl the cruiser
protmact the accident scene
pratet the injured.

The ty=se of ace ident to which the officer respo=onds will detr-
mine bemezm the cruiser is driven. if it is en seeMdent with in
the officer will respond according to departrnnt policy on ..he
use of =le emergency lights and siren, proeeelning as quickly- as
poesiblume but using ell emergency driving steps to reach the
accidert safely Without being involved in an sccident hirn /11r
self- t the aecidentis without injuries, the oWfieer should
proceet=1 dfrectly to the accident, driving at a rwhormal speed r-acl
obeyin all traffie regulations.

STEP 2: Arrivinsee at the accident scene. Immedhlte taLipon arrival at
the acident scene, the officer must do the folELlowing befor
leaving- the cruiser.

As time accident scene is approached, the offMcer should
cheelic for electrical wires that may be down a- If any are
down_ , the officer should not leave the croier but use the
publiel address system to advise the people irm the car of dwe
dangr and have them stay in the car until tile electrical
wire= can be removed. (The power company is notified to
respeeend to the accident.)



The officer should checl...c for ga&leakage. if leaks are
noticed, the fire depart=nent is notified to respond immedi-
ately to wash the gas of=f the street. (The officer should
immediately take steps rto eliminate the possibility of fire
while waiting for their Er.-.Trival.)

STEP 3: Protectkv the scene. The officer then parks the cruiser in a
position which will protect the scene from oncoming traffic
and leaves the cruiser's ernmergency lights on as a warning to
other motorists.

STEP 4: iecIdr for Wades. Whn the officer has the situation under
control to this point, he/stte leaves the cruiser &nd checks for
injuries. If injured persons cannot be moved, he/she instructs
the drivers to turn off the ignition or does it him/herself. The
officer checks injured partes to see how serious the injuries
are and then calls the neessary emergency rescue units to
treat and transport the injr wed. If the injured can walk, but
the vehicles cannot be mowred off the street or roadway, the
officer removes the injurec to a safe location away from the
accident. The injured are =lot placed in the police cruiser
which is parked to protect -the scene because the cruiser could
be struck by another vehiclMe and cause additional injury.

STEP 5: Clearir the accident acenw. If the vehicles can be moved, the
officer should have them rrm.oved off the street so that traffic
can continue to flow. If thane vehicles cannot be moved, the
officer might have to call M'or additional officers to handle
traffic and for wreckers to remove the cars while the officer
investigates the accident.

STEP 6: Conducting the investizatic=on. The officer must remember that
an accident investigation it= just like any other investigation.
He/she must collect the fats in order to make a proper inves-
tigation. To do this, the officer must:

separate the witnesses som that their perception of events
will not be compared and - changed
determine who the drivers are and obtain the driver's license
of each, plus their insurace cards and registrations of
vehicles
determine the location o= the vehicles prior to the impact
determine the point of irmapact of each vehicle
note the nature of the dariage to the vehicles
locate any skid marks lefrt by either vehicle
locate any other inforrna=ion that is available at the scene
and collect it for evidence
complete accident report.

Now, let's look at these taskocs in more detail.

After the accident scene ha_s been protected and cleared or at
least stabilized, and after persons involved have been checked
for injuries, the officer begffras to gather information required
for the accident report. EvMdence will be collected through
interviews with drivers, ocemuparits, and witnesses, and from
the scene itself.
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I: D-3 .Acciderit Investi

Rvidence froirrn interviews. First, the officer should question
each driver siaparately and begin to fUl out the state accident
report form. By asking additional questions and observing each
driver, the orficer will be able to determine if:

the driver license is valid
either drivr- is intoxicated
either drivr is suffering from any abnormalities such as
drug addicion or mental illness.

Asking simpl questions like "What is your name?", "What is
your addressr'TT, and "What is your date of bft-th?" will give the
officer an oppyortunity to observe the driver. If one of the
drivers has arm odor of alcohol on his/her breath, slurred
speech, or gismssy eyes, the officer has probable cause to run a
field sobriety test to determine if the driver is under the influ-
ence of alcohezz,l. This test is given to the driver away from the
traffic lane sc=i, that he/she will not be injured, or it can be
given at the jtmtil. The field sobriety test includes the following
tests:

a.
er to nc=ise test:

request .clriver to stand erect with arms parallel to
ground

b. request mdriver to touch nose with finger, one arm at a
time

Straight Hum test:
a. request ilriver to walk a straight line, placing one foot in

front of the other (heel to toe)
b. request t=lriver to walk approximately eight feet, turn

around, And walk back to you

er coort=illation, balance, and visual accuracy test:
a. place coans of different denominations on the ground in

front of -the driver
b. request criver to stoop over wld pick them up, one coin

per stoo as you tell him/her which coin to pick up

Ability to wicalk
a. request criver to walk six paces
b. request airiver to turn around and walk back to you

Ability to r-tiat: balance test:
a. request cWriver to stand at attention, heels and toes

together and head tilted upward

Record the driwer's reaction to each test and add the results of
the field sobrity test to the accident report. A chemical test
for intoxicatioL-1 should also be given as soon as possible.

If the driver haEs dilated pupils but does not smell of an
alcoholic beverage, he/she might have sustained a severe head
injury in the acident. The officer should ask the driver if
he/she receivec a blow to the head at the time of the accident.
The driver shomld be checked by an emergency medical unit as
soon as possiblim.
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After each driver has been interviewed oparately, they should
be brought together and questioiled agaie,, with the officer
pointing out examples of the causes of the e accident. For
example, unusual situations concerning thsrse traffic flow, traffic
signals and devices, weather, and street cseonditions could be
mentioned.

The officer should question all occupaata o of the vehicle(s),
keeping in mind that passengers, especiaklay friends or rela-
tives, make poor witnesses. The accident z has been a shock to
them, and they might not have seen what happended. Also,
they may wish to protect the driver who isis a friend or relative.

The officer should also seek out any bystatenders who may have
seen the accident. Witnesses are generaltily questioned after
the officer has talked to the drivers. 1-lowwever, it should be
noted that in some cases it may be hest tam talk to witnesses
before you talk to the drivers. Request thrhe following informa-
tion from all those questioned:

name
address
phone number
place of employment
employment phone number

This information will be needed if it is rteessary to contact
the witnesses later. The officer then says a to each witness,
"Please tell me what you saw," and takes Irtthis/her statement,
noting:

where witness was standing
what the cars were doing prior to the ac =cident
what occurred at the time of the seeideaent.

Remem : Witnesses may not realize tl1ir importance to the
investigation and may try to leave. Talk to.zo them as soon as
possible.

Physical Evidence. After the officer h Tpluestioned the
drivers, occupants, and witnesses, he/she tIllthen starts the
cording of observations and the collection o of physical ev
dence. This physical evidence can be pleceaued in four
categories:

weather, time t,loention
rain, snow, fair skies, cloudy
night, day, twilight, streetlight
bridge, exit ramp, private property
road conditions
type of pavement
surface of street or road
obstructions to vision or traffic control eadevices
traffic conditions
marks on the street or highway
skid marks, tfre tracks
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point of imPliet (the exa
time of the aecident)
dirt from the Wee
broken glass or chrome

sttlnnof tEhe vehicles at the

The damage each vehicle mists_ inell and the location of the
damage on the vehicles will Inc:Ilea-tete& locisitions at the time
of the impact. 'The officer wilE3 havato tal=e careful measure-
ments of the accident scene in orcletto co=plete the diagram
section of the accident report. Anether effficer should assist,
when posskele, in Um meesurint andieketchMing of the scene so
that both officers tan support latest-bony givwen in court.

STEP 7: Completing the traffic aceidmat rept. A emeopy of the Florida
Traffic Accident Report (Pigur.-e D--3-1) is re-eproduced on the
next two pages. inn compietwied, tit repo.i.rt will show all of
the officer's findings, A compltedreport Worm contains sec-
tions with instructions for nein= tile many cdes required and
for fillirg in the details of the Istwident.
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FLORIDA
OML it

TRAFFIC

The following are guidelines for completing the traffic accident
report. The report is not neerfly filled out in the order
given bebw, but rather in the order hi which the hiformation is
eo

1. Fill in the date/day of week/times and totals.

2. Enter the county iLnd city/town/community.

3. Enter the accident report number issued by your agency.

4. Enter the s icific location information.

A_OCIDENT REPORT

5TI MAD DR elaiWAY

A1,r

WAD SUN
I cameras

5Lickeep
3 rrickillieek
4 Sap /Drawl/

Saone

Al Or

RCM 1410E

A:

IltaPPK/wAY DieffiLAC713

2 UUpgri

3 Cunitilawl
4 Dove UPI

0mA:wadi

ant Utte
7
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3 Nit 3 ttt I Oitr WY,

(SirY* CaellY eJledel
4 Dark SLXII WRY (Entio)

PM wham

Siff Wr.A0Ou
Al Inomoutni

It rip /triage
At le4seeecton
arboreal, ffy
Orilowy Aims
Pollecod Waft
Irides

57 Memo Roo
II ERA Hoot
OD Patna keetTreffteway
la Pilling I.ut Att sas
11 Mute Propeny

Time and Location

5. ILssign a number to a vehicle and enter that number in the
far left-hand column, if the accident involves more than one
vehic

6. alter year/make/license numbe /s etyear/ID number of
the vehicle.

7. Refer to the code information section and enter the type
and registration of the vehicle.

8. Enter estimate of vehicle damage, type and area of damage.

9. Enter movement/direction/speed of vehicle and posted
speed.

10. Enter vehicle removal information.

11. Enter insurance information.

12. Iter owner's name and address.

13. Enter driver's name and address, if different from owner.
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14. Enter driver's date of birth/license number and s a e lo
alcohol test code and results.

15. Refer to the code information section and enter codes for
the driver's license type/residence/physical defects/alcohol-
drug use/location in vehicle/race/sex/person class/injury
severity/safety equipment in use/whether ejected.

16. after name, address, and age for each nondriver occupant.

17. Enter information for each occupant concerning his/her
location in vehicle/race/sex/person class/injury/safety
equipment in use/whether ejected, using the codes provided
in the code information section.

1
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D-3-5
Code Information

18. Repeat steps 5-17 for each vehicle involved in the accident.
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Vehicle 2

16. Enter name and qualification of person giving any ftst aid.

20. Enter name of emergency medical service and time notified
and arrived.

21. niter medical facility injured was taken to.

22. Enter amount of property damage (other than vehicle),
owner's name and address.

23. }Inter investigating officees name and rank, badge and lD
number, department and orgEmization.

-7
'd and Investigator Information

At the top of page 2 of the accident report, a diagram of the
accident site is drawn and a brief narrative of what occurred
is written to record the accident in sketch and words. The
symbols which are used to represent the physical attributes
of the scene are shown in Figure D-3-8 on the following
page.
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Pavement edge

Curb

Pavement crack

Marked lane line

Barrier line

Unmarked center Dile

Other markirgs

0 0 0 0 0 Mushroom buttons

Shoulder edge

0 Guard fence or rail

x Fence

1.11.1411121.1.1JALL.L. Embankment

kZmzmmazmzzim Abutment or wall

0

0

I: Accident Inves

Railroad track

Street car track

Property line

Trees

Shrubs

Buildirg-view

Obstruction

Utility poles

Street light

Drain inlet

Hydrant

Camera Dos Itlon

Auto

Thick

Tractor and trailer

Bus Street car

101 Traffic sign

I> Signal - stop and go
V

Signal - flashing

+ 2.0% Grade (4- mewls up)

a
Red 40

0 10 20 3 0
VtTt-

A

III

D-3-8
rnbols Used in Accident Scene Sketches

Compass direction

Distance scale

Debris

Ruddle

Runoff

Skidmarks

Tire prints

Scuff marks

Gauges

Scratch

Furrow

From Traffic AccIdent nvestatorts Manual for Police 1969, by
Traffic kistitute: Northwestern University, Evanston, ilL Used with
permission.,
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24. Draw a sketch of the accident scene, indicate north with an
arrow, and enter the point of impact for each vehicle.

25. Write a narrative or description of the accident giving a
brief but accurate account of what occuired.
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D-3-3
Diagram and Narrative of Accident Report

In general, the narrative portion of a traffic accident report
coupled with the diagram should give a clear picture of what
happened Ln a traffic accident, how it happened, and why it
happened. As a minimum, the "describe what happened"
portion of the report should show:

the dft.ection of travel for each traffic unit involved, iden-
tifying each unit by the same number used for that unit on
the front of the report (identification of the highway is
optional)
the defective driving strategy of each unit, if any, that
contributed to the accident (orational factors)
the evasive action, if ;any, of each traffic unit, identifying
any faulty evasive action which was a factor in the
accident (an operational factor)
the phase, or phases (recognition, decision, and/or perfor-
mance), in which operations failed, covering each opera-
tional factor reported
the condition(s) of (1) the road and environment, (2) the
vehicle, and (3) the driver(s) and/or pedestrian(s) that
produce the defective driving strategy and/or faulty
evasive action (conditional factors)
the reason for failing to give a conclusion identifying a
condition factor or f ct 3ra
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the ertlthtlevent= for each traffic unit
the poiitofinitil contact (general statement only, which
may De omitted 'ivhen point is obvious because of the
nature of the acident)
the poihtestruck on vehicles or objects (only When
pertiMilt)
an indication of the maximum engagement (only when
pertined
the movement att-_-,.d route of each traffic unit to the final
position(may be z)mitted when not pertinent).

The narrative must be conce End complete. All factors
found Irnftibe showi n the narrative regardless of whether
or not Des have be=n shown in another place on the report.

The hext section of the traffic accident report requires the
selection of facts armd information from coded lists.

26. Select anti enter th code for each category of information
as applicable.
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SupportimAg Information

27. Enter the neme(s) anIM address(es) of any witnesses.

28. Enter artest information, if applicable; enter name(s) of
person(s) arrested/ellsemrge(s)/citation number(s).
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29. Enter information concerning photos taken.

30. Enter date of report/where investigation was made/is
investigation complete.
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Witness and Arrest Information

STEP 8: zkig a traffic citation. An officer should issue a traffic
citation only after a thorough investigation, and even then,
only if there is a violation of a traffic law. The officer should
net try to place the responsibility for repairing the damage to
the vehicles. His/her only responsibility is to show the vio -
tion of a traffic law and the end result of the violation.

STEP 9: Completing the accident scene investigation. The very last
part of the inveat*ation covers three areas. The officer
should make sure:

drivers exchange friformation so they can file an accident
report with their insurance companies, including
1. name of other driver
2. address
3. city mid state
4. hisurance company
5. insurance policy number
6. location of accident
7. date and time of accident
the street is clear of all debris
all evidence is collected and tagged so that it can be turned
in with the report. (See Section 2 for proper collection
procedures.)

After this has been accomplished, the officer returns to rou-
tine patrol and is ready to handle the next call for service.

Accidents Involvig Death or Major Injury

The law enforcement officer's responsibility is the protection of life. In
case of death or injury, the officer treats the injured first before inves-
tigating accident. If there has been a death, the position of the
body is marked immediately after removing the injured to the hospital
so that the officer will be able to recall its proper location. The officer
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then star s his investkgation following the same procedure as stated in
the first part of this section. The following additional investigation is
required:

1. 13ho hs:

a. the vehicle's direction
b. the road condition
c. license plate of vehicles involved
d. damage to the vehicles
e. skid marks
f. oil, water, or gas spills

g. bloodstaum
h. clothing
i. bodies
j. paint scratches

2. Messuzemen

a. all objects involved in the accident
b. skid marks
c. tire prints

d. gas and oil puddles
e. position of vehicles
f. bodies and vehicles
g. bloodstains
h. width of street
1. shoulders of street
j. traffic devices and signs

3. Bead conditione:

a. curved
b. flat
C. potholes
d. speed Um'

4. Weather coedit"

a. rain
b. fog
c. snow
d. ice

5. Vehicle n: eel( for defects in these items.)

a. tfres
b. brakes
c. steering
d. whidshield
e. lights

f. turn signals
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6. kiterviews: (Cheek the background of the driver and contact these
people.)

a. family
b. friends
c. associates
d. co-workers

During the interviews, obtain information on the d Imes habits and
emotional condition prior to the accident.

NOTE: If an autopsy is required, supply the medical examiner with all
of the information on the accident. Then add the findings of the
medical examiner to the final report.

All of your investigational skills must be used to accurately reconstruct
the accident. You have to:

show that the witnesses' statements are factual
evaluate the condition of the driver
collect and record all physical evidence
take pictures and measurements of the scene
note road and weather conditions
check the vehicle for mechanical failures
assist the medical examiner
check the background of the driver.

By doing this, you will prepare yourself to give accurate information in
court so the accident file can be cleared and closed.

Pedestrian Accidents

Pedestrian accidents are an increasing problem for law enforcement.
Even though a pedestrian accident investigation is the same as any
other accident investigation, there are additional considerations which
must be recognized. Pedestrian accidents often involve the following:

Children. Unlike adults, children have to be trained in traffic safety.
Programs should be developed and presented at schools. With the coop-
eration of teachers, training sessions should be held to instruct children
so they can recognize unsafe Ations, use safe habits in walking to
and from school, and play and le bicycle:3 in safety. Safety awareness
will cut down on the possibii A their being involved in an accident.

The Elderly. The elderly pose another problem for law enforcement.
The physical problems that develop with age cause the elderly to be
more prone to accidents. Again, good safety programs should be estab-
lished to re-educate senior citizens about traffic problems and traffic
safety.

Others are not immune to pedestrian accidents. The law enforcement
officer often has to deal with and investigate accidents which involve:

intoxicated persons
bicycle riders
jaywalkers.
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Pedestrian accidents will never be eliminated; however, through saft
education programs, the number of accidents can be reduced.

EHt4Tind-Hun Accidents

Hit-and-run accidents place an extra burden on investigating officer.
Not only does the officer have to handle the accident investigation,I=b,
he/she now has to track down the driver and vehicle that left the see:en
An accident becomes a hitnand-run accident when the driver of one alof
the vehicles does not fulfill the requirements of the law by:

stopping
giving aid
identifying him/herself to the other driver.

If the driver fails to do any of these, it becomes a hit-and-run accideivro

There are four things a driver could do to cover up his involvement Lrua
hit-and-run accident, thus the officer should check to determine if:

the driver who fled the scene was responsible for the accident
the driver was wanted for something else
the driver reported the accident later
the driver reported that his vehicle was involved in a different hit- -
and-run accident
the driver abandoned the vehicle and reported it stolen.

The investigating officer must consider this information to determine e
if, in fact, the driver was involved in the accident and is trykg to roam-
ceal his identity. To do this, during the investigation the investigatinag
officer must obtath thformation about:

the accurate description of the vehicle involved, including make,
model, color, and license plate number
the direction in which the vehicle left the scene
the extent and location of the damage to the vehicle
the number of passengers in the vehicle and their description
other identifying marks on the vehicle such as parking stickers, in-
spection tags, school stickers, organization decals, and company
decals
physical evidence carried away by the vehicle when it left the seen.

Whatever information about the vehicle is discovered by the officer
should be broadcast over the police radio as soon as possible so other
patrol units can begin to search the surrounding areas for the vehicle.

When the vehicle is located, steps should be taken to identify it as the -

one involved in the accident. The following physical evidence should biloe
collected and tagged for use in court:

fingerprints
pictures taken of the vehicle and its damaged areas
paint scrapings to match the paint chips left at the scene
bloodstains, if any
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the license tag number (this should be entered in the law enforcement
computer files as soon as possible)

a the impounded vehicle as evidence for court.

If the vehicle is not located and the officer is unable to get compu er
information on the tag for ownership, the next step is to notify all
repair shops and garages and have them report all repafrs made to
vehicles fitting the description of the hit-and-run car. Also, to main-
tain a consistent investigation, all accident reports given to the depart-
ment should be checked for similarities to the hit-end-run vehicle.

With the information the officer has collected through the investiga-
tion, a John Doe warrant could be issued for the hit-and-run vehicle and
driver.

This type of accident is very time-consuming, but with the proper inves-
tigation the driver of the hit-and-mn vehicle can be arrested for the
crime.

Accident investigation is a very important part of a law enforcement
officer's job. As you have studied in this section, there are many types
of accidents a law officer could encounter, although they are an inves-
tigated in nearly the same manner. It is your responsibility as an
officer to develop the knowledge and techniques necessary to investi-
gate an accident so the proper persons are charged and the accident's
causes can be brought to light and corrected.

Now complete the review

John Doe warrant: a warrant issued when the exact identity of the
person is not known.
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Review

Write yotw answers on a separate sheet of paper.

Choose the correct dermition from the list on the right for each acci-
dent hiveltigation term listed on the left. Write the le ter of the
defmition on your paper by the number of the term.

Terms

1. encroachment

2. final position

3. key event

4. shoulder

5. motor vehicle
nontraffic
accident

6. transport
accident

7. traffic accident

8. noncontact unit

9. attributes

10. dynamic
situation

Defmitions

a. an event on the road which characterizes
the maimer of occurrence of a motor vehicle
traffic accident

b. any accident involving a device designed
primarily for, or being used at the time
primarily for, conveying persons or goods
from one place or another

c. a traffic unit which contributes to an
accident but strikes nothing and suffers
neither damage nor injury

d. movement into the path assigned to another
traffic unit

e. time and space available for evasive action
involving elements such as speed, direction,
change of speed and direction, and position

f. portion of road contiguous with roadway for
accommodation of stopped vehicles, for
emergency use, and for lateral support of
roadway structure
place and time when objects involved in
accident come to rest without application of
power

h. any inherent characteristic of a trafficway,
a vehicle, or a person making a trip on the
trafficway that affects the probability of a
traffic accident

i. any motor vehicle accident which occurs en-
tirely in any place other than a trafficway

j. combination of simultaneous and sequential
circumstances without any one of which an
accident could not have happened

g.

11. List five types of motor vehicle accidents classified as a collision
between the vehicle and another object.

12. List five classifications of vehicle accidents by severity.

13. Operational factors which cause traffic accidents are: (Choose all
correct answers.)

a. faulty evasive action.
b. characteristic of road and trafficway.
c. attributes and modifiers.
d. defective driving strategy.
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14. Conditional factors in a traffic accident involve characteristi s
of , and

15. Which of the foliawing is not an attribute of a trafficway?

a. warning signs
b. natural light
c. surface character

artificial Light

16. Which of the following is not a modifier of condnF
people?

a. clothing
b. medicines
c. attitudes

preoccupation

actors or

17. Li-st the nine steps followed by an officer during an accident
investigation.

18. List the additional evidence needed when an accident results in
death or major injury.

19. Of the groups listed below, which one of the listings is not included
in the problem of pedestrian accidents?

a. elderly persons
b. children and bicycle riders
a. intoxicated persons and jaywalkers

middle aged persons

20. List the information which should be collected during the
investigation of a hit-Emd-run accident in order to locate the
vehicle.

ers with the correct
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Block I: Law Enforcement
Unit D: Law Enforcement Operations
Section 4: Search and Arrest

Ask your instructor for the pretest for this section (I: D-4). Alter you
complete the pretest, your instructor will let you know whether to study
Mk; section or to take the postte3t.
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kdroduelion

Law enforcement agencies have the responskiility and authority to
arrest suspects in order to protect society from criminals. The law
enforcement officer% duty is to use this power of arrest justly and
wisely. Each arrest is different, and the officer should be able to evalu-
ate and handle each arrest situation properly and lawfully. Therefore,
officers should know the practical and legal aspects of arrest, such as
the techniques for handling violent arreztees and the mental resistance
of arrestees. They should abo know the requirements of the law and
the legal and departmental discipline resulting from unlawful or improp-
er handling of the arrest. Since each arrest is different, there is no
routine arrest. However, there are some techniques, principles, and
responsibilities which are common to all arrest situations. These bwic,
common techniques and principles are covered in this section. You
should become familiar with the practical and legal aspects oi arrest.

Searching the suspect after the arrest is an equally importan'L duty of
law enforcement officers. In this section the basic techniquas,
principles, and precautions for search are abo covered.

arms persons arres ed.
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Cthjectives

Upon completion of this section, you should be able to do the fo
on a written test:

1. Identify basic procedures and techniques necessary for a safe arrest.

2. Identify things to consider when making an arrest in a public place,
in a suspecth home, and in the suspecth place of employment.

3. List at least four common types of arrestee reactions.

4. identify one general factor which determines the amount of force to
be used in making an arrest.

5. Identify six factors that should be considered under I lity of
circumstances" with respect to due process.

Match four basic types of searches with theft. descriptions.

7. identIfy general proceduxes and techniques of a wall search.

8. Identify general procedures and techniques of handcuffing and
transferring the arrestee.

Given a simulated situation (a person playing suspect, and all necessary
supplies), arrest, search, and handcuff the suspect. Your performance
on the following tasks should be rated "A" (acceptable):

Arrest

Notify dpatcher of your location.

Approach the suspect.

Apprehend the suspect.

Arrest the suspect.

Search

Settle the suspect's position for search.

Secure the suspect's position for search.

Establish your position for search.

Conduct search.

Place any contraband and weapons in proper places.
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-4 Search

ff

Handcuff the suspect.

Remove the suspect from the scene.

e Process the arrestee for confinement.

es
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Search am] An-est

&ential Elements for a Safe Purest

Mere are inherent dangers such as physical injury, death, or civil
liability In making an arrest. Therefore, the officers should be cautious
and brave and should not take unnecessary chances when making an
arrest. In order to make a safe arrest, the officers should remember
these essential elements: mmtion, plannirg and prepGrat izn, and
manpower.

Caution

When making an arrest, officers should:

assume that the suspect is armed and poses a threat to their safety
and the safety of others
set asIlde their fears and feelings and perform their duties objectively
respond to potentially life-threatening situations with courage and a
sense of duty
not exhibit timidity or recklessness in the performance of their tasks
not allow others to do their job for them
not act impulsively, since impulsive actiona can be very dangerous
and might even result in the suspect escaping capture.

Maiming mid

In most instances, the officer must evaluate the situation and determine
whether he/she is going to make an arrest and how to accomplish the
arrest within a matter of seconds. If an arrest is not considered legal,
some evidence may not be allowed in court. If an arrest is delayed too
long, the suspect may run away or the evidence may be destroyed.

Manpower

Manpower is the number of law enforcement officers needed to effect
an arrest and is usually determined by the arrest situation itself. The
greater number of officers available, the greater the likelihood of a
successful arrest. The officer should not hesitate to call for assistance
when it is needed to make an arrest.

Arrest procedures and techniques differ depending upon the people and
the crimes involved in the arrest. An arrest can take place on a street,
in a public place, in a suspect's home, or in his/her place of
employment.
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In a warrantless arrest situation, you must evaluate the situation and de-
termine what actions to take for a safe and expeditious arrest. 'The less
time a suspect has to react to the arrest, the easier it is for the officer.

The followtng are guidelines on how to approach, arrest, and search the
suspect and how much force to use for a safe arrest:

Arrest and Search Procedures

STEP 1: Notify dispatcher of your location.

STEP 2: Approach the suspect as soon as possible.

Scan the surrounding area.

Plan your act ons.

Select a spot for the arrest.

roach him [her from rear or side calmly, quietly, and
autiously.

Cut off escape route.

Prepare for his/her escape attempt.

Watch him/her constantly, noting his/her physical and mental
condition and physical charactertics for identification
purposes.

Watch for objects that s(he) may discard.

CAUMON: Assume that the suspect is armed, and be sure to
keep your eyes on the suspect's hands and arms.

STEP Apprehend the suspect as soon as possible.

Take the suspect by surprise.

Stop actions and pursue suspect (as required).

Restrain suspect physically (as requh'ed).

Keep suspect away from his/her strong hand side.

Stand slightly to the rear and right of the suspect.

Use force as a last resort, and use only the amount of force
necessary to overcome resistance.

warrantl t: arrest of a person without obtaining a warrant.
Grounds for warrantless arrest vary according to ktws of the states.

acting with promptness and efficiency.
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Arrest

Behavior of the

Adhere strictly to the laws of arrest.

NOTE: Use special care with juveniles and the mentally

STEP 4: Arrest the suspect.

Command, "Don't move!"

Identify yourself as a law enforcement off4cer, and show
your credentials to the suspect.

Order the suspect to move only when told.

Inform the suspect that s(he) is under arrest and explain the
reason for arrest.

Advise the suspect of his/her constitutional rights.

Note statements made by the arrestee.

STEP 5: Search the suspect for weapons and contraband items.

STEP 6: dcuff the suspect.

NOTE: More detailed procedures and techniques of the searching and
handcuffing process are described later in this section.

When the arrest takes place in a public place, be familiar with possible
escape routes and remove the suspect from the vicinity by the fastest
and safest route. If possible, do not undertake :Ln arrest in the presence
of hmocent bystanders, especially where the likelihood of imminent
danger exists. In delaying an arrest, however, you must weigh the dan-
ger to the community smd to innocent bystanders if the suspect flees.

Example: You would not attempt to arrest an armed murder suspect on
a crowded street if you could do so elsewhere.

When you make an arrest in the suvectis home, handcuff the suspect
and remove the suspect from his/her home as quickly as possible.
Should there be a delay in removing the suspect, separate him/her from
family or friends and guard him/her closely to prevent escape because
he/she is more familiar with the surroundings than you are. When you
make an arrest at the suspecth place of employment, notify the em-
ployer of the arrest to be made (or after the arrest, if prior notification
is not practical or is impossible), consult the employer concerning the
safest place to make the arrest so that innocent people will not be en-
dangered. When an arrest might jeopardize the property of the employ-
er, take every precaution to protect the employer's interests.

:fi

To maintain control of the entire arrest situation, you should be sure to
do the following:
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After Achiev

Use verbal and nonverbal communications.

Inform the suspect you are acting in an official capacity.

Deal with the prisoner ki a businesslike and impartial manner.

Be forceful but not hostile; dominate the arrest situation.

eak in a clear and decWve voice, and do not show any signs of
nervousness.

Do not use profanity, and avoid any unnecessary conversation.

Show concern for the prisoner. In a majority of cases, the prisoners
who are treated fairly offer little or no resistance.

Be constantly aware of the attempts by suspects to destroy evidence,
obtain weapons, or escape.

Closely supervise suspects when they request to go to the bathroom,
get an article of clothing, etc.

If the arrest situation warrants it, call for backup assistance.

You should be aware of and prepared for many different types of reac-
tions from the suspects. The followinz are some of the common types
of reactions of arrestees:

submit peacefully
attempt to talk their way out of the arrest
attempt to flee
resist the arrest and assault the officer
attempt suicide
attempt to have family or friends help them to escape

You should not use unnecessary force against the suspect even though
he/she may become physically violent, and you may have to forcefully
restrain him/her regardless of the crime for which he/she was arrested.

Force in an Arrest

The force used by law enforcement officers in making an arrest may be
a simple'verbal command, or it may include physical contact. In any
case, you should never use unnecessary force or abuse the prisoner
physically once he/she is placed under arrest. Generally, the type of
force wed in making an wrist is determined by the nature and serious-
ness of the crime committed by the suspect. However, there are cer-
tain factors you should consider when determining the amount of force
to use for makkg an arrest:

your knowledge of the suspect
the suspect's arrest record and reputation for violence
the type and seriousness of crime committed
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a the attitudtae and reaction of the sugiect
the physical_l and mental condition of suspect
the numbet of suspects and law enforcement department support
the likellho-God of the suspect being armed

Also, there are some considerations you should take in o account
concerning us=7:ing a revolver when making an arrest:

Never use Mleadly force, such as firing a revolver, in a misdemeanor
arrest.

hi a felony marrest, use only the force necessary to make the arrest.
When you hesave to use deadly force to make the arrest, know the kw
enforcerneat department regulations and abide by them. iSorne law
enforcernerLAt departments have guidelines concerning the use of
deadly foreeie which are stricter than state regulations.)

The rnajoritzr of arrests and contacts with citizens do not present an
immediate tanger to your safety. Therefore, keep your revolver in
the holster v-when approaching a suspect or making a field contact.
However, y=su must be constantly aware of the potential for danger
and be cautiaous for yourself and others. Be prepared for any
eventuality

Do not earrw a clipboard, flashlight, citation book, or any other object
in your hancM when approaching a suspect.

Keep your hz-end on the butt of the revolver when approaching a
suspicious st_.lspect.

Be alert tor signs of danger, such as the time of day, neighborhood,
attitude of1=tystanders, and the suspect. Consider all of these when
making a deameision about whether to draw your revolver to make an
arrest.

hi a felony rrest situation (when you know the suspect is dangerous),
you should clz*aw your weapon (but do not cock it) and aim it at the
suspect whermn approaching him/her. Hold your weapon at armb
length, but lose to your hip (see Figure D-4-1 on the following page).
Do not holstamer the weapon until the suspect is under your complete
control.
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D-4-1
Approaching a Dangerous Suspect

Never fire warning shots. They may cause damage to property anc=1
could even kill innocent bystanders. You should only fire the weap2on
in order to protect yourself or others.

cnthctinE biterrtions

The same procedures that apply to interviews, discussed in Section 2
also apply to iiiterrogations; however, the Fifth Amendment states "kTo
person shall .. be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due
process of law." Any confession or information obtained in violation of
the "due process" rule is not admissible as evidence. Any conviction
based on such a confession or other information illegally obtained wiLl
be overturned. Due process is a right given by both the Fifth and
Fourteenth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution.

Originally, the right to due process protected a suspect from obvious
vioktions, such as threats, false promises, or beatings. Beginning m the
mid-1940s, the decisions of the Supreme Court broadened this protec
tion. Arty evidence or confession obtained under questionable condithons
was not allowable in court. In other words, the "totality of circum-
stances" (the total circumstance of the interrogation) was always to t->e
considered when protecting the right to due process. The following
chart summarizes some of these landmark decisions and how they halir-
broadened the protection of the suspect.
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kifluence of

Haley v. Ohio,
323 U.S. 596
(1948)
Payne v. Arkai

Turner v.
Permsylvania,
supra
Harris v. South
Carolina, supra

Haley v. Ohio,
supra
Turner v.
Pennsylvania,
supra
Ashdown v. Utah,
supra

Watts v. diana,
338 U.S. 49 (1949)
Payne v. Al-kansas,
supra

v. New York,
360 U.S. 315 (1959)

Haley V. Ohio,
supra

Stein v.
New York,
346 U.S. 156
(1953)
Fikesv.Alat
352 U.S. 191
(1957)
Spano v. New
York, supra

Decns on Due

Age of auspeet/
offender

Arrest procedures
used

Basic necessities
of suspect/offender

Younger suspects/
offenders may not be
interrogated for as
long as adults.

Law enforcement
officers must inform a
person of the reason(s)
for their arrest.

Law enforcement
officers must warn a
person of their rights at
the time of their arrest.

A person under inter-
rogation must be allow-
ed to have sufficient
food, clothing, sleep,
etc.

Conduct of law Conduct of law
enforcement officers enforcement officers

before and after the
friterrogation must
remain professional in
every respect.

Criminal experience
of suspect/offender

Harris v. South Educationalback-
Carolina., 338 U.S. ground of suspect/
68 (1949) offender
Spano v. New York,
supra
Pikes v. Alabama,
supra
Payne v. Ar
supra
Crooker v.California.
357 .r.:133 (1 153

Law enforcement
officers have less
latitude in their
interrogation proce-
dures when dealing with
less experienced
crimkiab.

Law enforcement
officers must consider
the eductional level of
the suspect/offender
during interrogations.
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Chambers v. Interro=ation
procedi=-esda

309 U.S. 227
(1940)
Ashcraft v.
Termessea,
322 U.S. 173
(1944)
Haley v. Ohio,
supra
A-shdown v. Utah,
357 U.S. 426
(1958)

Pikes v. Alabama,
supra
Haley v. Ohio,
supra
Ashcraft v.
Tennesse
supra

a Watts v. Indiana,
supra

Haley v. Ohio,
supra
Ashcraft V.
Tennessee
supra
Crooker v.
California,
supra

Watts V. Indiana,
supra
Asheraft v.
Tennessee, supra
Harris v. South
Carolina, supra

Watts v. Indiana,
supra
Asheraft v.
Tennessee,
supra
Harris v. South
Carolina, supra

Soano v New York,
supra
Turner v.
Pennsylvania,
338 U.S. 62 (1949)
Leyra V. Dermot
347 U.S. 556 (1954)
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The number of ques-
tions must be kept
as low as possE3le.

Interrogation time
must be kept as short
as possible.

Interrogations at night
should be avoided if
possible.

Cmitinuous questioning
in relays by a team of
interrogators should be
avoided.

Fabe (relay) question-
- Avoid continuous

questioning in relays.

Avoid makkg false
statements or promises
to obtain information or
a confession.



Fikes v. Alabama, Mental capacities
supra of suspect/offender
Fae v. Arkan
mipra
Spano v. New York,
supra

Galleos v. Nationality of
Nebraska suspect/offender
(dissent) 342 U.S.
55 (1951)
&itnesTew York,
supra

Pikes v. Alabama, Visitors
supra
Haley V. Ohio,
supra
Watts v. kidiana
supra

ano v. New York,
supra
Cicenia v. LeGay,
357 U.S. 504
(1958)

Interrogation proce-
dures must be consis-
tent with the mental
capabilities of the
suspect/offender.

Familiarity with the
language and customs
of this country must be
considered.

The suspect/offender
should be allowed to see
his/her lawer, family
members, or friends if
possible.

While no single factor listed b.: this chart will violate the 'totality of
circumstances" rule, a combination of these factors might. However,
see Cicenia v. LaGay, 357 U.S. 504 (1958) or Ashdown v. Utah, 357 U.S.
426 58) for examples of cases where combinations of the factors
listed still did not violiate the rule.

Search Procedwes and Techniques

ediately after you make an arrest, you must search the suspect,
cuff, and remove him/her from the scene. If you fail to do so,

..erious bodily injury or even death may result.

Mere are four basic search positions: wall search, standing search,
kneeMlg search, and prone search. The wall search does not protect the
officers. Therefore, you should proceed cautiously and maintain com-
plete control of the situation. The standing search is easier and more
convenient to use than the wall search, skice it does not require a sta-
tionary object for the suspect to lean on. The kueeling search is pref-
erable for felony searches because it offers a greater degree of safety
for the officer than the other methods of search. The prone search is
the safest of the four methods, if it is executed properly, because you
have complete control from the time you fkst take hold of the suspect

,until he/she is finally handcuffed.

In this section, we will only cover the wall search method. However, if
you are interested in learning other methods, let your instructor kriow.
Ho/she may teach you those methods.
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Wall Search

STEP 1: Settle the suspect's position for the search. To do th'

have the suspect place his/her hands in front of him/her with
the palms open. This prohibits the suspect from concealing
anything in the palms such as evidence or a dangerous
weapon.
order the suspect to turn around, place his/her hands against
the wall, and then back up. Suspect should be leaning
against the wall at a 45-degree angle.

order the suspect to spread his/her hands and feet wider
than shoulder width, and turn toes outward, as shown in
Figure 13-4-2. This places the suspect in an awkward posi-
tion and enables you to maintain better control of the
suspect.

2
ie Sus sady for Search

STEP 2: Secure the suspect's position for the search. To do his:

step between the suspect's legs, placing your right foot next
to the inside of the suspect's right foot
at the same time, grasp the suspect's trouser belt or waist
band with your left hand
then slide your right foot out against his/her right foot,
forcing him/her to spread his/her legs wider (see Figure
D-4-3)

NOTE: In this position, the suspect is totally dependent on his/
her arms and legs for support. If he/she moves either arm or

he/she will fall to the ground.
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oper Search Position

keep your hand on the suspect's belt as a control point. If
the suspect makes any attempt to move, you can control
him/her from this position and s(he) can be forced to the
ground with your hand.

STEP 3: Establish your position for searching the right side. To do this,
use any of the following three methods:

with your right foot at the inside of the suspect's right foot,
lean forward to search with your right hand.

move your left foot forward and place it to the inside of the
suspect's right foot.

or:
place your right leg over the suspecth right leg, hooking
your right heel friside the suspect's right instep.

STEP 4: To conduct the search for weapons and contraband, start by
inspecting the suspect's heed. To do this:

run your fthgers through the hair of the suspect. Do this
carefully and thoroughly because narcotics and small
weapons, such as razor blades, may be concealed in the hair.
check the mouth by engaging the suspect in some conversa-
tion. Contraband may be concealed in the suspect's mouth.
CAUTION: Never put your fingers in the suspect's mouth.
check the neck and shouklers. Search the right side first,
then change the position and search the left side. The
search should overlap the midsection of the suspect.

5 7
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search the suspect's clothing by grasping und crushing to
detect objects that are taped to the body or sewn into the
clothing. Check all clothing very carefully and thoroughly,
especially coats and jackets (see F4tire D-4-4). Every inch
of the clothing should be grasped in the hand and actually
crushed.
CAUTION: Do not slide your hands over the clothing.
check the arms by moving down the outside of the arm from
the shoulder to the wrist and back up the underside of the
arm to the armpit.
search the upper front part of the suspect by placing your
right thumb inside the waistbaild of the suspect's trousers
and curling your fingers between the suspect's belt and
trousers.

D-4-4
Searching the Sus ct's Clothing

slide your hand all the way armuld the Uront of the suspect,
passing the belt buckle. Check the less obvious areas, such
as watch pockets and loose parts of the shirt. Make sure to
check the crotch area.
search the outside of the rilht leg. Continue to use the
grasping technique. Slide your fingers inside the stoekinz
and shoe.
if the suspect is wearing boots, have him/her take them off
after completing the search on the right side. Turn the
boots upside down and shake them to empty them. Check
the bottom for anything that could be taped to the sole.

STEP 5: Place any contraband or weapons you find in a corresponding
position on your body. It will aid you in remembering where
they were on the suspect. If you have a fellow officer
assisting you, turn the items over to him/her and describe the
location where the items were found.
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STEP6: Reverse your position and repeat the process for the left side
of the suspect. Me right hand should now be the control
hand. Place the items you find as you did for the right side
search.

STEP7: Handcuff the suspect. To do this:

make sure that you are facing the suspect's back. Suspects
should never be handcuffed with their hands in front of
them.
incapacitate the suspect by having him/her spread feet wide
apart, pktcfrig both hands behind the head and krterlacing
fingers. Remain at least two steps away until the suspect is
in this position.
cuff the hands with the palm outward. Mahltain control
during the cuffing process.
double lock the handcuffs.

NOTE: Handcufb are a valuable tool and they can be used ef-
fectively to restraki arrested persons if their limitations are
recognized. They are designed to temporarily inhibit the
movement of an arrestee's arms, thereby giving the advantages
of control to the officer. As a general rule, every turestee
should be handcuffed, since most arrestees act with emotion
rather than reason. There are various methods of applying
lismdcuffs depending on which search position is used. ki
general, the five rules of handcuffing are as follows:

Do not approach Me suspect from the front.

Incapacitate the suspect before approaching.

Makitain control during the cuffing process.

Cuff the hands with the suspect's palms outward.

Double lock the handcuffs.

STEP8: Remove the arrestee from the scene as soon as possible.

Take the arrestee to confinement facility or magistrate.

Walk the arrestee to confhlement facility, if practical.

Hold handcuff chain at all times when moving arrestee.

Place the arrestee in safest location within a law
enforcement vehicle.

Take purse and spike heeled shoes from female arrestee.

Notify dispatcher and record the starting and ending
location and odometer read-

Refuse requests of arrestee.
159
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Summary

Keep constantly alert against personal attack or a tempt to
escape.

Note statements made by arrestee during transporting.

NOTE: If you fail to remove the arrestee as soon as possible,
the result may be serious, such as the potential liability of the
police for actions taken against the victim or witnesses by the
arrestee.

STEP 9: Process the arrestee for conffilement.

Provide required medical treatment.

Complete Injured Arrestee Field Report.

Deliver to custodial officer at appropriate institution.

Adhere to institution's confinement procedures.

Have necessary commitment documents.

Supply necessary information.

Sign requfred forms.

Remove handcuffs.

Keep constant4T alert against personal attack and at empt
to escape.

NOIM: Searching female suspects may present some problems
for the male officer. A professional attitude should be main-
tained at all times, and the fact that the suspect is a female
should not diminish the importance of having complete control
of the situation.

No matter who the suspect is, the officert approach should be firm but
polite. Do not make any comments that could be taken out of context
or misinterpreted by the suspect or others.

The law makes no distinction between males and females regarding
searching during an arrest. Officers have the right to search any
arrested person before taking him/her to jail. Ln order to make a com-
plete search of a female suspect, a male officer must be able to justify
to his superiors and the court why a complete search was necessary.
Sometimes, it may be necessity to arrange for a female officer to make
a detailed search.

Now complete the review ques hming on the next page.
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ir Questions (I: D-4)

Write your answers on a separate theetof paper.

1. Identify the four essential elementsan officer should foll w to __wake
a safe arrest.

2. Which of the following should be &volded when making any et 9
a. bravery
b. professionalism
c. recklessness
d. caution

3. la any arrest situation, the officer should: correct
answers.)

a. call for ass nee, if needed.
b. assume that the suspeet is ftrmed .

e. act impulsively.
d. allow other people to get involved in arrest, if needed.

4. Proper arrest techniques are designed to: (Choose ail correct
answers.)

a. protect innocent bystanders.
b. provide for the officer's safe
c. reduce risks and dangers involved,
d. prohibit assistance of other officers.

5. A judge may refuse to accept evidence from a crime if:

a. it was collected during an alegalarrest.
b. the suspect was able to get away .

c. it interfered with the suspect's constitutional rights.
d. it was found after an informant tipped off the suspect.

6. You should approach the suspect from the or

7 Which ihree of the following would Improper to say to a suspect
when you make an arrest?

a. "Don't mover
b. "You are under arrest for the charge of burglary at the ABC 'n'oy

Store!"
c. "I am going to arrest you because we have evidence of your

fingerprints indicating that you burglarized the ABC Toy stoev,
d. "You have a right to be silent and to have an attorney to

represent you for your defense."
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8. When you make at= arrest in a public place, you should: (
correct answers.)

all

a. avoid reeking n arrest in the presence of innocent bystanders.
b. be familiar wil=11 possible escape routes.
c. handcuff the st_spect before search to reduce the danger to

innocent Vs tairwtders
d. ask au hull:ecru- t bystanders to move away from the suspect.

9. When making an aw.rest Ln the suspecth home, you should: (Choose
all correctanswer.)

a. handeuffand rrnove the suspect from hisTher home as geickly as
possible.

b. tell thesuspectt's family and friends to get out of the house.
a. not handcuff tte suspect since it is the suspect's own home.
d. guard the suspet more closely to prevent escape because s(he)

klsoWs the terrMory very well.

10. When making an errest at the suspec p- ce of employment, you
should:

a. go with many other officers so they can help ensure the safety of
the employees.

b. notify the etnelMoyer of the arrest to be made.
c. not worry anotetet the employer and other employees.
d. always make stu=re there is nobody with the suspect.

11. Two offieersare dscussing some things to remember when making
an arrest. Officer A says that he should not show concern for the
arrestee blithe foreful and belligerent. Officer B says that she
would show coneerm for the arrestee as well as be forceful. Who is
ight?

a. officer A only
b. officer B only
c, both officer A sewild officer B
d. neither officer nor officer B

12. What are three typs of reactions arrestees are likely to have?

13. The officer should rmot use force against the suspect in any
circumstances.

a. any
b. unnecessary
c. deadly
d. peaceful

14. Which threeof the E'oUowing should an officer consider when
determining the ane=ount of force to use for an arrest?

a. the type of erinte
b. attitude of the m=uspect
c. the offieer phyical condition
d. likellhoedof the suspect being armed
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15. What should be the Gray reason to firethe revolver?

a. to protect the officer and other bystanders
b. to arrest the suspect unharmed
c. to warn the suspect and bystanders
d. to protect property

16. List at least six factors that should be considered unde r----totality of
circumstances" with respect to due process.

For questions 17-20, match each type of search with Rs d
Write the letter a the description

17. kneeling search

18. prone search

19. standing search

20. wall search

mother on yotir pswer.

a. does not protect the officers ver=
much, therefore the officer shoud
complete thesearch cautiously

b. relatively easyand convenient tow. use
c. provides safety for the officers Erzarld is

recommended for use in felony arches
d. the safest of the four types if it

used properly

21. The following steps for wail search are Hated out of sequnce. Write
the letters a-g on your paper, then write the number ne1( to each
step to indicate the right sequence, 1 for the first step, t: for the
second step, and so for

a .
b.

C.
d.
e

f .
g

Secure the suspect's position for search.
Conduct the search on the right side of the sispect and
keep any contraband or weapons you have fa:mind in
proper places.
Settle the suspect position for the search.
Establish your position forsearching the rigtit side.
Conduct the search on the left side of the supect and
keep your findhigs in proper places.
Remove the arrestee from the scene.
Handcuff the arrestee.

22. Wiiere should an officer keep the findings when he/she
suspect?

a

b.
C.
d.

in a brown bag with the suspect's name and address,
date of crime, and the officer's name on it
in a corresponding position on the officer's body
in the trunk of a law enforcement vehicle
in a see-through plastic bag

23. List five rules for handcuffing.
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1. Ask your instructor about simulating an arrest.

2. Given a suspect subject and all necessary supplies, arrest, search,
and handcuff the suspect in the simulated situation.

Discuss your performance with your instructor and refine it as
necessary.

CAUTION: This exerckse must be done in the presence of your
instructor. Your ktstructor should limit the search and handcuffing parts
of this exercise based upon your school policy.

1 confident that you have achieved the performance objectives
section, our instnictor for the posttest (1.1 0-1).

6 4
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Block h Law Enforcement System
Unit D: Law Enforcement Operations
Sec Yrkik

Ask your instructor for the pretest for this section (I; D-5). After you
complete the pretest, your instructor will let you know whether to study
this section or to take the posttwt.

Stop and Frisk 1-6-5
1



Introduction

The stop and frisk search involves a police officer who encounters a
citizen in a public place and decides, on some reasonable basis, that the
citizen might be committing or planning to commit a crime. Based on
the United States Supreme Court decision in Teru v. Ohio, law enforce-
ment officers have the legal right and duty to stop a citizen, request
identification, and inquire about the persons business.

In this section, you will learn the proper methods and techniques
utilized in a stop and frisk situation.



Ob _c

Perform

Upon completion of this section, you should be able to do the following
on a %mitten test:

1. Identify the level of probable cause required to justify a stop and
frisk search.

2. Identify kifluencing factors in the stop and frisk procedures.

3. Identify guidelines to follow during a frisk search.

4. Identify in order the steps of frisk procedures for both male and
female suspects.

Given a mbject playing the role of a suspect, you will stop and search
the person for a weapon. You must use the stop and frisk method. Your
performance will be rated "A" (acceptable) on the tasks listed below.

1. requiring the subject to tELke proper stance

2. checkthg the hair and collar, using pen, pencil, etc.

3. checking the body area in the following sequence:
a. shoulders and armpits
b. both arms
c. shirtfront/chest area
d. waistband
e. buttocks
f. both legs
g. abdomen/crotch area

4. removing all weapons

167
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Stop and Frisk

Frisk Search

A frisk is a cursory search of a suspicious person for weapons large
enough to be detected through clothing. The legal standard for con-
ducting a frisk N that the officer must have a reasonable suspicion that
a crime has been or N ethout to be committed and that the suspect is
armed. This search can be conducted quietly and inoffensively wher-
ever the need arises.

It should be noted that a frisk is not a field search. It is designed only
to protect the officer from possible harm and to aid the officer in loca-
ting weapons that may be hidden on the person's body.

Probable Cause and Other Factors Mfecting Stop and Frisk

The level of probable cause required to justify a stop and frisk search is
very low. However, there must be some reasonable basis for the officer
to decide to stop a particular person.

The mere fact that an officer feels he/she should stop a person does not
necessarily justify a frisking. There must be something specific about
the person's appemance or behavior that vior.
Considering such factors, a frisk could be justified .

Comideratiors Durh a Frisk Search

The officer stopping a citizen must keep the following guidelines in
mind when conducting a frisk search:

The search must always be systematic and orderly. When steps are
missed, the search is most likely to be a failime.

The search must be done with great care and attention on the part of
the officer.

Do not be excessively rough or abusive. Do not embarrass the person
unnecessarily.

Frisking is limited to the outer clothing.
NOTE: If the officer feels something that might be a weapon, he/she
may reach into or under the clothing and withdraw the object.

Normally, male officers should only frisk male citizens and female
officers should only search females. However, if the need arises, and
there are no backup officers of the appropriate gender, the frisk
should be carried out.

eurso rapidly and often superficially performed.
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Any evidence found dux tg the frisk can be seized and could possibly
serve as probable cause for an arrest and a more thorough search.

You cannot subject a person to a complete search while being
frisked. That is, you cannot make the person empty pockets, open a
purse or briefcase, or submit to a complete personal search.

Frbk Proeeaures

The following are general procedures for conducting a frisk.

STEP 1: Position. In preparation for the frisk march
require the individual to stand with 'her' fc,
extended as in Figune

Frk Search Position

e officer should
apart and arms

STEP 2: Hair and collar. Check the hair and collar by probing with a
pencil, pen, etc. This must be done in a careful and thorough
manner.
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STEP 3: Shoukler &ad armpits. After checking the collar area, move
hands downward over the shoulders and under the armpits as
shown below (Figure D-5-2).

Checking the Shoulder Area

STEP 4: Back. Using both hands, move them across and down the back
of the suspect. Pay particular attention to the small of the
back just above the beltline (see Figure D-5-3).

D-5-3
ecking the Back

170
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STEP 5: Arms,. Using both hands, move them down each arm. Items
such as small knives, razors, etc. can be located in this
fashicin. Finish by checking the armpit area (Figure D-5-4).

iecking the Arms

STEP 6: Qiest area and pockets. Males: Run hands down the shirt
front, checking any pockets. Stop at the beltline (Figure
D-5-5). Females: Run hands over the breasts, feeling under
and between them for concealed weapons (Figu 5 ).

Checking the Shirt Front

1 71
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F" D-5-6
Checking the Dress Front (Female)

Continue to run hands down the front, checking any p',ckets.
Stop at the beltline (Figure 0-5-7).

gure 7
ieeking the Pocket (Female)

STEP 7: Warethne. Run fingers around the inside of the waistband to
cheek for items (Figure 0-5-8)

Checking the Watband
72
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FrEP a. From the waistline, the officer then runs his/her
hands down the suspect's buttocks (Figure l>5-9)

STEP 9:

Figure 9
Checking the Buttocks Area

After checking the buttocks area, the officer carefulls
moves botn hands down one leg and then back up. He/she
carefUlly checks for concealed items around the ankles. If the
suspect is wearLng a skirt, the officer should not lift the skkt
but should simply feel through the material (Figure D-5-16).

Figure D-5-10
Checking the Legs

1 73
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I: D-5 Stop

STEP 10: Abdomen and crotch. As the last step, the officer should run
his/her hands over the suspect's abdomen and crotch area
carefully (Figure D-5-11).

-ecking the Abdomen Area

The frisk is designed to protect the officer from possible harm. It is not
a field search. It is a limited search for easily obtainable weapons. Any
evidence found during the proper execution of the frisk may be seized
and could serve as the basis for the person's arrest and a more thorough
search. It must be conducted in a systematic and orderly manner.

Now complete the review questions begnmrng on the next page.

Frisk
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Review Questions (b D-5)

Write pow answers on a separate sheet of paper.

1. The legal standard required to justify an officer in s opping a
civilian and conducting a frisk search is:

a. a search warrant.
b. any questionable behavior by a citizen .
c. a warrantless search.
d. a reasonable suspicion that a crime has been or is going to be

committed, and the suspect is armed.

2. Factors that justify a decision foz conducting a frisk search are:
(Choose all correct answers.)

a. race.
b. behavior.
c. public places.
d. appearance.

3. All of the following are guidelines to follow during a frisk search
except:

a. conductim a frisk search in any sequence.
b. limiting the frisk to the outer clothing
c. not requiring a person to completely empty his/her pockets

during a frisk search.
d. doing the search with great care and attention.

4. A suspect's hair is searched by:

a. probing with fingers.
b. probing with baton.
C. probing with pen or pencil.
d. having suspect comb hair.
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a.

e.

a.

5. Eight of the ten steps for frisk searching males are pictured below.
Write the letters a-h on your paper and write the number next to
each leLter to indicate the appropriate sequence for frisk searching.

c.

g-

6. Eight of the ter steps for frisk searching females are pictured
below. Write the letters a-h on your paper and write the number
next to each letter to indicate the appropriate sequence for frisk
searching.

b.

176

d.

(con inued on the next page)
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g-

177

h.

e answer
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Practical Exercise (I: D---5)

1. Pair up with another student.

2. Take turns being the suspect and law enforcement officer.

While befrig the subject, hide a "weapon on your r2. el
officer to find.

4. Practice the stop and frisk procedures.

5. Discuss the level of probable cause that justified the stop and frk
procedures.

NOW.: Weapons used should be toy weapons.

CAUIION: This exercise must be done Ln the presence of your
instructor. Some portions of this exercise must be limited based
upon the school policy.

If you feel confident that you hAve aehved the performance objectivc
for this section, ask your instructor for the posttest (It 5
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Block i Law ariforcement System
Unit E Report Writhig

Ask yowr instructor for the pretest ior thk3 unit (1-E). Mter- you com-
plete the pretest, your instructor wallet you know whether -to study
this unit or to take the posttest.
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A law enforcement report is a recot of the activities and findings of
law enforcement officers. It is the =method by which you, as an officer,
communicate your findings and activ-ities to all interested persons.
Your reports help your supervisor evraluate your performance as a law
enforcement officer because they reweal your education, training,
experience, initiative, and resourceiness. Therefore, the reports are
of personal value as well as a matter of record.

Since the report is a permanent reco=d providing a complete picture of
a crime or an accident, it Serfeil as EL__ tool for the mart system, Insur-
ance companies, defense attorneys, wand prosecutors who need informa-
tion about the Incident. The report a_itso can be umd hi planning the law
enforcement budget, deployhe persowsnel, and keeping the community
informed about activities of the law flforcement agency.

In thls section, we will discuss the fumetions of the law enforcement re-
port and how it is developed througti Cr1) preparing, (2) wilting, and (3)
reviewing the finished report.

1 0
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Kwow

re=rformance

Upon completion of this unit, wou should be able to do the following on a
written test:

1. Defe or identify five bst.Lc functions of a law enforcement report.

2. Given hypothetical cases, lentify which type of report would be
written for each case.

3. Identify basic information to be included in the report (six basic
questions); given fictitious Ereports, identify the types of basic info
mation the report contains--

4. Identify supplementary rrtserials that could be h-icluded in the
report.

5. Identify three mottos for gc=md report writing.

6. Identify how to prepare for a report, how to write a good report, and
how to review a draft of tb report.

7. Given a sample report continfrig errors, identify which principles of
report writing have been Vic=dated.

8. Given a sample report contining errors, identify and correct gram-
maticaland other errors.

Upon completion of this unit, yesou should be able to develop an investi-
gation report using the proper Mor mat when given sufficient crime data,
a dictionary, and necessary formis. Reports will be evaluated according
to the following requfrements, mand performance should be rated "A" (ac-
ceptable) for all criteria listed 'below:

1. The report contains fact atiet, body, list of names, list of physical
evidence, and supplernentarw materials.

2. The fact sheet contains the case number, data and type of incident,
names of principal people in--7volved, their addresses and phone num-
bers, andname of officer vitllo prepared the report.

3. The body of the report inclumwdes information about these six ques-
tions: WHO WHAT, wHiltm, WHEN, HOW, and WHY.

1 Ea 1
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4. The body of the report is:

o complete
objective
clear
accurate

o concise
legible.

5. The report is written with correct grammar and Exiglish usage:

Spelling is correct.

Medical and legal terms are not included.

Capitalization is correct.

Numbers are written correctly.

Only wIdely accepted abbreviations are used.

Sentences are short, simple, and direct.

6. The report is easy to read. (It should be printed or typed.)

7. AU physical evidence is described in the report.

Supplementary materials (sketch maps, diagrams, or photos) hek3ful
in understanding the case and its report are included as needed.

9. The report was turned in on time.
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What is a Law &forcement

Fimetions of the

The primary purpose or function of a law enforcement report is to pro-
vide a record of the officer's activities, observations, and findings as
well as the outcomes of these activities. The report becomes a perma-
nent official record and a reference point for anyone concerned about
an officer's role in a given case. However, the law enforcement report
also serves such functions as:

a summary of information pertinent to the case
a communications aid to other officers
an aid to the planning division of law enforcement central offices
an aid to prosecutors, defense attorneys, and insurance companies.

mmazy of Information Pertinent to the

eluding pertinent information, the report becomes:

a word picture of an investigation, beginning with a complaint, order,
offense, or arrest
the permanent record of the case
the basic legal reference to the case
the basis for evaluating what has been done in the case
the basis for deciding further action in the case
the basis for prosecution of the suspect(s) involved in the case
"the case" itself.

03mmimications Aid

The investigation report is also the method by which an officer com-
municates hWher activities to those friterested in them. It enables:

the officer's colleagues to know his/her actions and findings
a superior officer to keep track of the various activities and investi-
gations of junior officers under him/her
law enforcement officiab to know the types of crimes being commit-
ted and the manner in which they are carried out
a superior officer to determine possible connections among various
cases from the findings of his/her personnel
a superior officer to offer advice and make suggestions for further
investigation or subsequent handling of the case.
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Aid to Central Offices

The central office of a Law enforcement agency can tabulate informa-
tion from various officem-s' written reports that will help the agency's
planning division carry co,=--ut the following activities:

complete a crime pio-tire of the city or coun
complete the crime pii-cture of a particular area within the city or
county
deploy personnel and quipment in keeptig with the crime picture at
a given time
concentrate personnel in an area showing a rise in a particular type of
offense
alert personnel for signals of unidentified perpetrators' modals
(M.O.) hi a series of ofenses
plan the law enforcemment budget
determbe distribution of funds within the department
determine long .ange -_,Iannh-tg for the department to meet changing
crime conditions
point out the training rleeds of personnel
determine strengths armd weaknesses of the department and develop
training programs to eleiminate these weaknesses
use the report as a bastl for law enforcement agency plans and
actions of which the remporting officer may be totally unaware.

In addition, the reports caman be used to keep the public informed of
problems and accomplishwnents in law enforcement. Such information
often becomes the basia M'or public support of the law enforcement
agency.

Md to Prosecutors, Defer=we Attorneys, and kigurance Companies

If the investigation reporillt goes to the office of the prosecutor, he/she
will depend on facts irs th report to determine if there is sufficient
evidence to prosecute. It is the basis upon which action can be taken in
the courtroom. The procutor must rely on the report for answers to
these questions:

Who vies the victim?

What evidence is availaillble for prosecution?

What witnesses should 1:10,e subpoenaed?

What might the defense be?

What strategy should be-, used to counteract the defense?

ovine: a distinet pattern or method of procedure thought to
be characteristic of an irid.-vidual criminal and habitually followed by
him/her.
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The report also 1111ps defense attorneys and insurance companies Vivi
out exactly what happened concerning the incident, even a long time
after it has occiirr

When

Now that we knoo.T what the law enforcement re discass
when the report i prepared.

Generally, a lawi nforcement officer needs to prepare reports on filioS
of the incidents h-e/she covers. However, there are four basic situaties
which always require a report:

complaint
offense
accident
investigation

A complaint t card is completed when anyone requests law en-
forcement actiofl. Usually it is a simple complaint form as shown in
Figure E-1. floViiver, depending upon the nature of the incident, it n1Ey
become the basis for a lengthy offense report for use in future court
proceedings.
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A Sample Complaint Card
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An offense report is completed for an incident which requires official
law enforcement action. This may be a one-page report form with a
brief narrative or a completed report form with a detailed supplemental
written report on the following pages (see Figures E-2 and E-3).

An accident report Is completed when a traffic accident occurs (see
Figure E--4 which follows for examples and traffic accident report
codes).
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Information

An investigation rort is prepared when an innident, such as murder or
rape, reques investigation. The officer assigned to investigate the
case and each officer having information about it will write such a re-
port. An investigation report may cover both complaint and offense
types of cases.

Usually an investigation report is prepared in two stages: fieki notes
and final report. The officer writes field notes during interviews with
suspects, victims, and witnesses, and during observation of the crime or
accident scene. Therefore, field notes ean be used to refresh an
officer's recollection when he/she testifies in court.

The fina.l report should be typed or printed and should include any
necesssry supplemental materials. b3.w enforcement colleagues,
supervisors, probation officers, district attorneys, defense attorneys,
general public, and news media personnel may all read the report. The
final report can guide law enforcement personnel in handling the case.
They may also weigh the quality of the report when they consider the
officer's suitability for advancement. Attorneys in both civil and
criminal cases have the right to examine both field notes and final
reports. If these documents have information gaps or contain mistakes,
defense attorneys may use such carelessness to their advantage when
the officer gets on the witness stand.

We have discussed the major functions of the report and when it is
requ-lred. Next let's discuss what kind of information we should include
in the report.

The nature of the incident determines the kind of information included
in a report. Some incidents require simple complattt forms while other
cases requke lengthy investigation reports. Whatever type of report
you are writing, be sure to include answers to the six basic questions
listed below.

1. Who was involved?

2. What happened?

3. When did it happen?

4. Where did it happen?

5. How did it happen?

6. Why did it happen?

The answers to these six questions are vital to the law enforcement
report. Since these answers constitute the elements of the case, the
report presents an incomplete picture of the occurrence if it lacks this
information. To make your written information more clear and
accurate, you may want to attach sketch maps, diagrams, and
photographs.

1
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Types of information needed for a report and supplementary items are
outlined below.

1. Who Lnvolves the following questions:

Who is the victim`.:

Who is the suspect?

Who is the witness?

Who reported the incident?

2. What happened hivolves the following questions:

What took pce?

What offense was committed?

What were the elements of the offen

What was the object of the attack?

Mien did it happen involves the following questions:

At what hour did it occur .

On what day did it occur?

In what month did it occur?

In what year did it occur?

Was it day or night?

Was it clear, cloudy, foggy, misty, raining, smoggy, snow
hailing, etc.?

4. Where did it happen Lnvolves the following questions:

Where did the offense occur?

Over what area did the offense extend?

Where was the object of the offense when it occurred?

Where was the object of the offense found?

Where is the object of the offense now?

Where was the perpetrator of the offt -1-Se ?

Where was the suspect when apprehended?

Where is the suspect now?

191
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WheN 1/11-e die Witneoes in relation to the crime scene?

lInerC the witness now?
ilmgra146, ketches,D1sin, and photographs should be used to
OPPleinellt visual obsers'Fitions and verbal descriptions.

tioldic1 Ewapperi invelVs the following questions:

How Wils The offense ec=immitted?

Wilkt ihareparation vio. made to commit the offense?
HOW dine the offender enter the crime scene?
Hovv. dim:71 the offenda-- leave the crime scene?
Wlikt dorte to asfc=id detection?

How *10 -the person or irproperty attacked?
yJia ilethocl was Li$d to induce the victim to give up hisiher
prollert-y?
WIlEtt 41-:_earks were ti5e=d to overcome the victim% resistance?
Wrikt iktstruments wewe used in the perpetration of the offense?

% How dij tETie offender sat?

Wilat 1'4-e-thud of atvrc==>ach did s(he) use?

ft How did line Vietial

{Mat cld the victim fixo in response to the actions of the
perrbetreator?

How dld tf-le SjtlJatjOO Cntribute to the commission of the
otteas%1

5etion of th rport will furnish the investizating officer
With the 1-00(us o erancj (r7rnethod of operation or M.O.) of the
Criminal. tbOt tilO UO PIN section of the report there would be no
Q8as tor kV prnseeuti

6. %Mid It J1ppefl coUk Ll the hardest question to answer in a
Qrimingividstigation. 111.-ese are the types of problem ; you mayneed to spri:

why dig tli,e suspects 8.11 witnesses do certain things?

Why diq th-Ae stisPect etclot a particular M.O.?

Why visks ti-ae crirne repcsited ?

Why pis t1-1-2ie vietilfl Qtioen?
Why dici thaa Witness tell ..-t_some particular lie?
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Sum

WHY questions are rarely apparent at first. Even when
the answers seem obvious, they may be wrong. You can never be
absolutely sure you know the true motives behind the actions of sus-
pects and witnesses. Nevertheless, WHY questions are well worth
asking. In fact, the habit of asking them is one thing that distin-
guishes the expert investigator from the novice.

7. &qplementary items such as these may help in the case evaluation.

properly labeled sketch maps and diagrams
exact location of each movable object with relevant measure-
ments
photographs of the crime scene, including physical evidence, from
various angles
photographs of individual pieces of physical evidence

The major functions of a law enforcement report are to serve as:

a written report of the officer's activities
a summary of information on the case

-9 a communication aid to other officers
an aid to the central office's planning division
an aid to the prosecutor.

The four types of report, which are based upon the kind of case
involved, are as follows:

complaint report
offense report
arrest report
investigation report

The information required mainly depends upon the specific purpose of
the report. However, every report should include the information
needed to answer th six basic questions:

Who was involved?

What happened?

When did it happen?

Where did it happen?

How did it happen?

Why did it happen?
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In addition, supplementary items such as sketch maps, diagrams, and
photographs should be included ki the report.

NOTE: Discuss with your instructor and your classmates realistic cases
for which each of the four types of report should be written.

Now complete the review inming on the next page.



Write yriur answers on a separate sheet of paper.

1. List the five fiinctions of the law enforcement report.

F 2-5, write the letter(s) of all correct answers on your

2. By including information pertinent to the case, the investigation
report can be:

a. the basic reference to the case.
b. the basis for prosecution.
c. a complete crime picture of the city .
d. the basis for deciding further action in the case.

The investigation report is a communication aid because it enables
its readers:

a. to know the types of crimes being committed and the manner in
which they are committed.

b. to know the activities and discoveries of the officer who
prepared the report.

c. to keep track of the various activities and findings of each
officer.

d. to know what the prosecutor will say in court.

4. By collecting information from the various reports written by law
enforcement officers, a central office can give the planning division
the following aids:

a. advice to the officers who prepared the reports
b. kidication of the training needs of personnel
c. advice on deployment of personnel ano equipment in keeping with

the erime picture at a given time
d. aid in planning the law enforcement budget

5. Usually the prosecutor depends on the investigation repo t to obtaLn
and/or decide the following:

a. what evidence is available for prosecution
b. who was the victim (or victims)
c. what the defense might be
d. what strategy to use to counteract the defense

6. Suppose a pickup truck ran into a station wagon at an intersection.
If this accident is reported to you, what kind of report would you
write?

a. complaint report
b. offense report
c. accident 'report
d. investigation report 1 9
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7. Suppcse you get a telephone call from a lady asking you to stop the
loud music and boisterous noise coming from her neighbor's house.
What type of report would you write for this Ancident?

a.
b.
C.
d.

complaint report
offense report
accident report
investigation report

8. Suppose a telephone call informs you that there is a body, slightly
decomposed, in a wooded area net..1' the police department where
you work. What type of report would you complete rust?

a. complaint report
b. offense report
c. accident report
d. investigation report

9. If the investigation of the case given in question 8 is assigned to
Officer B and you have some reliable information about the case,
who should write the investigation report?

a. Officer B only
b. you only
c. you and Officer B
d. the person who made the telephone call

10. Suppose you are working as an off-duty police officer in a store
where a shoplifting incident has just occurred, and you apprehend
the suspect. What type of report would you write?

a. complaint report
b. offense report
C. accident report
d. investigation report

11. Usually an investigation report is prepared in what two s ages?
(List them on your paper.)

12. Who are likely readers of your final repo s?

a. colleagues and supervisor
b. general public
c. news media personnel
d. probation officers

A. The content of the investigation report should include answers to
the six basic questions. List these JAI questions on your paper.

14. List three supplementary items you may need to include in your
final report.

EReport Writing
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Writ

Although you may need to write a wide variety of reports, you should
prepare them all with these three mottos in mind: Get It All, Make It
Clear, iLnd Get it Bight.

You can "get it all" if you answer the six key questions. You can "make
it clear" if you write it with the audience in mind and follow the guide-
lines provided in this section. And you can "get it right" by checking
and double-checking every item in your notes and reports.

In other words, you should prepare well to "get it all," write the report
well to "make it clear," and review it well to make sure you "got it
right."

t Writing

Before you begin to write a report, you should follow the general guide-
Ifties listed below:

1. Keep in mind the purpose of the report: to inform the reader of
certain activities and their outcomes.

2. Know your audience. They may be:

members of a law enforcement agency
probation officers
members of the district at:orneyt office
the genera/ public
representatives of the news media.

Collect information from field notes and other sources. Yeu should
include the following:

WHOpeople involved

full name
age and date of birth
-omplete address for both home and work

6 -omplete telephone numbers for both home and work
comp/ete description of person(s) involved

WHEREplaces involved
Mien recording hiformation on buildings or locations, give the full
address and a description of the building.

WHENoccurrence and discovery
Give the time and date of the incident and the time the offense
was discovered.

197
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Starting to Write

tAT--deiwii0tion of the violation

whe- rDok ptiace (the rear door locked and jimmied, the glass
braken, etc.)

tvliw traten, describing items stolen in as much detail as
pelss
vial of trive.: missing items

HOW .11aet. description of method used

gwamlie: The rear screen door was cut in the lower right hand
tk+ Flet. and the screen was folded back. The lock was smashed by

seeles of blows with some heavy object. Six deep dents were
observed just above the lock.

Be as clear as possible in describing the modus operandi of any
ase.

WHYreasons for the crime

The reason something happened is probably the most difficult item
to determine. Reasons are sometimes revealed only after the sus-
pect is apprehended.

4. ganize the information into appropria e sections and under the
proper headings for the report.

5. Analyze the information and your findings.

6. Meek all information for accuracy, completeness, brevity, and
fairness in content.

Remember the three mottos of good report writing Get It All, Make
It Clear, Get It Right.

After preparing all the informfition and supplementary materials for
your report, you are ready to write. The following are some composi-
tion guidelines that will help you.

Basic Principles of Report Writing

In order to write a valid report and to get your message across, you
should consider all of the following six principles. Lacking any of these,
you will not have a valid, acceptable report. (If you are not sure of the
meanings of these words, cheek a dictionary.)

valid: acceptable under the law.
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accuracy
completeness
conciseness
objectivity
clarity (correct la e)
legibility

In order to write an accu ate, complete, concise, and objective report,
you should:

1. be simple and direct

2. be pertinent and deal with the facts

3. be brief (concise)

Don't be repetitious.
Include only those matters that pertain to the case.

4. be complete

5. be current, giving the date and time of tim incl.:dent

G. be accurate

Give a true written picture of the incident.
Don't allow personal feelings to enter into your report.
Be truthful and factual.
Don't jump to conclusions. The eovious answer is not always right.

7. keep in mind who will read the report

Write your report at an appropriate reading level for your
audience.

The following outline of basic cornpositioi standards will help you write
a clearly-worded report.

iiguage
1. Spell correctly.

If you cannot spell a word, look it up in the dictionary.
Remember, simple words make the best report language.

2. Use a word rather than a sentence or phrase if one word can
describe an item acfnirate

3. Do not use medical or legal terms.

Misused medical or legal terms may become binding.
You may make a mistake in intent and look foolish in court.
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Numbers, end Abbreviatione

1. Capitalize:

all proper names of persons, places, and organiz ns
the first letter of each sentence
titles, such as Captain, Professor, Reverend, etc.
trade names of products, sections of the country, and days o
week.

2. Numbers:

clarify written-out numbers with numerels , for example: five (5).
Use dollar and percent signs ($ and 96).
Place decimal points in the correct position.
Spell out all fractions that stand alone, for example: one-hal
one-third.

Abbreviations:

Use them with extreme care since they can be mtsinterpreted or
you may forget what they mem.
Use only widely accepted abbreviatbns such as Mr., Dr.
Use abbreviations for identification of criminals when filling in
standard law enforcement forms.

Sentenees and Paragza4the

1. Use short, simple, and concise sentences.

2. Underline key words or print them in capitals. This lets a reader
skim through your reoort and pick out specific items of interest.

21. Put only one idea in a paragraph. A paragraph that needs more than
eix sentences is probably too complex.

4. When in doubt, start a new paragraph.

5. Short sentences are usually easy to understand. If one of yours
contaftm more than 20 words, read it over to be sure it is clear.

For legbffity, you must type or print your report. (REMEMBER:
WRITE IT FOR THE READER.) Your final report will be read by
other members of the criminal justice system. A note or a report
that cannot be clearly understood is worthless or misleading. Train
yourself to write with the reader in mind.
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Compthig the Final Report

Once you have finished writing a final report, it will become a case file
for the incident you have reported. There are certain items which
usually are included in the case file, although the arrangement of these
items varies widely from one agency to another. Therefore, when com-
pleting the final report, you should make sure that all items necessary
for a case file are included. The main items in a case file are grouped
into five categories as folums:

I. Fact Meet (information Sheet)

These sheets identify the incident by showing the case number, date,
type of incident, names of the main people involved, and name of the
reporting officer. Sometimes a brief synopsis of the facts and a note on
the status of the case are included.

2. Body of the _

This gives a more complete statement of the facts and supplies all
available answers to the six key questions: who, what, where, when,
how, and why. Even though "why" questions are difficult to answer,
expert investigators have learned they are worth the effort.

3. List of Names

This list provides full names of all the people involved, their home and
business addresses and telephone numbers, and other characteristics
pertinent to the incident.

4. list of Eviienee

This list itemizes all physical evidence relevant to the incident.

5. DIagrams and Ph0traphs

Copies of all sketch maps, diagrams, fuld photographs should be included
in the case file. If there are many, you may want to make a list and
indicate the items by reference number or letter as shown below:

Attachment A. sketch map of crime scene
Attachment B. photo of the slime crime scene from doorway
Attachment C. photo of the scene looking due north

In order to "get it all," you gathered all information and supplementary
materials during the preparation stage. In order to "make it clear," you
wrote the report with the reader in mind and followed the writing
guidelines. Now, after compiling and writing the report, you should
review it to make sure you have 'gotten it right." You should read your
final report several times for thorough editing.

1
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Sum

Pint reading.

Check content of the report for "who," "what " when," "where," "how,"
and "why" in relation to:

sound reasoning
facts
sufficient information
whether facts need interpre ation.

Second reading.

Check for clarity and logic.

Third read"

Check for proper speUing, sentence structure, grammar and legibility.
Even the most careful and experienced writers make mistakes. That is
why publishers need editors. Ordinarily, you must be your own editor.
However, when a report is sufficiently long and involved to justify writ-
ing a rough draft, ask your supervisor or another officer to edit it
before you make the final copy. Another person may catch errors you
have overlooked.

Three basic mottos of good report writing are: Get It All, Make It
Clear, and Get It Right. In order to achieve these three goals, you
should (I) prepare well by collecting and organizing all necessary
information, (2) write well with the reader in mind and use writing
guidelines, and (3) review the report thoroughly.

Now complete ew quendions

2 2
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Review Questions (h. 13-b)

Write your answers on a separate shect of paper-

1. List the three mottos for good report writing.

2. Prior to writing your report, you should , ana
and all necessary information, which should mclude the
answers to the six basic questions.

3. Before and while you are writing an investigation report, you should
keep your mind.

4. In order to make your report clear, you should coroider six principles
of good composition when writing the report. TAct these six
princ les.

5. In writing your report briefkiv, which one of the following is not a
!guideline to be followed?

a. Ee simple and direct.
b. Do not repeat.
c. Include only information about the case.
d. Use only short words.

6. In writing your report accurately, which one of the following is not a
guidelime to be followed?

a. Do not describe your feelin s about the case.
b. Use your common sense when writing about something you have

not seen or heard.
c. Describe the case, scene, and people involved in complete detail.
d. Do not jump to conclusions.

7 pose the following paragraph is part of an investigation report:

tlialen I arrived at the accident scene the jerk who hit the car
which belonged to a poor old lady had gone already. About 114 of
the car seemed to be damaged."

Wh-ch one of the following principles has been correctly followed?

a. legibility
b. objectivity
c. conciseness
d. punctuation and number

S. 21-s a rule, you may want Lo have about sentences in a
paragraph and up to words in a sentence.

9. List five common items of a case file.
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10. Which item of the final report identifies the incident by showing
the case number, the name of the reporting officer, and so forth?

a. fact sheet
b. body
c. list of names
d. list of evidence

11. If you want to write a brief note on the status of the case, where
would you write it?

a. fact sheet
b. body
C. descriptions of evidence
d. supplementary items

12. In which part of the final report would you include information on
the six basic questions?

a. fact sheet
b. body
c. description of evidence
d. supplementary items

13. When you review the final report, you should check which of the
items listed below? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. clarity and logic
b. spelling, grammar, and sentence structure
c. content for six basic questions
d. legibility

14, In the sample report shown on the following page, which of these
general principles of report writing is violated?

a. legibility
b. accuracy
c. objectivity
d. conciseness

197



15. The example given above contains (a) a grammatical error and a
spelling error, and (b) an error in report writing principles.
List all three errors.

with the correct ones provided in
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'cal

1. Ask your instructor for an offense report form and a traffic accident
form your county is using. (fristead, you may want to use the forms
included in this Student Guide as examples.)

2. Make up hypothetical cases with fictitious data for an accident and
a crime. You may want to discuss this activity with your instructor
and classmates.

3. Write a traffic accident report, an offense report, and an investiga-
tion report.

4. Discuss your work with your instructor and classmates.

If you feel confident that you have achieved the performance obecti
for this unit, ask yaw instructor for the posttfmrt E).

2 6
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A-1 PederaiC

Block U: The Cour s
Unit A: U. S.
3ection 1: Federal Courts

Ask your instructor for the pretest for this sec 'on (II: A-1). Afteryou
eximplete the pretest, your instructor will let you know whether to study
this section, to skip some part of it, or to take the poattest.
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Introduction

This unit will describe the organization and function of the federal,
state, and local court systems.

This first section of Unit A, Federal Courts, wifi present the design,
organization, and philosophy of the federal court system. We will study
the basic assumptions upon which the court system is its con-
stitutional background, the various types of courts, and N., Liiese
courts form the structure of the federal system.
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Knowl ti

Objectives

Upon completion of this section, you should be able to do the following
on a written test:

1. Identify the document which provides for the establishment of a
federal court system.

2. Identify by number the provision which states the duration of offi
for a federal judge.

3. Identify characteristics of trial and appellate courts, including
geographical jurisdiction and procedures.

4. Identify the types of jurisdiction held by the three levels of federal
courts.

5. Identify which court of appeals has jurisdiction in Florida federal
cases.

6. Define the terms "original jur isdiction, "appellate jurisdiction
"tyranny."

7. List at least hree kinds of cases the Supreme Court chooses to hear.

8. List the two main responsibilities the Supreme Court must consider
in making its decisions.

212
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of the F

Types of Courts

A-

vision

The Federal Court

The federal court system was established by the Constitution as one of
three separate but equal powers of government: legislative (making
laws); executive (enforcing the laws); and judicial (Lnterpreting the laws
and judging disputes involving laws). The prLnciple of checks and
balances among governmental powers is strengthened by the fact that
the Supreme Court has the authority to declare an act of Congress or a
state Law unconstitutional. The Constitution Ls considered the highest
law of the land and protects. the freedom of the individual.

The provision for creation of the federal court system is found in
Article 111, Section 1 of the United States Constitution:

"The judicial power of the United States shall be vested in one supreme
court, and in such inferior courts as the Congress may from time to
time ordain and establish. 'Me judges, both of the supreme and inferior
courts, shall hold their offices during good behavi, T and shall, at stated
times, receive for their services a compensation which shall not be di-
minished during their continuance in office."

The Supreme Court is the only specific court named in the Constitution.
The others to be discussed in this topic, the United States District
Courts and the United States Court of Appeals, were later established
by acts of Congress. However, the Constitution does imply the estab-
Y.shment of a federal system by mentioning both a supreme court and
inferior courts.

The provWon in Article III, Section 1 that federal judges "hold their
offices during good behavior" protects them from losing their positions
when a new president is elected. The president does appoint federal
judges, but only when vacancies occur. These appointments must be ap-
proved by Congress and are considered lifetime appointments. The
separation of judicial from executive power is clearly provided for in
this article.

To aid in our discussion of the various court systems, let us make some
distinctions and clarify some terms.

FLrst, let's consider trial courts and appellate courts. The main di
ence between them is primarily function or role.

The trial court is responsible for m&king the initial legal decision of a
criminal defendant's guilt or innocence. In this court the litigants
(those involved in a lawsuit) and witnesses appear and give sworn state-
ments. The trial court must establish whether the facts in a case are
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true. If the facts are in question or subject to different interpretations,
a jury of citizens is called to make decisions concerning these facts.
The judge decides any issues of law, such as what facts and evidence are
admissable and can be considered by the jury in the case. A trial court
thus has original jurisdication; that is, it is the first court to have au-
thority or power in a case.

The other type of court, the appellate court, is called by that name be-
cause it hems appeals; it has the function of reviewing the trial court
case. If the defendant in a trial has been found guilty, but feels s(he)
has not been given a fair trial, s(he) may appeal to the appellate court.
The appellate court then reviews the records from the first trial and
decides whether the trial court decision should stand or be reversed. In
some cases, the appellate court may order a new trial.

There is no jury in an appellate court, and all decisions are limited to
errors of law or errors in procedure. This court does not consider con-
flicts in the interpretation of facts, although it confirms that facts pre-
sented to the jury in a trial court were sufficient to convict the
accused. The defendant and witnesses also do not appear.

Not all cases are reviewed; the court considers only those where the
convicted individual ean show that the results of the trial are question-
able. A harmless error will not automatically lead to a new trial. The
judge reviews the official records of the trial court and hears oral argu-
ments by attorneys, if required.

The appellate court has appellate jurisdiction, that is, authority ki eases
being appealed.

A second distinction in types of courts is between courts of superior ju-
risdiction and inferior jurisdiction. Usually, courts of superior jurisdic-
tion are the appellate courts in a particular system. Article RI of the
Constitution, as quoted previously, provides for establishment of the
Supreme Court and any inferior courts Congress deems necessary. The
courts of inferior jurisdiction are the trial courts. The superior (or ap-
pellate) courts can override the decisions of the inferior (or trial)
courts.

This diagram shows the relationship among the different courts and the
kinds of jurisdictions each has.

zpreme cirt
Jpreme jut--

wpellate & original jurisdiction)

me Courts
(inferior jurisdiction)
(original jurisdiction)
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of the Federal Court

There are three levels of courts in the federal court system. These are:

1. the United States District Courts (inferior or original jurisdiction)
2. the United States Court of Appeals (superior or appellate juris-

diction)
3. the United States Supreme Court (supreme jurisdiction).

A case involving a significant issue may be passed upward through the
courts by appeal from the District Court to the Court of Appeals and,
finally, to the Supreme Court.

The process is initiated if a federal law has been violated. The defen-
dEmt appears in the United States District Court in the state where the
crime occurred. This court is the lowest of the federal courts end is the
court of original jurisdiction for cases involving federal law, the Consti-
tution, or citizens of different states. There are about 90 district
courts, with at least one in each state. Florida has three district
courts. One judge hears each case, and a jury may be called for the
trial.

The next step for a case is the United States Court of Appeals (also
called U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals). The Court of Appeals has appel-
late jurisdiction over cases from the United States District Courts in its
areas. The Court of Appeals covers 11 geographical districts, or cir-
cuits. The most recently established circuit is the Eleventh, and it in-
cludes Florida, Georgia, and Alabama. (These states used to be included
in the Fifth Circuit.) Cases in these courts are normally heard by a
panel of at least two judges, but no jury is called. Since such eases
often involve complex legal questions, the review process may take
time.

The highect court in the federal system, and the final possible step for
appeal in a case, is the United States Supreme Court. The Supreme
Court is the only federal court which has both original and appellate ju-
risdiction. It has the largest geographical jurisdiction, since its rulings
cover the entire country.

The Supreme Court is composed of nhie judges, also called justices. The
chief justice is elected by these justices and presides over the Court.
Sandra Day O'Connor, the first woman to serve as a Supreme Court jus-
tice, was appointed to that post by the president and confirmed by the
Senate in 1981.

In exercising original jurisdiction, the Supreme Court has the power to
hear disputes involving two or more states, the federal government and
one or more states, certain foreign diplomats, or a state and a foreign
country. Most cases of original jurisdiction in recent years have been
disputes between states. The Supreme Court may hear witnesses in
cases of original jurisdiction.

Most cases come under the Supreme Court's appellate jurisdiction.
These cases come either from the United States Court of Appeals cr
from the highest state courts (the state supreme courts).
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The Supreme Court may receive 5,300 or more petitions (requests) to
review cases each year, but it normally chooses to hear less than half.
.2Vn appeals case will be accepted by the Supreme Court if at least four
justices agree to hear it. If a petition is denied, the lower court deci-
sion in the case stands. Petitions accepted for review include four kinds
of questions.

1. those involving a constitutional issue
2. those of great national importance
2. those where district courts made conflicting decisions
4. those involving an important private right

The Supreme Court then reviews the case records describing what hap-
pened in the trial and in the preceding appellate courts. Attorneys
involved can make oral arguments to the Court. Witnesses, however,
are not called when the Supreme Court is serving as appellate court, for
the Court's decision is based solely on the evidence already presented in
the lower courts. The justices then vote to change or uphald the
decision of the previous court.

Supreme Court rulings are considered to be the correct interpretation
of the law, and all are expected to abide by them. However, there are
two ways Supreme Court decisions may be changed. First, a decision on
a certain point may be reversed later by the Court itself aa society

Second, an opinion of the Supreme Court may be changed by
e adoption of a new constitutional amendment; this has occurred only

four times in our history.

The two most important responsibilities of the Supreme Court and the
federal court system are (1) to protect society from criminal activity
and (2) to protect citizens from tyranny. Tyranny is the cruel and un-
just use of force, power, or authority by a government.

As its first responsibility, the Supreme Court upholds the Constitution
and interprets the laws of the land so that our society is stable and or-
derly. In the Constitution, citizens are guaranteed various rights, in-
cluding life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. A society must re-
main safe and stable for its citizens to have those rights.

Laws have established the boundary between legal and criminal behavior
so that citizens are legally protected from the harmful activity of
others. If the court system works swiftly in trying the wronggloer,
society is protected in that an appropriate punishment discourages
criminal behavior. The law does not allow citizens to take advantage of
their freedom at the expense of others.

Protecting the individual from tyranny and the misuse of governmental
authority is the second important responsibility of the federal court sys-
tem. The individual's right to certain freedoms, especially those men-
tioned in the Bill of Rights, is further protected by the Supreme Court.
When a case is brought before the Supreme Court which questions how a
particular law affects the individual and whether or not the law agrees
with the spirit of the Constitution, the Supreme Court can declare the
law constitutional or unconstitutional. In addition, since citizens are
guaranteed due process of law, the superior courts review lower court
procedures to be sure the decisions made were just and unbiased. In
contrast, consider countries with tyrannical governments where citizens
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have little protection against the whims of their rulers. A person may
be declared a criminal for having "wrong" political or economic beliefs
and may be punished without due process of law. Our court system is
meant to safeguard the freedom of the individual from such tyrawny.

In recent years, the Supreme Court has been criticized for appearing to
protect the rights of the accused at the expense of society's wellAaeing.
It is good to keep in mind, however, that the rights of all citizens are
strengthened when appropriate legal procedures have been taken to pun-
ish lawbreakers.

SUildng a balance between protecting the gen
and protecting the indivklual from
but necessary obligation of the federal court

lie from crime
"on is a difficult

As we have seen, the Constitution, in Article Ea, Section I, provides for
the establishment of the federal court system. It also strengthens the
concept of separation of powers by protecting federal judges from
losing office when presidents change.

The following chart illustrates the hierarchy of the federal courts, the
number of judges each requires in trying cases, and the type of
jurisdiction each court has:

two
for-

diplomats, etc.

eral Courts

The U. S. Supreme Court
(9 1mile-es)

iginaI Bate
jurisdiction juisdiction

Bate liwisdi

I State risme].
Courts

in conclusion, it is the constitutional separation of powers mentioned in
the beginning of this section which facilitates the difficult task the fed-
eral courts and, ultimately, the Supreme Court have of balancing the
protection of society and the protection of the individual.

Now complete the review questions beginnbig on the next page.
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Review Questi (lh A-1)

Write raw answers on a separate .4:street of paper.

1. Which of the following documents provides for t ie establishment of
a federal court system?

a. the U.S. Constitution
b. the Declaration of Independence
e. the Bill of Rights, Fifth Amendment
d. Magna Carta

2. Which of the following phrases most accurately describes the
length of time a federal judge may hold office9

a. for a four-year term
b. for a ten-year period
a. during good behavior
d. until a new president takes office

3. Which of the following most accurately describes the t pe of juris-
diction held by the U.S. District Courts?

a. appellate jurisdiction only
b. original jurisdiction only
e. appellate and original jurisdiction
d. preliminary hearings only

4. Which of the following most accurately describes the type of juris-
diction held by the U.S. Court of Appeals9

a. appellate jurisdiction only
b. origLnal jurisdiction only
c. appellate and original jurisdiction
d. preliminary hearings only

5. Which of the following U.S. Courts of Appeal has jurisdiction in
Florida eases?

a. Florida Circuit Court of Appeals
b. Fifteenth U.S. Court of Appeals
c. Florida Supreme Court
d. Eleventh U.S. Court of Appeals

6. Which of the following best describes who nears and decides the
cases in the U.S. Court of Appeals?

a. a panel of three judges
b. a jury and one judge
a. a federal grand jury
d. a jury appointed by the U.S. Supreme Court
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7. Which of the following most accurately describes the type of juris-
diction held by the U.S. Supreme Court?

a. appellate jurisdiction
b. original jurisdiction
c. preliminary hearings
d. both appellate and original jurisdiction

8. Which of the following best describes the term "original
jurisdiction"?

a. authority to hear and decide cases appealed from a lower court
b. authority to try the facts and the laws involved in a case and

rule on guilt or imocence of the accused
c. authority to hear preliminary presentments
d. authority to break new grotmd by changing the decision of a

lower court

9 t two basic responsibilities which the Supreme Court has to bal-
ance when making its decisions.

10. List at least four differences between trial courts and
courts.

11. In your own words, define "appellate jurisdiction" d "

Check your answers with the correct ones provided in the answer key.
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Block The Courts
Unit A: U.S. Court Sys em
Section 2: FInrith Court System

Ask your Instructor for the pretmt for this section (11: A-2). Alter you
complete the protest, your inatructor will let you know whether to study
this section, to skip some part of it, or to take the posttest.
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Introduction

In the United States, a dual system of courts has developed: the various
state systems and the federal system, which you have just studied.

Although the state systems are different from each other, they general-
ly follow the pattern established by the federal system with trial courts
as inferior courts and appellate courts for review.

This section focuses on the Florida court system, its organization and
functions. It also presents the path for appeals and the duties of various
court personnel.

221
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Objectives

Upon completion of this section, you should be able to do the following
on a wTitten test:

1. Identify the court in the Florida system having original jurisdiction
over misdemeanors.

2. Identify the court in the Florida system having original jurisdictIon
over felony crimes.

3. Identify the courts which have appellate jurisdiction.

4. Identify Florida's court of last resort on issues of state law.

5. List the sequence of courts through which an appeal would normally
flow following a felony conviction.

6. Identify the duties of the various personnel in the court setting.

7. Identify the title of the prosecuting attorney in Florida.

8. State the number of judges required to hear a case in each of the
state cour

9. List at least three advantages of having judicial process.
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Florida Court Syste

Just as the federal court system was authorized by the United States
Constitution, so the Florida court system is authorized by the Florida
Constitution (Article V, Section 1):

"The judicial power shall be vested in a supreme court district courts of
appeal, circuit courts, and county courts."

Structme of the FJith State

The names and functions of the court system axe similar to the federal
system except that Florida has four levels of courts, rather than three.
These are supreme, appellate, circuit, and county courts.

The County Courts

The county courts are the lower trial courts. There is one county court
for each of the 67 Florida counties, and 191 county court judges who
serve four-year terms. The number of judges associated with each
county depends on the size of the county and the number of eases heard.
One judge hears each case, usually without a jury.

The function of the county court is to try violations of county and cit
ordinances, including traffic offenses, misdemeanors (less serious crimi-
nal offenses), and civil disputes involving $5,000 or less.

The Ctrcuit CoiLrts

The 20 Florida circuit courts are also trial courts, but each includes
several counties ki its jurisdiction. There are 326 circuit court judges,
each serving a six-year term. One judge hears each case, and the de-
fendant may request a jury trial. The number of judges in each circuit
depends upon the population and case load.

The function of a circuit court is broader than a county court, including
L--v-th original and appellate jurisdiction. It has original jurisdiction over
the following: (1) civil cases involving more than $5,000, (2) controver-
sies involving inheritance (such as probate), (3) cases involving juveniles
(such as guardianship), (4) tax disputes, (5) land disputes, and (6) felo-
nies. The cfrcuit court judges also hear appeab from county court
cases. Because the circuit court has original jurisdiction over both civil
and criminal cases, it is said to have general jurisdiction .

misdemeanors: offenses less than felonies; generally those punishable
by fine or imprisonment otherwise than in penitentiaries .

felonies: by Florida law, any crimes which are punishable by death or
imprisonment in the state prison.
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As you can see, the circuit courts are responsible for many kinds of
cases and are the first courts to experience overload. Circuit court
judges face an ever-increasing work load as the legislature passes new
laws to increase punishment for offenses. For example, the 1982
Legislature passed a strict set of laws concerning drunk drivers. Knee
more people are being arrested for drunken driving, the circuit court
judge must hear many more such cases.

The of Appeal

There are five district eourts of appeal, located in Tallahassee,
Lakeland, Miami, West Pahn Beach, and Daytona Beach. The number of
judges varies from one district to another, but all use a three-judge
panel for the review of cases.

The district courts review cases from the circuit courts in their respec-
tive districts. Since few cases go on to be reviewed by the state
supreme court, the district courts are the final review in most civil and
criminal cases.

Figure A-2-1

The highest state court is the Florida Supreme Court, located in
Tallahassee. There are seven justices, serving terms of six years. At
least five justices must serve as a panel to hear a particular case. Four
justices must agree in order for a decision to take effect. The chief
justice is elected by majority vote of the justices to serve for two
years.

The Florida Supreme Court is an appellate court and must review cases
which involve:

1. the death penalty given in the circuit court
2. questions on the validity of a state statute or provision of the state

constitution
3. action of a statewide agency, such as the Public Service Commission

which sets utility service rates for the state.

The Court may choose to review other kinds of cases most often
involving:

1. questions of great public interest
2. conflicts with U.S. Supreme Court decisions or interpretations be-

tween various district courts of appeal on the same point of law
3. an interpretation of a state or federal constitutional provision.
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The Path of

Circuit Court
(trial court)

appealed
case tried,
conviction

the

One of its chief functions is to interpret state laws, just as the U.S.
Supreme Court interprets and judges federal law, through the court
process.

As in the federal system, a defendant may request that the next higher
court review hisTher case if the original ruling has been unfavorable. If
the issues involved in a case are considered significant, an appeal could
progress through the various state court levels and finally reach the
U.S. Supreme Court, although the majority of cases do not get that fax.
The path for appeal of a felony conviction is as follows:

District Court
of AppeaLs

T
ucase revie
conviction

pheld

appe _ers

Florida Supreme
Court

Cases review
conviction
upheld

appealed

United States
Supreme Court

Cases reviewed

Usually, conviction in a felony case will be reviewed at least once by
the Florida Dtrict Court of Appeals. Most felony cases end there
since the state and United States supreme courts choose which cases to
hear. There is no guarantee of a second or third review.

Because of thefr seriousness, all death sentences given at the state
circuit court level are reviewed by the Florida Supreme Court, bypass-
ing the state district court. Unlike other felony cases, which the
Florida Supreme Court chooses to hear, death penalty cases must be re-
viewed by the highest court.

Mthough a case may move slowly through the court system, the oppor-
tunities to have a fair trial and at least one review upon conviction are
important advantages of our justice system and important safeguards of
freedom. A few advantages are EIS follows:

1. The process applies a logical and systematic approach to a body of
legal knowledge developed by reason and experience.

2. The judge provides appropriate guidance based upon accepted court
principles and standards.

Judicial decisions are reviewed by other judges for evidence of indi-
vidual prejudice, misconceptions, or public pressure.

4. Court records, which include case decWons, are public so that all
citizens have access to them.

5. The legal process prov des opportunity for a fair, impartial judgment
from the courts.
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Court Officers and

JueThe judge is the executive in charge of court procedure. S(he)
makes decisions based on law and tradition. If the defendant chooses
not to have a jury trial, the judge will decide the innocence or guilt of
the defendant based on the facts of the case. When trial is by jury, the
jury considers the facts and decides guilt or innocence. The judge then
sentences the defendant found guilty and releases the innocent
defendant.

BailiffBailiffs are police officers assigned to the courtroom. They
preserve order in the courtroom under the direction of the judge. They
call the court into session and are responsible for the confinement and
security of the prisoners. In some jurisdictions, bailiffs are also respon-
sible for transporting prisoners to and from confinement, although cor-
rections officers usually do so. Bailiffs are often assigned to screen
persons entering the courtroom for weapons.

ClerkThe clerk of the court is a clerical or stenographic assistant to
the judge. S(he) maintains the docket and court records and supervises
payment of fines and filing fees.

Court ReporterThe reporter is a stenotypist or stenographic specialist
who records, often both manually and electronically, the transcript of
all testimony, motions, and statements made by witnesses and other
trial participants. This transcript is an important document as it is
later reviewed by appellate court judges, prosecutors, and defense
attorneys. It must be accurate.

MagistrateThe magistrate is a judge who oversees the legal steps
which occur before the trial process begins. ThE magistrate has au-
thority to issue a warrant of arrest and conduct the arratnment (read
the charge and hear the defendant's initial &nswer). S(he) conducts pre-
liminary hearings (to reasonably determine that the accused may have
committed a crime), binds the defendant over for grand jury action or
trial, or releases the defendant after setting a bail requirement.
Binding over is a legal term meaning the accused is legally bound, or re-
quired, to do something.

ProsecutorThe prosecutor is the attorney representing the state when
it is named in a case. Each of the 20 judicial circuits is assigned an
attorney, called a atate attorney, whose main duty is the prosecution of
criminal defendants in the county and circuit courts of that circuit. In
a criminal case, the state attorney prosecutes (puts on trial) the
accused in the name of "the people of the state of Florida."

The state attorney's broader duties include prosecuting for or defending
the state in all civil or criminal cases in which it is a party. The state
attorney is the chief law enforcement official in the circuit s(he)
serves.

docket: calendar.

arraignment: in criminal practice, to bring a prisoner to the bar of the
court to answer to a criminal charge.
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Defense AttorneyThe defense attorney represents the defendant in
court and presents the case as favorably as possible within legal and
ethical botmds. It iS a right of the accused to have a defense attorney,
whether paid for by the accused or assigned by the court (public defend-
er). As a professional, the attorney puts aside his[her personal feelings
and beliefs about the case. The main role of the defense attorney is to
assure that the defendantt position is justly presented and that s(he)
receives a fair trial. The defense attorney gives legal counsel and
advice to the defendant throughout the trial process.

The position of public defender in each eircuit has been established to
be sure indigent (poor) criminal defendants have a defense attorney.
This attorney is paid out of public funds.

Summary

The Florida court system Ls somewhat similu to the federal court sys-
tem having trial courts as inferior courts and appellate courts as su-
perior courts. In Florida, there are two levels of trial courts and two
appellate courts:

Route of Appeal

APPELLATE COURTS:

TRIAL COURTS:

Supreme Court of Florith
(7 justices)

(by choice of the court)

District Court of Appeals 5
(3-judge panels)

Circuit Cowts (20)
(1 judge presiding)
Original and Appellate
Jurisdiction

(mandatory)

County Courts (67)
(1 judge presiding)

(Death
Penalty
Cases)

Note that the circuit court, while primarily a trial court, does hear
appeals from the county courts insome cases. Also, note that a death
penalty case is automatically appealed to the state supreme court.

The judicial system has been criticized for moving too slowly and overly
protecting the defendant. However, a democratic society guarantees
the safeguard of "due process of law" through all levels of the judicial
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system. Let's review the advantages of such a process: it is based on
legal principles and reason rather than emotion; it offers the opportuni-
ty for review of one's case; it requires a public trial with published
proceedings.

Participants in the court setting are: the judge, bailiff, clerk of the
court, court reporter, magistrate, prosecutor, and defense attorney. All
have a role in seeing that the trial proceeds legally, fairly, and safely.

Now complete the review quetior beginning on the ne
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Review Questions (11: A-2)

Wdte yn aiwers on a separate sheet of paper.

Choose an answer from the list below which best completes each of the
sentences 1-10. Write the numbers 1-10 on your paper, then 'write the
letter of your answer choice next to the sentence number.

Mswers may be used more than

1. The has original jurisdiction over misdemeanors.

2. The Florida District Court of Appeals has jurisdiction.

3. The is said to have general jurisdiction because it hears
both c'vil and criminal cases.

4. The has both original and appellate jurisdiction in the
Florida court system.

5. ff a defendant receives the death penalty in the trial court, s(he)
appeals to the

6. The has original jurisdiction for felony crimes.

7. Following conviction in a felony case not resulting in the death
penalty, the defendant first appeals to the

8. The last possible court of appeals for a felony

9. Most felony cases end at the

10. In the Florida District Court of Appeals, a case is heard by

a. general
b. an individual judge
c. Florida Supreme Court
d. U.S. Supreme Court
e. original

f. Florida Circuit Court
g. appellate
h. a panel of judges
i. Florida County Court
J. Florida District Court

of Appeals

Continue numbering your paper from 11-17. Match the prim
bRities listed on the right with the titlas of court personne list-

left. Write the letter of the respoesibilLty by the number few
the title.

Title

11. judge

12. bailiff

13. clerk

14. court reporter

Responsibffity

a. preserves order and safety
b. conducts preliminary hearing
c. in charge of court proceedings
d. takes accurate transcripts
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15. magistrate e. clerical assistant to the judge
(choose two f. represents the accused
duties) g. brings defendant to trial in the

name of the state
h. sets bail for the defendant16. state attorney

17. defense attorney

18. List four advantages of the judicial process.

Check yir answers with the correct ones provided e key.
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Block II: The Courts
Unit A: U.S. Court
Section 3: Loma Cetirts

Ask your htruetor for the pretest for thb section (LI: A-3). After you
complete the pretest, your instructor will let you know whether to study
this section, to skip some part of it, or to take the posttest.
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Since Florida's lower court system was reorganized in 1973,
circuit courts are now the only local courts in the state.

FILatorically, the local courts in the United States have been presided
over by justices of the peace (J. P.es), and constables who were the law
enforcement officers of the J. P. districts. In many counties and cities
throughout the United States, these J. P. courts have been replaced by a
great variety of lower court systems. Although there is little structural
uniformity in these systems, they usually carry out such duties as issu-
ing warrants and prasentments; setting bonds; and holding preliminary
hearings in felony cases, petty misdemeanors, and traffic cases.

In the previous section, such local courts as county and circuit courts
were discussed as part of the state court system. We will consider their
internal organization and functions more specifically in this section.

[resentment: an informal statement in writing by the members of a
and jury to the court that a public offense has been committed, from

their own knowledge or observation, without any bill of indictment laid
before them.
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Objectives

Upon completion of this section, you should be able to do the following
on a written test:

1. Identify the kinds of local courts presently in Florida

2. Identify in which court and in which division a particular kind of
-,aase is first heard.

Identify probable du ies for a county court judge in a small, medium,
or large county.

4. Identify probable duties for a circuit judge in a small, medium, or
large county.

5- Identify the role of the chief judge of the circuit court.

233
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The Local Court

Circuit Courts

Before 1973, Florida had many kinds of local courts: municipal (city)
courts, justice of the peace courts, family courts, police courts, and so
on. Many states still have a variety of local courts. In Florida, how-
ever, following the reorganization of the state court system, the local
courts were replaced by just two: comity and circuit courts.

Each of Florida's 67 counties has a county court, which is the trial court
for that county. These courts have original jurisdiction in all criminal
misdemeanor cases and in all violations of municipal and county ordi-
nances. They also have original jurisdiction in civil disputes involving
$5,000 or less. 'The numb4r of county court judges assigned to a partic-
ular county depends largely on population size and number of cases
which come before the court.

There are several ways in which county courts can be organized, again
determined by such elements as the size of the county and the number
of cases. In smaller counties with one judge, such as Walton, FranklLn,
Clay, and Jackson, the judge hears all county cases. In slightly larger
counties having more than one judge, cases may be assigned equally to
each, and each judge hears any type of county case. Examples of or-
ganization by judge include Okaloosa and St. Johns counties.

In medium and large counties, the case load may be divided by kinds of
cases. The court then has various divisions. The judges in some coun-
ties rotate from one division to another; in other counties the judges are
assigned to one division. In Dade County, for example, the county court
has four divisions: the criminal, civil, traffic, and magistrate divi-
sions. The criminal division handles misdemeanors. The civil division
handles landlord/tenant disputes, small claims involving $1,500 or less,
and civil claims of $1,501 to $5,000. (Remember that civil disputes
involving more than $5,000 go to the circuit court.) The traffic division
is in charge of traffic violations. The magistrate division is unique to
some of the large counties. Because of the large number of cases in
those areas, the county magistrate divklion does certain pretrial
processes, the first appearances, and arraignments of those who i.
jailed for any level of crime.

In large counties, the county court may have several branches (dist.ict
courts) located throughout the county. In Dade County, for example,
there are 11 branch district courts. These courts hear all cases from
their district.

As mentioned in the previous section, the circuit courts have original
jurisdiction in civil cases involving more than $5,000 and in felony
cases. The circuit courts have appellate jurisdiction in cases appealed
from the county courts.
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jurisdiction of the ccuit courts varies, again depend-
ing on the size of the circuit. Five Florida circuits include only one
large county; for example, the Eleventh Circuit includes only Dade
County, and the Thirteenth Circuit includes only Hillsborough County.
In these large circuits, the duties are divided by case subject. For ex-
ample, there are 57 circuit judges in the Eleventh Circuit, and their
duties are divided as follows:

"vision or title

chief judge

cuiminal division

Cases handled or
No. of judges duties assigned

1 administers and
coordinates all
circuit cases

17 felony cases

civU division 30 property disputes, tax
disputes, divorce cases,
civil disputes involving
more than $5,000

o juvenile division 5 cases involving juve-
niles, such as delin-
quency, dependency,
child neglect, child
abuse

probate division 4 cases involving wills
and inheritance

Other circuits include several counties. Again, the number of circuit
court judges assigned to each county depends on population and number
of cases. Some counties have several circuit court judges, and some
have no regular circuit court judge. The circuit courts in each circuit
form a network, and the case assignments and work locations are coor-
dinated by the chief judge of the circuit. Let us look at the Second Cir-
cuit as an example. There are six counties in the circuit. Franklin,
Liberty, and Gadsden counties have small populations and no "home,'
circuit court judge. Jefferson and Wakulla counties have one circuit
judge each, and this judge hears all circuit court cases. Leon, the big-
gest county in the circuit, has six judges. The Leon circuit court is or-
ganized by division and includes the following: civil, felony, probate,
and juvenile. A judge in Leon County is assigned to a division and hears
any of those cases. The chief judge assigns the judges as necessary
around the circuit.

Let us look at one more example, the small Third Circuit. This circuit
includes seven counties. There are four circuit court judges; each is re-
sponsible for all noncriminal work in hisTher home county and assists in
one other county. These judges rotate in each of four geographic areas.

These examples illustrate the variety Ln number and organization among
the local courts. In conclusion, we can see that the greater the number
of cases in a court's jurisdiction, the greater the number of judges as-
signed to it, and thus the more divisions (by kinds of cases) are
necessary.
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Su mary

1. Three examples of county court o aniza on:

All casesL LraCivil Division

CE.inal Division

Traffic Division
M.! MEM if NW= Miff

Civil Division

Criminal Division
(misdemeanors)

agistrate Division

2. Three examples of circuit court organization:

V All cases Civil Division
ma7i Min.=
Criminal Division
(felonies)

Probate Division

3. Judges responsibilities:

Division

Criminal Division
(felonies)

Probate Division

Juvenile Division

The responsibilities of individual local judges range from hearing all
kinds of cases in an area to hearing only one kind of case per area.
In some circuits, judges rotate into different geographical areas and/
or into different divisions of the court. The chief judge of the cir-
cuit has the responsibility of coordinating and organizing the cases
and the caseload within the circuit.

4. Kinds of cases heard in both court divisions (large court syste

Coimty courts
Civil Division: l&ndlord/tenant, small claims, disputes less thazi
$5,000
Criminal Division: misdemeanors
Traffic Division: traffic violations
Magistrate Division: pretrial processes for people jailed

Circuit courts
Civil Division: property disputes, tax disputes, divorce cases, civil
disputes involving more than $5,000
Criminal Division: felony cases
Juvenile Division: delinquency, dependency, child neglect, child
abuse
Probate Division: wills, inheritance

Now complete the review the next page.



Review Questio A-3)

Write your answers on a separate sheet of paper.

1. List the two kinds of local courts and the relationship between the
two.

2. Give examples of bow a small and a large county court might be or-
ganized, and explain what kinds of cases the judges hear.

3. Give examples of how a small and a large cIrcuit court might be
organized.

For questior s 4-9, match the types of cases listed below Thith the courts
and divisions where they would first be hefu.d. Write the letter of the
court division by the number of the ease type. Assume that these cases
are being heard in a large man
NOTE: knswers may be used more than o

Type of Case Court wad Division

4. felony a. county court, civil division
b. county court, criminal division

5. divorce a. circuit court, felony division
d. county court, traffic division

6. child neglect e. circuit court, juvenile division
f. circuit court, civil division

7. misdemeanor

8. small claims
($1,500)

9. landlord/tenant

10. Briefly explain the role of the chief judge of the circuit.

era with the correct ones provided in the aiwer key.
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Block II: The Courts
Unit B: Criminal Justice Proc
Section 1: Pretrial Processes

Ask your instructor for the pretest for this section (ff: B-1). After you
complete the pretest, your instructor will let you know whether to study
this section, to skip some pert of it, or to t&ke the posttest.

B1 Pretrial Processes
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ti

In this milt, we will present the various procedures of the judicial sys-
tem involving the defendant. The criminal justice process of the court
system can be divided into three main processes: pretrial, trial, and
posttriai.

In Section 1, Pretrial Processes, we will examine those processes of the
judicial system that occur before the trial begins .
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Knowledge Object"

Upon completion of this section, you should be able to do the following
nn a written test:

L Identify the three functions of the magistrate presiding over the
presentment of an accused person.

2. Identify the purposes of each of the pretrial procedures.

Identify the purpose, size, procedures, and the two possible vote out-
comes of the grand jury in Florida.

4. List and define the most common pleas which accused persons enter.

5. Identify four common tyims of pretrial defense motions and the
situations or reasons for maidng them.

6. Identify definitions for the following vocabulary and termino
used in this section:

presentment
binding over
an information
released on one's own recognizance
to waive
indictment
true bill of indictment
no bill
venue

2
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The Pretrial

Presentment

PrelimLnary H

Following the investigation of a crime, the arrest, and the booking of
the suspect (discussed in other units), control of the suspect is trans-
ferred from the executive (police) to the judicial (court) branch of gov-
ernment. Before the trial itseif, there are five possible procedures,
each safeguarding the rights of the accus

presentment
preliminary hearing
grand jury
arraignment
pretrial hearings

In Florida, only 180 days may elapse between the arrest and the trial in
felony cases.

Presentment, or the defendant's first appearance before a magistrate
(judge), must take place in Florida within 24 hours of the booking.
Presentment is, essentially, the transfer of the accused from the execu-
tive branch of government to the judicial branch- The magistrate ex-
plains the situation clearly to the accused and must repeat the advising
of the charges and the constitutional rights, which the police should
have afready explained several times. The magistrate may set the
amount of bond, advise the accused of the right to counsel, and appoint
a public defender if the accused cannot afford private counsel. If the
offense is not a felony, the accused is usually released at this time after
posting the appropriate appearance bond. In some instances, the release
is on his/her "own recognizance." When released on one% own recogni-
zance, the accused promises to appear in eourt when required.

In Florida, the defendant in a felony case must be given a preliminary
hearing within seven days following the presentment. The primary pur-
pose of this hearing is to determine if there is sufficient evidence for
believing that the accused committed the crime as charged. The
magistrate hears the details of the case and determines whether the
facts support reasonable probability of guilt or the accused seems irmo-
cent. This step protects the rights of the accused from arbitrary arrest
since someone whose innocence could quickly be determined here would
be released.

Proof of guilt is not requked. If there is likelihood of guilt, however,
the magistrate has three choices in felony cases.

First, s(he) can bind the defendant over for a trial in circuit court.
Binding over is a legal term meaning the accused is legally bound, or
required, to do something. In this case, the accused must appear in
court at the appointed time.
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Second, the magistrate can bind the case over to a gr
vestigation and indictment (see below).

Third, the magistrate can dismiss the case, at which time the state
(prosecuting) attorney may re-examine, and possibly refile or amend,
the charge. The state attorney would then file an information. An
wmformation" is a formal charge stating that the named person has
committed a specific offense, with an offer to prove that fact in
court.

d jury for in-

In most jurisdictions, misdemeanor prosecutions begin with the filing of
an information; a grand jury is not necessary.

In Florida, the publié defender system assures that all defendants 'have
defenders when they reach the preliminary hearing, even if they cannot
afford private counsel. Although this hearing can be waived (voluntarily
given up) by the defense, it is usually a good opportunity to discover the
state's case against the accused in order to plan an appropriate
strategy.

The function of the grand jury is to safeguard the individual from arbi-
trary confinement and prosecution. The grand jury screens felony cases
sent to them by the magistrate and votes on whether they should go to
trial. This step protects individuals from overzealous prosecutors.

It is important to realize that the grand jury procedure is not a trial,
and it does not judge the defendant. Rather, its specific purpose is to
decide whether or not, on the basis of evidence presented, the accused
should be indicted. An indictment (pronounced in-dite-ment) is an accu-
sation in writing by the grand jury, charging that a person has done
some act or been guilty of some omission which, by law, is a crime.

In Florida, a grand jury consists of 18 citizens chosen from the com-
munity voting pool. Unlike a trial, only the state's side is presented.
The prosecutor tries to present enough evidence to persuade the grand
jury that the accused is probably guilty and should be tried.

The accused does not appear, and no defense is given. All grand jury
hearings are secret, since some allegations (statements of accusation)
may never be proved and could damage formal trial proceedings. Wit-
nesses are called but are not cross-examined.

After hearing the prosecutor's evidence, the grand jury votes on
whether or not the case should go to trial. If the accused does not seem
to be innocent, then the grand jury agrees to "a true bifi of indictment"
by majority vote. The defendant would then move to the next pretrial
stagethe arraignment. No one can be tried for a federal crime with-
out a grand jury indictment.

If the jury does not agree on an indictment, it votes "no bifi." 'This does
not mean the accused is acquitted or found innocent. It simply means
there is not enough evidence for an indictment. The matter is automat-
ically dismissed. However, if more evidence of guilt is gathered later,
the case may be presented to another grand jury.
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The arraignment is the first appearance of the accused in the court
where trial proceedings will be conducted. Here the accused is given
the opportunity to plea, or answer, the accusation. It is held in open
court and begins with a reading of the complaint (from the preliminary
hearing), the indictment (from the grand jury), or the information (from
the prosecuting attorney). The accused is once again advised of his/her
constitutional rights, including the right to counsel and the protection
against self-incrimination. The plea may be:

a. Gtulty es charged, or guilty of a lesser offense. The lesser charge
pleas are common in Florida's overloadec: courts and usually result
from plea bargaining between the defense and prosecution. Such
pleas are usually accepted to save court trial time. The guilty plea
may not be accepted if the judge feels that justice would be better
served by a triaL In some situations, the judge may believe, the of-
fender has not understood the consequences of the guilty plea, or
that the plea was not completely voluntary. In other situations, the
judge may not accept a plea of guilty to a less serious offense -
cause sale) believes the offender should be tried for the major crime
instead. If the judge accepts the guilty pl;-,a, s(he) sets a date for
sentencing, usually allowing enough time for presentence investiga-
tion. No trial is necessary.

b. Not guilty. If the accused enters a plea of not guilty, the judge sets
a trial date, and both sides prepare their cases. If the defendant
does not reply to the question, "How do you plead," the plea of not
guilty is assumed.

c. Nolo contendere (NO-lo Icon-TEN-de-re). Literally, it means 'II will
not contest it." This plea is not a direct admission of guilt but
means the defendant will not contest a declaration of guilt and pre-
fers not going to trial. It is then treated as a guilty plea for pur-
poses of criminal prosecution. The advantage is that this plea is not
acceptable as evidence of guilt in any civil suits growing out of the
same circumstances. Thus, a victim would still need to prove the
case if s(he) wanted to collect for civil damages.

Pretrial Hearims

Pretrial hearings provide the defense an opportunity to file motions
which may affect the upcoming trial. The defense can file many kinds
of motions to verify that a trial is necessary and that it will be jurA and
fair. Some common motions which protect the accused's rights ir,clude:

a. Motion for Change of Venue. Venue refers to the location of th
trial. An advantage of holding the trial in the area where the crime
occurred is its convenience for appearance of witnesses, the defen-
dant, and others connected with the case. However, if the defense
believes there is strong bias against the accused which prevents a
fair trial in the community, it may file a motion to change location.
For example, if the local news media have published details of the
case, community members may assume the guilt or innocence of the
accused before the trial takes place.
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Summary

b. Motion to Separate Codefendants. If there are two or more co-
defendants, the defense attorney for the one who allegedly played a
lesser role in the crime may file a motion to separate codefendants
so that each is tried separately.

c. Motion to Suppress Evidence. If the defense believes physical evi-
dence has been obtained illegally, s(he) will file a motion to exclude
that evidence from trial. Evidence gathered during an illegal
search, for example, is not admissable.

d. Motion to Suppress a Confession. If the defense attorney suspects
that the defendant confessed to the crime without understanding the
implications of doing so or was forced to confess, s(he) may file a
motion to suppress a confession.

e. Motion to Dismiss the Case. The defense may file a motion to dis-
miss the ease when the indictment does not actually present a crimi-
nal violation or evidence was not legally obtained.

in this section you have studied the pretrial process a suspect goes
through after being arrested. There are five possible pretrial proce-
dures designed to protect the accused individual's rights after arrest:

1. presentment before a magistrate who explains the charges
2. preliminimy hearing where the magistrate determines if there is suf-

ficient evidence to charge the accused
3. grand jury hearing which screens felony cases to decide upon indict-

ment or not
4. arraignment in the appropriate trial court where the accused re-

sponds to the charges by entering a plea
5. pretrial he4ming where the defense may file motions to affect the

course of the upcoming trial

In felony cases, the magistrate may:

1. bind the accused over for circuit court trial
2. send the case to a grand jury for investigation and indictment
3. dismiss the ease.

If a grand jury is called, it must reach one of two possible deeisio

1. a "true bill of indictment" if the accu.3ed seems guilty
2. "no bin" if the evidence for indictment is unconvincing

There are three pleas available to a defendant who is arraigned:

1. guilty, either as charged or of a lesser offense
2. not guilty
3. nolo contendere where the defendant does not contest a declaration

of guilt although ghe) has not confessed to the crime

Once a defendant has been formally charged through an information or
an indictment and has entered the appropriate plea at hisiher arraign-
ment, the defense attorney may make various motions at the pretrial
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Pretrial Pa

hearing which can affect the course of the trial to come. Five common
defense motions are:

1. change of venue or location
2. separate codefendants if one played a minor role in the crime
3. suppress evidence obtained illegally
4. suppress a confession obtained under suspicious circumstances
5. dismiss a case if charge or evidence is westionable.

The following chart summarizes the pretrial procedures discussed in this
section:

Presentment

Preliminary
Hearing

"a complaint"

Prosecuting
Attorney

"an information"

an indictment"

Grand Jury

Probable
IGuilt

Guilt Not
Probable

The
Arraignment

Pretrial
Hearings

Now complete the review

Later
Evidence

L
"no bilVjSet

Free

on the next page.
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Review Questions 11C-1)

Write your answers on a separate sheet of paper.

1. List at least four duties or funct ons of the magistrate p esiding
over the presentment.

2. In Florida, the size of the grand jury is: (Choose the correct
answer.)

a. 12
b. 15
C. 18
d. 20

Questions 3-6 are about the grand wry. Indicate whether each
ment is true or false by writing T or F on your paper.

3. The grand jury judges the accused.

4. The grand jury hears both sides of the case.

5. All grand jury hearings are closed to the public.

6. The vote of the grand jury leads to either an indictment or a
warrant.

For each retri
purposes, ident
order.)

7. pretrial hearings

8. preliminary hearing

9. the arraignment

10. the grand jury

11. presentment

numbered 7-11, choose at least one of its
e letters below. (The are not in

a. to decide the guilt or innocence of the accused
b. to give the acE:used the opportunity to enter a plea in response

to the charges
c. to safeguard rights of the accused
d. to pass control of the accused from the executive to the judicial

branch of government
e. to insure that the trial will include only fair, legal evidence
f. to decide whether there is sufficient evidence for believing the

accused may have committed the crime
g. to decide whether a trial should be held
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12. The procedures Usted above (741) are not in proper order. Put
them in order chronologically (which occurs first, second, third,
etc.).

13. List and define the three most common pleas defendants make.

For the situations listed below (14-10, choose the idnd of pretrial
motion (a-d) which the defense might Me.

14. The role the defendant played in the crime may have been minor
compared to the roles of others.

15. The local newspapers and television stations have given much pub-
licity to the crime.

16. While in police custody, the defendant ad itted s(he) committed
the crime, but said it was an accident.

a.
b.
c.
d.

motion for change of venue
motion to suppress evidence
motion to suppress a confession
motion to separate codefendants

For questions 17-24, match the terminology on the left with the bast
defmition on the right. Write the letter of the dermition by the number
for the term.

Terms

17. venue

18. binding over

19. an indictment

20. no bill

21. to waive

22. to release on
one's own
recognizance

23. an information

24. presentment

Definitions

a. one possible result oi the grand jury
vote, recommending a trial

b. to voluntarily give up some right
c. place or location
d. must take place within three days following

first appearance
e. defendant is released, but promises to

appear in court when required
f. a format charge filed by the

prosecutor which leads to a trial
g. a grand jury vote indicating that there

is not enough evidence for a jury trial
h. first appearance before a judge, when

jurisdiction passes from the executive
(enforcing) branch to the judicial branch
judge determines next procedure, which the
defendant is then legally required to do

Check your answers with the correct wer
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this section, to skip some part of it, or to take the posttest.
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Introduction

All pretrial processes discussed in the previous section are safevards
for the defendant. If the defendant is found to be innocent, s(he) may
be released after any of these procedures.

However, if all the pretrial processes indicate that the defendant may
be guilty, then the case goes to trial. Only if guilt is established beyond
reasonable doubt will the person be sentenced.

In this section, we will review some of the personnel involved in the
trial, and then we will describe the courtroom setting and the processes
of the trial itself.
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Knowl

Upon completion of this section, you should be able to do the following
on a written test:

1. Identify the principal roles and responsibilities of the judge the jury,
the prosecutor, and the defense attorney in a jury trial.

2. Identify the defense attorney's legal and ethical responsibility to
hisTher client.

List and explain briefly the two kinds of challenges used in jury
selection.

4. Identify the four kinds of questioning which a witness may undergo
and the differences among them.

5. List two motions the defense often makes when the state has com-
pleted its case.

6. List and explain three characteristics of admissable evidence and of
nonadmissable evidence.

7. Identify the correct use of the following vocabulary and terminology
used in this section:

charging the jury
polling the jury
hung jury
dft.ect, real and circumstantial evidence
to extradite/extradition
to acquit/acquittal
to rebut/rebuttal
juxisdiction over the person
voir dire
directed verdict
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The Trial

Central to the protection of individual rights is the trial process, where
the charges against the individual are publicly made clear, and both
sides (the prosecution and the defense) present their arguments before
an impartial group of citizens (the jury) or before a judge (when the jury
is waived) who determines guilt or innocence. When jurors are used,
they vote on whether they believe the defendant is guilty or innocent.
If s(he) is found guilty, the judge sentences the defendant appropri-
ately. Thus the decision of guilt is taken out of the hands of a single
ruler or political representative .

Once the pretrial processes show that a case should go to trial, there
are three conditions which must be established before the trial begins:

mental competency of the defendant
jurisdiction of the court
jurisdiction over the person

Mental Competency of the Defenda-nt

Jurisdiction

Before the trial begins, the defendant must be able to understand what
s(he) is facing and to consult with the lawyer in preparation of the de-
fense. If a psychiatric examination shows that the defendant is not
mentally competent enough to stand trial, the trial is postponed and the
defendant assigned to psychiatric care. A trial may be conducted later
when s(he) shows improvement. Notice that this pretrial decision is dif-
ferent from a trial jury's decision that the defendant is "innocent by
reason of insanity."

As you learned in the section on courts, the jurisdiction or authority of
each court is different, that is, they handle different kinds of cases.
There are three elements which determine the jurisdiction of a case.
The first element is the kind of case. If it involves a criminal offense,
it must be tried in the court responsible for criminal cases. Second is
the nature or level of the offense. The nature of the crimewhether itis a state or federal offensedetermines which court should hear it.
The third element is territorial jurisdiction, that is, the crime occurred
within the physical territory of a specific court.

Jtwisdiction Over the Person

In order to try a person, s(he) must be physically present in court. Hav-
ing a person available for trial is called having "jurisdiction over the
person." If a defendant escapes to another state and is caught there,
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s(he) must undergo extradition. Caught in one state but wanted for trial
in another, an alleged criminal is extradited, or handed over, to the
state having jurisdiction to try the charge.

Once the conditions of mental competency, correct court jurisdiction,
and jurisdiction over the person are met, the trial can proceed.

Review of Trial Personnel

1. Judge. Since the trial is an adversary proceeding (that is, one side
against another), a referee is needed to decide what is fair and what
can and cannot be done. The judge is more than a referee, however.
S(he) is an authority on questions of law and makes legal decisions
concerning admissibility of evidence, validity of objections, and
whether the jury should be present during certain arguments. S(he)
interprets the law for the jury, not the facts of the case. S(he) is
also responsible for maintaining order, dignity, and proper demeanor
in the courtroom.

2. Jury. A jury consists of 6 or 12 citizens chosen from a list of regis-
tered voters. The jury has sole responsibility for interpreting the
facts presented in court. Jury members must weigh the evidence
presented by both sides and determine the accused's guilt or inno-
cence. Jury deliberations are held in secret. Tampering or attempt-
ing to influence a juror's decision outside the courtroom is a felony.

Witnesses. The testimony of witnesses is evidence weighed and con-
sidered by the jury. The jury assumes that witnesses truthfully pre-
sent the facts of the case as they understand and remember them.
Witnesses can be called to support either side of the case. There are
many kinds of witnesses. They may include citizens who observed or
heard the criminal act, police officers who investigated the facts,
and expert witnesses who testify based on their special technical,
scientific, or medical experience.

4. Prosecutor. Each court district in Florida has a state attorney, or
prosecutor, who represents the state in criminal proceedings. S(he)
decides which charges are to be brought against the defendant. The
prosecutor's responsibility during the trial is to prove the guilt of the
defendant beyond all reasonable doubt. S(he) prepares the case
against the defendant, presenting evidence in court to support this
position. The prosecutor may also lessen the charge against the de-
fendant or divert him/her to a treatment program when appropriate.

5. Defense attorney. During the trial, it is the defense attorney's role
to persuade the jury of the defendant's innocence and to point out
weaknesses, errors, or inconsistencies in the state's case. The
defender's objective, by whatever legal and ethical means available
is to have his/her client acquitted (found innocent) by the jury.
Strategies may include persuasive argument, timely objections, ef-
fective cross-examination, and his/her personaRty or style of
presentation. The code of ethics of a defense attorney does

extradition: one state turns over an alleged criminal to the s a e which
has jurisdiction in the case.
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not permit him er to refuse to defend a client because s(he) be-
lieves the client is guilty. ne defender's obligation is to provide
adequate legal defense for the accused, whether guilty or not. Many
cases have later been reversed or thrown out by the appellate court
because the accused did not have adequate defense.

6. Defendant. 'Me defendant (the accused) is the principal figure in
the trial proceeding. S(he) must be able to serve as advisor and as-
sistant to the defense attorney. In this role, s(he) should be alert
during jury selection and listen carefully to the testimony of wit-
nesses. S(he) may be able to help the case with facts or explanations
the attorney may not have.

In addition to these six principal players, other participants in the court
drama are the bailiff, clerk, and reporter. We have discussed these
officials in the section on courts.

Selection of the Jury

Potential jurors are selected from residents of the county where the
trial is being held. Theoretically, the jury is a cross section of the com-
munity, though certain persons are excused or are ineligible. The jury
selection process is often time consuming and may take longer than the
trial itself since both the prosecution and the defense are extremely
careful about the selection of each juror.

The clerk of the court selects the jury panel (or pool) by lot from the
list of eligible citizens. All the panel are potential jurors for a particu-
lar case and must report for duty.

The questioning of prospective jurors, which is called vok dire (vwor
der), then begins. The goal is to select a fair and impartial jury. This
questioning is done by the judge in federal courts; in state courts, attor-
neys for both sides may questim each prospective juror.

Both attorneys try to eliminate persons who may not be able to make an
impartial decision about the case. For example, a potential juror may
show a personal bias which could affect the case. Others may know one
of the trial participants. Still others may have been influenced by pre-
trial publicity. A juror may be challenged for any of these reasons by
the judge or either attorney. If the juror does not satisfy the examiner's
concerns, s(he) may be dismissed "for cause," meaning there was cause
to doubt the juror's impartiality. Any number of prospective jurors may
be dismissed for cause.

In addition to such challenges and dismissals for cause, both attorneys
may challenge and dismiss a limited number of prospective jurors for no
reason. These are called peremptory challenges. The number of pe-
remptory challenges allowed varies depending on the criminal charge
and may be set by statute or the judge.

voir dire: to speak the truth.
e - impartiality: unbiased, fair.
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Once a jury is selected, members are sworn in and advised of their
duties by the judge. They then select one juror to serve as the jury
foreman.

Evi

The trial is an examination of evidence by a jury. The facts of the case
are presented to the jury during the trial and become the evidence sup-
porting one side of the case or the other. The jury's vote at the end of
the trial indicates how it interpreted the facts and which side had the
more convhicing evidence.

Before we present the list of trial events, you should know the basic
definitions and rules of evidence. These rules define tn)es of evidence
and establish the sequence in which evidence is presented during the
trial. There are four basic kinds of evidence:

real evidence:

testimony:

direct evidence:

circumstmtial
evidence:

physical objects, such as weapons, glass, blood
samples, etc.

verbal statements of both eye witnesses and
expert witnesses

the immediate experience of a witness who has
seen, heard, smelled, felt, or tasted somethLTag
at the scene of the crime; evidence based on
something experienced firsthand

events, facts, or circumstances not actually ob-
served that logically combine with established
facts and seem to prove the defendant guilty

One of the judge's duties is to decide what evidence is legally admissi-
ble, that is, can be presented to the jury for consideration. The evi-
dence should be relevant and material to the case. By relevant we
mean the evidence should be related to the case at hand. Material
means the evidence should be significant or important to the case. In
addition, a witness must be deemed competent for his/her evidence to
be believed. If one of the attornies has a question about the evidence to
be presented, s(he) must raise a timely objection. Objections can be
raised if the evidence is irrelevant or immaterial or if the witness is in-
competent or gives improper testimony. The judge then rules on the ob-
jection, deciding whether or not a piece of evidence should be admitted
into the trial proceedings and court records.

List of Thal Events

1. The bailiff calls the courtroom spectators to order, pronounces the
court in session, and waits for the judge to enter.

2. The court clerk reads the formal charge (an information filed by the
state attorney, or an indictment filed by the grand jury) to the de-
fendant and jury. The judge asks the defendant to stand and respond
to the charges with his/her plea.
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The plea made at the arraignment is repeated or, m some cases,
changed. (For our purposes here, we assume that the plea is not
guilty. If it is guilty, the trial is not necessary.)

4. The state attorney makes an opening statement, explaining the
state's theory of the case, an outline of the evidence to be present-
ed, and a short summary of what conclusions s(he) will draw.

The defense attorney does not always make an opening statement at
this time since s(he) is not obligated to prove anything. The burden
of proof belongs to the prosecution. The defense attorney often
waits until the state has presented its entire case before responding

5. The state presents its case. The state attorney cal-19 witnesses and
presents evidence to prove that a crime was committed by the de-
fendant. A number of strategies are used in presenting evidence.
Usually eye witnesses are called to give testimony. The attorney
may bring out this oral evidence either by questioning the witness or
letting the witness explain what happened. The first presentation of
a witness is called direct examination. The opposing attorney's
chance to question the witness is called cross-examination and is re-
stricted to matters covered in the direct examination. The defense
attempts to diminish the credibility of the prosecution's witness and
create doubt about hisTher testimony in the jurors' minds. The
prosecutor may then attempt to reestablish the credibility of the
witness by redirect examination and the defense may try again to
destroy credibility by recross-examination. 'Each witness may thus
have four examinations.

Physical or real evidence such as photographs, fingerprints, weapons,
or forensic (laboratory) findings is presented by expert witnesses.
Such witnesses must be examined to establish their qualifications
and their evidence must be shown to be material and relevant to the
case. How the evidence was obtained will also be an issue, since
evidence obtained improperly may not be admitted. The judge must
rule on the admissabiity of each exhibit presented before it is
accepted as evidence.

6. Motions are raised throughout the trial. A motion is a request for
the judge's ruling on procedure or a point of law. All objections and
motions must be timely. That is, they must be made immediately
following the supposed error. When the state has completed its
presentation, the defense rnay request the jury to leave and then
motion that the case bn smissed for lack of evidence. The defense
may also ask the judge for a directed verdict of not guilty which
means s(he) asks the judge tu rule on the case at that point rather
than proceeding with the defense and jury deliberations.

7. The defense's presentation begins if the motions to dismiss or acquit
are denied. Once the jury is returned the defense begins its opening
statement. The defense attorney then calls witnesses in the same
manner as that described for the prosecution. The defense examines
its witnesses directly; the prosecutor then cross-examines them for
incompetence. 'The defense attorney then presents a redirect exam-
ination of the witness, and the prosecutor has an opportunity for a
recross-examination.
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8. Opportunity for rebuttal ls next. After the defense closes, the
state attorney can present additional testimony to rebut any evi-
dence which s(he) feels has weakened the state's case. The defense
may follow with its own rebuttal, usually called siebuttal.

9. First the prosecutor and then the defense make closing statements.
The prosecuter argues the case to the jury, reviewing the evidence
and summarizing the state's position. The defense attorney then
does the same for hisiher client.

10. The judge then duirges the jury gives them instructions for consid-
ering the evidence . The judge explains their responsibilities,
duties, and obligations in the case. Charges may mention specific
applications of the law to the case as well as how to legally inter-
pret certain pieces of evidence and evaluate their importance. The
possible verdicts are reviewed and explained. The jury then returns
to the jury room to consider the evidence and make its decision.

11. ne deliberations of the jury may take a few minutes or several
days. Deliberations are secret, and the bailiff insures that no one
is permitted within hearing. If a verdict cannot be reached the
first day, the jury may be sequestered in a hotel. That means
jurors are isolated from the public and any news media which might
mention the case. Only facts heard in court can be taken into ac-
count as the jury tries to reach a verdict. Jurors return to the jury
room each day until they reach a verdict by unanimous vote. If a
unanimous verdict of innocence or guilt cannot be reached, the
case results in a burg jury. Those jurors are dismissed, and the
case may be tried later with different jurors.

12. When the jury agrees on a verdict, court reconvenes for the reading
of the verdict. When the jury returns, the judge asks the foreman
or the clerk to read the verdict. The prosecutor or the defense at-
torney may then ask that the jury be polled; that is, each juror is
asked what his/her vote was. If there seems to be hesitation or dis-
agreement, the jury may be sent back for further deliberations. If
the verdict is not guilty, the defendant is dismissed. When the ver-
dict is "innocent by reason of insanity," the defendant is assigned to
a treatment facility rather than being released or imprisoned.

If the verdict is guilty, the judge will order the defendant to jail to
await sentencing or to continue on bail, if appropriate. In some
states, the jury recommends a particular sentence as part of the
guilty verdict. The judge sets a date for sentencing ELnd usually re-
quests corrections personnel to conduct a presentence investigation
of the defendant's background. This investigation will be explained
in detail in the next section.

o contradict by legal argument; to answer with counterproof.
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ftammary

This section has shown how the trial preass assures a fair and just pre-
sentation of both sides of a case. Let's re-mview the nature of evidence
presented to the jury:

Good evidence:

1. relevantfacts are actually
related to the case

2. materialfacts are important
to the case

3. competent witnessone who
presents facts as correctly
as possible

le evidence:

irrelevantfacts are not re-
lated to the case

arnaterialfacts presented
are not important to the
case
incompetent vdtnessone
who cannot or might not tell
the truth

After the jury is selected, the main event of the trial occur

1. Bailiff calls the courtroom to order.

2. Court clerk reads the information crr iandictment.

3. Court clerk reads the defendant's plea.

4. State attorney makes his/her opening statements; the defense
usually waits at this point.

s:

5. The state attorney opensthe case egaz_inst the defendent, presenting
witnesses and any physical and circuitLastantial evidence. The
defense attorney conducts cross-exaeLaination and raises objections
when necessary.

6. Motions can be filed by either attoaier throughout the triaL
Following the prosecuting attorney's P:-resentation, the defense
often moves to dismiss the ease for litclk of evidence or asks the
judge for a directed verdict.

7. The defense attorney presents witnes.cs and evidence supporting
the defendant. The prosecuting attanamey offers cross-examination
and objections as appropriate.

8. The state attorney conducts the rebutal

9. Both sides offer their closing staternertcs.

10. The judge charges the jury.

11. The jury deliberates and reaches a vetcf=lict.

12. The clork reads the verdict.

Now Complete the review

The defense offers its
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Review Qu

Write your answers on a separate lleet of paper.

The personnel involved in a trial nawa.ve numerous roles and responsibili-
ties. Match each duty Listed 1-8 With the person who performs it (a-d)
by writing the correct letter after each number on your paper.

1. files a motion for a directed veberdict of not guilty

2. presents the evidence which serns to indicate the gui t of the
defendant

clarifies poInts of law

4. determines the verdict

5. interprets the facts as preSentd in the trial

6. decides whether certain eViderznce is admissable

7. presents evidence which suppermrts the innocence 0_ the defendant

8. charges the jury following elostzing statements

Persons

a. judge
b. jury
c. prosecut-tor
d. defense attorney

Explain what is meant by the pUbrase "challenge for cause" and give
examples.

10. Fa-plain what is meant by a per
used.

mptory challenge and when it is

For questions 11, 12,and 13, write c=wa your paper the ord(s)
complete the statements correet-11.

11. During the examination, , the opposing attorney tries to
create doubts about the witnes and his/her testimony.

12. To reestablish the credibility eat the witness, the attorney may con-
duct a examination.

1 . The first questioning of the witamess by the attorney who called that
witness is ealled the exammination.

14. List the two motions most ofterm filed by the defense after the
prosecutor has presented his/torT case.
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15. Facts presented as evidene during a trial should be: (Choose the
correct answer.)

a. relevant and irnmateria_i.
b. relevant and given by a competent witness.
c. irrelevant and material
d. given by an incompetent witness and relevant.

Pa each numbered explanation choose the matdiii term from
an the right. Write the correct letter by each number on yam. paper-

&planation

16. judge gives instruction to t.--1e jury
on how to consider the evict-ence

11. facts actually seen, heard, -ouched
by the w itness

jury finding the defendant r'ot guilty

19, responding to or answering ..vidence
which seems to weaken oner-s case

20, assumed facts that 1ogical13,w- com-
bine with what is known to :prove
defendant is guilty

21, not guilty verdict deternind by
the judge only

22, questioning of prospective jr_ Jrors

Cheek your answers with

Term

a.
b.
c.

d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
1.

J.
k.

real evidence
to acquit
circumstantial
evidence
polling the jury
voir dire
directed evidence
irrelevant evidence
to extradite
direct evidence
charging the jury
to rebut

ones provice in the answer Ic
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iI

We have seen how the rights of the accused are safeguarded both before
and during the trial.

If the accused is convicted (fourid guilty) of the crime through the trial
process, s(he) is not automatically imprisoned. There are procedures for
challenging the verdict as well as alternatives to imprisonment which
the judge considers when sentencing the accused .

ill& section will examine those processes which take place after the
trial, pointing out the continued protection of individual rights.
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Knowl ti

Objectives

Upon completion of this section, you should be able to do the following
on a written test:

I. Identify the two pos conviction motions filed at the trial court level.

2. Identify the possible reasons for granting the postconviction
motions.

4.

Identify the action required of a Florida trial jury after it finds a de-
fendant guilty of a capital crime .

aLn the sentencing guidelines which were adopted in 1983.

5. List and explain three possible
court.

6. Identify the correct use of the
found in this section:

indeterminate sentence
allocution
remand
disposition
to convict
restitution
incarceration
to reconvene
leniency
capital punishment
to suspend
directed verdict of acquittal

results of a review by an appellate

following vocabulary and terminology
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Posttrial

Presentence Activitim

Sentencing, the main posttrial event, occurs several days after the
guilty verdict has been announced at the end of the trial.

rwo events may occur before the sentencing:

motions to change the verdict
presentence investigation of the accused

Motions to change the verdict

There are two motions the defense may file following a guilty verdict.
One is the motion for directed verdict of acquittaL This motion re-
quests the judge to override the jury's verdict based on a documented
error in the state's case. The second is a motion for a new trial. This
motion requests the judge to grant another opportunity to defend
against the state's case for one of several reasons:

1. alleged error by members of the jury
2. discovery of new evidence
3. inadequate or incompetent defense
4. improper evidence allowed
5. error in charging the jury

Both of these motions must be filed within a specified period following
the trial.

Presentence Investigation

The judge usually asks for an investigation of the defendant before en-
tering (deciding upon a) sentence. In Florida, the Probation and Parole
Services of the Department of Corrections handles this investigation. A
probation and parole officer writes a profile of the defendant's history.
The report usually includes the defendant's physical, emotional, and
mental health; family and socioeconomic background; education and
employment; and legal history including previous arrests, convictions,
probation record, and so on. The report may also include recommenda-
tions about disposition. The report provides the judge with important
information about the defendant that could not be brought out in the
trial. Thus the judge is better able to decide what kind of sentence will
be most effective and appropriate.

disposition: final arrangement or settlement of a case.
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The Sentencing

The trial judge always does the sentencing. In Florida, for serious cases
where capital pimishment is possible, the jury is reconvened to recom-
mend for or against the death penalty. The judge takes this recom-
mendation as advice and is not bound by it. Sentencing must be entered
(decided) without unreasonable delay, usually as soon as the judge re-
ceives and studies the investigation report.

The defendant appears in court with his/her attorney on the day of the
sentencing. The court allows the defendant the right to allocution, ask-
ing for leniency or an alternative to imprisonment. Then the judge pro-
nounces the sentence and advises the defendant of his/her rights and the
appeal process.

Previous Sentencing

In the past, judges have had such wide discretion in sentencing that de-
fendants convicted of the same offense could have vastly different pun-
ishments. Many defendants were routinely paroled after serving only
one-third of their pronounced sentence.

Some of the options included:

1. Probation. Theoretically, probation is freedom under the supervision
of a probation officer. However, case loads did not permit actual or
effective supervision.

Sespended sentence. A suspended sentence meant freedom provided
the defendant enrolled in a community treatment program or drug/
alcoholic rehabilitation program. This kind of supervision had the
same problems as probation.

3. Fines. Monetary fines were intended to be used only in nonviolent
crimes but were frequently abused.

4. Restitution. The offender was required to compensate the crime
victim, or society, through community work programs.

5. Incarceration. The judge could sentence the offender to imprison-
ment in a correctional facility for a fixed, definite, or indeterminate
period. The indeterminate sentence often led to unjustified early
release.

6. Commitment to another institution. Judges had great latitude in
committing a defendant to a hospital or medical correctional in-
stitution.

capital punishment: death penalty.
reconvene: to gather together once again.
leniency: being mild in punishment.
allocution: the opportunity to speak.
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The

7. Death capital punishment). In some states, the use of capi-
tal punishment has been challenged in the courts as being unconsti-
tutional The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that it can be used when
it is not applied in a discriminatory manner. The Florida legislature
updated its death penalty laws in 1972 and now allows the death
penalty in cases where due proems and equal protection under the
law have been assured. The U.S. Supreme Court has since ruled that
Florida's law is constitutional. Florida is one of 33 states where the
death penalty is used.

Ctwren" Oentencing Procedwin

Under the former procedures, criminals were frequently released too
soon, sentences were often too lenient, and punishment for like crimes
was inconsistent. As a result of this sentencing diversity, on October 1,
1983, Florida adopted the Uniform Sentencing Guidelines which all
Florida judges must follow. The guidelines were developed by the
Florida Sentencing Guideline Commission. The reform measures are in-
tended to promote "Truth in Sentencing," prevent early releerse of
criminals, and provide conaLstency and certainty of ramishment for simi-
lm criminal acts. It follows the theory of deterrence that certainty of
punishment is more effective than severity and that random, inconsis-
tently severe sentences for the same act are ineffective deterrents.

The new system wiU sentence criminals by computing points on a stan-'
dardized score sheet instead of relying only upon the judge's personal
evaluation.

The guidelines are intended to:

1. determine sentences by computing each criminal's score
2. compute the score by a formula which assigns points to the severity

of the crime, past convictions, and the degree of the victim's injury
or loss

3. prescribe consistent sentences for criminals with similar scores
4. require judges to file a written explanation for sentences above or

below the guidelines
5. prohibit early release by the Parole and Probation Commission of

criminals sentenced under the guidelines.

As we have seen in Unit A on courts, a case may be reviewed by a
higher court to ensure a fair and lawful trial. The defendant's appeal of
a felony conviction is the last stage of the court process. The appellate
court does not conduct another trial; instead, it:

reviews the trial court records
checks to be sure correct legal procedures and points of law were
followed
checks to be sure the judge made no errors.
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Summary

The appeal can have one of three results:

1. Agreement with the lower court decision. If the case involves sig-
nificant issues, such as violation of constitutional rights, it may con-
tinue on to the next level of appellate courts. The case could reach
the U.S. Supreme Court, although only a small percent of cases do
so.

2. Reversal of the trial court's decision. A decision may be reversed
because of incorrect procedures, improper evidence admitted into
the trial record, incorrect instructions to the jury, and so on.

Remand for a retrial with specific instructions from the appellate
court.

After sentencing, the individual passes from the court to the correc-
tions personnel. The unit on corrections will explain in detail the vari-
ous programs, responsibilities, and functions of the corrections subsys-
tem of the criminal justice system.

Motions to change the verdict, presentence investigation, sentencing,
and opportunity for appeal are posttrial processes which protect the in-
dividual from unjust punishment. The following chart outlines the four
steps and their descriptions.

Process Devicription

Motion to change the verdict It protects the defendant from
improper conviction in case of
obvious error by judge, defense
attorney, or jury.

Presentence investigation The defendant's background is
given to the judge.

Sentencing

Appeal

The judge takes individual
history and circumstances into
account to arrive at the fairest
punishment.

A higher court reviews the case
to ensure all procedures were
legal and fair.

Now complete the review questiorm beginning on the n
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Review II:

Write your arowers on a separate sheet of paper.

1. List the two kinds of motions which a defendant may file to change
the verdict and the reasons for each.

2. The formula for determining sentencing guidelines is based upon:

a. past convictions, age of criminal, severity of crime.
b. amount of fine, severity of crime, degree of victim's injury or

loss.
c. severity of crime, past convictions, degree of victim's injury or

loss.
d. degree of criminal's loss, age of victim, severity of crime.

Under the new sentencing videlines, when does a judge have to file
a written explanation?

4. List and briefly explain the three possible resul s of an appellate
court review.

For questions 5-7, choose a term from the list on the right which com-
pletes each statement on the left. Write the letter by the number on
your paper.

Statement

5. At the end of the trial, the jury
finds the defendant guilty and
recommends

6. The defendant has a right to
7 to ask for leniency.

7. The presentence investigation report
may include a recommendation for

of the case.

Term

a.
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.

to reconvene
allocution
to convict
disposition
punishment
capital punishment

Check your answers vdth the correct ones provided in the answer key.
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Block ll: The Courts
Unit C: Criminal Law
Section 1 - Constitutional Foundations

Ask your instructor for the pretest for this section (11: C-1). After you
complete the pretest, your instructor will let you know whether to stu
this section, to skip some part of it, or to take the posttest.
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btroduetitm

Law is basic to our society. The Constitution, its amendments, and
Supreme Court decisions interpreting individual conflicts with the law
have shaped and influenced the criminal justice system of our country.

In this unit we will consider national law (the Constitution and certain
Supreme Court decisions) and its relation to state law (the Florida
Criminal Code).

In this section of Unit C, we will first review the Constitution and sev-
eral amendments, considering specifically their effects on criminal jus-
tice. We will then take a closer look at three Supreme Court decisions
which have had an important impact on the practices and procedures in-
volving suspects.
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Know'

Upon completion of this section, you should be able to do the following
on a written test:

1. Identify the provisions of the first three articles of the United
States Constitution.

2. When given a controversial situation associated with a case, identify
which amendment (1, 4, 5, 6 or 14) the defense could use in arguing
that there has been a violation of rights.

3. Identify the area of criminal law most affected by the decision of
Mapp v. Ohio.

4. Explain the most important effect of the Miranda v. Arizona deci-
sion on criminal law.

5. plain the most important effect of the Gideon v. Wainwriqht
decision on criminal law.

6. Identify the definition of these terms as used in this section:

exclusionary rule
self-incrimination
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Constitutional Fotmdations

The etwislitution

The U.S. Constitution, written in 1787 and ratified a short time
a surprisingly short document. It is composed of a Preamble
(introduction), seven articles sketching out the form of the new
government, and 26 amendments (or additions).

Of concern to us in this unit are three articles, five amendments, and
three Supreme Court decisions especially important to criminal justice.

er, is

The first three articles of the Constitution are the most significant in
establishing the balance of power in the national government. This bal-
ance has influenced all levels of government and the practice of crimi-
nal law in America. The articles are summarized below:

Article L Article I establishes the legislative branch of the federal gov-
ernment and provides for a Congress composed of the Senate and House
of Representatives elected by the people. This branch of government
makes the law.

Article U. Article U establishes the executive power of the government
in the President of the United States. It provides for the presidential
appoLntment of the Attorney General as head of the Department of
Justice, the chief enforcement agency of the federal government.

Article In. Article HI establishes the United States Supreme Court as
the judiciary branch which makes final interpretations of the law and
establishes a system of federal courts.

The legislative branch makes the law, the executive branch enforces the
law, and the judicial branch interprets the law. This balance of power is
an important constitutional foundation which also occurs at state, coun-
ty, and city levels.

The four articles (IV-V11) not discussed here cover relations between the
states, procedures for constitutional amendments, debts and treaties,and ratification.

Amendments to the Constitution

The first ten amendments are known as the Bill of Rights because they
are the foundation for the individual, natural rights of man in relation
to government. These amendments guarantee United States citizens
(and others living here) specific freedoms which provide protection
against an overly strong federal government. At first, Federalists
argued that these amendments applied only to the national government
and not the states. The passage of the Fourteenth Amendment in 1868
made it clear that states were bound to honor all protections in the Bill
of Rights. Individual rights were further protected by an active
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Supreme Court in the 1960s. The Supreme Court ruled on several cases
and clarified that individual rights should not differ from state to state.

In this section, we will discuss four of the first ten amendments as well
as the Fourteenth Amendment because they apply directly to criminal
law practice and court procedwes.

PIrst Amendment

"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to
assemble, and to petition the government Zor redress of grievances."

With the complexity of modern society, the courts have had to interpret
these seemingly straightforward freedoms rather often. For example,
interpreting religious freedom has recently involved the question of
whether such illegal practices as smoking marijuana are legal if part of
a religious ceremony (as in certain imported Carribean religions).

Freedom of speech and the press have often been challenged in pornog-
raphy cases. Are people free to print whatever they like? Can a press
reporter protect his/her source of information by not giving the police
names, facts, or details concerning illegal activity?

Other issues arise because of mass media. Are people so influenced by
newspaper and television accounts of crimes that a fair trial with an
impartial jury is impossible? Does televising court proceedings hinder a
fair trial by giving extra publicity to the case?

Fourth Mnendment

"Tfie right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers,
and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be
violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause,
supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place
to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized."

When cases come to trial, one of the main goals is to establish the truth
of the evidence. If any evidence has been collected illegally, for exam-
ple, by improper search or arrest procedures, the judge must invoke the
exclusionary rule. That is, evidence cannot be presented in court; it has
to be excluded.

Supreme Court interpretations of the Fourth Amendment have greatly
influenced how evidence is collected and arrests are made to protect
the individual.

Fifth Amendment

"No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous
crime, unless on a presentment or indictment of a Grand Jury, except in
cases arising in the land or naval forces, or in the Militia, when in
actual service in time of War or public danger; nor shall any person be
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subject for the same offense to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb;
nor shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against him-
self, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of
law; nor shall private property be taken for public use, without just
compensation."

Several important rights are protected here. For example, a person
cannot be placed in double jeopardy by more than one prosecution for
the same crime. Also, since a confession is a form of self-incrimina-
tion, it cannot be accepted as evidence in court unless it was legally and
properly obtained. A confession is not considered valid if it is obtaLned
by force, threat, or long periods of questioning. Nor will a confession
be admitted as evidence if the suspect has not been told his/her due
process rights. A person in court does not have to "witness against him-
self" by answering the prosecutor's questions and may plead the Fifth
Amendment.

The due process of law is an important foundation for criminal law and
court procedure. According to some court decisions, the following
actions are ucijust because they deny such due process:

delay in taking the accused before a magistrate
use of excessive force
failure to advise of the right to remain silent

Sixth kmendment

"In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a
speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of the State and district
wherein the crime shall have been committed, which district shall have
been previously ascertained by law, and to be informed of the nature
and cause of the accusation; to be confronted with the witnesses against
him; to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor,
and to have the Assistance of Counsel for his defense."

Many court practices have developed from this amendment. Five points
mentioned in the amendment are important to court procedures.

1. Right to a speedy triaL Based on this amendment, Florida passed a
law providing that the accused must be brought to trial within 180
days of arrest. The case can be thrown out if there are delays.

2. Right to rathlie trial. The trial process is more likely to be fair when
conducted in public. The accused is also allowed to have friends and
relatives present.

3. Right to a jury trial. Judging a suspect is the shared responsibility
of a neutral jury that listens to both sides of a case.

4. Coefronting witnesses and obtaining witnesses in ces favor.
examining and cross-examining witnesses, the attorneys may bring
out underlying motives and personal relationships. The jury may be

incriminate: to suggest the guilt of.
self-incriminate: to suggest guilt of oneself.
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better able to sort out conflicting testimony by seeing witnesses
representing both sides of a case.

5. flight to counsel. The right to have a defense lawyer, regardless of
ability to pay, has become important in the court system. At first it
obligated only federal courts, covered only felony crimes, and in-
cluded only the time of the triaL In the 1960s and 1970s, landmark
Supreme Court decisions extended the right to counsel to include:

all states
misdemeanors (when imprisonment is possible) us well as felonies
pretrial as well as trial proceedings.

If the accused requests counsel but cannot afford an attorney, the
state must provide free counsel. If counsel is not provided, evidence
gathered during lineups, interrogations, and search and seizure
activities cannot be used; it must be excluded. The defense can use
the exclusionary rule to eliminate any evidence obtained when
counsel is not available.

Fourteenth Amendment

. No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the
privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States, nor shall any
State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due
process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal
protection of the laws."

The Fourteenth Amendment, ratified following the Civil War, seemed to
mean that the Bill of Rights should protect citizens from abuse by state
as well as national governments. However, in practice, these rights
were not honored by all state governments. During the 1960s, Supreme
Court decisions clarified that defendants in state criminal cases are en-
titled to the same protections as persons tried at the federal level. The
right to due process of law is especially important since the Supreme
Court has used this amendment as the basis for influencing change in
state procedures.

limdmark Suivreme Court Decisions

According to AJticle HI, the Supreme Court interprets the Constitution,
its amendments, and laws passed by legislatures. These interpretations
then become law throughout the comtry. Let us look at three decisions
which have had great impact on criminal law procedures and the court
system.
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Mapp v. Ohio, 3T6 U.S. 643 1)*

Th3 main impact of this deeisic=Dn has been on search and seizure proce-
dures. There are facts of the rudapp case. Police officers without a

search warrant entered Ms. 114sztpp's residence, searching for a person
naspected of running an illegal business. They did not find him or the
gambling equipment. They disl find a trunk with illegal pornograwk
and obscene materials left by 911L former boarder. Convicted by the Ohio
lower courts which allowed siih evidence, Mapp's appeal was heardby
the United States Supreme Cotizart. The Supreme Court ruled in her
favor, stating that Fourth Arne m.ndment protection against unreasonable
search and seizure applied to st-w-Ftes as well and that any evidence found
illegally was not admissable in court. Although the 1961 Mapp decision
established the exclusionary ruEle, it is still controversial.

The pretrial process of making a motion to suppress evidence inVokes
the exclusionary rule. The defrise usually bases the motion on oneor
more of the following facts in he case:

seizure of evidence without a proper warrant
face of warrant not correetny filled out (name, descript* n, or date
wrong; magistrate's signattIte improper or missing)

a seizure of property not ciest-ttribed in the warrant
no "probable cause" for susp---ect to have committed crime in question
warrant illegally carried ou=

Miranda v., Arizona, 384 U.S. 4=6 (1966)

The main impact of this decisiotEra has been on safeguards against self-
incrimination. In 1963, Mirande was arrested for rape and identifiedby
the victim. He then signed a ecoonfession after being interrogated for
two hours by two police officer- The confession also stated that itwas
given with "full knowledge of ninT legal rights, understanding any state-
ment I make may be used agailt me." The confession was adrnittedat
trial, a jury found him guilty, anmd he was sentenced to 20 to 30 years,
The conviction was upheld on ap.opeal to the Mizona Supreme Court.
Miranda then appealed to the Urnited States Supreme Court, which re-
versed the decision. The Court tated that confessions from defendants
who had not been read their due process rights could not be used. 'Rs
"full knowledge" statement was:riot enough; the Court emphasized that
to protect the rights of the auciaased adequately, counsel (an attorney)
should be present during interttions.

This decision had great impact Nom criminal law and on police proce-
dures. The following irterrogati-:on guidelines must be followed by ell
police officers when the accusecUl is not represented by counsel. S(he)
must be warned that:

Standard citations of court cass include the ease title, the volurne
number of the United States Re orter, the page number, and the year,
The case title lists the nameS of the defendant(s) and plaintiff (person
or group bringing action) and sepwarates them by a "v." representing the
word "versus" (against). One eatts easily find case summaries and infor-
mation in law libraries.



mmary

the defendant has the right to remain silent
o anything s(he) says cat_11d be used as evidence against him/her

s(he) has the right to ounsel and to have counsel present during
interrogation

o if the defendant canfl(=Pt afford to pay for a lawyer, one will be ap-
pointed through the ptmblic defender system.

If, after hearing these riv:rhts, the suspect chooses to make a confession,
s(he) understands that tit_ese rights are waived (given up). Only such
confessions are aceeptahwae as evidence in court.

Gideon v. Virair 32 U.S. 335 (1963)

The main impact of this =decision has been on the defendant's right to
counsel. In this case a rrin.an named Gideon was charged in a Florida cir-
cuit court with breaking -and entering, a felony. Gideon requested ap-
pointed counsel (an attorney), but the judge denied his request. Under
Florida law at that time, appointed counsel was required only in capital
cases where the death pnalty is possible. Gideon did his best in con-
ducting his own defense, but was found guilty and sentenced to five
years. The Florida Suprrne Court denied his appeal.

The United States Suprer=ie Court reviewed the case, however, and
overruled the Florida &worts, stating that right to counsel was necessary
for a fair trial and that tThis right, protected by the Sixth Amendment,
applied not only to feder.1 cases but also to state felony cases because
of the Fourteenth ArneacUment. This right was expanded further in the
case of errAngl v. 1-Irnlin (1972) to include any case when imprison-
ment is possible, whethe misdemeanor or felony. No sentence involv-
ing loss of liberty an be imposed if the accused has been denied
counsel.

As a result of these ease, many states have developed public defender
systems which provide counsel for those who cannot afford to pay for
their own defense,

The following outlines th major points covered in the material on the
Constitution, the six ame=ndments important to our court system, and
the three Supreme Court decisions having a major impact on
amendment interpretation

A. The United States Coiistitution

1. Article I: Legisia_tive branch makes the law.

2. Article U: ExecatMAre branch enforces the law.

3. Article III. Judicia= branch interprets the law.
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B. The Amendments

1. First Amendment provides for freedom of:

religion
speech
press
assembly.

2. Fourth Amendment provides against unreasonab e searches and
seizures and led to developments in:

arrest law and procedure
exclusionary rule
search and seizure procedures
stop and frisk procedures.

3. Fifth Amendment:

provides against double jeopardy and self incrimination
provides for grand jury indictment for serious crimes
provides for due process of law.
Due process includes:

quickly taking the accused before a magistrate
not using excessive force
advising the accused of right to remain silent.

4. Sixth Amendment provides the basis for:

speedy and public trial
trial by impartial jury
informing defendant of accusation against him[her
confrontation of witness from both sides of the case
right to counsel.

Fourteenth Amendment clarifies that the sta es are to respect
the guarantees in the Bill of Rights.

C. Three Supreme Court Decisions

1. Mapp v. Ohio

search and seizure implications; clarification of exclusionary rule

2. Miranda v. Arizona

established rights against self-incrimination and requirements of
police and others to warn the defendant prior to interrogation

. Gideon v. Wainwright

basis for requiring right to counsel in all states; led to public de-
fender system

Now view -_-_ the
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Review Questior s (IL

Write your answers on a separate sheet of paper.

I. Which of the following is the source f or the balance of power?

a. Fourth Amendment
b. Fourteenth Amendment
C. Articles of the Constitution
d. Bill of Rights

Match the governmental branch with its main responsibility tow
Write the correct letter by the number on your paper.

Branch Rosponsibffity

2. executive branch a.
b.

makes laws
enforces law

3. legislative branch c. interprets law

4. judicial branch

Complete sentences 5-9 by writing the appropriate amendment name
(First, Fourth, FUth, Sixth, Fourteenth) for each blank on your

5. If a defendant is not tried before an impartial jury, s(he) could
appeal based on the Amendment.

6. If a state sentences a defendant to death for a certain crime, and
another state sentences someone else to life imprisonment for the
same crime, the defendant in the first ease would probably question
whether due process of law had been followed and appeal, based on
the Amendment.

7. If the police enter a private residence without a proper warrant, any
evidence of illegal behavior may not be accepted in court because of
the Amendment.

8. If a prisoner has been psychologically or physically abused during
questioning, any confession s(he) makes could be thrown out during
the trial because of guarantees in the Amendment.

9. Suppose a reporter refuses to tell the judge the source of informa-
tion for an article on criminal activity, and the judge charges him/
her with contempt of court (not obeying the order of a judge in
court). On the basis of the Amendment, the reporter could
argue that freedom of the press was being denied.
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For each of the three Supreme Court decisions listed below (10-12), ex-
plain its main impact on criminal law. Write your answers on your

10. Mapp v. Ohio

11. Miranda v. Arizona

12. Gideon v. Wainwrjght

13. Briefly define "self-incrimina ion."

14. Briefly define "exclusionary rule."

Check your answers with the correct ones provided in the answer key.
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Block 11: The Courts
Unit C: Criminal Law
Section 2: Florida Crim`

Ask your instructor for the pretst for this section (1: 0-2). After you
complete tile pretest, your inntlIzetor will let you know whether to stucty
this section, to skip some part orN it, or to take the posttest.
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kitroduction

Criminal behavior is clarified and defined through a body of law called
crimLnal law. In criminal court, the main task is to determine whether
or not the accused is guilty of violating a criminal law.

In this section, you will have a brief introduction to the body of criminal
law in Florida known as the "Florida Criminal CodeP



Knowlecre Ob

JbJeetiven

Upon cornpl_.etion of this section, you should be able to do the following
Ona writterm test:

1. Identify by title the group of laws defining Florida's substantive
criminal__ laws.

2. Identify the three assumptions which are important to the concept
of urtule of Law."

3, List the four elements that establish an act as a crime.

4. Identify three ways in which punishment can be increased and the
possible .-easons for each.

5, Identify four crimes considered to be fo cible felonies.

6, Identify the key word or phrase which
from neond- or third-degree murder.

7, Identify the definitions or appropriate
appear irz this section:

I eulpabi-le
I neglignce
I assaulirt

bat kermr
agglItated
felony
eaPit&U
rnisder=eanor

2 2

separates first-degree murder

use of these terms as they
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Basic

BEisie tj:!..oncepts of 1 law

Before listing some of the laws of the wiminal code et us look at
tain co==icepts and terms basic to criminal law.

-ve Criminal Law

Substartive criminal law is the group of laws, or the code, which estEtb-
ilshes vir-hat conduct is criminal in our state and what punishment is itn-
posed ft=)r that conduct. Chapter 775, Florida Statutes, titled "The
Florida Criminal Code," sets out these standards and penalties..

Criminswl Procedime

Criminel procedure consists of laws for the administration of subs
live lasir.. This is the subject of Section 3 of this unit.

Rule of Law

Society rnust be willing to accept rules and laws prescribed by its politi-
cal and ocial (religious institutions, schools, family) control systems so
that botiTti society as a whole and its individual members are protected.
Three a..sumptions are important to this rule of law:

1. Therin is no crime without law. That is, boundaries of acceptable
and ,.rirninal behavior are established through law.

2. 'Theri is no punishment without law. That is, society's right to
punimli wrongdoers with specific methods is established by law.

3. There is no crime without punishment. That is, ideally, all crinli
are p--unished.

Elements Whicti llpto a

A crime -4consists of four elements that must be established during a
trial:

1. GUU act. An overt (open) act must be committed which results ina crimae.

1. Guntw mind (mens rea). Some criminal statutes require a prohibited
act tcm be done by design rather than by accident. They require
crimi=ial intent or "premeditated design" to be an element of thecrime - In other statutes, the commission of the act is prohibited arid
is a c--ime without regard to state of mind (the wording of thestatue is the key),
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jury. Often a criminal statute requires harm (plipvsical or
psychological) but provides for a lesser, included offense whis-en
actual injury or harm does not result, such as: attempted orr-urder,
assault with intent to commit murder, or other criminal "atempts."

4. Causation. The state must show a cause-and-effect relationtaship in
these elements. It must show that there is criminal intent, IMollowed
by the guilty act which caused harm or injury to someone.

2 4
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Classification of

orida Crimina
89

Punishments

The "Florida Criminal Code," Chapter 775, Florida Statutes, classifies
crimes into felonies and misdemeanors and provides penalties for con-
viction of those crimes. The following excerpts from the code serve as
an introduction to the subject. For more details, refer to the code
itself.

Section 775.08 Classes and defLnitions of offeases.
Subsection 775.081 Felony.The term "felony" shall mean any criminal
offense that is punishable by death or imprisonment in the state peni-
tentiary for at least one year. Felonies are further classified by the
seriousness (or degree) of the crime, and punishment varies accordingly.
When a minimum period of imprisonment has not been set by law, the
judge sentences the convicted offeader to an indeterminate sentence.
The minimum which is set depends on the facts in the individual case.

Degree Bmiahment

a. Capital felony
(most serious)

b. Life felony

c. First-degree felony

d. Second-degree felony

e. Third-degree felony

Death (by electrocution)
Life imprisonmentminimum of
25 years before parole
Maximumlife; minimum-30
years
Maximum-30 years; minimum-
none set
Maximum-15 years- minimum-
none set
Maximum-5 years; minimum-
none set

Subsection 775.082 Misdemeanor.The term "misdemeanor" shall mean
any criminal offense that is punishable by -1 term of imprisonment in a
county correctional facility for one year or less. There are also degrees
of misdemeanors.

a. First-degree misdemeanor

b. Second-degree misdemeanor

Pmishment

Maximumme year imprison-
ment; minimumnone
Maximum-60 days; minimum-
none

Subsection 775.083 Fines.In add:lion to or in lieu of punishment by
confinement, a person convicted of a crime may be sentenced to pay a
fine. Fines are often imposed so that either the victim or society re-
ceives some compensation for the criminal act. Fines shall not exceed:



$15,000 for a life felony
$10,000 for a first- or second-degree felony
$5,000 for a third-degree felony
$1,000 for a first-degree misdemeanor-
$500 for a second-degree misderneanor

Subsection 775.084 Extended terms. pending upon the background
and history of the convicted offender, yu,.=eh as previous convictions
(habitual felony offender) or dangerous hehavior patterns, the basic
term of imprisonment may be extended.

Fst-degree felony can be extended to=p life.

Second-degree felony can be extended to 30 years.

Third-degree felony can be extended tc_, ten years.

First-degree misdemeanor can be ektearrided to three years.

Second-degree misdemeanor can be exended to one year.

Subsection 775.087 Felony reclassificatitmon for use of weapons or aggra-
vated battery.This statute specifies tilamt if, during the commission of
a felony, the defendant displays, uses, ar threatens to use any weapon or
firearm, or commits an aggravated batte-y, the felony for which the
person is charged shall be reclassified as follows:

from first-degree felony to life felony
from second-degree felony to first-legme felony
from third-degree felony to second-demree felony

This statute also provides for a mandator= minimum sentence of three
years upon the second conviction of a criaarrie using a firearm.

Section 775.15 lime limitatioms.Ineludd in the "Florida Criminal
Code" are the statutes (laws) which place= a time limit for prosecution
of certain crimes. The court no longer tias jurisdiction for prosecution
and punishment if action isnot taken w1tiin this time limit.

Federal courts and most States now have --quch statutes. In Florida, the
following apply:

Prosecution for a capital felony can com-nmence (begin) at any time.

Prosecution for a life or firstlegree flony must commence within
four years after the act.

Prosecution for any other felony muSt ommence within three years.

aggnmated: to make worse or more seve-e or more offensive; to
intensify.

battery: unlawful striking or touching of omeone's person without
hisTher permission.
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Prosecution for a first-de
two years.

Asdemeanor must commence within

Prosecution for a second-degree misdemeanor must commence wiin one year.

SPec- Criminal Code"

It is beyond the scope of this text to explore in depth all of the specific
statutes of the criminal code. The following is a summary of selected
basic statutes. For more detailed information, you should refer to the
statutes themselves (Chapters 776-798, Florida Statutes). The following
list, then, introduces the criminal code and shows how it is organized.
(You do not need to memorize chapter numbers and content.)

Chapter 776 Justifiable Use of Force

The statutes in this chapter spell out the conditions under which a pri-
vate citizen or law enforcement officer can use force. In general, they
allow the use of reasonable force in self-defense and deadly force only
to prevent a "forcible felony" or escape of the arrested person.

Section 776.08 Forethle fe --The following are considered forcible
felonies: treason, murder, manslaughter, forcible rape, forcible
sodomy, robbery, burglary, arson, kidnapping, aggravated assault, aggra-
vated battery, aircraft piracy, use of a destructive device or bomb, and
other felonies where physical force or violence against any individual isused or threatened.

Ctapter 777 Prine memory; Attempt; Solicitation; Ccpfraey

This chapter spells out criminal liability (obligation) of persons having a
role in the crime, whether present during its commission or not. Such
roles include:

1. principals in the first degreethose who actually commit the crime
or aid in it

2. accessories after the factpersons who, without being present at
the scene of the crime, help others to commit the crime or to
eScape the law after the crime

3. solicitorsthose who plan a criminal act but hire another to do it
(criminal solicitation)

4. conspiratorstwo or more people who plan an unlawful act
5. persons attempting a crime that is prevented or fails.

Chapter 782 Homicide

17.micide is the killing of one human by another. The following are
selected excerpts from Chapter 782:

Section 702.03 Exensable hernieide.Death occurring by accident or
misfortune from any lawful act, without unlawful intent.

Section 782,04 Murder.nis is the unlawful killing of a human being.
The three degr es of murder are as follows:
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1. First-degree murderhomicide which is premeditated, committed in
an attempted forcible felony, or committed during distribution of
heroin. This capital felony is punishable by death or life
imprisonment.

2. Second-degree murderhomicide occurring because of an act immi-
nently dangerous to another and careless of human life, although
without premeditated design. It is a first-degree felony punishable
by up to 30 years imprisonment. If, during a forcible felony at-
tempt, someone is killed by a person not engaged in the criminal act,
the person engaged in the criminal act is guilty of second-degree
murder. For example, if the victim of an attempted robbery tries to
shoot the offender but kills an innocent person accidentally, the per-
son committing the robbery is guilty of second-degree murder.

3. Third-degree murderunlawful killing by a person committing a
felony without any design to cause death and not as a forcible felony
is murder in the third deg-ree, a second-degree felony.

Section 782.07 Mims ter.Killing a human being through culpable
negligence without lawful justification, which is a second-degree felony,
includes:

1. 782.071, Vehicular homicide.Killing by the operation of a motor
vehicle in a reckless manner, a thirdlegree felony.

782.08, Assisting self-murder.--DeUberately assisting a person to
commit suicide is manslaughter, a second-degree felony.

3. 782.09, Killing of unborn child by injury to mother.A second-
degree felony.

4. 782.11, Unnecessary killing to p event unlawful ac A second-
degree felony.

Chapter 784: Assault; Battery; Culpable Negligence

Some typical laws of this type include:

Section 784.011 4Vasault.A second-degree misdemeanor.

Section 784.021 Mgravated assault.A third-degree felony.

Section 784.03 Bette A first-degree misdemeanor.

premeditated: planned; thought out ahead of time.

lpable: deserving blame.

negligence: carelessness; neglectfulness.

assault: intentional, unlawful threat by word or act to do violence to a
person, coupled with the ability to do so.
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Sects lion 784.05 Aggravated battery:Intentionally causing great bodily
harm= or using a deadly weapon, a second-degree felony.

Secton 784.05 culpable ncgligence.Exposing someone to personal
injurnr through culpable negligence, a second-degree misdemeanor.

Chap.)ter 787 Kidnapping; False Imprisonment; Custoty Qffenses
Sorn of the laws dealing with kidnapping and related crimes are:

Seethticsn 787.01 Kidnapphig.--A first-degree felony.

Sectiftwori 787.02 False imprisonment:A third-degree felony.

Sectiocm 787.03 Interference with cust .A first-degree misde-meanor.

BeCticsm 787.94 Felony to remove children from state or to conceal
ctiRdm-en contrary to court order.A thkd-degree felony.

ChaptIter 790 Weapons :mid Yirearms

Ther are 30 laws pertaining to firearms, bombs, explosives, etc. Someof th most important ones are:

Erecti=m 790.01 Carrying a conceal --A firs egreemisde rneanor.

Sectinssn 790.07 Havhag weapons while committing a criminal offense.
A thirwd-degree felony.

Secticgon 790.15 Disdiarging a rwearm in public.A first-degree
rnisdearneanor.

Sectioi 790.162 Threat to throw or place Emy destructive device in a
public place.A second-degree felony.

alaptsmr 791 Fra1P of Fireworks

Sale eff prohibited fireworks is a first-degree misdemeanor. County
commi---'7IRsioners can grant permits for public display supervised by
authorzed organizations.

Choptmtr 794 Sexual Battery

The foitliowing is a condensation of one of the principal classifications
within this chapter:

Seetiaara 794.11 Sexual battery.It is a capital felony if a person 18
years Quer older commits sexual battery upon or in the attempt injures the
sexual m.organs of a person 11 years or younger. If the offender is under
18, the crime is a life felony. A person who commits sexual battery
upon a i.person over the age of 11 years, using threat or force, is guilty
of a lifenn felony. When the victim is physically helpless to resist or
rnentaillty defective, it is a first-degree felony.

n
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Ekimmary

A society governed by laws must have a code of conduct clarifying what
is criminal and what is noncriminal behavior. In the United States,
these codes are written and passed by national and state legislatures.
The trial process establishes the facts of a particular case and allows
judgment on whether the code has been broken and a crime, as defined
by the law, has been committed..

The purpose for listing some of these statutes has been to show the

legal standard by which judgments are made in court.

Now complete the review ing on the next
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Write yam answem on a separate sheet of paper-

1. There are thiee assumptions concerning the "Rule of Law." Lis
and explain each one.

2. In a trial, the question is often raised whether or not a crime wascommitted. The prosecutor may have to prove the act was a
crime. What are the four elements that add up to a crime?

3. Briefly define each of the following according to the types of
sentence for each:

a. misdemeanor
b. felony
c, capital felony

4. List at least two ways in which an offender's punishment can be in-
creased, with possible reasons for each.

5. Use a force by private citizens and police is justified in self-
defense and preventing a forcible felony. List Ilse crimes consid-
ered to be forcible felonies.

6. What is the key phrase which separate st- from second-degree
murder?

7. What does the term "culpable" mean?

a. more intense
b. deserving blame
c. clever
d. forced

8. A(n) felony is the most serious charge a suspect can face.
a. capital
b. second-degree
c. aggravated
d. forcible

9. Why would a criminal charge be changed from battery to aggravat-ed battery?

a. The suspect was to blame.
b. The crime was an accident.
c. The people involved were angry.
d. The suspect used a weapon.

2 1
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10. What is the mewling of the term "negligence"?

a. carelessness
b. forgetfulness
c. intensity
d. assault

answers with the Correct ones provided In the answer key-
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Block U: flbe Courts
Unit C: Criminal Law
Section 3: Florida Crinf

Ask your imstructor for the pretest for this section 1.11: C-3). After you
complete the pretest, your instructor will let you ia1011, whether to stucry
thk3 section, tG skip some part of it, or to take the posttest.
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In

The previous section focused on the Florida body of law concerned with
definitions and classification of crimes and their penalties. In this sec-
tion we turn to laws which establish procedures for carrying out crimi-
nal justice.

The American judicial system uses an "adversary" approach. That is,
after a suspect has been charged with a crime, the state and the de-
fense compete with each other to prove the defendant guilty "beyond all
reasonable doubt" or innocent.

This struggle, or adversary process, takes place before a neutral judge
in a courtroom. It is guided by rules of criminal procedure. In this sec-
tion, we will first explore the scope of Florida's procedure laws. Then
we will take a brief look at additional laws for postconviction disposi-
tions in three categories: adult offenders, youthful offenders, and
juvenile offenders.
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lives

Know': Objectives

Upon completion of this section, you should be able to do the following
on a written test:

1. Identify the function of procedural law.

2. Identify the minimum and maximum number of persons composing a
regular county grand jury.

Identify the primary purpose of a statewide grand jury.

4. Identify the three age classifications for offenders in Florida.

Identify the state department responsible for children judged as
delinquents.

6. Identify the correct definition of these terms used in this se- ion:

disposition
adjudicate
contempt (of court)
writ
summons
surety bond
procure
usury
perjury
execute
extortion
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Flori Laws

Procedural law is the foundation which regulates how substantive
criminal law is carried out. Chapters 900 through 925 of the Florida
Statutes (the published collection of all laws passed by the Florida
islature) set out these procedures and are collectively known as the
"criminal procedure law." The following is a condensed introduction to
some of the chapters, but if you are interested in reading the originals,
consult your local library for the Florida Statutes.

Cluyter 900 General Provisions

This chapter sets the effective date of the criminal procedure law as
January 1, 1971. It gives to the circuit and county courts original crim-
inal jurisdiction, the right to issue writs and other processes, and the
right to punish for contempt of court.

Chapter 901 Arrests

This chapter spells out the rights of committing magistrates (judges) in
issuing warrants, mimmonses, and other compulsory processes. In gener-
al, it covers methods of arrest and how the accused is to be brought be-
fore the magistrate. More speciEcaLly, it deals with the method of
arrest by law enforcement officers, including arrest with or without
warrant, stop and frisk procedures, appropriate use of force, and
escapes.

Chapter 902 Preliminary liewings

You have already been introduced to the preliminary hearirg, which is a
pretrial process to determine if there is sufficient probable cause to
continue prosecution of ttr., accused. The procedural rules for this hear-
ing are set out in this chapter.

Chapter 903 Ban

This chapter deals with application for bail, qualifir ations of persons
dealing in sureties, revocation of bail, substitution of cash for surety
bonft, surrender of defendants who may admit to bail, and so on .

substmtive law: law dealing with rights, duties, and li: ilities.

writ: a written, official order of the court.

contempt of court: any act in court which shows disrespect for or dis-
obedience to the court.

gammons: an official command to appear in court.
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ter 905 Grand Jury

This chapter spells out the jury structure, juror qualifications, and
duties of all parties involved. In all, there are over 30 provisions. A
few examples are given below:

Section 905.01 Number iLind procurement.No less than 15 nor more
than 18 persons shall serve on the jury. Prncurement is the same as se-
lecting trial jurors.

Section 905.10 and 905.165 Dutiaa of grand kwy.--It inquires into every
tryable offense in the county. If evidence in a case suggests a trial
should be conducted, the grand jury makes a presentment.

Section 905.23 Number of jurors to return an indietmentIt takes 12.

Section 905.24 Proccediigs of the grand jury.These are to be kept
secret.

Sections 905.31 through 905.40 of Chapter 905 are called the "Statewide
Grand Jury Act." This act is intended to strengthen the grand jury sys-
tem and to aid the state in eliminating organized criminal activity by
improving the evidence-gathering process in matters which occur or
have significance in more than one county.

Section 905.33 Petition to ipreme Court by governor to form a state-
wide grand jury.When the governor has sufficient reason, s(he) peti-
tions the Florida Supreme Court to form a statewide grand jury. Mc
chief justice of the Supreme Court appoints a judge of the circuit court
to preside over it.

Section 905.34 Powers and duties.-This grand jury has statewide juris-
diction in such offenses as bribery, burglary, criminal fraud, criminal
miry, extortion, gambling, kidnapping, leureeny, murder, prostitution,
perjury, robbery, deaUng in narcotics and dangerous drugs, solicitation,
or conspiracy to commit any of the above if these crimes occur in two
or more counties, or affect two or more counties.

Section 905.37 List of prospee "ye jurors; impaneling of jurors; oompo-
rition of the jwy.The selection of prospective jurors begins with the
chief judge in each judicial circuit compiling a list of persons certified
for jury duty in each of the several counties making up the circuit.

suzety bond: responsibility for assuring that the accused will appear in
court at the appointed time.

to p-e-I-Are: to get, to obtain with special effort.

lending money at an unlawful rate of interest.

extortion: obtaining money or valuable things by threat or force

larceny: theft.
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From each county list, the judge randomly selects eligible prospective
grand jurors. The number per county is determined by population size:
three jurors for each 3,000 residents in the county. 'This list is submit-
ted to the state courts administrator.

The presiding judge (chosen previously by the chief justice of the
Florida Supreme Court) compiles these county lists and selects pros c-
tive jurors at random from the statewide list.

The statewide grand jury consists of 18 members; 15 Is a quorum.

Chapter 907 Procedure After Arrest

This chapter spells out the pretrial processes you studied in Unit B,
Criminal Justice Process, including first appearance, writs, motions,
and preliminary hearings. This chapter has been recently modified by
Florida's 180rliay speedy trial statute.

Chapter 910 Jurisdiction and Venue

A person is sub ect to prosecution in Florida for any violation of Florida
Statutes which s(he) eGmmits, either in state or out, by hisfher own con-
duct or that of another for whom s(he) is legally accountable. The
chapter spells out specific conditions of jurisdiction and venue (loca-
tion); generally, a person is tried in the county where s(he) committed
the crime.

Chapter 913 Trial Jirry

Section 913-03 Grounds for challenge for cause in jimy selection.Sev-
eral reasons for excusing a potential juror are mentioned here, such as
lack of quaUfication, personal beliefs about making judgments, and rela-
tionship to one of the participants in the trial.

Section 913.08 Number of peremptory challenges in jury selection:
The number of challenges can vary between three and ten, depending on
the offense.

Section 913.10 Number of jurors.There are 12 in capital cases and 6
in all other criminal cases.

ter 914 Witnesses; Criminal Proceedirgs

This chapter spells out the responsibilities and rights of witnesses, such
as attendance at trial, immunity, compensation, competency, and com-
mitment for perjury.

knowingly lying under oath in court.

quorum: the number required to conduct business legally.
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Chapter 917 Mentally Disordered Sex Offenders

This chapter defines "mentally disordered" as "not insane but hiss
mental disorder and is considered dangerous to others because of a
tendency to commit sex offenses."

The chapter provides for an offender's psychiatric examination and
commitment to the Department of Corrections for care, treatment, and
rehabilitation.

Chapter 918 Conduct of Trial

This chapter sets out the trial processes already covered in Unit B or
this text, from right to speedy trial to verdict (see Unit B, Section 2).
It also covers tampering with jurors, evidence, or witnesses.

ter 921 Sentence

This chapter sets out the details for the presantence investigation, sn-
tencing, restitution in certain crimes, and progress reports to the Parole
and Probation Commission. These subjects have been covered insorrie
depth in Unit B, Section 3, Posttrial Processes.

ter 922 Execution of Sentence

This chapter covers execution of sentence from fine, imprisonment ira
jail or prison, to execution of the death sentence. It gives authority to
the governor to stay (stop) the execution of the death sentence or to
sign the warmnt to carry it out.

Chapter 923 Format of Indictment Reports, mid Other Processes

This chapter outlines the format for preparing criminal reports, indict-
ments, informations, warrants, affidavits, and other similar paperwork.

924 Alves

This chapter sets out appellate procedures in Florida, including the
proper appeal route, bond during the appellate process, and rdeetIng
costs for indigent appellants.

ter 925 8risee

This chapter covers such topics as appeals of death seLtences,
statements or confessions of the defendant, and role of appointed
counsel.

execute: (I) to ca ry out; (2 ) to put to death.
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In FAI10011 to craiminal law and procedural law, the Florida Statutes set
°tit lawirelated to the disposition of persons convicted of violating the
erinTivilstatute. There are three age categories of conviction: adults,
youthibloffendearrs, and juvenile offenders.

Adult Persoi Cenvicted ot P loky Criratms

biarcisltion of commie ed adults is covered by Chapter 944 of the Florida
Statuteilalso eaUled "the Florida Corrections Code."

ChapterM Plourida Corrections Ccde

Seftita/14.012 ./egislative intentIn 1975, the Florida Legislature did
a studyof Its eorawectional system and detormined various problems in
the skstero at thamt time, along with needed improvements. Since thistopic yillbe covred in more detail in Block DI, only the result of that
stildy limentioni here. The Legislature's main conclusion was that
Floriciaboorreetiamonal institutions did little to reduce crime. This con-
clu.siotikd to the Correctional Improvement Plan, which was incorpo-
rated into the Fkerprida Statutes under Section 944.023.

et144.O23 11Correctional Improvement plan.This section requires
the Department moil Corrections to structure a comprehensive plan, up-dated to year, afor diagnosis and evaluation of each adult offender in
rlatitinIovocatioDnal and educational training prorams as well as
other rebbbaitatiwe and treatment processes.

Sectioalli024 ~tat intake and evaluation.This section provides for:

rribbhanisrn (*.or way) for early identification, evaluation, and treat-
hieritOf heliavs-fforal disorders of adult offenders
diversion of orenders to community-based treatment programs
WrietleVer possirable
rehabilitative ...rograms for institutionalized inmates.

Seetioh I114,025 Mupervision of pretrial intervention pravams.This
seetiork provides fc=r supervision of pretrial intervention programs for
persona oborged vaffth a crime before any information has been filed or
an iiidietment ha$ been returned in the circuit court. The program pro-
vides appropriate ounseling, education, supervision, and medical and
psychologial trealletment as available and when appropriate for persons
re lee5od to these rograms.

inal t_rrange e ôLpettlement (of a case).



Section 944.026 Development of community facilties and pro-
grams.--These programs are recognized as important alternatives to im-
prisonment. The remainder of the code provides for operation of insti-
tutions making up the Florida corrections system through a treatment
and rehabilitative approach to corrections.

Youthful Offenders Convicted of Felony Crimes

Disposition of persons between 18 and 21 years is guided by Chapter
958, known as the "Florida Youthful Offender Act" (1978). Important
sections of this chapter are as follows:

Section 958.021 Legblative intent,The purpose of this act is to
improve youthful offenders' chances of rehabilitation and successful
return to the community by preventing their association with older and
more experienced criminals while imprisoned. Offenders who have
demonstrated that they can no longer be safely handled as juveniles may
be sentenced as "youthful offenders" for society's protection.

Section 958.04 Eligbility for classification as a youthful offe .The
following items are taken into consideration:

between 18 and 21 yearF_ f age
not previously classified as a youthful offender or convicted of a
capital or life felony
not previously convicted of a felony

Also taken into account are the circums ances of the offense and the
defendant's personal history.

Section 958.05 Dispition o_ youthful offenders.Tbe following are
possible sentences:

placement on probation in a community control rTogram
confinement for not more than four years, folloi ed by not more
than two years in a community program
a minimum of one year and a maximum of four years of imprison-
ment, plus two years in a community program, if there are aggravat-
ing circumstances such as inflicting bodily injury in the commission
of a crime

Juveniles Adjudicated as Delinquent

Juvenile courts are in a special class and are considered neither civil
nor criminal. Since more will be said about juvenile courts in a later
unit, our discussion here concerns only lawful disposition when the de-
linquent act would be a felony if committed by an adult or youthful
offender.

adjudicate: to decide by la
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Su- mary

r 959 Y

These services are provided by the Department of Health and Rehabili-
tative Services (HRS) and include community programs and supervision
foe young people not committed to a correctional institution.

Section 959.011 Administration.Administration of the activities of a
youth services program will follow these guidelines:

The department (HRS) shall be responaible for the planning,
development, and coordination of a statewide, comprehensive youth
services program for the prevention, control, and treatment of
juvenile delinquency.

The department shall develop and implement diversified and innova-
tive programs to provide for treatment. Such programs may include
trainLng schools, foster homes, haffway houses, forestry camps,
training ships, regional diagnostic and classification centers, deten-
tion care, aftercare, iltake, probation, shelter care, individual and
group counseling, volunteer assistance, prevention services, and
other state and local community-based programs.

Section 959.25 Exceptional child eliueation prog-ram.It is recognized
that a meaningful compensatory educational and work readiness pro-
gram is an essential component of the treatment process for youthful
offenders. This section goes on to provide for educational resources and
encourages special education for learning &stabilities. The programs
must be certified by the Department of Education, and all children as-
signed to the programs must attend.

In this section, we have looked briefly at some of the Florida legislative
statutes concerned with criminal procedure, including pretrial, trial,
and posttrial procedures. Diaposition, or sentencing, is also discussed in
terms of the three categories of offenders: adults, youthful offenders,
and juvenile delinquents.

Now complete the review piestic beginning on the nexl page.
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Review Questiou C-3)

Wilte your &rowers on a separate sheet of pape

1. What is the function of procedural law?

2. How many persons are there on a regular county grand jury?

3. Explain the purpose of a statewide grand jury in Florida.

4. List the three age categories of offenders in Florida.

5. Which state department in Florida is responsible for those adjudi-
cated as juvenile delinquents?

Vocabulary review. Match the definitions in the right column with the
terms in the left column.

6. perjury a. official order of the court
b. final settlement of a case

7. writ c. disrespect shown in court
d. to get, especially with effort

9. disposition e. lying under oath
f. theft

9. contempt of g. official command to appear
court h. to judge

10. procure

Check your answers with the correct ones provided in the axwer key.
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Block II: The Courts
Unit D: Juvenile Courts
Section 1: Juvenile Court System

Ask your thstructor for the pretest for this section (l1: D-1). After you
complete the pretest, your instructor will let you know whether to study
this section, to sidp some powt of it, or to take the posttest.
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In

In this unit, we will look at the treatment of juveniles within the court
system. The circumstances and reasom which bring a young person
before the court are complex and will not be considered here. We will
focus on the juvenile within the court system.

The first section is a general introduction to juvenile courts, including
the history, the changing philosophy toward juveniles, and some impor-
tant distinctions of the juvenile court system.

The second section summarizes some of the Morida laws concerned with
the juvenile courts and the procedures for juvenile justice established inFlorida.
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Objec -v

Knowledge Objectives

Upon comple ion of this unit, you should be able to do the following on a
written test:

1. Explain the influence of parens -atriae on the juvenile justice
system.

2. DiE tinguish between two kinds of wards of the state: dependent
children and delinquent children.

3. Identify the terminology predominantly used in juvenile court and
the corresponding terminology of the adult criminal court.

4. List and explain at least three differences between the juvenile
court and the adult criminal court.

Identify what rights each of several Supreme Court decisions has
provided in the practice of juvenile justice.

6. List and explain at least three criticisms of the pareratriae court.

7. Explain or define the following vocabulary and concepts found in this
section:

vagrancy
truancy
incorrigible (incorrigibility)
adjudicate (adjudication)
punitive
parens_patriae
solicitous
to waive jurisdiction
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Juvenile

History of Juvenile Justi

Barls Traditions

In the early years of American history, juvenile offenders were treated
much like adults. The ield in prison, indicted by a grand jury,
tried, and sentenced. A calla as young as seven was considered respon-
sible if s(he) broke any law. Many children were working in factories at
that age, and they were looked upon as miniature adults. Many reform-
ers, however, believed such treatment was much too harsh and
inhumane.

During the 1800s, a gradual change in attitude toward the juvenile of-
fender came about. Instead of punishing sueh young children and sub-
mitting them to criminal court proceedings, the court gradually took
the role of guardian and protector of young unfortunates. The delin-
quent Child was not seen as responsible for hWher acts and was consid-
ered to be in need of care and protection.

ens Patriae

Many of the children who came under the court's jurisdiction at this
time were not delinquents who had actually broken the law; rather, they
were often from poor immigrant families and minority groups. The gov-
ernment had the authority to take such children from their families, see
that they were educated, mid train them in an occupation so they could
escape a life of poverty. Dependent, abandoned, and neglected chil-
dren, as well as delinquent children, were considered wards of the
state. Justification for such governmental responsibility was traced to
the English doctrine of rei patrlae, where the English monarchy as-
sumed ultimate responsibility for the welfare of its citizens, as parents
are responsible for their children. Reasons for the state's taking over
the care of a child included not only criminal behavior by the youth but
also vagrancy, lack of parental care, ignorance, idleness, and vice. If
the court decided that the home atmosphere was morally suspect, the
child could be taken away for his/her moral welfare.

Failure of Institutions

The court next fissigned these children to special institutions such as
reform schools, houses of refuge, orphanages, or industrial schools,
often ignoring the legal rights of these youths and their families Legal
rights were not as important as "protecting" these children. Although
children were no longer placed in adult prisons, the institutions for

pereuspaIae: a Latin term which means state as parent; refers to a
child being a ward of the state .

vagrancy: wandering idly from place to place.
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juveniles were often just as bad. Children were often overworked and
ill-treated. Some were apprenticed and sent away for years, often
without parental permission or kno Arledge. Furthermore, there was no
legal process for release from such an institution. If family
circumstances improved, for example, there were no provisions for the
child to be returned to the custody of the parents.

These institutions were seen as failures by many, though the oriOnal
reasons for establishing them might have been good. They did not really
protect or reform the youths and, in fact, often made things worse for
the child and the family. Many began to believe that more could be
done for such children by having the courts stay in closer contact with
them.

Pevelopment of the Juvenile Court System

A landmark in the juvenile justice system came in 1899 when the Illinois
legislature established the first statewide juvenile court system. The
first juvenile court was located in Chicago (Cook County), Illinois. The
juvenile court idea quickly spread throughout the country, though the
approaches and practices of these various courts were often quite
different.

Based on the concept of parens patriae, the juvenile court was to be the
protector of the child in unfortunate circumstances. Its focus was pre-
ventive, so that children were not brought into court for crim9s com-
mitted but for actions which might lead to crime, such as idleness,
vagrancy, truasicy, and incorrigibility. The judge often acted as a social
worker or psychologist. The judge was expected to put punitive justice
aside and prescribe the appropriate treatment for each child based on
his/her background and circumstances. As much as possible, such chil-
dren were not to be treated as criminals, but as children in need of aid,
encouragement, and guida.-ice. Probation and rehabilitation was (and
still is) the preferred approach to correction.

being absent from school without permission.

inconigibility; from inconigible: bad almost beyond hope of correction;
that which cannot be changed.

puni ve: punishing; inflicting punishment.

3 c)8
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Civil vs. Criminal Court ProceedingN

For about 60 years, between the establishment of the juvenile courts
end the Kent decision of 1966 (explained later in this section), this atti-
tude of guidance was dominant in the juvenile courts. They were c.vil
rather than criminal courts. The child in court was thus spared tI.e
stigma of having a true criminal record. Proceedings were held secretly
with no sworn witnesses to testify or to observe, Recorcs were infor-
mal or nonexistent. The judge was expected to be kindly and concerred
rather than harsh and critical. However, this ideal was often thwarted
by financial and social realities.

In this civil court, the juvenile lost certain protections which were guar-
anteed in an adult criminal court. What was intended as a protection
often turned into the violation of basic due process rights.

uvenile Court Philosophy

Even during the years when aarens oatriae was most popular in juvenile
court, the court TATEI criticized on various points. The following four ar-
guments were the most common:

1. Loss of certain protectiorm. The most serious criticism was that the
informality of civil court proceedings caused certain protections
guaranteed i - criminal court to be lost. What was supposed to be
fair treatment for the child often could be unfair. Legal rights that
were lost by juveniles included the proof of guilt, the rules of evi-
dence, the right to confront witnesses, trial by jury, right to legal
counsel, right to appeal, and the right to remain silent.

2. Lack of resmwees for tin sptem. Another cr ticism was that the
personnel associated with the system, such as the judges and proba-
tion officers, were not specialists in psychology, sociology, or social
work. They were not trained well for the task of choosing the ideal
treatment for each offender. The court system was only a tool for
correction and could not become a social agency to solve society's
ills.

3. Inability to reform offenders amd/or protect society. As the rate of
juvenile delinquency increased, the welfare of society became more
of a concern. The system was considered too lenient toward the ju-
venile offender, especially the repeat offender. Some critics ex-
pressed the idea that if the juvenile offender could not or would not
be reformed, then s(he) should be punished.

4. Too harsh a system. Critics pointed out that children were being
taken into custody for behavior which would not be considered crim-
inal in an adult, such as truancy, vagrancy, and other actions which
might harm the child. A child and an adult often would face differ-
ent punishments for similar offenses: a chad might be committed to
a state school for several years, whereas an adult might only be
fined.
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Supreme Court DeQ

Opponents of the parens patriae philosophy and the particular judicial
system it led to became more numerous and vocal. Reflecting these
changes in opinion, the Supreme Court ruled on several cases which in-
fluenced the juvenile court system. These decisions have sought to
achieve balance between the protecVve, informal proceedings of juven-
ile court and procedural orderliness which also protects certain rights.
Svmming up the difficulties faced by the young offender, in Kent v.
United States (1966), the Supreme Court stated: . the child receives
the worst of both worlds: he gets neither the protections accorded to
adults nor the solicitous care and regenerative treatment postulated for
children." We will now look at five of the most important Supreme
Court decisions leading to changes in th e. treatment of juvenile
offenders.

1. Shioutakon v. District of Columbia (1956). The decision in this case
established the requirement of legal counsel in juvenile courts, as in
adult criminal courts, throughout the United States. Juvenile court
officers and judges must now advise the juvenile of his/her right to
counsel (to have a lawyer), and care must be exercised that any
waiver of this right be done intelligently and with full knowledge. If
the juvenile cannot pay a private lawyer, the court must appoint
counsel. Now both the prosecutor and the public defender partici-
pate in the juvenile court procedures.

2. Kent v. United States (1966). This decision permits the transfer of a
serious juvenile case to the adult criminEd court, but only with "suf-
ficient procedural regularity" that satisfies basic constitutional re-
quirements of fundamental fairness and due process. The juvenile is
entitled to a hearing, and his/her counsel can see all records used by
the court in making the decision. The decision requires the juvenile
judge to make a statement of record for the decision to waive juris-
diction.

In re Gault (1967). The decision in the Gault case is a landmark de-
ision regarding juvenile court proceedings, and a serious student of

juvenile court proce-lure should obtain ari:-.1 study it carefully. It is
summarized here.

solicitous: full of concern; anxious.

regenerative: to cause to be morally or spiritually renewed; to give new
life to.

postulated: demanded or claimed.

to pcstulate: to accept true without proof.

waiver: setting aside.

to waive jurisdictiom to give up the right to handle the case (intended
so it can be tried in adult instead of juvenile court).

116
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a. Notice of compliance with due process requirements must be
given in advance of court proceedings to give parents and chil-
dren the opportunity to prepare for a trial. The alleged miscon-
duct must be set forth in full.

b. Notification of the child's right to counsel must be given and
counsel must be appointed if the jui.enile cannot pay.

c. The juvenile, like any adult defendant, must be fully advised of
the privilege against self-incrimination.

d. The right to confront witnesses and cross-examine them is
established.

e. The right to record the proceeding and to have an appellate re-
view is established.

4. in re Winship (1970). In this case, the United States Supreme Court
ruled that the due process clause of the Constitution requires the
state to prove a juvenile's guilt beyond a reasonable doubt when a
law has been violated, just as in adult criminal trials.

5. Melleiver v. Pennsylvania (1971). The question addressed in this
case was whether a juvenile had a right to trial by jury. The court
concluded that it is not constitutionally required, however, it is the
state's privilege to grant a trial by jury in the juvenile court. This
decision underlined a basic difference between the juvenile court
and the criminal court.

Significance of Changes

With the continuing rise in juvenile crime and increasing violence,
society generally has been moving from a position of tolerance toward
the juvenile delinquent to one demanding stricter punishment of the of-
fender. There has been a shift from the philosophy of protection and
guidance based on parens patriae to applications of adult criminal court
processes. Judges have themselves requested the authority to deal
more strictly with juveniles in certEdn situations. Parallel to these
views are those which demand due process rights for juveniles: if juven-
iles are going tc. be treated like adults in court, they should have equal
protection.

Some Distinc -ons in Juvenile Justice

Are all juvenile vmds of the state treated alike?

No, not now. As we have seen, there were times in history when all
wards of the state were grouped together, and the processes they went
through were the same. In Florida (and in most states), there is now a
clear distinction between:
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the child who has committed a delinquent act, meaning a felony, a
misdemeanor, or the violation of a local penal ordinance and
the child who is found to be dependent because of being abandoned,
neglected, or abused by parents or because of habitually running
away, being truant from school, or being disobedient of parents' rea-
sonable demands.

These two groups of children are treated differently by the court. The
delinquent child is more likely to appear in court (although only a small
percentage do). Details of court procedures will be discussed in the
next section.

Dependency cases in most states are handled by a social services de-
partment. In Florida, the Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services helps these children through its various programs and facilities.
These children do not generally appear in juvenile court, although court
actions are taken which affect them (adoption, foster home placement,
and so on).

Are juvenBe delinquents now treated just like adult criminals in court?

In most eases, no. Although there are more similarities than there used
to be, and society is demanding harsher punishment of the juvenile
delinquent, there are important differences.

The goals of adjudication are different. Rather than judging and
punishing the offender, the juvenile court tries to rehabilitate or
treat the young offender.

The atmphere of the courtroom is different. In juvenile court, it
is less threatening and less formal than in criminal court. In juvenile
court, a balance is attempted between too much informality (where
constitutional rights are put aside) and too much legalism (which
may lead to ignoring the problems and circumstances of the individ-
ual child).

The language used in court is different. The influence of pçens
patriae is evident in the terminology used in juvenile court today.
The language is meant to sound less harsh. For example, the child
offender is brought before the juvenile court by a summons, rather
than an arrest warrant. Instead of a complaint or an information,
which begins the adult judicial process, a petition is filed by the
state attorney. A petition states what the alleged offense is.

adjufEcate: (verb) to consider and decide by law.

udicatiore (noun) judgment.

udicatory: (adjective) f or purpose of judgment.

finding-of-involvement: legal terminology indicating that a person is
guilty of an offense.
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The juvenile does not have a trial. Instead, the judgVecides the case
at the adjudiestory bearing. If found guilty by the juvenile court judge,
the child is not convicted. Rather, the judge declares the juvenile to be
delinquent in a fmding-ofAnvolvement. The determination of what hap-
pens next is not sentercing but a dposition. At the dWpositional hear-
ing, the judge assigns the juvenile to one of several treatment, educa-
tion, or work programs; this assig-nment is often community based.

Me there ever occasions when juvenile delinquents are treated as adults
in urt?

Sometimes, yes_ When a serious crime has been committed, the juris-
diction of a case can be moved from the juvenile court to the adult
criminal court, but only after an appropriate hearing. The state attor-
ney presents the case in juvenile court, explaining why it should be
moved. The juvenile and his/her counsel present their side as well.
Then the juvenile court judge makes a decision after reviewing the cir-
cumstances of the case. If s(he) agrees with the state attorney, the ju-
venile judge will waive jurisdiction so that the case can be moved into
the adult criminal court.

C-4mrent Problems in the Juvenile Court System

The primary problem in juvenile courts, as in all other criminal justice
agencies, is one of overload. In the 1980s, the resources of the juvenile
courts, criminal courts, police, and adult corrections have not increased
in proportion to the number of clients. Any long-range solutions must
increase the resources of our criminal justice systems to cope with the
increase in responsibilities.

The distribution by age of those persons arrested in Florida during 1982
continues to illustrate the involvement in criminal activity by juveniles.
Nearly 5.0 percent of all persons arrested for the year were under the
age of 15, 13.8 percent were under 18, and 26.8 percent were under 21.

kn evaluation of all reported arrests for violent crimes in 1983 indi-
cates that many persons arrested for such crimes were juveniles: 15.1
percent of Zhe persons arrested for forcible rape were under the age of
18, 13.2 percent of those arrested for aggravated assault were under
18.*

The foflowing are comments on the effectiveness of the juvenile courts
in responding to juvenile arrests.

One juvenile court judge said, concerning leniency:

',I advocate a system where you could sentence 14- to 18-year olds dif-
ferently.... For offenders 14 or below, you shoot the works with re-
habilitation. For those over 14, you give the juvenile court judge the

* Florida Department of Law Enforcement, Crime in Florida 1983
.nnual Report. Tallahassee, Florida: State of Florida, 1984.
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same authority that criminsl court judges have. Let him sentence the
kid up to five years. The kids would then have a lot more concern about
coming to juvenile court."

A retired police captain said:

"The biggest problem we have within society is lack of accountability.
We have to start w-ith society's method for socializing youngsters into
adui..s, the breakdown of the family, the breakdown c2 the schools, the
breakdown of the responsibility by basic social control systems. We
don't play by the same rules we used to. So many people beat the sys-
tem that it has become a way of life. Pm talking about personal indi-
vidual accountability to the extent that if a person commits a crime, he
or she knows they are going to be apprehended and that a sanction is
going to be imposed. We don't have that now, we haven't had it for a
long time."**

Another juvenile judge described four major categories of violent
delinquents:

1. the emotionally disturbed or mentally
2. the intellectually deficient
3. the inadequate and undersocialized person
4. the sociopath

ity

"Teenagers falling into the third category, I believe, make up by far the
largest pecentage of violent or serious offenders. These are youths who
because of a lack of proper parental nurturing and inadequate early
childhood development have not gained the skills necessary to function
in society."

He goes on to make suggestions for change; "I propose that in its
efforts to deal with violent juvenile offenders the federal government
should help to develop and support an activity-oriented system to
replace the traditional counseling-oriented system. This proposal
includes prompt punishment (perhaps by pure incarceration) for short
periods of time immediately following the delinquent act, so that the
youth will make the connection between the act and the consequence.
There must also be immediate consequences for misdeeds throughout
the term.

"My suggested program includes a period with strong emphasis on chal-
lenges and rewards for success. There must be emphasis on the work
ethic, responsibility, discipline, desirable work habits, the development
of job skills, and, above all, great emphasis on basic education."***

* From interviews with Judge Seymour Gelber, Dade Circuit Court, in
the Miami Herald, Dec. 9, 1981, pp. lA and 12A.

William McClure, personal communication, August, 1983.

-- Judge 'William E. Gladstone, Dade Circuit Court, Juvenile
Division. From prepared statement to the U.S. Senate Subcom
Juvenile Justice, 1981.
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Summary

Historical Olt line

1. Until the 1800s, children over six were treated as adult criminals.
(Delinquency and dependency were poorly defined.)

2. Failure of 19th Century institutions to help or reform disadvantaged
youths

3. Philosophy of pens patria i court as caretaker

first juvenile court system: Illinois, 1899
court was to prescribe treatment for rather than punish the
youths
civil rather than criminal court

a informal pro....aedings

4. Concern for protecting juvenile's rights and assuring due process
when a child's freedom is at stake.

Supreme Court decisions:

Siiioutakon v. District of Columbia (1956)
proWfi-s right to legal counsel

Kent v. United States (1966)
requiiiProper hearing before case can be transferred from
juvenile to adult court

In re Gault (1967)
requires adequate notification to paren and child about
hearing
requires right to legal counsel
provides protection against self-incrimination
provides right to confront witnesses
provides right to appeal
e Winship (1970)
equires that juvenile must be proven guilty beyond reason-

able doubt
McKeiver v. Pennsylvania (1877)

t ial by jury not required in juvenile court

1. Wards of the state are different and thus are treated differently.

Dependent, neglected, abused children are not often brought to
court (such cases are handled by another state agency).

Delinquent children are more likely to appear in juvenile court.

2. The juvenile court system differs from the adult criminal court sys-
tem in three basic ways:
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mile

Goals of
Adjudication:

Rehabilitation,
treatment

Punitive judgment

Atmos
in Court:

Informal proceedings Formal proceedings
(but with due process)

Lang-uage: 1. summons
2. petition
3. adjudicatory

hearing
4 finding-of-

involvement
. disposition

L arrest warrant
2. complaint or

information
3. trial
4. conviction
5. Sentencing

Now complete the review
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Review Questions (II: D-1)

Write your answers oi of paper.

1. List two influences which parens patriae had on the juvenile justice
system.

2-5: Concerning warils of the state, in&cate whether each statement is
Mile or False. Write T or F by the number on your paper.

2. Delinquent and dependent children were once treated the same by
the court.

3. Neglected childreii today are helped most by the kindly juvenile
court judge.

4. Dependent children :Irely have to appear in court.

5. The delinquent child ir, one who violates a law or who skips school
often.

6-9: For each term on the left, choose its eorrespondii term on the
right. Write the letter of the term by the number on y

6. finding-of-involve ment

7. adjudicatory hearing

8. sum mons

9. disposition

a. trial
b. arrest warrant
c. sentencing
d. conviction
e. complaint

10. What are the three main differences between the juvenile court and
the adult criminal court discussed in this section? List and briefly
enplain each.

11-15s For each of the rights below, identify which of the Supreme
Court e4.3cisions (a-e) protected that right Ln the juvenile court system
(some decisions may be used more than once). Write the letter for the
decision by the number on your paper.

ts Decisions

11. must prove guilt beyond
reasonable doubt

12. right to legal counsel

13. right to confront witnesses

14. right to hearing before case
is transferred to court

15. right to appeal
317

a. Shioutakon v. District of
Columbia

b. Kent v. United States
c. In re Gault
d. inreWrnship

McKeiver v. Pennsylvania
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16. List four criticisms of the philosophy of arL_Lcylua.trie and the
juvenile court system it led to.

Match the words (a-4) and definitions (17-20).

Someone who is cannot be corrected or easily changed.

18. Ideally, the juvenile court system was to be toward the
young offender.

19. In general, adult criminal court is more in its judgment than
juvenile court.

20. When one is as a juvenile offender, treatment is the goal.

a. truancy d. incorrigible
b. solicitous e. vagrancy
c. adjudicated f. punitive

Check yotao nes provided Ln the answer key.
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Block II: The Courts
Unit D: Juvenile
Section 2: Florida Juvenile Court

Ask your histructor for the pretest for this section (LE D.-
complete the pretest, your instructor will let you know I iJe
this section, to skip some part of it, or to take the posttftsL_

ixter you
_at to st--
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Introduction

In this section, we will be discussing the legal foundations for juvenile
courts in Florida. Keeping in mind what you have read about the history
of juvenile justice, you may see in such legislation an attempt to bal-
ance the attitude of parens patriae with concern for safeg-uarding the
child's rights. There are clearly established procedures for the adjudi-
cation and disposition of juvenile cases which protect the individualls
rights. In addition, there are programs which treat the problems of the
juvenile delinquents in order to help them function in society. We will
be discussing some of these procedures and programs.

Since the primary concern is for the young offender and his/her circum-
stances, the juvenile delinquent comes in contact with more than one
governmental agency. In the process of finding justice, the best treat-
ment', or rehabilitation for each child, many people take part. In this
section, we will also consider the roles of the different governmental
agencies, their personnel, and how they interact in juvenile cases.

320
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Upon completion of this sec -on, you should be able to do the followi
on a written test:

1. Identify the court which has original jurisdiction over all matters
concerning the custody and welfare of children in Florida.

2. State the short title of Chapter 39 of the Florida Statutes.

3. List at least three purposes of Chapter 39.

4. Identify the roles and decision-making responsibilities of: the law
enforcement officer, the intake counselor, the state attorney, and
the juvenile court judge.

5. Identify the following terminology used in this section:

petition for delinquency
complaint
detention hearing
waiver hearing
adjudicatory hearing
disposition hearing
community control
predisposition report
intake

6. List in order and briefly summarize the decision points in the juven-
ile justice process.

7. State how long the court has jurisdiction over a child once that child
has been found delinquent.

8. List at least three criteria which should be taken into account when
deciding whether or not a juvenile is to be tried in adult criminal
court.

9. Define the following vocabulary words:

discreet/discretion
sanction
restitution
to divert/diversion
to waive/waiver
to adjudicate/adjudicatory
disposition
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Jurisdiction of Juvenile

Florida Juvenile Court Laws

The principal legal foundation for juvenile courts and case dispositions
in Florida is found in the Florida Statutes.* The following chapters con-
cerned with juvenile jiztice and juvenile care are covered in this
section:

Chapter 26: establishes legal jurisdiction in juvenile cases
Chapter 39: called the Florida Juvenile Justice Act

Chapter 26 of the Flor;da Statutes provides that juvenile courts fall
within the jurisdiction of the state circuit courts (see Unit III: A-2).
The section states that:
II. . . the circuit court has jurisdiction over all matters concerning cus-
tody and welfare of children .... When a judge acts in the juvenile
division of circuit court, he acts under certain rules and statutes pecu-
liar to that area of law, and a juvenile judge may have exclusive juris-
diction within the limited areas of law governing juveniles."

Thus, when a case of juvenile delinquency comes into the court system,
in the majority of cases the circuit court becomes involved. The cir-
cumstances for charging the jurisdiction of a particular case will be dis-
cussed later in this section.

enile Justice Act

Chapter 39 of the Florida Statutes covers in detail the procedures for
handling many juvenile delinquency eas,'!s. (Procedures for dependency
cases are also included, but will not be eiscussed in this section.) This
chapter is called the Florida Juvenile Justice Act.

Purposes of the Act (39.001)

Stated at the beginning of the chapter are several established purposes
of the Act and the juvenile justice system, includi

1. to protect society by strengthening the use of offender rehabilita-
tion and rehabilitative restitution, and to apply sanctions appropri-
ate to the seriousness of the offense

*Florida Statutes, 1981, prepared by the Statutory Revision Division,
Tallahassee, Florida: State of Florida, 1981 .

restitution: repayment for loss or damage.

sanction: penalty for violation of a law.
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2. to protect delinquent, neglected, or mistreated children who are
brought to the court's attention, making sure to protect their moral,
emotional, mental, and physical welfare.

to assure that the prosecution and disposition of a child charged with
a criminal offense be conducted with discretion, and that all findings
are based upon facts presented at a hearing that meets constitution-
al standards of fundamental fairness

4. to provide procedures which assure fair hearings, during which the
parties' rights as citizens will be protected

5. to preserve and strengthen the child's family by leaving the child in
the parents' custody unless hisiher welfare or the safety of the pub-
lic is endangered.

In summary, this legislation seeks to protect the child, the family, and
society. When the interests of these parties conflict, the juvenile court
will attempt to find the best balance among these interests.

Ju-venlies in the Austi

Suppose you are a juvenile who has been accused of committing a delin-
quent act. Who are the people you will encounter? What decisions will
be made about you and your future? Will your rights be protected? Will
you be sent to prison? The steps yot will probably go through are out-
lined in Chapter 39 of the Florida Statutes. It may be helpful to think
of the whole process as a series of decision points. During the first few
steps, there is the possibility that if the offense is not serious, you
might be released to your parents (or guardians). You could be asked to
participate voluntarily in a counseling or treatment program. Only a
small portion of juveniles accused of an offense will actually go through
all of the decision points listed here.

1. Report of the law enforcement agency (39.01)

Following a crime and investigation, suppose you are taken into cus-
tody as a likely suspect by the law enforcement agency. Officers of
the police department may hold informal hearings with you and your
parents (or guardians). Depending on the seriousness of the offense,
your attitude, your background, and the assurances of your parents
that they will take responsibility for you, there is a possibility that
you will be released at this stage. The first decisionwhether or not
to release youwill be made by the local law enforcement people.

If you've been in trouble before, or if the offense is quite serious,
the law enforcement officer will write a report of the offense to the
Children, Youth, and Families section of the Department of Health
and Rehabilitative Services (HRS). 'Depending on the first decision,
your case then proceeds to either decision point 2 or 3.

discretion: the quality of being discreet (adj.)being careful
prudent in judgment.
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2. Detention (39.032)

If there is reason to believe that your freedom should be restricted,
you might be placed in either a "crisis home" or a detention center,
but riot in a prison. The law enforcement officer and the intake
counselor (see belowl will make that recommendation together. The
law clearly states that your parents and the court should be notified
immediately. Then, within 24 hours, the circuit court must hold a
detention hearing to decide whether detention should be continued.
Detention may also be nonsecure, which means that you would re-
main at home, although considered to be in the custody of the HRS.
You would be seen daily by an HRS staff person.

Intake of the report or of a compbaint (39.04)

The person working in the HRS who receives the report about the of-
fense is called the intake officer or counselor. This counselor may
also accept complaints from anyone who has knowledge of an of-
fense involving a juvenile_ Either the law enforcement report or a
complaint may start the juvenile justice process.

The intake counselor studies the report or the complaint in order to
decide what will be the next step for you. This person is often
trained in social work, counseling, psychology, or similar fields and
looks at the child's total situation. This is another decision point
which could divvrt you out of the justice system. When the intake
counselor believes your behavior can and should be improved, you
could be referred to one of several programs. Often you and your
parents will voluntarily agree to participate in such a program,
which may include counselirg, community service work, treatment,
special training, etc. If you do choose to participate, you can prob-
ably avoid the next steps in the juvenile justice system. The deci-
sion to divert you will be reviewed before being approved by the
state attorney.

On the other hand, if it seems there has been a rather serious viola-
tion of law, the intake counselor may recommend that the state at-
torney file a petition for delinquency, which is a request to move the
case to adult court. The intake counselor has 20 days to make this
recommendation; however, if the child is in detention it must be
made within 24 hours.

4. Decision of the state attorney (39.04, 39.05)

If you are still in the system, the next major decision point is
whether you should be brought to court and, if so, to which court?
The state attorney, who represents the state in such cases, receives
a copy of the law enforcement report and the recommendation of
the intake officer and makes the next decision. However, the state
attorney does not have to wait for the intake officer's report and
may take action without it.

to divert: to turn from one course to another.
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At this point, several things could happen to your case:

a. The state attorney could decide to dismiss the case; this might
happen if a deadline had passed, for example.

b. The state attorney could approve a diversionary program, as rec-
ommended by the intake counselor.

c. The state attorney could transfer the case to the adult criminal
court system. In cases involving the most serious offenses, such
as armed robbery and murder, the state attorney could file an in-
formation or refer the case to the grand jury.

For a borderline case involving a rather serious offense, the state
attorney could file a motion for a waiver with the juvenile court
to move the case. A waiver hearing is then held. At this hear-
ing, jurisdiction of the case can be waived so that the case would
pass to the adult criminal cowl. At the waiver hearing, several
factors about the juvenile are taken into account, such as: (1)
previous offenses committed, (2) the circumstances of the pres-
ent offense, (3) personal history and background, and (4) public
protection. If the judge agrees to waive jurisdiction in a particu-
lar case, the judge must give the reasons for recommending adult
sanctions.

d. If the state attorney believes you may have committed a delin-
quent act, s(he) flles a petition for delinwency with the juvenile
court. You have the right to counsel and the right to remain
silent (39.07). If you decide to admit that you did commit a de-
linquent act, you would skip the next step, the adjudicatory
hearing, and go on to the disposition hearing.

Before these hearings, the court may order medical, psychiatric,
psychological, or educational examinations as well as treatment
for you (39.08).

Next, you will receive a summons to appear in court at a speci-
fied time. Once you receive that summons, you are legally under
the control of the court.

5. Adjudicatory hearing (39.09)

As you go to court for your adjudicatory hearing you may feel a lit-
tle nervous. You wonder if the judge will be fair. Your attorney has
told you that if you tell your side of the story, this judge will listen
very carefully. You wonder if s(he) will believe you or the opposing
witnesses.

In the Florida Juvenile uastice Act, several safeguards are men-
tioned to protect your rights during this hearing, including:

waiver: the act of intentionally relinquishing a known right.

to waive: to set aside. 325
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the right to a speedy trial (within 45 days)
respect for the rules of evidence (see II: B-2)
the use of language that you (the accused) will understand
the establishment of evidence proving beyond a reasonable doubt
that a delinquent act was committed by the accused
the right to introduce evidence in your behalf and cross-examine
witnesses
the right to protect yourself by rema -ing silent
the right to public proceedings.

The purpase of this hearing is to decide whether or not you commit-
ted the alleged delinquent act. 'There is no jury; the judge alone de-
cides whether you have or have not committed a delinquent act.

If, at this hearing, the judge decides you are innocent, your case will
be dismissed, and you will be released.

If, on the other hand, it is found that you have committed a delin-
quent act, you will proceed to step 6, the disposition hearing. How-
ever, it is not the same as being convicted of a criminal offense; you
will not have a criminal record nor will you lose any civil rights.
However, once it has been found that you are a delinquent child, the
court may have jurisdiction over you until you reach the age of 19.

Before reaching step 6, the disposition hearing, the HRS intake
counselor will prepare a predisposition report. Your home environ-
ment, background, education, history, etc. are summarized in this
report. The judge may also request that studies or tests be done by
other agencies or parties. If commitment to HRS is being recom-
mended, part of the predisposition report will include a list of three
HRS programs that might benefit you.

The court will consider these reports and will also review records of
earlier judicial proceedings before step 6, the disposition heari
Your legal counsel and the state attorney will receive copies of
these reports before the heari

6. Disposition hearing (39.09, 39.11)

Suppose it is found that you did commit a delinquent act. You will
have to pass through yet another decision point in the juvenile jus-
tice system, the disposition hearing. During this hearing, the judge
will decide which is the most appropriate program or penalty for you
based on the recommendations in the predisposition report and any
other tests or studies that have been done.

The judge will begin the hearing with a statement explaining the
purpose of the hearing. S(he will then ask how you feel about the
offense, the harm done, and which penalty you think you should pay.

Several people may then comment on the issue of disposition and on
any proposed plan of action. 'These people include your parents or

. from dispositi --fin rangement or settlement (as 'n
a c
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guardians, your legal counsel, the state attorney, HRS personnel, the
victim or a representative, school representatives, etc.

The judge's decision depends upon several things, such as how serious
the damage was that you have done to the community, whether the
offense was committed with violence, whether anyone was hurt,
what prior contacts you Lave had with the police, the courts, or HRS
personnel, how likely it is that rehabilitation can help you, and your
history as shown in the predisposition report.

What are the possible penalties? Whenever possible, children are not
institutionalized; that is, they are not committed to HRS uraess it is
absolutely necessary.

It is more likely that you will be assigned to a community control
program, which is a type of probation. You would be supervised by
an HRS youth services counselor. You would live at home under cer-
tain restrictions and obligations. For example, you might be re-
quired to do a number of hours of community service or to take a job
and make restitution to the victim. You may be required to attend a
treatment program or to see a counselor on a regular basis.

If a child is committed to the department (HRS), there are several
programs that vary in the intensity of supervision. In the
predisposition report the judge selects three programs which are
presented in order of preference. One such program is the halfway
houses, where 28 to 30 juveniles live under strict supervision. Some
programs allow the children to sleep at home and participate in their
training or treatment during the day. The most serious alternative
is a training school, where children are in residence for several
months. These alternatives will be covered in more detail in III: P-1.

If you wish to appeal the decisions made in your case, an appeal
should be made within 30 days to the district court of appeals. Oray
your initials and court case number would be used, and records are
closed to the public.

7. Release

The last decision point in the juvenile justice process is whether and
when you should be released or discharged by the department. The
time spent in HRS programs is not fixed, but the statutes clearly
state that a child cannot be committed to HRS for a longer period of
time than the maximum sentence an adult would serve for the same
offense. At any rate, when a child turns 19, the jurisdiction of the
juvenile court and commitment to 'FIRS ceases.

In order for a child to be released, his/her counselor in the HRS pro-
gram must recommend release from this commitment. The juvenile
court judge reviews the request before making the decision to ac-
cept or reject it.
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Review of the Decision Points

Figure D-2-1 summarizes the procedures and seven decision points just
discussed. The change in the thickness of the line is an approximation
of the relative number of cases disposed of at various points.

The following percentages indicate what happens to juveniles following
their arrests. This information is included in the 1982 Florida crime
report.*

25.2 % handled directly by law enforcement agencies and released
71.2 % referred to juvenile court or juvenile authorities

. 9 % referred to welfare agencies
. 2 % referred to other law enforcement agencies

2.5 % referred to criminal or adult court

How Agencies Interact

You may have noticed in the description of procedures that there is
quite a bit of interaction among the various government agencies and
personnel. In fact, there may be too much red tape and bureaucratic
delay. However, there are at least three advantages to this system over
a more streamlined one. The first advantage is that there is ample op-
portunity to analyze each situation carefully and choose the best pro-
gram, treatment, or penalty for each child. Secondly, the juvenile jus-
tice system does safeguard the rights of juveniles. And finally, at each
decision point several people contribute to the judgement made. Notice
that the piocedure included recommendations (often in the form of re-
ports), decisions based on recommendations, and reviews of decisions.
As a case moves through the juvenile justice procedure, it is seen and
analyzed from several different angles, including: the social (law en-
forcement), the personal (HRS), and the judicial (court). Hopefully, the
combined contributions benefit the child as well as the family and our
society.

This chart shows how each decision involves more than one person.
Much of the interaction is optional (not all cases are reviewed by the
appellate court, for example).

Decision Points Recommendations Decisions Review of Decisions
1. Law enforcement

officer
Law enforcement
officer

HRS (intake counselor)

2. Law enforcement
and HRS

Juvenile court judge

HRS (to court) State attorney HRS Judge
(to divert)

4. State attorney Judge
5. Judge Appellate court
6. HRS Judge Appellate cour t
7. HRS Judge

*Florida Department of LEW Enforcement. Crime in Florida 1982 An-
nual ReNft. Tallahassee, Florida: State of Florida, 1983, p.
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Review clu (lir, 13-2)

Write your answers on a separate sheet of paper.

1. .ihich court has jurisdiction over all matters concerning custody
and welfare of children in Florida?

2. What is Chapter 39 of the Florida Statutes called?

3. List and briefly explain the five purposes of Chapter 39.

Match the duty or role described on the left with the person who is re-
sponsible for it on the tight (a-e may be used more than once). Write
the letter of your mower choice by the number on your paper.

thity or Role MK* Does It

4. files a petition for
delinquency

5. determines whether the child
has committed a delinquent act

6. writes the predisposition
report

7. has final say in the child's
penalty

8. recommends that a child's case
go to court

9. files the motion for a waiver
hearing

10. files a complaint with the HRS

3 2

a.
b.
C.
d.
e.

intake counselor
arresting officer
state attorney
involved citizen
judge

II: D-2 Florida Juvenile Court Laws



Match the terminology of Juvenile Justice on the rig `ia-hi with the ex-
planations on the left (11-15). Write the letter of tk_c terminol
the number on your page.

RxpIanalioi a

1. when it is determined whether
or not the accused juvenile
committed a delinquent act

12. when jurisdiction of a case
may be changed

13. summary of a child's back-
ground, environment, history,
and so on

14. when a juvenile finds out
his/her penalty for committing
a delinquent act

15. a program somewhat similar to
probation

Terminology

a. adjudicatory hearing
b. detention hearing
c. petition for delinquency
d. predisposition report
e. waiver hearing
f. complaint
g. community control
h. disposition hearing

16. List and briefly summarize the seven decision poin s in the juvenile
justice process.

17. Give at least three criteria considered in the decision of whether or
not to move the child's case to the adult criminal court system.

18. Write a brief definition for each of the following:

a. restitution
b. discretion
c. to divert
d. sanction

Cheek your mowers with the correct onew

-Florida Juvenile Court Laws
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Block III: Corrections
Unit A: History of Correctims

Ask your instructor for the pretest for this unit (M: A). After you com-
plete the pretest, your instructor will let you know whether to study
this mit, to skip some part of it, or to take the posttest.

ory of Correc ions
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Throughout the history of corrections, conflicting attitudes toward the
criminal have been brought out by the question, nAre criminals to be
harshly punished for their crimes, or are they to be reformed and
returned to society?"

Almost all societies have had individual members who, for a variety of
reasons, did not abide by the customs, standards, rules, or laws of that
society. In this section, we will briefly consider how societies have re-
sponded to the harmful behavior of an individual, tracing the path from
personal revenge to the present-day use of impartial, fair judgment in a
court setting, which leads to the opportunity for the correction of
offenders.

A History of Corre



Knowi:

Upon completion of this unit, you should be able to do the following on a
written test:

1. Identify the main characteristics of the blood feud tradition of
justice.

Identify the two main historical traditions in correctional philo-
sophy, and identify which is most common in today's correctional
system.

Identify the basic concepts of the common law tradItion and the
civil law tradition and describe how they differ.

4. Identify the characteristics of the Pennsylvania system, the Auburn
system, and thc Elmira system.

Identify the differences between the beliefs of the Classical and
Positivist schools of criminology.

7. Define the following terms:

indeterminate sentence
to deter/deterrence
penitence
solitary confinement
corporal punishment
capital punishment

: A History of Cor ons



al Thaditions

Blood Feud Tradition

ki primitive times, when someone had been wronged the victim's family
would often seek immediate revenge. The family of the original of-
fender would usually react with more violence until whole towns could
become involved in blood feuds, some of which might last for genera-
tions. There was no attempt to prove guilt nor was there any attempt to
judge impartially and fairly. A person's crime might be just being a
member of the wrong family. Innocent people were often harmed. This
attitude has not completely disappeared even today although there are
laws which prohibit it. People who take the law into their own hands
and carry out personal vengeance through lynchings, underworld
murders, and so on, contradict the modern attitude of justice and
fairness.

IL Law and the Rommi Influence

A-s societies became more organized, and governments became central-
ized in the hands of emperors or kings, personal revenge was discour-
aged. Any wrongdoing which could harm society was called a crime,
and the ruler took responsibility for punishing the offender. The ac-
cused was tried in a neutral location, and punishment of the guilty party
was decided by the ruler or his representative.

One of the mostinfluential groups of people in the development of law
in Western civilization were the Romans. The Roman republic and
empire spanned almost 1,000 years, from 500 B.C. to A.D. 476. The
Romans had great respect for the law, and as their empire spread, so
did Roman law. During this time, the relationships of man-to-man, the
accused to his judge, and the citizen to the state, were formally guided
by written laws. The Roman concept that law should be supreme over
man, and that man is a servant of the law, influenced the development
of Western civilization.

Between A.D. 529 and 539, Justinian, the emperor of the Egistern
Roman Empire, also known as the Byzantine Empire, ordered a
commission of jurists to simplify, reduce, and codify the large and
diverse body of Roman law. The result is a work called the Cor us Juris
Civilis (body of civil law), one of the most important milestones in legal
history. The Justinian Code, a part of this work, was the model and
Lnspiration for the legal systems which later developed in virtually
every continental European nation. (See Figure A-1.)

III: A History of CarThtions



Ro 500 B.C. to A.D. 476)

(A.D. 529-539)

egal Sys ems (A.D. 500-1200)

Figure A-1
Development of European Law

According to the civil law tradition, the ruler's authority was part of
the natural order of things, and the ruler was responsible for maintain-
ing order and harmony in society. S(he), or hisfher representative, was
to make judgments based on law when one citizen complained of harm
inflicted by another. Judgment and punishment were thus bound by law.

Common Law System in England

Ln the twelfth century in England, another legal system developed which
was called common law. Although this body of law also had roots in
Roman law, it was unique to England, and has influenced all those coun-
tries which were once English colonies. The term "common law" came
from the fact that the king's courts represented the coMmon customs of
the land; the judges of these courts sought to unify the legal traditions
of the land under the king's authority. The king appointed these judges,
who were often ordinary citizens, rather than nobles. However, the
judges were very loyal to the king since they owed their position to
him. They traveled from place to place to hold court, and had
jurisdiction over cases involving major crimes such as murder, robbery,
forgery, and arson.

In the common law courts, decisions were made by considering past de-
cisions which bad been made oy the judges of the royal court. The body
of law that developed was thus based on this colh.ction of judicial deci-
slow rather than on statutes (laws written by a legislative body), which
had formed the foundation of the civil law tradition. Another important
characteristic of common law was the use of jury trials.

khouses in Eng

Although the idea of impartial, fair judgment in court was growing, pun-
ishment of the offender was harsh; whipping, branding, mutilation, in-
dentureship, and hanging were common. It was believed that extreme
punishments would discourage others from committing crimes.

An alternative to these punishments was to confine the criminal. In the
sixteenth century, the first correctional worithouses were established in
England and Europe, and were designed to force the transient members
of society (such as beggars, debtors, snd rogues) to work. These early
workhouses did not have separate facilities for men, women, or
children. Drinking, gambling, and vice were prevalent, and basic
necessities were minimally provided for. Physical abuse and work

3
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were often imposed on the prisoners regardless of t _eir sex, age, or
condition. The jailors were often cruel and corrupt as well as poorly
supervised.*

The demand for more workhouses grew. More reasons were found for
imprisoning people. Many believed imprisonment was a much better
solution than corporal (physical) punishment or capital punishment (put-
ting one to death). In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, prison
reforms became even more necessary. Reforms provided for the
separation of prisoners by sex, age, or offense; better living conditions;
and better treatment.

England also used exile to punish criminals and often sent felons to its
penal colonies, both in America and in Australia. The American Revo-
lution ended the shipment of criminals to America, although they were
still sent to Australia until the 1860s.

erica

In early America, the houses of correction were similar to those found
in England. The first state prison was established in Connecticut in
1773, and was constructed over an old mine. Offenders were simply
dropped down the single vertical shaft and lived in the tunnels radiating
out from it.

1. Walnut Street Jan
The beginning of the modern jail in America was the Walnut Street
jail, built in Philadelphia in 1790. Here, prisoners were separated by
sex, age, and the seriousness of the crime. They were required to
work so that the cost of their imprisonment would be covered.
There was also a system of self-government among the priscaers.
The overall policy toward the prisoner was to use firmness and fair-
ness rather than punishment.

2. PennWvania System
Another system which developed in early America was the Pennsyl-
vania system, strongly influenced by the groups promoting prison re-
form. One religious group, the Quakers, believed imprisonment
should not be for the purpose of punishing the offender, but for the
purpose of bringing the prisoner to a state of penitence. This term
is the source of the word penitentiary, originally conceived as a
place where a person strives for penitence. In addition, placing
prisoners in solitary confinement would allow them more time

* For an idea of what such places were like, read the novel by Charles
Dickens called Oliver Twist, about a boy who was born in a workhouse
and later lived among London's thieves.

penal lony: used as a place of confinement and punishment.

penitence: feeling sorry for one's crime.

solitary confmement: shutting a prisoner up where there is no co tact
with o hers.
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to reflect on their crimes; they would then feel repentance and
would turn from crime and be reformed. The Pennsylvania prison
used solitary confinement but also balanced these periods of solitude
with vits to prisoners by prominent citizens, including the
governor, legislators, mayors, and judges. 'The Pennsylvania system
was one of the first to use imprisonment as treatment rather than as
pimishment. It had a wide influence on corrective systems in Europe
as well as in America.

3. The Auburn System
In the early 1800s, Auburn, New York, tried to use the Pennsylvania
system but encountered certain problems. It was found that the long
periods of solitary confinement actually led to high death and insan-
ity rates among the inmates. So, instead of solitary confinement,
the Auburn system had prisoners doing productive jobs during the
day. The prisoners worked together in silence. At night, the
prisoners were confined separately. This system was more
economical, and the collective managing of inmates was more
efficient. However, discipline was harsh and whipping was a
common form of punishment. The Auburn system influenced most of
the other prison systems which were built and developed in the
United States until the 1870s.

4. The Elmira System
in 1875, the Elmira reformatory was opened in Elmira, New York.
Reform was its basic goal. It was the first prison to use indetermi-
nate (indefinite) prison sentences in America. Indeterminate sen-
tences have a range of time (minimum and maximum), rather than a
rigid term. A prisoner could earn early release through marks for
productive, good behavior. Emphasis in the reformatory was on pro-
ductive labor, education, parole, and reform, but discipline was
severe for misbehavior. Since 1876, almost all reformatories built in
the United States have been based on the Elmira system.

In today's prisons, the horrors of prison life have been reduced. Al-
though conditions are certainly unpleasant and sometimes dangerous,
many improvements have been made, including the safeguarding of
inmates' civil rights, eliminating long-term solitary confinement,
encouraging a nutritional diet and cleanliness, and allowing access to
prison libraries. Humiliating punishments such as shaving the head,
using striped clothing, and corporal punishment are no longer allowed.
Most difficulties today are caused by overcrowding.

Schools of Criminology

Since the eighteenth century there have been two schools (belief
systems) of criminology, the Classical and the Positivist, which have
influenced the historical prison systems as well as modern correctional
institutions.

Those of the Classical school believed that human behavior is motivated
by determining the difference between the pleasure the criminal gets
from doing something wrong, and the pain which the wrongdoer would
suffer once caught. Therefore, they believed that each criminal act
should have a fixed amount of expected pain associated with it. At
first, all criminals were administered the same punishment for a

343
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particular crirsae. In other words, it was believed that the punishment
should fit the iamrime. As the years passed, a few special factors were
taken into acccsunt such as age, mental condition, and the necessity for
sen-proteetiork, which could lessen the punishment. 'This school of
thought emphesized deterrence rather than revenge as the reason for
punishment. rDeterrence keeps people from doing something, much as a
threat night. Punishment, or fear of certain punishment, was thus
considered a dterrent to crime. It was believed that potential
offenders would consider the pain associated with the crimes they were
about to commit and would decide against the action. The individuals
took responsibility for their own behavior.

In contrast to 'tile classical school, the Positivist school was based on
the belief that criminal behavior just came upon an individual, like an
filness, and thaut (s)he was not responsible for this behavior. Treatment
and reform wer-e preferred to punishment; although, if the criminal
could not be reformed, (s)he was imprisoned or put to death to protect
society. The blief that the punishment should fit the criminal was cen-
tral to positivit philosophy.

Today, one see--, evidence of the influences of both schools on modern
corrections. 11/11andatory sentencing for armed robbery reflects the clas-
sical school belief that the punishment should fit the crime. On the
other hand, the emphasis on treatment and reform for the individual
offender reflects the positivist school.

Although the htorical aspects of corrections have been outlined only
briefly, it should be clear that today we intend to leave brutality and
harsh punishmerit behind and prefer to attempt to correct or rehabili-
tate the erimined for a safe return to society. The main challenge for
corrections in tiais decade will be the overload on the system brought
about by an iner.eased number of offenders to correct but with little
increase in rescources to accomplish this.

deterrence: the act or process of deterring. From to
age or prevent from acting.

discour-
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The litiatm-i

The historical dvelopment of corrections is summarized graphically on
the chart whieh

ment of Correeticzpos

Event Explanation

Earlist Times Feud 7Tradition Revenge as a response to crime.

6th Cezentury A.D.
(529-39 A.D.)

Civil Law bh_istinian Code Based on the body of Roman Law.
Emperor's authority gives responsi-
bility to punish criminals and maintain
social order.

12t1rK16th Centuries IDeveloprnent of Common
Law (Engletnend)

Ordinary citizens served as judges but
appointed by monarch or monarch's of-
ficers. Judgments based on a collec-
tion of judicial decisions.

15th dr.:c 16th Centuries

16 -11019th Centuries

1

Workhouses
and Europe)

England Confinement with harsh treatment.

Penal Colonres (America
and Australi)

Exile as punishment.

=entury (1773) Pirst State 1:=Tison
(Connectiou)

Prisoners lived in tunnel of old mine.

17th (!eZZ 18th Centuries (Zngland arid America) Pressure for prison reform.

Late Lt8th Century (1790) Walnut Stret Jail
(PhiladelPhia_)

Separation by sex, age, and seriousness
of crime. Work required. Self-govern-
ment among prisoners. Firmness and
fairness rather than punishment.

Early t 1800s to 1870 Pennsylvania System Solitary confinement allowed time for
repentance. Imprisonment used as
treatment rather than punishment.

Early 11=1.800s Auburn Syste rn Productive jobs during the day, soli-
tary confinement at night. Hann dis-
cipline and whipping.

Late 12_9th Century 1875) Elmira Systerm Emphasis on productive labor, educa-
tion, parole, and reform. Severe disci-
pline for misbehavior.

Now cornplete.e the revie inning on the next
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Review Question (Ill:A)

Write y on a separate sheet of paper.

Some jails, pris, and reformatories were based on the idea that the
prisoner should 13 treated or reformed; others were based on the belief
that the prisoner should be punished- Schools of thought, institutions,
and systems Sze Lies- ted(1-7) below- Put a T on your paper for the term
where treatment was the main goals. put a P on your paper for the term
where punishmerM was the goal.

Auburn systrrt

2. Pennsylvania__ system

3. Elmira reforL-liatory

4. modern penintiaries

5. English penal__ Colonies

6. Classical sehsz?ol of criminology

7. Positivist sel-Lciol of criminology

8. The first rno=ern Jail in the American colonies was the:

a. Conneetiut mine jail.
b. Pennsylvaia jail.
e. Walnut Stw-eet Jail.
d. Elmira ree'ormatory.

9. Which Arnerian fail was based an ideas presented by prison reform
groups and th Quaker religious crroup?

a. Conneetie lot mine jail
b. Pennsylver-lia jail
c. Walnut Str-eet Jail
d. Auburn syteni

For statements 10-15, choose either the civil law tradition or the com-
mon law tradition 3ror the following sientenees. Write the correct term
for each statement by the number on your paper.

10. The law tradition was an important influence on the
legal systems

11. In the

e developing European nations.

law tradition, ordinary citizens served as
judges; their QiSlOflS were collected into a growing body of law.

12. The law tradition which developed in England has in-
fluenced the ish-speaking countries' legal systems.



13. The
a reduction o

viradition was based upon the ..TaxstihienCode,
-the Dedlof Roman law.

14. The legal tradition in the United States has been influncc1 most
by the law tradition.

15. In the law tradition, complaints were pr ti
brought to court by nobles.

For 16-21, identify (Using -*first letter only) whether the statomerit
describes the Classlaa (C)orthe Positivist (F) school of crtiainv1

16. Specific punishment isaltached to specific crimes.

17. Actions of a criminal could be excused beaause one w& not res on-
sible for one's eriminalbehaviorit just happened, like an illness.

18. The reason for pundshoent is to deter crime.

19. The individual is respouelble for his/her behavior.

20. Individuals can be retomued.

21. The punishment should snit the criminal.

As a short history review, rut the following in chronolagic8 .Z. ordr, an
your paper, write a l by thke earliest, 2 by the riext, and so awn..

22. Walnut Street jail

23. English penal colonjC

24. blood feuds

25. Elmira reformatory

26. Auhu-1 r" rorrnatory

27. civil law tradition

28. Pennsylvania system

Defie the following tereflm inyoux own word.

29. indeterminate senteriQe

30. deterrence

31. solitary confinement

32. penitence

33. capital punishment

2
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Block BI: Col--rections
Unit B: Goveartmment Corrections

Ask your instruoctor for the pretest for this unit (M 13). After you ow
plete the pretet, your instructor will let you know whether to study
this wit, to :aim some part of it, or to take the posttest.
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In this unit, we will look at the civilian correctional system and the di-
vision of that system by jurisdiction; that is, according to which govern-
ment institution has responsibility for which prisoners.

As in the other criminal justice branches, corrections has three main
levels which are under the local, state, and national government
jurisdictions. In this section, you will learn the differences and
similarities of the functions, philosophies, and organizations of these
three levels.

We will focus on Florida's corrections system, incluan.g a discussion of
the philosophy behind the Florida correctional system, its major prob-
lems, and some possible solutions. The Florida state le&lature and its
influence on the correctional system will also be discussed.
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Objetives

-rcti _

Upo ma. completion of this unit, you should be able to do the following on awritten test:

Ii=dentify three kinds of local confinement facili Les and their
functions.

Ii=lentify the responsibilities that state correctional fadiltes have to
s._ociety.

3. A.immarize the two main conclusions reached by the Florida State
1_,egislature when it examined the Florida correctional system.

4. 1=)efine the correctional improvement plan.

5. 1...ist at least four duties Of the state Department of Corrections.

6. List at least three kinds of federal correctional facilities.

7. ornpare the three levels of correctional systems, considering gov-
exrning agencies, the types of inmates and their level of criminal in-
v.sablvement, and the length of inmates' sentences.

8. D/Define the following terms used in the field of corrections:

misdemeanor
jurisdiction
innovation
reintegration
recidivism
incorrigible
to habilitate/habilitation
to rehabilitate/rehabilitation
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Government C=Krrections

State

When a local ert_forcement officer brings an arrested person to the jail
and makes fortrmal and legal charges against that person, the jail person-
nel are then rer-ponsible for the prisoner. City and county governments
are in charge o local correctional facilities, including:

Lock-iva usm.ally located at the police station, are used to hold sus-
pects for up c 72 hours during investigation, or until the preliminary
hearing.

Jays house suigpects who are awaiting trial or serving a short sen-
tence. Jails irvere originally established solely to hold persons await-
ing trial; how-lever, over time they have been used to confine persons
serving short _..entenees of a year "r less. Usually separate facilities
are provided -"Ear juveniles and adults. Many modern jails also nave fa-
cilities resered at the local hospital for sick, intoxicated, and injured
prisoners.

Workhouses, .F.La fmms, or camps are low security locations for
holding minirrmurn-custody offenders. Agricultural programs,
vocational edwAcational programs, and alcohol and drug treatment
programs maw be available at such locations.

Local eorrectioral institutions hold prisoners who are:

awaiting trial, or awaiting the posting of bail
serving short entences, of usually a year or less, involving misde-
meanor erinifi---R and violations of county or city ordinances such as
carrying a cocealed weapon, burglary, gambling, receiving stolen
property, etc.-

Local institutiorms may have problems because of the limited amount of
money available to them, which must come from county and municipal
budgets. llecaue of the lack of funding, the local correctional pro-
grams may offeL no more than security with few opportunities for reha-
bilitation.

State governitermts are in charge of the state correctional facilities in-
cluding correctit=mal institutions, correctional centers, road prisons, or
the state prison. There are separate institutions for adult females,
adult males, you--tJiful males, and maximum security prisoners.

Individuals are ali=lrnitted to state correctional facilities once they have
been convicted t:my the state court system of violating state statutes and
committing majcmpr crimes such as murder, rape, assault, and robbery.
The state systceim's basic responsibility to society is to confine sentenced
prisoners until limey are ready to return to society or until they have
served the time equired by law. The correctional system is expected
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to accomplish more than simply holding the prisoners. It is also ex-
pected that the system will habilitate or rehabMtate prisoners.

Habilitation and rehabilitation are terms used in corrections which refer
to the adjustment of the individual to society. To habilitate someone,
as the term is used in corrections, means to develop a condition of good
mental and physical health, so that a person is helpful to society. It is
similar in meaning to the term "socialization," which is the process of
teaching a young person to adjust and function in society and to live
according to its rules. The person learns to accept responsibility for
his/her conduct and to avoid destructive behavior. Idea liy, the home,
the school, and religious institutions should share in the tzok of sociali-
zation.

Rehabilitation is the act of restoring or returning the individual to a
condition of mental and physical health after a period of undesirable or
criminal behavior. There are many kinds of programs in which an of-
fender may be requfred to participate, which assist in the rehabilitation
process. Many programs are located within the correctional facilities
(these are called prisonAlased corrections or prison rehabilitation pro-
grams) and other community-based corrections are available to the of-
fender who is on parole or probation. Rehabilitation programs include
vocational training, drug and alcohol treatment, basic education, coun-
seling, and other programs.

For several years, federal funding was made available for state correc-
tional institutions through the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets
Act. The guidelines, goals, and objectives of this act required that the
states focus more on rehabilitation, education, and vocational training
than they had in the past.

Florida Focus

In Florida in the early 1970s, the state correctional system was evalu-
ated by the state legislative branch. Two important problems were sin-
gled out by this evaluation:

Offenders were not being rehabilitated successfully. It was difficult
for them to find employment and to be reintegrated into society once
they were released. Former prisoners were likely to commit crimes
and be imprisoned again. In other words, recidivism, or the rate of
return to prison, was high.

Prisons, especially the large ones, had become schools for crime in
which dangerous and hardened offenders were housed alongside those
who might have the potential for rehabilitation. Many lesser offend-
ers learned more from the career criminals than the rehabilitation
programs.

In response to these problems, the Florida state legislature passed the
Correctional Improvement Plan in 1975. Under this plan, the division in
charge of corrections was reorganized, becoming the Department of
Corrections, to be headed by the secretary of the department. The
main goal of the new department was to solve some of the problems
identified in the review. The Correctional Improvement Plan was to be
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Federal Corrections

a guide for the new department and included several proposed programs,
which are described in the following outline:

Correctional Improvement Plan

(1) In order to rehabilitate and prepare prisoners for release, provide:

vocational training, including suitable work experience
educational opportunities
treatment and diversion programs
job placement help for released inmates
intensive supervision of prisoners on probation

(2) In order to end the role of prisons as schools for crime, provide for:

a process to classify prisoners which is based on psychological
mid medical examinations for those who need treatment
the use of local jails for short-term confinement
the development of treatment programs in community facilities
as alternatives to confinement
the reduction in size of prison facilities
the separation of prisoners:

by sex
by age
by the potential for rehabilitation

** Class I: maximum security prisoners; incorrigibles who
cannot be reformed or corrected
Class H: possibly can be rehabilitated
Class 111: probably can be rehabilitated

Duties of the Department of Corrections include the following:

implementation of the Correctional Improvement Plan
commitment of prisoners
supervision and care of inmates
treatment and rehabilitation of prisoners
responsibility for prison facilities
training of department workers
probation and parole services

The Department of Justice, which is headed by the Attorney General, is
responsible for all aspects of criminal justice on a federal level, includ-
ing law enforcement, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), and par-
don and parole. The Bureau of Prisons is the agency under the
Department of Justice which is responsible for corrections. Its primary
mission is to protect society.

The Bureau of Prisons is responsible for the care and custody of those
persons convicted of federal crimes who have been sentenced by the
courts to serve a period of at least one year. Such crimes include
kidnappingt treason, income tax evasion, postal violations, bank robbery,
and any-crime involving the crossing of state lines.
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Summary

Both federal and state corrections have the same basic responsiblity to
society: to confine sentenced prisoners until they are ready to return to
society or until they have served the time required of them. This is the
concept upon which prisons were founded. Modern society, though, de-
mands the rehabilitation of inmates as well. Counseling services, voca-
tional training, treatment, education, and recreation are all provided to
aid rehabilitation. Correctional officers must be well prepared to fulfill
the responsibility of rehabilitating inmates.

The federal corrections system has been very innovative, a leader in
new approaches to rehabilitation. Included within its nationwide
correctional system, the bureau operates federal correctional
institutions; maximum, medium, and minimum security prisons; halfway
houses (community treatment centers); and community program
offices. The federal system was the first to use halfway houses and
community program offices to help prisoners adjust to freedom
following their release.

As in the other branches of criminal justice, there are three levels of
corrections systems: the local, the state, and the federal.

The three levels are divided by jurisdiction, the type of crime for which
persons are sentenced, and the length of sentences served. The follow-
Lng chart is a summary of how these levels differ.

Comparison of the liree Systems of Corrections

Facility Local Institution

Level of Government
Responsible

Agency within Gov-
ernment (and Head)

State Institution Federal Institution

City and county
governments

State government Federal government

Police and sheriff's
departments (chief

of police or
sheriff)

Department of Cor- Bureau of Prisons
rections (secretary) (director)

Type of Insti- Jail, lock-up,
tution work farm

Type of Crime
Inmates Have

Committed

Length of
Sentence

State Correctional
institutions, road
prisons, state
prisons

Maximum, medium,
minimum security
prisons; community
treatment centers;
federal correctional
institutions

Breaking city/county
ordinances (misde-
meanor)

Breaking state
statutes (felony

Breaking federal law

Less than one year At least one year

35 4

At least one year
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Here are some terms which you have read in tiais section. You may
want to review them before you progress further.

misdemeanor: less serious class of crime than a felony, usually pun-
ishable by a fine or imprisonment of less than one year

clime the range or extent of authority, or the territory over
which thi:= authority is exercised
tnnovative, as in an innovative program: a program which introduces
something new
to reintepate: to work back into, or to become a part of
recidivism: rclapse into criminal behavior, as when former prisoners
commit crimes and are returned to prison
incorrigilile: incapable of being corrected or rehabilitated
to habilitate: to develop a condition of good mental, emotional, and
physical health in an individual so that s(he) may contribute to society
to rehabilitate: to restore or return a person to a condition of good
mental, emotional, and physical health

Along with the change in emphasis from punishment to treatment of
prisoners at all three levels of correction, it has become more necessary
for those employed in the confinement facilities to be well prepared,
trained, and educated. Since these employees should be role modeb for
prisoners, they must always act with proper authority and dignifiedrestraint.

Now complete the review
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Review ons

Write your answers on a separate sheet of paper.

1. 1.,t two basic problems of the Florida state correctional system
when the Legislature evaluated it in the early 1970s .

2. Which of the following did the Florida legislature propose as reme-
dies for the problems in the state correctional system? (Choose BM
correct answers.)

a. Provide more time for recreation.
b. Provide vocational training and treatment of prisoner problems.
c. Provide early diagnosis and treatment of prisoner problems.
d. Provide separate facilities for different kinds of prisoners.

3. List and explain the three classes of rehabilitation for prisoners in
Florida.

4. Define the following words:

recidivism
incorrigible
misdemeanor
jurisdiction

reintegrate
innovative
to habilitate
to rehabilitate

In 5-8, match the im-titutiors listed below with the agencies which gov-
ern rn. Write the letter for the agency by the number on your paper.

Institution Agency

5. federal correctional
institutions

6. lock-up facilities

7. road prisons

8. state correctional
institutions

9. What is the Correctional Improvement Plan?

a. city or county government
b. Department of Corrections
c. Division of Rehabilitative

Services
d. Bureau of Prisons
e. legislature

a. a Florida document recommending plans for improving the state
correctional system

b. a list of treatment programs appropriate for particular
prisoners

c. a local plan used as a model by many cities for jail
improvements

d. a federal document encouraging improvement in state correc-
tional systems

10. List four programs suggested in the Correctional Improvement Plan
which would help prisoners adjus gociety once they are released.
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11. Jails are usually responsible for:

a. the arrest and confinement of prisoners.
b. detaining persons awaiting trial and shor -sentence

confinements.
c. confinement and recreation.
d. vocational education and parole.

12. In Florida, the agency responsible for the s a e network of correc-
tional institutions is:

a. the state Department of Corrections.
b. the state legislature.
C. the bureau of prisons.
d. the state Adrnsion and Release Authority.

13. Which of the following correctional systems has traditionally been
the most experimental?

a. local
b. state
c. federal
d. military

14. If two criminals are convicted of kidnapping someone in Illinois,
and are arrested in California, in what kind of institution are they
likely to serve their sentences?

a. state prison
b. workhouse
c. jail
d. federal correctional institution

15. If a local gambling ring is broken, and those involved are convicted
and sentenced to 180 days confinement, where are these persons
most likely to serve their sentences?

a. jail
b. state institution
c. federal correctional institution
d. military institution

Cheek your
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ffl:C iety

Block HI: Corrections
Unit C: Prison Sce iety

Ask your instructor for the pretest for this unit (M: C). After you com-
plete the pretest, your imstructor will let you know whether to study
this unit, to skip some part of it, or to take the posttest.



Introduction

In this unit you will learn some of the actions a jail officer can take to
aid the prisoner during certain crisis periods. The atmosphere of the
jail can be improved by the jail officer's behavior and attitudes. A sat-
isfactory adjustment and rehabilitation of the prisoner are more likely
when there is less tension in the environment.
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Materials 0

The arrangement of this unit differs from most of the other units, but
hopefully, it will be easy to follow. Refer to the Cbart of Objectives
and Required Readirkg which follows and note that the objectives for the
unit are listed on the left, and the pages to read for each are listed on
the right. Most of the reading will be in Book 3: Jail Climate, from the
series of books called Jail Operations. The instructor should make all of
these materials available to you. Read the assigned pages carefully
since the test is based on the information found on these pages. Of
course, you may read other pages as well if you find them interesting.

After finishing the required reading, try the review questions. If you
miss any questions, you should refer back to the appropriate pages indi-
cated in the chart and study them again.

When you feel that you have studied and reviewed the materials ade-
quately, ask your instructor to give you the posttest.
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Knowl

Chart of Objectives

After completing the required reading listed in the right-hand column,
you should be able to do the objectives given on the left-hand side of
the chart.

_ U

L Define the term "jail climate"
and the elements which help
o create it.

Book 3:_Jail Cli,-- ate
pp. 1, 5-6

List possible similarities
between one's first day in
jail and the first day as a
hospital patient.

pp. 2-4

Identify the critical times
during confinement when a
prisoner may be under a lot
of emotional strain.

pp. 7, 12-13, 23-25

4. Identify two actions the jail
officer can take to help a
prisoner during the critical
times.

pp. 25-32

5. Describe the behavior and pro-
cedure an officer should ob-
serve when searching prisoners.

pp. 14-22

6. List and briefly explain three
causes of frustration which
might be felt by a prisoner.

Student Gl.k_zle, this unit

*Unless otherwise noted, all sources are from a series of six books
called Jail Operations by Alice Howard Blumer (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, n.d.)
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-er Frustra

Prison Soc iety

Everyone experiences feelings of frustration in his/her life, some more
than others. Think of your own experiences and what may cause frus-
tration for you. It may be the fact that you can't do something you
really want to do, or it may be because you feel that the people around
you don't understand or that communication is poor. It may be because
you want something to happen quickly, but everything moves too slowly
for you. In other words, there are things that you want to do or to have
but other things become obstacles which keep you from reaching your
goals. Learning to handle frustration is accomplished by figuring out
how to overcome the obstacles, by learning to wait patiently until situa-
tions change, or even by changing goals.

In a prison setting, the prisoner faces continual frustration. You can
imagine how difficult it would be if you had little to say about running
your own life, choosing your goals, and making decisions to reach those
goals. Often prisoners give up trying to reach their goals because of the
obstacles they face, and subsequently they feel frustrated. What are
the primary causes of frustration in a prison setting? They may be
placed in three main categories:

1. Environment. Remember that the prisoner has been placed in unfa-
miliar surroundings and has no freedom of movement. Rules and
regulations are strict and fellow prisoners may be unpleasant and
negative. If the prisoner wants to improve himself/herself by chang-
ing negative habits or learning new skills, prison society may place
obstacles in the way. Other prisoners may not support the efforts of
a prisoner to change and become rehabilitated. Few people will en-
courage the prisoner in hisTher efforts. The prison environment can
be very frustrating for these reasons.

2. Personal characteristics. The prisoner's previous efforts in educa-
tion, training, or learning social skills probably have not been suc-
cessful. S(he) may have problems in communicating with others, in
paying attention while trying to learn, or even in being motivated to
change. The prisoner may be frustrated by his/her own personality.

Conflicts. In prison, as in society as a whole, there are always
choices to be made. Choosing between behavior that is right or
wrong, constructive or destructive, cooperative or uncooperative,
lawful or unlawful creates conflict in a person. These conflicts are
frustrating because of the gap between what one wants to do and
what one should do. For most prisoners, it has often been easier to
follow a negative path rather than a positive one. However, in the
prison setting, people who act negatively are disciplined or punished.
Learning to act positively, to change negative habits to positive
ones, may be difficult and frustrating. The goals which the prison
personnel have for each prisoner, including rehabilitation, may not
match the prisoner's goals, perhaps because they seem too difficult
to the prisoner, leading to further frustration.
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The more those in authority can understand the frustrations of prison,
the better they can aid the prisoner. Surely the jail or prison situation
is difficult, but eliminating some obstacles and certain unnecessary
frustrations may help the prisoner to eventually become rehabilitated.
Trying to look at things from the prisoner's point of view may be the
best way to understand and help him/her.

Now complete the review questions beginning on the n
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ns are C

Write your answers on a separate sheet of paper.

1. Briefly explain what is meant by a jail climate, and the three ways
in which the jail officer helps to create this climate.

2. In two or three sentences, explain how a new hospital patient and a
new prisoner may experience similar feelings.

3. Define the term "critical time," as used in the book, and summarize
what the jail officer can do to aid the prisoner during such times.

4. Explain how a family visit may be a critical time for a prisoner.

5. Describe the appropriate behavior of the jail officer when conduct-
ing a body search. List what should and should not be done.

6. Explain what is meant by environment as a source of prisoner
frustration.

7. Explain how a prisoner can be frustrated by conflicts derived from
the prison experience.

eck your answers with the correct ones provided in the answer key.
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Block Correctio
Unit D: Probation and Parole

Ask your instructor for the pretest for this unit (ll: D). After you com-
plete the pretest, your instructor will let you blow whether to study
this unit, to skip some part of it, or to take the posttest.
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Introduction

Probation and parole, two alternatives to imprisonment, are more nec-
essary today than ever before as prison system populations have in-
crea3ed and prisons have become more and more overcrowded.

Release programs are a necessary release valve to prevent crowded pri-
son conditions. In some cases, judges have even ruled that crowded con-
ditions are "cruel and unusual punishment," and have ordered the imme-
diate release of prisoners on that grotmd.

In this section, we will look at the origins of probation and parole, the
early practice of paroling prisoners in Florida, and the development of
the contemporary probation and Parole programs in Florida.

One alternative to imprisonment which can be granted by the court is
probation, in which an offender is released under certain co iditions and
restrictions and must be placed under the supervision of a probation and
parole officer.

An early release program, parole, is similar to probation, but is granted
by a citizens' advisory committee, under the authority of the Florida
Parole and Probation Commission, after the prisoner has served a por-
tion of his/her sentence. The parolee also must be placed under the su-
pervision of a probation and parole officer.

Supervision is important in both probation and parole. A probation and
parole officer must balance the responsibility to society with hisTher re-
sponsibility to the individual and his er eventual rehabilitation .
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Objectives

Know Ob-

Upon completion of this unit, you should be able to do the following on a
written test:

1. List the main differences and similarities between probation and
parole.

2. Identify historical facts about probation and parole.

3. List at least three advantages of parole over g::cmpleting sentences
in prison.

4. Identify the Florida Pardon Board and its characteristics.

5_ State a disadvantage of probation which the judge must conside

6. Identify when inmates become eligible for parole in Florida.

7. Identify the main duties of the Parole and Probation Commission.

8. List the main duties of the probation and parole officer.

9. Define the term 'link-r II

10. 1,.t community resources which a parolee or probationer may be
required to use.

11. Define the following terms:

post bail
to lease
to incarcerate
composite
affidavit
pardon

3 7
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Probation and Parole

of Release Primo:lures

Probation

Probation was first used in the United States in Boston, Massachusetts
in 1841. A shoemaker, John Augustus, attended a police court session,
and offered to post bail for a man charged with drunkenness so that the
offender would not be jailed. In the three-week period before the
scheduled court appearance, Augustus agreed to exercise some control
and supervision over his charge. When he brought the offender back
after three weeks, the man charged with drurikennes had been re-
formed. In fact, the court was so impressed with the change that the
offender was only fined one cent rather than being jailed. Augustus
continued this service for nearly 2,000 men, women, and children before
he died in 1859.

The idea spread through the different Massachusetts court systems,
from the local Boston municipal courts to the county courts, and finally,
by 1898, to the state courts. By 1900, five more states had approved
probation as an alternative to imprisonment.

The use of probation continued to expand thr aughout the country. The
probation of juveniles was accepted rather quickly, so that all states
had probation for juveniles by 1925. By 1956, adult probation services
were in use in all states.

Whenever possible, probation is considered the preferable alternative to
imprisonment for the offender who is not considered dangerous ay
being supervised and coumeled in hisfher social environment, the of-
fender may learn to cope more effectively with the problems which may
have led to criminal acts. In addition, community programs, such as
drug rehabilitation programs, are available to the offender to aid in his/
her rehabilitation.

P&role

The origin of parole can be found in early nineteenth-century England
and Ireland where prisoners could be awarded "tickets of leave," which
were granted for good conduct after some portion of their sentences
had already been served. These tickets allowed them an early release
from prison. When they were first used, no one superved the released
offender and, in some cases, the safety of society was at risk. Supervi-
sion was seen as a necessary part of the ticket of leave idea. The use of
supervision, first by police, and later by organized volunteers, was
accepted by the Irish but was resisted by English offenders. In Ireland,
supervised parole became the third and last step of a reform program
designed to ease the prisoner back into society.

pt bail: security (usually money) given to guarantee a p oner's ap-
pearance in court.
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This Irish reform program had a direct effect on parole in the United
States. The first superintendent of the Elmira Reformatory was im-
pressed with the Irish ideas, and used them in the first reformatory
which opened in Elmira, New York, in 1o76. It was the first correc-
tional institution in the United States to use indeterminate sentences
combined with the idea of supervised early release as a reward for good
behavior.

Although parole practices differ from state to state, it is now an ac-
cepted part of corrections at both state and federal levels.

Rtory of Eelease Procedures in Flori

In Florida, the history of various types of prisoner release programs re-
veals that release was not always in the best interest of the prisoner.
We will examine Florida history from the early leasing of prisoners to
the present program of the probation and parole services offices.

During the early nineteenth century, state prisoners, commonly referred
to as convicts, were actually leased to huge turpentine and land compa-
nies in Florida, where they were often treated as slave labor. Many ir-
stances of brutal and inhuman punishment by the whipping bosses of '.he
turpentine, phosphate, and lumber camps are recorded. This cruel
treatment of prisoners ended with the notorious Martin Taber case.
Taber, a young prisoner convicted of stealing a ride on a freight train,
was leased to a lumber company. He died as a result of the brutal
treatment of the lumber company boss. The public was shocked and an-
gered by this event and other cases of cruelty and demanded the discon-
tinuation c: the practice of leasing prisoners.

Because prisoners were no longer leased, the state prison at Raiford,
Florida, became overcrowded. This overcrowding, in turn, led to the
pardoning of some prisoners. A pardon is the unconditional release of a
prisoner granted only by the governor and the cabinet following their
review of new evidence or some change in the circumstances of the pri-
soner. (Presently, this board is called the Clemency Board.) 'Me Par-
don Board was created by the 1885 State Constitution and was made up
of the governor and his cabinet. The Pardon Board often had to con-
sider as many as 200 pardon applications in one day. Release proce-
dures were often hurried since these officiab were burdened by other
duties and were able to devote only a small part of their time to this
task. This situation often led to unfair release practices in which
prisoners with connections, money, powerful friends, or other influence
would be released while prisoners without influence would remain
imprisoned. As a result, the interesting career of the pardon specialists
developed. These men were hired to appear before the Parole Board
and present emotional pleas which were based on real or imagined cases
of family distress, hardship, illness, etc., in order to secure a prisoner's
release.

These abuses and other weaknesses of the pardon system led to the
formation of the Florida Probation Association in the mid-1930s. The

leased: rented or hired by contract.
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association was made up of men and women who wished to improve the
penal system in Florida. Through the efforts of this association, an
amendment to the state constitution was approved in 1940 which autho-
rized the legislature to create the Pa-ole and Probation Commission.
The first commission, which had three members, was appointed in 1941.
These appointments were made on the basis of high placement on a
statewide merit examination (288 applicants took this examination) and
also on the basis of the candidates' special laiowledge and experience in
the administration of criminal justice. This was the first time in iite
history of the United States that a parole commission was ram., 1
largely on the consideration of a merit examination. The commission
grew to contain five members and had responsibility not only for all
parole decisiom but also for the parole field staff which supervised
released prisoners.

_ nt tion of the Florida Parole and Probation System

As you learned in a previous section, the state legislature passed bills in
1975 which reorganized the functions of the correction system in
Florida. Some of the changes introduced by the Correctional Organiza-
tional Act involved the Parole and Probation Commission as well as the
Department of Corrections. The commission was expanded to seven
members and is presently responsible for all parole decisions in the
state. Although probation is part of its title, the commission does not
consider the probation of offenders. (That must be determined by the
court.) Furthermore, the supervision and administration of both parole
and probation is now the responsibility of the Department of Corrections.

Within the Department of Corrections, the office called Probation and
Parole Services Program coordinates those services on a statewide
basis. However, the administrative responsibilities for all facilities and
probation and parole services are handled by the five regional (local) of-
fices of the department. In the reorganization of 1975, the legislature
intended that corrections should be managed locally, to take advantage
of community resources. This organization provides more efficient su-
pervision and management of parolees and probationers.

Probation and parole officers are responsible for the supervision of pro-
bationers and parolees who have been convicted of felony offenses.
Their other duties, which will be described later, include presentence
investigations and court appearances.

Current Release Procedures in Florida

As our population grows, our prison population also increases, especially
in Florida which has one of the most rapid growth rates in the nation.
Rather than imprison more and more people, the Florida corrections
system has been expanding its community-based correctional programs,
particularly for minor or first-time offenders. In addition, since most
of those in prison eventually return to society, rehabilitation of the pri-
soner is necessary for the welfare of society. In the long run, it costs
less to rehabilitate prisoners than to have them return to a life of crime
once they are released.,
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Probation and parole are essential keys to rehabilitation, since release
procedures give the offender an opportunity to learn how to function
successfully in his/her community.

According to the state Department of Corrections, the objectives of the
release programs of probation and parole are:

1. to provide guidelines and controls for the offender consistent with
community safety

2. to provide the probationer or parolee opportunities for rehabilitat on
by coordinating community resources

3. to reduce the probability of a relapse into criminal behavior.

Probation: An Alternative to Imprisonment.
The following is the definition of probation, according to the state
Department of Corrections:

"An alternative sentence by the courtinstead of imprisonment
whereby select felony offenders are placed under community
supervision of the Department of Corrections subject to the conditions
and terms established by the court."

When an individual commits a felony offense and guilt is established,
the judge must decide what is to be done with the offender. The deci-
sion is not a simple one. Naturally, the first concern of tile judge is to
uphold the law and protect society. Protection of society not only in-
volves eliminating any possible threat posed by the offender, but also
preventing the reappearance of the threat. To make this decision, the
judge must consider the offender as well as the offense. What can be
done to discourage or prevent the individual from committing future
crimes? What can be done to help this person lead a productive and
law-abiding life?

Basically, the courts have three choices for sentencing a felon: impri-
sonment, fine, and/or probation. Imprisonment is the most extreme of
the three, and it is also the most expensive. Most judges try to consider
ways to avoid using it without endangering society. Does the offender
need to be isolated from society at such a high cost to the taxpayers?
(In 1982-$3, the approximate cost per prisoner per day was $21.00.) Is
the offender always so much of a threat that s(he) cannot be accommo-
dated within the community?

Requiring the payment of a fine is an appropriate tool of the court when
it is determined that the offender will probably not commit future
crimes but needs to be mildly punished for his/her offense.

Probation is the alternative chosen by the court for most o, -nders who
can be returned to the community but who still require supervision.
Probation serves two purposes. First, the community is protected if the
supervision is effective. The probation officer monitors the offender's
activities through contacts with employers, relatives, teachers, volun-
teers, and other persons who are in contact with the offender.

Second, probation serves as the primary tool for the rehabilitation of
offenders. Most professinnaLs working in criminal rehabilitation agree
that it is extremely difficult to rehabilitat: a person by placing that
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person in a separate society behind bars. Prison society is totally dif-
ferent from that of the local community. When placed in prison, an in-
mate learns how to function within that society, but not in a free one.

Prison, in fact, often makes rehabilitation much more difficult. By
allowing the offender to stay in the community, s(he) can be assisted in
establishing a law-abiding life within the community.

While on probation, the offender must respect certain conditions for the
duration of the sentence. These conditions may prohibit certain actions
and require others. For example, the offender may be prohibited from
associating with certain people, possessing firearms, going certain
places, or leaving town. The offender may be required to attend voca-
tional school, search for employment, or complete a drug rehabilitation
program. If such conditions are violated during the term of probation,
the offender may have to appear in court again and could be imprisoned.

Theo le: A Bridge to Freedom.
The following is the definition of parole according to the state Dep
ment of Corrections:

"The early release of the offender from prison by the Parole and Proba-
tion Commission to community supervision under the jurisdiction of the
Department of Corrections. Conditions and term of supervWon are es-
tablished by the commission."

Parole is the supervised release of offenders from a correctional insti-
tution. The offender is returned to the community, looks for employ-
ment, and begins to live a somewhat normal life, with a few restric-
tions. Usually, parole is granted to felons (those who have committed
serious crimes and have a sentence of at least a year).

In the course of a felon's trial and sentencing, the judge decided that
imprisonment was necessary. Perhaps probation would have been inade-
quate for the offense, and the offender would i3ave lacked respect for
the correctional system. Yet while the prisoner is incarcerated, s(he)
should have some hope of early release, and his/her willingness to re-
form should be encouraged and rewarded. Parole offers the possibility
of a path back to free society, provided the prisoner genuinely shows a
positive behavioral change.

In addition to rewarding prisoners for good conduct and relieving over-
crowding in prisons, parole should serve to help the offender bridge the
gap between life within prison walls and life outside. Parole is designed
to return a person to a more normal community on the outside as
quickly as the offender is able to function as a law-abiding member of
society, and no longer poses a danger to the community.

The decision to parole an inmate is the responsibility of the Parole and
Probation Commission, which was described earlier. The commission is
presently a seven person panel, which is appointed by the governor and
approved by the cabinet.

imprisoned.
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The parole decisions are based upon an objective analysis of each indi-
vidual with careful consideration given to the risk that the prospective
parolee may pose to the community if released before expiration of the
prison term. These decisions are made with the realization that 98 per-
cent of all inmates will eventually be returned to the community.

Should they be released before the end of their sentences in order to
take advantage of a period of parole supervision? If rehabilitation ef-
forts are successful, then long-term protection can be provided to soci-
ety. On the other hand, if the wrong decision is made, there is the risk
that the parolee may again commit a crime. If this happens, the entire
philosophy of parole is questioned by both government officials and the
general public. Unfortunately, considering the number of persons
involved, mistakes are occasionally made. However, if prisoners are re-
leased only when their sentences terminate, the opportunity to aid and
supervise the former inmate is lost. Since no provisions for supervision,
job assistance, counseling, treatment, etc., is made in this situation, the
former prisoners are on their own. Which way is most beneficial to
society?

The Parole Proce-ss.
STEP 1: The parole process in Florida begins with the preparation of

a complete presentenee investigation of the offender's back-
ground and history done by the field staff (a parole and pro-
bation officer) before sentencing. This report provides the
commission and prison officials with a composite of the of-
fender's prior record, the circumstances of the present of-
fense, an employment history, hisTher reputation, social
background, family history, medical Emd psychiatric evalua-
tions, education, and so on. The commission uses this report
to decide whether to grant parole, and if it is granted, under
which restrictions and requirements.

STEP 2:

STEP 3:

Parole eligibility interviews are conducted regularly so that
no one will be overlooked. Each inmate's case is studied and
reviewed for possible parole release, and that information is
updated on a regular basis. Interviews, which are conducted
by a staff of commission parole examiners, begin within six
months for inmates who have received a sentence of five
years or less, and within one year for those who have re-
ceived a sentence of five years or more. Thereafter, in-
mates are interviewed at least annually. Under Florida law,
inmates are eligible for parole the very day that they begin
their sentences unless otherwise exempted.

The parole decision is then made by the Parole and Proba-
tion Commission. The commission meets regularly to decide
whether offenders throughout the state system should be
paroled. The commission carefully analyzes the presentence
investigative reports, the interview reports, and the recom-
mendations of the parole and probation officers. To make
its decis:on, the commission has adopted 14 criteria by
which an inmate is considered for parole. These are:

com te: something which has several parts or sections.
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1. The prisoner's personality, including his maturity, sta-
bility, sense of responsibility, and any aspect of his per-
sonality which may promote or hinder his conformity to
laws.

2. The prisoner's ability and readiness to assume obliga-
tions and to undertake responsibilities.

3. The prisoner's family status and whether he has either
relatives who display an interest in him or other close
and constructive associations in the community.

4. The prisoner's employment history, his occupational
skills, and the stability of his past employment.

5. The prisoner's attitude toward law and authority.

6. The prisoner's conduct and attitude during any previous
experience of probation or parole and how recent each
experience has been.

7. The prisoner's attitude toward people.

8. Observations of the court officials, law enforcement of-
ficials, and other interested community members.

9. The type of crime(s) and extenuating circumstances for
which the prisoner was imprisoned.

10. The prisoner's prior criminal record, including its nature
and circumstances, how recent it was, and the fre-,quency of previous offenses.

Ii. The prisoner's past use of narcotics or past habitual use
of alcohol.

12. The type of residence, neighborhood, or community in
which the inmate plans to live.

13. The adequacy of the prisoner parole plan as well as
other factors.

14. The prisoner's conduct in the institution, particularly in-
cluding whether he has taken advantage of the oppor-
tunities for self-improvement offered by the institu-
tional programs.

STEP 4: If the Commission decides that the offender should be pa-
roled, the next step is to establish the conditions of parole
for the parolee. Similar to probation, there are require-
ments and restrictions for the parolee. Regular reporting to
the parole officer is usually required, and restrictions which
limit activities and associations are included.

4
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STEP 5:

STEP 6:

The parolee is assigned to the supervision of a parole and
probation officer. This officer is part of the Department of
Corrections network and is often called a field worker, since
the parolee is in direct contact with the officer in the field.
More will be said about the specific duties of the officer in
the next section.

If during the term of the sentence, the parolee violates pa-
role in a serious way, the case may be referred back to the
commission where the choice of imprisonment or parole is
reconsidered for that individual. In the majority of cases,
the parolee completes his/her sentence satisfactorily and is
released from supervision.

ipervision: The Role of the Probation and PELrole Officer.
In both probation and parole programs, the offender is placed under the
supervision of a probation and parole officer who works for the
Department of Corrections. This officer is important in aiding the
offender to overcome problems and to adjust to society. The job is not
an easy one and requires certain professional skills.

The probation and parole officer plays a dual role: to protect society
from any new offense and to aid the offender in becoming rehabilitated.
In guiding the offender toward rehabilitation, the officer knows which
community resources will help the offender the most. The officer 1Ln Ica
the offender with the appropriate resources of the community. Figure
D-1 illustrates the ideal relationship between offender, officer, and
community. Over a period of time, one offender may have to use
several community resources but, by the time his/her term of parole or
probation is complete, these services should not be necessary.

The success of comnnnu -based corrections depends upon the skill of
the officer in matching the offender with community programs.

In addition to the important roles of supervision and guidance, the offi-
cer is often required to do other activities as well. One duty is to write
reports concerning offenders which will be used either by the judge or
by the Parole and Probation Commission in making their decisions. The
presentence investigation and report is requested by the court at the
time the offender's guilt has been established, but before sentencing has
taken place. This report includes background information on the of-
fender such as academic history, employment records, family and peer
relationships, previous offenses, and so on. Such information is re-
stricted to established records in order to protect the offender from
heresay, rumors, unfounded stories, etc. The report is then used by the
judge to determine the appropriate sentence. 'mother report which the
officer may be asked to write is a preparole report. For this report, the
officer checks the situation facing the parolee once s(he) is released,
including employment, residence, and support available from friends and
family. This report is part of the information used by the Commission
in making its decision concerning -aarole. An officer may have six or
seven such investigations and reports to complete per month.

community-based corrections: correction of the offender while s(he) is
living in the community rather than in prison.
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Summanr

An officer may also be required to attend court sessions and parole
hearings as a representative of the Department of Corrections. An of-
ficer may have to give testimony at violation hearings. Also, an officer
prepares affidavits and warrants, parole warrant requests, and recom-
mendations to the Parole and Probation Commission. Appropriate rec-
ords and reports must always be maintained.

If necessary, the officer also has the power of arrest if parole or proba-
tion has been violated and a crime has been committed.

Because of the professional level of skills involved, the probation and
parole officer is required to have a bachelor's degree in a field such as
criminology, counseling, or psychology. A criminology student may
have had the opportunity to intern with a probation and parole officer.

In addition to academic background, the suitability of the officer is
evaluated on the basis of experience, personal integrity, social stability,
anc the ability to perform under stress. In general, men and women of-
ficers are assigned all types of offenders in rotation.

Current Offenders in the Florida System*

Incarcerated offenders: 27,717
Offenders on probation or parole: 65,617
Cost of incarceration per offender per day: $ 20.88
Cost of parole and probation supervision per day: $ 1.51

* Florida Department of Corrections, Annual Re ort 1982-83
(Tallahassee, Fla., 1984).

Do we need such alternatives to imprisonment as parole and probation?
The following are some of the reasons these programs are continued:

1 Overcrowded jails and prisons cannot legally or physically support
more prisoners.

2. Imprisonment is more costly.

3. The adjustment to society is more effective when the individual par-
ticipates in society.

4. The resources of society with guidance and cou--.eling of the parole
and probation officer can help the offender.

5. Supervision of the offender protects society.

6. Parole and probation are not as discouraging to the prisoner as in-
carceration and may provide the hope that problems can be solved.

affidavits: legally sworn statements.
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The goals of probation and parole are to provide enough supervision of
the offender that society is protected and to give guidance to the of-
fender so that s(he) becomes self-sufficient and able to function suc-
cessfully in society, without relapsing into criminal behavior. Figure
D-2 illustrates the route of the offender through the correctional proce-
dures to final release.

Now complete the review questioI followtng diagrams d
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Review Qu

Write your answers on a separate sheet of pape

1. Imagine you are a lawyer appearing before a judge. You believe
that the prisoner you represent should receive a term of probation
instead of a prison sentence. Briefly, list five or six advantages of
probation that you could mention.

t diagram D-2 presented Ln the summary on the
aiwer ons 2-8.

2. List four times when the offender or suspect can be released with-
out supervision. (Hint: look for the symbol shown below; then note
what events occur before release.)

3. Match the decision with the decision-maker(s). (Hint: notice the
symbol shown below; and to what diamond it is attached.) Write
the decision-m er(s)' number next to the letter for the decision.

Decision

a. probation or imprisonment
of offender

b. parole of offender
c. offender keeping terms

of parole
d. offender keeping terms

of probation

Deckfion-maker(s)

(1) probation and parole
officer

(2) judge
(3) Parole and Probation

Commission

4 When an offender is awarded probation, what two events follow?
(Hint: notice the squares on the chart.)

5. When an offender is awarded parole, what two events will follow?

6. If the terms of probation are not kept, what will occur next?

7. If terms of parole are not kept, what occurs next?

8. If the offender is not given probation, what will happen?

9. List two differences between probation and parole.

10. List two similarities between probation and parole.
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Whieri %tate was the first tc=? use probe:ion?

a. Massachusetts
b. PlOr ids
C. New York
d. Nexr Jorsey

12. Whicii Was the sour a of pa-ole?

a,. Pennsylvania system of i=lenitence
b. Walnut Street jail
c. Beatonshoemaker superwising drunk offenders
d. tieketsof leave

13. List foltrcornmunity resoures or programs which the probationer
or paroleemay be required -to use as part of hisTher terms of probe-
tion/pat-ele,

14. When prisoner eligible f-sor parole in Florida?

a. after serving two years
b. after serving one month
e. the dayirnprisonrnentbgins
d. after one year

15. Write a brief definition of eii.ch of these terms as they were used in
the tegt2

post Lull
to lease
to incarcerate
comPosite
affidavIt
pardon

16. What are three advantages calif paroling a prisoner over having the
sentence completed in priso?

17. Which Of the foil° ing state Tnents about the early Florida Pardon
Board is nottrue?

a. createdby the 1885 Stat Constitution
b. made up of the governor and his cabinet
c. practices of release wer fair and just
d. people with influence sto-od the best chance of release

18. What is the main disadvantase which a judge must consider con-
cerning probation?

19. What are three responsibi1itis of the Parole and Probation
Cornmission?

20. What are the main duties of -the probation and parole officer?
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21. Why is a probation and parole officer considered a linker?

-th
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BlocK 1SI: -7. Corrections
Unit 'eTtail. Operations and freatmeni

Ask your inftStructor for the pretest for this unit 13). Alter you m-
plete t1i lftetest, your instructor will let you know whether to studythis skit, G. skip some part of it, or to take the posttest.
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The pimpose of thi unit is to expose you to the wide variety of situa-
tions faced by the _jail officer, as well as some time-tested techniques
for handling typioa___ 1 situations and problems which occur in a jail set-
ting.

The topics of this =nit include admissions and release procedures, con-
trol and security, &---_-_-upervision, discipline, and the variety of treatment
programs which provided to assist in the rehabilitation of prisoners.

The arrangement o -1 this unit differs from most of the other units. On
the following page, note that for each topic there is a list of objec-
tives. Next to eae1M-1 objective, you will find page numbers for required
reading. These Del=es tell you the material you should study for each
objective. Most of the readings are found in a set of six books called
Jail Ope ratiorw. Crheck with your instructor for copies of these books.
Study- lthe paw carefully, since your posttest is based on the infor-
mation found on thermese pages. You may find it interesting to read other
pages as well.

After finishing the required reading, try the review questions. If you
miss any questions, you should refer back to the appropriate pages indi-
cated in the chatt ti_nd study them again.

When you feel Yoil Inhave studied and reviewed the materials sufficiently,
ask your instructor to give you the posttest.
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After completing the required reading listed in the right-hand column,
you should be able to do the objectives given on the left-hand side of
the chart.

Adnussiona

Objectives for topic:
1. Identify the types of officers

who bring prisoners to jail for
commitment.

Book 2: Jail Ope a ions,
pp. 3-4

2. Identify the items that each
of these officers should cheek
before accepting custody rif
the prisoner.

pp. 5-14, 19, 21-25

3. State what the jail officer is
to do if the prisoner is young
or sick.

pp. 35, 37, 40, 47-50, 91
Book 6: S ecial Prisoners
pp. 3-10

4. Identify satisfactory descrip-
tions of articles taken from
prisoners at the time of
admittance.

Book 2: Jail Operations
pp. 51-56, 93

Control and Security Readi

Objectives for topk
1. Define contraband and give

examples.
Book 2: Jail Operations,
p. 59

2. Distinguish between a strip
search and a frisk search and
state the reasons for each.

pp. 65, 115

3 List the appropriate steps for pp. 93-95, 81-82
conducting a strip search.

4. Identify other security mea-
sures which are used in jails. 165-166, 169

pp. 138-143, 155-157,

*Alice Howard Blumer Jail Operations, 6 vols. (Washington, D.C.. U.S.
Government Printing Office, n.d.V
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Objectives for topic:
1. Identify the results of good

prison supervision and the
results Of poor supervision.

2. State at least three things a
jail officer can do to insure
that tasks will be done properly
by prisoners.

pp. 6-10

3. Identify at least four kinds
of behavior to avoid in
order to maintain authority
over prisoners.

pp. 27-32

4. Identify at least four items to
consider about a prisoner when
s(he) is being considered for
trusty status.

pp. 107-112

5. Identify which tasks are appro-
priate for a trusty, and state
wizen supervision of these
tasks is necessary.

pp. 113-117
Book 2: Jail Operations,
pri. 173-174-

6. List at least four rules which pp. 189-194
should be observed when escort-

.

ing a prisoner outside the jail.
Dis

Objectives for topic:
1. Sta',.e the difference between

discipline and punishment.
Book 5: Discipjn,
pp. 1-

2. Distinguish between examples of
prisoner behavior whieh should
be disciplined and those which
should be punished.

pp. 2-5

Differentiate between formal
and informal e:Iciplinary mea-
sures indicating when each
is appropriate.

pp. 4-24

4. State two principles for
handling violent inmates.

pp. 29-32
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men am.

Objectives for topic:
1. IdenLify the main types of

treatment programs which are
available in state prisons.

Student Guide, this uni
"Treatment Programs"

2. Identify the types of health
treatment which are available
to inmates of state prisons.

Student Guide, this unit,
"Treatment Programs"

Objectives for topic:
1. Define the different kinds of

legal releases of prisoners.
Book 2: Jail Operations,,
pp. 97-99

2. List the steps an officer
should take to confirm a
telephoned release order.

p. 100

3. Identify proper procedures for
prisoner release including pri-
soner identification, return of
personal property, and release
orders.

pp. 101, 103, 105,
107-109, 111

ens and Treatment Pro



Academie Educati

Vocal

When probation and parole were discussed in a previous unit, you
learned about the various kimds of community treatment and correc-
tional programs. We will now look at some similar programs within the
prison system itself.

Since rehabilitation is the final goal of the correctional sys em, we will
look at some of the kinds of programs and treatment available.

Although the causes of criminal behavior are complex, many persons
commit crimes because they do not know how to function in society.
They often lack education, job skills, and social skills: they may be
physically or mentally ill. Therefore prison programs should seek to
correct an individual's deficiencies. itograms to assist inmates to bet-
ter themselves include education, vocational training, counseling, and
medical services.

There are many reasons why a person resorts to crime. Some reaso
such as economic pressures, may be rooted in society itself. Some may
come from within the person, who may be lacking in psychological and
emotional well-being. Whatever the cause, the prison treatment pro-
grams attempt to provide whatever is necessary for that person to
achieve rehabilitation.

Mere are five main kinds of rehabilitation or treatment programs which
may be available to a prisoner:

academic education
vocational traini
industry programs
social improvement programs
medical and psychological programs

Let us briefly look at each of these programs.

It is true that a majority of prisoners have not completed eighth grade
and many do not have basic skills. Educational programs in prison assist
an inmate in obtaining an education that ranges from basic literacy
skills through college-level courses. The prisoner's educational level is
established by a series of tests when s(he) first enters the institution;
s(he) is then encouraged to enroll in school. Many prisoners are able to
earn at least the GED (high school equivalency certificate).

The Department of Corrections has set up special vocational training
facilities in some areas; other programs are conducted by the commu-
nity college in the area. Instructors come to the major institutions on a
daily basis to teach. Some of the programs available are:
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Correction II Irbdustries

Social

Medical

1. electrical
2. electric motor rewind
3. plumbing
4. small engine repair
5. refrigeration
6. air conditioning
7. carpentry
8. masonry
9. horticulture

10. sheet metal

11. drafting
12. appliance repair
13. beautician
14. keypunch operator
15. computer operator
16. auto body repair
17. painting
18. cook and bakery
19. welding

Throughout the state of Florida, there are presently 55 industry opera-
tions. The purpose of these programs is to provide work training for the
inmates, to produce goods and services, eritd to earn income. The in-
come derived from these programs is turned over to the Department of
Corrections, the state, or to crime victims. The skills learned by in-
mates will often assist them to find employment after their release.
Some of these programs include:

1. license plate and decal plants
2. metal furniture
3. produce farming
4. beef and dairy far
5. swine farming
6. timber production
7. poultry farming

nal Tmprovement

8. concrete block, post, and
pipe plants

9. brick plant
10. printing plant
11. clothing and shoe factories
12. cleaners and soap factories

There are many programs to assist inmates in the improvement of their
social skills, and counseling is available in personal and vocational
areas. These include:

1. religious activities 4. personal counseling
2. Alcoholics knonymous 5. vocational counseling
3. drug treatment programs 6_ educational counseling

:_tment Prrams

Inmate health care needs, both physical and mental, are a top priority in
the correctional system. The Florida Reception and Medical Center at
Lake Butler, Florida, uses a team of persons to analyze and work with
each new inmate using several diagnostic techniques, such as social in-
vestigation, medical and dental processing, psychological testing and
counseling, educational testing and counseling, and religious and
recreational studies.

These classification teams then make extensive program recommenda-
tions in areas such as custody, assignment, supervision, academic and
vocational education, work areas, counseling, alcohol Euid drug treat-
ment, and medical, dental, psychological, and psychiatric needs.
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Stinimay

Wahl 1:11iT~h permits team members to devote as much time as
:Aleoessary to ea4leinmate, adjusting the classification period as re-
gal-1 'Ill.!, old =Med, assembly-line system of classification has been

4ith attempt to match the appropriate programs to each
intT ate.

addit to tse initial medical analyses and routine services, there
ar- ,-tsions when jail personnel must be alert to ernergeacy medical
problems such. as drug overdose and alcoholic intoxication, diabetic
iomplicatitAs, epileptic seizure, heart attacks, appendicitis, cessation
of lava/OW*1V and/or heart functions, and psychiatric problems. Also, in
some eNinfitS, prisoners have been known to fake illness for attention, for
dietftetiion, or just for their entertainment. Prison personnel should be
awfare riat the possibilities of real and faked emergencies.

Xtiented Study: Book 6: Special Prisoners, of the Jail Operations
!by the federal Bureau of Prisons.

RehabilitatIon of the offender is one of the primary goaLs of the correc-
tions system. An offender may have access to academic education,
vocational training, industrial programs, social skills improvement pro-
grams, and medical treatment, all of which are intended to improve the
offender's chances for rehabilitation. The offender may also be given a
variety of medical, psychological, and educational tests as well as
counseling. These evaluations aizist in determining what the indivi-
dual's major problems are and how they can be overcome to better
his/her chances of a successful return to society.

Now complete the review questio the n-



Re _ew

Write wers on a separate sheet of paper.

When you have read the pages indicated in the matrix, and feel you
know the material, answer the following questions: Try to do so without
looking at the books.

Indicate the documents which a jail officer should eheck for each
officer (1-4) who torinp prisoners to Ian for commitment. Each officer
will have more than one document cheeiced. Write the letter of the
documents next to the officer number on your paper.

Offieers

1. local law enforcement officer

2. law enforcement officer from
another state

3. U. S. marshal

4. parole and proba ion officer

Documents

a. official identification
b, business card
c. legal papers with charge

against priscrner signed
by judge or governor

d. commitment paper signed by
escorting officer

e. commitment paper signed by
arresting officer

f. proper form required by ju-
risdiction with signature of
the marshal

g. official paper authorizing
commitment

5. If a prisoner to be admitted is obviously ill, the best action for the
ail officer to take would be to:

a. proceed with admittance; then consult a doctor.
b. consult a doctor; then proceed with admittance .
c. proceed with admittance; place prisoner in nearby cell and watch

him/her.
d. place prisoner in a cell with other prisoners; request that they

wateh him/her.

6. To avoid being accused of having switched the' personal property of a
prisoner, the jail officer should make a list of all items at the time
of admiss;on and include three kinds of information. What are they?

What are the three main phases of the strip search?

8. There are several important security measures, other than body
seerehes, which must be done in a jaiL List four such measures.
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9. Which of the following will help pr soners complete their t
requested? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. Make clear exactly what the prisoner is to do.
b. Whlle the prisoner is working, check to be sure the work is being

done correctly.
c. Teach how to do the job correctly, if necessary.
d. Always assign the work to more experienced prisoners.

10. A jail officer should not:

a. give informal advice about marriage problems to the prisoner.
b. give clear orders on work tasks.
c. ask if the prisoner knows how to do a job.
d. listen to a prisoner sympathetically following a court

appearance.

11. Complete the following sentence concerning trusty tasks: "The
trusty must be closely supervised for tasks which affect

Teaching or training the prisoner is the main goal of
discipline.

a. unusual
b. formal
c. harsh
d. informal

a. Unusual
b. Formal
c. Harsh
d. Informal

discipline should be tried first with a prisoner, if

14 discipline often involves talks with the prisoner;
discipline involves writing a report to the adminis-

tration. (Give two short answers.)

15. If a prisoner becomes violent, list the two principles the jail officer
should remember for subduing the prisoner.

16. Give a brief definition of the following kinds of re ase:

a. release to a detainer
b. posting bail

17. List thTee appropriate ways to check a prisoner's identification at
the time s(he) is to be released.
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18. The first step when returning a prisoner's personal prope
to

yis

Cheek your answers with the correct ones proldded in the arwwer key.
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Block III: Corrections
Unit F: Juvenile Corrections
Section 1: Juvenile Corrections Background

Ask your
complete the pre
this section, to

for the pretest for thki section (M: F-1). Alter you
t, your instructor will let you know whether to
some part of it, or to take the poettest.
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There have been two major tendencies in the history of corrections: to
punish or to rehabilitate the lawbreaker. Much of juvenile corrections
shares that history. In fact, it was mentioned in an earlier section (LI:
D-1) that child and adult offenders were treated the same in earlier
times. One of the major goals of the early prison reformers and the so-
called "child savers" was the separation of children from adults, both
during the trial proceduies and in the kinds of corrections used.

Much of what you have read about the history of juvenile justice and the
juvenile court dystem (ID D-1) is true for juvenile corrections as well.
The British philosophy of parespatri, where the court takes respon-
sibility for the welfare and correct on of the wayward child, led to the
separation of children from adults in corrections. As we have seen, this
social work corrections approach was sometimes too demanding for an
individual judge to carry out adequately. Also, the informal court pro-
cedures led to abuses of children's rights.

In the 1970s and continuing to the present, concern for the individual
and emphasis on rehabilitation have dominated juvenile corrections and
led to many changes. In this first section we will look at some general
characteristics of juvenile corrections, and then the second section will
focus on specific correctional programs in Florida.
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Knowledge Objectives

Upon completion of this section you should be able to do the following
on a written test:

1 Identify the main charc.oteristies of juvenile corrections and explain
how they 4:15.ffer from those of adult corrections.

2. Identify the historical relationship between the juvenile court sys-
tem and juvenile corrections.

3. Identify differences between formal and informal corrections.

aid Or define these concepts-related tO juvenile corrections:

reStitntiOn'''
cornmunitysed corrections
halfv4qhbUses
Wildbfnesi -camps
*reSidehtial institutions-

f
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Zwenile Correeti-

Some Characterties of Juvenile Carrecti

und

The term "corrections" implies treatment and rehabilitation rather than
punishment or retribution. Traditionally, our society has been opti-
mistic about the potential for success in rehabilitating young people
before their criminal behavior becomes a habit. We will discuss four
main characteristics of the juvenile corrections system which separate
it from adult corrections.

Goal of Rehabilitation

One of the main characteristics of juvenile corrections is more toler-
ance toward the young offender. The focus and effort is on rehabilita-
tion and giving the child another chance. Although punishment for the
adult offender has become stricter as crime increases, the corrections
system is still patient with the young lawbreaker, especially first-time
offenders.

Use of the Social Services Departmen

Another important characteristic of juvenile corrections is that many
juvenile correctional activities are now handled by a social services
agency of state government rather than the. judicial branch or the De-

trnent of Corrections (as with adults). Me report of the 1967 Presi-
dent's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Jus-
tice recommended the establishment of youth services bureaus offering
a wide range of services. Many states have established these services
so that social, economic, and individual concerns can be taken into ac-
count in juvenile justice cases. This places importance on finding and
treating the causes for a child's misbehavior. Instead of going through
formal court proceedings, a juvenile offender may take part in treat-
ment programs, counseling, work assignments, and so on.

Protection of the Individual

A third characteristic is the effort to protect the juvenile offender, es-
pecially a first-time offender, from lasting damage. For example, when
the judge finds that the juvenile has committed a delinquent act, the
conviction is not recorded as in the adult criminal court, and thus the
child does not have a record. The child's name is kept out of the news
media and, if necessary, hearings may be closed by the judge to protect
the child. If the child appeals his/her case, only the child's initials are
used in addition, commitment to a full-time residential facility, such
as a training school, is the last option considered for disposition. Social
service authorities think it is better for a child to remain in a familiar
environment if possible; for that reason, a program of community-based
corrections (probation) is the first choice. Even when juveniles are
found guilty of a serious crime in t',3adult criminal court system, cor-
rections preference is to keep them separated from older offenders,
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mainly to protect them physically. In contrast, the adult offender is not
given so many options and is often considered dangerous to society;
s(he) will more often be imprisoned, especially for repeat offenses.

Role of the Juvenile Ccert

Another characteristic concerns the role of the court in corrections. In
the adult criminal justice system, the suspect is not punished (or
treated) until s(he) is found guilty during the court process. There is a
clear separation between court and corrections processes in the adult
system. Juvenile corrections programs, however, are not so clearly
separated from the judicial process. Remember from your reading of
the history of juvenile courts (II: D-1) that formerly children could be
taken away from their families by order of the courts to be "corrected"
before they had committed any crime. This approach to corrections
was an extreme application of parens patriae, the philosophy that the
government is responsible for the welfare of its citizens. Some judges
interpreted this philosophy to mean they could decide what was best for
the young people.

Reactions to the overly protective court included a series of Supreme
Court decisions which strengthened the rights of accused juveniles in
court and change1 the role of corrections. The juvenile court judge
today often has the role of overseeing correctional plans for juvenile
offenders but is no longer the only person who decides exactly what
happens to them. In most states, treatment programs, counseling, and
trainirig programs are now operated by a government social services
agency and often begin before formal court hearings. in fact, the of-
fender may avoid formal court procedures altogether.

Informal Corrections

The informal correctional process for juvenile offenders is spread out
and, to a large extent, undocumented. The official number of arrests
and court hearings, formal commitments, or official dispositions repre-
sent a small part of those youths involved in serious acts of delinquency
or crime. The juvenile corrections process includes informal action
taken by teachers, parents, police officers, churches, private and public
social services, and schoo. For example, many schools offer a class in
"special instruction" which emphasizes acceptable lawful behavior in
our society. Many police officers run informal probation and disciplin-
ary programs similar to the plea-bargaining processes in adult criminal
cases. These alternatives help avoid the serious court overload which
would result if all accused juveniles came through the court system.
The social services department of today's state government often makes
correctional decisions, placing children in informal probation situations
such as community programs or weekend work programs. As a result,
an accurate count of how many children are in corrections programs for
their antisocial behavior may not be possible. Although the juvenile

guardi or partAe the counn9 3T-
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court system has outgrown the a. _.triaens concept, its influence is
still evident in these informal corrections processes.

Formal Correc

At the court hearing, when a juvenile offender has been found guilty of
a delinquent act, the judge chooses an appropriate corrections program
f or the juvenile. Formal corrections are those programs which follow
formal court procedures.

Juvenile corrections has taken an about-face in attitude since the last
century. Previously, authorities took children away from home environ-
ments which they suspected were harming the child. Today, the juve-
nile offender lives at home whenever possible and participates in com-
munity programs as part of his/her corrections treatment.

Many kinds of corrections programs have been tried. The main goal of
any program is, of course, to help juvenile offenders solve their prob-
lems so that they can live in and contribute to society.

Now we will look at three main types of formal correctio

1. Comm= -based correction& As often as pos, c judge will
assign the juvenile offender to a commu2ity-barad correctional pro-
gram similar to probation. The juvenile lives at home and has to
meet certain requirements. mis approach is preferred in formal
corrections, since the major goal is helping the child live acceptably
in the community. As with adult probation, the offender is assigned
to someone who cheeks on histher behavior. This person is a youth
services counselor from the social services department rather than a
probation and parole officer from the corrections department. The
counselor helps the juvenile fulfill obligations assigned by the judge
and acts as a friend.

As part of probation, a juvenile may be assigned to a work project or
community service project. These activities are often combined
with the requirement of restitution, so that, if possible, the juvenile
offender pays back the victim for loss or damage. If that is not pos-
sible, the juvenile pays back the community through volunteer ser-
vice work. Another kind of correction program is treatment or
counseling, to help the juvenile overcome problems such as drug ad-
diction or psychological disorders. A third.kind of community-based
activity for the juvenile offender is education and training. A juve-
nile may either continue at his/her school or be assigned some spe-
cific training or educational experience. In an experimental
program in Massachusetts, older juvenile offenders were sent to a
college campus instead of reform school. They were given spending
money and attended classes. College students received a small
salary to help them. The juvenile offenders adjusted well, and the
program was considered successful.

rest' - making up (paying) for loss or damage.

9
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These kinds of community-based olpgrams can be combined tc
establish the youthful offender's correctional plan. In most cases, an
essential key to the plan is the counselor. This counselor meets
regularly with the juvenile to encourage him/her to make progress
and to discourage the temptation to 'all back into old, less desirable
habits.

2. Halfway houses and wilderne ss camps. Sometimes a juvenile of-
fender needs more guidance and treatment than is provided by living
at home. Another alternative would be a place where the juvenile
can stay for a short while and possibly receive intensive treatment
services. Such facilities include halfway houses and group treatment
homes.

Another corrections alternative places the juvenile in an environ-
ment very different from home, often out of doors. Wilderness
camps, forestry camps, or training ships are examples of such pro-
grams; Homeward Bound is a specific example. In these small-group
programs, the juvenile can learn self-discipline, responsibility, and
cooperation with others as well as survival in the outdoors. These
programs may include a combination of work responsibilities, coun-
seling, therapy sessions, and vocational training.

3. Behind bars. The most serious correctional alternative for a juvenile
offender is being sentenced to a long-term residential institution run
by the state. These facilities include training camps, training
schools, state schools, secure detention facilities, and so on. Devel-
oped from the reform schools of the previous century, they are the
most secure form of incarceration and are used for those juveniles
who present serious discipline problems. They are usually structured
to provide educational and/or vocational training during the day with
secure dormitory facilities at night. The programs ideally include
counseEng, corrective therapy, vocational training, and recreation.
However, these schools are often not well-funded and are criticized
for being only "institutional warehouses." After the youngster's re-
lease, usually in about six months, s(he) often is assigned to a
community-based program where supervision continues.

Results of Corrections

We have discussed some of the experiments and programs which at-
tempt to improve juvenile corrections. Are any of these programs supe-
rior in helping strayed juveniles back to the preferred path of accept-
able behavior? One way to decide whether a program is successful or
not is to keep track of how many offenders completing the program re-
turn to crime (recidivrism).

The results of these programs vary. Some juvenile offenders have bene-
fitted from one kind of program, while others don't benefit from it at
all. But even for those who adjust to a particular program, the success
rate is not promising. So far, the percentage of those who stay out of
trouble is not much better than in the days of reform schools. Still,

recidiAszn: a tendency to retu n to,cripinal behavior.
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Summaxy

many of the correctional programs are providing mor tumane treat-
ment than in those earlier days. The variety of correctional programs
at least gives the juvenile offenders and their c Ise workers alternatives
to choose from in trying to find a program that works.

Four characteristics of the juvenile corrections system which distin-
guish it from adult corrections are shown in the chart below:

goal emphasized rehabilitation tends toward stricter
disposition

2. governmental social services,
depar tment welfare, health,
responsible etc.

judicial branch and/or
corrections department

3. attitude toward
individual and
society

protection of protection of society
individual and justice to individual

4. role of court minor role; court
may be avoided

usually no corrections
without court proceed-
ings

There are both informal and formal juvenile corrections procedures.
Informal correction includes actions taken by parents, teachers, and
religious leaders as well as social service departments and police
departments. Formal corrections occur in juvenile court proceedings
where the judge makes assignments to correctional programs.

Three broad kinds of correctional programs are described in this sec-
tion, ranging from community-based to full-time institutional care.
They are listed below with their identifying elements:

1. Commimity-based corrections

most preferred form of correction
opportunity for youngster to live at home
counselor or social worker assigned
restitution stressed
work project, treatment program, education/training

Hallway houses, camps, etc.

youngster is away from previous environment for a short time
often takes place in wilderness or outdoor environment
stress on self-discipline and cooperation with others
counseling, therapy, vocational training

4 01
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Residential

least preferred type of correction
full-time residence, considered long-term (six months or more)
primarily for juveniles with most serious problems
should provide training, counseling, and therapy

Now complete the review questions beginning on the next page-
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Review Questions (111: F-1)

answers on a separate sheet of paper.

I. List tlyee characteristics of juvenile corrections discusse
section which make it different from adult corrections.

2. Explain by giving examples what each of the abovP eteristics
means.

3. Which of the following sta ements is true concerning juvenile cor-
rections tri the past?

a. There was a clear separation between court and corrections
processes.

b. The influence of parensLpatriae was we
e. Corrections might occur be ore a youth committed any crime.
d. Judges had little to do with corrections.

For each of the following sentences, identify whether it is more typIcal
of formal (F) or informal (I) corrections. Write F or I by the number on
your paper to indicate your choice for 4-43

4. The judge decides on the correc :ons program.

5. Parents require better behavior from their children.

6. Schools have special instruction for children who are under-
socialized.

7. Juveniles who go through various pr cedures and participate in pro-
grams are carefully counted.

8. The police officer or the social services counselor recommen ar-ticipation in a drug treatment program.

Write a brief explimation of the terms below (9-13) and tell how each
relates to juvenile correctioas.

9. restitution

10. community-based corrections

11. halfway house

12. wilderness camp

13. residential institution

Check your answws with the correct ones provided in the answer key.
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Elock HI: Corrections
Unit F: Juvenile Corrections
Section 2: Florida Juvenile Corrections

Ask your instructor for the pretest for this section (n: F-2). After you
complete the pretest, your instructor will let you Mow whether to study
this section, to sidp some part of it, or to take the posttest.
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Introduction

In Section 1, you read about: (1) how general characteristics of juvenile
corrections make it different from adult corrections; (2) that not only
formal but also informal (nonjudicial) corrections are v idely used; and
(3) that nationwide, there is a large variety of corrections programs
that have been attempted for juvenile offenders.

In this section, we will look more specifically at Florida's juvenile cor-
rections programs. The ideal in any corrections program is to rehabili-
tate the offender so that s(he) no longer uses crime to solve personal
problems, to have a good time, to get even, to take a dare, or for any
other reason.

Florida is attempting to offer a wide variety of programs ranging from
tolerant to highly restrictive so that each juvenile offender is given the
most appropriate combination of treatment and sanction.

NOTE: If you have the diagram, "Flow through Florida Juvenile Justice
System" (111: D-2), page 48, you may find it helpful as you read this
section.
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Obiectii

Upon completion of this section, you should be able to do the following
on a written test:

1. State what JASP is and identify some of its characteristics.

2. Identify the difference betwPen nonjudicial and judicial handlings of
juvenile cases.

3. Identify the differences among the categories of formal corrections.

4. Distinguish among certafri Health and Rehabilitative Services (HRS)
corrections programs by their descriptions, characteristics, and
purposes.

5. Identify what the data indicate about recent trends in juvenile
corrections.

6. Identify three agencies having control over juvenile offenders and
tell which legislative chapters apply to each.

7. Use and define the following vocabulary words found in this section:

arbitrate/arbitrator
criterion/criteria
to diversify/diversified
furlough
to irinovate/innovative
petty larceny
to restrict/restrictive
sanction
vandalism
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Florida Juvenile

How do you think a 12-year-old caught shoplifting because of his
brother's dare should be corrected? What about a gang of kids who
burglarize a home in the neighborhood so they can have money for
drugs? And what about a 17-year-old who robs people in the street and
doesn't care if they get hurt? Should these juvenile offenders all betreated the same? Should efforts be made to determine if they have
personal problems? Should they be taken off the streets and locked up?
For every kind of crime, for every child, for every circumstance, there
might be a different answer. Let's look at some of the possible answersFlorida is testing in the area of juvenile corrections.

In Section 2 of Block U, Unit Li, on the juvenile court system you read
that there are many ways a juvenile offender can avoid entering thejuvenile justice system. These ways included:

the police department turning the juvenile over to his/her parents for
correction (decision point 1)
the Health and Rehabilitative Services (HRS) intake counselor recom-
mending a voluntary program in counseling or treatment (decisionpoint 3)
the state attorney deciding on counseling or treatment or dismissing
the case altogether (decision point 4).

These decisions are made before the offender appears in court and are,therefore, called nonjudicial handling& One could also consider them
Similar to informal corrections, as discussed in the section you just
covered.

Take the case of John and Bill,* two brothers aged 14 and 12, who wereout with their parents buying new clothes for school. While their
parents were in the boys' clothing section, John and Bill were looking atschool supplies. John suddenly grabbed a package of pencils and putthem in his bag. Then hi?. motioned for his younger brother to do thesame. As they casually moved away and left the store, the store secu-rity guard grabbed them and called the police. The parents were upset,saying that the boys had never caused any problems, and now they werein serious trouble. The boys thought they would have to go to jail.

Instead, however, the HRS counselor placed the boys in the Juvenile Al-ternative Services Program (JAM. This program, sponsored by the De-partment of HRS and operated by the University of West Florida and
other institutions, gives young offenders a second chance. If a child
completes the requirements of the program, the charges are dismissed.

Although the names have been changed, this sItLatIon was recentlydescribed in a newspaper article.
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The child does not have to appear in court and will not have a juvenile
court record. To go into JASP, however, the youth must take
responsibility for committing the offense. If the child insists that s(he)
is imocent the case then continues through the court process. JASP
most often deab with cases of retail theft, petty larceny, disorderly
conduct, amd

What kind of program is JASP, and what are some of its requirements?
After the juvenile is recommended for the program by the HRS intake
counselor, the juvenile may be assigmed to a volunteer trained as an
arbitrator. The arbitrator then meets with the young offender, his/her
parents, the victim, the law enforcement officer on the case, and any
witnesses. After hearing their comments, the arbitrator decides upon
the appropriate treatment for the offender. Two basic ideas of JASP
are (1) imposing sanctions appropriate to the offense and (2) encourag-
ing the offender to accept responsibility for his/her actions.

In many cases, the offender is required to make restitution, that is, pay
back the victim for damaged or stolen property. If monetary restitution
is not possible, the young offender may have to make up for his/her of-
fenses by working in the community. John and Bill worked 20 hours
picking up trash in the community park. They also took a class on law
enforcement where they had to write an essay about the effects of their
shoplifting on their family. Here is a part of John's essay:

"When I staid the things I stold I was very scared when the guy stopped
me and my brother in the hall. And when we got home, my mother and
father really let us have it.... And ws were grounded for about four
weeks. And I knew I hurt my mother and father real bad and I also told
them I would never do a thing like this again."

The arbitrator is often a volunteer from the community who has at-
tended JASP training sessions. The volunteer will spend about eight to
ten hours on each case, talking to the police, school personnel, and
others before meeting with the family. The arbitrator who worked with
John and Bill stated that "ninety-nine percent of the kids are real good
kids. If you can get through to them, you probably won't have problems
with them again."** He finds that often the kids have just made a poor
decision, reacting to peer pressure or the excitement of the moment.

* Nanci Hellrriich, "Juvenile Alternative Services Program," Cocoa
Beach Today, 6 November 1982, pp. 1D, 5D.

11* Ibid.

petty larceny: theft of small amounts.

vanda m: damage or destruction of property.

arbitrator: a neutral party who hears different sides in a conflict and
then decides how the conflict should be settled.

to arbitrate: to settle a conflic g a neutral party.
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As an example of a corrections alternative to the Juvenile court route,
the role of JASP is growing and now includes:

the family attending counseling qP-g9ions
participation in a drug treatment program
volunteer work in the community.

The youths and other family members as necessary are assigned tc these
alternatives. The offender and his/her parents participate voluntarily;
the court does not order them to do so. However, they are expected to
meet the requirements of their programs and report to the counselor.

Most such programs are short-term, 90 days or less. In return for meet-
ing these requirements, charges are dropped and the case is closed. If
requirements are not met, the case goes back on the court track.

Judicial Handlings Leading to Formal Corrections

Florida Statutes, Chapter 39, known as the "Florida Juvenile Justice
Act," initially established responsibility for handling juvenile correc-
tions. The act identified the roles of juvenile court, HR0), state attor-
ney, and law enforcement as those functions of the state which would
deal with juvenile cases. When the circumstances of a case are more
serious, the case continues to the next step of the juvenile justice
system, and the judge of the state circuit court, juvenile division,
becomes involved. These cases are considered judicial handlirgs and
often lead to formal corrections. These three broad categories of
formal corrections are discussed below:

1. community control (similar to probation)
2. commitment to HRS
3. adult sanctions through the Department of Correctioti

Community Ccatrol

Let's now look at an example given earlier, the group of youngsters
breaking into a home.

Terry's case had gone to court. He had been part of a gang of kids who
had committed several house and apartment break-ins. They were look-
ing mainly for jewelry, small appliances, and other items which they
hoped to sell quickly. Some of them then planned to buy drugs. At the
end of Terry's adjudicatory hearing, the judge said, "Well, Terry, all the
evidence seems to shnw that you went along with your friends when
they broke into the Jones home, damaging the sliding glass door, and
stealing some things. How do you feel about this?n

"I never thought of being caught," Terry replied. "This has sure been
scary. My parents are really mad at meI guess I don't blame them.

adjudicatory
pronounced.
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And I'm real sorry for the trouble I caused those people. Will I have to
go to jail now?"

"No, Terry, I don't think so. Since you said you only went with these
kids once and since you were the youngest of the crowd, we'd like to
give you another chance. I think you can change and not do that again.
What do you think?"

"I think so, too. I've learned my lesson. The older guys told me that
robbing would be easy, and we wouldn't get caught. They said they
thought Pd be too scared and chicken to do it. So I wanted to show
them ...."
The judge decided to "withhold adjudication of a delinquent act"* in
Terry's case. Instead, she placed him in a community control program
under the supervision of a counselor.

A community control program, much like probation for adults, is geared
to the juvenile and his/her situation. Tne child lives at home but has
certain restrictions and requirements. The program involves two parts:
sanctions (penalties) and rehabilitation.

Sanctions could include making restitution, abiding by a curfew, losing
one's driver's license, or participating in a community work program. In
a work program, the child works for the victim at a volunteer service
agency, nonprofit organization, or a branch of government doing tasks
such as raking leaves, washing police cars, and picking up trash. Chil-
dren can't be placed in dangerous jobslogging operations, for example.
Sanctions teach children that they must pay for their misbehavior.

Rehabilitation is a ehance to help a child if and when s(he) has personal
or social problems. Often rehabilitation includes '3ounseling sessions,
drug treatment programs, and safety or education programs.

Parents may also be involved in treatment programs or in paying resti-
tution. The HRS counselor works closely with the whole family to help
members meet the program requirements.

In Terry's case, the judge assigned him to a community control program
which consisted of the following parts:

restitution to the victim of $50 toward the cost of the sliding glass door
20 hours in a community work program cleaning debris off the trails
in the city park (money earned was used for restitution)
curfew of 8:00 week nights and 10:00 p.m. weekends for two months
counseling sessions for a minimum of 10 hours (Terry did not use
drugs but was being influenced toward them by the oldelr kids.)
regular meetings with the FIRS counselor for three months

This is an option of the judge which protects the child; even if the
child has committed the offense, the judge withholds formal judgment,

ving the child a chance to change and to repay the damage.

criterion (singular); criteria (plural): standard(s) or rule(s) by which
something is measured or judged.
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Dmmitment to the Department

If the court finds the child guilty of a delinquent act, it may commit the
child to HRS, a more serious disposition than community control.
Whether to commit an individual child or not depends on criteria. such as
violence or seriousness of the offense, protection of the community, and
criminal history of the child.

Chapter 959 of the Florida Statutes establishes that HRS has the re-
sponsibility for proviang juvenile corrections programs and fes
for the state. These programs are to be innovative and diversified, pro-
viding treatment, care, and control of offenders committed to the
department.

As you may remember from Block II, The Court Systems, the HRS coun-
selor reviews ihe juvenile offender's background and recommends in the
predisposition report to the judge three HRS programs that would be
best for that juvenile. The judge lists the programs in order of prefer-
ence Emd, if there is room, HRS places the juvenile in the preferred
program.

Let's look at some of these programs which range from nonresidential to
full-time residential.

1- Cornmuni -based treatment centers (nonresidential mid short-term
mai ti
The majority of HRS programs (around 12 different ones) are
community-based, nonresidential, or short-term residential. In the
past several years, most changes and expansion in HRS corrections
programs have been away from the training school idea and toward
community-based programs. Three of these programsTRY centers,
Project S.T.E.P., and halfway housesare described below to show
you the variety in HRS programs. They are described in order, from
the least to the most restri "ye.

TRY (TFainir and RehabRitation for Youth) centers. 'Me coed
TRY centers are for 30 youths, ages 14 to 17, considered capable
of making a successful adjustment within their own community.
They are nonresidential; that is, the youths actually live at home.
They participate in intensive treatment services during the day.
Included in these activities are group and individual counseling
sessions, educational and vocational programs, and part-time work
in the community. One meal a day is provided. The usual com-
mitment is for four months. One goal of TRY centers is to help
youths become more responsible in their daily lives, gaining atti-
tudes of self-respect and concern for the community. Another
goal is to help youths avoid commitment to stricter residential
programs. This text will refer to TRY Centers as programs for

innovative new; making changes-

diversified: varied; having several parts or options.

restrietive: lithiting.
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those committed to the department (HRS). However, noncomrnit-
ted youths may aLso be there as part of their community control
program.

Another nonresidential program is the Associated Marine insti-
tute, which teaches skills such as seamanship, navigation, and
marine science.

Project S.T.E.P. (Short-Term Elective m). This project is
run for HRS by the Outward Bound school. It is an 8-week pro-
gram for 8 to 10 youths, 15 years or older, with 2 Outward Bound
instructors. To be accepted, the youth must understand the
program's purpose must not be afraid of water, and must pass a
physical exam. These groups spend most of their time in the
wilderness learning survival and safety skills. Part of the program
includes a 300-mile canoe trip from the Atlantic to the Gulf of
Mexico. Participants camp along the way, preparing their own
food.

Goals of Project S.T.E.P. include helping the youths develop self-
discipline, responsibility, independence, and cooperation, as well
as increasing physical kind mental fitness. Following their trip,
the youths continue with group counseling, job searches, and edu-
cation. The S.T.E.P. staff stay in close touch with them.

Other FIRS programs with similar restrictions are wilderness
(work) camps, Short-Term Offender Programs (S-T-O-P), and
family group homes.

Halfway houses (community residential). Halfway Houses are a
little more restrictive than the S.T.E.P. project. They are short-
term residential treatment centers :a urban areas for either 25
boys or 20 girls, ages 14 to 18. Florida's first halfway house was
established in 1968 and was the first alternative to the residential
training schools for juvenile offenders. There are now 24 halfway
houses.

Here the youths live together, learning to share duties, assume re-
sponsibilities, and solve everyday problems together. Group
counseling takes place approximately eight hours a week. During
these sessions, each child identifies his/her problems, identifies
possible solutions, Emd tries them out. Emphasis is placed on un-
derstanding oneself and one's relationship to others. The group
supports and encourages each member.

Part of the program is training in practical living skills such as
hygiene, attending to one's personal appearance, finding a job, and
meeting responsibilities. Youths also may attend local public aca-
demic or vocational schools or may work in the community.

Other HRS programs of similar restrictiveness include group
treatment homes and Short-Term Adolescent Rehabilitation
and Treatment (START) centers.
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(long-terrn redentin1).
The most restrictive of the HRS corrections programs is the long-
term residential training school. There are presently three in
Florida; there were five in 1979. All the short LIrm programs dis-
cussed above are community-based; that is, the youths are expected
to participate in the community as part of their program, whether
they live at home or an HRS facility.

Training schools, in contrast, are physically separated from the com-
munity. Children are housed in cottages in groups of 20. They are
requir-d to stay on the grounds of the training school. These schools
are designed to handle the serious juvenile offender who requires the
highest levels of security.

According to HRS, the mission of a training school is:

to provide a residential setting for committed delinquent youth
which combines custody, care and control through a variety of pro-
grams to assist a youth's development including academic and voca-
tional skills, personal growth, Eund self-awareness through positive
group interaction."e

What are training school activities? As you can imagine, they are
part of a tightly scheduled and planned environment, especially com-
pared to other HRS programs. Ideally, the juvenile continues with
his/her academic education and receives training in vocational skills.
A big part of the program includes individual and group counseling
with psychologists and social workers. The goals of counseling are
to develop a positive self-image, to help each individual achieve
emotional growth, and to help each child relate to others success-
fully. Part of the difficulty in such an institution is to break down
the child's psychological barriers put up as protection and to gain
that child's confidence and trust. It is not surprising that the child
views commitment as punishment and "arrives at the school fearful,
suspicious, and distrustful. The youth does not necessarily see the
training school as a source of help in getting along with societ:y;
instead he quickly realizes the need to conform to the training
school so as to return home as soon as possible."**

At the completion of a juvenile's term, usually between six months
and a year, s(he) is likely placed an furlough. That is, the juvenile is
assigned to one of the community-based programs mentioned above
where the juvenile can be helped in adjusting to community living
and where s(he) will continue under some kind of supervision.

We have briefly discussed some of the corrections alternatives of HRS,
ranging from the community-based non-residential TRY centers to the
restricted, residential training schools. A third corrections alternative
for juveniles, involving the Department of Corrections, is described
next.

* Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services, Florida State
Trainimg Schools HRS Manual 175-4 (Tallahassee, Fla.: State of
Florida, 1-182).

HRS Manual 175-4, pp. 1-2.
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Adult Sanctions through the Department of Correeti

Remember the example of the 17-year-old who has been holding people
up on the streets, sometimes leaving them hurt? For a juvenile com-
mitting such a serious offense, the- 3 is an alternative route through the
justice system. As you read in the unit on juvenile courts, such cases
may go into the adult criminal court system. In those circumstances
where a juvenile is tried and convicted as an adult, s(he) would then be
under the control of the Department of Corrections, the agency which
has jurisdiction over adult offenders. However, juvenile offenders and
young adult offenders between 18 and 21 years old are separated from
adult offenders and are treated differently. Chapter 958 of the Florida
Statutes, called the "Florida Youthful Offender Act," provides some
protection for the young offender.

1. Legislative Intent of Chapter 958.
The purpose of this act is to improve imprisoned youthful offenders'
chances of correction and successful return to the community by
preventing their aasociation with older and more experienced
criminals during their confinement. It provides the court another
option when dealing with offenders who have demonstrated that they
can no longer be handled safely as juveniles, and who require more
substantial restrictions to ensure the protection of society.

2. Eligibility for Youthful Offender Clasaifieation.
This includes any person who:

is at least 18 years of age or is a juvenile transferred for
prosecution to the adult criminal justice system
is found guilty of a felony of the first, second, or third degree, if
committed before the 21st birthday
has not previously been classified as a youthful offender.

However, no person who has been found guilty of a capital or life felony
cEun be classified as a youthful offender under this act.

3. Diapooltions Provided for.
The following are possible dispositions under this act:

placement in a community control program not to exceed two
years or to extend beyond the 23rd birthday
commitment to the Department of Corrections for a period not to
exceed six years, with not more than four years to be served by
imprisonment and a period of not more than two years in a com-
munity control program.

NOTE: This act has been discussed in the sections on adult corrections
and the court systems. You should be aware that juveniles may come
under adult corrections control as well.
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Issues in Juvenile Corrections

With a more personalized approach to corrections and the addition of
numerous corrections programs to help juvenile offenders, is the prob-
lem of juvenile crime lessening? Do juveniles who go through correc-
tions programs then stay away from crime?

Let us check some data covering several years to see if there is a trend.
Below is a chart showing the number of referrals to HRS* for several
fiscal years.
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Figure F-2-1.
Juvenile Delinquency Referrals to HRS

* Susan J. Kirsch, Children Youth and Families: S atistical Pack
FY 81-82 (Tallahassee, Fla.: Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services, 1983).
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Summary

MOST
RESTRICTIVE

LEAST
RESTRICTIVE

Based on the chart, juvenile crime seems to be decreasing in the state.
'n-& is due in part to success of the smaller programs which are more
numerous and less expensive to run than the large training schools. Al-
though the chart shows steady reduction, the total number of offenses
committed is still high. The two approaches to this problem, social ser-
vices vs. imprisonment, each have their supporters. While both correc-
tions methods are still in use, however, current practice has shifted
toward the less restrictive t3Te of treatment for juvenile offenders.

Approaches to Corrections

The following chart summarizes the various approaches to corrections
discussed in this section. Read it as a thermometer with "degrees of re-
strictiveness" going from the bottom (least restrictive) to the top (most
restrictive).

Referrals to HRS 1981-1982*

Judicial Handlings (Formal Corrections) 2 843

Adult Sanctions 2,883

Commitment to FIRS 5,155

Training schools 1,708

All other
community-based
HRS programs
TRY Centers

Community Control

3,248

199

14,805

Nonjudicial Handlings (Informal Corrections) 32,431

(JASP cSz Other Community Programs)

F-2-2.
pes of Corrections, 1981 2

* Kirsch, Statistical Package, 1983.
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The numbers in the right-hand column may give you an idea of how
often these corrections programs are chosen. You can see that by far
the mast widely used form of corrections was nonjudicial, such as JASP.

Community control programs assigned hy the judge are next in fre-
quency. Note that as the chart goes from least restrictive to most
restrictive, the number of cases goes down. This means that there are
far fewer juveniles in the high restrictive programs than in the low
restrictive programs. Note, too, that when juveniles are committed to
the department, only about 33 percent go to the training schools. The
rest are in community4)ased corrections.

What the data do not reveal is the overall effectiveness of the various
programshow good they are. An independent research study which is
to begin soon may tell us the answers to these questions:

Which kind of program works best overall?

What kind of program works best for a certain kind of individual?

e Does the same individual go through several different programs?

How much recidivism is there in juvenile corrections?

Do juvenile offenders become adult offenders?

Is the present system too easy on hardened juveniles and too hard on
the others?

lative

Chapter 39:

Chapter 958:

Chapter 959:

tmd for Juvenile Corrections

"Florida Juvenile Justice Act." Establishes roles of ju-
venile court, HES, state attorney, law enforcement.

"Florida Youthful Offender Act." Establishes Depart-
ment of Corrections as responsible for correction of
youths tried and convicted as adults.

Establishes HES as primary department responsible for
juvenile corrections.

Now complete the review questions beginning on the next page.
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Review Questions 17-2)

Write your answers on a separate sheet of paper.

1. What is JASP? What is its main purpose?

2. JASP is an example of:

a. judicial handlings.
b. adult sanction.
c. community control.
d. nonjudicial handlings.

3. Often an important requirement of JASP is that:

a. the offender appear without delay before the judge.
b. the offender pay restitution.
c. a curfew is imposed on the offender.
d. the offender be committed to the department.

4. Community control, commitment to HRS, and adult sanctions are
categories of:

a.
b.
C.
d.

formal corrections.
nonjudicial handlings.
voluntary corrections.
sanction and rehabilitation.

Match the ERS programs with their deseriptioi s by writ the letter
(a-e) of the program next to the description number (5-9) on yom paper.

Description

5. nonresidential program

6. survival and safety skills
taught in the wilderness

7. short-term residential
centers in urban areas

8. long-term residential
program

9. youth uses resources of
community

a.

b.
c.
d.
e.

4 S

MS

community-based treatment
centers
TRY centers
Project S.T.E.P.
halfway houses
training schools



For 10-15, identify whether the statement is true of community control
(CC), commitment to HRS (HRS), or the Department of Corrections
(DC). Indicate your &rower by writing CC, HRS, or DC by the number
of the statement on your paper.

10. A juvenile may be classified as a youthful offender.

11. A 14-year-old who is a first-time offender, taking part in a bur-
glary, would probably be assigned to

12. Control of the offender may continue beyond age 19.

13. Much like adult probation, this type of correction includes sane-
ns and rehabilitation.

14. When a child is found to have committed a delinquent act, this is
the usual corrections decision.

15. The judge receives recommendations for three programs in

Indicate which of the following statements (16-20) ere true and which
we false concerning trends in juvenne crime and corrections. Write T
or F by the statement number on yow paper.

16. Juvenile crime is increasing rapidly in the state.

17. The most common type of juvenile correction is commitment to
HRS.

18. Community control is the type of formal corrections used most
often.

19. There are more juveniles in restrictive programs than in nonres lc-
tive programs.

20. The trend since 1969 has been toward more strictnessbuilding
more training schools, lowering the age of adult criminality, and
using longer sentences.

Match the following descriptions (21-24) with the appropriate legislative
chapter (a-c) by writing the letter of the legislative
number of the description on your paper.

tion

21. referred to as the Florida
Youthful Offender Act

22. establishes overall proce-
dures for juvenile justice

23. establishes the Department
of Corrections as responsible
for juveniles convicted as adults

24. clarifies responsibilities of
HRS in juvenile corrections

tion

a. Chapter 3 9
b. Chapter 958
c. Chapter 959

_er next to the
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Complete each of the following sentences with the best word from the
list below- Write the letter (a-I) for the correct word(s) neat to the
number (25-30) on your

a. an arbitrator g. restrictive
b. criteria h. sanction
c. diversified i. a counselor
d. furlough j. vandalism
e. innovative k. disorderly conduct
f. petty larceny 1. restitution

25. As part of her corrections program, Jane had to pay for the dan-
aged bike. This payment was a type of .

26. When a judge decides whether an offender should be committed to
the department, s(he) considers several , such as the offen-
der's background.

27. When released from a training school he juvenile often must con-
tinue under supervision 6,...ring

28. Several new, or y correctiow programs have been added
since 1980.

29. is a neutral participant working out an a eement between
the vi Aim and the offender.

30. The legal term for stealing small amounts is

with the correct provided m the answer key.
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Block rV: Community Relations
Unit A: Human Relations

Ask your instructor for the pretest for this unit (fV: A). Mter you com-
plete the pretest, your instructor will let you know whether to study
this unit, to skip some part of it, or to take the posttest.
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Introctuction

From time to time, stories appear in the news media concerning ques-
tionable official conduct by law enforcement officers. Use of excessive
force, arrest without a warrant, unequal treatment of minorities, and
Fifth Amendment infractions are typical of the complaints involving
law enforcement officers. Why do these things happen?

The extent to which law enforcement officers understand themselves,
human behavior, and the context of the laws they are enforcing will
determine the quality of their relations with the public and their fellow
officers. In this imit, we will look at the role human relations play in
the daily conflicts law enforcement personnel must deal with.

Unit A covers types of conflict and their characteristics, as well as how
law enforcement officers should deal with them. This tmit explains the
basic concept of constitutional rights, and how the daily official con-
duct of a law enforcement officer is governed by this concept. You will
learn how emotions and attitudes influence behavior, and how the law
enforcement officer should treat threats and challenges of an emotional
nature. Finally, this unit gives specific remedies for poor human rela-
tions in law enforcement, listing techniques for improving contacts with
the public.

424
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Objectives

Knowledge Objeetiv

Upon completion of this unit, you should be able to do the following on a
written test:

1. Identify the characteristics of conflict.

2. Describe equal protection as set forth in the Constitution.

3. Identify the source of the principles that form the foundation for
law enforcement.

4. List four causes of poor human relations in law enforcement.

5. Identify how emotions affect behavior.

6. List the characteristics of emotionally stable behavior.

7. Identify important characteristics of attitudes.

8. Identify the effects of threats and challenges on law enforcement
officers.

9. List the three abilities needed for proper handling of contacts with
citizens.

10. Identify seven remedies for poor human relations in law enforce-
ment.
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Human Re

"Lawless law enforcement!" declares the TV news announcer. The head-
line in the morning paper proclaims, "Police Brutalityr Magazthe
articles tell of "abuse of power," "official law breaking," and "misguided
zeaL" Let's look behind these headlines and news stories to see what
probably caused the official misconduct and what law enforcement
officers need to know and practice in order to avoid questionable behav-
ior.

Finding possible answers to the following questions will help us under-
stand the problems faced by professional law enforcement personnel:

Why are there problems involving official conduct?

What are the basic principles involved in law enforcement?

What are the causes of problems involving official conduct?

What are the remedies to these problems?

Problems Involving Official Conduct?

Type of Conflict

Let's begin with the fact that the great majority of law enforcement
officers are well-adjusted men and women who are able to control their
emotions under most circumstances. However, as in all professions,
people have bad days, or, in some cases, simply turn sour. However, it
is these few who become news stories, who lack the emotional stability
to deal with conflict, and who, therefore, have problems handling human
relationships in their profession.

Law enforcement officers are not superhuman; they are normal, every-
day people with human feelings, emotions, and attitudes. They are
husbands, wives, mothers, fathers, neighbors, church and club members
people with private as well as professional Lives. They bring to their
jobs all their past experiencesand all their present stresses and anxi-
eties.

Much of a law enforcement officer's professional life is spent iling
with conflicts. There are two basic types of conflict: interpet and
intrapersonaL The first type refers to conflict between or among
separate groups or individuals, as in a gang war or an argument with an
officer. The second type indicates conflict within a single group or an
individual, for example, how an officer with a child may feel when
arresting a child rapist.

Interpersonal Intrapersonal
between or among groups within a group
between or among individuals within an individual
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Conflict assumes 93me tWe of opposi -on and builds up from both feel-
ings and actions. Conflict occurs first with feelings of opposition; these
feelings then must be displayed as action; and finally, the target of
these feelings must suffer from the attack and respond to it.
Remember, the conflict may be a struggle for as well as against
something. When the struggle or conflict is for somethkg, the focus of
the conflict shifts to the achievement of certain goa

The Constitution As They ATply To law Enforcement

The Preamble of our Constittion states that "all men are created
equal." This means equal protection for all citizens under the laws of
the Constitution.

The equal protection clause of the Constitution provides direction for
daily official conduct. Equal protection means that law enforcement
officers:

must be "color blind" in their dealings with all persons
as agents of state government, are bound by constitutional safeguards
limiting arbitrary power over the individual
cannot use force against any person unless it is justified and reason-
able
must make arrests only according to the authority given them and
must dutifully respect its limitations and restrictions.

An officer must understand and appreciate that the Constitution is the
origin of his/her power and accept the limits of those powers. Our laws
are founded on the principle that we, the people, are governed with the
consent of the governed. Therefore, a law officer cannot change or
willfully misinterpret these basic safeguards. Individual freedom must
be respected, regardless of temptations or opportunities to do other-
wise.

In our democratic society we are guaranteed certain rights and free-
doms by the Constitution. Law officers are charged with upholding and
enforcing the laws of the local jurisdiction which employs them--in
addition to the laws set forth in the Constitution. In a time when crime
is growing rapidly the law enforcement officer faces the dilemma of
enforcing laws and preventing crime without violating constitutional
saftuards to individual freedom. The law enforcement officer must
first thoroughly understand and appreciate the historical, political, and
legal aspects of our basic guarantees of individual freedom; and second,
practice good human relations techniques to avoid violating these con-
stitutional guarantees.

Causes Of Problems kivolving Official Conduct

If law enforcement officers know the principles underlying their author-
ity, why is their official conduct sometimes less than perfect?

An analysis of some of the incidents in news stories mentioned earlier
indicates that the following conditions contribute to some or all of the
incidents:
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lack of emotional stability
poor or unacceptable attitudes
improper reactions to threats and challenges
poorly handled contacts with others

We could analyze many other conditions, situations, and circumstances,
but a closer look at each of the above conditions will help you under-
stand why official behavior is sometimes less than desirable.

Lack of emotional stabaity. Sometimes we hear news stories about
police officers who let their emotions get the best of them. This
happens to all of us at some time, but a police officer cannot let
emotions control a siLuation. Just how and why do emotions create such
problems?

Researchers have concluded that the way your emotions affect your
behavior is partly an inherited characteristic modified by life's experi-
ences. To most people emotions are the way we feelhappy, sad, or
ai.gry. This is the psychological part of emotions; we are aware of them
because we feel something. Those feelings may be weak or strong,
pleasant or unpleasant, long lmting or short-lived. Emotions may also
be classified as psychologically pleasurable or painful. Normally, we
are attracted by pleasurable things and repelled by painful things.

Emotions are also ysiologicaL When you experience a strong emotion,
there are changes in your breathing, blood pressure, pulse rate, glandu-
lar secretions, digestive system, and blood composition. These physio-
logical changes create an imbalance, and, as your system seeks to re-
store balance or relieve tension, you are motivated to take some action.
Acting on your emotions will cause visible changes in your behavior.
These changes may range from a violent display of temper when you
feel angry to laughter when you feel happy. Our emotions help deter-
mine what we will do and how; they give direction to our behavior.

Reactions to emotions follow this sequence:

awareness of the emotion-arousing situation
arousal of feelings (love, anger, happiness)
physiological (organic) reaction
corresponding behavior

How do we know whether a person is emotionally stable or unstable?
First, we need to understand that stability is partly a matter of percep-
tion. What one person considers stable, may be perceived as unstable by
another; there are not clear lines between what is considered normal or
abnormal. However, &n emotional display which seems acceptable and
understandable for a citizen may be inappropriate for a police officer.
Officers are expected to act with restraint; their official status
demands this kind of conduct. The officer who maintains a neutral
approach to all conflict situations is acting appropriately even though
s(he) may seem unemotional to the public.
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If there is no exact yardstick for measuring emotional stability or in-
stability, how can we define the limits of behavior for a police officer?
We must rely instead on experience and human history to determine the
most acceptable range of behavior for law enforcement officers.

Emotionally stable behavior in these terms may be described as:

appropriately expressive for the situation
reasonably predictable
customarily consistent
flexible enough to fit the occasion
under control, without unusually volatile, sudden, or erratic reactions.

Also, such emotionally stable behavior need not be unresponsive or
expressionless. We simply mean that behavior which is appropriate in
intensity for the circumstances does not include erratic or unexplain-
able mood changes.

Problems caused by poor or macceptsthle attitudes. Let's begln our
examination of the part attitudes play in official misconduct by stating
that law enforcement officers have as much right to personal attitudes
as you or I have. Problems arise when the officer allows personal atti-
tudes, beliefs, or values to influence official decisions. Attitudew are
combinations of feelings and knowledge which influence behavior. They
are habits of mind or preexisting dispositions that cause certain
reactions. Attitudes are learned; they develop as a result of our
experiences. When our attitudes about something become strong enough
to include a general category, we have developed a prejudice.

One characteristic of attitudes is that generally they are not neutral.
Attitudes cause us to react favorably or unfavorably toward something.
Even so, the law officer must strive to keep personal bias from influ-
encing his/her professional conduct.

Reactions to threats and challenges. The conflicts officers must deal
with frequently involve threats and challenges.

A threat can be an indication of some impending unpleasantness or an
expression of intent to commit harm. A challenge is perceived as a
dare, which may bring physical or mental harm if not successfully
resolved.

Posing a threat or making a challenge is a way of trying to gain control
over another person's behavior. Threats and challenges may be real and
clearly expressed, or they may be implied, imagined, or bluffs. In order
to have an effect, the threat or challenge must seem real to the person
it is directed toward. Officers must be prepared to react appropriately
to expressions of aggressive intent, whether real or bluff. Law enforce-
ment officers must also be aware that their authority can be
threatening to private citizens. A private citizen's behavior and com-
munication can be affected when s(he) is confronted by a poUce officer.
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Further on in this unit we will discuss some suggestions for handling
threats and challenges.

Poorly handled contacts. Not all contacts a police officer makes during
hWher workday are conflicts, but poorly handled contacts can become
conflicts. To ensure that any routine contact does not become a con-
flict, the officer must have these three characteristics:

the ability to observe accurately
the ability to interpret those observations realistically
flexibility in choosing actions to be taken

Since no two situations are alike, flexibility is of greater value than the
interpretation of rules. A flexible officer will "size up" a situation

accurately and then choose an approach which seems most appropriate
to the circumstances.

The skills needed for handling contacts in a positive and successful way
mature with experience. Now let's discuss some specific methods for
developing those skills.

We have examined problems involving human relations in law enforce-
ment, the principles involved, and some of the causes. Now, let's
explore some of the techniques and personal characteristics an officer
can develop to improve the quality of human interaction. These seven
remedies are as follows:

1. Observe the pmfessional code. The police officer is a professional
employed to do a professional job. Professionalism as a model for
conduct will provide strength for an officer in the face of conflict.
Officers who are always professional in conduct and bearing earn the
respect and admiration of clients, private citizens, end peers. As
public officials, officers must not let personal feelings affect their
public duties. If officers conduct themselves at all times as repre-
sentatives of the law following the code of their profession, they
will have few problems dealing with conflict in human relationships.

2. Use physical exercise. Conflict will frequently create hostilities and
frustrations which must be kept under control. A simple way to dis-
sipate these pent-up emotions is by transferring them into physical
activity. Physical exercise can counter the emotional pressure to
fight, thus "tricking" the body into relaxing. Working out in the
gym, running, or joining in team sports following an emotional con-
flict will provide an outlet for feelings of hostility and frustration
which might otherwise explode into unprofessional conduct.

Play "third party" role. Another way to handle conflicts between
groups or individuals is to play the "third party" role. Through the
ages, conflicts have been solved by reliance on a neutral, objective
third party. The third party function also operates in families when
one or both parents try to settle family conflicts. In our courts of
law, we find the system highly developed as juries hear evidence and
impartial judges interpret the law.
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To be acceptable to both opposing groups or individuals, officers
must be disinterested and objective in their resolution of the
conflict. They must be perceived as individuals with nothing to gain,
regardless of which party wins the dispute. Officers are often
expected to function in a third party role because of-the visual
symbols of badge and uniform, but, once this position is achieved, it
must be maintained. Officers cannot allow either side to undercut
this third party role and must not be drawn into the conflict by
feelings favoring one side or the other.

They must act with strict ebjectivity and fairness, avoiding
exiziression of likes or dislikes which might jeopardize the neutral
role. Even when dealing with a single individual, the officer must
remain an objective, neutral third party.

4. Promote and maintain mental health. We learned earlier in the unit
that officers should understand themselves and be able to identify
their own strengths and weaknesses. This is the foundation for
mental health. Avoid becoming a victim of your own emotions.
Some suggestions for promoting and maintaining your mental and
emotional health follow:

You have to adapt yourself to the basic nature of your job.

Behave like a professional. Feelings are unavoidable, but your
behavior must be kept under control. For the police officer, it is
the behavior feelings produce that counts most.

Emotional behavior considered normal and expected by private
citizens is often inappropriate and inexcusable in an officer of the
law. Again, behave like a professional.

Learn to zontrol your emotions.

Emotional stability should not be confused with unresponsive cold-
ness. Normally appropriate, human expressions of feelings are
desirable, but excesses should be avoided under any
circumstances.

The majority of complaints against officers involving discourtesy
and police brutality result from situations where anger is encoun-
tered. You will be working in a highly emotional climate. Learn
to control your anger and, when it is aroused, do not permit
yourself to be trapped into foolish name calling or violent rage.

Consider the psychological state of the private citizen. Those
who attack you may be temporarily out of control because of
momentary, difficult situations; may be harboring a deep-seated
and long-standing hatred for police; may be psychotic and not
responsible for what they are doing; or may be baiting you
intentionally.

Find ways of getting away from the stresses of the job. Develop
outside interests and hobbies and participate in community affairs
or church activities. Developing interests away from the job can
provide needed safety valves.
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5. Keep cheek on your attitudes. Although you are entitled to your
own opinions and attitudes, you must not allow them to influence
your official decisions. Check attitudes which surface during
professional contact to be sure they are objective and neutral.
Recognize and understand cultural differences and avoid extremes in
attitudes towards national and ethnic groups. Be aware of negative
attitudes and prejudices and work to overcome them. Never allow a
dislike for a client to show, or your contact will be more difficult
and ineffective.

6. Parryir tlweats and challenges. Threats to law enforcement
officers are insinuated or implied more than they are acted out.
There is great difference in an implied and an overt threat or
challenge. Following are some suggestions for handling such
situations:

When the threat or challenge seems to be a verbal emotional
release where the person is "letting off steam," let the person
talk. Don't be trapped into unprofessional conduct; be firm, fair,
and just.

a When you carmot tell how serious a threat or challenge is, buy
time to size up the situation by talking to the person and asking
questions.

When the threat or challenge seems intended as an offensive
weapon, the best defense is to strictly follow professional
standards.

When the threat or challenge is real, your reaction should be
immediate and decisive.

7. Practice courtesy. Courtesy comes at the end of this list of
remedies, but it is probably the officer's most important technique
in day-to-day human relationships. Some general rules for courteous
behavior by the professional law enforcement officer follow:

General Rules

Be courteous in dealing with all individuals.

Remove headgear when entering court, a place of worship, a resid-
ence, an elevator, and any place indoors such as an informal visit to
schools, meetings, or receptions.

Open official contacts with "please" and close with "thank you."

When a question is addressed to two or more officers in a group, the
senior or superior officer should answer, unless he indicates another.

Do not monopolize any conversation; permit others to speak freely.

When engaging in conversations with the public be guided by the
following rules of conduct:
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If angry, calm yourself down before engaging in conversation with
a citizen.

Be courteous at all times to citizens

When you are insulted by a citizen overlook it.

Do not express your personal views on controver ial topics when
on duty.

Be understanding of the citizen's point of view.

Never raise your voice during a conversation with a citizen.

a If anyone helps you in any manner, for example, when an informant
furnishes information, respond appropriately. Make a special effort
to talk with and thank the person, or, if appropriate, write a letter.

Show respect and courtesy to elderly people; treat them with extra
consideration.

Address members of the clergy by proper title, Father,
Reverend, Pastor, Brother, etc.

Be firm and courteous in dealing with the public, without being overly
humble. Never feel you must apologize for being an officerbe proud
of your profession.

Never treat a question as stupid or silly. Answer courteously or try
to get the answer if you don't know it.

Always stop, smile, and speak to youngsters.

Obey rules of the road when you drive and park.

When serving as escort for rankhlg officials or other dignitaries, your
dress should be immaculate and your bearing military at all times.

Salute

When the flag is passing or the national anthem is being played,
mounted officers in uniform dismount, come to attention, and salute
facing the flag or music.

Officers in uniform and armed render the right hand military salute.

Officers in civilian dress take the headdress in the right hand and hold
it over the left breast.

While rendering either of the two salutes, stand at attention, with
left hand down alongside seam of trousers and heels together.

During inclement weather, headgear may be held directly above the
head.
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When the flag approaches in a parade, all persons within sight face
the flag until it passes in review. This proper salute is rendered when
the flag is 30 feet away and held until the flag has passed.

When the national anthem is played where the flag is present, render
the proper salute to the flag and hold until the anthem is finished.

When retreat is sounded on a military reservation, any officer
attending, officially or otherwise, tenders the proper salute.

Funerals

Stand at attention with head uncovered and hold headdress over left
breast while casket is being moved, including as it is lowered into the
grave.

Uniformed officers serving as active pallbearers keep heads covered
while carrying the casket.

An officer assigned to traffic control, if conditions permit, stands at
attention and salutes with cap over left breast while hearse and
family are passing.

If an escort terminates at entrance to cemetery, the escorting
officers stand with cap over left breast at attention facing each other
on each side of entrance until procession has entered.

If a law enforcement car meets a funeral procession and conditions
permit, the driver should stop off the roadway and all occupants
should remove their headgear until the procession has passed.

'Telephone courtesy

Answer the telephone promptly.

Identify your department and name, i.e., "Anytown Police
Department, Patrolman Jones speaking."

eak naturally and in a friendly manner.

If you cannot render the required service, switch the call to someone
who cm.

Do not keep the caller wai ing for long periods of time. Call back if
necessary.

Return all calls.

Have paper and pen ready to record important fa ts and information.

When you make a call, plan in advance what you want and have
records and facts ready.
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The impression you give tourists may be the only contact they have
with your city. Consider yourself a "roving ambassador." Smile and
show a sincere interest in assisting travelers. Be friendly. Be brief.
When giving instructions, do the following:

Indicate turns by right and left, not north and south.

Refer to traffic signal lights, not street lights.

Do not give more than three directions; advise them to ask further
at that pohlt.

If you feel that your instructions are not understood, ask if you
should repeat them.

If you feel more time is needed, ask the
curb.

iver to pull over to the

You should be able to provide information about our city. If you do
not know your city and county, learn about them.

Make vWtors feel at ease and welcome.

Courtesy to fellow officers

Being courteous to your fellow officers increases your faith and con-
fidence in each other, adds dignity to the profession, and creates high
morale. You will discover that courtesy is contagious.

Courtesy at special events such as parades, sports events, etc.

Well-informed, courteous responses to queries pay big dividends.

kn officer's positive attitude will promote a friendly atmosphere.

Traffic courtesy

"May I see (or check) your driver's license, ple e not nWhere in the
hell are you going?"

"Mr. Jones, you were exceeding the speed limit, and I must give you a
traffic (or warning) ticket," not "Where's the fire?"

Use standard arm and hand signals when directing traf lc, not verbal
abuse.

If your initial approach is not courteous under all conditions, you
deserve to be treated rudely as well.

Do not argue. There is no excuse for arguing.

Drive courteously.
435
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mmon senze rules

Become genuinely interested in other people.

Smile. It costs nothing and means a lot.

Remember that a person's name, to him or her, is the most important
sound in any land. Listen to the name; if there is any doubt, ask how
it is spelled. Use the name several times during the conversation.
Write the name down, look at it, then discard it.

Be a good listener and encourage others to talk about themselves.
You don't learn anything when you are talking.

We learn most by listeni

People interested only in themselves are hopelessly i
matter how educated they may be.

or -__ no

Make the other person feel important, and be sincere. Ralph
Waldo Emerson once said, "Every man I meet is in some way
superior in that I can learn something of him." If you know
someone who condemns law enforcement, make it a point to ask
about hWher business, job, interests. Remember, if you talk to
people about themselves, they will listen for hours.

Simple methods of persuasion

The only way to win an argument is to avoid it.

"A man convinced against his will is of the same opinion still."

The less you say, the less your client can say you said when you go
to court.

Show respect for the other person's opinion. Never tell anyone s(he)
is wrong. Be wiser than other people if you can, but don't tell them
you are.

If you are wrong, admit it quickly.

Let the other person do most of the talking.

Let the other person Claim the idea under consideration-

Try honestly to see things from the other person's point of view. Try
to develop empathy, the ability to "pick up" how others are feeling.

Two paragraphs from J. Edgar Hoover are quoted here as a final word
about courtesy in law enforcement:
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"July police officer who lacks courtesy toward his fellow man and
towards the citizens who pay his salary might drag the entire depart-
ment down to his level in the eyes of the citizenry. It is my personal
opinion that, unless a police officer is endowed with the great asset
known as courtesy, he is a failure. When we think of the great men of
our times, we think of courtesy. It is an outstanding trait of men."

"The citizens of our respective communities deserve courteous treat-
ment and, imless they receive it from officers of the law, they will look
upon every man who wears a badge as a bully who glories in this author-
ity. lf, however, in our daily lives, we practice courtesy towards all
with whom we come in contact, we shall earn all citizens' respect and
thereby build a greater profession."

Our government is based on the principle of government by and for the
people, and our conbtitution provides safeguards for an individual's free-
dom through equal protection under the law. Law enforcemmt officers
must understand that their powers originate in the Constitution and that
they must accept the limits of those powers. Individual freedom must
be respected regardless of temptation to do otherwise.

Most law enforcement officers are well-adjusted men and women who
know and understand themselves, general human behavior, and the con-
text of the laws they are enforcing. However, for a few individuals,
conflicts may cause problems involving official conduct.

Conflicts may be interpersonal or intergroup, intrapersonal or intra-
group. Conflict nqsumes opposition between individuals or groups but
may also represent a struggle for as well as against a person, thing, or
idea. Conflicts begin with feelings of opposition which are then dis-
played as actions. And conflict cannot exist unless there is a target for
these displayed feelings, someone who is in a position to suffer from the
attack and respond to it.

Problems in handling conflicts in human relations are frequently caused
by a lack of emotional stability, negative attitudes, poorly handled con-
tacts, and threats and challenges which may occur between the police
and their clients and citizens.

Emotional stability is a matter of perception, for there are not clear
lines between what is considered normal and abnormal. kn officer who
is emotionally stable displays behavior which is appropriate for the
situation; behavior which is reasonably predictable and consistent; and
behavior which is controlled and unerratic.

Attitudes are preexisting habits of mind that cause certain reactions to
people, things, or ideas. When attitudes are broadened to include other
similar objects or ideas, they become prejudices. Attitudes are
generally not neutral; they result in favorable or unfavorable reactions.
Law enforcement officers must always react as professionals not easily
influenced by personal attitudes.
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Human relationships between law enforcement officers and citizens are
also affected by threats and challenges which may originate from either
part;/. The nature and authority of the officer's job is intimidating to
some people who may see it as a threat. The threat or challenge is used
as a means to gain control of a situation and may be implied, imagined,
or a bluff.

To prevent such conflicts, the officer must be able to observe accurate-
ly, interpret the observations realistically, and be flexible in choosing a
course of action.

Law enforcement officers can learn techniques and develop personal
characteristics for handling human relations in positive ways. These
seven methods include:

reliance on the professional code of conduct
working out job stress through physical exercise
playing the objective and neutral third party role
promoting and maintaining mental and emotional health
keeping check on personal and professional attitudes
understanding the workings of threats and challenges
practicing courtesy in all interactions with fellow human beings.

Now complete the review westions
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oi (IV: A)

Write your answers on a separate sheet of paper.

1. Interpersonal conflict means: (Choose all correct answers.)

a. conflict between groups of people.
b. conflict within a group of people.
a. conflict between people.
d. conflict within a person.

2. Which of the following describes conflicts? (Choose all correct
answers.)

a. We display feelings of opposition through actions toward some-
one or something.

b. Conflicts are only struggles against someone or some ing.
c. Conflicts begin with feelings of opposition.
d. The target of an action is aware of and in a position to suffer

from the action.

3. Equal protection as set forth in the Constitu on means: (Choose
all correct answers.)

a. arrest only according to authority given.
b. protection regardless of race.
c. use of maximum force at all costs .
d. arbitrary power over the individual.

4. The basic principles of law enforcement originate in:

a. department rules and regulations.
b. state laws.
e. local laws.
d. the Constitution.

5. Lt the four causes of poor human relations which were discussed
in this section.

6. Which of the following statements is true of emotions?

a. Emotions have psychological and physiological components.
b. Emotions have no effect on the way we behave.
c. Emotions express only pleasureable feelings.
d. Emotions are completely ht the mind.

7. List the five characteristics of emotionally stable behavior.
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8. Attitudes may be described hoose all correct answers.)

a. constantly changing.
b. habits of mind.
c. stored away tendencies to act.
d. mind sets with which we are born.

9. Threats and challenges: (Choose all correct answers.)

a. are an attempt to gain superiority or control over another.
b. are always clearly expressed.
c. are interchangeable terms.
d. must be perceived as such in order to be effective.

10. List the three characteristics an officer should have for handling
citizen contacts in a positive way.

In questions 11-19, based on the seven re edies for improving human
relations and the rules for engaging Ln conversations with the public,
select the best phrase to complete the statement.

11. Officer Jones has handled several cases during her shift which have
created extreme hostilities and frustrations. At the end of her
shift, it would be best for Officer Jones to:

a. stay at work until her emotions are under control.
b. pick a fight with another officer.
c. go to the gym and work out.
d. go home and talk with her family about the problems.

12. An officer pursued and stopped a driver who had run a red light at a
dangerous intersection. He found that the driver was intoxicated
and was a former friend and classmate. The officer should:

a. give the driver a warning ticket.
b. follow the professional code for an officer.
c. just talk to his friend.
d. take his friend home and sober him up.

13. The third party role means that an officer maintains a position
which:

a. favors a third party.
b. is subjective and preferential.
e. allows three choices.
d. is objective and neutral.

14. In general, a police officer dealing with teenagers should:

a. establish two-way communication with them.
b. insist that s(he) can solve their problems.
c. force them to respect the law.
d. avoid face-to-face contact.
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15. Occasionally, a police officer may be required to deal with a
mentally disturbed person. In such a situation, the officer should,
as a rule:

a. try not to frighten or excite the person.
b. take no action unless a doctor is present
c. avoid speaking to the person.
d. consider the person harmless.

16. A police aficer is asked to talk to a neighborhood group about the
use of force in making arrests. One person in the meeting says,
"The trouble with you pigs is that you always want to beat a man's
brains out." The police officer should say:

a. "With most criminals you must use force."
b. "Some people may think that, but that's not the way it is."
c. "Only idiots call us pigs."
d. "I won't talk with people who hate the police."

17. Police officers are assigned to duty at a school where parents are
picketing to get the principal removed. When the police accom-
pany the principal as he leaves the building, some of the parents
scream insults at the police and yell, "We'll get him tomorrow."
The best course of action for the police to take is to:

a. give summonses to the leaders of the pickets for threatening
the principal.

b. warn them that picketing will be forbidden if the insults con-
tinue.

c. ignore the insults but watch out for any violent actions.
d. arrest the leaders of the pickets to make an example of them.

18. After breaking up a fight at a party, two police officers find it
necessary to arrest a man. While taking him to their patrol car,
they find that a small crowd has gathered on the street. The
people in the crowd are friends and neighbors of the man, and they
demand angrily that he be set free. The first action that the
officers should take is to:

a. ctraw their gtms to prevent the crowd from getting out of hand.
b. offer to go back inside and discuss the matter with the leaders

of the crowd.
c. threaten the crowd with arrest if anyone tries to get in their

way.
d. tell them the man is under arrest and let them know where he is

being taken.
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19. While assigned to a post near a movie theater, a police officer
observes that an elderly woman attempting to leave the theater is
finding it difficult to pass through a large crowd of teenagers who
are waiting to buy admission tickets. Under these circumstances,
the best course of action for the officer to take first is to:

a. escort the woman through the crowd Emd direct the youths to
form a line to make room for departing patrons.

b. inform the theater manager of the condition and request that
the theater manager assign an usher outside the theater to
maintahri order.

c. ignore the incident, since the woman has not asked for assis-
tance.

d. direct the cashier of the theater to stop selling tickets until
order has been restored.

Mrswer questions 20 and 21 solely on the basis of the information

When engaging in conversations with the public, police officers should
be guided by the following rules of conduct:

If angry, calm yourself down before engaging in conversation with a
citizen.

Be courteous at all times to citizens.

When you are insulted by a citizen, overlook it.

Do not express your personal views on controversial topics when on
duty.

Be understanding of the citizen's point of view.

Never raise your voice during a conversation with a citizen.

20. A police officer strongly believes that there is no gasoline shortage
of any consequence and that the high price of gasoline is the
responsibility of the gas station owners. While he is walking patrol
he encounters a gasoline station owner who complains that every-
one is holang the owners responsible for the high price of gasoline
while the blame should be put on the large oil companies. An
appropriate reply on the part of the police officer should be to tell
the owner that:

a. the gas station owners are responsible for the high price of
gasoline.

b. many people may agree with the owner.
c. he is making a lot of money and should not complain.
d. the large oil companies and their practices are responsible for

the high price of gasoline.
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21. A police officer, driving a radio car down a narrow one-way street,
observes a van approaching him in the wrong direction. The driver
of the van drives up onto the sidewalk and stops, narrowly missing
the radio car. Laughter is coming from the back of the van. The
officer is upset and angry. The driver of the van laughingly shouts
to the police officer, "Man, what's happening?" In this instance, it
would be most appropriate for the officer to:

a. shout, "You almost killed me!"
b. calm down and say to the driver, nYou were going the wrong

way on a one-way street."
c. shout at the driver, "I'll get you good now!"
d. calm down and say, "Hey you, how many drinks have you had?"

ers with the correct ones provided m the axwer key.
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Block Pi: Commmity Relations
Unit B: Clime Prevention
Section 1: Develop Emd Manage Community Crime 14-tventt

Ask your instructor for the pretest for this section (IV: 6-1), After you
complete the pretest, your instructor will let you lalovr whether to study
this section, to skip some part of it, or to take the posttest,
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This unit contains two related sectiom. In Section 1, you will be intro-
duced to three main voluxiteer community crime prevention programs.
You will also find out how you can provide leadership to mobilize a
neighborhood or school crime prevention program. Finally, in Section 2
you will learn how to implement and maintain volumteer community
efforts and public policy in an environment planned for crime preven-
tion. In fact, there are many things you can do to your residence, busi-
ness, and property to decrease the chances of break-in. These are also
discussed in Section 2 of this unit.

Previous blocks in this course have provided an overview of what the
law enforcement, corrections, and court systems do after a crime,
emergency, or disaster has occurred. Unit B covers what can be done to
prevent crime.

Section I of this unit covers the two main crime prevention organiza-
tions known as Youth Crime Watch and Neighborhood/Apartment
Watch. Specific steps are given for implementing and maintaining each
program, with an explanation of the law enforcement officer's role ix:
their development. In addition, Neighborhood/Apartment Watch offers
the special services of Block Watch, Operation Identification, Citizens
Radio Mobile Patrol, Home Security Inspection, and Crime Prevention
Advisory Committee. You will learn the specific organization and pro-
cedures of each activity and develop ways for initiating these programs
into your own community or school.
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Upon completion of t-ais section, you should be able to do the following
on a written test:

I. Identify the two =main community crime prevention programs.

2. Sequentially list =lie steps a citizen takes to implement Youth
Crime Watch.

3. Sequentially list =the five steps for implementh Neighborhood/
Apartment Watel-

4. Identify the role M.aw enforcement agencies should take in commu-
nity crime prevemtion programs.

5. Identify the five teps for maintaining NeighborhOod/Apartment
Watch.

6. Identify the beneWits of Neighborhood/Apartment Watch.

7. Identify the beneits of Youth Crime Watch.

B. Identify the bene=its of Citizens Radio Mobile Patrol.

9. Identify the bene=its and procedures of a home security inspection.

10. Identify the beneits and procedures of Operation Identification.

11. Identify the bener-its of a crime prevention advisory committee.
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Crime Preveition

Urban apartment livLng often breeds apathy wilich contributes to the
conditions in which crime occurs. When crime increases, people often
turn inward because they may be afraid of wasintt is happening outside
their own apartment units. People are naturaly territorial creatues-
When they live in private homes, surrounded b their own yards and
fences, it is natural for them to feel protectiv about their property.
These territorial instincts are eroded by an iniersonal living environ-
ment in which people ignore what is happening outside their own resi-
dences. Since crime is largely an activity of owsportunity, it will flourist
when it is ignored. We will discuss in greater tetail this relationship
between the physical environment and crime in= Section 2.

Even in suburban environments, the increasingILy mobile, transient
nature of our society discourages people from etting to know their
neighbors. When people ignore suspicious activairities going on in their
community, it encourages crime.

We can't turn back the clock to a safer, less urMan way of life. We can't
always control where we live or how often we =Love. However, we need
not accept crime as a part of our life. By orga=izing members of the
school and community into crime prevention programs, people win
decrease the conditions that make crime likely to occur.

vention ma

th Crime Watch

Two major crime prevention programs have materials available to help
you get a program started in your community. They are Youth Crime
Watch and Neighborhood/Apartment Watch; se Table 1 for a list of
their services. Your instructor nit..y give you br-z-ochures for some of
these programs.

The target population for this program is elenintary and secondary
school students. The purpose is to learn the stps one can take to lower
the incidence of crime and to organize crime prevention services which
are more effective than indradual efforts. Ma_ny activities of Youth
Crime Watch are different from those of other crime prevention pro-
grams. Neighborhood/Apartment Watch is cornaposed primarily of neigh-
bors who provide each other mutual protection 112Dy watching one
another's residences. Since members of Youth riine Watch do not
necessarily live in the same neighborhood and ar!e not heads of house-
holds, Block Watch and property marking would not normally be among
their activities. Like other crime prevention or-..-ganizations, Youth

apathy: lack of feeling or emotion ack of inteiarest or concern.
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Table 1

Crime Preventirm Programs Ttrget Popu Mimi Activity Benefib

EôleoiIw
Inkreement Agency

L Youth Crime Watch School students Form a network within a

school to put peer pressue

on students to avoid and

report crime

2. Neighborhood/Apartment Residents in a com-

Watch munity or apartment

complex
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1) Creates school

pride

2) Reinforces non-

criminal behavior

through peer

pressure

3) Lowers school

crime

4) Creates a bord

with law enforce-

ment officers

1) Provide leadership 1

beginning

2) Ftesent azsemplie3 tad

dernonstratioto

3) Provide nonthreatalliii

contacts

Form a network within an

aputment complex or a

cornmimity to watch one

another's residences and

coordinate other needed

services

1) Encourages neigh-

borhood cohesive-

ness

2) Provides security

for unattended

residences

3 Provides crime de-

terrents for the

community

Provide leadeship tit

establishment gm 04

needed for meinteRo

of the progratn
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Table 1Continued

Target Fopulation Actildty Benefits

lc Watch Member of resi-
dential .-_-mommunity

10-15 neighbors provide
mutual protection against
burglary and report suspi-
cious activities to law
enforcement agencies

1)

2)

3)

4)

ation IdentitIca All intersted
(property marking) citizens

Engrave or photograph
valuables with driver's
Ucense number; place
decaLs on windows to wa
intruders

Provides ji

pen6-8lle s

at 10 cast
flewlssuVaio.lous
activities to
16W egarcemer7rit
agnocias

DeVelaas bonds :
beton law
efitoCaraent itMency
afid Oghborhoczacids
PrcYviats knovildge
apouL etirnirroj

tactics

le of lAw
Riforeement Agen-

1)

2)

Provides leadership
at beginning and
as needed for
maintenance
Improves number of
crimes reported to
law enforcement
agency

1 Provides a detetEr -
tent lostealing

ErlAblevalwaVIEEpes
to he had rnor.-e
ezsilyand reidrtused
if Stall

3) taeetasts valtlate of
poda i0 irthe

era Radio
Le Patrol

Peopl _th Class
0 citizens band
licewe

Patrol neighborhoods and
report observations to
law enforcement agency

Provides assistance
after itern(s) are
reported stolen

2) Provides engraving
instrument upon
request

Provicleuadditio

Patrol 1)etsollnel
beyond viliet's
possiblQ fa
Official jew enforde-2
rnent aift
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Reports observations of
possible criminal activity
to law enforcement
agency
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t Populdim

TaMe 1Ccetimed

Activit Benefit

4. Home Security

Inspection

IC=
5. Crime Prevention

Advisory Committee

3
3
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All residents

Any neighborhood

that hasn't

organized a crime

prevention program

Law enforcement officer

and resident inspect

home, record weaknesses

enid recommendations on

survey and discuss them

Provide advice to neigh-

borhoods that want to

begin community crime

prevention programs;

increase awareness of

the possibility of crime

in the area

Resident takes action

to decrease chances

of being a victim of

crime

Bole of Law

Enforcement Agency

Provides a systematic

channel for introduc-

ing community crime

prevention programs

to neighborhoods

Inspects home, fills

out survey, and dis-

cusses recommendations

with resident

Provides support as

needed to provide

information to

resident
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Crime Watch creates a sense of responsibility for school property, an
awareness of potential criminal activity, and a desire to report suspi-
cious behavior to a law enforcement agency.

The primary challenge of Youth Crime Watch is to overcome the
students' unwritten code of not informing on one's peers. Asemblies
and group discussions can help change these students' attitudes. The
students learn that refusing to report criminal activity hurts the victims
of crime, which can include themselves, their friends, and their school.

There are many t,t lents of Youth Crime Watch. Peer pressure reduces
criminal activity within the school and Lncreases the desire to report
crime. Youth Crime Watch participants have a sense of working
together to accomplish an important goal; students feel closer to one
another. Student fellowship and a lower crime rate make the school a
more comfortable, harmonious place deserving school pride.

ment Watch

This crime prevention program involves the residents of both neighbor-
hoods and apartment complexes; implementation, maintenance, and
benefits are the same for both locations. Neighborhood/Apartment
Watch is usually started and maintained by community volunteers, with
assistance from a law enforcement agency when needed. Unlike the
Seattle, Washington, Department of Planning which helps organize and
maintain community crime prevention programs, Neighborhood/
Apartment Watch depends entirely on volunteers who frequently have
little time to organize the neighborhood and schedule meetings. A
similar problem exists with law enforcement agencies. Providing
leadership for community crime prevention programs is secondary to
law enforcement officers' regular responsibilities and time commit-
ments.

The primary purpose of Neighborhood/Apartment Watch is to get
citizens involved in lowering the community's chances of being a crime
target. Experience shows that at least 60 percent of the residents must
be involved for this program to be effective. Neighborhood/Apartment
Watch fosters a heightened awareness of the crime problem and helps
program participants become knowledgeable of criminal tactics. Par-
ticipants gain a sense of control over their lives by knowing specific
steps they can take to avoid becoming victims of crime. The most
important benefit of Neighborhood/Apartment Watch is the network of
people who look after one another's property during absences and
remain alert to suspicious activities in their community.

Neighborhood/Apartment Watch offers many services according to the
needs of the community. They are Block Watch, Operation Identifica-
tion, Citizens Radio Mobile Patrol, Home Security Inspection, and
Crime Prevention Advisory Committee.

Block Watch

Block Watch consists of 10 to 15 neighbors who provide mutual protec-
tion against burglary and report suspicious activities to law enforce-
ment agencies. A large community crime prevention program may con-
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sist of two or more Block Watch subgroups. Of course, the members of
Block Watch do not take the law into their own hands. However, they
feel a sense of responsibility toward their neighbors and will report any
suspicious activity to a law enforcement agency. Thus, a comfortable
relatiorwhip develops between the Block Watch members and the law
enforcement agency.

Operation klentification

Property marking is another valuable service coordinated by Neighbor-
hood/Apartment Watch. It is organized under the title Operation Iden-
tification. The participants in this program engrave their driver's
license number on their valuable items with an engraving instrument
bought from a hardware store or borrowed from a law enforcement
agency. Items which cannot be engraved, such as chiria, are photo-
graphed, and the picture is identified by the driver's license number and
filed in a secure place. Participants in Operation Identification and
similar programs receive decals to put in their windows, warning poten-
tial intruders that their property has been marked.

There are many benefits to marking property. The market value of
stolen goods decreases substantially when they have been engraved with
a driver's license number. Besides being a burglary deterrent, engraving
provides a greater chance of items being found and returned.

Citizens Radio Mobile Patrol

Many crime prevention programs include a Citizens Radio Mobile
Patrol. Volunteers patrol the neighborhood in their cars and report any
suspicious activities directly to a law enforcement agency over their CB
radios. As in Block Watch, the volunteers do not take the law into their
own hands, but merely report possible criminal activity. Since law en-
forcement agencies have a limited number of officers patrolling at any
one time, Citizens Radio Mobile Patrol groups can extend the eyes and
ears of the law enforcement agency.

Home Security Ins

Home Security Inspection should be provided by all crime prevention
programs. A law enforcement officer or a staff member from a com-
munity crime prevention program such as Neighborhood/Apartment
Watch methodically inspects the home with the resident. HWher obser-
vations are noted on a checklist like the one shown in Figure B-1-1 on
the next page. The inspector records both crime prevention weaknesses
observed in the home and suggestions for correcting any problems.
Apartment residents who must get their landlord's approval before cor-
recting security problems may have difficulty implementing Home
Security Inspection.
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Crime Prevention Advbory Committee

A crime prevention advisory committee normally includes law enforce-
ment representatives, volunteers experienced in organizing
Neighborhood/Apartment Watch, and staff members from the commu-
nity crime prevention unit of the city planning department. They pro-
vide advice, materials, and presentations to neighborhoods that want to
begin a community crime prevention program.

You are not limited to just these crime prevention programs. You may
wish to combine the activities of some of these programs or design
entirely different program to meet the needs of your community.
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Start-Up &nd Mainte

Youth Crime Watch

In many ways, Youth Crime Watch is easier to begin and maintain than
Neighborhood/Apartment Watch. Students already meet together on a
regular basis and have formed a network of friendsh!ps. The primary
obstacle to a successful youth crime watch organization is the reluc-
tance to report one's peers. Most Youth Crime Watch activities are
aimed at changing this attitude. You hurt your friends, classmates,
yourself, and the school by not reporting students engaged in criminal
activity. Nor does it help the criminals themselves, for they will not
receive the counseling needed to overcome their criminal behavior.

The school principal is primarily responsible for initiating Youth Crime
Watch, and s(he) may have a relatively easy time finang leadership
among high school students. Students starting Youth Crime Watch on
their own should clear it through their school principal.

Below are three steps that a principal or student leader would follow to
implement Youth Crime Watch:

Appoint three adults to a supervisory commi e.

Conduct a school assembly.

Conduct follow-up activities.

is important that an adult committee help with organization, follow-
up, and maintenance activities. In some areas, community crime pre-
vention programs often have the support of the city or county planning
department. However, Youth Crime Watch does not have such support.

A school assembly can make students aware of criminal activity in the
school and outline specific steps for correcting the problem. A law
enforcement officer should also make a presentation, although in
elementary schools a play would probably be more effective than a
speech. If other high schools in town already have a youth crime watch
program, you might ask a representative to talk about its positive
effect on hWher school.

There are many follow-up activities to maintain interest after the
assembly. Here are four examples:

a poster contest
a crime prevention suggestion box
a bicycle registration and engraving day
a crime prevention checklist

A poster contest is an enjoyable activity that can involve everyone.
also helps create awareness of Youth Crime Watch. Your school can
place a crime prevention suggestion box in a prominent place and
encourage everyone to submit crime prevention tips. Bach week the
best idea could receive a small prize. A bicycle registration and
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engraving day is also a good activity. Having a bike engraved dis-
courages its theft and aids its recovery. Another activity is to distri-
bute a crime prevention checklist for students and their parents to fill
in. Tti. s will increase crime prevention awareness in the students'
homes.

Once Youth Crime Watch is established, there are several strategies for
maintaining interest in school crime prevention. At monthly meetings
students track the success of Youth Crime Watch activities and cicuss
specific problems. Once a year, Youth Crime Watch should sponsor
Crime Prevention Week and hold an assembly. Many Youth Crime
Watch activities could be repeated, such as a bicycle engraving day and
a poster contest.

Ne ment Watch

Ne borhood/Apartment Watch is a crime prevention program for
cities and communities. Unlike Youth Crime Watch, the idea of start-
ing Neighborhood/Apartment Watch can come from someone in the city
government, a private citizen, or an organization such as a church or
the League of Women Voters. Once Neighborhood/Apartment Watch
gets started, however, it should remain independent from any organi-
zation or political cause which might lower its credibility. When asked
to advise a city or county government about initiating Neighborhood/
Apartment Watch, you should recommend starting in just one commu-
nity and later including adjacent neighborhoods. For example,
organizers in Seattle attempted to start a community crime prevention
program in two neighborhoods at one time. This spread their resources
too thin. Also, for the first three years communities should concentrate
on just these three services of Neighborhood/Apartment Watch:

Block Watch
Home Security Inspection
Operation Identification

It is important to obtain the support of the law enforcement agencies.
There are several reasons for this. Working in cooperation with a law
enforcement agency and having an officer make presentations at the
awareness meetings raises the credibility of the community crime pre-
vention program. Otherwise, it may be viewed as a competing organi-
zation, which could be a severe disadvantage for both organizations.
Law enforcement staff available to patrol and organize communities
into crime prevention groups is limited but a neighborhood watch pro-
gram can help fill this gap. However, the community crime prevention
program does need the help of law enforcement agencies in training
their volunteers and making presentations at meetings. In addition, law
enforcement agencies can take Citizens Radio Mobile Patrol volunteers
on their patrob. This way, the volunteers become familiar with the
neighborhood and with patrol techniques.

There are five steps for implementing this community crime prevention
program:

Target a neighborhood for the program.

Publicize the program to make the community receptive.

Develo Manage Community Crime Prevention Programs



Compile information and crime statistics for the community.

Hold a motivational meeting to present the purpose of the program.

Hold an organizational meeting to set up three primary services of
the program.

First, a neighborhood must be targeted. Second, the neighborhood must
be made receptive to active participation in a crime prevention pro-
gram. This can be done in a number of ways. Contact local law en-
forcement agencies, civic organizations, churches, and synagogues for
their support. Make announcements at meetings of these organizations
explaining that the community has been targeted for a crime prevention
program and they will be notified when an organization meeting is
scheduled. As a result, they will be less wary when you send them a
letter or contact community members at their homes to see if they are
interested.

While this neighborhood preparation is taking place, you can begin step
threegathering information about the community. Crime statistics
during the last month should be compared to the same time period of
the previous year. A law enforcement agency can help update this
information each year to measure the effectiveness of the crime pre-
vention program.

In step four, at the motivational meeting, speakers explain the purpose
of a crime prevention program. One of the speakers should be a law
enforcement officer to make the program more credible to community
members. Also emphasize that the program is free and noncommercial.
You can present crime statistics for the neighborhood and other rele-
vant data as a rationale for forming a community crime prevention pro-

am. You should also explain the three primary services provided by
this programa block watch, property marking, and a home security
inspection. The purpose of this first meeting is primarily motivational.
It is best not to try to organize the people into block watch units until a
later meeting.

Step five is to hold a seevnd meeting which organiz m the three primary
services of this erkme prevention przgram. Supply invitations and find a
family to host the meeting or hold the meeting in the crime prevention
program's mobile unit or in the clubhouse of an apartment complex.
Organize the people present into block watch groups, have them elect a
block captain, and collect their names and addresses. Also provide in-
formation on property marking and home security.

There are five steps recommended for maintaining interest in
Neighborhood/Apartment Watch once it gets started. First, the city or
county plyinning department should hire a small, full-time staff. If this
isn't possible, volunteers will need to carry out maintenance activities
with the support of a law enforcement agency. Second, newsletters and
media coverage will provide information to keep people aware of the
program. Effective, informed block captains are essential for the suc-
cessful maintenance of their crime prevention program. Third, block
captains should meet twice a year to gather needed information and
support. The broader Neighborhood/Apartment Watch group should
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Summ

meet about once a year. Fourth, block captains who are no longer
effective should be replaced. Fifth, repeat start-up strategies every
few years to prevent interest from dying.

Effective crime prevention programs depend upon community coopera-
tion and involvement. This section on initiating and managing commu-
nity crime prevention programs has covered development, implement-
ation, and maintenance procedures for the two main types of prevention
programsYouth Crime Watch and Neighborhood/Apartment Watch.
Section 1 also covered the five basic services offered by Neighborhood/
Apartment Watch. They are Block Watch, Operation Identification,
Citizens Radio Mobne Patrol, Home Security Inspection, and Crime
Prevention Advisory Committee. The specific steps for implementing
the two main programs have been outlined, as well as the steps for
maintaining both programs. Finally, this section discussed the benefits
of the two main programs and their related services as well as law
enforcement's role in these crime prevention procedures.

Now complete the rvview iestio beginnirg on the next page.
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Review BA)

Write your answers on a separate sheet of paper.

1. List the names of the two ma n cr me prevention programs pre-
sented in this section.

2. Which of the services listed below can be provided by
Neighborhood/Apartment Watch? (Choose aR correct ers.)

a. speaker's bureau
b. Home Security Inspection
c. Block Watch
d. around-the-clock police protection while you're on vacation
C. Operation Identification
f. burglar alarm system
g. Citizens Radio Mobile Patrol
h. citizen's arrest patrol

3. Which one of the following normally starts Youth Crime Watch in a
school?

a. student council
b. law enforcement officer
c. parent
d. principal

4. Identify in sequence the three steps that should be taken to start up
Youth Crime Watch. Write the three letters on your paper in
correct order.

a. Have student officers selected.
b. Conduct a school assembly.
c. Appoint three people to an adult committee.
d. Have a petition sent around the school to see how

students are interested.
e. Conduct follow-up activities.
f. Have a fund-raising event.

-Y

5. Which of the following activities are normally included in Youth
Crime Watch? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. Watch one another's residences during vacation.
b. Engrave televisions and stereos.
c. Engrave bicycles.
d. Hold a poster contest.
e. Implement a Citizens Radio Mobile Patrol.
f. Set up a crime prevention suggestion box.
g. Go over a crime prevention checklist.
h. Implement a citizen's arrest patrol.
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6. Which of the following might normally start Nei h rhood/
Apartment Watch? (Choose all correct answers.

a. Department of Planning official
b. private citizen
e. law enforcement officer
d. church or service organiz tion

7. Which three of these activities should Neighborhood/Apartment
Watch limit itself to during the first three years of operation?

a. Operation Identification
b. Citizens Radio Mobile Patrol
c. Block Watch
d. Home Security Inspection
e. Crime Prevention Advisory Committee
f. poster contest

8. Which of the following reasons explains why a crime prevention
program should be supported by a law enforcement agency?

a. The law enforcement agency may regard the crime prevention
program as a competing organization if support is not gained.

b. The crime prevention program wal need help in orientation,
training, and other activities.

c. The crime prevention program will attract criminaLs.
d. The law enforcement agency will run the program.

9. What is the best strategy for beginning crime prevention programs
in a city or community?

a. Establish programs in every interested neighborhood.
b. Establish programs in one neighborhood only.
c. Establish programs only in neighborhoods where there is a high

crime rate.
d. Establish programs only in close-knit neighborhoods.

10. What role should the law enforcement agency play in the commu-
nity crime prevention program? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. It starts up and maintains the program.
b. It provides training and orientation.
c. It provides speakers and demonstrations at public meetings.
d. It provides funds to support the program.

11. Which of the following is a good strategy to maintain
Neighborhood/Apartment Watch effectiveness?

a. Provide Block Watch participants with training m arrest
techniques.

b. Have block captains meet about twice a year.
c. Repeat start-up programs regularly each year.
d. Do all of the above.
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Some of the activities associated with Neighborhood/Apartment Watch
and Youth Crime Watch axe listed below. For questions 12-16, if an
activity is associated with Neighborhood/Apartment Watch, write N/AW
as your answer; if associated with Youth Crime Watch, write YCW as
your answer.

12. engraving bicycles

13. engraving televisions

14. patrolling neighborhoods

15. holding poster contests

16. watching one another's homes during vacation

with the correct ones provided in the answer key.
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Block IV: Community Relations
Unit B: Crime Prevention
Section 2: Crime Prevention Tiro Environmental Planse

Ask your instructor for the pretest for this section (IV: B-2). After you
complete the pretest, your instructor will let you know whether to stud
this section, to skip some part of it, or to take the posttest.
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Infrvduction

In Section 1 of this unit, you learned how organizing prevention pro-grams in communities can reduce crime. Section 2 discusses how
architectural and environmental plans can do the same. It also stresses
the importance of including crime prevention measures in communityplanning.

Architectural and environmental planning can help reduce crime at
three stages: by discouraging criminals during the contemplation of acrime; by lengthening their intrusion time; and by shortening the time it
takes to capture them after they commit the crime. You will learn
deterrent features which should be incorporated into individual homes
and neighborhood design. You will also see how recreational facilities
and outdoor lighting influence crime prevention.

This section also provides a detailed discussion of several types of
doors, windows, and locks and how to protect them. Finally, Section 2
explains the use of shrubbery and burglar alarm systems to discouragecrime.
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tives

Upon completion of this section, you should be able to do the following
oil a written test:

1. Identify the three conditions that must exist for a crime to occur.

2- Identify the potential crime condition that can be eliminated by
environmental planning.

3. List the three stages at which architectural design can help prevent
crime.

4. List two attributes of a residence that will discourage a potential
intruder.

5. Identify the type of fence that is best for crime prevention pur-
poses.

6. List two attributes of residential environment design that allow
patrol observation.

7. Identify two ways in which an actively used neighborhood recre-
ational facility helps prevent crime.

3. List three sources of increased costs when energy costs are
lessened by reduced lighting.

9. IdenZify two features of exterior door design that will help prevent
crime.

10. List three types of locks available for exterior doors.

11. Identify ways in which shrubbery can both encourage and discour-
age crime.

12. List the four types of burglar alarm systems.
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Crime Prevention Environmental Planning

As Section I explained, organizing people into school and community
crime prevention programs raises trieir awareness of crime and provides
specific steps which they can take to prevent crime. These steps fall
into two categories. Section 1. disussed the first category, i.e., notic-
ing suspicious behavior and reporting it to a law enforcement agency.
Section 2 covers the second categc)ry which concerns physical changes
one can make at home and in the ct=smmunity to lower crime.

As mentioned in the introduction tc. this tmit, crime prevention is most
effective when it represents the coc3perative efforts of community,
city, or county members. Organizettions such as Neighborhood/

artment Watch, church groups, mnd the League of Women Voters can
encourage local planning comrnissicins or departments and elected
officials to include crime preventicon measures in their environmental
planning.

Preventive pluming within public aaencies includes developing sub-
division regulations and building codes. Just as planning the environ-
ment of a residence can discourage potential intruders, so can planning
the environment of an entire community, city, or county make the
entire area less vulnerable to criminal acts. An individual can install
better locks or a burglar alarm system to protect hisTher residence, but
on a larger scale community membrs must work together to bring
about improvements which will protect the community.

Three conditions must exist for a crime to occur: the desire, the
ability, and the opportunity. Citizens interested in preventing crime
can do nothing about the criminal's desire or ability to act, but they can
limit opportunity by altering featurs of their environment.

Architectural design can reduce or ,liminate crime at three different
stages by:

1. discouraging the potential criminal while s(he) contemplates the act
2. increasing the intrusion time
3. increasing the potential for captLtring the criminal after intrusion.

The remainder of this section will discuss planning the environment to
have an effect on crime at these three points.

How Crime Can Be Discoiraged During Contemplation

There are several features a residerie can use to discourage the
criminal when s(he) is contemplating inl-rusion. The most important
feature is unobstructed doors and windows. Concerned neighbors,
volunteers, and passing patrol officers should be able to see the doors
and windows of a residence. Unobstructed entrances discourage a
criminal from choosing that target since any attempts to enter the
residence will probably be noticed and reported.
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Row C_

It is also imp:Irtant that the peopAe who live in -t1...re home are able to see
out. Pocterior door to houses antM apartments sho=uld be installed with a
1800 viewer, so thatt residents eal--1 see the persoa outside the door
before it is opened _

In addi-tion to keepang doors and wFaindows physical-wly unobstructed, light-
ing is atlso an if-Lyon-tent factor. 1-_-E the residence .a.nd surrounding prop-
erty er-e well lit, a potential crininThal is not likely to choose that
residerace as a tarret.

Plaeinff decals in w-indows warriin that the residnce is protected by
Neighb-orhood/Apar-trnent Watch, Operation IdentiLifieation, or a burglar
alarm system also rr3iscourages intuders from bretiking into the resi-
dence.

UnobStructed doom and windows, a viewer installed in the exterior door,
good lihting, and w-vindow decals mai. discourage tl-roe intruder during con-
templa-tion of criininal behavior beause these rriasures increase
his/her chances ef :eing seen and reported.

Plannirtg the enviro.aarnent of puhli-e areas can alga discourage criminal
activity before it o-icurs. As witht_ private residea--ees, all areas of the
corn rnimity should lo,e clearly visibae to patrol OffianCers and others passing
by. Thus, homes alacauld be widely svaced and stseets should be wide.

Ilnk fences am-e superior to ptrivacy fences 6-iecause they do not
obstrtiet surveillafie. Lighting is extremely irnportant, especially in
parking- lots. Citie which try to ..ave money by aff-ipt improving the light-
ing rnaF end up payang more for er-iiergency serviQemes and criminal inves-
tigation because of increased erirrore and accidents z. When a neighbor-
hood g-ts a bad repaitation, many m-esidences and businesses move
elsewhere. This results in an erod-ed tax base.

There are other wasrs in which the environment Can be planned to dis-
courage crime. WaMkways should craw traffic eviasay from homes, yards,
and apartments. Prmrks and recrea-tional facilities which draw people
together have two lo,enefits._ Firstx. when people in a neighborhood
gather together arkt get to know om-le another, it is easier to organize
them in-to communiity crime prevewitionprogratn5. Second, the active
use of ar_ facility disourages crira in its vicinity.

These preceding pat-agraphs have r-eviewed the WaMTS in which environ-
mental planning cart discourage cri_rninal activity b=efore It occurs. The
ideal, or course, is t4z) deter crime W7Pefore it take5 =21ace. Since this is
not always possible, the rest of thi section will dicuss how envkon-
ment CEUI increase tX-ie criminaPs irottrusion time ahead potential for
capture-

Through lammeased kitrusionin Time

Even through steps himtve been taken_ to make a resience unattractive to
a burglar, it may stial become a taget. ki the neklt few pages, you will
learn ho-w intrusion Itime can be inreased to interrupt a crime before it
is compLeted. To readuce the suspet's opportunity to enter a building,
place barriers in hisiorher path, such as locks and barws. Security steps for
a home c..ir business are basically thme same, altheugl-ri a business uses
more hardware.
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The areas Laiat we will cover include:

door and -window systems
locking satems and devices
toob and methods of attack
shrubberw.

Door and l'Indow Systems

Letts begin with an outline of -he doo window system p

a. the door- jwindow
b. the hings
C. a leckin. device
d. the frarmeincluding:

1. head and jambs
2. wall .Lrichorage devices
3. a 3 6--in ch area on each side of the jamb
4. a 16Inch area above the head

e. miscellaieous hardware

When attemioting to gain entry into a building, the burglax wiflusually
try the door first because it is the weakest point. It is also easier to
remove stoln objects through the door. If a good locking device is
placed on tk.-.e door and the hinges are pinned, the suspect Willgo next to
a window. C=3rice inside, s(he) may then be able to unlock one of the
exterior dos and leave with the stolen property. Therefore,honie
owners and tusiness people should improve the security of existing
buildings art( design protection for new facilities. When implementing
security fesures, one must consider the following

I. cost of tE-ie features
2. access tow emergency or fire escape exits
3. use of reMiable equipment
4, operatiorm and maintenance

Door Constrmietion

The easie&---t door-for a burglar to enter is a flush, hollow eoredoor
because thiade burglar can kick or punch a hole in it, reach inside, and
unlock it. None of the hollow core type doors are recommended for
use as sect_mity doors or exterior doors. Hollow core door construc-
tion consis--ts of two thin outer faces, or skins, with various materials
between tl-me skins. Horizontal blocking is placed across the center
for mountimg the locking device.

The only da=wor recommended for good security, whether interior or
exterior, i the solid core type. There are four types of solid core
doors whieal provide good security:
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1. partiele board
2. continuous block staved core
3. frame block stavd core
4. miner-81 core

AnY of the arDove will 5lc=nv down a burglar, for these doors are e=m-
structed with a solid core of material, and the skin A only for
attractive appearance, A solid core door also offers the best bae for
applying ail hardware su.eh as hinges, locks, closers, 44 etc. 'igure
3-9-1 illustrates hollow ore and solid core door coriStrnetiop .

PL'igure B-2-1
asoor Construe on

Dm la and ?diet Thoth of Attamck

sol`d core

Burglars can eliter a builcring or home in many ways. belr tools t5tn be
homemade or bought and fonverted to fit their needo: Ten rnethoczmis and
tools a burglar might use o enter a building follow withIllustratit=ins.
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Lock Puller Method

cylinder lock puller
welding pliers
tube-holding pliers
Ferrier's pliers

Figure B-2-2
Lock Puller Method

Hammer Method

ball peen hammer
pipe
nail puller
sledge hammer

4 71

(

Figure B-2-3
Hammer Methods
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Jinuoy Method

screw driver
crow bar
4N

Wrench Method

channel lock plier$
pipe wrench

a chain wrench

Fig E2-4
Jimmy Method

Figure B-2-5
Wrench Method
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Poor Frame Spreader Method

;iydraulic jack
bridge jacks
hydraulic hand pump

:wing Me_

hacksaw
power circular
coping saw
keyhole saw

or sabre saw

473

Figure ET2-.6
Door Frame
Method

eader

Figure B-2-7
Sawing Method
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Drilling Me____

hand drill
power drill

Lock Method

screwdriver
puller slide hammer
picking
hacksaw
bolt cutters
piece of piss ic or shim

Door Frame Method

prybar
hammer
combLne kicking or shoulder
attack with prying

Figure B-2-8
Drilling Method

Figure B-2-9
Lock MethodPicking

Hinge Tampering Method 474
removing pins

B-2-10
Lock Method=Plastic
Card or Shim
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Lockhg SVstems and Devices

For maximum security, a locking system must be used to secure the
door. Remember, a good lock on one side of the door will slow the
burglar down, but unprotected door hinges may still allow entry. Exte-
rior door security begins with an appropriate solid core door htmg with
hinges protected from tampering.

Now let's consider keys and the locks they control. The most important
aspect of home or business security is good key control. Know who has
your keys and don't leave them outside your door as a convenience for
others. Even burglus know to look under door mats, flower pots, and in
mall boxes.

Par key control in a business, develop a system in which very few people
possess the total access master key. Give section keys to group leaders
or supervisors for specific areas. Finally, issue the other employees
keys that only give access to their assigned areas. This cuts down on
the criminal's opportunity to obtain a key from an employee. Good key
control can lessen the opportunities for a burglar to break into a busi-
ness.

Many twes of locks and locking devices can be used to upgrade the se-
curity of an exterior door. Keep in mind that the main objective of any
security system is to deter, deny, and rmist entry into a building. It is
virtually impossible to make a home or business completely secure. A
burglar, given enough time, can make almost any security system
useless.

On the other hand, a well-built and properly installed lock may with-
stand the burglar's attempts long enough to discourage him/her from
entering the building. The three most common types of door locks are:
(1) key-in-the-knob lock, (2) deadbolt, and (3) single cylinder rim lock
(surface lock).

1. The key-in-the-kmoh lock is the most common. It is used primarily
in residential homes. Since the locking device is part of the door
knob and gives only minimum security, the keying mechanism is
vulnerable to picking, prying, and stripping.

Figure B-2-11
Key-in-the-knob Lock

4 75
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2. The deadboll, used along with the key-in- e-knob lock, provides
additional security for your home or business. A two-sided key lock
is recommended if the locking device is near a window. If not, a
thumb turn on the inside is sufficient.

Figure B-2-12
Deadbolt

With a key lock on both sides, the interior key should be kept approxi-
mately five feet away from the door in a location known to everyone in
the home. In case of an emergency, such as a fire, the key must be
readily available so occupants can leave the house quickly. The lock
should have a grip-resistant contour on the outside and reinforced
cylinder guards.

3. The single cylinder rim lock (surface lock) is mounted inside on the
door. This type of rimlock has a deadbolt which interlocks with a
plate mounted on the door jamb. It can be operated by a key or
thumb turn. It also can have an outside device. The double cylinder
rim lock will be described later.

Fl B-2-13
Single Cylinder Rim Lock (Surface Lock)

Some other types of locking devices are locking bars, door alarms,
combination Jodcs, electric locks, and pushAmtton locks. The choice
depends on what the owner wants to use in a home or business and how
much money s(he) wants to spend. 476
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Note: A &min lock allows the door to be opened slightly but still
remain locked. This type of lock is very flimsy and can be opened with
a sharp blow to the lock area.

Now we will examine these numerous locking devices and their vulner-
ability in further detail.

The wine latch gives very poor security because of the spring latch.
The spring latch is used in a key-in-the-knob lock. The most common
way for a burglar to bypass this lock is to use an item like a credit card.
Because the spring and leaning edge are tapered, pressure applied to the
leading edge of the latch forces it back and unlocks the latch. This is
called slippMg or loading the latch back.

a-2-14
Spring Latch

The spring latch with anti-slam device attached is the same as that of
the spring latch with the exception that an anti-shim device or plunger
is attached to it. This keeps the spring latch from being pushed back
with a piece of plastic or shim device. This type of lock affords the
homeowner a higher degree of security.

4 77
-2-15

Spring Latch with Miti-Shim Device
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The strike plate is very common and anpears on most door frames you
see. It is usually used with a spring latch lock, leavLng the lock very
vulnerable to attack.

Figure 13-2-16
Strike Plate

The cua_rded strike plate is a metal plate installed over the outer edge
of the door. It protects the spring latch from being tripped by a strip of
plastic or metal.

Figure B-2-17
Guarded Strike Plate
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The keyless deaolt is used when outside entry is not needed.

B-2-18
Keyless Deadbolt

The single cylinder deadbolt with a thumb turn has a one-inch bolt. This
type of lock can be used on a solid door when there is no glass in or near
the door.

B-2-19
Single Cylinder Deadbolt with a Thumb Turn
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The double cylinder deadbolt is the same as the single cylinder except
that it requires a key to unlock it from the inside as well as the outside.
Using this lock on all exterior doors forces a burglEc to go out the same
way s(he) came inthrough a window or vent. This lock aLso reduces
the amount or size of the objects a burglar can take.

Figure 13-2-20
Double Cylinder Deadbolt

The deadbolt with a one-Lneh locking bolt aind cylinder guaLrd plate is an
excellent security device. The one-inch bolt can be locked in place. It
also has hardened steel pins set into the bolt so that sawing or cutting
the bolt is impossible. For added security, a cylinder guard plate is
placed over the locking cylinder on the outside of the door and then
bolted through the door for double security.

Figure B-2-21
Deadbolt with a One-inch Locking Bolt and a
Cylinder Guard Plate

4 0
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Security Lock or Sim Lock

This lock should be used when there are windows near the lock. This
lock, if installed properly, gives excellent protection against entry from
prying open the door. Once the deadbolt is inserted and locked into the
keeper, prying the lock is almost impossible. However, if this type of
lock is mounted poorly on the door frame, it can be dislodged with a
sharp blow to the outside of the door. Make sure it is securely fastened
to the door frame.

Figure B-2-22
Security Lock or Rim Lock

One type of pivot deadbolt is recommended for !miming (or narrow)
doors. This deadbolt system is retained within the frame of the door.
The bolt pivots up from the bottom to the locked position. The bolt
must extend one inch or more into the other door to keep the door from
being opened when the frame is spread apart.

4 81

lit
Figure B-2-23
Pivot Deadbolt for Swinering Doors
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Another pivot dembolt is used for lidizg doors. This type of pivot
deadbolt has a large notch cut into the bolt allowing the lock to be
interlocked with the strike plate or keeper when the bolt is put in the
locked position. This type of lock is used by malls or businesses to
secure their large sliding glass doors. A smaller version is used on glass
sliding doors in residences. Also, add two screws to the upper track of
the door which extend out far enough to allow the door to open and
close freely but prevent it from being lifted out of the track.

Figure B-2-24
Pivot Deadbolt for Sliding Doors
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The deacbolt with extension bolt appears to be a good locking device,
but, because of the hollow bolt it can be easily pried or cut.

Figure B-2-25
Deadbolt Lock with Extension Bolt

The sliding glam door surface deadlock is placed on the inside of the
sliding glass door. When it is closed, a key activates the bolt into the
slot. It is an efficient locking device for this type of door.

4 83 B-2-26
Sliding Glass Door Surface Deadlock
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The metal pin can be used on any sliding door. The pin can be home-
made, such as a nail, or a store-bought kit. It prevents the doors from
sliding past each other.

Figiwe B-2-27
Metal Fin

A eliguley bar prevents a sliding door from opening once the bar is in
place. It is attached to the inside door frame and swings up out of the
way when not in use. It is recommended for securing all sliding doors
and should be used with a good locking device on the door.

Figure B-2-28
Charley Bar
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Three of the many types of window locks on the market are shown in
Figure B-2-29. When using a window lock, you should install one which
can be locked with a key. If the lock does not need a key, a burglar
could easily break the glass to unlock the window. A pin hole lock
allows the window to be opened for ventilation but still keeps the
window locked.

Figure B-2-29
Window Locks

The padlock and hasp should be made of case hardened steel. The pad-
lock should have a toe and heel that both lock in place with a minimum
fine pin tumbler for locking. If the bottom of the padlock has a key
number on it, remove the number and record it some place else to keep
unauthorized people from having keys made. The hasp should be as
strong as the lock with no screws or bolts visible.

0

0

0

4 85 Figure B-2-30)
Padlock and Hasp
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Electric locks are basiet-Ily used for cash rooms, police stations,
and areas where the public is restricted. They are operated by a release
system powered by a transformer and a release button. The person con-
trolling the button shotad be able to see the door and the person seeking
entry.

Figure B-2-31
Electric Locks

A one-way screw is recommended when attaching any security device to
an external area. Once the screw is in place, it is very difficult to
remove because the screw head only allows the screw to be turned in.

436
Figure B-2-32
One-Way Screw
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How to

Summary

Shrubbery

So far we have covered numerous mechanical imeans of increasirimg in u-
sion time. The deterrents diseuK:ecl in tfl1 s tion are natural or.nes:
plants and shrubbery.

_
Plants can beautify your home or office, bUt Placing the wrong type of
plant in a window or door area can also give theburglar a hiding place.
The homeowner should use low hedges or bushes around windows and
doorway areas so movement can be seen by pollee or neighbors. Sticker
or thorn plants can also keep a burglar away from the window are.eas. In
this way, landscaping can help cut down the btliglar's opportunitw to
complete the crime.

tential For capture Mter An Intrusi

The primary means of increasing the potenitial for capture after t intru-
sion is through burglar alarm systems. hilaiC Sure the alarm systtm you
buy is approved by Underwriters Laboratories- Ile four basic tyMbes of
alarm are:

magnetic contactwindows and doors, tape or conduction
e motion detect:ft.sends out sound waves

pressure matsounds when touched, moved, erstepped on
screensounds when touched or moved.

These alarms can be connected to a bell, SjVeP and/or light sys er-i to
scare off the burglar. Alarm companies will. also install systems that
sound not only at the residence or business but also at a central cbaoffice
to alert police to a possible intrusion. Also, it isa good idea to as-idd a
smoke detector to the alarm system for fire protection.

A good deterrent is to advertise the presence of the alarm. Vac=
decals on doors and windows advising that an alarm system is beirmig
used. This in itself will make the burglar hesitate before trying t-_43 gain
entry.

You have just completed Section 2 dealing with decreasing crime by
planning the physical environment. It disclesed the three stages (=rf
crime in which environmental planning can aet asa deterrent:

providing discouragement during contemplationof the crime
increasing the intrusion time
increasing the potential for capture after intrusion

In Unit B, Crime Prevention, you were presented with the two Prism-nary
ways of preventing crime. The first (Section I) 1st() raise comrnuamity
awareness of crime and help organize school and community eritTi pre-
vention programs. The second means of preventing crime (Sectioi. 2) is
by planning the environment of both individWal residences and entiare
communities.

Now complete the revie ni the next Page-
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Review ions (W: W-2)

Write your answers on a separate sheet of paper.

1. List the three conditions that must exist order for a crime to
occur.

2. Which of the three conditions listed above can be eliminated by
planning the physical environment?

3. Write the three stages at which the physical environment can help
reduce crime.

4. List two attributes of a house that will discourage an intruder from
trying to break in.

5. For crime prevention purposes, with what should you enclose your
yard? Why?

a. a wooden privacy fence
b. a chain link fence
c. a hedge
d. nothing

6. List two features that community planners should include in design-
ing a neighborhood which will allow observation by officers on
patrol.

7. List two ways in which an actively used neighborhood recreational
facility helps prevent crime.

8. Reduction of city lighting has the following negative economic
effects: (Choose all correct answers.)

a. higher criminal investigation costs
b. higher emergency services costs
c. erosion of tax base
d. nene of the above

9. List two featuT es of exterior door design that will help prevent
crime.

10. Write one advantage and one disadvantage for a key-in-the-knob
lock.

11. Write one advantage and one disadvantage for a deadbolt lock.

12. Write one advantage and one disadvantage for a rim or surface
lock.

Write one way in which plants or shrubbery can encourage crime.

4 S8
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14. Write one way in which plants or shrubbery can discourage crirn

15. List the four types of burglar alarm.

Check your aiwcrs vdth the correct ones provided ki the arower key.
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Block V: Proficiency Skills
Unit A: Physical Fitness

A-sk your instructor for the pretest for thb unit (V: A). Mter you com-
plete the pretest, your instructor will let you know whether to study
this unit, to skip some part of it, or to take the posttest.
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Introduction

All criminal justice occupations require physical fitness and strength.
You must have not only tae physical ability to save yourself but also to
save another. Rescue tactics are an important aspect of public service
whether the rescue situation involves violent persons, or natural or
nan-made disasters. The best training in combative or rescue tech-
niques will be useless if you are not physically capable. You must have
confidence in your physical ability to cope with the difficult situations
which often face criminal justice personnel.

This unit will kitroduce the type of fitness program you must partici-
pate in throughout a career in public service.
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Upon completion of this unit, you should be able to do the following on a
written test:

1. Identify the reasons why physical fitness is a requirement of
criminal justice occupations.

2. Identify the reasorm why professional and self-evaluations of your
health are important in preparing for a criminal justice career.

Identify the five basic routines of the beginning exercise program
and the exercises and standards for each.

4. Identify the ten secondary exercise routines.

5. Describe the jogging and the running routines.

Demonstrate physical fitness by completing all of the items listed
below.

Before beginning the exercise routine mplete:

the Cureton's Breath-Holding Test
the Kasch Pube Recovery Test in 3 minutes or less with an aver-
age or above pulse rate
the Cooper's 12-Minute Walk/Run Test by completing at least 1
mile in 12 minutes.

2. Following the directions given for beginning exer ise routines, meet
the standard for each of the following routines:

to develop balanceMaintain position for 20 seconds without
shifting feet or opening eyes.
to develop flexibility
in trunk flexionFrom indicated position, touch floor with finger-
tif-os-2b times.
in trunk extensionFrom indicated position, raise chin until 18
inches off floor; repeat 5 times.
to develop agilityComplete 4 or more squat thrust routines in 8
seconds or less.
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to develop strengthPerform at least
4 pull-ups
15 push-ups
25 sit-ups.
to develop powerPerform
1 standing broad jump equal to your height
1 vertical jump of 18 inches or more.

Following directions, perform each of the secondary exercise rou-
tines without undue breathlessness or fatigue:

warm-up accomplished through light exercises
stretching and deep breathing routine performed 4 to 6 times
neck rolling routine repeated twice
arm-circles routine repeated 2 to 4 times
half-knee bends routine repeated 10 to 20 times
knee-pull to chest routine repeated 10 to 12 times
trunk bendshands to uound routine repeated 4 to 6 times
windmill routine repeated 10 to 12 times
abdominal stretches routine repeated 10 to 20 times
jumping jacks routine repeated 10 to 20 times

4. Meet the following standards for jogging and running:

Jog 1 mile ki 10 minutes by the end of first grading

Run 1 mile in 8 minutes or less by the mid-term.

Run 3 miles Ln 30 minutes or less by the end of the year.

49,
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Physical Reiiirernents of

rn ua

The energy demands of rliany criminal justice occupations can easily
surpass the body's capacity if the muscles, lungs, heart, and blood ves-
sels are not well-conditioned. Emergency situations are the rule rather
than the exception in criminal justice occupations, and can place great
strains on the cardiovascular and respiratory systems. There is rarely
time to warm up or adjust gradually to a sit!' 1-ion. Emergency situ-
ations require extended physical exertion, .. LIzance is a necessity.
A typical situation might require running at maximum speed before you
even begin to meet the physical demands of the situation. The officer
may have to race up flights of stairs to assist someone in distress, pur-
sue fleeing criminals and vault fences, rescue people who are drowning,
or grapple with troublesome, mentally disturbed people. Whether facing
a rescue, apprehension, escape, or a prolonged riot, an officer must
have a high degree of strength, agility, coordination, and endurance. In
addition, an officer in poor physical condition is more accident-prone.

Extended physical activity requires endurance, and this is dfrectly de-
pendent on a sound cardiovascular and respiratory system. Therefore,
endurance is the first goal of totai physical fitness for many criminal
justice occupations and one which must also be maintained throughout
the career.

Selecting your career field is a serious matter, and it should not be done
without a careful consideration of your mental, emotional, and physical
abilities. This is especially true if you have selected a criminal justice
occupation as your goal. This unit will discuss the physical require-
ments of criminal justice occupations.

Medical Evaluation

Before you spend a great deal of time and energy in studyLng for a ca-
reer in criminal justice, you should see your doctor for a complete
physical examination. The initial expense of such an evaluation is small
compared with the time and energy that could be lost if you find that
you have a medical condition which could force you to change your
career field. Advise your doctor that you are planning a career in
criminal justice, and that the physical requirements are greater than
those requfred of professional athletes. The professional athlete always
has time to warm up and prepare for physical exertion; criminal justice
personnel do not. The medical evaluations which have been designed for
maximum stress occupations are different from those used in a routine
examination for general health. The doctor will determine the testing
procedure, but you should prepare to do the following:

4 18
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a. Provide a complete history of any known risk factors such as family
heart disease; biological characteristics; personal habits; known
symptoms of pains, headaches, dizziness, fainting spells, irregular
heartbeat, etc.

b. Arrange to take an exercise electrocardiogram (stress ECG), This is
usually preceded by an ECG at rest, but passing this alone is not
sufficient for entering most careers in criminal justice. The stress
test monitors your heart while you are engaghtg, in vigorous exerc,se,
and it may turn up heart rates which could raise serious questions
about your pThnned career field. It is best to discuss any problems
early so that an alternate decision can be made or so that you can
begin a treatment program to correct any limiting problem.

Self-Evaluatiol.

Self-evaluation as part of your preprogram evaluation requh.es that you
assess your own ability and willingness to continue a physical condition-
ing progTam for the rest of your career. Self-evaluation is done in addi-
tion to, not instead of, medical evaluation. Don't fool yourself; you
akeady know if you have sufficient self-initiative to continue workkg
toward a goal, even if it becomes a bore or an unpleasant chore. Would
you give up a difficult program because you would rather do something
easier or because no one is demandLng or motivating you to work out?
For example, if you are promoted or assigned to a desk job and discon-
tinue or relax your physical fitness program, you may find that you are
soft and out of condition when you are required to perform in a physical
capacity in an emergency situation.

Self-Tests

Assuming that you have passed the medical evaluation and your self-
evaluation has reLnforced your determination to pursue a career in a
criminal justice occupation, there are still some questions that you
should answer for yourself, such as:

Am I in good condition compared to others?

Are there any standards with which I should compare myself?

The Federal Bureau of Investigation, in a publication entitled Physical
Fitness for Law Enforcement Officers, recommends the following stan-
cs for evaluating your cardiovascular and musculaskeletal fitness:

a. Cureton's Breath-Holding Test
Purpose: To test your respiratory capacity which is

related to circulatory fitness.

Equipment:

Procedure:

Chair, bench, or stool approximately 17 inches
high.

Step onto and off of a chair, bench, or stool for
a period of one minute. Then see how long you
can hold your breath.
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Resu You siould be able to hold your breath for at
least 30 seconds. If you can't, it is an indication
that your cardiovascular ftmction has deterior-
ated below a desirable level.

b. Kasch Pulse Recovery Test (3 minutes)
Purpose: To check the effect of physical activity on

pulse rate.

Preparation:

apipment:

Procedure:

NOW: This test can be performed by either
sex and a/most any age group. Only infirm
persons or the extremely unfit would find it too
strenuous.

Before tak the test:

Do not eat for 2 hours.

Do not smoke for 1 hour.

Rest for 5 minutes.

Clock or watch with sweep hand; 12-inch bench
or stool.

a. Start stepping onto and off the bench when
the swee second hand is at 11.

b. Step 24 times per minute, for a total of 72.

c, Duration time is 3 minutes.

d. Stop stepping when the sweep second hand is
again at 11 after 3 revolutions, and sit dowm.

e. Start counting the pulse rate when the
sweep second hand reaches 12 on the clock.
Using either the carotid artery or the inside
of the wrist, count beats for every 10 sec-
onds and record them for a total of 1
minute.

Resul Total the 6 pulse cou.ats for 1 minute and
compare with the following scale:

Classification 0-1 Minute Pulse

Excellent 71 - 78
Very Good 79 - 83
Average 84 - 99
Below Average 100 - 107
Poor 108 - 118

5
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Exercise Routine

c. Cooper's 12-MLnute Walk/Rim Test
Purpose: To test physical fitness.

Preparation: NOTE: Persons over 30 years of age should not
take this test until they have had a complete
medical examination.

Equipment: A watch for chleking time.

Procedure: Find a place where you can walk or rin a
measured distance of up to 2 miles. Sim how
much of the 2 miles you can comfortably cover
in 12 minutes. 'Iry to run the entire time at a
pace you can maintain without excessive
strain. If your breath becomes short, walk until
it returns to normal, then run again. Keep
going for a full 12 minutes, then check your
performance on the scale below.

Results: Distance (in miles) covered in 12 minutes.

Fitness Age
Category Under 30 30 to 39 40 to 49

Very Poor
Poor
Fair
Good
Excellent

(Mileage) (Mileage) (Mileage)

0.00 - 0.99 0.00 - 0.94 0.00 0.84
1.00 - 1.24 0.95 - 1.14 0.85 - 1.04
1.25 - 1.49 1.15 - 1.39 1.05 - 1.29
1.50 - L74 1.40 - 1.64 1.30 - 1.54
1.75 + 1.65 - + 1.55 +

If you have passed the medical stress test and have met the standards
for the three tests recommended by the FBI, you are ready to begin the
exercise routines. The routines are presented in three progressive
stages: a beginning exercise routine, a secondary exercise routine, and
jogging and running.

Exerebe Eou

This beginning exercise routine is to develop balance, flexibility, agility,
strength, and power. The basdc routine should be eontnued until you
can comply with the standards given for each exercise.
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_ develop

Stand on toes, heels together, eyes closed, arms stretched forward
at shoulder level. Maintain this position for 20 seconds without shift-
ing your feet or opening your eyes. (See Figare A-1)

Rxercise for Balance

5 92
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2. To deve
_

Trunk Flexion
Keep legs together, knees locked, bend at waist ouch floor with
fingertips. Repeat 20 times.

Trunk Extension
Lie flat on stomach, face down, fingers laced behind neck, feet
anchored to floor. Now raise chin until it is 18 inches off floor.
Repeat 5 times. (See Figure A-2)

Trunk Flexion

Trunk Extension

V:A Physical Fitness
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Sqiat Thrusts
From standing, drop to squatting position, palms flat on floor, arms
straight. Kick backward so that legs are fully extended. Return to
squatting position. Stand up. This should be done in 4 to 8 seconds.
(See Figure A-3

A-3
e cise for Agility

5 4
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4. To deirelop strength:

larig-ftm bar, hands slightly wider than shoulders, palms turned
away, arms fully extended. Pull up until your chin is over the bar.
Lower yourself until arms are fully extended. You should be able to
perform 4 pull-ups. (See Figure A-4)

Figure
Exercise for StrengthPull-Ups
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Push-Ups
From the front-leaning rest position, hands slightly wider than
shoulders with fingers pointed straight ahead, lower body until chest
barely touches floor. Push up, keeping body straight You should be
able to do 15 puships. (See Figue A-5)

ureA-5
ercise for Stre

50 6
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Sit-Ups
Lie on your back with hands behind neck, legs straight. Flex the
trimk and sit up, then return to starting position. You should be able
to perform 25 sit-ups. (See Figure A-6)

Figure A-6
Exercise for Stre Sit-Ups
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5. 'lb develop pow

Standing Broad JIM!
From a stang position, jump as far forward as you can, landing on
both feet. (The length of the jump should at least equal your
height.)

Vertical Jump
Stand facirg a wall, feet and chin touching wall, arms extended over
the head. Note your height (mark with chalk). Now jump up and
touch the wall as high as you can with one hand (use chalk to mark
height). Note the difference between the two marks on the wall.
You should be able to perform a vertical jump of 18 inches or more.
(See Figure A-7)

Standing Broad ,lump

Figure A-7
Exercises for Power

Vertical Jump
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When you comply with the standards for performing the beginning exer-
cise routine, you may begin the secondary exercise routines. .kny exer-
cise should begin with a warm-up. The exercises you performed in the
beginnir routine may ao be used as your warm-up. Following the
warm-up exercise, each secondary exercise has a starting position, the
action to be performed, and the number of repetitions required for the
exercise.

Warm-Up

Warm up the body gradually with light exercises such as preliminary
bending, stretching, or running-ki-vlace before speed or force exer-
cises are performed. This provides protection against injuries and
oxygen deficiency.

2. Slretehhig and Deep Breathing

Position: Standing, arms at side, feet at shoulder width.

Action: Inhale deeply as you stretch both arms over-
head, look up, rise on toes. Exhale forcefully as
you return to starting position. Repeat 4 to 6
times. (See Figure A-8)

Figure A-8
Stre ching and Deep Breathing
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3. N

Position: Standing, hands on hips, feet at shoulder width.

Action: Roll the neck slowly forward and backward in a
clockwise manner three times.
Reverse and do the same counter-clockwise
three times.
Repeat two times. (See Figure A-9)

Figure A-9
Neck Rolling

1 0
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4. Arm Circles

Position: Arms extended from sides at shoulder level,
palms down, feet at shoulder width.

Action: Make 20 small circles with hands and arms
while keeping arms straight, stomach in, head
erect.
Reverse and do 20 in opposite direction.
Repeat 2 to 4 times. (See Figure A-l0)

A-10
Circles

5 1
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5. Half-Knee Heart;

Position:

A ion:

Hands on hips, feet at shoulder width, toes
pointed straight ahead.

Bend knees until the upper thighs are horizon-
taL Keep trunk straight and feet flat on
ground. Return to starting position. Repeat 10
to 20 times. (See Figure A-11)

Figure A-li
Half-Knee Bends
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6. Knee-Pull tc

Position:

Action:

Arms at side- standing straight, feet slightly
spread.

Bring left knee up, grab it with both hands Eund
pull it to your chest. Keep trunk upright.
Return to starting position. Repeat with right
knee. Repeat 10 to 12 times with each knee.
(See Figure A-12)

Figure A-12
Knee-Pull to Chest
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7.

Position:

Action:

Hands on hips, feet spread wi e apart, knees
straight.

Bend trunk downward until palms are flat on
ground. Bounce to groumd with flat palms 6 to 8
times and recover. Repeat 4 to 6 times. (See
Figure A-13)

5 4
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8. Windmifi

Position:

Action:

btand erect, feet wide apart, arms extended to
sides.

Touch right hand to left toe as left arm is
moved back and up. Touch left hand to right
toe as right arm is moved back and up. Repeat
10 to 12 times to each side. (See Figure A-14)

Figure A-14
Wind ill

515
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Abdominal Stretches

Position:

Action:

Hands on ground at shoulder width, body
straight and extended, toes on ground.

Keeping arms straight, stretch abdomen down,
pulling head back. Bend body upwards, forcing
head down between arms, compressing abdomi-
nal muscles. Return to starting position.
Repeat, alternately stretching and compress ng
abdominal muscles. Repeat 10 to 20 times.
(See Figure A-15)

Figure A-15
Abdominal Stretches
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Juinpirg Jacks

Position: Feet together with hands at sides.

Action: Jump to straddle position and clap hands over-
head. Recover and repeat with rhythm. Repeat
10 to 20 times. (See Figure A-16)

A.-26
Jumping Jacks

5 17
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mid Running

You have been cautioned to warm up the body gradually before per-
forming speed or force exercises. The instructions for both jogging and
running include preliminary warm-up activities as well as progressive
performance routines.

1. aiming

Jogging Lnvolves alternately walking and running at a slow to moder-
ate pace. You should cover approximately a mile in 10 minutes.
You should first warm up with one of the exercise routines previous-
ly described. Body posture is upright, elbows bent with hands almost
on chest as shown in Figure A-17. Breathing is done through the
mouth and nose. Avoid arching the back and protruding the but-
tocks. The foot strike is either flat-footed or on the heel, rocking
forward. Keep the steps short and comfortable. You should be able
to walk a mile briskly without experiencing undue fatigue before
starting a jogging routine.

Figure A-17
Correct Body Fos ure for Jogging

2. Running

Running requires that you cover a mile in under 8 minutes without
dropping off to a jog or walk. You should be able to jog at a steady
pace, covering a mile in 10 minutes or less, before attempting the
mile at a running pace. When you can run a mile in 8 minutes or
less, without experiencing uridue breathlessness or fatigue, you can
start on the 3 mile run.

51 8
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Sum

Your ulti_inate goal should be to run the 3 miles in 25 to 30 minutes.
'The irnpo=tant factor is not so much how far or how fast, but how
lag you mun. The heart rate increases during this time, the arteries
arestrethed and dilated, and the lungs are forced to expand.

SUIcernost c=iminal justice occupations require a very high level of
playslealfitin and physical strength, before you plan a career in any of
trie oceupatk=ms, you should be sure that (1) you are committed to main-
tainingthat tigh level of fitness throughout your career and (2) you
turtmeosnetlical condition which would affect your ability to function in
the oecupatic=n. Before beginning the-program, you should: furnish evi-
deneof a sa7-tisfactory medical evaluation which includes an exercise or
stressECQ, r=kass the aureton's Itreath-Holding Test, the Kasch Pube
Kemal Tesmt, and the Coopers 12-Minute Walk/Rim Test. Performing
the 401r1g exercise routines to develop balance, flexibility, agility,
strength, and power will condition you for the secondary exercise ron-
Ulattswhich wili further increase your endwance. Continuing the sec-
oncieryegergise routine, plus jugging and running throughout your
Qsreer,will desevelop your endurance and keep you physically fit to meet
ernergency sit=uations.

Not" cornplet the review questions beginning on the next page.
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IC V: A)

Write your answers on a separate sheet of paper.

1. Why is endurance the first goal of total physical fitness in this
program?

a. The officer must have a high degree of strength, agility, and
coordination.

b. The officer may be assigned to a desk job.
c. The officer must be prepared for extended physical exertion .
d. The officer may be exposed to violent persons.

2. Criminal justice personnel must have more than enough physical
ability for their own survival because: (Choose all correct
answers.)

a. they may be requed to meet maximum energy output for
extended periods.

b. they may have to rescue someone else in addition to saving
themselves.

c. they may be assigned to an administrative position .
d. emergency situations are the rule rather than the exception.

3. A medical evaluation will: (Choose all correct answers.)

a. include a stress or exercise ECG.
b. prevent possible lost time and energy in making a career choice .
c. allow you to begin treatment to correct any limiting physical

problems.
d. not be required as part of the physical fitness program.

4 lain why self-evaluation is important in preparing for a cri inal
justice career.

5. Lying flat on the stomach with face down, fingers laced behind
neck, and feet anchored to floor, then raising the chin until it is 18
inches off the floor is a basic exercise for:

a. balance.
b. flexibility.
c. agility.
d. power.

6. From a standing position, jumping as far forward as you can and
landing on both feet is a basic exercise for:

a. flexibility.
b. agility.
c. power.
d. strength.

520
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7. To meet the beginning exercise standard for agility, squat thrust
exercises should be completed at the rate of:

a. 3 in 6 seconds.
b. 5 in 10 seconds.
c. 8 in 4 seconds.
d. 4 Ln 8 seconds.

8. To meet the standard for a vertical jump, you should be able to
perform a vertical jump of at least:

a. 14 inches.
b. 18 inches.
c. 20 inches.
d. 24 inches.

9. Before beginning an exercise program, you should pass the follow-
ing physical fitness standards: (Choose all correct answers.)

a. Kasen Pulse Recovery Test.
b. stress ECG.
c. trunk flexion.
d. Cureton's Breath-Holding Test.

10. Cooper's test to determine physical fitness requires that you run or
walk for:

a. 5 minutes.
b. 8 Minutes.
c. 12 minutes.
d. 15 minutes.

11. Which secondary exercise routine requires hands on hips, feet
placed at shoulder width, and toes pointed straight ahead as a
starting position?

a. windmill
b. half-knee bends
c. knee-pull to chest
d. jumping jacks

12. Touching the right hand to the left toe a. -he left arm is moved
back and up and the left hand to the rig oe as the right arm ks
moved back and up is the action for whk secondary exercise?

a. arm circles
b. jumping jacks
c. trunk bendshands to ground
d. windmill

13. The standard for jogging is to alternately walk and run at a slow to
moderate pace covering:

a. 1 mile in 15 minutes.
b. 1 mile in 10 minutes.
c. 2 miles in 10 minutes.
d. 2 miles in 15 minutes.
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14. The standard for running is covering a mile in less than how many
minutes?

15. Your ultimate goal for the physical fitness program is to run how
many miles in how many minutes?

16. The important factor in runnii

a. how fast you run.
b. how long you run.
c. how far you run.
d. how often you run.

522
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(V: A)

1. Following the directions given in the text, practice the beinnhi g
exercise routines until you can meet the standard for each of the
folio .ring:

To develop balancemaintain the position for 20 seconds without
shifting your feet or opening eyes.

To develop flexibility in:
trunk flexionfrom indicated position, touch floor with ringertips
20 times.
trunk extensionfrom indicated position, raise chin until 18 inches
off floor; repeat 5 times.

To develop agilitycomplete 4 or more squat-thrust routines in 8
seconds or less.

To develop strengthperform at least:
4 pull-ups
15 push-ups
25 sit-ups.

To develop powerperform:
a standing broad jump equal to your height
a vertical jump of 18 inches or more.

2. Following the directions given in the text, practice the secondazy
exercise routines until you can meet the standard for each without
undue breathlessness or fatigue.

Warm-up accomplished with light exercises.

Stretching and deep breathing routine perfor ed 4 to 6 times.

Neck 'Ling routine repeated twice.

Ai'm-circles routine repeated 2 to 4 times.

lialf-imee bends routine repeated 10 to 20 times.

Knee-pull to chest routine repeated 10 to 12 times.

Trunk bendshands to ground routine repeated 4 to 6 times.

Windmill routine repeated 10 to 12 times.

Abdominal stretches routine repeated 10 to 20 times.

Jumping jacks routine repeated 10 to 20 times.
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Following the directions given in the text, practice joggiig and
rtinning:

O Jog 1 mile in 10 minutes by the end of the first grading period.

o Run 1 mile in 8 minutes or less by mid-term.

o Run 3 miles in 30 minutes or less by the end of the year.

NOTE: If you have any problems while practichig these exercises, d"
cuss them with your instructor and follow his/her instructions.

If you feel confident that you have achieved the performance objectives
for this unit, ask your instructor for the posttest (V: A).

5 2 4
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Block V: Proficiency &Mc
Unit B: Combative and Defensi

Ask your brotructor for the pretest for this unit (V: B). Alter you com-
plete the pretest, your instructor will let you know whether to study
this unit, to sldp some peat of it, or to take the posttest.
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Many criminal justice occupations face the hazard of possible violent
confrontation. These confrontations may range from a mild display of
temper to extreme assaultive behavior. Criminal justice personnel are
required by law to respond with no more force than what is required to
control the subject. The criminal justice agent cannot simply walk
away from such a situation as a private citizen can. Criminal justice
personnel must live with the potential danger of physical injury or death
as well as the threat of civil liability which may result from their
response to violent situations.

As each section of this unit is developed, the importance of beco
physically fit and maintaining that fitness throughout your career will
become very clear. Specific knowledge, skills, and techniques for
coping with these situations will vary among individuals, instructors,
and training programs. However, there are specific guidennes regarding
the learning and use of combative and defensive tactics. A person's
mind (cognitive component), emotions (affective component), and
physical abilities (psychomotor component) are all essential to the
development of combative and defensive skills.
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Ob'

Knowl

Perform

Upon completion of this unit, you should be able to do the following on a
written test:

1. Identify three skills included in the cognitive component of co
tive tactics.

2. Describe the affective component of combative tactics.

3. Identify in correct order the five steps to De followed when respond-
ing to a potentially violent situation.

4. Identify the usual response sequence of combative tactics used by
criminal justice personnel in responding to a violent confrontation.

5. Identify the seven principles of combative arts.

6. Identify the objectives of defensive, counteroffensive, controlling,
and arresting tactics.

Following training in combative and defensive tactics, demonstrate the
following techniques and skills in a contact fighting bout or match:

A. Psychomotor skilb

1. Defensive tactics
a. blocking
b. parrying
c. evading

2. Counteroffensive tactics
a. throwing
b. grounding
c. kicking/striking
d. disarming

Controlling tactics
a. grappiing
b. wrist and arm locking
c. choking/carotid block

4. Arresting tactics
a. positioning
b. handcuffing on ground
c. searching

52 7
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B. Cognitive and affec ive skills

1. Calmness

2. Courtesy

3. Patience

4. Self-control
a. body language
b. facial expressions

5 28
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Cognitive Component of Combative

Cognitive Survival Skills

ive survival skills are the mental skills you will develop as you
beco e proficient in combative tactics. These cognitive skills include:

the law of response
perception of circumstances which might provide opportunities to
de-escalate a violent confrontation
awareness of the principles of response in order to reduce the level
of danger.

Criminal justice personnel in the 1980s must be alert to the probability
of violent and assaultive behavior. Not only are there more incidents of
violence, but there are also more restrictions regarding the response to
it. In order to avoid civil liability in the performance of duties, the
criminal justice officer must know the laws concerning response and
force which govern the jurisdiction in which s(he) is employed.

It is well beyond the scope of this unit to explore all of the laws regard-
ing the use of force. Ail criminal justice personnel must familiarize
themselves with the state law, local law, and agency policy on the sub-
ject. In Florida, Chapter 776 of the Florida Statutes should be known
thoroughly. The following are partial extracts from Section 5 (776.05)
of the Florida Statutes:

776.05 - A Law Enforcement Officer - need not retreat or resist fr)m
efforts to make a lawful arrest. He is justified in the use of any Virce,
except deadly force, which he reasonably believes to be necessary to
effect the arrest - to defend himself or another from bodily harm.
However, he is justified in using deadly force only when he reasonably
believes that such force is necessary to prevent death or great bodily
harm to himself or such other person.

NOTE: This section of the law also provides for the prevention of
escape (fleeing felon doctrine, etc.). These provions are frequently
changed by appellate courts and departmental policy. Individual depart-
ments have forInulated their own standard procedures regarding the
restraints placed on their officers in the use of deadly force. These
individual departmental policies should be examined and adhered to in
conjunction with existing laws. You should not rely on the brief extract
above but research the current law.
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Mfee ponent of Combative

Maintaining emotional control during threatening encounters is a basic
component of combative tactics. Controlling the emotion-s prevents
response behavior from progressing to physical violence. Body language
and facial expressions communicate feelings of fear, hate, anger, and
contempt as clearly as words and actions. Therefore, the expression of
your emotions must be controlled physically as well as mentally

Coping with violent persons is a common occurrence in many criminal
justice occupations. You should examine your personal philosophy con-
cerning violence. If confrontations withb: violent situations cause you
to experience extreme emotional stress you should probably select
another career field unless you can learn to cope with it.

Controlling your fear and anxiety has both mental and gftsical aspects.
Your mental attitude can be revealed in many ways and you must con-
sciously practice not communicating your feelings in confrontation situ-
ations. The physical control aspect can be developed through regular
contact-fighting sessions. Martial arta (judo, karate, aikido), wrestling,
or boxing are all forms of contact fighting which will help you to devel-
op physical control. The sessions should be aggressive and regularthey
should meet at least twice a week or more. Regular workouts in con .
tact fighting will improve your physical and emotional conditioning, rind
help you to control fear and anxiety. These sessions should stress cum-
tesy, calmness, patience, and self-control, especially while you are
practicing the physical activity. The objective is to develop a co -
timed responee to violence which is calm, controlled, and imemotional
yet effectl
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No single combative sport or martial art will provide all of the possible
response techniques which criminal justice agents are permitted to use.
Therefore, no attempt is made in this unit to include the entire range of
responses. This will be left to your p m instructor.

The reaction to a possibly violent encounter should begin with a rational
response to the situation before physical force is used. PERSUASION
FIRSTFORCE LAST. When responding to a potentially violent situa-
tion, there are five steps to consider.

STEP 1 Efforts should be made to de-escalate the threatened violence
by persuasion.

STEP 2 If this does not work restraining methods may be used.

STEP 3 If this is not effective, direct contact skills without the use of
weapons may be utilized.

STEP 4 If further efforts are necessary, the use of non-deadly weapons
is the next step.

STEP 5 As a but resort, deadly weapons may be used only if the condi-
tions fulfill the legal requirements concerning the use of deadly
force.

When it is obvious that assaultive or violent confrontations cannot be
de-escalated, and the criminal justice agent is forced to respond
physically, psychomotor skills are usually used in this response
sequence:

defensive tactics
counteroffensive tee ics
controlling tactics
arresting tactics
searching tactics

Principles of the Combative Arts

Keeping the following principles of combative arts in mind as you
practice contact fighting will enable you to place your opponent at a
disadvantage and to maintain your advantage.

1. Balance. Maintaining your own balance while putting your opponent
off-balance is important in all combative methcds. Keeping the feet
moderately spread with knees slightly bent provides balance side to
side, while keeping one foot forward provides balance front to
back. You should constantly shift the feet for the best balance in
relation to the direct on of the attacker.
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2. . The prLnciple of gravity controls your ability to maintain
balance. The center of gravity of most persons is just below the
navel. If a fulcrum, such as the hip or leg, is applied at this point, a
successful throw is more likely. The line of gravity in humans is a
vertical line through the head and body. Upsetting your opponent's
balance while maintaining your own is the most important principle
in combative situations. (See Figure B-1)

Figure B-1
Line of Gravity through Body

Ilse of Doge Muscle Groups. The abdominal muscles Emd back mus-
cles should be used as a source of power in applying hip throws and
delivering kicks. These techniques are more effective than the
traditional use of arms and fists only. They can also be effectively
combLned with the use of leverage.

4. Leverage. Leverage can be used to apply pain as a control mecha-
nism. Some examples include arm bars, wrist twists, shoulder
throws, and hammer locks. Leg throws, hip throws, and leg sweeps
are ways in which the body and legs can be used together to provide
leverage.

5. Momentum. A body in motion tends to continue in the direction in
which it is moving. Side-stepping a charge while simultaneously
accelerating the motion with your hands, or using leg sweeping or
ducking can put your opponent at a disadvantage.
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6. Reaction lime. The person initiating an assault always has the ad-
vantage in the beginning. Since an unconditioned reflex is generally
too slow, you should work to condition your reflexes for instant and
effective reaction. Conditioned reflexes can be developed through
repetitive drills in realistic training situations, or even better, by
re6ular competitive practice in combative arts such as boxing,
wrestling, judo, aikido, and karate. As we pointed out earlier, reg-
ular work-outs also result in physical and emotional conditioning as
well as reflex conditioning. Panic is less likely to occur in a violent
encounter if you are already conditioned to the elements of such a
situation.

7. rulnerthle Areas. The human body has many structural weaknesses.
Knowing these is essential and increases the effectiveness of the
strikes and holds which are used to control a violent person. The
temple is one point of weakness, and a blow to the temple can cause
uncorociousness. Other weak points include the eyes, solar plexus,
groin, liver and kidney areas, knees, shins, Achilles tendon, elbow,
back of neck, and throat. Care must be used in attacks to these
points, and the conditions must warrant the degree of force used
against vulnerable areas. The followirkg illustration shows some 9f
the vital nerve and pressure point areas which can be used in com-
bative tactics (See Figure B-2)

Temple
es

Throat
Back of Neck

Figure B-2
Vulnerable Points of Attack

'ver

'ciney

Achilles Tendon
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The following section describes combative tactics which you should
learn and practice until they become second nature to you. Practice
aggressively and regularly until you are conditioned physically, mental-
ly, and emotionally to respond to potentially violent situations. Your
instructor will determine the specific tactics to be learned and used in
meeting the objectives for each stage. The important thing is that the
objective be achieved within the permissible use of force requirements,
not bow it is achieved.

Defensive Theti

Ob To survive the initial engage ent.

1. Blocking. Blocking is a method of stopping an attack upon the in-
tended target. Whether the attacking weapon is the hands, fist,
feet, club, or knife, there are well-established techniques in most
combative arts to block such attacks. These usually involve pivotinZ
and counterstriking. Your instructor will determine which blocking
styles you will learn and practice. The most important objective is
to keep the attack from disabling you.

2. Parrying. In parrying, the attack is deflected from its original path.
If force, speed, or the nature of the weapon prevents you from fully
blocking or stopping the momentum of the attack, parrying might at
least stop it from striking the intended target and buy a little time
in which to react more effectively. The parry can be a controlled
pivot followed by enough deflecting counterstriking to change the
assailant's direction enough to miss the target. Parrying techniques
are an important part of the martial arts. You must experiment in
simulated attack/parry situations in order to find your most effec-
tive parrying technique.

3. Evading. In the event that the defender is outnumbered, over-
whelmed, ambushed, or grabbed, it is usually too late to block or
parry. As a last resort, there are many escape techniques included

the combative arts. Escape from rear and front hugs, escape
from rear and front strangles, and escape from wrist holds will be
included in your training. However, whenever possible you should
avoid allowing the assailant to grasp or choke you because these
holds are often difficult to escape from, particularly if your attack-
er is stronger than you are. Falling, diving, tumbling, and other
agility skills are also important techniques which you will need to
learn and practice.

5 4
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1.

e Initiative following a successful defense.

Getting a resisting person on the ground is a necessary
first tep toward achieving controL The throw is often a natural
follow-through from a block or parry. If it is done with sufficient
impact it can also stun or temporarily disable the attacker, thereby
making control easier. The throwing techniques of wrestling or judo
are excellent for this purpose. Figure B-3 illustrates one technique
for throwing an opponent. Direct-contact techniques such as punch-

kickhkg, and e ef-hand (knife4iand) strikes are considered an
undue use of force.

to Heel and Knee Throw

2. Having the subject on the ground provides the advantage
of having an unyielding surface beneath the subject so that the full
body weight is on top. Wrestling and judo-mat fighting techniques
provide many methods of pinning and holding the subject once they
are grounded. Getting help at this point rather than continuing a
one-on-one struggle is usually advisable.
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3. grounding is impossible due to the strength or
advantage of the o fender, diurect contact by kicking or striking
might be necesswy. The striking and kicking techniques learned in
boxing and karate are useful in this situation. Figure B-4 illustrates
the rear kick to knee method of taking your opponent down.

B-4
Rear Kick to Knee Throw

4. Dis&rming. When confronted with a subject who has a deadly
weapon, the first consideration must be survival. Yielding to the
subject's thtentions may be the best means of survival. It is difficult
to evaluate whether a person is a potential killer. The decision to
attempt to disarm a person is not easy to make and no advice can be
given. The disarming techniques must be practiced to the point of
becoming a conditioned reflex before a real-life attempt can be
made. There are many techniques which can be used to disarm an
opponent, and your instructor will determine which you will learn.

Objeeti : To stop all resistance through total control of the subject.

1. Grappling. Grappling techniques are the pinning techniques used in
wrestling and judo which are used to restrain a subject once the sub-
ject is grounded.

2. Wrist and Arm Locking. Wrist and arm locking are similar to grap-
pling but usually provides control through the use of pain. The
subject must know that pain, dislocation, or a break could result if
resistance continues.
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3. tid Block. Choking or strangle techniques shut off the
ability to breathe. The usual technique applies wrist pressure to the
trachea until unconsciouness occurs. The carotid block compresses
the carotid arteries on each side of the neck until unconsciousness
occurs. Great care must be exercised in either case. Such tech-
niques should be understood thoroughly because they block the
supply of oxygen to the brain. Figure B-5 illustrates a throwing
technique using the rear-strangle lock. Some jurisdictions conzider
these techniques to be the use of deadly force. Be sure that you
fully understand the legal consequences set forth by the jurisdiction
in which you are employed.

Rear- le Lock Throw
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To secure the subject and terminate resistance.

Positioning. Once the subject is under control, his/her body must be
positioned so that the handcuffs can be easily applied. When the
subject is face down on the ground with the arms behind the back, it
is easier to apply the handcuffs.

Position for Handcuffing a Violent Person

2. Handcuffing on the Ground. When the subject is violent they must
be grounded and brought under control. Hands should be positioned
back to back, palms out, thumbs outward. Cuffs should be applied
securely, but not tightly enough to restrict circulation, and they
should be double locked. (See Figures B-6 and B-7)

we 8-7
nds Positioned for Handcuffing
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Summary

3. Sesrchüg The subject should be thoroughly searched for weapons
and contraband while on the ground.

NOTE: The assumption throughout this unit has been that the sub-
ject is violent and that combative tactics are necessary. None of
the instructions given in the unit apply to the normal mechanics of
arrest, search, and handcuffing of yielang, nonviolent prisoners.
For nonviolent persons, the wall search, kneeling search, and other
methods as described in the law enforcement unit of instruction are
to be used.

In order to cope with violent persons and situations, combative tactics
must be used with proper timing, force, and control.

The cognitive component of combative tactics demands understanding,
perception, and awareness of all aspects of a potentially violent situ-
ation.

Criminal justice officers must maintain emotional control at all times
while working. They must be able to cope with violent persons and situ-
ations without undue emotional stress. Mental attitudes and physical
abilities must be developed to control fear and anxiety. The objective
of the affective component of combative tactics is a conditioned
response to violence which is calm, controlled, and unemotionalyet
effective.

If conditions permit, efforts should always be made to de-escalate po-
tential violence. PERSUASION FIRST FORCE IAST. If persuasive
verbal, and attitudinal responses fail, then the criminal justice officer
must resort to restraining methods; then, to direct contact skills with-
out weapons; next, to non-deadly weapons; and, as a last resort, to
deadly weapons. The respoose sequence of the psychomotor component
is: defensive tactics, counteroffensive tactics, controlling tactics,
arresting tactics, and searching tactics. Basic principles of combative
arts include: balance, gravity, use of large muscle groups, leverage,
momentum, reaction time, and knowledge of your opponent's vulnerable
areas. The objectives of combative tactics are: to survive the initial
engagement, to gain the initiative folloWing a successful defense, and to
stop all resistance through total control of the subject. These
objectives must be met vdthout the use of deadly force unless great
bodily harm or death is threatened.

Now complete the review westiorm beginning on the next page-
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(V: 13)

a ac of paper.

1. To which of the following does the cognitive component relate?

a. mental capacity or knowledge
b. emotional capacity or control
c. physical agility and capability
d. spfritual sensitivity

2. Which of the following are cognit ve skills?

a. knowledge of the use of force laws
b. knowledge of principles of combative arts
a. knowledge of the range of response
d. all of the above

3. Which of the following is not one of the cognitive skills considered
important to learning combative tactics?

a. awareness
b. spiritual sensitivity
c. perception
d. understanding

4. Which of the following conditions ust exist to justify the use of
deadly force?

a. it is necessary to prevent death or great bodily harm
b. it Is necessary to effect the arrest
c. the offender makes the first aggressive move
d. none of the above

5. Which of the following best describes the principle objective of the
affective component of combative tactics?

a. mental capacity or knowledge
b. emotional control
c. physical agility and capability
d. spiritual sensitivity

6. Responses to be followed in a threatened violence are given below.
Write the letters a-e on your paper Then arrange the responses in
the order they should be used by numbering them-ane for the first
response to be applied, two for the second response, and so on.
Write the number next to the appropriate letter .

a. restraining methods
b. nondeadly weapons
c. de-escalate the situation by persuasion
d. deadly weapons
e. dftect contact without weapons

ve ve
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7. Which of the following is the objective of regular conta ighting
practice sessions?

a. to develop a conditioned physical and emotional res
b. to survive the initial engagement
c. to gain the thitiative following defensive tactics
d. to stop all resistance after counter-offense

8. Which of the following states the correct response sequence o
psychomotor component of combative tactics?

a. defensive, controlling, searchLng, arresting
b. defensive, counteroffensive, controlling, arresting, searching
c. arresting, searching, deferoive, controlling
d. searching, arresting, defensive, counteroffensive, controlling

9. Match the terms in column 1 with the principle of combative arts
in column 2. List the letters a-g on your paper, then write the
number from column 2 by the letter for the term which is described
in column 1.

Terms

a.
b.
c.

d.
C.
f.
g.

momentum
gravity
use of large
muscles
leverage
balance
reaction time
vulnerable
areas

Princ*ple

1. maintaining your footing while
throwing your opponent off-balance

2. maffitaining a vertical line through the
head and body

3. knowledge of structural weaknesses of
the human body

4. using leg throws or sweeps and hip
throws

5. getting the first advantage through
conditioned reflexes

6. a body in motion tends to continue in
the direction it is moving

7. provides a source of power

10. Which of the following is the objective of defensive tactics?

a. to gain the initiative following a successful defense
b. to stop all resistance through total control of subject
c. to survive the initial engagement
d. to make a conditioned physical &rid emotional response

11. Which of the following is the objective of counteroffensive tactics?

a. to gain the initiative following a successful defense
b. to stop all resistance through total control of the subject
c. to survive the initial engagement
d. to make a conditioned physical and emotional response

541
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12. Which of the folio irkg is the objective of controlling ta

a. to gam the initiative following a successful defense
b. to stop all resistance through total control of subject
c. to survive the initial engagement
d. to make a conditioned physical and emotional response

Check yr answers with the in the azwer key.

5 4 2
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Participate in contact-fighting sessions at least two times each
week. (These may be martial arts such as judo and karate or
wrestling and boxing matches, as directed by your instructor.)

2. Practice the principles of combative arts.

Maintain your balance while putting your opponent off-balance.
Keep your feet moderately spread with knees slightly bent. Shift
your feet constantly for the best balance in relation to the
direction of your opponent.

Maintain your own line of gravity (a vertical line through the head
and body) as you upset your opponent's.

Practice hip throws and kicks which use the abdominal and back
muscles as a source of power.

Practice using leverage as a control mechanism. Leverage may be
applied through arm bars, wrist twists, shoulder throws, and
hammer locks. The body and legs may be used for leverage
through leg throws, hip throws, and leg sweeps.

Practice side-stepping or ducking a charge by your opponent while
accelerating his/her motion with your hands, body movement, or
leg sweeps.

Practice regularly to condition your reflexes for instant and
effective reactions.

Learn the vulnerable areas of the human body and the degree of
force which can be used to control an opponent without injury.

:I co_ -Went that you have achieved the perform
est (V: 13).unit, ask your instructor for the

54 3
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Block V: PPoticieney Skills
Unit C: Police rt Baton

Ask your instructor for the pretest for this mat (Ir: C). After y
plete the pretest, your instAtetor will let you know whether to study
this unit, to skip some part of it, or to take the posttest.



Learning how to use the short baton is a part of combative tactics.
Using the baton is considered armed intervention to control unlawful,
violent behavior. Although it is intended as "use of non-deadly force,"
the baton can become "deadly force" when used to strike the throat or
head areas. Using the baton implies that persuasion and unarmed force
have failed, and that intervention with non-deadly weapons is justified
under the prevailing conditions.

Training in the use of the baton should involve the cognitive, affective,
and psychomotor components which were explained in Unit B, "Combat-
ive Tactics." Combative tactics using the baton include: defensive,
counteroffensive, controlling, arresting, and searching tactics. This
unit will introduce the basics of using the baton in these various tactics.

4
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Kno-

Performamee Obiecti

Upon completion of this unit you should be able to do the following on a
written test:

1. Identify the advantages of the ligh x 24") baton over the heavier
weapons.

2. Identify the advantages and disadvantages of the tonfa type baton.

3. Identify the difference between "nondeadly" and "deadly" force in
the use of the baton.

4. Identify the two techniques of defensive tactics and methods far
using each.

5. Identify the three types of counteroffensive tactics.

6. Identify four types of controlling tactics.

7. Identify the steps of wall search tactics.

8. Identify the proper position of a prisoner's hands once handcuffs
have been applied.

Given training and practice in contact fighting using the police short
baton, demonstrate proficiency in using the baton for each of the com-
bative tactics listed below.

1. Defensive tactics

blocking (attacks from any direction):

two-handed grip
one-handed grip
one-armed high block

parrying (attacks from any direction):

two-handed grip parry
one-armed parry

2. CouRteroffensive tac ics

short jab
striking counteraction
long thrust
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3. Controlling tactics

grounding
comelong
baton hammer lock
baton arm bars

4. /wresting and searching tactics

searchingwall position
handeuffingwall position

5 4
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Batdc Baton

Traditional Baton:

The most common batons are 24 inches long and from 1 inch to 1 1/4
inches in diameter (Figure C-1). They can be made of wood such as ash
or oak, but special hard plastics are now more common. The plastic
batons are a little heavy for proper wrist action, especially for slightly-
built officers. Light-weight (1" x 24") batons made from straight-
grained oak are usually more effective. This light baton has better bal-
ance, is more comfortable to carry, and, with some skill development,
can generate a greater tip velocity than the heavier weapons. Using
wrist action, rather than long arc sweeps from behind, keeps the weapon
in front of you, which is preferable to exposing the body during a back
sweep.

C-1
Traditional Baton
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_lbnfa-Type Baton:

This batol is patterned after the Asian t,onfa a martial arts weapon.
has a short, perpendicular handle extension 5 inches) approxi-
mately one-third of the way down from the butt end. The American
tonfa is made much like the traditional baton, with the addition of a
handle extension. The handle extension provides the advantage of a full
surface for blocking assaults. In close encounters, you can grip the
baton without exposing your fingers when delivering blows with the
short end. It also provides good leverage when used with controlling
tactics such as arm bars and other restraints. Its use requires lengthy
training, but it is an effective weapon. The primary disadvantage of a
tonfa is in carrying it since the extension is inclined to get in the way.

Figme C-2
Tonfa-Type Baton

The Ntm

The nunchaku (Figure C-3) is another Asian martial arts weapon which
has gained some popularity with American police. Essentially, it is
made up of two short batons, usually about 14 inches long, joined by a 4-
inch leather thong or chain between the batons. The thong or chain is
useful in restraining or crushLng techniques, as well as for providing a
means to extend a strike. The weapon requires a great deal of training
to be used effectively, Elnd it is not commonly used by American police
at this time. It is, however, an extremely efficient weapon when used
properly.

Figure C-3
The Nunchalat
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The baton, tonfa and nunchaku are extensions of the arms and hands,
although their use would be considered an "armed" response. The offi-
cer must decide if their use is justifiable by examining the "use of
force" statutes and department regulations. In the previous block of in-
struction, you will recall that use of force ranges from an unarmed
respo. -1 to use of nondeadly weapons, then, if necessary, to the use of
incapuct.tating weapons, and, finally, as a last resort, to the use of
deadly weapons. The baton is considered a "nondeadly" weapon, unless
it is used on the offender's head or throat area. Using the baton for
head strikes immediately creates a "deadly force response." 'The baton
should never be used to counter deadly force; therefore, it should not be
used on the head. Head strikes we forbidden. If deadly force is justi-
fied, the service revolver is the appropriate weapon.

Lng the Baton

The baton should be carried in a ring on the belt as a sidearm unless the
situatimi justifies otherwise. You would not walk your beat twirling
your service revolver, and neither should you walk your beat twirling
the baton by its lanyard. The stereotype of the cop walking down the
street twirling the baton in famcy movements is inappropriate, and this
behavior is universally considered threatening by citizens.

Defensi-

As you learned in the previous unit, the primary objective of defensive
tactics is to survive the initial engagement. General blocking and par-
rying techniques were described and now you should be able to apply
those techniques as you learn to use the police short baton.

Blocking

Blocking is a method of stoppLng a weapon from striking an intended
target and inflicting disabling results. The baton is an effective instru-
ment for blocking and can be used in a variety of maneuvers.
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Two-handed grip. Hold the baton horizontally with one hand at each
end, palms down. When it is held this way, it can be used to block an
assault from overhead with fists or weapons, or to block a kick coming
up from the ground. In blocking the kick, thrust the baton down force-
fully at the shin area. The resulting infliction of pain may give you
enough time to counter and control the offender. (See Figure C-4)

Figme 0-4
Two-Handed Grip
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One-handed strikin blocks. In blocking either an overhead strike or a
ic ng movement, an a ternate method is to strike the assailant on the

inside of the arm or leg with the baton. The target can be a wrist, fore-
arm muscle, bicep, shin, side of calf, or knee. Strikes to these areas
can inflict pain, or even cause a muscle spasm, and may give you enough
time to counterattack and control the subject. (See Figure C-5)

C-5
One-Handed Striking Blocks
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One-armed high block. To block a weapon strike to the top of your
head, raise the arm holding the baton so that your bicep is alongside
your head and your elbow is bent so that the forearm is across your
head. This will provide you with maximum head protection. The baton
is held so that the short end extends from the thumb side and the long
end extends along year forearm, where it will absorb the impact of the
blocked weapon. Keep the baton tight against your forearm by bending
the wrist until you can feel the pressure of the baton. Your stance
should be a relaxed crouch with one foot forward and knees slightly bent
to help absorb some of the impact which will permit a rapid counter-
attack. Your fingers will be exposed, and you must be sure to shift the
baton so that the fingers do not take the impact. When a tonfa-type
baton is used, the fingers will be less exposed. (See Figure C-6

C-6
One-Armed High Block

Parrybig

Parrys are used to deflect an incoming blow or thrust with a weapon
from its original path and to give you time to react more effectively.
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Two-handed_grip parry. When the two-handed grip is used on the baton,
it is usually held so that the baton is vertical in order to ensure parrying
contact. To parry a straight-in attack, a front punch, or a thrust with a
weapon, retain a normal grip with your strongest hand, arid grab the tip
of the baton with the other hand, palms facing in. Holding the baton in
a vertical position, pivot and intercept the incoming arm or weapon,
guiding it away from your body with the parry. Be prepared to counter
immediately once your opponent has been placed off4palance due to the
parrying motion. (See Figure C-7)

if C-7
Tho-Handed Grip Parry
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One-armed parry. The baton grip is the same as described in "one-
armed high blocks." Your strong hand should hold the baton at the
normal grip point, but with the short end extending from the thumb
side. The long end of the baton should extend along your forearm and
take the impact of the parried weapon. When parrying a straight-in
punch or weapon thrust, hold your arm so that the baton is in a vertical
position. Pivot so that your rear foot sweeps back in a circular move-
ment and intercept the weapon or arm with the baton while the circular
movement is in full momentum. This merely deflects the attack so you
must be ready for an immediate counter. (See Figure C-8)

_Figure C-8
One-Armed Parry

Other attacks. These basic techniques can be applied to attacks from
any dft.ection, and the baton must be held on a plane that intercept; the
attacking arm or weapon at a right angle. Blocks and parrys are not
effective unless assisted by body movements, kicks, strikes from the
opposite hand, a balanced stance, and the use of motion. You must ex-
periment in simulated blocking and parrying situations in order to find
your most effective defensive techniques.

CcJnteroffensive Tactics

The objective of counteroffensive tactics is to gain the initiative fol-
lowing a successful defense. Blocks, parrys, and other defensive tactics
merely buy time. Your survival is not insured by such tactics, so a swift
counterattack must be used. There are many fighting styles and tech-
niques which provide effective counteroffensive capability.
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Through extensive work-outs and simulated contact-fighting sessions,
you will find the techniques which are most effective for you. Here are
a few of the most useful techniques:

Short -ab. If the baton is held wich the short end extending from the
thumb side of your hand during the defensive action, there is no time to
shift it for a counter movement, so thrust with the butt end to the solar
plexus or groin of your opponent. The other hand can aLso be used to
make this short jab more forceful. This technique can include a kick to
the knee or a leg sweep to put your opponent on the ground. (See Figure
C-9)

Figure C-9
Short Jab

55 6
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Striking counteractions. If the parry or attempted block resulted in a
disengagement which gives you time to change your grip on the baton to
the conventional striking grip and stance, strike at your opponent's most
vulnerable exposed target. Select targets that will incapacitate without
causing permanent or fatal injury. The solar plexus, groin, long muscles
of the thigh, calves, biceps, hands, wrists, arms, and shins are all vul-
nerable areas. Keep your counter strikes low. Do not strike the
clavicle or upper area; it is too easy to miss and deliver an unintentional
head strike. (See Figure C-1.0)

Figure G-10
Striking Countera ions
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ContriAlim Tactics

Long thrust. If there is sufficient distance between you and your oppo-
nent after the parry or block, deliver a long thrust to his/her abdomen,
solar plexas, or groin. The baton should be gripped with both hands,
palms facing, one near the tip, one near the butt. The thrust should be
delivered with your full body weight behind a full step-in with the lead-
Lng leg and foot. This technique is similu to a bayonet or long baton
thrust. (See Figure C-11)

Figure C-11
Long Thrust

nie objective of controlling tactics is to end all resistance through to al
control of the subject. Control is most easily achieved when the of-
fender is face down on the ground where your full body weight can be
used against him/her. Other alternatives include placing the subject
against the wall or controlling him/her through the use of painful
techniques.

Grounding the subject. Grounding can be achieved by a counter-
offensive action which inflicts pain with a baton technique, a throw, a
legweep, or a knockdown. Once the subject is on the ground, use the
baton to apply leverage in an arm lock or wrist lock which should pro-
duce the pain needed to achieve the subject's compliance.
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Come-alonA. If the subject is to be moved to a vehicle, wall, or lock-
up, hold the baton in the middle and place it sideways between the sub-
ject's legs from the rear. Pull up with the baton, which you should now
hold palm down and horizontally in front of and between the legs. Grab
the subject's clothing at the back of the collar with your free hand and
push the subject while pulling up with the baton hand. The subject
should now be off-balance and in some pain. In this position, "walk"
him/her to the wall or vehicle. This technique should not be used by a
male officer against a female subject. (See Figure C-12)

Figure C-12
Come-Along

Baton hammer lock. Use the baton for additional leverage in a conven-
tional hammer lock. Both of the subject's arms will be pinned from
behind, while the officer grips the baton with both hands. The baton
should be placed across the back of the subject's neck.

5 5 '1
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Baton arm bars. The baton can be used to increase the leverage of a
one-arm lock. While the subject's arm is bent up to the middle of the
back, insert the baton under hisfher forearm and rest the front of the
baton on his/her shoulder. Control results from the painful application
of upward leverage with the baton.

Figure C-13
Baton Arm Bars

Arrestir and Searchh g Tae

Arresting and searching tactics have already been covered in the law
enforcement block of your training and will be reviewed here briefly to
illustrate the usefulness of the baton as an aid in search tactics.

Searchin /wall position. Once the subject has been brought under con-
trol, you must maintain that control in order to prevent further attacks
and to make it easier to search for weapons or contraband. To maintain
control you must keep the subject off-balance in the wall position. (See
Figure C-14) To achieve this, follow these steps:

STEP 1 Order the subject to reach with both hands flat and high up on
the wall.

STEP 2 Order the subject to move his/her feet away from the wall
while keeping his/her hands flat on the wall.

STEP 3 Order the subject to spread his/her feet as far apart as
possible keeping his/her toes pointed outward.

STEP 4 Place the baton tip against the spine or kidney area with
enough pressure that the subject is aware of its presence.
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STEP 5 Search the subject's left side by placing your foot in between
the wall and the subject's left foot with the baton pressed into
the left kidney area.

STEP 6 Search the right side by placing the inside of your right foot
against the inside of the subject's right ankle with the baton
pressed into the right kidney area.

STEP 7 If the subject attempts to move from this position, increase
the pressure of the baton.

STEP 8 If that does not stop the subject's movement, then sweep
his/her foot back and ground the subject.
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Figure 0-14
The Wall Position for Searching and
Handcuffing

Handcuffing from the wall position. When the search procedure has
been completed and the subject is to be handcuffed, follow these steps:

STEP I Order the subject to place his/her head against the wall while
keeping his/her right hand flat on the wall, and maintain the
pressure of the baton against the subject's spine or kidney area.

STEP 2 Order the subject to put the left hand behind hisfher back with
the thumb side up.

STEP 3 Put a cuff on the left wrist with thumb up and palm facing
outward.

STEP 4 Order the subject to put histher right hand behind the back with
thumb side up leaving only the subject's head against the wall.

STEP 5 Put the other cuff on the right wrist with the tlyunb up and the
backs of the hands together, palms facing out.

STEP 6 Double-lock the cuffs.

STEP 7 Tell the subject to move his/her feet toward the wall, then puil
back the subject's shoulders so that s(he) is not fully erect,
without allowing the subject's head to rest on the wall.

STEP 8 Hold the cuffs by the chain between the wrists, pulling back just
enough to keep the subject off-balance.

STEP 9 Move the subject to the vehicle in this unbalanced position.
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immai

The police short baton is a nondeadly weapon intervention which is used
to control unlawful, violent behavior after persuasion and the unarmed
use of force have failed. The baton is an inappropriate weapon for
countering deadly force and should never be used on the head or neck.
There are three basic types of batons: the traditional, the tonfa, and
the mmchaku. Combative tactics in which the baton can be used in-
clude defensive, counteroffensive, controlling, arresting and searching
tactics.

The baton may be used defensively in blocking and parrying. The two-
handed grip, one-handed striking block, and one-armed high block are
basic techniques which utilize the baton defensively. Comteroffensive
tactics include short jabs, striking counteractions, and long thrusts.
After a successful counteroffensive, the baton can be used to assist
with controlling tactics by forcing the subject into painful positions
with the come-along, baton hammer lock, or the baton arm bar tech-
niques. Once controlled, the subject may be searched and handcuffed
from either a uounded or wall pcsition. The baton is used to maintain
control during the seareh and h&ndcuffing procedure.

Now complete the review questions beginning on the next page.
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Review Ques -ons (V: C)

Write your answers on a separate sheet of paper.

1. List three advantages of the light (1' x 24") baton over the heavier
batons.

2. List thxee advantages of the tonfa-type baton.

3. List two ways in which the use of the baton is considered "deadly
force."

4. Match the Techniques in column 1 with the Combative Tactics in
column 2. List the letters a-k on your papee. Then write the Tactic
numbers next to the letters for the Techniques.

Technique Combative Tactic

a. long thrust 1. defensive
b. baton arm bars '1. counteroffensive
c. offender with head against wall 3. controlling
d. blocking 4. arresting and
e. come-along handcuffing
f. short jab 5. searching
g. parrying
h. baton hammer lock
i. offender with both hands high on wall
j. striking counteractions
k. grounding

The steps for searching an offender in the wall position are listed
below. Write the letters ac on your paper. Then arrange the steps
in sequential order by writing 1 by the letter for the first step, 2 by
the letter for the second step, and so on.

a. Place baton tip at spine or left kidney area.
b. Place baton tip at spine or right kidney area.
c. Increase baton pressure if the subject attempts to move.
d. Move subject's feet back from wall.
e. Place your left foot between wall and subject's left foot.
f. Place your right foot against inside of subject's right ankle.
g. Sweep foot back and ground subject if necessary.
h. Have subject place hands flat on wall.
i. Have subject spread feet with toes pointed out.
j. Search subject's left side.
k. Search subject's right side.
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6. Correct handcuffing technique requues that: (Choose all correct
answers.)

a. offender's hands are to the back.
b. hands are back-to-back with thumbs up.
e. offender is kept off-balance.
d. handcuffs are double-locked.

Check your &rowers with the correct ones provided in the tutswer key.

5 5
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Praeti _ (V: C)

1. Following directions given in the text and by your instructor for
using the baton, practice blockft and parrying (defensive tactics) Ln
simulated situations until you have developed effective techniques.
You should be able to block add parry attacks coming from any
direction.

2. Following directions given in the text and by your instructor for
using the baton, practice counteroffensive tactics in simulated
contact-fighting sessions until you have developed effective tech-
niques. Practice using the short jab, striking counteraction, and long
thrust until you can gain the advantage over your opponent in simu-
lated situations using each of these techniques.

3. Following directions given in your text and by your instructor for
using the baton, practice controllim tactics in simulated contact-
fighting sessions until you have developed effective techniques.
Practice using the baton in grounding your opponent, in the come-
along, the baton hammer lock, and the baton arm bars techniques.

4. Following directions given in your text and by your instructor for
using the baton, practice aircsting and searching tactics in simu-
lated wall-position situations. Practice using the baton to assist in
searching and handcuffing a subject in the wall position

If you feel confident that you have achieved the perform& ..-fe objectives
for this unit, ask your instructor for the posttest (V: C).
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Block V: Proficiency Skills
Unit Eh Riot Respore Tactics

Ask your instructor for the pretest for thb unit (V: 13). Mter you com-
plete the pretest, your instructor will let you know whether to study
this unit, to skip some part of it, or to take the posttest.
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The mass behavior which occurs during a riot will usually lead to an
overload of the three subsystems of the criminal justice system. Mobi-
lization planning will enable the criminal justice personnel, particularly
the law enforcement officers, to maintain control, prevent escalation of
the situation, and restore law and order. Operational policies should be
well thought-out and fully documented. Law enforcement personnel
must e:thibit riot control readiness, not only in their physical prepara-
tion but also in their mental preparedness. Mastering the roles of squad
member and leader in each of the readiness routines and riot control
formations is essential.

5 6
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Objectives

Knowlece Objectives

Upon completion of this unit, you should be able to do the following on a
written test:

1. Identify the objectives of mobilization planning.

2 identify the topics which must be documented in a typical
operational policy.

3. Describe the structure of riot control groups.

4. Describe the tactics necessary to achieve riot control.

5. Describe three weapon positions.

5. Describe five riot control formations.

Performance Objectives

Given a role as a squad member and/or a squad leader in drills,
demonstrate proficiency by giving a sharp and coordinated perfo mance
of each of the readiness routines listed below.

Readiness Routines

1. FormIng up

falling
dress
facing

2. Weapon positions

safe port
short guard
on guard

Riot control formations

line formation
right echelon
left echelon
platoon wedge
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Riot

Mobilization Planning

As a result of the mass criminal behavior which occurs during riots, all
subsystems of the criminal justice system must be prepared to process a
number of clients far in excess of normal conditions. The police must
make mass arrests and prepare the evidence, the state attorney's office
must prosecute them, the court must try them, and corrections must
house them. The overload on all of these subsystems can be over-
whelming.

In this unit, mobilization planning by the law enforcement component
will be outlined briefly.

Phases of Emergency Mobilization

Phase 1initial incident
Phase 2stanclv alert
Phase 3emergency alert
Phase 4full mobilization
Phase 5restoration of order

Specific plans must be made well beforehand for responding to each of
these phases.

Objectives of Mobilization Plans

Maintaining control of any riot or potential riot is the principal
objective of mobilization planning. Control is accomplished through
the organization, assignment, and direction of personnel and equip-
ment in order to provide an effective response to mass behavior.

Preventing escalation of a riot situation means that plans must be
activated as soon as an incident occurs. It is imperative that the
police seize the initiative swiftly, arresting as many violators as
possible.

Restoring law and oriler must be accomplished by using lawful
measures quickly and impartially.

In order to obtain these objectives, the following procedures should be
adhered to:

1. React as quickly as possible to restore order using whatever force
and strength is allowed under the law.

2. Establish immediate control in all sections of the involved area.

5 70
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rational Policies

Riot

Remain in the affected area with a sufficient police force once
order has been restored in order to convince all concerned that
additional outbreaks will not be tolerated.

4. Prepare for the prosecution of all arrested persons.

Operational policies must be fully documented. The following outline is
a typical operational format for the law enforcement subsystem.

The tactical plan consists of directives and guidelines for a mobile force
of squad units which is constantly available for immediate deployment
by the field or post commander. In order to remain available to handle
any disturbance, segments of the mobile task force must be able to deal
with a problem immediately before it escalates. The plan must
document operational policy for each of the following topics:

functions of the mobile task forces
patrolling procedures
enforcement policies
use of chemical agents
dispersal orders (invoking riot conti
Chapter 870.4, Florida Statutes)

ol sta u es,

Law enforcement personnel must present a united and disciplined front
to rioters to be effective. This cannot be accomplished haphazardly;
the mobilization routine must be well rehearsed and automatic. The
following sections describe how to achieve the level of readiness which
is essential to successful riot control.

-tion

A mobile force of squad units should be available to the field command-
er. A squad is usually composed of one squad leader and seven officers.
They can be deployed in two sedan-type vehicles or on foot. They can

- also be formed into a platoon of two or more swads accorearg to the
strength required.

Prior to moving personnel into an affected area, the commander will, if
possible, secure roof tops or other high g-round areas to p.otect troops
from sniper fire, or thrown objects, and to provide observation posts.

The riot control personnel should be formed up at a point nem* the scene
of the disturbance but out of sight of the rioting mob. No attempt
should be made against the mob until sufficient personnel are on hand to
make the action meaningful. The mob's first view of the police should
show them a uniformed and fullyquipped body of professionals, march-
ing in a disciplined military formation and in full control of themselves
physically, mentally, and emotionally.
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Rcadin

Forming' Up

To gain and maintain physical, rnenal, and emotional control, you
should practice the following routin-,es until they are mastered precisely.
Preparatory commands should be giwen in a normal voice. Execution
commands (which are shown in bold print) should be given in a loud,
snappy voice.

Falling In. Upon the command of "faU in" by the platoon leader, the
squad leaders will take their post. Each squad member will fan into
a line to the left of the squad leacer, take the proper interval of one
arm's length, dress to the right wi th a glance toward the squad leader,
and toe a line with the person to "he right. When interval and dress
have been established, drop arm, ace forward, and assume the posi-
tion of attention.

Execution Command: Fall in

Dress. If the platoon leader is riot satisfied with the interval and
dress, s(he) may order it correcter with the following commands:

Preparatory Command: Dress Itigit

Execution Command: Dress

On the execution command, all rnrnbers should stretch out their left
arms at shoulder height and snap tTheir heads to the right, shift posi-
tion to proper interval and dress, ea.nd hold the position. The platoon
leader will confirm interval and dress, then order:

prcparatcry command: Ready

Execution Command: Front

On the command "Front," all hand drop, faces snap to front, and the
position of attention is assumed. 'Whe platoon is now in line formation
facing the platoon lPader.

Facing Orders, If the platoon is top. be formed into a column, the fol-
lowing order is given to the plat000n, which now should be lined up and
at attention:

Eup_tanrnand: Right
D:ecution Command: Face

On the command "Face," all raerob.ers pivot on right heel and left toe
90 degrees to the right, bringing arm', the left foot smartly in line with
the right foot.

The platoon should now be in a coluzamn. It is from the column that
the tactical riot formations are exc=cuted. Your instructor may in-
clude other facings and rnovement, but those given here are the most
essential to riot control formation=.
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Weapon Positiorra

Safe Port. The safe-per-m-t position is used because of the high visi-
bility of weapons and t provide additional Safety whenever there is a
round of ammunition in the chamber and the safety is off.

Position: Long baton, rferafle, carbine, or shotgun should be held with
the butt in the sternUril (shoulder or breastbone) secured with right
hand; left arm is extended, holding the weapon upward at 45 de-
grees. While in close ecticintact with the riot mob, troops move into
position and assemble vv.-71th weapons in the safe-port position. Nor-
mally, this is executed rorn the position of standard "port arms" but
it can also be executed =from any position.

1:epairtAatly_2ar_nrnand: Safe port

Execution Command: Miligove

Short Guard. The shortguard position is one of semi-readiness.
It is less tiring than the - on-guard position and should be used to rest
troops when circurnstanes permit.

P on: The right hatir- grasps the butt of the long baton or the
small of the rifle stock Cearbine, or shotgum), which is positioned so
that the right hand is on the trouser seam. The left arm should be
extended with the tip or the weapon raised to eye level.

Example: As the squids advance, the short-guard position should be
maintained until just beM-ore contact is made or when resistance is
expected. Troops shouldiE then be ordered to assume the on-guard
position. The short-guerd position can also be used when troops are
advancing against a cr~d that is withdrawing without resistance.

atp_acAl_22,ErImands Short guard

Execution Command: lerwiove

On Guard. On guard is a__ position of complete readiness and should be
used whenever squads oriole in contact with a group which is showing
any kind of resistance.

Position: The right hand holds the butt of the weapon on front of
right hip joint; left arm -pas extended holding weapon up to eye level.
Use the "stomp-ckag" stp with the on-guard position. Since this is a
tiring position to maintafran for extended periods of time, platoon com-
manders should rest offiers at every opportunity by using other
positions.

is-On guard

Execution Cornmand: (=we
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Riot Contml Formatior

Riot control formations are uatiellyassurned from a platoc=n column. A
squad leader will lead his squad from the platoon column -_7_11to the posi-
tion of deployment, following thecornmand of execution iven by the
platoon leader. The sqUad leader will then work behind liL s squad once
the formation is established.

Movement from Platoon Co limn, When the squad leadr moves his
men from the column, the command is "follow me," rjcL the maneuver
is done in double time- Once the formation is establishd, the squad
leader works in a line-backing position.

Execution Co 6: Follow lie

Line Formation. When the platoon commander gives t1i command,
"Line formationMove," the squad leaders order, "EoLler-----vi me," and
the first squad double-tinles to the left; second squad, teams the right. If
there are more than two scluada,the remaining squads etend the line
to the right. See Figltre 9-4 below for individual squad formation.

11E1 arp_2.Sot_m_c_91nmaricl: Line formation

Execution Command: Move

_A_Lrriliaials: Outstretched arroat shoulder height, horzontal to
ground.

tzi

Code:

E Squad Leader

El Officer with shotKuil

E Officer with carbine

1Officer w thout special weapons
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Rigiftit Echelon. When the platoon commander ives the corn rria,nd
"giht echelonmove," and indicates the position for the point or the
echlon, the first squad leader orders "follow rae and double-tirns
his quad to the left diagonal, establishes the echelon,and fail% tomm, the
rear of his squad. The second squad leader does thesame, ext(1-:-.ng
the -iechelon line on the same plane established by tte first sqOad.

The echelon is usually used to sweep a street clear of rioters,
the oint of the echelon close to the store fronts tleIng "trasbeczio ty
riatrs. Figure D-2 below illustrates the right echelon formativi,

P_Le....At_..atory.Sprnrnand: Right echelon

Eceution Command: Move

Ars": Right arm held higher and left arra itiVer

SG

Figure D-2
Right Echelon
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Code:

Squad Leader

Officer with shotgun

Officer with carbine

Officer withoutspecial wee ns
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Left Echelon. A left echelon is formed in the same ruunnner as a right
echelon but on the opposite side of the street, with the g point of the
echelon nearest to the rioters. Figure IN illustrates Ilvne left echelon
formation.

Preparatory Command: Left echelon

Execution Command 3 Move

Arm Si al: Left arm held higher and right arm lower

e
Echelon
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Cob

Squed Leader

Orficer with shotgun

OfIker with carbie

°Nicer without sp-oecial weapons
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Summary

Platoon Wedge. When the platoon commander ghwes the command,
"Platoon wedgemove," the first squadleader ortmlers "follow me" and
leads his squad to form the left half of the wedge a- The second squad
leader does the same and leads his squad to form the right half of the
wedge. The result is a V-shaped formatIon with tUzhe point toward the
mob of rioters.

This formation is used for penetrating the mob to break it into two
smaller groups or to rescue some person(s) within the mob. The
platoon wedge is illustrated tri Figure D-i.

Preparatory Command: Platoon Wedge

Execution Command: Move

Arm Signal: Both arms raised over shoulders at a 45-degree angle

0

Code:

Squad Leader

Officer witlmil shotgun

witla carbine

El Officer witi7i-sout special weapons

Platoon Wedge

During a riot, individuals often engage in violent behewavior which they
would not normally attempt. Arson, lootingland phy-.-7sical attacks upon
civilians and law enforcement personnel may occur- _ In addition, the
large volume of persons who must be arrested and prawmcessed during a
short span of time may cause the subsystems of the riminal justice sys-
tem to become overloaded very quickly. le first sul:Sasystem to expe-
rience this is, of course, the law enforcement branch- whose foremost
consideration must be to maintain control of the situemation, to prevent
Immalation of mob behavior, and to restore law and or-alier to the affected
areas. To obtain these objectives, law enfemernent ppersonnel must be
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thoroughly prepared. All operational policies must be discussed and
documented in advance, if this is possible. Law enforcement personnel
must be completely familiar with the readiness routines of falling in,
dress, and facing orders as well as the weapon positions which are a part
of the readiness routines (safe port, short guard, and on guard). Person-
nel must be able to march and assemble in a disciplined military forma-
tion. 'They must be in full control of themselves, physically, mentally,
and emotionally. Learning to perform as either a squad member or
leader in each of the riot control formations, including movement from
platoon column, line formation, right echelon, left echelon, and platoon
wedge, will enable the assigned officers to function quickly and effec-
tively in quelling a riot or any other potentially explosive situation.

Now complete the review questions beginning on the next page.
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Write ye ir mowers on a separate sheuet of paper.

1. List the objectives of mobilizatis=m planning.

2. Operational policy which must b documented in a typical
mobilization plan includes: (Cho-ase all correct answers.)

a. patrolling procedures.
b. use of chemical agents.
c. enforcement policies.
d. dispersal orders.

3. Riot control readiness includes all o1 the following exc

a. weapon positions.
b. preparation.
e, line formation.
d. forming up.

4. On the command "Right-face," sQuad members should do the
following:

a. pivot on right heel and left to de 180 degrees
b. pivot on right heel and left to. ie 90 deg-rees to right
c. pivot on left heel and right to ie 90 degrees to right
d. none of the above

5. The basic grouping unit for riot cntrol deployment is the:

a. squad unit.
b. platoon unit.
c. company unit.
d. task force unit.

6. A squad usually consists of :

a. one squad leader and fourteen officers.
b. one platoon leader, one squad leader, and seven officers .
c. two squad leaders and ten offiers.
d. one squad leader and seven officers.

7. Which weapon position are you usExtg when you grasp the butt of
your weapon with your right hand at the level of your trouser
seam ?

a. on guard
b. short guard
c. safe port
d. port arms
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8. Which weapon position provides high visibility of weapons?

a.
b.

C.
d.

on guard
rhort guard
safe port
port arms

9. Match the arm signals in column B and the voice commands in
column A in the following lists. List the letters a-d on your paper
then write the number from column B by the letter for the voice
command in column A.

Column AVoice Commands

a. "line formationmove"
b. "right echelonmove"
c. "left echelonmove"
d. "platnon wedgemove"

10. Which formation

a. wedge
b. echelon
c. line
d. circle

Which formation
smaller groups?

a. wedge
b. right echelon
c. left echelon
d. line

Column BArm S_

1. right arm held
higher and left arm

lower
2. both arms raised

over shoulder at
45-degree angle
outstretched arms
at shoulder height,
horizontal to ground

4. left arm held higher
and right arm lower

is used to sweep a street clear of rioters?

used for pene ating a mob to break it into two

12. Riett control forma ions are usually deployed

a. a squad unit.
b. on guard position.
c. a platoon column.
d. a platoon wedge.

Check your answers vdth the ccrrreet ones provi

m:

-er key-
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Practical D_

1. Study the listed routines until you are familiar with the formations,
commands, positions, and movements which will be required when
you praci; 2e both as a squad member and as a squad leader.

2. When you are familiar with the information given about each of the
listed routines, your instructor will make squad assignments so that
each routine can be practiced until it is precise and coordinated.
You will practice as both a squad member and a squad leader.

3. Readiness routines:

a. yorminK_gp:

falling in
dress
facing

b. Weapon positions:

safe port
short guard
on guard

c. Riot control formations:

line formation
right echelon
left echelon
platoon wedge

If you feel confident that you have achieved the performance objectives
for this unit, ask youx instructor for the posttest (V: D).
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Block V: Proficiency Skills
Unit E: Basic Police Woapons

Ask your instructor for the pretest for this imit (V: E). After you com-
plete the pretest, your iitructor will let you know whether to study
this mit, to sldp some part of it, or to take the posttest-
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To counter group criminal activity, the police have become more mili-
tarized. At first, this military organization was in the form of small
combat-type units such as SWAT teams, hostage rescue teams, or anti-
terrorist teams. Today,.most urban police departments are forming one
or more all-purpose special response platoons. These platoons are being
provided with more shoulder weapons, special weapons to combat a va-
riety of group criminal activities, and improved rescue training and
equipment.

In Unit C, you learned to use the police short baton for armed interven-
tion with nondeadly force. In this unit, you will learn about the most
commonly used chemical weapons, the service revolver and poli,e shot-
gun, and some of the special weapons now being adopted by police de-
partments throughout the United States.
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Knowl

Upon completion of tlis umit, you should be ab e to do the folIctwing on a
written test:

1. Identify the two a.sic chemical agents used by pollee.

2. Describe four wars in which chemical agents are dispersed._

3, Identify four rnetKr-aods of launching chemical agents.

4. Identify at least =our safety rules for handling firearms.

5. Identify the parts- of the service revolver.

6. Identify at least vAro safety features of the modern revolvr.

7. Describe the part of a cartridge.

8. Identify the parts of the police shotgun.

9. Describe the cornonents of a 12igauge shell.

10. Describe the perff=rmance of the three most commonly usemi shot
sizes.

11. l&t the advantags and disadvantages of the shotgun as a popolice
weapon.

12. Describe three tyes of "special weapons" in the police arsnal.

S4
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Hada Iliee W

Chemical Weapons

Formulation

The chemical weapons most commonly used by police are tear gas (CN)
and irritant agent (CS). Each has individual characteristics which must
be considered before they are employed in tactical situations- A brief
description of these chemical agents is outlined below.

CN Agent

Chloroacetophenone (CN) is the most common agent used by police be-
cause it usually produces control without harmful side effects. CN pro-
duces a characteristic apple blossom odor and is released as a cloud of
fine particles. It can also be dissolved in a solvent and released as a
liquid aerosol. CN irritates the upper respiratory passages and eyes
causing a heavy flow of tears. It also produces a burning, itching sensa-
tion on moist tissues of the body and it may cause nausea and vomiting
in some people.

Cs Agent

The effects of Orthochlorbenzalmalononitrile (CS) closely resemble
those of CN but are more severe. Heavy concentrations of CS produce
nausea, vomiting, psychological depression, and may require extended
recovery periods.

Tactical Situations

CN and CS are used by police against persons engaging in violen activ-
ity so that they can be apprehended without using direct force. CN and
CS are most commonly used in the following tactical situations:

riot control and mob dispersion
situations where violent persons barricade themselves dur
commission of crimes such as sniping, hostage holding, etc.
prison or other institutional violence or riots
by an individual officer as an alternative to deadly force

Dissemination

In order to produce the desired behavior, the chemical agent must be
delivered to the target area and disseminated iii sufficient quantity.
For dissemination, the chemicals may be in:

solid form as a granulated agent combined with a pyr echnic
mixture, or
liqnd form with the agent suspended in a solvent.

Police Wea
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Ways of dispersing the ehenklails includ the following:

otsthe use et Mk emOsive or cum.-the: force to e ect the micro-
pulverized agent
pyrotechniethe burning cithe granunated agent and a pyrotechnic
mix to vaporize the agent gad rekkese 7-it as an aerosol cloud
fogthe use of hot gases Vaporize am liquid agent which is released
as a fog cloud
liquidthe use of an expelgIrg force taw project a liquid chemical
agent towards a desired twat.

Lasmchkg Methods

Both CN and CS can be delivered to the .arget by several methods, de-
pending upon the range recyted, Launcing methods can include the
following:

hand-therown elloble in Cl+MI", CS, and smoke in blast-
dispersion or continuous-disharge grereades
ethotipn launeherslaunelloand cartrIdges are I" vailable for use with
the 12igauge shotgun to ptopol a varieMy of grenades
shoulder and handwin IswIchorsavaliamble in 37mm size with a
variety of 37mm projectiles
tear-smoke generator--te diver a fog- cloud of CS or CN agent.
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Figure E-1 illusates types of grenades, projectiles and launchers which
are usedto delispar CN and CS. ki Figure E-1, picture A Ls a standard
hand wade whAlch is available in CS, CN, or smoke as a blast-
dispersion or cork-tinuousm:lischarge grenade; picture B is a rubber ball
type ennade; pii=ture C is a 37mm projectile which can be fired from a
hand orshoulder 37mm gun; and picture D is a 37mm projectile with a
rubber bullet. Fagure E-2 illustrates a 37mm hand launcher which is
:Aso available as ti shoulder launcher.

A. Stanclessrd 11ad
Grenac:Je

B. Rubber Ball
Grenade

V: E Basta Po alr-s

C. 37mm Projectile D. 37mm Projectile
with Rubber Bullet

Figure E-1
Chemical Grenades and Projectiles

Figure E-2
Chemical Hand Launcher



--_olver

Safety

Following all safety rules while handling firearms is important for the
protection of your life and others. When handling firearms there is no
room for error in determining whether a firearm is loaded or not.

Safety rules which should be observed when handling firearms:

1. All guns should be handled as though they were loaded.

2. When a firearm is picked up, open the cylinder or action immediate-
ly to see if it is unloadedand then check ft again.

3. A firearm should be given to or accepted by another person
when the cylirider or action is open.

4. Before loadkg, always check to be sure there is no obstruction in
the barrel of a firearm.

5. A loaded gun should never be left where children or untrained per-
sons have access to it.

6. Practice drawing and firing otsly on the firing range and keep the
firearm pointed downrange at all times.

7. Firearms should only be pointed at a person you are justified in

8. When using a weapon In service, never cock the hammer back.

Modern revolvers have a number of built-in safety features to further
increase safety. These in-lude the following:

a block which is autoni aticauy inserted between the hammer and
cartridge, except when the trigger is to the rear (This prevents firing
if the hammer is struck or slips during manual cocking.)
a double-action trigger pull which is strong enough to reduce the
chances of accidental firing
a hammer which must be fully cocked for singlection ffring
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Functioning and Nomenclature

Knowing the basic parts of firearms that you use as well as understand-
ing their mechanical operation is very important. Ety knowing the parts
and their function in the operation of the weapon, you will be alert to
unsafe conditions and potential malfunctions. The following diagram il-
lustrates the parts which you should learn. (See Figure E-3)

1. Front sight 4. cylinder latch 7 Stock 10. Ejector rod
2. Cylinder 5. Firing pin B. Trigger 11. Crane

Rear sight 6. Hammer 9. Trigger guard 12. Barrel

Figure E-3
The Service Revolver

The most popular sidearms in AmericEm police service are the Colt and
the Smith & Wesson double-action revolvers. Ilxperience has demon-
strated that the revolver is less likely to malfunction than an automatic
weapon. If time permits, the revolver can be fired by pulling the ham-
mer back to the fully-cocked position &rid squeezing the trigger. If
speed is required, the revolver is capable of doubleaction firing. The
hammer rises and falls through trigger action alone. In either case, the
cylinder, which holcb six rounds of ammunition, rotates as the hammer
is raised and the cartridge is placed in alignment with the barrel for ffr-
ing. The barrel of the service revolver has spiral grooves or rifling
which stabilizes the flight of the projectile.

To load or reload the revolver, swing the cylinder out by placing the
weapon in the palm of the left hand and releasing the cylinder latch
with the right thumb. Do not flip the cylinder out using wrist action; it
is preferable to press pie cylinder out of the frame with the fingers of
the left hand. Meet the spent cartridges by pushing back on the ejector
rod with the left thumb. Load the cartridges into the cylinder and press
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the cylinder into place. Again, do not flip it into place. Try to turn the
cylinder to be sure it has clicked into its proper alignment.

Your firearm must receive proper care, cleaning, and repair if it is to
give you dependable service. Some important points to remember are:

The revolver should never be used as a club or tool.

The cylinder should never be flipped open or closed.

You should never attempt to repair internal parts; take the gun to a
gunsmith.

Wipe the external surfaces of the gun after handling.

The gun should be handled with care; never drop it or throw it around.

ILTnmmtition

The best all-round ammunition for the police service revolver is the .38
spe ^n"tridge. It has a bullet of 158 grains and develops a muzzle
vcilocity cf 855 feet per second. The cartridge is composed of the fol-
lowing parts:

awe: a brass or steel cylinder, closed at one end. The rim helps
position it in the chamber.

primer: this contains a very sensitive explosive. When struck by the
firing pin, it disintegrates and ignites the charge.

powder - burns rapidly when ignited by the pri er, generating
the propelling force of gas.

bullet: the lead projectile is propelled through a rifled barrel which
causzs it to spin and stabilizes its flight.

a romd: one complete cartridge ready for f`

cali the diameter of the bore of a gun expressed in hundredths of
an inch. Rxample: a .38 caliber revolver has a bore with a diameter
of 38-hundredths of an inch.

muzzle velocity: the speed of a projectile as it leaves the muzzle of
a gun, expressed in feet per second.

bullet weight: usually expressed in the avoirdupois system. The unit
of weight is the grain. There are 437.5 grains to an ounce in this
system.

5 9 0
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lie

The shotgun is a very versatile and effective weapon arid commands
great psychological respect because of its effective firepower. Precise
aiming is not requfred at close range, and once it is loaded with shot, it
will literally spray asi area. When it is loaded with a rifled slug, it can
penetrate and stop a person at ranges of up to 100 yards. Because of its
effectiveness as a weapon, an officer must be well trained in its use
since it can be dangerous when misused.

Shotguns which are used in police service may be semi-automatic,
double-barrelled, or pump-action weapons. The most basic weapon has
a pump (or slide) action. (See Figure E-4)

A. Front sight E. Receiver I. Butt plate M. Magazine loadingB. Barrel P. Comb J. Muzzle Port
C. Ejection port G. Stock K. Fore-end N. Trigger guard
D. Breech block H. Heel (Slide) 0. Trigger

(thside) L. Magazine P. Safety

Figure E-4
The Police Shotgun

Nomenclature and Pimctioning

_Az with the service revolver, it is important for you to understand the
basic parts as well as the mechanical operation of the shotgun. The dia-
gram shown above illustrates the parts which you should learn.

Type. Slide or pump action, 12-gauge, 20-inch barrel.

Action. Six shells can be loaded through a loading port on the bottom
and into the magazine under the barrel. Moving the slide to the rear
opens the action, extracts a fired shell and ejects it, and cocks the ham-
mer. Moving the slide forward will result in chambering a loaded shell
and closing the action, leaving the weapon ready to fire. The safety,
which is usually located on the trigger guard, must be released in order
to fire the shotgun.

The Stock. Stocks are usually made of waiut. The distance from trig-
ger to butt is usually 14 thches. The drop at the heel is two and one-
half inches, and the drop at the comb is one and one-half inches. "Drop"
is the distance from the imaginary rear extension of the barrel to the
comb or heel.

5 91
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The RarreL The shotgwk has a smooth bore. It does not have the spiral
grooves (rifling) which are found in the barrels of rifles and pistols.
Police shotguns usually have a 20-inch barrel compared to the 26- to 30-
inch barrels of the sporting mode.

Bore Size. Most pollee weapons are 12ignuge (about .72 of an inch).

Choke. Choke is the amount of constriction or narrowing near the muz-
zle. In sporting guns, full choke is used to deliver the shot pattern in a
tight group for greater range. Less constriction, as in modified or im-
proved cylinder chokes, will widen the shot pattern and shorten the
range. Police weapons are "open" or straight tubes without choke.

Ammimitjoii

The standard 12-gauge shell is two and three-fourths inches long and
holds from one to one and five-eighths ounces of shot. The most com-
mon sizes are the rifled slug, No. 00 buckshot, and No. 4 buckshot.

Components. Components of a 12-gauge shell are listed below. A ri
slug and No. 00 buck shell are illustrated in Figure B-5.

easeholds the components
primerignites the powder
powderpropelling force
waddirg -seals the powder
shotthe projectile(s)

;11111IIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Wadding

Powde

Primer

d Slu

Figure E-5
12-Gauge Shotgun Shells

No. 00 Buckshot
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Special Weapow

Rifled Sk. A rifled slug is a single-lead pellet of about .72 caliber.
land and aToove marks on its sides. Its muzzle velocity is about

1606 feet per second. At 50 yards, it cen group in a 6-inch circle.

No. 00 Faekshot. These shells contain nine lead balls about .33 caliber
in size. At close range, this provides a distinct advantage over most
other weapons. At 40 yards, eight of the nine pellets will group in a 30-
inch circle.

No. 4 Buckshot. No. 4 buckshot contains twentyeven lead balls about
.24 caliber in size. At 40 yards, twenty-one of the twenty-seven pellets
will group in a 40-ineh circle.

Advantages of the Po li

1. When used as a shotgim, it provides greater accuracy with less dan-
ger from the long-range travel of projectiles.

2. When used as a rifle, with the rifled slug, the shotgun is effective at
close range, but the projectile does not carry as far as a regular rifle
projectilean advantage in congested areas.

3. The shotgun can also be used to launch CS and CN gas for riot
control.

4. It is easier to train officers in effective shotgun use
of single-projectile weapons.

5. Shotguns are inexpensive and have a long life span.

Disadvantages of the Police Sho

1. They are not easily available to officers away from their vehicle.

2. Tubular magazines are subject to jamming from dirt or denting.

There can be an adverse effect on the attitude of the general public
if the presence of the shotgun is too obvious.

4. The size of the weapon makes it inconvenient to conceal and carry.

he use

In the 1980s, police may encounter more mob action and group criminal
activity than ever before, including planned incidents by terrorist
groups and drug gangs, and spontaneous events such as urban riots. Pos-
sible criminal activity includes hostage taking, barricaded snipers, mass
looting, and extensive arson.

At first, the police developed small, specialized units such as special-
weapons teams, hostage-negotiation teams, anti-sniper teams, etc., in
response to these situations. Now, most urban police departments have
formed fully-militarized, specially-trained response platoons to combat
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a variety of problems. F has required the introduction of more
military-type weapens. The followirg are a few of the special weapons
that have been adopted.

ti-Sni

The militwy 30/06 high-powered rifles are unsuitable for use in con-
gested city areas. The lightweight, sporting-type rifles or carbines,
.223 to .243 in caliber, are more suitable. They are light, more
maneuv ---,hie, and have a low ricochet petentiaL

Action. A bolt or slide action is preferred over the semi-automatic for
sniper, anti-sniper work.

Since police officers need to use both hands to climb, handle
equipment, and for other activities, a ilfie sling N required.

Sight. A large telescopic sight with a high light-gathering ability is re-
quired. Rxtreme ranges are rarely encountered in urban areas. Usually
a scope that permits accuracy up to 300 yards is sufficient. Many of
the better arms manufacturers produce suitable rifles and scopes. Fig-
ure E-6 N an example of a sniper and anti-sniper rifle with a telescopic
sight.

Figure E-6
Sniper and Anti-Sniper Rifle with
Telescopic Sight

94
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*wacial Slotguns

We have already explored the standard police shotgun capabilities, as
they are applied to certain special response situations. however, where
close encounters are likely, a shorter, more maneuverable weapon is de-
sirable... Such a weapon should have a barrel length of 18 to 20 inches, a
bottom ejection, and either no stock or a folding stock. Figure E-7 is an
example of a weapon of this type. Some have pistol grips and short bar-
rels as shown in the illustration while others have a foldik; stock and
short barrel.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

E-7
Short Shotgun

Semiautomatic Rifle

Some SWAT-team situations requfre a rapid-fire capability that is simi-
lar to the Colt M16 military rifle. The Colt AR-15 shown in Figure E-8
is a weapon in .223 caliber with this capability.

E-8
iautomatic Rifle

Urban police departments have charged their methods to more effec-
tively resist organized criminal activity. Fully militarized, special re-
sponse platoons have been formed to deal with the problem. Chemical
weapons and special military-type weapons are being used by these
teams.

The chemical weapons most commonly used are tear gas (CN) and irri-
tant agent (CS). These agents are used by police to apprehend violent
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without using direct force. The chemical may be in either solid
or liquid form, and may be launched with a hand-thrown grenade, a
shotgun, a shoulder or handgun launcher, or a tear-smoke generator.
These substances may be dpersed as a liquid, fog, or aerosol cloud, or
can be exploded in micropulverized form.

It is important to know the basic parts and the mechanical operation of
the firearms which you use and to be aware of unsafe conditions and po-
tential malfunctions. To give you dependable performance, your fire-
arm must receive proper care, cleaning, zurd repair. You should larow
&nd observe the safety rule3 when handlirg any firearm, whether you
believe a firearm is loaded or not.

The most popular iddearms in use today by American police are double-
action revolvers made by Colt or Smith dc Wesson. Experience has
shown that these weapons are less likely to malfunction. The .38
st3ecial cartridge is the best all-round ammunition for the police service
revolver. It is composed of a primer, powder charge, and bullet ar-
ranged in a case, and a complete cartridge is referred to as a rotund.

The basic police otgm is the pump (or slide) action, 12gauge sho
with a 20-inch barrel. Its advantages include greater accuracy with less
danger to innocent bystanders, its ability to be used as a launcher of CN
and CS agents, easier trahring in its use, and a long life span for a com-
paratively inexpensive weapon. The barrel has a smooth bore and an
open choke as well as a magazine under the barrel which will hold six
shells. A shell case holds the primer, powder, wadding, and shot. The
most common sizes used are the rifled slug, No. 00 buckshot, and No. 4
buckshot.

cial weapons are being adopted by special response platoons for use
in combating organized criminal activity. Some examples of these are
sniper &nd anti-iper rifles on which telescopic sights may be used,
special short shotguns, and semiautomatic rifles with rapid-fire capa-
bility.

Now complete the review

596
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Review

Write your arwers on a sepairate sheet of paper-

1. Which of the following are basic chemical agents used by police?

a. SC and CN
b. CN and CS
C. DM and SN
d. nerve gas

2. Which one of the following is not a way in which chemical weapons
are dispersed?

a. fog
b. pyrotechnic
c. liquid
d. express

3. Which of the following are methods of launching basic chemical
agents? (Choose an correct answers.)

a. hand-thrown grenades
b. shotgun launcher
c, rifle launcher
d. shoulder or handgun launchers

4. Which of the following are safety rules for handling firearms?
(Choose an correct answers.)

a. Pass a firearm to another person only with the cylinder or
action open.

b. Check to be sure there is no obstruction in the barrel of a
firearm before loading.

c. The firearm may be pointed in any direction safely on a firing
range.

d. Never leave a loaded gun where untrained persons have access
to it.

5 9
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5. List the lettera a-j on your pap( r and then label the parts of the
service revolver by writing the number of the part shown on the
following diagram beside the letter for its name.

a. front sight

b. cylinder

rear sight

d. cylinder latch

e. hammer

f. barrel

g. trigger

h. trigger guard

i. ejector rod

j. crane

6. Which of the following are safety features of the modern
revolver? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. safety latch on trigger guard
b. heavy double-action trigger pull
c. hammer must be fully cocked for single-action firing
d. double-action firing pin

598
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7. List the letters a-e on your paper. Then match the description of
the cartridge component with its name by writing the number of
the description by the letter for the part name.

Name Description

a. case 1. burns rapidly when ignited, generating theb. primer propelling force of gas
c. powder charge 2. one complete cartridge ready for firingd. bullet 3. a very sensitive explosive which disinte-
e. round grates and ignites when struck

4. the projectile
5. a brass or steel cylinder closed at one e -1

S. List the letters a-o on your paper and then label each part of the
police shotgun by writing the number of the part shown on the
folJowing diagram beside the letter for its name.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHi

a. barrel

b. breech block

c. comb

d. ejection port

e. fore-end

f. front sight

g. heel

h. loading port

magazine

i. muzzle

k. receiver

1. safety

m. stock

n. trigger

o. trigger guard

ic Police
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9. List the letters a-e on your paper. Then match the description of
the 12-gauge shell component with its name by writing the number
of the description by the letter for the part name.

Name

a. case
b. primer
c. powder
d. wadding
e. shot

10. Which one o
used in shoti

a.
b.
C.
d.

1. ignites the powder
2. seals the powder
3. holds the components
4. the projectile(s)
5. propelling force

e following statements best describes the buckshot
shells?

a single lead projectile in the nose of a brass casing
a slug with land and groove markings
a number of round lead pellets
a single large lead ball

A. Whieh one of the following statements describes a rill
a.
b.
c.
d.

a single-lead projectile in the nose of a brass casing
a slug with land and groove markings
a number of round lead pellets
a shale large lead ball

12. Which of the following are advantages
correct answers.)

e sho Choose all

a. It can fire a single pro ectile which is effective at close range.
b. It can ffre an effective close-range pattern of projectiles

without the long-range problems related to the .38 caliber
revolver.

c. Its tubular magazine prevents jamming
d. It can be used to launch chemical agents.

Which of the following are considered to be special weapons?
(Choose all correct answers.)

a. sniper rifle with telescopic sights
b. short-barreled shotgun with no stock
c. semiautomatic rifle
d. short-barreled shotgun with foldLng stock

Check your axwers with the
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Biock V: Proficiency Skills
Unit F: Rescue Tactics
Section 1: Rescue Equipment

Ask your instructor for the pretest for th Bs section (V: F-1). After you
complete the pretest, your instructor vial let you know Whether to study
this section, to sidp some part of it, or to take the posttest.
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Introduction

Rescues, whether in response to man-made or natural disasters, utilize
many of the same tactics and equipment. This section will explore the
basic equipment which should be readily available to rescue teams.
Rescue tacties will be presented in Sections 2, 3, and 4 of this unit.

Most ix. u.in police departments Llclude special response platoons, which
are trained in hostage negotiation, emergency medical response, rescue
rigging, and other specialized skine. Crimthal justice personnel may
specialize in any of these fields; however, an personnel should be
trained in basic rescue tactics and the use of rescue equipment.

As you learned in Unit A, rescue is an important aspect of public ser-
vice whether the threat comes from violent persons or from natural or
man-made disasters. However, being trained in rescue techniques and
methods will be useless if you are not physically fit, since you will not
have the physical capability to save another's life or your owp. The
self-discipline required for maintaining physical fitness must continue
throughout your career in criminal justice if you are to participate in
emergency relicues.
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Knowledge Ob

Upon completion of this section, you should be able to do the following
on a written test:

1. Identify the most reliable of the natural fiber ropes to be used in
rescue work.

2. Identify the most re -ab e of the synthetic fiber ropes to be used in
rappelling.

3. List three advantages of nylon over manila for use in rescue work.

4. List the data needed for selecting the proper size of rope for a
rescue situation.

5. List the precautions for the care and protection of ropes.

6. Compare the relative strength of a loop formed by a knot with one
formed using an eye-splice.

7. List five reliable knots and how each can be used in rescue work.

8. Identify the most dependable knot for anchoring life-support lines.

9. Describe the three basic types of blocks used in rescue work.

10. List three uses of a carabiner.

11. List three methods of transferring a person on a highline.
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Rescue Sep"

An attempt to rescues person from difficulty usually endartgers the
rescuer as well; therefore, a complete knowledge of the etarbilities and
limitations of your equipment is essential. The survival of tiae rescuer
and the person to be rescued depends largely upon the condMion of the
equipment used nod the skills of the rescuer. No two reseu situations
are ever the same; however, rescue operation often requirft the use of
ropes, blocks, tackles, and other hardware. In this unit, you will learn
about this basic rescue equipment.

and les

Since many rescues involve the use of ropes, cords, or cable.%, we will
discuss the characteristics of the various types of cordage, amd how to
select the proper size for a rescue operation. Proper care or the cord-
age and a knowledge of how to make reliable knots are esseratial for
dependable performance.

Charaeteristies of Rope and Cable

Natural Fibers. There are six types of ropes made from natural fibers:
manila, sisal, cotten, hemp, linen, and jute. Of these, manila_ should be
the only natural fiber to be considered for use in rescue worlc since it is
stronger and more wear resistant than the others. Sisal has c=tnly about
80 percent of the strength of manila and is more subject to nrsildew and
rot. Cotton rope has little strength and should not be used irk. any life-
support situation. Italian hemp, linen, and jute fiber ropes hm_ve only
about 50 percent of the strength of equal-diameter manila amcl should
not be considered for life-support purposes .

manna: a strong fiber from the leafstock of the Philippine at)aca tree,
a relative of the banana,

wisal: a strong durable white fiber of the agave plant used foL hard-
fiber cordage and twine.

cotton: a soft fibrous substance composed of the hairs surrotmding the
seeds of plEtnts of the mallow family which can be made into srarns,
twine, and cordage.

hemp: a tall annual Asiatic herb with tough bast fiber used opeoially
for cordage .

linen: thread, twine, or cordage made of flax fibers.

jute: glossy fiber 'of East Indian plants of the linden family us-ded for
sacking, burlap, And twine.
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ftnthetio Fibers. By the 1950s, Wm became the preferred fiber for
rescue work. Nylon has many characteristics which render it superior
to other ropes for rescue purposes.

It is wry elastic and will absorb seven times the shock load of
manila. This elasticity makes nylon rope ideal for rapid descents,
which must be stopped quickly by the belay team in rappelling and
casualty descents.

It is highly resistant to
to prolonged moisture.

and win not rot, even when subjected

Nylon rope is more than twice as stro as a manila rope of equal
size. A 1/2-inch manila line has a breaking strength of 2,650 pounds,
whereas a nylon line of the same diameter has a breaking strength of
6,650 pounds. However, when a nylon rope reaches its breaking point,
it snaps with such force that anyone withLn reach could be injured.

Where elasticity is not desirable, the mc3t popular synthetic fiber is
tenacity polyester," often called Dacron (a DuPont brand name).

It is not quite as strong as nylon. One-half inch polyester rope has a
breaking strength of 6,100 pounds as compared to 6,650 pounds for
nylon. It does not have the elasticity of nylon, and for that reason is
used as a main line or higti line when excessive sag is undesirable.

Two other types of synthetic ropes are polyethelene and polypropylene..
These are not as strong as nylon or polyester but they are stronger than
manila. nese ropes are useful as safety lines for divers attempting to
rescue victims trapped in an auto under water. 'Mese ropes float so
that you can follow the progress of the diver, and the rope also is less
likely to entangle the diver.

Steel Cable. An aircraft-quality galvanized steel, stranded cable is, ob-
viously, a reliable rescue device when used for escapes from fire and
smoke Lri high buildings. Even though rope is most useful for SWAT-type
team descents, systems using steel cables have been developed to effect
individual escapes from high-rise fhes and will probably replace rope
for use in fire rescues in the future.

belay team: team of rescuers responsible for securing tie terminal
end(s) of the line(s) being used in rescue operations.

raPPe
under one
shoulder.

descent from a height by means of a double rope passed
iigti, diagonally across the body, and over the opposite

6 5
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Selection of Sl.e

Ropes can be umed for many rescue purposes. Some o
include:

direct suppert for victims
dfrect suppor-t for rescuer
safety lines
tie-downs for stretcher casualties
control lines
vehicle recov=rery
rigging bloek and tackle
high lines
throwing linets.

ese -es

When consideri the use of rope, you must knovi the mainint=un load it
will sustain and then allow a generous safety factor in additin. A fac-
tor of 5 is gene=-ally used, which will help you to determine tlie proper
size rope to use Remember, if a rescuer is going after a str.nded vic-
tim, double bod=r weight must .)e allowed, plus thesafety faeor. So, if
a 170-pound off7icer is going to rescue a stranded person, S(11) would
figure 2 x 170 x 5 to determine the tensile strength needed_

It is abo necesainary to know the block sizes whichare availabe so that
the selected rormoe will fit through the sheaves of the block without bind-
ing. Ropes and Thlocks which are compatible with each other liould be
stored together. Then, you do not have to waste time seleetig them,
since time is erntical during rescue operations.

Equipment weigirlit must aLso be considered. It isnot reasonabwle to se-
lect an excessily large rope when you know that It must be carried a
long distance, p=rhaps up the side of a high rise ea rope lader.

As a rule of thu=nb, 1/2-inch nylon will adequatelysupport a =Ingle
rappeller; but time rope should be doubled if a rescue is to be rzelade. For
use in "highlines" 5/8-inch polyester will uzuaaysufV4.,e. II tWiere are
no transport proMblems, and block size permits it,34-inch pol,Wester
would be even 1-.tter.

When selecting rope size to use in a particular rescue situaton, the
following factor must be considered:

z maximum wornicload (for example: weight of rescuer, stravNed person,
and rescue eqL=Ipment)
safety faetor =generally a factor of 5 is used)
available blocl-rc sizes
equipment weraght
transport prob= lems

Care and Froteention of

Ropes must reeeNive proper c and protection tube depend/tousle.
Observing the foowing precautions will assure a reliable perff=trmanee:

6
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saar Look out for kinks in the line.
One sure way to destroy the strength of a rope is to permit it to kfrik
and then strain it.

Keep ropes clean.
If the rope picki up mud and sand during an operation, &ape it over a
rail and hose it down. If &and and dirt are permitted to stay withfr:
the fibers and the rope is then strained, it will sandpaper itself and be
weakened.

Stow rpes carefully.
Natural fiber rope Taunt be dried before stowing. Stow synthetic
ropes away from eLhaust pipes and batteries. Heat and acid are the
natural enemies of synthetics.

Prevent sliming.
When tsing wLnches from trucks or helicopters, do not let the rope
slip around the drum unmecessarily. Friction heat develops tempera-
tures that can burn or melt fibers. For the same reason, unnecessari-
ly rapid descents on rappelling lines should be avoided. Friction at
the twabiner can also cause damage to fibers.

Avoid small blocks.
A block which is too small for the rope size creates friction heat and
wears and chafes the rope, which may leave a rescuer suspended part-
way down.

Never overload.
The safety factor of 5 should be used in determining the rope's work-
ing load. If a rope must lift 500 pounds, a rope with a tensile strength
of at least 2,500 pounds should be selected (5 x 500 lbs.).

1npeet ropes.
lbspect ropes regularly for abrasions, cuts, broken fibers, and varia-
tions in strand size and shape. Open up the rope by twisting the
strands to reveal the condition of the interior fibers. Powdered,
melted, or fused fibers are a danger signal. Such ropes should always
be replaced.

g=tots and Spikes

Dime knots and splices described below will satisfy the needs of most res-
eu-re situations. Knowing a few reliable knots well is preferable to know-
th that are not useful in lifeupport situations. Remember, a
loc..-ot is never as strong as the rope itself. A splice is 50 percent
atronger than a knot, so whenever possible, a splice should always bettsd.
Th.re following list describes five reliable knots and how they are used in
recue work, illustrates the importance of whipping rope ends, and gives
ita&-ztnictions with illustrations for completing an eye splice.

ciamsbiner: an oblong ring that holds a freely running rope.
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1. The Sim t__ettOv and Knot
first lthót used m rigging the "Swiss seat" for use in rap-

pelling. It is tied with the knot at or just below the navel (center of
gravity). Full instructions are given in Section 3 of "Rescue Tac-
tics." (See Figure F-1-1)

F-1-1
Simple Overhand Knot

2. Half-Hitches
In tying the Swiss seat, a single half-hitch is used at the waist rope
on each side. The illustration shows two half-hitches. Two half-
hitches are often used in rescue rigging to make a line hold fast to
an anchor point on a tree, pole, ring, etc. The double-half hitch is
also used in addition to a bowline as a safety factor. (See Figure
F-1-2)

luigurv F-1-2
Half-Hitches
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3. Square Knot
Me square knot is the final knot used in rigging the Swiss seat and is
tied at the left side. Do not use the square knot to tie together lines
of different sizes. Nor should it be used in a life-support capacity
since it is easily "upset" and may slip. Even if it does not slip, it
sets up" very tightly under strain and becomes difficult to untie.

(See Figure F-1-3)

Figt Ere F-1-3
Square Knot

4. The Bowline
This is the most dependable knot and can be used in a wide variety
of rescue riggings. It is a must for anchoring lines at the top of rap-
pelling lines and main high lines. However, even then it should be
backed-up with two half hitches and a snap link or carabiner. The
bowline will not slip, does not pinch or kink the rope as much as
other knots do, and does not jam or become as difficult to untie as
other knots after being placed imder stress. By tying a bowline with
a small loop and passing the line through the loop, the "running"
bowline is formed. This can be usefui as a lariat to lasso an anchor
point which lies beyond your reach. (See Figure F-1-4)

F-1-4
Bowline Knot
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5. The Figure Eight Knot
This knot is used at the end of a rope rigged through a block and
tackle to keep the rope from running through the block in case the
belay team drops the bitter end. It is also used to rig a climbing
rope for vertical ascents. The rope should be tied with these knots
every 8 inches, and the belay team must anchor the knotted rope at
the bottom when a climber is on the rope. (See Figure F-1-5)

F-1-5
re Eight Knot

6. Whipping Rope Ends
If rope ends become unravelled so that an "Irish pennant" results you
will have a potentially dangerous condition. When you are trying to
work with rescue lines which have unravelled ends, the loose yarns
are like fingers which grab and hold anything the rope end touches.
This may prevent your line from going where it is supposed to go &nd
doing what you want it to. Loose ends must be whipped, taped, or
otherwise made safe! The best approach is to whip the rope end
with a fine line which is then sewed directly to the rope, as illus-
trated below. (See Figure F-1-8)

Figure F-1
Whipping

bitter end: the inboard end of a ship's anchoring cable or line; the
secured end of a line.
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7. e cing
The eye-splice is important in all rescue work uSifl rope equipment.
A basic rescue item lathe Mouble-eye anchor " This is a 5-foot
length of 1/2-half inchpolyester with a 6-inch eye in each end.
Some of the uses for double-eye anchor lines are:

to quickly rig en anchor point on trees, poles, et.
to hook up to a maim fie from a Swiss seat
to hook up a person far a rappelling rescue.

The steps for eye-splicing are described and illustrted in Figure
F-1-7 below:

1. Start the splice by separating the three strands at the end of the
rope (as shown in Part A) with the center strandM (1) passing down
the center over thestanding pert, the bottom strand (2) passing
out to the left side,and the top strand (3) passimag out to the
right.

2. Form the end of the rope into an eye of the desi_-_red size and tie
off at the junction with a string.

Figure F-1-7
Part A. Eye-Splice Strands
Separated and Eye Tied Off

6 1
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Lay the open strands out over the rope at the jEanction as illus-
trated. Start with the center strand (1) and tuk it under the
nearest top strand of the standing part as showma in Part B.

Figure F-1-7
Part B. Eye-Splice First Tuck

4. Make the tuck from right to left against the lay _ f the st ding
part, and pull it snug.

Now take the bottom strand (2) which is on the 14aft and tuck it
under the next strand of the standing part which is to the left of
the center strand (1), as shown in Part C.

Figure F-1-7
Part C. Eye-Splice Second Tuck
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Rescue Hardw

6. Now take the right strand d pass it under r---the next strand of
the standing part just to the right of the center strand (1).

NOTE: Always tuck from right to left. Once yo-ou have complet-
ed one sequence you should have one strand passing between each
of the three strands in the standing part and at the same level all
around. Now, repeat the weaving for as many s...sequences as you
need to complete the splice.

Blocks and Ta

Blocks are composed of wood or metal frames fitted svl-ith sheaves or
pulleys which a rope runs through. Blocks are named by the number of
sheaves they contain or some other special feature. 'Thne most common
blocks used in rescues are:

o single blocks
o double blocks
c snatch blocks.

Figure F-1-13 illustrates these blocks and their parts. Snatch blocks are
hinged on one side and have a hasp on the other side. IiFhis permits the
block to be opened and clasped onto the main line ratli=r than having to
reeve or pass the end of the main line through it.

Double block
Hook
Straps

B. Single block
3. Phn
4. Cheeks

C. Snatch Dlc,ctk
5, Sheaves
I. Becket

Figure F-1--8
Blocks

Eye
Shell
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Tackle is a combination of blocks, ropes, hooks, and eyes used

changing direction of an applied force
gaining a mechanical advantage such as tightening main lines
lifting heavy weights.

The number of ropes leading to and from the movable block determines
the force-to-weight ratio necessary for lifting or tightening. The tackle
shown in Figure Y-1-9, for example, has 4 lines running to or from the
movable block. It is said to have a ratio of 1:4.

Ratio - 1:4

A. Hauling part
B. Fixed block
C. Anchor point

Carthiner or Snap Link

D. Movirig block
E. Load (tightening main line, etc.)

Figure F-1-9
Tackle

A carabiner ronounced cara-BEEN-e a metal snap link used for:

rappelling
joining two ropes
securing ropes at anchor points.

It has a gate or keeper on one side which can be opened inwards to allow
the rope to be inserted. The gate is spring-loaded and latches to pre-
vent the rope from jumping out. There are several types, but the ears-
biner having a screw sleeve on the gate to prevent accidental openings
should always be used in rescue work. Carabiners are made of steel or
aluminum alloy and should have at least a 2,000-pound holding ability
when closed. (See Figure F-1-10)

6 1 4
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A. Latch
B. Gate
C. Pin

ling Hooks

Grappling hooks are often used for making vertical ascents or for reach-
ing from one building to another. They should only be used for the
initial access by response team members, not for victim or patient
transfer. The rope should be well secured and independent of the hook
before being used for the transfer of a victim or patient. They are
made of steel and the ends of the flukes, or prongs, should be sharp. In
vertical ascents you should use a knotted rope or a narrow scaling rope
ladder to climb. In either case, a double light line can be threaded
through the eye of the anchor or hook for throwing. A one-half inch
line is then pulled through the eye, and used to pull the knotted rope or
ladder into place. (See Figure F-1-11)

D. Keeper
E. Backbone (load-b ing side)

Figiure F-1-18
Carabiners

Figure -1-11
Grapp 'ng Hook
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Transfer Equipment

Bims Chair. The bosuns chair, or a Swiss seat, can be used for trans-
ferririg persons on a horizontal or inclined main line, as you will learn in
Section 3 and 4. A snatch block is fixed to the main line and a carabin-
er is first snapped through the becket eye of the block and then through
the eye of the rope terminal of the bosuns chair. If a Swiss seat is used,
a carabiner is snapped through the front of the seat as in rappelling,
then snapped through one eye of a double-eye safety line. The other
eye is made fast to the becket eye of the snatch block. When either is
used on an thclined high line, a safety line is snapped onto the becket of
the snatch block and used for a controlled descent. See Figure F-1-12)

Figure F-1-12
Bosuns Chair

Backboards. Full backboards and short backboards are standard emer-
gency medical rescue items which are used for transferring injured per-
sons. Their use requires training in Emergency Medical Technology.
Special response platoons have at least one team trained in EMT proce-
dies but all members of the platoon should be trained in the use of the
boards. (See Figure F-1-13)

FiZure F-1-13
Backboard
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aimmary

Basket Stretchers. Basket stretchers are usually used to transfer in-
jured persons from inaccessible areas to conventional stretchers includ-
ing high-level to low-level transfers, transfers by helicopter, or trans-
fers upward from a boat to a bridge. Once all restraining straps are
properly fastened, a patient can be transferred vertically on a rappel-
ling line which is properly belayed or s(he) can be moved horizontally
down an inclined high line suspended by the sling straps. (See Figure
F-1-14)

Figure
Basket Stretcher

Use of proper rescue tactics provides an important public service. All
criminal justice personnel should be trained in basic rescue tactics and
in the use of rescue equipment. The survival of the rescuer and the per-
son to be rescued depends mainly on the skill of the rescuer and the
condition of the equipment.

which refers to ropes, cords, and cables, can be made of either
natural or synthetic fibers. Of the natural fibers, manila should be the
only one considered for rescue work. Nylon rope, the favored synthetic
fiber, is very elastic and will absorb 7 times the shock load of manila.
However, this elasticity becomes a disadvantage because when it reach-
es its breaking point it can snap with such force that it can cause injury
to anyone it f:kes. Even though it is not quite as strong as nylon,
polyester (P. -on) is preferred when elasticity is not desirable. Po -
ethelene an lypropylene are useful for water rescues because they
float, while e is the most reliable for fire rescues.

Selecting the proper rope size to use in a rescue operation is as essen-
tial as selecting the proper type of rope. You must know the rope's
maximum load and allow a factor of 5 for safety purposes. If a stranded
person is to be rescued, the rescuer must remember to dottsle his body
weight mrnd multiply by the safety factor of 5.

Ropes should be given proper care by:

watching for kinks in the line
keeping the ropes clean
stowing ropes carefully 6
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stowing ropes carefully
preventing slippage
avoiding blocks which are too small for the rope s ze
never loading beyond the rope's strength
inspecting ropes regularly.

If you follow these guidelines, you can expect dependable performance
whm you need it.

Rescuers must know how to select and use reliable knots for particular
rescue situations. Basic knots include the wimple overhand, half-bitch,

bowline, and figure eight. A knot is never as strong as the rope
itseLf -d a splice is better if time gives you a choice.

The eye tVice is important in all rescue rope equipment. The loose
ends of ropes must be whipped to prevent the dangers which frayed ends
ean cause.

The block is an essential piece of rescue hardware, and the most com-
mon are wingle, double, and match blocks. When blocks are used with
ropes and hooks, the combination is known as tackle. Other kinds of
hardware used in rescue operations are: carethhiers or snap linka, grap
pling hooks, best= chairs, backboards, and basket stretchers. You wil
learn more about using this equipment in other topics covered in this
block.

How complete the review questions begirmirg on the next pug
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Write your answers on a separate sheet of paper.

1. Natural fiber ropes which are most reliable for rescue work are
made of:

a. cotton.
b. linen.
c. m
d. sisal.

2. Synthetic fiber ropes which are most reliable for rappelling are
ade of:

a. nylon .
b. polyester.
c. polyethelene.
d. polypropylene.

3. A nylon rope is better than manila for rescue work because:
(Choose all correct answers.)

a. it is resistant to abrasion and rot.
b. it floats.
c. it does not sag.
d. it is stronger and more elas

4. To select a proper size rope for a reicue situation, you would need
to know: (Choose all correct answers.)

a. which company made the rope.
b. the maximum work load and the safety factor .
c. equipment weight.
d. block sizes available.

5. Proper care of ropes includes: (Choose all correct answers.)

a. using ropes with proper block sizes.
b. inspecting them regularly.
c. keeping them clean.
d. storing them dry and away from heat and acid.

6. How much stronger is a spliced rope than one that is secured by a
knot?

a. 25 percent
b. 50 percent
c. 75 percent
d. 100 percent

6 9
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7. Which knot is most dep Jab le for anchoring life-support lines?

a. bowline
b. square
e. figure eight
d. overhand

8. Which knot is
for rappelling

a. bowline
b. half hitch
c. figure eight
d. overhand

ed just below the navel when rigging the Swiss se

9. Which knot is used at the end of a rope to keep it from running
through a block if the end of the rope is released?

a. bowline
b. figure eight
c. overhand
d. square

10. Which of the following is not one of the basic block t es?

a. double
b. single
c. snatch
d. tackle

11. Which block is huiged on one side with a hasp on the other?

a. double
b. single
c. snatch
d. tackle

12. A carabiner may be used for: (Choose all correct answ s.)

a. joining two ropes.
b. rappelling.
c. securing ropes at anchor points .
d. vertical ascents.

13. Which of the following are methods for transferring a person on a
high line? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. backboard
b. basket stretcher
c. bosuns chair
d. grappling hooks

ones provided wer key.
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Block V: Proficiency Skills
Unit F: Rescue Tactics
Section 2: Ground Level Rescu

Ask your instructor fat the pre est for this section (V: F-2). After you
complete the pretest, your instnictor will let you know whether to
this section, to sldp some part of it, or to take the posttest.

V: P-_ Ground Level Rescues



Rescues, whether they involve ade or natural disasters, have cer-
tain common elements such as tactics and equipment to be used, victim
assessment, triage, and decisions concerning the method of victim
transfer. In Section 1 we explored basic rescue equipment an(1 t actics.
Deciding which method of transfer should be used depends upon such
considerations as the patient's condition, whether the patient or victim
is at ground level or must be moved from a high level location to a
lower level, what equipment is available, and which victims should be
transferred ffrst.

6 2
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Objec v-

Objectives

Upon completion of th. s section, you should be able to do the following
on a written test:

1. List the elements of rescue common to all types of disasters.

2. List the four steps in victim assessment in their correct order.

3. List the hazardous conditions that may require immediate removal
of victims.

4. List the vital sigro that must be determined as soon as possible.

5. List the items of information that should be communicated to the
nearest emergency medical facility.

6. List the conditions included in the three triage priorities by
category.

7. Describe at least four t es of short-distance trans er methods at
ground level.

8. Describe the procedure for rescuing a victim from vehitxlar
wreckage.

9. Describe the procedure for rescuing a victim from an electric
source.
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Ground Level Rescues

rhe modern living environment, especially in urban settings, is becom-
Lng more and more vertical as condominiums, apartments, and office
buildings are built higher every year. However, ground level disasters
occur more frequently than high-level disasters. Motor vehicle acci-
dents, aircraft crashes, train derailments, crLninal activities, explo-
sions, and fires account for many emergencies. Natural disasters such
as hurricanes, tornadoes, earthquakes, and floods add to the casualty
list at all levels. No matter what the cause, the following rescue proce-
dures must be observed once the rescuer reaches the victim:

assessment of the victim's condition
triage
decision on method of transfer.

To insure that the victim receives the necessary care as quickly as
possible, the procedures included in the 4 steps of victim assessment
should be followed carefully.

STEP 1 Search for Life 'Threatening Conditions

Ls the airway clear?

Look for chest movement.

Listen and feel for an exchange of air from mouth and nose.

Look for the presence of cyanosis.

f the airway is not clear:

Determine whether it is an anatomic obstruction (blocking
by tongue).

Determine whether it is a physiological obstruction such as a
spasm, constriction, or trauma of the air passage.

Determine whether it is a physical obstruction, such as a
foreign body, blood, mucus, or other substance, and then
clear the airway.

cyanosis: a bluh or purplish discoloration of the skin due to
deficient oxygenation of the blood.

Ground Level Rescues
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STEP 2

Remove forein matter

If the airway is not cleared by standard CPR technique, ize
fingers to remove all foreign matter from the base of the
tongue.

o If this does not open the airway, apply the abdominal thrust
technique. For this technique, 2efer to the EMS block of
instruction.

Feel carotid pulse for force

In emergency assessment, feeling the carotid pulse for force
is done primarily to determine if there is any circulation so
that a decision can be made regarding coronary
resuscitation.

Examine for external bleedim

Examine all body surfaces for serious bleeding.

o If bleeding is found, control it by using techniques presented
in the EMS block of instruction.

Check pupils

Check pupils to help determine if there is a resphatory
emergency.

Dilated pupils are a symptom of a lack of oxygen in the
brain.

Observe skin color

Cyanis is a bluish color of the tongue, lips, fingernails, or
skin. It is usually due to a lack of oxygen or to shock.

Palior is pale or clammy skin which may Lndicate whock or

love fro_ Hazardous conditions

Traffic

Iks a general rule, a victim is left where s(he) is until his/her
condition is fully assessed and treated. There are times,
however, when the victim is in greater danger from hazardous
conditions if s(he) is not moved. Then s(he) should be moved as
soon as possible using the techniques described later in this
section under "Short Distance Transfer."

CPR: cardiopulmonary resuscitation.

carotid: the chief artery or pair of arte ies that pass up the
neck and supply the head.
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Electrical Hazarth

When a victim is in contact with an electrical source, s(he)
must be removed without direct contact with the rescuers.
Use methods evlained later in this section under "Short Dis-
tance Transfer."

Fe
If the victim is exposed to fire or smoke, s(he) must be
removed by one of the prescribed methods before assessment
can be completed.

STEP 3 Determine Vital

When the victim has been removed from hazardous conditions,
the following vital signs must be determined as quickly as
possible.

Pulse Rate

Count and record pulse rate by placing two or three fingers
over the radial, carotid, or femoral artery.

Count pulse beats for 60 seconds.

Record beats per minute.

Resph'ation Rate

Count and record respiration rate by looking'at the patient's
chest.

Count respirations for 60 seconds.

Record respirations per minute.

radial artery: the smaller of the two branches of the brachial
artery which passes along the radial side of the forearm to the
wrist.

femoral artery: chief artery of the thigh lying in its an erior
inner part.
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Blood Pressure

Using stethoscope and spiygmomanometer, measure and
record systolic and diastolic blood pressure.

Orel Temperature

Take and record the victim's oral temperature.

Shake the thermometer down to 950 P or below.

Place the thermometer under the victim's tongue
minutes.

Read and record the temperature.

STEP 4 Communicate with Medical Assistanee Facility

or

Use the radio or telephone to call the nearest emergency
medical hospital for verbal assistance. Before requesting
assistance, supply the following information:

approximate age of victim
level of consciousness
vital signs
nature of the problem
known history
ETA at hospital.

to 5

Triage (tree-azh) means "to sort." When applied in rescues where multi-
ple injuries have occurred, triage means: to sort out in a priority
system the order in which victims are to be transported to a medical
facility. This is best done by a medical triage team. During emergency
rescues, however, personnel with formal triage training may not be
available so the rescue team must often make triage decisions. Through
the priorities of triage, the severity of each case comes into considera-
tion to insure that victims will be dealt with efficiently. Rescue
personnel must be familiar with the three priority catew-mies of triage.

stethoscope: an instrument used for the detection and study of sounds
within the body.

sphygmomanometer: an instrument for measuring blood pressure.

one: the highest arterial blood pressure of a cardiac cycle
ring immediately after systole of the left ventricle of the heart.

diastolic: the lowest arterial blood pressure of a cardiac cycle
occurring during diastole of the heart.

ETA: estimated time of arrival.
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Triage Priority Ca

First Priori

respiratory difficulties
cardiac difficulties
severe bleeding
severe head injuries
open chest or abdominal wounds
severe shock

cond Priority

burns
severe fract es
back injuries

Third Priority_

minor fractures
those who are obviously dead

NOTE: A major emergency clan easily overload a hospital emergency
ward. Send first-wiority patients to the nearest adequate facility and
others to more distant facilities if necessary.

Sho d Level irransfer Decisions

An injured person who is Ln a dangerous location (such as lying on the
pavement of a heavily traveled roadway, lying in a pool of gasoline
which has leaked from a wrecked vehicle, or overcome by smoke or
gas), mast be removed to a safer location promptlyven before pri-
mary assessment. NOTE: ORLY under such conditions should injured
persons be moved before their condition is evelusted.

Methodn for Removing Victims

PuWing the Victim. The Across Chest Pull and Bl&nket Carry are the
recommended emergency transfer methods for pulling a victim to
safety.

Across-Chest Pull

If the emergency transfer involves only a short distance do the
following:

a Grasp the victim from behind.

Pass your ar s under the armpits and interlock them across the
chest.

Lift the head and shoulders.

Pull the victim to safety.

V: F-2 Ground Level Rescues
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Blanket Carry

If time permits and it seems obvious that the victim is too seriously
injured to be dragged in the above method do the following:

e Move the victim carefully onto a blanket on his/her back.

e Take hold of the portion of the blanket near the victim's head and pull
him/her along the ground to a safer location.

Always pull in the direction of the long axis of the body, keeping the
head and shoulders slightly raised so that the head will not bump the
ground.

Carrying the Victim.

The Fireman's Drag

Place the victim on his/her back so that the head is pointed towards
the direction in which you intend to move.

Tie the victim's wrists together using a belt, necktie, handkerchief,
etc.

Straddle the victim and place hWher arms around your neck.

Crawl to a safe place, th.aggLng the victim with you.

Tjet.LiLenlanarr

Place the victim face down on the ground.

Kneel with one knee along his/her head.

Place both hands under the armpits and across the back.

Raise the victim to hisTher knees and secure the hold across the back
while raising him/her to his/her feet.

Hold the victim around the waist with your right arm.

Hold the victim's right wrt with your left hand and pull his/her left
arm acroEs the back of your neck.

Bend at the waist and knees and pull the victim's body across your
shoulders until you have him/her balanced.

Pass your right arm between his/her legs and grasp his/her right knee
with your right hand.

Carry the victim to safety where o ers can assist you to lower the
victim.

629
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TheitraCrry
Begin as ipthe firernan carry, 12:but instead of pulling the victim across
your back:

Place the victim behird Yeti.

Place the victim's arras 9rouni=1 your neck.

Grasp tile victim's writs with one hand.

Lift and carry the vio=im to smafety.

NOTE: Variations of thi. carry Linclucle tyLng the wrists as in the fire-
tnan's dreg and using a towel or heet under the victim's arms and over
your shoulders,

USilig Stretchers. There are man=ty types of stretchers available. The
army-type litter, the bas-lot strer-tcher, and various improvised pole and
blanicet stretchers are e=amples. The technique for loading a seriously
injured person on a strether is strimilar regardless of the type of
stretcher. A teur-rnast looading tam, which is described below, is the
best method,

Three men line up on ,.4zIne side of the victim.

2. The stretcher is placd along the opposite side of the victim with
the fourth men kneelimg at th midpoint of the stretcher on the
oppositeside.

The three-rnan team lAfts the victim, one supporting the neck and
upper bsek, the rniddl men stpporting the buttocks and upper
thighs, sd the third ra-ian supp-loorting the lower extremities. All
three lifttogether, rafising tIi victim as a single unit. The fourth
man pushes the streteWier undr the victim, then helps support the
victun's head and uppr body.

4. The victim is lowered . +onto tti stretcher.

Using a LougPeckboard. If spinalft injury is suspected and traction is to
be applied, the victim stiold be st.-rieured to a long backboard by an EMT
Certified Peramedie. Kowevever, a_1_11 rescue personnel should know the
general procedure so that they eamn assist effectively. Three assistants
are reguired,and they shor-uld all b-ase familiar with the procedure that the
EMT Paramedic is followimg. Vihn using the long backboard it is
important that:

o Straps mustnot restrict._ cireultartion.

Immobilization must retriet botre4dy movement.

In-line traction of the sine nui=t be maintained at all times during
movement
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The steps for securing a victim with suspected pinal injury to a long
backboard are:

STEP I Explain to the victim what you are goimg to do in order to
reassure him/her and prevent panic.

STEP 2 Three assistants line up on one side of rthe victim as outlined in
"Using stretchers."

STEP 3 The EMT takes a station at the victirn head.

STEP 4 The EMT applies traction by grasping victirn's head on both
sides and pulling in a straight line with the spine.

STEP 5 The EMT applies a cervical collar if neseded.

STEP 6 As a unit, the team places the victim o-n a long backboard
while the EMT maintains traction.

STEP 7 The victim is immobilized on the board while traction is main-
tained, body curvatures are padded, windbags are applied to re-
strict head movement, and the victim i strapped to the board.

STEP 8 The victim is lifted with a minimum of body movement.

STEP 9 The victim is carried carefully to the anbulance.

Rescuing a Victim from Vehicakr Wrec

Assum tion: When damage to a vehicle is sever, it must be af med
that injuries are also severe and that sphal dammtge is likely.
Caution: Whenever possible, an EM7Certified 17Paramedic should be in
charge of the procedure for victim rescue. Assi=tants must be aware of
the proper techniques.

The steps for rescuing a victim from vehicular weckage are:

STEP I Gain access to the victim by using cuttErig and prying
equipment if necessary.

STEP 2 Pasess the condition of the victim and rmaintain life-sup

STEP 3 Apply and keep traction on the victim's head.

STEP 4 Apply a cervical collar.

STEP 5 Position a short spine board.

STEP 6 Strap the victim's head and chin to the =pine boa d.

STEP 7 Strap the victim's body to the spine boa=c1.
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Hark collar to support the neck.
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&nrimaty

STEP 8 _..79.emove the victim from the vehicle and p mse on a long board.

STEP U trap the victim and the short spine board tc, lz.-a long board.

STEP 10 C=arry the victim carefully to an ambulance,

am. Victim from an Meet:deal Sowee

Situation _Assessment

The soure of electricity must he found quickly. lDGwfLd or bare wires
and defecilltive appliances are the usual causes of elee rioical injuries.

Victim iksessment

Vi=tim assessment as soon as the electrical so1P.ce has been
rem ove cl.

Give pri.warity to an assessment of the respiratory aygtezem,

Start C'Et. immediately if your assessment indicates Lithe need.

Victim Jnsfer
Rescuers must wear rubber gloves, stand on insulated tius_aterials, and use
insulated dffevices to remove wires, appliances, eto., avitziay from the
victim. Mrect contact between the ground tmd The Vieti=im touching the
live eireai =. must not be made. Guidelines for rescuing Nirictims fromelectrical ources are:

Shut off the power source. nets may be clone
the applCance, shutting off the main switch ti
the pov.Tr company if a line is down.

ply b:cly unplugging
uildirmg, or by caning

Do not tc=nich the victim without protection: wrap h rads in insulated
material or wear rubber gloves, and use insulated res utile devk s.

nish the victim with an insulated device.

Do not s.and in water.

The cornino= elements of rescue, whether from m 1-hi.Ue or natural
disasters, irmclude the use of rescue tactics and equiprn it, victimassessment triage, and making decisions on the best ba lzhods oftransfer.

The proced=res for victim assessment include these 4 steg=ps:

STEP 1 Settrch for life-threatening conditions:

1,ear the airway if needed.

NE'eel the caxotid pulse for force.
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s Examine for external bleeding.

Check pupils.

Observe skin color.

STEP 2 Remove victim from hazardous conditions such as traffic,
electrical wires, or fire.

STEP 3 Determine vital signs: pulse and respiration rates, blood pres-
sure, and oral temperature.

STEP 4 Communicate necessary information to medical assistance
facility where victim will be taken.

The priorities of the trimge procedure for determinir; which victims are
to be transported to a medical facility are:

First priority: Respiratory difficulties, cardiac difficulties, severe
bleeding, severe head injuries, open chest or abdominal wounds, or
severe shock.

Second priority: Burns, severe fractures, or back injuries.

Third priority: Minor fractures and persons obviously dead.

Victims of a disaster must sometimes be moved short distances at
ground level to safer locations. The situation will determine the type of
transfer to be used. The across-chcst pull may be used if the distance is
short; if the victim is too seriously injured, the blimket cwry should be
used. Other methods of transfer are: the fire:malt drag, the firemtm's
carry, and the packtrap carry. Stretcher carries and long backboard
transfers should be used for seriously injured victims and especially if
vinal injury is suspected. Spinal damage is likely if the damage to the
vehicle in a wreck is severe; Emd, whenever possible, an EMT Certified
Paramedic should be in charge of the rescue procedure when spinal
injury is likely.

If a victim has sustained an electrical shock, the electrical source must
be found quickly and direct contact must not be made between the
ground and a victim who is touching a live circuit. Rescuers must wear
rubber gloves, use insulated materials to stand on, and remove the elec-
trical source from the victim with insulated devices. The victim's res-
piratory system must be assessed first and CPR started immediately if
needed.

Now complete the review iestions beghmiI an the ne
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V: 11-2)

V: F-2

Write your answers on a sepwate sheet of paper.

1. The elements of rescue which are common to all types of disaste
are: (Choose all correct answers.)

a. victim assessment and triage.
b. tactics and equipment.
c. search for source of obstruction.
d. decision on method of transfer.

List the 4 steps of victim assessment in the correct order.

3. Which of the following are hazardous conditions which may require
the immediate removal of victims? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. fire and smoke
b. high level
e. electrical
d. traffic

4. List the 4 vital signs which must be determined as soon as possible.

5. List the 6 items of information that should be communicated to the
nearest emergency medical facility where a victim is to be
transferred.

6. Thage means:

a. any order in which victims are transported to a medical facility.
b. the selection of methods for transferring victims to a medical

facility.
c. to assign medical facilities to a priority order.
d. to sort out in a priority system the order in which victims will

be transported to medical facilities.

7. Which of the following conditions are first-priority in the triage
philosophy? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. burro
b. cardiac difficulties
c. open chest or abdominal wounds
d. back injuries

8. Which of the following conditions are seeondpriorIty in the triage
philosophy? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. severe fractures
b. severe shock
c. back injuries
d. severe head injuries
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9. For which short-distance transfer methods are the victim's wrists
tied together?

a. across-chest pull
b. fireman's carry
c. fireman's drag
d. backboard pull

10. For which short distance transfer do you place the victim behind
you with his/her arms around your neck and grasp the victim's
wrists with one of your hands as you lift and carry the victim to
safety?

a. fireman's carry
b. pack-strap carry
c. fireman's drag
d. across-chest pull

11. When rescuing a seriously injured person: (Choose the correct
phrase to complete the statement.)

a. only a basket stretcher should be used.
b. a two-man loading team is the best method.
c. a technique for loading varies with the type of stretcher.
d. a four-man loading team is the best method.

12. If a spinal injury is suspected: (Choose all correct statements.)

a. an EMT Certified Paramedic should secure the victim to the
long backboard.

b. three assistants are required to help the paramedic.
C. the EMT Paramedic applies traction by pulling the legs of the

victim.
d. immobilization should not restrict body movement.

13. When rescuing a victim from vehicular wreckage: (Choose the
correct phrase to complete the statement.)

a. traction should be applied to the victim's legs.
b. spinal injury is likely when the vehicle damage is severe.
c. the victim is strapped to a long backboard before being removed

from the vehicle.
d. victim should be removed from the vehicle immediately.

14. When rescuing a victim from an electrical source: (Choose all
correct answers.)

a. rescuers must free the victim before taking time to find the
power source.

b. rescuers must wear rubber gloves.
c. rescuers must use insulated devices to remove fires from the

victim.
d. rescuers must stand on the ground to prevent direct contact.
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15. The usual causes o
answers.)

a. downed wires.
b. lightning.
c0 defective appli
d. bare wires.

om 1ectricity afe: (Choose all correct

ers with the correct

63 6
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Mock V: Proficiency SION
Unit F: Timene Tactics
Section 3: Vertical Rescue

Ask your usitructor for the pretest for this seetion (V: F-3). After yoisEl
complete the pretest, your instructor will let you know whether to stueedy
this section, to skip some peit of it, or to take the pcettest.
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introdueti

As urban living, working, and busthess structures are built higher, the
need for vertical rescue tactics increases. Fire and smoke disasters in
hotels, condominiums, apartments, and business buildings are common.
Other problems which can occur at high levels include sniper attack,
bombing of structures, hostage seizures, and other terrorist activities
which may require rescue by special response teams.

Rappeiling, which was originally a mountaineering skill, is now beco -
ing a basic skill requkement for police, rescue, and other special
response teams because of these conditiom. Since external escape
mechanisms are not included in high-rise building designs, it may
become necessary for citizens who live or work in high-rise structures
to acquire these skills.

Rappelling is a method of making vertical descents from high to low
levels. Rappelling to escape or to assist others to escape disaster con-
ditions is the subject of this section. In Section 1, you learned about the
rescue equipment which is used in these vertical rescue tactics.

Virrirtical Rescue Ta tIcs
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Upon completion of this section, you should be able to do the folio ing
on a written test:

1. Define the term "rappelling."

2. Describe the best type of rope for rappelling lines.

3. List the equipment required in rappelling.

4. Explain how the rappelling line is secured at the anchor point.

5. Identify the voice signals given by the rappeller and belay team
before they start the descent.

lain how the rappeller controls the rate of descent.

7. Explain how the belay team can control the rate of descent.

8. Ekplain who controls the descent rate as well as how is it
controlled when casualties and stretcher patients must be lowered.

9. Describe two ways in which uninjured persons may be lowered to
safety.

10. Identify three items of equipment which are needed to make a
vertical ascent and explain how they are used.
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Verti Tactics

Wing

Rappelling L a method of making vertical descents. Rappelling tech-
niques are tred in hizt-level rescues, either as a mearis of escape from
high4evel hamazarrb or as a part of aasault tactics. In some rescue cases
an inclined, rather than a strictly vertical, descent must be made.
Some rescal situations require the rappeller to pick up another person
at one level and continue the descent to a lower level with two persons
on the rapp=lling line. ks other cases, a victim on a stretcher can be
lowered fron-n a higher to a lower level with only the belay (ground) crew
having control. The rappelling method can be tailored to nearly any
rescue situation which requires a vertical descent.

Nilipment

ne followin=g four items are essential equipment for rappelling. You
have alreadyw learned about most of these items in Section 1, Rescue
Equipment, i=lut the information given here concerns their rappelling
uses only.

Rope. The r=appelling line should:

be 1/2-ineTh nylon
I be 120 re-t long
have at lettst a 3,000-pound breaking strength
have 1/3 sretch fEctor
be used as double line in training situations.

Harness or S.a.t. Fire rescue units have special web seats and hook-tYpe
earabiners WAT teams and police rescue teams are currently using
the mountair le'. climber's rope (Swiss) seats and carabiners. The rope
(Swiss) seat requires only a 12-foot length of 1/2-inch nylon rope. It is
lighter, lesS t=pulky, better suited for improvisations, and less expensive.

Crabbier or Snap Link. ne mountaineering type carabiner is made of
steel or aluin_inum alloy and should meet the 2,000 pound test when
closed. It crins with a gate to accept the rappelling line. There are
no Exude tywbes, locking and non-lockthg. Non-bckthg types are used in
situations vihere it is necessary to free oneself quickly. The locking
types are reemanmmended for all training situations since they are safer.
Carebiners wanere illustrated in Section 1,

Gloves. RaM=.elling without gloves will result in serious rope burns to
the hands liather work-type gloves are satisfactory, but two sets of
gloves, an bummer and an outer pair, should be worn. Heavy cloth inner
gloves combimted with leather outer gloves are recommended. In SWAT
team operati

,
c=ms the leather or fabric of the trigger finger is cut off .

however, thi should not be done in school trebling when you are only
learning the Lechmques of rappelling.
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Bing Lin Before lines can be used to rnace a descent
must be properly secured by these six steps.

STEP 1 Pad the anchor point (may be a chimneym=,, column or -any
substantial anchor place).

STEP 2 Wrap the rope twice around the anchor picsoint.

STEP 3 Tie with a bowline knot and two half-hitca.ches.

STEP 4 Secure end with a snap

STEP 5 Drop the double lines down the side at Clime building.

STEP 6 Take up any slack.

NOTE: Always use double lines for safety during 2-training.

the Swim Seat. To rig the Swiss seat You must complete these
10 steps:

STEP 1 Find the center pom 12-foot line.

STEP 2 Place the center point on the left hip.

STEP 3 Bring the ends around the body and tie or= overhand knot in
front, just below the waist level (center c=M gravity).

STEP 4 Bring the ends through the crotch and ttin up through the
waist rope on each side.

STEP 5 Squat and pull the ropes up tight.

STFP 6 PAng +he ends thr,,,igh +he leg ropes frorr M the rear forward,
forming a half hitch on each hip.

STEP 7 Bring the right ends around to the left sitiCle Enid tie both ends at
the left side with a square Mot.

STEP 8 Place the loose ends in a pocket or tuck trlem under the rope
on your left side.

STEP 9 Hold the carabiner open end up;open the gate away from you.

STEP 10 Bring the carabiner down and over both vir--aist ropes and then
revolve it back to the starting position.

641
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Figure F-3-1 illustrates h3w the carabiner should look when it is
properly hooked to the two waist ropes.

Figure F-3-I
Using Carabiner to Hook Swiss Seat to
Rappelling Line

Hooking Up to the Happening Lkie. Now that you have rigged yourself
in the Swiss seat, these six steps will enable you to hook yourself up to
the rappelling line:

STEP I Stand with your left side towards the rappellinz line.

STEP 2 Lay the rappelling lines in the carabiner, left to right.

STEP 3 Take a loop from the rappeMng line above the carabiner,
passing it underneath and then through the carabiner.

STEP 4 The left hand should be used as the guide hand on the
rappdlling line.

STEP 5 The right hand is the brake hand and should be placed in the
small of the back.

STEP 6 Grasp or twist the rappelling line with the brake hand to slow
the rate of descent or to stop.

NOTEt The brake hand may become caught in the earabiner if it is not
kept in the small of the back.

Figure F-3-1 also illustrates the hook-up of the rappelling lines to the
carabiner and the position of the brake (right) hand.
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Window Descent. The technique for making a descent from a window
involves these eight steps:

STEP 1 Sit or stand on the window ledge.

STEP 2 Take up the slack between the carabiner and the anchor point.

STEP 3 Be sure there is no slack between the carabiner and the guide
hand.

STEP 4 Sound off loudly "On rap d listen for the answer of "On
belay."

STEP 5 Ease out onto the wall.

STEP 6 Lean back, legs parallel to the ground.

STEP 7 Slowly release brake hand pressure.

STEP 8 Walk down the wall slowly at first; later you may use short
leaps and bounds. Avoid unnecessary "hot dogg ."
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Figure F4-2 illustrates basic rappeilirig with a belay person assisting.

A. lulchor point
B. Padding at

corners

C. Guide hand

A

E. Belay crew
D. Brake hand person

F4-2
Using Basic Rappelling Techniques
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Roof or Lect-e Descents. When the rescue requires a descent feom a
roof or ledge, the following seven steps should be used:

STEP 1 Use the same signal of "On rappel" and wait for response from
the belay crew.

STEP 2 Back up to the edge, taking up slack and stretch.

STEP 3 Place heels over the edge.

STEP 4 Let out the rope until it is parallel to the ground.

STEP 5 Take a quick step to get positioned on the wall.

STEP 6 Release brake hand pressure.

STEP 7 Descend as instructed in "Window Descent."

Belay Team Duties

The belay team or person is stationed on-the lower level and has very
specific duties which provide support for the rappeller, a casualty in
harness, or a stretcher patient.

rt of Rappell. The person on belay provides security for the
one on rappel. S(he) can take control by tightening the line and low-
ering tits rappeller slowly by relaxing the grip on the line. S(he) has the
same degree of control as the rappeller would normally have. While the
rappeller has control, the belay person holds the line loosely, allowing
enough slack so that the movements of the rappeller are not restrict-
ed. The belay person or team takes control only if the rappeller loses
control. Figure F-3-2 also illustrates a belay person at work.

of Casualties in Harness. In emergency rescues, an uncon-
scious, wetik, or frightened victim can be secured by using an impro-
vised harness or bosuns chair on a rappelling line with a carabiner. In
this situation, control of the descent must be turned over entirely to the
belay team. This procedure will be explained further in "Rappelling
Rescues."

In Support of Stretcher Patients When a stretcher patient must be
lowered with a rappelling line, the top crew should secure the stretcher
suspension harness to the line with a carabiner, and ease the patient out
while the belay team takes control and lowers the patient. Figure F-3-3
illustrates the lowering of a stretcher patient by a belay person.
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fling Fiw F-3,3
Lowering Stretcher Patient
on Rappelling Line

Caaualties in Hamieas

The basic rappelMng techniques can be applied when the person who
must descend cumuli:it control their descent rate. In these cases, the
belay team contr4=as and lowers the person who may be secured to the
rappelling line in one of the following methods:

Swiss Seat. Censaeious persons who are not familiar with rappelling
techniques can b rigged into a Swiss seat, hooked up to the rappelling
line, and safely knewered with the belay team controil:ag their descent.
If possible, an "Ar' frame, as illustrated in Figure F-3-3, should be rigged
to provide vertieml clearance and to help get the casualty into position
on the wall.

Chair. A 1=osians chair is a board rigged with 4 suspension ropes,
much like a rope wir-ig seat. The bosuns chair was illustrated in Sec-
tion 1, "Rescue Enpinent." An "A" frame should be rigged at the tLp
to provide vertiea_l clearance for the bosuns chair.
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The person to be rescued should be placed in a sitting position in the
bosuns chair, and a carabiner should be linked from the suspension point
of the seat ropes onto the rappelling line. The top crew then assists the
person while the belay crew tightens the line, which should be inclined
at a sufficient angle to pull the victim from the window or roof. The
belay crew will control the descent as shown in Figure F-3-3 with a
stretcher patient.

Improvised Iletrness. Ordinary chairs can be rigged like a bosuns chair in
emergencies. Clothes lines, belts, bed sheets, blankets, etc., can also
be used as emergency harnesses if necessary. All of these must be im-
provised so that they have a suspension point to which a carabiner can
be fastened. Then the same procedure that was used for the Swiss seat
and bosuns chair can be followed. In all improvised harness descents,
the belay team controls the descent.

Stretcher Patients

Basket Stretcher. The basket stretcher is the best type to use in rap-
pelling rescues. It comes equipped with a suspension harness and ring.
The patient can be strapped into the stretcher securely and lowered in a
horizontal or vertical position. An "A" frame is rigged at the top of the
rappelling line to provide vertical clearance for the stretcher while it is
being positioned. A carabiner should be fastened from the suspension
ring to the rappelling line. The belay team should take position far
enough back to incline the line so as to permit the patient and stretcher
to swing clear of the top and the wall when the line is tightened. The
belay team then controls the descent as shown in Figure F-3-3.

Improrised Stretchers. A standard long backboard can easily be rigged
with a suspension harness since it has carrying slots around the edge.
Once the backboard is rigged with a harness, the lowering technique is
the same as that used for the basket stretcher.

Other items that can be rigged with a suspension harness and carabiner
include doors, ironing boards, cots, planks, etc. In emergency situa-
tions, you must use whatever is available.

Urn Pe

Lap If the person to be rescued is not injured, s(he) can be
instructed to sit in the rappeller's lap, face-to-face, so that the two
bodies can counterbalance each other. The rappeller can then continue
the descent.

A typical example is a person who is forced out onto a window or ledge
by smoke or fire. The rappeller descends from the roof or a window
above, picks up the victim as described, and continues the descent.

Suended Position. A good item of rescue equipment is an 8- or 10-
foot length of rope with a loop in each end (preferably an eye-spliced
loop). It can be substituted for a bosuns chair, using the two ends as a
suspension device, and it may be fastened to the rappeller's carabiner
with another carabiner. The person being rescued should be suspended
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below the rappeller, sitting in the doubled rope like a swing. In emer-
gency situations, a person to be rescued may simply hold onto the rap-
peller's harness or Swiss seat and ride down with the rappeller.

If it is necessary to put a rope above a perbon to be rescued, to provide
a "down Dile" for escape, or to make a vertical ascent for any reason,
using the grapnel (or grappling hook) provides the most practical
method. The grapnel is a hook or anchor with either 3 or 4 prongs. (See
illustration in Section 1, "Rescue Equipment.") Once the grapnel has
been positioned securely, the ufmnt can be made on a knotted rope or
rope ladder.

Equipment

Grapnel and Knotted Rope.

Throwin the Gr_Eipnel

The distance a grapnel, or grappling hook, ean be thrown is only limited
by the weight of the grapnel and by the throwing skill of the rescuer.
For rescue work the light aluminum alloy grapnel is better than the
heavier marine type.

The grapnel must be thrown to a place where it will catch and hold
firmly, such as a window or roof wall. Two persons should put their
weight on the rope at the bottom to test the set of the hook before an
ascent or descent is attempted.

The Rope

For climbing purposes, the rope should have figure eight knots in it
every 8 to 10 inches. A two-person belay crew should put their weight
at the base of the rope if it is to be climbed. A tight rope is easier to
climb than a loose one.

The Rope Ladder. If a team is to make an ascent to a higher level
loaded with equipment, it is impractical for all of them to attempt a
knotted-rope climb. Such climbs are difficult enough without the added
weight of equipment, so using a rope ladder is more practical and
efficien

First Person U

The first person up should be agile and strong. S(he) goes up without
equipment, except for a light line tied around the waist and fastened to
the rope ladder. When the first person reaches the top, sthe) should pull
up the rope ladder and secure it.

The Ladder Climb

When the rope ladder has been well-secured at the top, a two-person
belay team must put their full weight at the bottom while each member
of the team makes the climb individually.
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With more and more hi -rise buildirigs being constructed in our cities,
the need for disaster skills is increasing. Rappellirg, a method of
making vertical descents from higher to lower levels, is used for escap-
ing or assisting others to escape disaster conditions.

One-half inch, 3,000-pound test nylon rope with a 1/3 stretch factor is
the best type to use for rappelling lines. Other important equipment
required by rappelling teams are harnesses or seats of various types,
earabblers or snap links, and gloves.

Rappelling lines must be secured by wrapping the line twice around a
well-padded anchor point, tying it with bowline and two half-hitch
knots, and securing the end with a snap link or carabiner.

The person on belay at the lower level provides security for the one on
rappel, taking control only when the rappeller loses it. When the rap-
peller has secured the rappelling line and has the seat or harness proper-
ly hooked to the line, s(he) sounds off loudly "On rapper and listens for
the answer "On belay" from the team or person below, and the descent
begins.

The rappeller's left ha_nd is the guide hand on the rappelling line. The
right hand is the brake hand and should be placed in the small of the
rappellees back. To stop or control the rate of descent, the rappeller
grasps or twists the rappelling line with the brake hand. The belay per-
son can take control by tightening the line from below, and then lower-
ing the rappeller slowly by relaxing the grip on the line.

In an emergency rescue, an injured, unconscious, weak, or frightened
victim may be placed in a seat, harness, chair, or on a board or stretch-
er, which is secured to a rappelling line by a carabiner and which can be
lowered to safety by the belay person or team. Uninjured persons may
be lowered while sitting face-to-face in the rappeller's lap or sitting in
a rope swing suspended below the rappeller.

If it is necessary to make a vertical ascent for any reason, using a
grapnel (grappling hook or anchor) provides the most practical method.
The grapnel is thrown to the level which must be reached and a rope,
which should have figure eight knots tied in it every 8 to 10 inches, is
used for climbing. If a rescue team has to make the ascent, using a
rope ladder is more practical and efficient.

Now complete the revie
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Review Qu_ (V: P-3)

Write yow answers on a separate sheet of paper.

1. Rappelling Is used kr: (Choose all correct answers.)

a. high-level rescues.
b. vertical ascents.
c. escape from high-level hazards.
d. assault tactics.

2. A rappelling line should: (Choose all correct answers.)

a. be 100 feet long.
b. be made of 1/2-inch nylon.
c. have 2,000-pound breaking strength .
d. have a 1/3 stretch factor.

3. List the four major equipment requirements for rappelling.

4. List the letters a-f on your paper, then arrange the following steps
for securing a rappelling line in correct order by writing 1 next to
the letter for the first step, 2 for the second, and so on.

a. Secure end with snap link.
b. Pad the anchor point.
c. Take up any slack.
d. Wrap the rope twice around the anchor point.
e. Tie with bowline and two half-hitches.
f. Drop the line down the side of the building.

5. What is the signal given by the rappeller when ready to descend?

What is the response by the belay team?

6. The rappeller controls the rate of descent by: (Choose all correct
answers.)

a. right hand grasping rappel line in front.
b. right hand grasping line in small of back.
c. left hand grasping line in small of back .
d. twisting line to stop or slow descent rate.

7. The belay team can control the rate of descent by: (Choose all
correct answers.)

a. tightening the rappelling line.
b. loosening the line.
c. relaxing the grip on the line.
d. tightening the grip on the line.
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8. When lowering stretcher patients, the descent rate is controlled by:

a. the top crew.
b. the belay team.
c. the patient.
d. the top crew and the belay team.

9. When preparing to lower a stretcher patient, rigg "A" frame
will provide:

a. shelter for the stretcher patient.
b. vertical clearance for the stretcher.
c. a landing spot for the stretcher.
d. horizontal clearance for the stretcher.

10. Which of the following are ways an uninjured person may be
lowered to safety? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. lap position
b. down-line position
c. grapnel position
d. suspended position

11. To put a rope above a person to be rescued, which of the following
items of equipment would be used?

a. bosuns chair
b. grapnel
c. rappeller's harness
d. "An frame

12. 11 a rescue team is needed on top of a three-story building, which
one of the following items of equipment would be ost practical
for an ascent?

a. knotted rope
b. rappelling line
c. rope ladder
d. harness

Check your anawers with the correct ones provided in the answer
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Block V: Proficiency Skill-.
Unit 12: Rescue Tactics
Section 4: High line Transfers

Ask your instructor for the pretest for this section (V: F-4). After you
complete the pretest, your instructor will let you know whether to study
this section, to skip some pext of it, or to take the posttest.
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hitroduction

During SWAT team or rescue operations there is often a need to trans-
fer personnel from one level to another. The availability of a safe zone
will vary with each situation. The transfer could be made horizontally
or at an angle. Transfer problems might be faced by a SWAT team
which needs to gain a favorable position for assault operations against
snipers, hostage holders, terrorists, or others engaged in criminal
activities.

This topic will present some basic riggLng solutions for the transfer of
personnel from one level to the same or a lower level by a horizontal or
an inclined highline. These techniques may have to be modified for use
in actual situations.

The knowledge you have gained regarding rescue equipment and its use
will be applied to the procedures of highline transfers in this section.
As with all of the proficiency skills, Irour ability to perform effectively
and efficiently is directly related to the maintenance of your physical
fitness. Your fitness program must be continued throughout your
career.
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Knowl

Upon completion of this section, you should be able to do the following
on a written test:

1. Define the term TThighline transfer."

2. Describe two types of tightrope crawls.

Describe the polyester highline method.

4. Identify the advantav:e of inclined rigs over horizontal rigs in
highline transfers.

Describe the functions of the "A" frame in rigging a highline for
rescue operations.

6. Describe the procedure for transfer rom one building to a lower
building.

7. Describe the procedure for transfer from building to ground.

8. Explain why the termination point in transfers to ground level should
be at a rope between two points.
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Horizontal TransfEws

During assault or rescue operations there is often a need to move from
one budding to another. This can be accomplished either from the top
of a building or from one window to another. The tactical situation, or
fire and smoke, may prohibit using the stairways in either budding. In
field situations you also may have to cross obstacles such as streams,
crevices, pits, etc. II it is not possible to rig an inclined line, you may
have to use a horizontal line. By using a grappling hook and rope, you
can apply the fotowing techniques to the situation. The distance to be
spanned will determine whether the hook can be thrown by hand or if
you must use a line-throwing gun or shock-cord sling. In this section,
we will assume that the distance involved will permit hand throwing.
The tactics remain the same if a line-throwing device must be used.

Ti tifro a Crawls

A tightrope may be used in rescue efforts to connect two points at the
same level using these three steps:

STEP I Throw the F.- rappling hook across to a roof or window so that
the hook is firmly set. Figure F-4-1 illustrates the grappling
hook being thrown from one rooftop to another.

lure F-4-1
rowing the Hook
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STEP 2 Pull the rope as tight as possible with the aid of several people
or through the use of block and tackle.

STEP 3 Secure the rope well at an anchor point. In Figure F-4-2, a
post or column is being used as an anchor. The rope must be
pulled tight.

Once the rope is pulled taut, the :escuer may cross it using the
abdominal crawl or the underslung crawl.

Abdominal CrawL To achieve the face-down abdominal crawl:

Snap the carabiner (which should be rigged with the rescuer's Swiss
seat or belt) onto the line for safety.

Lay out on the rope and hook the instep of one foot over the rope aS
shown in Figures F-4-2 and F-4-3. The other leg should hang free
acting as a pendulum to help maintain balance.

Move forward by drawing the foot which is on the rope up close to the
buttocks, while reaching forward with the hands. Then push with the
foot and pull with the hands; repeat these movements all the way
across the ro

NOTE: In SWAT team operatiow, such as hostage rescues or in any
situation where hostile action can be expected, using a face-down
approach will give you a better field of observation.

Figure F-4-2
Using the Abdominal Crawl on a Tightrope
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Figure F-44 shows a bottom view of a rescuer using the abdominal
crawl on a tightrope.

Piwe F-4-3
Bottom View of Abdominal Crawl

The Abdominal Crawl technique requires good balance and a great deal
of practice to keep from swinging down into the "tmderslung" position.
If you fall into the underslung position, lock one leg over the rope, swing
the other leg high, then swing the leg down with force. On the down
stroke, swing back up into the original face-down position. Figure F-4-4
illustrates this technique.

The first person across must depend upon the hook being well "set," but
when ghe) has reached safety, s(he) should secure the line by tying a
safe line from the hook to a better anchor point to ensure a safe
crossing for the others.

Pigue F-4-4
Recovering from Falling into the Underslung
Position
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There is a critical point when the ffrst person arrives near the pL.mtce
where the hook is set. At this point the downward weight of the person
is most likely to cause the hook to disengage if it is not firmly s't.
Figure F-4-5 shows a rescuer at this critical point securing the ILITie with
a safe line.

uring the Tightrope with a Safe Line

Undersliiig CrawL In rescue missions where it is not as importarw-t to
maintain a field of observatioki, the underslung crawl may be user.

i-re F-4-6 illustrates the position to use in the undersltag era"711

Fasten a single snatch block or carabiner to the Swiss seat or hu-elt and
snap the block or carabiner into position on the tight line.

Cross in the undershaig position, with hands pulling and feet piLmhing
until you reach the other side.

Figure F4-6
Using the Underslung Crawl on a Tight oppe
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If there are inexperienced pesona who must be transferred, the first
rescuer across should provide vertical clearance with an "A" frame or
else secure the line at a highr anchor point. If this is not done, the
delver of downward weight dzfisentaging the hook is increased, which eam-1
be very risky.

Method

When the rescue problem reiltires the transfer of many people from on
building to another on a horizft.oritai plane, the polyester highline method
is the most practical. Polyesitter (Dacron) is used because it is less
elastic than other ropes. The line mut stay tight and nylon permits too--
much slack. In Figure F-4-7, the polyester highline method as used for
building-to-building movernen .st is illustrated. The procedure is
explained in the steps that fonalovi.

If the situation is a rescue opration, It is usually possible to have a
rigging team at both transfer Points,

The departwe point will be re -zferred o as the "DZ" (Danger Zone).

The arrival point will be refer:-red boas the "SZ" (Safe Zone).

If the distance is short, the 131 teax can throw a light line weighted
with a monkey's fist across to the SZ team. (A line can be thrown a
considerable distance this wayiV if the llne is held so that it uncoils
naturally and doesn't foul or temarIgle on the way-)

If the distance is too great for -. this method, a line-throwing gun can be
used. The polyester highline rimanethod can be accomplished by following
these ft steps:

STEP 1 A light line is prePell-Med across using a monkey's fist or line-
throwing gun_ and t11 polyester line is fastened to the light
line and pulled aeros in either case.

STEP 2 The DZ crew reeves titheir ead of the polyester line through a
"trolley block," then eliartehors the end securely at point E in
Figure F-4-7. The higghline must be a minimum of 5/8-inch
diameter.

STEP 3 The SZ crew now rees.res the llne through a snatch block an-
chored at point F on Mhe diagram. Now the end of the mainline
is rigged to a block ar-rid tackle, pulled up tight, and secured to
a solid anchor point.

STEP 4 Both teams rig an "A"'" frame neer the edge of the building as
shown at II-1 and 11.-2 z. This provides vertical clearance for
securing the victirns la the mainline.

monkey's fista a large heaVy 1crz7lot resembling a Turk's head knot which
is used to weight the end of Et tmseavingline.
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To Block and Tackle

DZ Dartgr Zonebuilding or level from which rescue is to be made.
SZ Safe =onebuildthg, ground, or level to which the victims will be

tranabowerred.
A Polye=ter (Dacron) highline
B Outhaumil
C Inhaul
D Trolle block
E AnQI1or point (for mainline)
F Snatel- block
G Bloeic =and tackle (tightens mainline)
11-1 "A" trireme on DZ side
H-2 "A" frimtme on SZ side
I Trans! 7er seat (Swiss seat, bosuns chair, etc.)

Figure F-4-7
Polyester High line Method Used for Bui ldi t
Building Transfers
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STEP 5 The DZ team rigs an outhaul rope (B) to the trolley block. The
outhaul line can be a 1/2-inch rappelling line. Now the trolley
block is taken across the highline to the SZ team. The SZ
team fastens an inhaul rope (C) to the trolley block. The rig is
now ready to use.

STEP 6 The DZ team now rigs the first victim to the highline. The
type of seat to be used is optional. Any of the following can
be used:

Swiss seat
bosuns chair
rope sling
improvised chair, etc.
basket stretcher with sling

STEP 7 The SZ team pulls the first victim across with an inhaul (C), as
the DZ team pays out the outhaul (13). The victim is released
from the trolley, and the DZ team pulls back the trolley block.

STEP 8 Repeat the process until all victims are rescued.

Inclined Higbline Transfesu

When adjoining structures or the height of the danger zone will permit
it, rigging a highline on a downward incline allows you to take
advantage of uavity in making the transfers.

If the angle of descent is small enough to permit a transfer using a
trolly block and suitable seat, an inhaul line will not be necessary. The
outhaul line should still be attached to the trolley block at the top of
the DZ so that the trolley block can be retrieved to be used for the next
person to be transferred. When the angle of descent is steep, the out-
haul can be used to slow the rate of descent.

If time permits, an "A" frame should be rigged at both the DZ and SZ to
provide clearance for stretcher patients and elderly or disabled per-
Dons. People in a state of panic from a dangerous situation cannot be
exvected to jump off the top of a building even though they are securely
hooked to a mainline. Asking them to do this can increase the panic and
cause a bottleneck in the operation since they are likely to freeze and
refuse to go. The "A" frame eliminates the need to jump and helps to
avoid this problem.

Transfer fro Balding to Minding

Figure F-4-8 represents a transfer of victims from the top of one build-
ing (DZ) to the roof of another building at a lower level (SZ). If the sit-
uation is a rescue-type operation, it is usually possible, as we pointed
out in the polyester highline method, to have a rescue team at both
transfer points. The procedure involves the following ten steps:
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fe ne)

A Polyester highline
B Outhaul (control line)
C Trolley block
D Anchor point (ma.,i line)
E Snatch block
F Block and tackle
G "A" frames
H Transfer seat (Swiss seat, bostms chair, etc.)
I Belay team

Inclined Bi Mine Transfers
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STEP 1 A light line is propelled across and the mainline is fastened to
it and pulled across. If the distance is short, the DZ team can
throw a light line weighted with a monkey's fist knot across to
the SZ team. If the dtance is too far, a line-throwing gun
must be used.

STEP 2 The DZ crew reeves their end of the polyester mainline
through a trolley block (C), then anchors the end securely at
point (D), as shown in the diagram. The mainline must be a
minimum of 5/8-inch diameter polyester.

STEP 3 The SZ crew now reeves the mainline through a snatch block
anchored at point (E) on the diagram.

T P 4 The end of the mainline is now rigged to a block and tackle (F),
pulled up tight, and secured to a solid anchor point.

STEP 5 Both teams rig "A" frames (G) to permit clearance for the
person being transferred.

STEP 6 The DZ team rigs an outhaul (B) to the tro ey block. This can
be your 1/2-inch rappelling rope (nylon).

STEP 7 The DZ sends one of their own crew across to test and demon-
strate the safety of the rig for the benefit of the victims.

STEP 8 The DZ team rigs the first victim to the mainline. The type of
seat is optional and any of the following may be used:

Swiss seat
bosuns chair
rope sling
improvised chair
basket stretcher with sling

STEP 9 The trolley block carrying the victim runs down the line by
gravity while the DZ team slowly feeds out the outhaul safety
line (B).

STEP 10 The victim is removed at the SZ Eu.nd the trolley block is
retrieved by the DZ crew with the outhaul safety line.
NOTE: The remaining victims should be transferred in the
same way.

Transfer from Building to Ground

Figure F-4-9 represents a transfer rig from a higher level to the
ground. A rescue team is required at the high level (DZ) and on the
ground (SZ). No throwing is required in this rigging. The procedure for
transferring from building to ground involves these five steps:

STEP 1 The DZ crew secures their end of the mainline, runs it t ough
an "An frame block, and drops the remaining line to the
ground.
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From higher elevation (DZ)

A Polyester main D Snatch block rigged betwedmn two trees
line E Block end tackle to tighteri main line

B Outhaul (safety
line)

F Belay team or person

C Trolley block

4-9
r from Wilding to Grolund

6 4
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Summing

STEP 2 The SZ crew picks up the line and takes it out to the point
where they intend to rig the terminal point. If possibie,the ter
mination point should be located between two points such as toy=
trees, two poles, etc. This can be done by using a roDebetween
these pethits and terminating the mainline at the center Point of
the rope, as shovm in Figure 4-9. Such a terminal point PerMits
persons to be tramferred without daxger of hitting a solid
object such as a tree or pole if the outhaul or safety line
breaks. It also permits free runs without the outhatil if Peed 0E7
txansfer should become a necessity due to hazardous conditlero.

STEP 3 If a yoke between two points is net possible, an "Au frame eat
be rigged on the ground te provide the necessary clearance,
but it will be necessary to control the rate ef descent with an
euthaul safety line.

STEP 4 The treney block carrying the victim will then run down the
Bite by gravity while the DZ team slowly feeds out the outhaul
safety line.

STEP 5 The victim is removed at the SZ and the trolley block is
retrieved by the DZ crew with the euthaul safety line. ie
remaining victims can be transferred in the same way.

Rescue or assault operations requiring the transfer of personnel frorn
one level te another may be achieved horizontally or at an angle. bl
higtiline transfers, two points are connected by a line, but the equip-.
ment and tactics used will vary according to the situation. Rigging
solutions for horizontal transfers include the use of tightrope eras and
the polyester hipline method; inclined highline transfers involve trans-
fers from building to ground.

A grapplii hook and rope, thrown across the distance to be spanned and
pulled tight, may be used as a line for the abdominal crawl or the under-
slung crawl. Using a carabther snapped onto the highline for safety, the
rescuer moves across the tight rope by laying out on the rope and hoog-
ing the instep of one feet over the rope while letting the other leg hang
free for balance. By drawing the foot up close to the buttocks while
reaching out with the hands, and then pushing with the foot and pulling
with the hands, the rescuer progresses across the rope in an abdominal
crawl. The same movements are used in crossing in an graderslaegposi
tion. In any situation where hostile action can be expected, a better
field of observation is gained by the face-down approach of the
abdominal crawl.

The pelyester hieiline method is generally used in a rescue situation
when it is possible to have rigging teams at the danger zone (DZ)and
the wife zone (SZ). In this method, a light line is propelled aeross the
distance and the polyester line is fastened to the light line and then
pulled across. Using block and tackle, the line is rigged so that a trouey
block may be used to transport persons across the mainline in a rigged
seat. Inhaul and outhaul lines are used to propel the trolley Wel( heek
and forth between the departure point and arrival point. "A" frames
may be constructed at the departure and arrival zones to provide
clearance for a victim in a harness, ehair, or on a stretcher.



When the physical arrangement .1=pf the rescue situatiom permits, rigging
a highline on adownward incline will take advantage ci.f the force of
gravity in majdng transfers frorrx a higher building to EL lower one. Tile
rigging is aimilu to the polyeatex- highline except that gravity replace5
the need for aninhaul line. The -trolley is retrieved frrn the safe zone
by the outbaulline and the next -.rictim is placed in th attached seat
for travel down the inclined line "A" frames will pro-ride clearance for
the victim at the departure arid ii.rrival zones.

Transferring from a high level tel. the ground does not r-equire throwing a
grapnel with rope; the rope is jum-t dropped to the grouxid. The terminal
point for the rigging should be lomeated between two points, such as treet
or poles, and the mainline should terminate at the eerrCer point of a rope
which is tied between these two 'Points. This arrangerment permits Per-
sons to be trusterred without hi-Lting a solid surface 3E the safety line
breaks. If two"natural" points eLx'e not present, an "AtE frame can be
constructed to provide an impact free terminal point. As in a vertical
descent, the belay person Of CreW controls the &Jaunt to the ground.

Now complete the review the rit.

6
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Review (V: 12-4)

Write your anters on a separate allot of paper:W.

-Zransfer means transfer (Choos,e

a, by hoc-izontal or inclined plikTie.
13, from c=pne level to a safe zone,
c. by vetical ascent.
d, at th same or lower level.

rrect a virs.)

2. Where hotile action might be exeeted, crawl
is best be-cause:

a, it is rr-Acre natural to craw nr the st
D. the rt.--euer will be less frightened.
C. It is eff..-sier to mairitain balaRee,
6, abettr field of observation isgalned.

3. The following steps describe ttie unclerslung-= 01%.,01procedure List
the letter- af on your paper, then arrange ir trs slops in sequnce by
wt-iting 1 lby the letter for the first step, 2 Liazy? T4he letter for Mlle
second, au-id so on.

Push oa-n the rope with tne feetwhile p with the bangles.
D. llirow the grapnel.
c. e oa-ut onto the tightrope inthe under e. position.
d. Pull ttme rope tight.
a. Seeur the line on the safe side.
f. Snap sinatch block or carabiner to the tigge

4. The best t-igging solution for transferring nes 'tstnV people
building te=, another on a horizontalplane

a- inalin....-d highline.
b. polyeser highliue method.
c- abdornanal crawl.
6- undersXtmg crawl.

5. ftiggIng wt-tich uses a trolley bloeK on a higit ris1 which rin_i
have outhistul and inhaul lines iS 450 for:

l=one

a. inoline :iighline transfers Owe building
b. inelinead hiPhline transfers frto building
c. the polrester highline method.
d. the tiga-strooe crawl.

6. The advanitage of an inclined
trnnsfers i that:

tc)
tc3 onOd.

var a lohjeIrig in highWine

a. gravity- makes the tranafer eitsier.
17- the bel.ty team controls the transfer.
e. en outikaul line is not needed.
d, verticE ascents are easier.
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7. in rigging a highline for rescue operations, An frame will:
(Choose all correct answers.)

a. eliminate downward pull on tightrope crossings.
b. provide vertical clearance for victims in chairs and stre chers.
c. eliminate the need for victims to jump from high levels.
d. provide shelters from hazardous conditions.

8. To transfer a victim from one building to a lower-level build'

a. the abdominal crawl is the best method.
b. the trolley block carrying the victim runs down the line by

gravity.
c. the SZ team pulls the trolley block across by an inhaul line.
d. the polyester highline method is best.

9. For transfers from one building to a lower-level building he
mainline must be:

a. at least 5/8-inch diameter polyester rope.
b. 1/2-inch nylon rappelling rope.
c. weighted with a "monkey's fist."
d. at least 5/8-inch diameter nylon rope.

10. The following steps describe the transfer from building to ground
procedure. List the letters a41 on your paper, then arrange the
steps in sequence by writing 1 by the le" ter for the first step, 2 by
the letter for the second, and so oil,

a. DZ crew feeds out outhaul safety line while trolley block
carrying victim runs by gravity down the mainline.

b. DZ crew drops remaining line to ground.
c. SZ crew rigs terminal point on rope between two anchors or on

an "A" frame.
d. SZ crew removes victim.
e. DZ crew secures mainline to an anchor point.
f. DZ crew retrieves the trolley block with the outhaul safety line.
g. SZ crew takes line out to selected terminal point.
h. DZ crew runs mainline through Em "A" frame block.

11. Which of the following statements is ineorr

a. DZ means disaster zone.
b. SZ means safe zone.
c. Safe zone refers to the arrival point.
d. DZ refers to the departure point.
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12. The termination point in transfers to grounc level should be at a
rope between two points or an an "A" fram because this type of
rigging: (Choose all correct answers.)

a. allows victims to control their desceW.
b. permits persons to be transferred withcit danger of impacting

into a solid object.
c. permits free runs withclut the outhaul if speed of transfer is

necessary.
d. requires only a DZ crfuv.

Check your answers yth the correct

6 6 9
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Overview

Criminalisti and Physical Evidence

Criminathirties is the application of scientific techniques to the detec-
tion, investigation, and solullon of crimes. The practical application of
forensic science deals with transferable physical evidence, such as
fingerprints, blood, hair, fabric fibers, semen, soils, minerals, narcotics,
and drugs. Criminalistics is based upon the assumption that every
contact leaves its

During the course of a crime, as a criminal makes contact with people
or objects at the scene, the criminal usually leaves some evidence of
his/her presence on the premises, environment, or victim. For example,
an intruder will pick up soil and rug fibers on his/her shoes, or there will
be crossleposits of blood, hair, clothing fibers, semen, or saliva
between the offender and the victim. Walking through a flower bed at
the crime scene, intruders may leave their shoe impressions and take
away earth from the soil area in the nail holes and crevices of their
shoes. This concept of suspects leaving some evidence from themselves
and acquking evidence from the victim or scene is talown as the theory
of transfer, a well-established principle of investigation.

Physical evidence can be anything in our environment, but nothing is
considered physical evidence by itself; a crime must be associated with
it. Fingerprints may be only smudges, but they may be evidence when
associated with a crime. Blood is the substance which keeps us alive,
but it becomes evidence when associated with a crime. Physical evi-
dence is abo called real evidenee because you can touch it. Such
physical, evidence falls under the category of circumstantial t;vidence.
For example, footprints which demonstrate that a suspect was running
near the scene of the crime are circumstantial evidence. Physical evi-
dence is also called 1race evidence, because it includes trace materials
such as dried blood flakes, paint flakes, glass fragments, hairs or fibers,
insulation, dust, powders, plimt fragments, and similar debris. Trace
evidence is used both to reconstruct crimes and to prove that a crime
exists, as in the presence of narcotics. Since such evidence is often
very fragito, extreme care is required to prevent loss or contamination
of the evidence.

Two Tye of Phydeal Evidence

Physical evidence usually falls into two classificatio 1 class
characteristics (also called general characteristics) and 2) individual
characteristics (also called specific characteristics).

Class characteristics are features, traits, and properties which are
common to all things of a certain class or grouping. This type of evi-
dence; Tic matter how thoroughly examined, can only be considered as
general. A definite identification of its source can never be made since
it could have come from several or many items within a general group.
For example, all Nilce tennis shoes share certain characteristics: the
materials of which they are made, patterns on the soles, etc.
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Other examples of class characteristics are soil, blood, hairs, fibers,
single-layered paint fl&kes, glass fragments too small to mateh broken
edges, toolmarks, shoe prints, or other items where the microscopic or
accidental markings are not sufficient for positive identification.

Naturally, investigators prefer evidence that can be positively identi-
fied, but the value of evidence witt only class or general characteristics
should not be minin:ized. In cases involving evidence, with only class
characteristics, the following items are desirable:

a great amount of such evidence
numerous general characteristics within a single item of evidence,
such as paint with many layers all matching or soil with foreign
matter such as paint chips, odd seeds, and insulation
elimination specimens, such as soil from a place where a suspect
claims to have been or claims a car was located; soil from areas sur-
rounding a crime scene to show that a variation does exist; or paint or
other materials from a source mentioned in an alibi.

Inclivklual diaracteristics are features, traits, and properties unique to
an individual thing. These properties are also called specific identifying
characteristics, since evidence with enough of these characteristics can
often be positively identified from a specific source. For example, a
particular pair of Nike tennis shoes may have been worn by someone
who puts a lot of pressure on the right foot while walking, causing the
sole of the right shoe to be extremely worn and rubbed. These rub
marks are not shared by all Nike tennis shoes and would be considered
individual characteristics. Other examples of individual characteristics
are fhlgerprints, handwriting, bullets, shoe prints, pieces of glass where
the broken edges can be matched and wood where broken or cut sur-
faces can be matched.

An example of the difference between class and individual characteris-
tics can be illustrated when comparing a bullet with a gun. The class
characteristics of loads, grooves, twist, and weight may tell you that
the bullet in question was fired from a certain type of gun. These are
class characteristics because they are common to all bullets and guns of
this type. In order to identify the pakticular gun used, the crime labora-
tory should examine the individual bullet characteristics of striation,
extractor marks, etc.

Usually, the field investigator observes class characteristics of trans-
ferable physical evidence and the crime latoratory staff compares
individual characteristics. Similarities in class characteristics can pro-
vide sufficient probable cause to continue the investigation, while
similarities in individual characteristics can provide information to
support a conviction. These two functions are not in conflict; they work
together in determining the truth. Therefore, it is important for the
field investigator to become familiar with the skills needed by the
crime laboratory analyst.



Team ftiticel
_

Sine*Isuccessful investigation depends upon criminalistics in many
caaWs, it is essential for you to understand the basic principles and tech-

ss Here is an example cf the importance of criminalis-
es-I: Searching for evidence, a criminalistic technician examined the

due, collected from the hands of a suspect. Under a microscope, the
tectnician saw tiny seeds in the dust which were a rare type of pollen
*sand only at the seene of the crime. This became the major evidence

convicting the suspect.

As such cases become more commonplace, the role of criminalistic
technicians in crime investigation will become more significant. In
order to fulfill the purpose of investigation, therefore, investigators,
criminalistic technicians, and analysts aboodd work together mi a team
at the crhne mese. The investigator knows where to look for physical
evidence and recognizes its importance; the criminalistic technician
knows how to handle and prepare evidence; and the professional crim-
inalist knows how to analyze evidence.

Law enforcement is just beginning to use the team approach through
crime scene search units or physical evidence teams with aides, techni-
cians, paraprofessionals in criminal laboratories, and investigators at
the law enforcement agencies. Crime lab technicians examine the col-
lected midence for class or general characteristics which are common
between specimens from both the crime scene and the suspect. Then the
technicians submit the results of their examination to the eriminalists

in the lab who examine the evidence for individual or specific
characteristics in order to extract convincing information from the
evidence. Investigators then use the results in interpreting the
relationship between suspect and crime.

Three Basic Forensic Techniques

In this block, you will study some techniques of criminalistics. You do
not need advanced theoretical knowledge of forensic science for this
program, but you do need to know how to use a camera, microscope, and
chemical reagents. The basic forensic techniques covered in this block
are as follows:

Mcroaeopy:

Forensic microscopy (the use of the microscope to examine evidence),
the topic of this section, has become an important field in criminal
investigation. It deals with examination of physical evidence trans-
ferred during a crime, such as blood, hair, fiber, broken glass, and
fingerprints. Ibis type of evidence is examined in criminal investiga-
tion because the results can aid in solving a case, proving an element of
the offense, or proving the theory of a case.

of



Microscopic examination of evieence helps solve eases because it can:

develop an M.O. (method of operation) or show similarities in M.O.'s
prove or disprove an alibi
identify, connect, or eliminate suspects
identify stolen goods or contraband
provide leads Ln investigations.

Even seemingly insignificant details can establish leads for the inves
gator to follow. Here are some examples:

Safe insulation, glass, or building materials on pect's clothing may
prove location of entry in question.

Stomach contents, bullets, residue at the scene of fire, semen blood,
and toolmarks may all prove commission of certain offenses.

Safe insulation on tools may be sufficient to prove violation of
statutes banning possessiOn of burglary tools.

Physical evidence such as footprints may show how many people w re
at the scene in question.

Auto paint on clothing may show that a person was hit by a car
thstead of otherwise injured.

A primary purpose of the microscopy unit is to foster an interest in the
forensic scieoces and an opportunity to explore the basic concepts of
that field. Another purpose is to introduce the use of the microscope,
which is a basic tool used in crime laboratories. The trend in submitting
evidence to the crime lab. for professional analysis is to require law
enforcement officers to submit physical evidence with elms character-
istics indicating a possible common source. The job of the crime lab
will be to determine if there are individual characteristics. A micro-
scope is essential in attempting to identify class characteristics of very
small pieces of evidence. in most modern police departments, perapro-
fessional teams carry out crime scene searches and evidence gathering.
This trend toward scientific investigation has been stimulated by court
decisions such as the Miranda case and others which require a better
method of case preparation than is possible with older police methods.
The microscope is becoming a basic law enforcement tool.

PhD

The camera s a basic tool for many of the criminal justice occupations.
Photovaphic evidence is the most common type of courtroom exhibit.
Like microscopic evidence and fingerprints, photographic evidence must
pass rigid rules of admissibility, chain of custody, and accuracy of
reproduction. Law enforcement, courts, and correctiom personnel all
may have some involvement with photographic evidence in the course cf
a case.

In the second unit of this block you will study basic blacknd-white
photography, such as taking pictures, developing negatives, and making
contact sheets and enlargements.
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As a primary positive means of identifying people, fingerprint tech-
nology is used to identify amnesia vctirn, unknown deceased persons,
missing persons, victims of natural and manmade disasters, and so on.
All criminal Justice occupations require the knowledge of fingerprints:
law enforcement officers for investigating crimes; prosecuting
attorneys for direct examination of expert witnesses; defense attorneys
for cross-examination of expert witnesses or for defense of their
clients; Judges for evaluation of evidence; and corrections officers for
accurate admission and release of inmates. In studying fingerprints,
acciwaey is vitally important. The third unit will cover how to take
good fingerprints, how to identify and classify inked fingerprints, and
how to develop latent fingerprints.

Now complete the review
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Write your anawers on a separate sheet of paper.

1. What is the definition of criminalistics?

a. study of crime
b. application of psychology to determine a suspect

innocence
c. use of fingerprints to investigate suspects
d. application of scientific techniques to the detec

tion, and solution of crimes

ilt or

investiga-

2. Which of the following does not serve as transferable physical
evidence?

a. blood
b. hair
c. water
d. fabric f bers

3. What Ls the basic assumption of criminalistics?

a. When you contact somethirg, you always leave some kind of
trace.

b. Human traits are similar regardless of ethnic background.
c. All crimes can be solved if we apply scientific techniques.
d. Fingerprints are the best evidence in identifying criminals.

4. For a successful investigation, how should investigators and
criminalistic technicians work at the crime scene?

a. The crirninalistic technician should listen to the investigator.
b. They should work together as a team.
c. The investigator should listen to the criminalistic technician.
d. They should listen to the chief of police or the sheriff.

5. Which one of am following usually knows best where to look for
physical evidence?

a. investigator
b. crimLnalistic technician
c. professional criminalist (analyst)
ci. head of a law enforcement agency

6. Who examines collected evidence for the class characteristics
between specimens from crime scenes and specimens from su3pects?

a. investigator
b. criminal laboratory technician
c. professional criminalist (analyst)
d. head of a law enforcement agency
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7. Who examines the evidence for individual characteristics and
extracts convincing information from evidence?

a. investigator
b. criminalistic technician
e. professional criminalist (analyst)
d. head of a law enforcement agency

8. Who uses the results of evidence analysis in interpreting the
relationship between auspect and crime in a case?

a. investigator
b. criminalistie technician
c. professional criminalist (analyst)
d. head of a law enforcement agency

9. In order for microscopic evidence, photographic evidence, and/or
fingerprints to be used as courtroom exhibits, they must, meet all o
the following requirements except:

a. rules of admissibility.
b. chain of custody.
c. accuracy of reproduction of the evidence.
d. the Miranda warning.

10. Which of the following is
identifying people?

a. microscopic evidence of hair
b. fingerprints
c. photographic evidence
d. blood type

most reliable and positive means of

Cheek your answers with the correct ones provided in the a1wer
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Block VI: Criminalistics
Unit A: Basic Forensic Exam Lna "oils
Section 1: Microscopy

Ask your instructor for the pretest for this section (VI: A-1). After you
complete the pretest, your instructor will let you know whether to stud
this section, to dp some pert of it, or to take the poattest.
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introduerlion

As wc discussed in the Overview of Crlminalistics, transferable physical
evidence is very important in Identifying the criminal Once physical
evidence Is collected from the c'rime scene, the field investigator may
ask questions such as these

Is blood found on the suspect that of the suspect or the victim?

Is hair found on the victim that of the victim or the suspect?

Are the fIbers found on the suspect from the clothing, bed, or rug of
the victim, the susnect, or other sources at the crIme scene?

Can you establish that contact occurred between the victim and the
suspect?

Investigators can ask similar questions about pet hairs, botany spec!-
mens, lipstick, and other physical evdenee found on belongings.

To answer these questIons, eilme lab analysts examine the evidence
with a number of different instruments The human eye is the most im-
portant of these instruments, enhanced br use of the microscope The
microscope has become an essential tool m the examination of transfer
evidence Consequently, knowledge of the microscope is required in the
field of criminal justice work.

In this first section, we will discuss the parts and functicns of a
microscope and how to use a compound microscope
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Objectives

Knowledge Objectives

Performance Objective

Upon completion of this section, you should be able to do the following
on a written test:

1. Define class and individual characteristics of physical evidence and
identify examples as discussed in the Overview.

2. Define macroscopic end microscopic evidence.

3. Identify common types of microscopes.

4. Label the parts of a compound microscope.

5. Identify or describe the functions of each part of the microscope.

6. Identify the correct procedures for using a compound microscope.

-. Identify the proper way to care for t. microscope.

Given a specimen slide and a microscope, demonstrate the proper pro-
cedures for focusing the microscope. Your evaluator will use the per-
formance checklist to evaluate your work. Your performance should be
rated "A" (acceptable) on all of the following tasks:

1. Place the microscope securely before you.

2. Raise the objective lenses.

3. Set the low power objective lens.

4. Place the slide on the stage over the hole.

5. rum on the illuminator.

6. Adjust the diaphragm to allow the maximum amount of light to
pass through the specimen.

7. Lower the objective lens by turning the coarse adjustment knob.

8. Bring the specimen into approximate focus by raising the objective
lens with the coarse adjustment knob.

9. Bring the specimen into sharp focus by using the fine adjustment
knob.

10. Adjust the opening of the diaphragm for an evenly lighted field.

11. Determine the magnifying power needed.
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12. Select the proper objective lens, and rotate it in place.

13. Refocus the specimen by using the fine adjustment knob.

14. make sure the specimen is in sharp focus.

15. Clean up the station imd the microscope.

16. Perform the tasks in an acceptable amount of time.
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Tyq3es of Evi

In the field of criminalistics, evidence that passes from one person to
another, from a person to an object, or from an object to a person is re-
ferred to as transferable physical evidence. Examples of physical evi-
dence include fingerprints, blood, hair, fabric, fibers, semen, soils,
minerals, and narcotics.

Physical evidence can be classified as either macroscopic or micro-
scopic according to its degree of visibility to the human eye. Macro-

ic evidence is usually visible without the use of special lens equip-
ment. Microscopic evidence can oaly be seen with lens equipment. In
order to answer questions concerning microscopic physical evidence,
crime lab analysts need to examine the evidence with a microscope.

The microscope is an instrument for examining evidence for general and
specific characteristics. "Micro" means very small and "scope" means
to examine or to look at. A lens is a piece of glass, curved on one or
both sides, that magnifies a specimen being examined. In other words,
the microscope is an instrument with a lens (or combination of lenses)
which magnifies a very small object

There are basically two types of microscopes: simple and compound.
First, let's discuss the difference between the two.

&imple M"

A simple microscope has one lens: a magnifying glass in a hand-held
frame (Figure A-1-1) or a large single lens mounted on a flexible arm
(Figure A-1-2).
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A-1-1
Magnifying Glass in a Hand-held Frame

Figure A-1-2
Single Lens Mounted on a Flexible Arm

With a large single lens mounted on a flexible arm, you can find a lot of
transfer evidence, such as clotning fibers.

A common simple microscope is the fingerprint magnifier, which has a
stand and a threaded lens. This type of microscope can focus the object
more finely than a hand-held magnifying glass.
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Compoimd Microscope

A compound microscope is an instrumen', that can magnify a small ob-
ject many times its actual size. Unlike a simple microscope, it has two
separate lens systems: an objective which magmifies the specimen by a
definite amount and an eyepiece which further magnifies the image
formed by the objective. The 1-esu1ting magnification observed is equal
to the product of the primary magnification of both lens systems. Fig-
ures A-1-3 and A-1-4 show examples of compound microscopes.

Objectives

Stage

Eyepiece

Nosepiece

Coarse
adjustment knob

Fine adjustment
knob

Illuminator
field lens

Base

Diaphragm
(Aperture control)

Illuminator switch

n-base illuminator

Plgiwe A-1-3
Compound Microscope with One Eyepiece
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Arm

Nosepiece

Eyepieces

Objectives

Coarse
adjustment knob

Stage

Fine adjus ment
knob

Base

Condenser diaphragm

Light adjustment
screws

Illuminator switch Diaphragm

rigwe A-1-4
Compound Microscope with Two Eyepieces

nmetions of Compound Mioseope Parts. Only the parts which are
basic and common to all microscopes are described below.

Body:

oscopy

This tube encloses the prisms controlling the
path of light to the eyepiece and maintains the
correct distance between the lenses.
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Objectives:

Eyepiece:

Coarse adjustment
knob:

These are the lenses on the nosepiece. Thr..y do
the initial magnifying to form the primary
image. (The positions 3f these lenses ean be
changed.) There are often three objectives with
different magnifying pnwers indicated by X. If
a microscope has 5X, 10X, and 40X lens, their
magnifying powers are 5, 10, and 40 times
respectively.

This is the upper lens which further magnifies a
primary image transmits, amplified by the
objective. It brings the lignt rays to a focus at
the eye of the user.

The frame that supports all components above
the base. It is also used as a handle to carry the
microscope.

The focusing knob (or a set of knobs) raises and
lowers the body tube or stage of the micro-
scope. It is used to get a coarse focus on the
specirrien.

Fine a 'ustment The smaller focusing knob (or set of knobs) is
knob: used to get a finer focus. It precisely moves

the body tube or stage in smaller amounts than
the cLarse adjustment knob.

Stage:

Diaphragm:

Illuminator lens
(or mirror):

This is the table on which the specimen is
placed. It has a hole to let light pass through
the object being examined. It has clips to hold
a glass slide in place.

This device changes the size of the hole through
which light is passed through the specimen, thus
altering the amount of light being admitted.

Located under the diaphragm and stage, this is
the source of light illuminating the specimen.
Some instruments use an adjustable mirror
which reflects light from are external light
source. Others use a built-in light source fo-
cused through an illuminating lens.

This is the bottom part which supports all otner
components. It is also used, with the arm, to
carry the microscope.

NOTE: Since there are so many manufacturers of microscopes, it is im-
possible to describe all makes and models. However, the following
types are satisfactory for most of the introductory work in this unit:

1. a stereoscopic microscope with variable power from about 7X to
about 30X and a separate illuminator (also called a stereo micro-
scope oi dissecting microscope)
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2. a standard compound microscope with 4X, 10X, 20X, or 40X objec-
tives, and 10X widefield eyepiece (also celled a biological
microscope)
a basic polarizing microscope constructed by placing a polarizing
filter (polarizer) between the diaphragm and condenser and a second
one (analyzer) in or over the eyepiece

U 7ng the Mi

Since there are many different brands of compound microscopes, you
should discuss with your instructor the functions of each part of the
microscope you are using.

The procedures describei here are basic, general guidelines for using a
compotmd microscope.

STEP 1: Place the microscope securely in front of you.

STEP 2: Raise the objective lenses.

STEP 3: Set the low power objective lens. Click the low power objec-
tive into place over the hole in the center of the stage (see
Figure A4-5).

NOM There is usually more than one objective lens. If the
microscope has 5X, 10X, and 40X lenses with magnifying
powers 5, 10, and 40 times, respectively, begin with the lowest
power objective (5X).

Figwe A-1-5
Setting the Low Power Objective Lens

STEP 4: Place the slide on the stage with its center over the hole.

STEP 5: Turn on the illuminator switch.
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STEP 6: Ad lust the diaphragm (apertth-e control) until the maximum
amount of light passes through the specimen (see Figure
A-1-6). To do this, start with the largest opening, locate the
specimen, focus it, then adjust the diaphragm open-dig for best
illumination.

Adjusting the Diaphragm

STEP 7: Lower the objectives until they stop. To do this, turn the
coarse adjustment knob see Figure A-1-7).

Fig-ine A-1-7
Turning the Coarse Adjustment Knob
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STEP 8: While 'Looking into the microscope with both eyes open, bring
the specimen into approximate focus by raising the objective
with the coarse adju.stment knob.

CAIIIION: Never focus downward while looking through the
eyepiece.

STEP 9: Bring the specimen into sharp focus by Jsing the fine adjust-
ment knob (see Figure A-1-8). Once the specimen is in sharp
focus, you can move the slide around to find the most repre-
sentative part of the specimen.

STEP 10: Adjust the opening of the diaphragm for an evenly lighted
field.

A-1-8
Turning the Fine Adjustment Knob

STEP 11: Determine the magnifying power needed for thorough exami-
nation of the specimen. To do this:

look for the magnifying power of the eyepiece indicated by
the number and the letter "X" on the eyepiece (for example,
1.0X)
look at the power of the objective (for example, 5X)
multiply the magnifying power of the eyepiece (10X) by the
power of the objective (5X) to determine the magnifying
power of the instrument (50X).

Therefore, if you are using a microscope whose eyepiece has
10X magnifying power and you want to magnify the specimen
50 times, you should use the 5X objective lens.
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Storing the
microscope

1. Keep the stage 0i thc ndeioseope clean
and dry.
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2. Keep the microscope in its cabinet when not
in use.

3. Put the low power objective in the focusing
position and make sure the mechanical stage
does not extend beyond the edge of the
microscope stage.

The field investigator is usually concerned with the general (class) char-
acteristics of transferable physical evidence. A compound microscope
is usually used by a crime laboratory analyst to examine this type of
evidence. This section has dealt primarily with the microscope parts
and procedures for correct use. The major points of this section are
listed below:

class characteristics: features, traits, and properties common to all
things of a particular class
Lndividual characteristics: features, traits, and properties unique to
an individual thing
compound microscope: uses two or more lens systems and can
magnify a specimen many times its actual size
parts of the compound microscope include: body, objectives, arm,
coarse adjustment knob, stage, diaphragm, illuminator lens, base
proceth.res for using the microscope:

placement

1. Place microscope securely.

2. Raise objective lens.

3. Set low power objective lens.

4. Place center of slide over hole on stage.

5. Turn on illuminator switch.

adjustment

6. Adjust diaphragm for maximum light passage through specimen.

7. Lower objectives until they stop.

8. Bring specimen into appr3ximate focus by raising objective.

9. Bring specimen into sharp focun using fine adjustment knob.

10. Adjust diaphragm for even light.
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11. Determine magnify ng power.

12. Select proper objective lers arid rotate in place.

13. Refocus using fine adjustment kr-nb.

other important procedures:

- When transporting, use one hand to hold the arm of the microscope
and place the other hand under the base.

- Never wipe the microscope lens when dry.
- Use a special cleaning agent to lubricate the microscope.

Now ecomplete the review questioiis beginnir on the next nage.
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Review (VI: A-I)

Write yoom answers on a separate sheet of paper-

If there is more than one correct simmer, write the letters of all correct
mowers.

L Which three of the following describe the theory of transfer of
evidence?

a. The suspect leaves his/her hair on the victim.
b. The victim gaw the suspect rimming near the crime scene.
c. The victim has the suspect's blood on his/her hand.
d. There is a fingerprint of the suspect on a dresser in the crime

scene.

2. Which two of the following are class characteristics?

a. A fatal bullet has six lands, six grooves, and a right-hand twist.
b. The blood obtained from the crime scene contains abnormal

cells.
c. The general pattern of the suspect's shoe impression is associated

with Nike running shoes.
d. Dust obtained from a victim's clothing turns out to be pollen

found only at a particular place.

3. Which two of the following are correct with respect to evidence size?

a. Macroscopic evidence is visible without lenses.
b. Microscopic evidence is visible without lenses.
c. All transfer evidence is microscopic.
d. Physical evidence can be either microscopic or macroscopic.

4. A simple microscope has:

a. one lens system.
b. two separate lens systems.
c. one lens.
d. double lenses.

5. Which of the following does not describe a compound mi roscope?

a. an instrument that can magnify a small object many times its
actual size

b. an instrument with a single lens system
c. an objective which forms the primary image
d. an instrument with two separate lens systems

6. What is a lens?

a. a piece of ordinary glass
b. a piece of ciirved Cass
c. a flat piece of plastic
d. an opening in the diaphragm
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7. Label the parts of the microscope shown beilw:

8. What is the function of the diaphragm?

a. controlling the amount of light on the specimen
b. determining the magnifying power
c. selecting the correct objective
d. establishing the primary image

9. Which two of the following are true about the stage of the
microscope?

a. It supports the components above it.
b. It serves as a table on which to place the specimen.
c. It has a hole to let light pass through the object being examined .
d. It controb the path of light to the eyepiece.
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10. How would you compute the total magnifying power of a
microscope?

a. Divide the power of the eyepiece by the diaphragm opening.
b. Multiply the power of the eyepiece by the power of the objective

being used.
c. Multiply the power of the objective by the diaphragm opening.
d. Turn the illuminating switch.

11. Which three of the following are correct?

a. You should carry a microscope by its arm and base.
b. You should not wipe a dry lens.
a. You can use any kind of lubricant when any part of the

microscope needs lubrication.
d. You should put the low power objective in focusing position when

the microscope is not in use.

12. Which two of the following should you use to clean the lens of a
microscope?

a. tissue paper
b. a dry cloth
c. air from a syringe
d. lens paper and lens cleaner

ieroseopy

the correct ones provided in the answer key.
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Practical Exercises (1172 A-1)

I. Operate a compound microscope.

1. Ask your instructor for a compound microscope preferably a
stereoscopic microscope) and a s- cimen.

2. Bring the specimen into focus with the microscope.

3. Ask your instructor to observe your performance.

4. Discuss your performance with your instructor and classmates.

H. Discriminate among different trace materials.

1. Ask your instructor for a stereoscopic microscope.

2. Collect debris from a piece of clothing, a table, or other source.

3. Examine evidence with the stereomicroscope.

4. Separate it into types of materials.

5. Describe the categories in a notebook.

6. Discuss your findings with your instructor and classmates.

Mien you feel confident that you have achieved the
ask your imitructor for the poattest NI: A-1

for this
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Block VI: Criminalistics
Unit A: Basic Forensic Exambmtions
Section Wieation

Mk your instructor for the pretest for this section (Vb A-2). After you
complete the pretest, your instructor will let you know whether to study
this section, to skip some part of it, or to take the posttest.
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At the scenes of hit-and-run accidents, bombings, burglaries, or other
crimes, you can often find blood or a bloodstained item as evidence. By
analyzing this evidence, a crime laboratory analyst can provide infor-
mation toward identification of suspect, victim, or instrument used in
the crime.

The crime laborator: analyst examines blood and bloodstained objects
to identify their characteristics. The characteristics identified are
compared with those of blood from known individuals to determine
whether or not the blood could have come from them. A crime scene
analyst may also examine the location and shape of blood spatters to
reconstruct what happened at the scene.

In this section you will study the composition and function of blood, the
forensic value of bloodstains, collection of blood at the crime scene,
and blood examination at the crime laboratory. Yo-t will use the skill
you developed in Section 1 on using the microscope and will learn to
prepare blood film on microscopic slides.
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Objectives

Knowlece Obiectiv

Performance

Upon completion of this section you should be able to do the following
on a written test:

1. Identify statements which indicate the forensic value of bloodstain
evidence.

2. Identify or describe four components of blood and the functions of
each component.

3 Given hypothetical situations at the crime scene, identify the proper
ways of handling bloodstain evidence as a law enforcement officer.

4. Identify three basic questions a crime laboratory analyst should try
to answer when analyzing blood specimens collected from the crime
scene.

5. Identify the purpose and procedures of a leuco-malachite test,
precipitin test, and microscopic test.

6. Identify the procedures for preparing a blood smear slide.

7. Given the reactions of blood in 1-19 L:etical serological
identify blood types.

A. Given all necessary equipment and supplies (microscope, two liquid
blood samples, bottle of Wright's stain, bottle of stain buffer, and
several microscope slides), prepare two blood smear slides. Your
performance on all the tasks listed below should be rated I'An
(acceptable) for both slides.

1. Make sure all necessary equipment and supplies are assembled.

2. Obtain two blood samples from the instructor.

Place a drop of blood on one of the slides, about one inch from
the end of the slide.

4. Set the slide on a clean surface with blood side up.

5. Place the end of a second slide in the center of the first slide at
a 30-degree angle.

6. Make an even and thorough blood smear by pulling and pushing
the second slide across the first one.

7. Air-dry the blood smear quickly.
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8. Stain the blood film with Wright's stain.

9. Apply stain buffer twice, three minutes after staining and two
minutes after first application of buffer.

10. Air the slide.

11. Perform these tasks in an acceptable amount of time.

12. The slide should be clear.

13. The blood should be evenly smeared.

B. Given all necessary equipment and supplies (four glass slides, tooth-
picks, anti-A blood serum, and anti-B blood serum), you should be
able to identify blood types of two blood samples by conducting
antigen-antibody examinations. Your performance on all of the
tasks listed below should be rated "A" (acceptable) for both exami-
nations.

1. Make sure all necessary equipment and supplies are assembled.

2. Obtain samples of blood from the instructor.

3. Place a drop of blond on the anti-A side and one on the anti-B
side of the slide.

4. Add one drop of anti-A serum to the blood on the anti-A side.

5. Add one drop of anti-B serum to the blood on the anti-B side.

6. Mix anti-A serum and blood on anti-A side and anti-B serum and
blood on anti-B side with separate toothpicks. Mix them gently
but thoroughly.

7. Observe the clumping reaction of the blood on each side. Write
down the reactions and blood type correctly.

8. Perform these tasks in an acceptable amount of time.
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Forensic Value of Blood Identification

Law enforcement officers collect bloodstains as vital evidence at crime
scenes, and crime laboratory analysts identify and analyze blood in an
effort to link a suspect to a crime. Here are a few ways blood identifi-
cation and analysis can help:

Blood identification can prove that the stain did not come from a par-
ticular person, although it cannot prove that the stain did come from
a particular person.

Blood analysis can provide information on whether a victim or a sus-
pect had consumed alcohol, drugs, or both before the incident in ques-
tion.

Blood analysis can provide other trace evidence such as hair, fibers,
cloth weave patterns, and palm and fingerprint impressions.

Blood identification and analysis can provide clues in the investiga-
tion and aid in reconstruction of the crime.

Limitations of Blood Exam-

It is not possible to identify human blood as coming from a particular
person.

The race of the person fi-om whom blood came cannot be conclusively
ascertained.

The age of a tkied stain cannot be determined.

Composition and Function of Blood

The average adult has about five quarts of blood composed of about
three quarts plasma (blood serum) and two quarts cells (solids). Specific
components of blood and their functions are as follows:

1. Plasma (liquid serum) is a transparent, straw-colored fluid. It tra -
ports the cans, platelets, and dissolved substances including water
(90%), proteins, sugars, hormones, antibodies, and wastes.
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2. Red blood cells are shaped like small discs and are thinner in the
center than at the edges. A small drop of blood may contain four or
five million red cells. Fully developed, mature red cells do not have
a nucleus. Immature red cells have nuclei. Red cells have a sub-
stance called hemoglobin which is made up of iron and proteins.
This gives blood its red color.

Red cells carry oxygen by means of the hemoglobin from the lungs
to the tissues of the body. Then the, carry waste gas (carbon
dioxide) from the tissues to the lungs to be expelled. Oxygenated
blood from the lungs is bright red, but blood going to the lungs, with
carbon dioxide, is purplish. Lack of either hemoglobin or red ceUs
results in a condition called anemia. New red cells are constantly
produced in the marrow of the long bones. The life span of these
cells is about 120 days.

White blood cells are larger than the red cells and have a nucleus.
Some white cells move about and change shape like an amoeba.

The function of white cells is to engulf and destroy bacteria,
protozoa, and other toxic products. This function plays a role in the
healing process. There are many more red cells than white cells.
For every white cell, there are 500 to 1,000 red cells. When germs
infect the body, the number of white cells increases, so the white
cell count can indicate the presence of dWease. Some white cells
are developed in the bone marrow like red cells; others are devel-
oped in the lymph glands.

4. Platelets are fragmented blood cells that are smaller than red or
white cells. They are produced in the bone marrow like red and
white cells.

The function of platelets is to assist in the clotting process. When a
blood vessel is injured, the platelets react to stop the flow of blood
by forming a clot at the site of injury. During the reaction, fibrino-
gen, a protein in plasma, is changed to fibrin threads that become
tangled at the injury site to hold back the blood flow and form the
blood clot.

Collection and Traxfer of Blood from the Cdme Scene

At the crime scene where blood has been shed, it is the law enforce-
ment officer's responsibility to identify, photograph, obtain, safeguard,
and transfer blood evidence in a legally and scientifically acceptable
way. The following are general guidelines for handling blood evidence
properly at the crime scene:

1. Collect blood evidence.

a. If a liquid blood specimen is present:

place it in a sterile container such as a test tube or a vial
collect as much as possible from each area up to ten cubic
centimeters
do not add preservatives or dry ice to the sample.



b. For wet or damp bloodstains on garments or fabrics:

air dry them at room temperature (do not expose them to
direct sunlight or dry them by artificial means such as an
electric heater (see Figure A-2-1)
package dry garments or fFibrics separately in a paper bag.

Figure A-2-1.
Do Not Dry Wet Item by Artificial Means

C. For dried bloodstains, collect the stain by prying the crust of the
stain off into a druggist fold (see Figure A-2-2).

If the stain is on a piece of glass and is too thin to remove an
adequate amount by scraping, collect the piece of glass. The
specimen should be insulated in a package to prevent the blood
from being rubbed off by packing materials.

If blood is encrusted on the surface of dirt or soil, remove the
crust and place it in a druggist fold.

Dried. blood flakes

Figure A-2-2
Collecting Dried Bloodstains in a Druggist Fold
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d. For blood on surfaces such as walls or floors, collect the dried
bloodstains into a druggist fold, if they can be scraped off. Item
or container must be identified by investigator's marks. If blood
cannot be removed, the wall or floor section should be submitted.

e. For blood on auto surfaces, if the blood is not present in suffi-
cient quantity to scrape off, the stained part of the car should be
submitted.

2. Package specimens individually in paper bags and label them fully
and correctly.

3. Fill out identification tags or labels (what the evidence is, what case
it relates to, precisely where it was located, how it was collected,
precisely when it was found, who found it, and who collected it).
Place the tags or labels on the bags, and seal the bags.

4. Send the specimens to the laboratory as soon as possible.

5. Maintain chain of custody in transfer of specimens. Obtain and keep
receipts including date, time, description of what is being trans-
ferred, case number, and signature of the person receiving the speci-
men. (To review chain of custody, see I-D-3.)

NOW: When collecting bloodstained evidence, you should be careful
not to contaminate it. Remember that the success of the examina-
tion can depend on careful handling of the evidence. If you need any
help in handling specimens, you should call your local crime labora-
tory.

Blood Examirmlions at the

Once the law enforcement officer has properly delivered blood evi-
dence, law enforcement's responsibility is over and the crime laboratory
analyst's work begins. The analyst should: (a) write a full description of
the evidence, (b) photograph it, and (c) examine it for fingerprints or
any other trace evidence which might be transferred with the blood-
stains. Then the analyst tests it to answer the following questions:

Is this stain in fact blood?

If so- is it human blood?

If it is, what blood group is it?

What enzyme groups does it belong to?

Safe

Blood not only transports oxygen, nutrients, and disease-fighting anti-
bodies throughout the body but also transports the disease-causing
materials. Therefore, safety procedures are a must when handling
blood. These precautions should be followed any time you are in a
laboratory or other facility in which bloodstained items have been
handled in the open. Dried blood flakes from clothing and other items
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forms a fine dust which can float through air and contaminate any
tables and utensils in the open. The following procedures, if followed
while handling blood samples or items stained with blood, should prevent
you from catching any blood-borne diseases.

Do not handle any blood or bloodstained items if you have open cuts
or wounds.

Wear disposable gloves and a labora ory coat while handling blood or
bloodstained items.

Do not smoke, eat, or drink anything while in the laboratory.

Do not put pencils, pens, or other items in your mouth while in the
laboratory.

On finishing your examinations, after removing gloves and lab coat,
wash your hands before leaving the laboratory.

Pipeting by mouth is prohibited.

Items should be handled carefully to avoid scattering debris in the
air.

Laboratory work surfaces should be cleaned and decontaminated
with bleach solution after finishing examinations.

Any accident, especially a puncture of the skin, must be reported to
the instructor immediately.

Noespecific Chemical Test: Leucc-Malachite Test

In order to seek the answer to the question, "Is this stain actually
blood?" you should perform a simple scientific test called the non-
vecific chemical test or field test. Do this test by applying chemicals
to the stain and observing a distinct color change. The most common
nonspecific chemical test is the leuco-malachite test. General guide-
lines for the test follow:

STEP 1: Prepare the reagent:

Mix 100 milliliters of acetic acid and 150 milliliters of dis-
tilled water.

Dissolve one gram of leuco-malachite green indicator into
this mixture.

Add five or six drops of hydrogen peroxide to five milliliters
of the solution. Be sure to add the hydrogen peroxide just
before using the solution.

moespecific chemical test: does not specify by itself whether si ri is
blood or not; is used along with other tests to determine identi y pf a
stain. 709
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STEP 2: Place a very small particle of dried or liquid specimen on a
piece of filter paper.

STEP 3: Add a few drops of reagent over the specimen.

STEP 4: Watch for the reaction. If the color of the suspected specimen
changes to a bluish-green color, the specimen may be blood.
(Milk, urine, and some fruit juices also give the same reaction,
and therefore further testing is required.)

ermination: Precipitin Test

Once the results of the nonspecific chemical test indicate the stain may
be blood, the next question is whether it is human blood. To answer this
question, you should perform further tests, such as the precipitin test.
This test can be performed on dried or fresh liquid blood using a micro-
scope to see whether it is of human or animal origin and to identify the
species of animal if it is not human blood. Many times a suspected stain
in a criminal case is animal blood, so this test has important practical
application.

Here are the general procedures for the precip `n est:

STEP 1: Obtain a saline (salt water) solution.

STEP 2: Obtain human serum solution (there are co merciany pro-
duced serum solutions).

STEP 3: Add saline to the blood specimen.

If the stained item is a piece of material, cut a section and
place it in a test tube. Add several drops of saline to the
test tube and soak the specimen in the saline for several
hours.

If the stained item is a weapon, car seat, or wall, apply the
saline onto the specimen using a pipet or eyedropper several
times. This will loosen and dissolve the specimen. (A dis-
solved specimen is the mixture of saline, serum, and lysed
blood cells.)

STEP 4: Place the dissolved specimen into a test tube and spin it in a
centrifuge. This will separate the solids (blood cells) from the
liquids (saline and blood serum).

STEP 5: Very slowly add the testing serum solution to the test tube so
that the serum forms a layer on top of the dissolved specimen.

STEP 6: Observe the reaction of the saline serum extract to the testing
serum.

ci bl - ruptured blood cells.



If a white ring forms where these two liquids meet the
specimen is human blood.

If the white ring reaction does not occur, the blood
specimen is not human blouti. Then you could oerform a
series of tests with various animal serum-testing solutions
until you identified the species of the animal blood.
However, these further tests are not covered in this
material.

Now complete the revie
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Review Questio- (Vb A-2a)

Write

If there is m
answers.

a separate sheet o

thim one cor wer, write the letters of

1. Which three of the following contribute to the forensic value of
bloodstain evidence?

a. Bloodstain evidence provides clues in the investigation and aids
in reconstruction of the crime.

b. Bloodstain evidence provides the information that the blood col-
lected from the crime scene belongs to type A, while the
suspect's blood belongs to type 0.

c. A blood test would show that a victim of the crime had consumed
large amounts of alcohol before the crime.

d. Blood contains about 60 percent liquid and 20 percent solids.

ons 2-5, match the components of blood in the left column
lions of each component in the right column by pin

letter of the ftmetion next to the numbers 2-5.

Component

2. red blood cells

3. white blood cells

4. plasma

5. platelets

a. transporting dissolved substances, blood
cells, and platelets

b. carrying oxygen from lungs to the tissue of
the body and waste gas from tissue to the
lungs by means of hemoglobin

c. forming a clot in a blood vessel when the
vessel is injured

d. destroying bacteria, protozoa, and other
toxic products

For questiona 6-10, suppose you are a law enforcement officer. At the
crime scene, you find a victim lying on the grotmd, bleeding from
hb/her forehead. Suppose that you also find a bloodstained glove, which
is still wet, next to the victim. An ambulance is on the way for the
victim.

0. What are your responsibilities as a law enforcement o ficer in regard
to blood evidence? (Choose thxee correct answers.)

a. Have emergency medical personnel collect a blood sample from
the victim in the emergency room of the hospital.

b. Protect the evidence and photograph it.
c. Collect a fresh liquid blood sample from the victim.
d. Collect the bloodstained gloves.
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7. When collecting fresh liquid blood from the scene, you should:

a. put it in a druggist fold.
b. freeze it until sent to the crime lab.
c. put it in a sterile container such as a test tube.
d. preserve it with sodium chloride.

8. After you obtained the wet bloodstained glove what should you do?

a. Put it in a bag and send it to the crime laboratory immediately
before it cfries out.

b. Refrigerate it at 40 degrees Fahrenheit.
c. Dry it with an electric hair dryer as soon as possible.
d. Air dry it at room temperature before placing it in a paper bag.

9. How should you package the liquid blood and the bloodstained glove
to send them to the laboratory?

a. Place both of them in a plastic bag with two labels on it and seal
it.

b. Package them separately in individual paper bags, with a label
and identification tag on each bag, and seal them.

c. Place both of them in a pinstic bag, attach an identification tag,
and keep the bag open.

d. Package them separately in an individual bag with an identifica-
tion tag, and keep each bag open.

10. When you transfer the blood evidence to the crime laboratory, you
should receive a receipt for chain of custody. Which three of the
following should this receipt contaLn?

a. date and time you transfer the evidence
b. description of what is being transferred
c. case number related to the evidence
d. signature of the suspect

For questioi 11 rLed 12, ippose you are a crime laboratory emalyst.

11. After you receive a bloodstained glove from a law enforcement
officer, what three things should you do before analyzing it?

a. Make a blood smear slide for microscopic test.
b. Write a full description of the specimen.
c. Photograph the specimen.
d. Examine it for any trace evidence.

12. The bloodstain As then tested to answer three general questions.
What are these three questions?

a. Ls this stain, in fact, blood?
b. Is it human blood?
c. Which part of the body did the blood come from?
d. What blood group is it?
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13. Which of the following tests will establish whether a suspected stain
is blood?

a. white blood cell test
b. human precipitin test
c. leuco-rnalachite test
d. microscopic examination test

14. Suppose you are conducting the leuco-malachite green test, and the
suspected specimen changes its color from red to bluish-green when
you mix leuco-malachite green reagent with the specimen. This
result indicates that the specimen might:

a. be human blood.
b. have come from the lower part of the human body.
c. be blood.
d. belong to a person who has a chronic disease.

15. If you want to identify the origin of a ctried bloodstain (i.e. human or
animal blood), which test should you conduct?

a. benzidine test
b. leuco-malachite test
c. precipitin test
d. microscopic examination

Emmen with the correct on provided in the answe
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Pra =

1. From your instructor, obtain acetic acid, distilled water, leuco-
malachite, filter naper, and a dried or liquid blood specimen.
Conduct the leuco-malachite test. Check your work with your
instructor.

2. In order to conduct a microscopic examination with liquid blood, you
should be able to recognize cell structure of human and animal
species. AFL: yew instructor for a krge assortment of blood fWm
standards (a set of microscope slides of the blood of humans and
various szlimals). Human blood standards should include specimens
of persons with blood diseases abnormal cells, and so forth. These
specific characteristics can bZ a means of narrowing down the field
of suspects in investigative procedure.

3. Study the standard slides until you can recognize the wecies and
other eteristics of each blood film- When you feel confident,
ask your instructor to check your work.

71 o
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Microscopic Examination of Blood Evidence

Although this is a clinical procedure and very rarely used in a crime
laboratory, it is part of the knowledge of a crime laboratory analyst. ft
demonstrates how an analyst can identify materials visually rather than
with chemicals, and it also builds skill in using the compound micro-
scope.

Categories of Microscopic Examination

Microscopic examinations require fresh liquid blood, whereas a
precipitin test can be done with dried blood. There are basically three
categories of collected blooti for examinations:

blood collected from the crime scene
blood collected from individuals by finger puncture (using lancet)
blood collected by venipuncture (using syringe)

The first two categories may be used for microscopic examinations,
where a blood film is prepared on a slide for examination of the cells
under the microscope. The third category is used mainly for grouping
tests and for blood alcohol or drug determinations, although it may also
be used for microscopic examinations.

Liquid blood collected from the crime cene. In this case, the contrib-
utor of the blood specimen is unknown or uncertain, and microscopic
examination can be performed to identify the following:

the origin of the blood specimen (human or animal) and, if animal,
what kind
other transfer evidence such as hair, fiber, saliva, and semen
abnormal cell structure and disease that may be useful in comparing
bloodstained evidence with sample blood from suspected persons
bacteria and other microscopic organisms that may serve as specific
characterMics in comparing evidence with sample blood from sus-
pected persons

Blood collected from individuals by finger puncture. Samples of blood
can be collected from a victim or suspect (dead or alive) by finger punc-
ture and examined to identify the following:

abnormal cell structure
diseases
bacteria and other microscopic organisms

The results of the examination of blood collected by finger puncture are
compared with the results of examination of blood collected from the
crime scene to determine if a bloodstain at the crime scene belongs to
the victim or the suspect.
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Blood collected by venlpwcture. Some tests, such as those listed
below, require a large quantity (several cubic centimeters) of blood.
In such cases, a qualified laboratory technician or medical personnel
should collect blood samples from forearm, wrist, hand, or ankle by
using a syringe. Blood collected by venipuncture may be used for:

toxicological tests, including alcohol and drugs, when poisoning is sus-
pected
extensive laboratory tests such as fluorometry, spectroscopy, gas
chromatography, serology studies, immunohematology studies, and
parasitology studies
spatter tests required to duplicate size, velocity, and direction pat-
terns left at the crime scene in an effort to reconstruct some condi-
tions and events at the time of the crime.

a Microscool
Examina

When you have learned to recognize the specific characteristics of the
standard slides of human and Emimal blood specimens, you should be able
to conduct the microscopic examination.

The following is a general guideline for preparing a blood smear slide
and conducting a microscopic examination:

STEP 1: Assemble the following equipment:

microscope
liquid blood sample
bottle of Wright's stain
bottle of stain buffer
several microscope slides

STEP 2: Put a drop of blood on one of the slides, about one inch from
the end.

STEP 3: Set the slide on a clean surface, with blood side up.

STEP 4: Place the end of a second slide in the center of the first slide,
holding it at a 30-degree angle.

STEP 5: Make a blood smear. To do this:

pull the second slide back until it touches the blood (blood
will spread along the end of the second slide)
push the second slide along the first slide, maintaining the
30-degree angle (blood will flow along the first slide in a
thin smear).

STEP 6: Air-dry the blood smear quickly to prevent cell crenation
(shrinkage of red blood cells).

STEP 7: Stain the blood film. To do this, squeeze eight to ten drops of
Wright's stain on the blood smear.
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STEP a: Add stain buffer solution to the smear about three minutes
after staining.

STEP 9: Apply buffer solution again about two minutes after the first
buffer application. Make sure the slide is thoroughly rinsed
with the buffer solution.

STEP 10: Air-dry the slide.

STEP 11: Examine the slide under the microscope. If you need to
review the procedures for using the microscope, see Section 1
of this unit.

STEP 12: Compare the cell structure and other specific characteristics
of this sample blood with those of the standard slide. Then
identify normal and any abnormal cells.

Blood Grouping

Once you have identified the blood as human blood, the next question is
"Which group of blood is it?" Every person's blood belongs to one of
four basic blood groups: A, B, AB, or 0. This A-EV-0 blood grouping is
based upon the presence or absence of antigen in the red cells. Antigen
is a substance in the blood that stimulates the production of antibodies
in the body.

Antigen IrYPe

antigen A
antigen B
both antigen A and B
neither antigen A nor B

Blood Group

A

AB
0

An individual is born with or without antigen, and, beginning at birth,
each individual develops antibodies to antigens in the blood serum. A
person whose red blood cells contain antigen A would develop antibodies
to antigen B (anti-B) in hWlier blood serum, since B substance is foreign
to A. And a person with antigen B would develop anti-A in his/her blood
serum.

Blood Group

A

AB
0

tibody in Serum

ant i-B
anti-A
none
anti-A and anti-B

Therefore, when antigen A in red cells is mixed with anti-A serum, the
red cells will be clumped together. When examining blood to identify
blood groups, use this principle.
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Exam

STEP Assemble supplies and equipment:

two or more samples of liquid blood
one bottle of anti-A blood-grouping serum
one bottle of anti-B blood-grouping serum
clean toothpicks
several glass slides divided into two sections
marked "anti-A" and the other "anti-B"

one side

STEP 2: Use a clean pipet to obtain drops of blood from one of the test
tubes.

STEP 3: Place a drop of blood on the anti-A side of the slide.

STEP 4: Place a drop of blood on the anti-B side of the slide.

STEP 5: Add one drop of anti-A serum to the blood on the anti-A side
of the slide.

STEP 6: Add one drop of anti-B serum to the b ood on the anti-B side of
the slide.

STEP 7: With a toothpick, mix anti-A serum and blood on the anti-A
side, gently but thoroughly.

STEP 8: With another toothpick, mix anti-B serum and blood on the
anti-B side, gently but thoroughly.

CAUTION: Do not mix anti-A and an i-B sides together. Do
not use the same toothpick.

STEP 9: Observe the clumping reactions on both sides.

If there is clumping on the anti-A side, the blood is type A.

If there ia clumping on the anti-B side the blood is type B.

If there are clumpings on both sides, the blood is type AB.

If there is no clumping on either side, the blood is type O.

The forensic value of bloodstain evidence Ls that it can link a suspect to
the crime by testing blood collected from the crime scene and blood
collected from suspects and/or victims.

Blood is composed of plasma (liquid serum), red eel's, white cells, and
platelets. Plasma transports the cells, platelets, and other substances
in the blood. Red cells carry oxygen by means of the hemoglobin from
Imigs to the tissues of the body and carry waste gas (carbon dioxide)
from the tissues to the lungs to be expelled. White cells destroy
bacteria, protozoa, and other 'toxic products. Platelets help in stopping
the flow of blood when a blood vessel is injured.
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It is a law enforcement officer's responsibility to identify, collect, safe-
guard, and transfer bloodstained evidence in a legally and scientifically
acceptable way. To fulfill this responsibility, a law enforcement officer
should handle liquid blood specimens, wet items with bloodstains, and
ckied bloodstains properly. Preserving and packaging evidence, com-
pleting identification tags, and maintaining chain of custody are impor-
tant procedures in handling bloodstailn evidence. The officer should
send the evidence to the crime laboratory as soon as possible. If liquid
blood needs to be stored for some reason, it must be refrigerated at
about 40 degrees Fahrenheit.

Once the officer sends the bloodstains or liquid blood samples to the
laboratory, his/her responsibility is over, and the laboratory analyst's
work begins. AL the laboratory, the analyst examines the evidence to
seek the following answers:

1) "Is this sample or stain actually blood?"

(2) "If so, is it human blood?"

(3) "If it is human blood, what blood group is it?"

To answer the euestion, "Is it blood?" nonspecific chemical tests such as
leuco-malachite tests are conducted.

For the question, "If it is blood, is it human blood?" a precipitin test is
conducted with a dried bloodstain and a microscopic examination may
be conducted with liquid blood. To conduct a microscopic examination,
a blood smear slide should be prepared.

If the stain is identified as human blood, an antigen-antibody examina-
tion is conducted to deternathe to which blood group the blood belongs.

If clumping occurs when the blood specimen is mixed with anti-A
serum, it is group A.

If clumping occurs when the blood specimen is mixed with
secum, it is group B.

If clumping occurs with both anti-A and anti-B serum, it is group AB.

If clumping does not occur with either anti-A or anti-B serum, it is
group O.

Now complete
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Review A-2b)

Write your answers

there is morn than ove cermet
answers.

letters of an

1. ff you want to identify the origin of liquid blood, whether it is human
blood or animal blood, which two test(s) can you conduct9

a. phenolphthalein test
b. leuco-malachite test
c. precipitin test
d. microscopic test

Suppose you conduct a microscopic examination of blood collected
by finger puncture from a victim. You would then try to identify:

a. how the victim bled in the crime scene.
b. whether the person had alcohol or a drug before shedding blo
c. other transfer evidence, such as hair and fiber.
d. abnormal cell structure and disease.

3. The following are the steps for making a blood smear slide. They
are listed out of sequence. Number each step to indicate the proper
sequence of making a blood smear slide, 1 for the first step, 2 for
the second step, and so on.

a. Place a drop of blood on a slide about one inch from the end.
b. Push the second slide along the first slide, maintaining a 30-

degree angle.
c. Air-dry the blood smear quickly.
d. Add stain buffer to the smear about three minutes after staining,

and then two minutes after the first buffer application.
e. Place the end of the second slide in the center of the first at a

30-degree angle.
f. Add several drops of Wright% stain on the blood smear.
g. Pull the second slide back until it touches the blood.

4. If Mary has only antigen A in her red blood cells, what is her blood
type?

a. type A
b type B
c. type AB
d. type 0
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5. if John has antigen A and B in his red blood cells, what is his blood
type?

a. type A
b. type B
C. type AB
d. typeO

6. Suppose you are blood type 0. Which of the followingantibodies do
you have in your blood serum?

a. ti-A
b. anti-B
C. none
d. anti-A and anti-B

7. Suppose you are conducting a blood test for blood type. You mixed
one drop of anti-A with the blood on one end of the slide and one
drop of anti-B with the blood on the other end of the slide. There is
no clumping on either side of the slide. What type of blood is it?

a. type A
b. type B
c. t e AB
d. type

8. If clumping happened on the anti-B side, what type of blood is it?

a. typeA
b. type B
c. type AB
d. type 0

Cbeck your with the correct ones provided m the answer key.
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Practi ! A-2b)

I. Prepare blood smear slides.

1. Obtain the equipment necessary for blood smear slide prepara-
tion: microscope, two liquid blood samples, Wright's stain, stain
buffer, and several microscope slides.

2. Make two blood smear slid

3. Examine each slide under the microscope, and write the results.

4. Discuss your work with your instructor and your classmates.

H. Identify blood ty13

1. Obtain the equipment necessary for identification of blood type:
two blood samples, four glass slides divided into two sections,
anti-A blood serum, anti-B blood serum, and clean toothpicks.

2. Conduct the test for each person and write down (a) the proce-
dure, (b) the results of the test, and (c) the type of blood.

3. Check your work with your instructor.

Mien you feel confident that you have achieved the objectives for
section, ask ear for the posttest (VI: A-2 ).
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Block VI: Criminalistics
Unit A: Bade Forensic Examinations
Section 3: Hair Examination

Ask your instructor for the pretest for this section (11: A-3). Mter you
complete the pretest, your instructor will let you know whether to stud
this section, to skip some part of it, or to take the posttest.
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Many crimes, such as battery or rape, involve direct physical contact
between the victim and perpetrator. Whenever such contact is in-
volved, there is almost always a transfer of microscopic evidence. This
section will deal with the examination of one type of transferhair.

Hair identification is being intensely researched at the present time and
has more potential for the future. The research hes been stimulated by
the multiple murders of young black children in Atlanta, Georgia, and
an arrest based largely upon hair and fiber evidence in June, 1981. Cur-
rently, hair evidence is not being used as much as it could be. This is
because of the difficulty in properly collecting hairs from the scene and
the individual involved in a crime, the rigor involved in conducting a
hair comparison, and the inability to positively identify an individual
from a hair.
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Upon completion of this section, you should be able to do the following
on a written test:

1. Identify reasons for the importance of the examination of hair evi-
dence.

2. Identify limitations of the examination of hair evidence.

3. Name the part of the hair that is of most value in forensic science.

4. Identify two characteristics in differentiating human hair and animal
hair.

5. Given a picture showing hair from different parts of the human body
viewed under a microscope, identify the parts of the body from
which the hair was removed.

6. Given pictures of human hair separated in different ways as viewed
under a microscope, identify how the hair has been removed from
the body.

7. Given pictures of different animal hairs as viewed under a micro-
scope, identify the type of animal from which they came.

8. Given a hypothetical task of examining hair evidence, identify the
characteristics you should look for, examination procedures, and
possible results of such an examination.

Performance Objectives

Given a microscope and a set of standards (slides containing samples of
hair), identify correctly, in writing, various characteristics of the
strands of hair being examined. Your performance should be rated A"
(acceptable) on all tasks below:

1. Select the correct objective lens.

2. Adjust and focus the microscope correctly.

3. Identify, in writing characteristics of hair samples:

human or animal hair
if animal hair, its species
if human, some comparison characteristics

4. Clean up the station and equipment.

5. Perform the tasks in an acceptable amount of time.
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Examination of Hair

Value of Hair Examinations to a Ciiminal Investigation

There are many ways in which the examination of hair evidence can
facilitate a criminal investigation. For example, a suspect can be
placed at the scene of a crime by examining hair found from the
following:

an interchange of hair between a victim and suspect in close contac
crimes
hairs from the suspect left at the scene by contact with points of
entry (window, roof, etc.)
animal hairs of family pets at the scene

The examination of hair evidence can also help identify the weapon or
instrument used in a crime. Examples would include hairs on tools,
knives, guns, clubs, etc.

Hair evidence can also help identify the vehicles used in a crime. This
e of evidence can be transferred to a vehicle in the following ways:

In a hit-and-run accident, hair may adhere to the suspect's vehicle
exterior.

If a crime is actually committed in a vehicle, hairs may adhere to the
suspect's vehicle interior.

Limitations of Hair Evidence

Although the examination of hair evidence can facilitate an investiga-
tion, this evidence has limitations:

Usually, hair evidence is class-type evidence.

Due to small size, a special effort must be made to locate hair.

Usually hair identification is not of value for initial identification of
suspects, but it may corroborate other evidence after a suspect is
developed in the case.

Age cannot be determined by hair evidence.
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Before we discuss the examination of hair, let's see what a section of
hair looks like.

Epidermis
(outer layer
of skin)

Papilla

Connective tissue
sheath of hair follicle

Outer root

Inner root

Figure A-3-1
Vertical Section of Human Scalp

From Criminalistics for the Law Enforcement Officer, by Anthony L.
Ca lifana and Jerome S. Levkov. McGraw-Hill, 1978. Used with
permission.

Hair is composed of the root, the shaft, and the tip. Of these three the
shaft is of most value in forensic examination. The shaft has these
three parts:

Cuticlethe outside covering. The cuticle is covered with scales or
shingles which are unique in their arrangement to different species
(i.e., human, animals).
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Cortexthe middle layer. The cortex is the source of color in human
hair. It contains melanin grains ranging from black and brown
through yellow-red, or, in older persons, gray or transparentwith air
pockets.

e Medullathe centerrnost canal, sometimes called the "core."

The medulla, the innermost core of a strand of hair, is found most often
in the center section of hair, usually thick hair. In human hair the
medulla is sometimes absent or may not be continuous. Ln humans, the
medulla is less than one-third the diameter of the hair, while this varies
in animals. Therefore, the diameter of the medulla is a useful charac-
teristic in differentiating between human and animal hair. Another dif-
ference in human and animal hair is the cell structure of the medulla.
In animals, the medulla is usually a series of cells. These may adjoin or,
in some animals, the segments may be separated. The type and degree
of segmentation of cells is one of the characteristics in differentiating
among amimal species.

Figure A-3-2 illustrates the various kinds of cell structures that may be
present in the hair of humans and different animals.

Human Cow Cat Opogaum

Figure A-3-2
Medullas of Human and Animal Hairs

Em
mom
RPM
Omft

MO M
MEM
MEM
MEM
MEM
EOM

MEM
MME

IM

MEM
MEM
MOD
M
1MM
MEM
MI*
MEM

Rabbit

From Criminalistics for the Law Enforcement Officer, by Anthony L.
Califana and Jerome S. Levkov. McGraw-Hill, 1978. Used with
permission.

Human Hair

Hair from various parts of the body. Hair from different parts of the
body differ in various characteristics. The differences as described
below vary with individuals and races:
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contaim more cuticle, cortex, and medulla than hair from
other parts of the body. Hair that is long and straight normally
comes from the scalp and no other part of the body. A person's scalp
hair has a consistent diameter. Hairs from the scalp are all about the
same thickness and have more definite characteristics.

Eyebrow, eyelash, &rid nose hair is much thicker than scalp hair. Hair
from the eyelashes, eyebrows, and nostrils will usually have long
tapering ends and be generally stiff. These hairs also have thicker
medullas than those of the scalp. Hair from the chest, arms, back,
and legs is softer and thinner than hair from the eyebrows and eye-
lashes.

TruiLk hair has less definite characteristi it varies in thickness but
is similar to scalp hair.

Betwd hair has a triangular cross section and is coarse and wiry.

Pubic and underarm hairs are generally coarser, more wiry, and
curlier than those on other parts of the body. Pubic or underarm hair
that appears to have a square end when examined under the micro-
scope indicates that the hair has been recently cut. If the hair has a
pointed end, this suggests that the hair has never been cut. If contin-
uous rubbing against clothing has occurred, the ends of the hair will
appear frayed.

Figure A-3-3 illustrates the differences in beard, pubic, and scalp hairs
when they are examined under the microscope.

Figme A-3-3
Body Hair Viewed under a Microscope
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Hair from variow races. Hair from different races may have varying
characteristics.

Caucasian: oval in shape, contains a fine to coarse pigmentation, and
has the highest number of colors.

Negroid: flat to oval, contains a heavy concentration of pigment
which is unevenly distributed and dark in color.

Mongoloid (Oriental, Eskimo, American Indian): round in shape, con-
tains dense pigmentation which is evenly distributed and is black in
color.

NOTE: It is important to note that with the increasing frequency of
intermarriages it has become more and more difficult to make race
identifications of hair.

Male mid Female Hair. Although hair lacks individual characteristics
needed for conclusive identification by sex, the following class charac-
teristics are observable.

Male hair is usually of larger diameter and stiffer texture than that
of the female.

Cosmetic processes cause split ends in the hair of females. Most
males have their hair cut more frequently so that split ends are not a
characteristic.

Condition of Hair. An examination of hair can indicate many things
about the condition of the hair itself or how the hair was removed from
the scalp.

Sometimes it is possible to determine how long it has been since hair
was last dyed. This is determined by measuring the new growth that
does not contain dye.

You can approximate the length of time since the last haircut. This
is done by examining the end of a piece of hair. Hair that has a
somewhat square end has been cut one or two days prior to its exami-
nation. When more time has elapsed since the last cutting, the hair
may appear jagged.

The examination of hair might also reveal blood, sand, soil, semen,
chalk, dust, and many other substances.

A microscopic examination of hair will reveal whether a piece of hair
has fallen out naturally or been broken, cut, or pulled out (see Figure
A-3-4). When examined under a microscope, a hair that has been
recently pulled out will have a white, transparent substance around
the root.
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Figw A-3-4
Hu an Hairs Separated in Different Ways

If hair under examination is identified as animal hair, then the species
can be identified, such as dog, cat, horse, rabbit, etc. Figure A-3-5
shows different animal hair (goat, dog, rabbit, and seal) as viewed under
a microscope.

Figwe A-4-5
Animal Hairs Viewed under a Microscope
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ExA3.mination of Hair

Possible

Hairs collected from the victim's clothing, hands, or vehicles used in a
crime can be compared with a known sample of hair from the suspect or
victim.

An adequate sample of hair from a suspect or victim should consist of
approximately 50 full-length hairs. Separate samples should be col-
lected from each part of the body which may have been involved in the
case. These hairs should be collected by combing or pulling. If this is
not feasible, they should be clipped as close to the skin as possible.

When hair is examined in a forensic laboratory, it is first studied with a
low power stereoscopic microscope and then with a comparison micro-
scope.

When a forensic laboratory analyst examines hair evidence, s(he) should
substitute the regular compound microscope for the comparison
microscope, looking for the following microscopic characteristics:

1. Species characteristics

medullary index
scale pattern

a pigment grain size
cell structure

2. Body area characteristics

overall shape
cross section
medulla
tip
diameter size
diameter variation
texture
buckling

Comparison characteristics

color
cuticle
cortex
pigment distribu ion
pigment density
pigment size
shaft diameter
medulla twe
medulla size
treatment

La of Hair Examination and Concluidona

4. Other characteristics

root shape/condition
tip shape/condition
damage

5. Foreign substances

blood
semen
earwax
paint
flour
grease (automobile)
metal filings

Hair can be determined as to whether it came from a human or an
animal. If animal, the species can be identified, such as dog, cat, horse,
deer, etc. If human, the hair can reveal:
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aimmary

origin of race: Negroid, Caucasian, Mongoloid
body area: head, pubic, chest, limb
removal: force, natural shedding
condition: cut, crushed, or burned
alterations: bleaching, dying, chemical processing, natural versus
artificial waving.

However, sex or age cannot be determined in most cases. Below is a
list of possible conclusions that can be reached as a result of examining
hair evidence.

The hair evidence and sample hairs match in microscopic character-
Mcs and could have originated from the same source or from
another source with the same hair characteristics.

Hair evidence and sample hairs do not match and did not originate
from the same source.

3. No conclusion could be reached.

The examination of hair evidence can aid a criminal investigation by
identifying hairs left at the scene of a crime.. However, hair evidence
has certain limitations since it is usually considered class evidence.

As a result of the 1981 Atlanta murders, there has been a growing
interest in the potential strength of hair evidence. Therefore, it is
important for people interested in this area of forensic microscopy to
become familiar with the characteristics of hair and the various tech-
niques used for examining this type of evidence.

This section has presented an overview of the important concepts in
hair identification. Below is a summary of the major concepts covered.

1. Hair is composed of the following:

root
shaft
tip.

2. The shaft is of mr t value in forensic examination. The shaft is
composed of:

cuticle
cortex
medulla.

3. When examining hair, both the stereomicroscope and the co parison
microscope should be used.

4. Some of the questions that can be answered when examining hair
include:
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Is the hair of human or animal origin?

If of animal origin, of which species is it .

If of human origin, from what part of the body did it originate?

Wliat is the race Emd probable sex of the individual from which it
originated?

Was the hair subjected to any chemicals?

Was the hair pulled or did it fall out naturally?

Now complete the review qUeStiOEIS



Review Questions (/1: A-3)

Write your &rowers on a separate sheet of paper.

Wben there more Um' one comeet answer, write the
correct amwers.

rs of ail

1. Hair evidence can place a suspect at the scene by which three of the
following?

a. interchange of suspect's and victim's hair
b. suspect's hair left at point of entry
c. animal hair adhering to suspect's clothes and shoes
d. taking sample hair from the victim's hair

2. Hair evidence may indicate a weapon or other Ins
by which two of the following?

a. victim's hair on knife in possession of suspect
b. suspect's haft. Ln victim's hand
c. victim's hair on suspect's automobile
d. suspect's hair on victim's clothing

u ent of a crime

3. Which two of the following limitations apply to hair evidence at the
present time?

a. Human hair and animal hair look alike.
b. Due to small size, a special effort must be made to locate hair.
c. Hair is of no value at all.
d. Hair identification is of little value to identify suspects initially.

4. Hair is composed of which three of the following?

a. root
b. shaft
c. tip
d. skin

5. Which of the followin is of most value in forensic examination?

a. shaft
b. cuticle
c. cortex
d. medulla

6. Which two of the following are useful characteristics in
differentiating between human and animal hair9

a. diameter of medulla
b. color of medulla
c. cell structure of medulla
d. type and degree of segmenta ion of medulla
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7. If hair is determined to be from a human, which three of the
following can be determined next?

a. origin of race
b. body area where hair is from
c. how hair was removed
d. age of person

8. A person's sex can be determined from a hair sample:

a. very specifically in all cases.
b. very accurately in most cases.
c. not very reliably in most cases.
d. in no case at all.

9. The picture below shows human hair from different parts of the
body. Which shows beard hair?

a. A
b. B
c. C
d. D

10. The photograph on the next page shows different conditions of
human hair as viewed from a microscope. Which shows hair that has
been cut?

a. A
b. B
c. C
d. D
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11. In the photograph below, which shows hair from a dog?

a. A
b. B
c. C
d.D
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12 If hair is determined to be from an animal, what else can be
determined?

a. the age of the animal
b. the species of animal, i.e. , eat, dog, horse, etc
c. the sex of the animal
d, the size of the animal

Suppose law enforcement officers collected several strands of hair
from the crime scene. What else do they need to obtain for
examination of the hair in a criminal investigation?

L Sample of hair from the victim
H. Sample of hafr from the suspect

a. I only
b. II only
c. both I and if
d. neither I nor H

14. Suppose that a hair examination indicated that hair evidence
collected from the crime scene and sample hair from the suspect do
not match. Which two of the following conclusions would you make?

a. The victim may not be a victim of the crime.
b. The suspect was not involved in the crime.
c. Hair evidence and sample hair did not originate from the same

individual.
d. The hair evidence originated from someone other than the

suspect in question.

15. When examining hair for a criminal investigation, which two of the
foLloW ig microscopes would you use?

a. single lens mounted on a flexible arm
b. stereomicroscope
c. comparison microscope
d. reconstruction microscope

wers
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Praeti (VE A-3)

1. Ask your imstructor for a microscope and a set of slides containing
samples of hair.

2. Examine the slides under the microscopes and list var ous characte
istics of the hair samples.

3. Discuss the results of your examination with your instructor and
classmates, then record your refined observations in your notebook.

4. Collect, by combining, a sample of about 30 hairs from your head.
Examine these hairs with the stereo- and biological microscope.
Note and record similar and differing characteristics present.

5. Collect samples of human and animal hair and construct your own
slides to examine the cuticle pattern and scale structure under the
microscope. Use the following procedure as a general guideline to
construct your slides:

a. Obtain clear nail polish.
b. Put a one-inch bead of polish on a slide.
c. Lay the hair on top of the bead and let it embed.
d. Wait until the polish becomes firm but not hard.
e. Pull the hair back out slowly.
f. Draw the scale structure observed.

Then discuss your work with your instructor and classmates.

When you feel confident that you have achieved the objectives for
section, ask your instructor for the posttest (VII: A-3).
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Block VI: Criminalistics
Unit A: Basic Forensie Examinations
Section 4: Ether lisinUnation

Ask your instructor for the pretest for this section (VI: A-4). After you
complete the pretest, yaur instructor will let you !mow whether to study
this section, to skip some part of it, or to take the posttest.
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Fiber evidence is another transfer item. Much like hair evidence, it has
particular significance in close contact crimes where cross-transfer is
likely between suspect and victim, suspect and crime scene, or victim
and the instrumentalities of crime. Everything said about hail* as a
tran "sr item is usuRily applicable to fiber evidence. Much research is
bcrn , lone on fiber-trace evidence, and it has excellent potential for
future development.

This topic will deal with some basic aspects of iber evidence.
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Knowledge

Performan

Upon completion of this section, you should be able to do the fop)
on a written test:

1. Identify the importance and limi atoms of fiber Identification for an
investigation.

2. Given characteristics and/or examples of different types of fibers,
identify the type of fiber described.

Given illustrations of microscopic views of fibers, identify the
illustrated fiber.

4. Given a hypothetical situation of examining fiber evidence, identify
the characteristics to look for and the possible conclusions.

Given a microscope and a slide set of standard fibers of various types
(with their labels covered), list the characteristics of each specimen
accurately. Your performance on the following tasks should be rated
"A" (acceptable):

1. Select the correct objective lens.

2 Adjust and focus the microscope correctly.

3. Identify, in writing, characteristics of fiber specimen

4. Clean up the station and equipment.

5. Perform the tasks in an acceptable amount of time.
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Emmination of FTher

Value of Fiber Exarnimtions

Fiber evidence is a specialty of the crime laboratory which has value in
criminal investigations. Fiber examinations can help an investigation in
these ways:

1. It places a suspect at the scene of a crime through the identification
of fiber found from:

the interchange of fiber and textile matorials between victims and
offenders in close contact crimes
the examination of the scene of the crime for fibers left by the
suspect at points of entry (windows, doors, roof)
the examination of the suspect for fibers that may be carried
from the scene of a crime (curtains, blankets, furniture).

2. It identifies weapons or instruments of a crime by the identification
of fibers in the blood on weapons and other objects.

3. It identifies vehicles used in a crime by the identification of:

fibers or weave patterns from a suspect's clothing adhering to or
imprinted on vehicles in hitand-run cases
fibers from clothing of hostages and rape or kidnap victims left in
vehicles or fibers transferred to the suspect_

Limitations of Fther Eviden

Cloth fragments used for binding victims or torn from the suspect dur-
ing a struggle often have specific characteristics which can be matched
to the original piece of cloth. However, fiber evidence shares the same
limitations as hair evidence:

I. Small fragments or single threads of textiles usually contain only
class characteristics.

2. Fiber evidence is usually not of value for initial identification of
suspects but may corroborate other identifying evidence when a
suspect is developed in the case.

3. Due to the small size, as in hair evidence, a special effort must be
made to find fiber evidence.

4. Fibers can easily be contaminated, therefore, extreme care is
required in handling such evidence.
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Ilmtminire Filer

Like hair evidence, fiber evidence should be examined with both the
stereoscopic microscope and the comparison microscope. You can sub-
stitute the compound microscope for the comparison microscope in this
class.

Filer Chars

When examining fiber evidence, you should note certain characteristics
described below. Fibers can be grouped into the following four classes
according to their sources:

1. Animal fiber

Most animal fibers are actually hair and possess the same character-
istics as hair, such as medullas. Examples of animal fiber are: wool,
silk, mink, muskrat, camel's hair. Silk, being a nonhair animal fiber,
looks different under the microscope (see Figure A-4-1).

2. Vegetable fiber

Vegetable fibers do not have scales or medullas, but they do have a
readily observable cellular structure.

Figure A-4-1
Animal Fiber (Silk) Viewed under the
Microscope
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Some of the characteristics you should note when examining
vegetable fiber include:

plant cell shape
size
chlorophyll content
thickness of cell wall
any indication of disease
diameter of shaft
distance between segments
characteristics of striations along shaft
reaction to various stains.

Some examples of vegetable fibers include cotton, hemp, linen, sisal,
and manila (see Figure A-4-2).

-
4,

Figure A-4-2
Vegetaole Fiber (Co on) under the Microscope

3. Mineral fiber

Mineral fibers include glass fibers and asbestos fibers. Presently,
glass fibers are being used to produce curtains and various other
household fabrics, insulating material, and reinforcing fabric in
fiberglass plastics, asphalt roofing paper, and other similar
products. When examining mineral fibers, you should note the
following:

pigment
o size

any unusual characteristics
weave patterns
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4. Synthetic fiber

Synthetics do not have the cuticle patterns (scales), medulla, or
cortex characteristics of animal fibers. Therefore, they are more
difficult to identify by appearance only (see Figure A-4-3). Syn-
thetic fibers may be identifiable to a particular manufacturer by
crossectional shape. The cross section may be round, triangular,
striated, hollow, or other shapes (see Figue A-4-4).

Sheath core

Hollow

A-4-3
Synthetic Fiber Blend (75% Acrylic and
25% Polyester)

Side by side Round

Striated Octalobal

Fizure A-4-4
Cross Section of Synthetic Fibers

Trilobal

0 0
El 0

Hollow filament

From Criminalistics for the Law Enforcement Officer, by Anthony L.
Califana and Jerome S. Levkov. McGraw-Hill, 1978. Used with
permission. 74 7
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In addition to characterizing synthetics through their cross section
crime laboratories use other techniques to distinguish between synthetic
fibers. These techniques include gas chromatography and chemical and
optical analysis.

There are 21 different generic types of synthetic fibers. Examples
include polyester, rayon, nylon, acrylic, and polypropylene.

Other Fiber and Fabric Examinations

1. Rope constructionRope is made by twisting fibers into yarns, yarns
into strands, and strands into rope. Plain-laid rope uses three
strands laid up with a right twist. Shroud-laid rope uses four strands
laid up with a right twist around a single core strand. Cable-laid
rope uses three strands of plain-laid rope twisted to the left.

In studying fiber evidence, the analyst examines rope evidence,
often referring to cordage. Cordage is rope used to tie or strangle a
victim. The analyst tries to determine the composition, construc-
tion, Enid diameter of the rope in question. Comparisons with similar
types of rope should also be made. The end of the questioned rope
can sometimes be matched with a piece of known rope. The manu-
facturer can sometimes be determined if taraeer is present.

2. Fabric constructionA fiber is the smallest filament or strand of a
fabric yarn. The yarn is made up of a number of fibers. The fibers
are twisted together to produce the yarn commonly used to weave
the fabric. How tight or loose the fibers are twisted, Emd in which
direction, is an important characteristic in comparing suspect and
known samples.

Tape--Tape samples can include adhesive, electrician's, and masking
tape. Examining tape for evidence is similar to fabric examinations.
Often a piece left at the scene (to tape victim, etc.) can be matched
to a roll in custody.

4. Weave patternsThe design of the cloth of various fabrics can be
very characteristic. The diameter of the threads, number of fibers,
twist, and specific design features of the pattern can be important
in comparing a suspect or known piece of cloth with a cloth im-
pression.

Related examinations can reveal if fabric is cut, torn, or burned.
Parts of broken buttons can be matched, and glove prints and fabric
impressions can be analyzed.

Microscopic Views of Mier Samples

Fiber samples are examined with the compound microscope. Figure
A-4-5 shows microscopic views of cotton, linen, and hemp.

tracer: a rare and unusual chemical contained in a fabric in order for
the fabric manufacturer to identify its own products (useful in law suit).
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Other microscopic examinations include determining the melting point,
determining optical properties such as refractive index, bh.efringence,
and optic sign, and observing fluorescent colors. The fluorescent colors
are produced on a microscope equipped with an ultraviolet light. A
miniature furnace called a hot stage is mounted on a microscope and
used to melt the fibers. A polarizing microscope is used to determine
the optical properties.

The procedures to determine the optical properties require considerable
training, but a normal compound microscope equipped with a simple
polarizer and analyzer will show you the features an analyst observes in
making his/her measurements.

Figure A-4-5
Vegetable Fiber

of Fiber Examinations

aterials Viewed under Microscope

As a result of examining samples of fiber evidence, you may be able to
find the type of textile fiber, whether it is animal (woolen fibers, hair
coats), vegetable (cotton, hemp, manila, linen), synthetic (nylon, poly-
ester, rayon), or mineral (glass fiber). The analysts may also decide
whether the fibers found at the crime scene match those from the sus-
pect in relation to type, color, and other characteristics. This includes
studying the composition of the yarn to try to arrive at a match be-
tween the fabric in question and the known fabric. Positive identifica-
tion is possible if a questioned piece can be fitted to a known fabric.

&mammy

1. The examination of fiber evidence can facilita e a criminal investi-
gation in the following ways:
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It can help identify the vehicles used in a crime.

It can help identify the weapons used in a crime.

It can help place a suspect at the scene of a crime.

2. Although the examination of fibers has potential strength as an in-
vestigative tool, it has certain limitations:

Small fragments or single threads usually have only c
characteristics.

Fiber evidence is usually not of value for initial identification of
suspects.

Due to the small size, a special effort must be made to tcrid fiber
evidence and to prevent it from being contaminated.

3. When examining fiber evidence, certain characteristics are
important to note. These include:

the class (animal, vegetable, mineral, or synthetic) to which the
sample belongs
the specific kinds of fiber, witbm its major class
the cordage characteristics of the fiber sample.

4. Some conclusions that may be reached as a result of examining fiber
evidence include:

the type of textile fther
whether the characteristics of the fiber examined match those
from the suspect
the composition and construction of the yarn
whether the characteristics of the fablie examined match those of
the known fabric.

Now eomplete the review iestionz beginnirg on nex
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Review eations VI:

Write yom answers on a sepaxate o

When there is more than one correct answer, write the letters of all
rrect &Ewers.

1. Fiber evidence can place a suspect at the scene by which three of
the following?

a. hiterchange of fibers between victim and offender
b. imprint of weave pattern of suspect's gloves at scene
c. fibers from the scene adhering to suspect's clothes
d. fibers taken from the victim

It is possible to identify a vehicle used in a crime by which two of
the following?

a. fibers from victim's clothes on law enforcement officer
b. fibers from victim's clothes on bumper
c. weave pattern from victim's clothes on fender
d. fibers left on victim

3. Which three of the following are limitations of fiber evidence?

a. Single-thread evidence has only class characteristics.
b. Due to its small size, it is difficult to find.
c. Fiber identification is not of value for initial identification of

suspect.
d. Fiber evidence does not support other transfer evidence.

4. Textiles can be manufactured from which three of the following?

a. animal materials
b. vegetable and mineral materials
c. water solvents
d. petroleum materia

5. Which of the following is of animal o gin?

a. hemp
b. wool
c. nylon
d. glass wool

6. Which two of the following are of vegetable ori

a. cotton
b. wool
c. linen
d. nylon
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VI: A4 Fiber Examina

7. Which two of the following are synthetic materials?

a. wool
b. nylon
C. rayon
d. cotton

9. Which three of the following are terms used in rope construction?

a. fibers
b. yarns
c. strands
d. nylons

9. Which three of the following are ue?

a.
b.
c.
d.

"Fibers" are twisted together to produce a "yarn."
Weave patterns can have comparative value.
The diameter of thread and twist can have comparative value.
Pieces of tape cannot be matched together.

For questions 10-18, characteristics and fiber examples axe listed in the
left column stnd four fiber types are noted in the right column. Match
the types vdth their characteristics and examples by writing the letter
of the type next to the number of each characteristic and example on
your peper. (Mit: (Me of the characteristics cyplics to three types offiber.)

Characteristics and Rumples

10. has the same characteristics as hair

11. is used for curtains and other
industrial fabrics

12 has a readily observable cellular
structure

13. is difficult to identify by its
appearance only

14. does not have cuticle patterns,
medulla, or cortex characteristics

15. rayon, nylon, and orlon are examples
of this type of fiber

16. glass and asbestos are examples of this
type of fiber

17. wool and silk are examples of this type

18. linen, sisal, and manila are examples of
this type of fiber

7 2

Tnoe

a. vegetable fiber
b. mineral fiber
a. synthetic fiber
d. animal fiber
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19. What type of fiber does the following picture show

a. animal
b. vegetable
c. synthetic
d. mineral

20. Which three of the folio 'rig are possible results of fiber
examination?

a. identifying composition and construction of yarn
b. identifying similarity of type, color, and weave
c. fitting a torn piece of cloth to its origin
d. identifying a fiber as coming from a piece of cloth

wers with the correct ones provided in the answer key.
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Practical ereises (VI: A-4

I. Operate a standard microscope.

1. Ask your instructor for a microscope and a slide set of standard
fibers of animal, vegetable, mineral, and synthetic origin.

2. Study these slides, and make notes of the characteristics of
each specimen.

Cover the labels of the slides, and identify the characteristics
of these samples.

4. Ask your instructor to review the results of your work or
uncover the labels and review your own wo-k.

IL Operate a modified microscope.

1. Ask your instructor for a microscope modified with a polarizer
and an analyzer.

2. Observe each of the slides with the polarizer and analyzer
positioned so that the microscope field is almost dark.

3. Rotate the slide and record your observations.

4. Review your findings with your instructor.

When you feel confident that you have achieved the objee
section, wk your instructor for the pos test (VI: A-4).
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Block VI: Criminalistics
Unit A Basic Forensic Examinations
Section 5: Broken Glass Examination

Ask your instructor for the pretcst for this section (VI: A,5). After you
complete the pretest, your instructor will let you lmow whether to stmly
this section, to skip some part of it, or to take the posttemt.
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kitrod:Liction

You hEve learned about techniques for identifying physical evidence by
studyinig the identification of blood in Section 2. You have also learned
about omparing physical evidence by studying hairs and fibers in Sec-
tions 3 and 4. identification and compai-ison are the two most common
types cz.f examination used in a crime laboratory.

In this ection you will be introduced to a third type of examination,
reconsamietion, which is used more often at the crime scene than in the
laboratory. There are several techniques for reconstruction examina-
tions, =--uch as observing blood spatters, and establishing such things as
point cb. entry, direction of travel of a suspect, movement of items at
the scale, cause and origin of a fire, and cause of death. Most of these
require- considerable training and practical experience, and cannot be
perforraned in a classroom situation. For these reasons, this section will
focus o-m a single aspect of crime reconstruction, that of broken glass
exarnin.tion. Glass is one of the most commonly encountered materials
in our nvironment and is often involved in a crime. Students of crimi-
nal just=ice programs should become familiar with the value of glass as
evidene and the basic procedures involved in glass examination.

In this .ection you will cover the characteristics of glass, types of glass,
value olif glass examination, glass fractures, features of broken glass,
and basic procedures for broken glass examination.

p0int of Ien the door, window, roof, e c
entered gm. building.

hrough which a burglar
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nowlee Objecti

Upon completion of this section you should be a le to do the following
on a written test:

1. Identify types of glass normally encountered im a crime
investigation.

2. Distinguish between ordinary glass and the twa:* common types
safety glass.

Identify or describe the collect1on/preservation considerations
involving glass at a crime scene.

4. Identify or describe the investigative value of broken glass
examination.

5. Identify the features of mechanical and therrnal breaking of glsss.

Iromerformance Objectives

Given a stereomicroscope and pieces of ordinary =lass (mechanically
broken and broken by a projectile), tempered glas, and laminated glass,
perform the following tasks. Your performance (m--1 all of these tasks
should be rated "A" (acceptable).

1. Identify samples of broken glass as ordinary gliEtss, tempered glass, or
laminated glass.

2. For ordinary glass, determine if it was broken 1E.hermal1y or
mechanic

For mechanically broken glass, determinethe cfrection of force
when 50 percent of the pieces are given.

4. For glass broken by a projectile, determine the projectile's direction
of travel (entry and exit).

5. Clean the work area and equipment.

6. Follow safety precautions.

7. Perform these tasks in an appropraate arno
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Ezatrn1nation of

aurae

Types of Glass

itkilsss is a substance which looks like a solid but behaves as a super
coOleled liquid. In other words, glass has the noncrystaffine structure of a
liticiilid but holth its shape at room temperature as does a crystalline
solid It!. When glass breaks, it doesn't break like a crystalline solid but
ins-tad forms unique fracture patterns. These unique characteristics of
glasues aid in determining the direction from which force was applied to
breallsk the glass. Determination of the direction of breaking force can
hell) laboratory analysts identify how the glass was broken, for example,
by innechanical or thermal force.

Theree are many different types of glass, from ordinarj glass to space-
ship ,. Vass which can withstand heat up to 900°C. However, types of
gla.sa a most commonly found at crime scenes or used in committing
crifneaes Ewe as follows;

viiisindow glass, windshields, and mirrors of a vehicle
viitiindow glass of a building
trolattle and thinking glasses
neeledlight lenses and light bulbs
00-eglasses and watch crystals
fib4ze- lass insulation and reinforcing fibers

Theswe types of glass can be generally categorized as either ordinary or
safet:Zy glass. Ordinary glass is easy to break and shatters into small,
PoirltXed fragments.

Safet-_*y glass can be further categorized aS both tempered and laminated
gle#S,.z. Tempered glass is much more resistant to breaking than ordinary
gifislaus, but when it does break, it shatters into hundreth of very small
fraPtrznents. These small fragments are not pointed as in ordinary glass
freetimuTes, but are small, blunt chunks. Tempered glass can be &meld in
statOrawnobile side and rear windows as Well as sliding ems doors and win-
dows in public buildings. Safety eyeglasses worn in a laboratory are
ustuSilrny made of tempered glass.

Anottlfber type of safety glass, laminated glass, has a piece of plastic
sariclivaviched in between two pieces of glass. When it breaks, the glass
stietet=s to the plastic instead of flying through the air. This type of
saretry glass is used in automobile windshields, which helps keep vehicle
paaOsengers from crashing through the windshield in an accident.

Value of Ols Ittamhatioti

Valid 1 results of broken glass examination are important in both criminal
anti egeivil investigations, because they can help establish what happened
in tiie commission of a crime and how it was done. Its evidentbuy value
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lies in the fact that there are many different formulas used in the
manufacture of glRsm, and thus individual piees are more readily iden-
tifiable.

In order to have valid results of broken glass evidence for investigation,
law enforcement officers and investigators stmould observe these collec-
tion procedures:

Wear gloves and handle the glass evidence Im ly its e

Photograph the glass evidence immediately--

Package glass found in different places seprately. For example,
glass found on the floor inside a broken wirtirlow, glass found outside a
broken window, and the glass remaining in 'tile frame of the broken
window should be packaged separately in tl-tree different containers.

Package glass evidence in a rigid containerip not in a paper bag,
plastic bag, or mailing envelope, to protect broken or fractured edges
of the glass evidence from any damage or 12breakage.

Muk the container with identifying data.

Send it to a crime laboratory in person, by t-nail (certified or regis-
tered mail and return receipt), or by shippir-ag.

The laboratory analyst then conducts a brokem glass examination which
includes the fracture patterns in the glass, th direction from which
force was applied to break the glass, the partideular characteristics of a
glass-breaking projectile, as well as compariscvn of latown glass and
questioned glass. Other important concerns awe sources of glass frag-
ments and whether glass particles found with victim or a suspect
came from a crime scene. In a hit-and-run ca-e, for example, it might
be necessary to determine if glass fragments Faund at the scene came
from a headlight on the suspect's vehicle.

Some other examples of how the results of brcken glass e a ination can
help identify suspect(s) are listed below:

Fingerprints, blood, hairs, or fibers left on a_ broken window at the
point of entry match with those found on ttiv suspect.

Small glass fragments which adhered to a tuz.rglar's clothes when s(he)
broke a window to gain entry match with srmall glass fragments found
at the crime scene.

Traces of drugs and poisons adhering to or c.crntained in broken bottles
and drinking glasses help investigators identlify drugs or poisons used
in a crime.

known the glass found from a known sotrce such as a broken
window or a broken headlight.

westioned glass: the glass found on a suspectT clothing or shoes, or at
a crime scene.
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The way in which a ligh3cut bulb has melted indicates the direction of
the origin of a fire.

Glass fragments mav strnow the direction from which a window was
broken. Also, which of two bullets was fired first through a window
can be determined frotr=1 the remaining glass.

The last two examples 3r examples of reconstruction. These and other
types of reconstruction eaminations can help in establishing what hap-
pened in the Comm issiori c=3f a crime, when it happened, and how it hap-
pened.

Features of BJen Glass

In order to reconstruct a. rime with broken glass evidence, laboratory
analysts examine the ktiOvewn features of broken glass. For example, the
force which breaks glass money be mechanical or thermal, two forces
which cause very differentrA features in the glass fragments.

Gla-As Broken by Mechanica=a1 Force

When a mechanical force lich as a bullet hits glass, the initial impact
causes bending and flexifig= of the glass, particularly when its ends are
held rigid in a sill, as sholv-wn in Figure A-5-2. The point where the bullet
hits is the point of impecti,,, and the path of the bullet is the primary di-
rection of force. Inducer:I gw-directions of force are the areas where bend-
ing ancl flexing occur (see = Figure A-5-1).

Primary direction of force-- f-

ill

Induced
direction of force

Ind uced
direction of force

5i I

Pierzwe A-5--1
prinary and Induced Directions of Force
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The Afforces produce two cl,teetrt types - of fractures in the pane of
glass. One is called coheentrre,and the cher is called radial. Concen-
trie fTtitctures form in elrelA Around the prawoint of impact and radial
fractar-m-es radiate away Molt, thpoint of LIrnpact (as in Figure A-5-2).

Concentric
fracture

Front e=f-trirninalistics for
CI 198s:0 by Glenco PuP

A4-2

Coneermaric Fractures

ti star bmmy Francis Joseph DeAngelis.
h C o, Used wr--7.th permission.

Four of the feattres that glosvethibits v,rtiuden it breaks due to mechani-
cal force help investigators fousilze and res.construct the glass surface.
These fet:eatures are as follow51

1. Tory chips of broken 080 glybackward 10 to 20 feet, although the
rnait=trity of larger flelces the fragmenv =ccur on the exit side of the
glas pieces (see Fipre A04). This fature makes it quite possible
to fizind fragments on EL austoeleven ttio--mugh the suspect was well
Niel= from the glass.

sill

Concentric
fracture starts
here

Chips flying
backward

Concentric
fracture
starts
here

Larger glass flakes
or fragments

Rdiial fractu es
start here

Neel A44
licokett Chips Fly`fi Backwards
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Direction
of
force

2. Craters form on the exit side due to projectile impact or penetra-
tion. Bullet penetration of glass panes or high speed projectiles pro-
duce a cone shape on the exit side (see Figure A-5-4). Therefore, by
examining the cone shape, the direction of force can be determined.

Glass fragments

gullet

Entry
side

Crater

Exit
side

Cone shape on
exit side

Figure A-5-4
Crater and Cone Shape on Exit Side

Stress lines (also called stress marks or conchoidal striations) form
along the broken edges. In radial fractures, the stress arms are par-
allel on the entry side and perpendicular on the exit side. In concen-
tric fractures, perpendicular stress lines will be on the entry side
(see Figure A-5-5). This feature makes it possible to determine the
dfrection of the breaking force. If the glass is broken by a tool,
brick, or even a fist, there will be no cone shape for examination. In
such a case, analysts can determine the direction of force by exam-
ining stress lines on the radial fractures near the point of impact.
To do this, a laboratory analyst should have a sufficient amount of
glass to reconstruct a portion of the pane from the edge to the point
of impact.

Stress lines-

Radial fracture

oueetwv%

.ction
of force

Perpendicular
on exit side

Parallel lines
on entry side

Figure A-5-5
Stress Lines and Direction of Force
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4. One fracture cannot cross a previously formed fracture. This fea-
ture makes it possible to determine the order of fire of bullets.
Figure A-5-6 shows that radial fractures of the second bullet stop
when they reach the radial and concentric fractures formed by the
first bullet.

Fractures caused
by second bullet

Fractures
caused by
first bullet

Concentric

Concentric

Figwe A-5-6
Multiple Glass Fractures Caused by Two Bullets

Broken by Thermal Force

Glass broken due to a thermal force such as intense heat cracks in wavy
lines and may fall toward the fft.e side. A light bulb will melt on the
side facing a ffre.

Broken Glass Examination

Broken glass examinations are usually conducted to compare known
glass and questioned glass or to reconstruct the glass. To do this, piecec
of the broken glass must be put together and examined under the micro-
scope. Then, the laboratory analyst can determine whether the ques-
tioned glass is from a single pane, a bottle, headlight, or other source.
If sufficient portions of a bottle or headlight can be put together, the
manufacturer or type of object can be determined.

M we discussed in the introduction of this section, reconstruction is a
very complex task requiring much training and experience. However a
very basic and general procedure for examining broken glass can be de-
scribed hi this way:

STEP 12 Put pieces of broken glass back together as much as possible.

STEP 2: Locate point of impact.

STEP 3: Determine radial fractures and concentric fractures.
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Summary

STEP4: Using a stereomicroscope, examine the stress lines on the
radial fracture near the point of impact and determine the
direction of breaking force.

NOTE: The direction of the breaking force normally cannot be
determined from the tempered glass found in the windows of
automobiles or from very small panes of glass.

STEP5: In shooting cases, verify the direction traveled by the projec-
tile by locating the side of the glass with the cone shape. This
will be the exit side.

Glass is frequently encountered in the investigation of a crime. Due to
it unique nature, broken glass can be valuable physical evidence in asso-
ciating a suspect with a crime scene, or in reconstructions.

Glass can be categorized as follows:

Glass

m' ated glass

Tempered glass

Figure A-5-7
Glass Categories

Collecting glass depends on the type of examination required. In all
eases, careful handling, photography, good notes, and separately packing
samples from different locations are critical.

There are two types of fractures: radial and concentric. Radial (or
primary) fractures start on the opposite side (exit side) of the impact
force, while concentric fractures start on the same side (entry side) of
the breaking force.

Glass broken by mechanical force can be analyzed by examining
features such as:

stress lines on the broken edges
craters on the exit side of a projectile penetra ion or pact)
path of the cracks in a multiple break
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fragments of
broken glass

small fragments which fly backward while the majority of larger
chunks occur on the exit side.

Glass broken due to thermal force (hea ) may either melt or crack in a
wavy manner (see Figure A-5-8).

straight edges
(broken by
mechanical force)

wavy edges (broken
by thermal force)

sandwiched (laminated)

nonsandwiched

A-54;
Thermal and Mechanical Breaking Fc ce

edges, pointed

(ordinary)

_chun
(tempered)

in

Now complete the review questions
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(Vh A-5)

Write separate sheet of paper.

PThen there is more than one correct amwer, write the letters of all
rrect answers.

1. Which three of the following types of glass are often involved in a
crime?

a. beer bottles
b. automobile windshield
c. spaceship window glass
d. storefront plate glass

2. Which two of the following are types of safety glass?

a. tempered
b. plate
c. laminated
d. polarized

Glass being collected at a crime scene should be:

a. sterilized.
b. photographed.
a. packaged separately.
d. packaged/transported to avoid breakage.

4. Glass may be used for which thzee of the following purposes in an
investigation?

a. eyeglasses to identify the owner/suspect
b. greenhouse glass to determine the amount of light transmission
c. window glass to determine who shot first
a. window glass to retain fingerprints

5. Which two of the following features can be analyzed in a mechanical
break of ordinary glass?

a. stress marks on the broken edges
b. craters due to a projectile
c. the direction the glass melts
d. wavy cracks due to heat

Check your aiwers with the correct vi e aiw r- key.
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Practical lifincereise (VI: A-5)

Group work is recommended for tlepractial exercise for examining
broken glass because this exercise Involves breaking pieces of glass,
which can be dangerous and is not practiceill to do on an individual basis.
The following are suggested procedures for this exercise:

1. Make sure a stereomicroseopt Isaveilet=?le to you for this exercise.

2. Make sure you follow all approprlate saWety precautions.

3. Observe your instructor's deinonitratior of breaking glass. To dem-
onstrate glass broken by rnecbsnleal feree, your instructor may
break a piece of glass by throvinga proectile (ball bearing or stone)
at the glass or by tapping the glass with a small hammer. S(he)
should also break the other pieeeiof glaarss with a propane torch to
demonstrate glass broken by thermal fo-ce.

CAUTION: When breaking gIAss,one retist wear lab coats and safety
glasses Ett all times. When hal-1dg the =larger pieces of glass, one
should wear leather gloves to cold cuts- -

NOTE: U this demonstration is AatProc--_-tical, then your instructor
may provide you with broken ele.

4. using the stereomieroscope, egamlne th ese broken glass in terms of
stress likes and craters, and iclentlfy the direction of breaking force.

Clean the work area and equiPnient,

6. Discuss your findings with Your Instruc c=f,r and classmates.

When you feel confident that yest hive ahived the objectives for th"
section, ask your instructor for the pistt
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Block VI: Criminalisties
Unit B: Basic Forensic Ptiotogrphy
Section 1: Basic Photography sand Taking Photographs

A-sk your instructor for the pretert for this section (VI: B-1). Mter you
complete the pretest, you kistrusantor will let you know whether to study
this section or take the posttest.
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Iroduction

The statement "one picture is worth a thousand words" accuratly ap-
plies to criminal justice work. The camera is a basic tool in various
criminal justice occupations because it preserves evidence on pl-moto-
graphic film. The patrol officer, for example, must photograph
automobile-accident scenes, and the criminal investigator must photo-
graph crime seenes, evidence, and suspects. In addition, the ca=iera is
constantly used by crime-scene evidence tethnicians and crimelabora-
tory analysts, who depend heavily upon special photographic teeThniques.
Forensic medicine has photo specialists producing prints and colwor slides
on every criminal homicide. ProsectAing attorneys and defense attor-
neys must know photography to examine or cross-examine photom-zraphic
expert witnesses. In short, photography is not a recreational or "nice-
to-know" subject in this vocational field; it is a professional "rimiest-
know" subject.

In this section you will learn the major features of the camera (ce Fig-
ure B-1-1) and the basic principles of photography. This is inforwnation
you'll need in order to begin taking proper photographs.

Shutter tele
Film advance .

Aperture-
setting drim

Shutter-
speed dial

-Focusing ring

Figure B-1-1
Single-Lens Reflex Camera
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Objectives

_fives

Upon completion of 'this sec ion, you should be able to do the fol1owin
on a written test:

1. Identify the nan-Les and special characteristics of the two basic
cameras recornrwlended for forensic photography.

2. Identify the baske purpose of the camera lens.

3. Define the photc=agraphic term "focal length."

4. Describe the fumetion of the diaphragm.

5. Identify the rela_-tionship between the size of the f-number and th=
diameter of the aens opening.

6. Identify two typs of shutters according to function, structu
range of speed, nd use of flash.

7- Given different itypes of film and lighting situations, identify the
type of film that should be used for each given situation.

8. Define "depth or field."

9. List four factom that determine correct exposure.

10. List the basic stps for taking pictures with an adjustable camera

Perfor mance Objectives

Given a camera and ea_ cartridge of film, take pictures of objects of yousir
choice. Your perforn=aance and products will be evaluated with the use
of a performance che-cklist. Your performance and products should be
rated "A" (acceptabl) on all of the items listed on the checklist.

1. Set the film spe-,c1 correctly.

2. Load the film co-rectly.

3. Select the shutte-mo speed correctly.

4. Set the aperture moing for proper lighting.

5. Turn the focusin= ring to focus the object.
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6. Compose the picture in the viewfinder.

7. Hold the camera steady.

8. Depress the shutter-release button firmly but gently.

9. Ad Vance the film to the next exposure.

10. Perform the above tasks in an acceptable amount of time.

Iroducb:

Each photograph has

sharp focus
exposure to acceptable amount of light
relevant composition
appropriate distance.
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Basic Cs

On the markst today there are many good cameras that can be used for
forensic work. Zach has its advantages and its disadvantages. Versatile
ones are expensive and often complex to operate. Simple ones are usu-
ally less expensive, but there are some tasks for which they cannot be
US

The norne elature of photography and cameras is often confusing. And
many cameras seem to have an overwhelming number of adjustments,
any of which den go wrong. But you can master any common camera
with a little study, if you know its major parts and basic operational
principles.

The camera is a ligtitUglit box that contains a lens. The lens bends the
light rays reflected from an object and focuses them onto a film. This
creates an image of the object on the film (see Figure B-1-2).

Film Lens Object

-1-2
e of the Obje on the Film

A camera rn Ltst have four basic parts to create the image of an object
on the film. The other parts of a camera are convenience parts. Fol-
lowing are the four basic parts:

1. a lighttight box to protect and support the film

2. a lens to let light in and focus it onto the film

3. a shutter to control the length of time light is allowed to enter the
camera

liomencla
discipline.

lighttlIght: lightproof.

ern or set of te ms used in a particular science or
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4. film to record the light and image

?allowing are the convenience parts:

1. a way to view what is being photographed

2. a film-advancing mechanism

3. accessory lenses and filters

4. a light-metering system

5. a diaphragm to vary the amount of light entering the camera

6. an artificial light system (usually a flash)

7. a remote-timing, light-sensing system

Some cameras have all or several of the convenience featurs, and
others have none of them. Some of these features are automatic on
some cameras and manually operated on others.

Cameras are often classified by the film size they use. Common exam-
ples include 35mm, 110, 4 x 5 (inches), and 120.

NO173: In film sizes, there is no standard unit or method of
measurement.

The size of the film used is an important factor in the choice of a cam-
era for forensic work. Larger film sizes, such as the 4 x 5, can capture
more detail and produce more magnification through greater enlarge-
ment. Smaller film sizes, such as the 110, allow smaller cameras, which
are lighter and more convenient to carry and use. Popular compromises
for general work are cameras using 35mm and 120 film.

There are basically two types of 35mm cameras: the range-finder cam-
era and the reflex camera. A range-finder camera is one that uses a
range finder to focus. A reflex camera is one that focuses through the
lens onto a ground glass.

The range finder is a small tel:ocope above the lens. It has a set of two
prisms, each of which produces an image on the rear lens of the tele-
scope. The prisms are calibrated so that when the images are superim-
posed a dial will read the distance to the object (see Figure 9-1-3). This
type of camera is good for general crime-, fire-, and accident-scene
photography, but it lacks the flexibility for goci close-up photographs
and telephotographs.
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Lens

Range finder

Film

rigure B-1-3
A Range-Finder Camera

Eye

In a reflex camera, the object (or the scene) to be photographed is re-
flected by a mirror onto-a glass, where it is focused and composed.
There are two types of reflex cameras: the single-lens reflex camera,
which uses 35mm film, and the twin-lens reflex camera, which uses 120
roll film.

Ln the single-lens reflex camera, an object or scene is viewed through
the same lens that exposes the film. A movable mirror directs the light
to a viewfinder, which views and focuses the image; then the mirror
moves out of the way, and the image is exposed on the film. The view-
finder turns the image on the ground glass right side up for convenient
viewing (see Figure B-1-4).

Lens

Viewfinder

Nome B-1-4
Single-Lens Reflex Camera
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The prime advantage of the 35mm, single-lens reflex camera is its ver-
satility. Formatting a photograph using wide-angle, telephoto, and
close-up lenses is easier with this kind of camera since what is seen
through the viewfinder is what is actually going to be on the film.

The twin-lens reflex camera was once a very popular camera, but it is
used less today than formerly because it lacks the versatility and conve-
nience of the single-lens reflex camera. It uses two separate lens sys-
tems. One focuses the image and the other exposes the film. The two
lenses move together so that when the image is correctly focused on the
ground glass it will be properly focused for the film also (see Figure
B-1-5). The twin-lens reflex camera produces a 2 1/4 x 2 1/4-inch
square negative, which is larger than the negative of the 35mm, single-
lens reflex camera. Wide-angle, telephoto, and close-up lenses can be
fitted easily to the twin-lens camera, but formatting the photograph is
more difficult since the image is focused through one lens and the film
is exposed through the other.

Sports-finder
panel

Top lens

Bottom
lens

Eye

1

Ground
glass

B-1-5
Twin-Lens Reflex Camera

Descriptions of each camera are lis

Sirgle-Lens Reflex Camera
(using 35mm film)

has one lens; the scene is viewed
through the same lens that takes
the picture (the photographer can
see what the lens sees).

ed below:

Twin-Lens Reflex Camera
(wing 120 roll film)

Film

has two lenses; the scene is
viewed through the top lens,
and the picture is taken
through the bottom lens (the
photographer cannot see
exactly what the lens sees).

(chart continued)
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The Lens

_Single-Lens Reflex Camera
(wing 35mm fllm)

Twin-Lens Reflex Camera
using. 120 roli rilm)

can produce negatives of accident
or crime scenes under most con-
ditions. Enlargements of these
negatives to 8 x 10 inches for
courtroom exhibits are of excel-
lenZ quality.

produces a 2 1/4 x 2 1/4-inch
square negative, which can be
enlarged to twice the size of
the 35mm, single-lens negative
enlargement.

is usually equipped with a focal-
plane shutter.

is usually equipped with a
between-the-lens shutter.

can easily be fitted with special
lenses for most specialized foren-
sic work, such as telephoto sur-
veillance, macrophotography, and
microphotography.

can easily be fitted with close-
up lenses for evidence and fin-
gerprint work.

has ground-glass focusing. has ground-glass focusing.

has a light-metering capability. has a light-metering capability.

NOTE: Shutters and light meters will be discussed later in this section.

Because each camera has different features, the specific procedures for
use are different from camera to camera. You should follow the manu-
facturer's technical manual for the camera you are using. Most cam-
eras, however, also have common features, such as lens, diaphragm, and
shutter. Undeustanding the purposes and uses of these features and the
principles of focusing and exposure will help you follow the camera
manufacturer's technical manual.

A lens consists of one or more pieces of optical glass (or similar mate-
rial) designed to collect and focus rays of light to form a sharp image on

paper, or a projection screen. The lens uses the transmission prin-
ciple of gathering light rays. That is, on the camera the lens collects
rays of light reflected from an object and sends them onto the film, so
that the rays come to a sharp focus on the film. The amount of light
passing through the lens at a given moment is controlled by the size of
the lens opening (the lens opening is sometimes called the "aperture").

Focal lAngth

The focal length is the distance from the optical center of the lens
to the film plane when the camera is focused on infinity (see Figure
B-1-6). Focal length affects the size of the image produced. The
longer the focal length of a lens, the larger the size of the image.
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Diaphragm

A telephoto lens has a long focal length to produce a large image of a
subject that is a long distance from the camera.

Center of the lens

Stieed

Focal length

Film

Figure B-1-6
Focal Length Setting Is on Inanity)

"Lens speed" refers to the light-gathering capability of the lens. The
lens system concentrates incoming rays of light onto the film. The lens
gathers enough light to expose the film in only a fraction of a second.
If there were no lens, the exposure of the film might have to last as
long as several minutes.

Although the quality of the lens is important, it is primarily the size of
the lens opening (in relation to its focal length) that determines the
lens's light-gathering capacity, that is, its "speed." With an adjustable
camera, you can change the speed of the lens by increasing or decreas-
ing the size of the lens opening. A "fast" lens has a larger opening and
thus transmits more light than a "slow" lens.

The diaphragm the device that controls the size of the lens opening
(aperture). It may be either fixed or adjustable. An adjustable dia-
phragm is sometimes called an "iris diaphragm" because its structure is
similar to that of the eye's iris. It consists of a circle of overlapping
metal leaves. When you turn the aperture ring on the camera, the iris
diaphragm expands to make the aperture larger or contracts to make it
sraaller.
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F-Number and F43top

Engraved on the aperture ring of the camera is a range of numbers,
called the "f-numbers."

NOTE: An f-number indicates the ratio (at a particular setting) of the
focal length to the diameter of the lens opening. More specifically,
each f-number represents the focal length divided by the diameter of
the lens opening. For example, if the focal length of your camera is
66mm and the diameter of the lens opening at a particular setting is
3mm, then the f-number will be 1/22.

The aperture setting at a given position, or number, is called the
"f-stop." You set the f-stop at a certa:n f-number to adjust the size of
the lens opening for correct exposure. That is, by turning the aperture
ring to a particular f-number, you adjust the iris diaphragm so that it
increases or decreases the size of the lens opening.

A common range of f-stops on 35mm cameras is from f/1.8 to f/22. As
shown in Figure B-1-7, the larger the f-number selected, the smaller the
lens opening will be (and the "slower" the lens). Conversely, the smaller
the f-number, the larger the lens opening (and the "fastern the lens).

B-1-7
Range of Lens-Opening Sizes and F-Numbers

Lens-
Openi ne
size

F.stop num

Each f-stop passes twice as much light as the next larger f-stop. For
example, 1/8 passes twice as much light as 1/11; 1/5.6 twice as much as
f/8; and f/2.8 twice as much as f/4. This system was devised to provide
light control for all lighting situations.

The size of the lens opening affects the exposure time required. (You
will learn about "exposure time" in the discussion of shutter speed,
which follows this segment.) To collect the necessary amount of light,
a small aperture (or lens opening) such as 1/16 requires a longer expo-
sure time, and a larger aperture requires a shorter exposure time. That
is, the larger the lens opening, the sh ter the exposure time required.
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Shutter

The shutter is a device that exposes the film to light by opening and
closing the aperture. The shutter controls the length of time that light
is allowed to pass through the lens and reach the film.

Shutter Speed

"Shutter speed" is the amount of time the shutter stays open to let light
expose the film. The shutter speed in combination with the size of the
lens opening determines the amount of light that reaches the film. The
relationship, then, between the size of the lens opening and the expo-
sure time allowed by the shutter is critical to a proper light control. A
faster shutter speed admits less light and so requires a larger lens open-
ing (to admit more light). A slower shutter speed admits more light and
so requires a smaller lens opening (to admit less light). A small lens
opening with a slow shutter speed, then, can let in as much light as a
large lens opening with a fast shutter speed«

You set the shutter speed (exposure time) by moving the camera ring
that has a shutter-speed scale on it. The shutter-speed scale is com-
puted so that each speed represented is exactly or approximately twice
as fast as the one preceding it. A typical scale ranges from 1 second to
1/1000 second, as follows: 1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/15, 1/30, 1/60, 1/125,
1/250, 1/500, 1/1000. On the standard scale of shutter speeds, however,
these speeds are shown by whole numbers instead of fractions. Thus, 1
stands for 1 second, but 2 stands for 1/2 second, 250 means 1/250 sec-
ond, and so on.

NOTE: The letter "B" on the shutter-speed scale stands for "bulb"; this
setting is used for making long exposures, such as those for outdoor pic-
tures at night. When set to B, the shutter stays open as long as the re-
lease button is held down.

Fast shutter speed, such as 1/1000, enables the camera to photograph
objects or persons in action. For example, you cannot take a picture of
a rock falling from a mountain in sharp detail at 1/60, but you can at
1/500 or 1/1000. In such a situation, the aperture would need to be
larger to compensate for the reduction in light that occurs with a fast
shutter speed, and so the f-stop setting would be moved to a lower num-
ber. Generally, when the shutter speed is increased by one number, the
f-stop setting should be decreased by one number.

Types of Shutters

There are two basic types of shutters: between-the-lens shutters and
focal-plane shutters. A between-the-lens shutter is made of blades of
very thin metal that overlap and pivot near the outside edge. It is lo-
cated between the lens elements on the twin-lens camera. Like the iris
diaphragm, it looks somewhat like the iris in the eye. The between-the-
lens shutter has a range of shutter speeds from one second to 1/500 sec-
ond. It can be synchronized with an electronic flash at any shutter
speed.
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A focal-olane shutter is made of a curtain of thin metal or fabric in
which there is a slit. This curtain is located immediately in front of the
film (see Figmre B-1-8). The range of shutter speeds for this kind of
shutter is from one second to 1/1000 second. Usually it can be synchro-
nized for an electronic flash at only 1/60 second.

Foc2IpIane
shutter
curtain

Area of film that has
been exposed

Lens
Light rays

Slit Area of film that
has not been
exposed

Figure B-4-8
Focal-Plane Shutter

The focal-plane shutter is the type usually found in the 35min, single-
lens reflex camera. Since this shutter is located directly in front of the
filmat the focal planeit is possible to construct an inexpensive cam-
era on which the photographer can change the lenses without removing
the film. This arrangement provides the versatility needed for forensic
work, in which it is often necessary to change from a wide-angle lens
for a small-area crime scene to a normal lens for a large, open-area
crime scene to a telephoto lens for surveillance work.

There are various film qualities to consider, but among the most impor-
tant is the "speed" of the film. In addition to the correct l3ns opening
and shutter speed, the correct film speed is also necessary for correctly
exposed photographs.

The term "film speed" actually refers to a film's sensitivity to light. All
film is made of light-sensitive materials, but some kinds of film are
more light sensitive than others- Film is rated, therefore, according to
its sensitivity to light. The various degrees of sensitivity are indicated
by a range of film speeds. The American Standards Association (NSA)
or the International Standards Organization (ISO) assigns to each kind of
film a rating (or speed), which is shown on the box of film or on a data
sheet. The higher the rating number, the higher the film speed (that is
the more sensitive the film is). The higher the film speed is, the less
light is needed to obtain correct exposure. When there is a low amount
of light, you should use a highly sensitive (highpeed) film. For night
surveillance photography, for example, you would probably need to use
an especially sensitive high-speed film. Color film usually has lower
sensitivity to light and therefore requires longer exposure than black-
and-white film.
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Many adjustable cameras have a film-speed indicator, which can be
changed to show the correct film speed. This indicator is changed only
when the speed of a new roll or cartridge of film is different from that
of the previous one (see Figure 3-1-9).

ASA
(or ISO)
Film-speed
indicator

Figure 8-1-9
Film-Speed Indicator

DIN
Film-speed indica or

To determine the correct exposure for a particular film and lighting
condition, the photographer must balance four factors:

1,, the amount of light available

2. the size of the lens opening (aperture), which affects the amount of
light allowed to enter

. the shutter speed, which controls the length of time light is allowed
through the lens

4. the film speed, that is, the filmYs sensitivity to light

NOTE: Light is the key element in each of these factors.

As discussed earlier, the size of the aperture, or lens opening, is adjust-
ed by the f-stop setting. The f-stops are computed so that each onl in-
dicated on the camera lets in twice (or half) as much light as the one
preceding (or following) it. The shutter-speed setting determines how
long light is allowed through the lens.

The speeds indicated on the camera have been computed in such a way
that each one is twice as fast (or slow) as the one preceding (or
following) it. Therefore, to double the shutter speed for an action shot,
you would merely move the shutter-speed selection to the next higher
setting (a smaller fraction). And in order to keep the same amount of
light hitting the film, the aperture would have to be doubled in size. So
you would move the f-stop setting to one number smaller. (The smaller
f-number enlarges the aperture and lets in more light.)
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If the shutter and aperture have been set for the best depth-of-field and
action conditions but you find that there is not enough light, you can in-
crease the light by using either a flash unit or floodlights. If increased
lighting is undesirable, such as in surveillance photography, a film with
a faster speed can be used.

N - "Depth of field" will be discussed later in this section.

Light Meter

In order to determine accurately the amount of light needed to photo-
graph an object, many photographers use a light meter. They can manu-
ally control the lens opening (by setting the f-stop) and the shutter
speed according to the value shown on the meter scale.

Fortunately, most modern cameras are automatic_ That is, they have a
light meter (sometimes called an "electric eye") built into the camera
body, so that the camera automatically measures the amount of avail-
able light and sets the shutter speed or lens opening, or both, for the
correct exposure. In photographing very white or black objects, how-
ever, manual settings may be needed to get proper exposure.

Another b3sie operation in photography is focusing the lens upon the
subject. Focusing determines the degree of sharpness and clarity in a
photograph. The exact method of focusing varies with different cam-
eras. You should, therefore, refer to the manufacturer's technical
manual for properb, focusing the camera you mv using.

NOTE: The nearer a subject is to the camera, the farther you should
move the lens from the film when you are focusing.

In cameras that have an adjustable focus, there are three common
methods of focusing: with a range finder, through the lens, and by
means of a ground glass. For forensic work, rmed-focus cameras are
often used. They are excellent for certain purposes in forensic and law
enforcement work, since most of them include the rapid-development
process for fast copy.

NOTE: The use of a camera that develops the film automatically en-
ables an officer to place a photo in a personal history or on a fingerprint
card or to send photos to investigators without the delay required for
the darkroom development of film.

An extension frame can be used on a fixed-focus camera to get the cor-
rect distance for an exact focus on small items such as fingerprints.

Depth of Field

The term "depth of field" means the range or area within which objects
are in sharp focus. This range may be increased or decreased by chang-
ing either the size of the lens opening (f-number) or the distance
between the object in focus and the film plane or both.
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When the lens opening is large, the depth of field is shallow. That is
the smaller the f-number is, the shallower the depth of field is.

The depth of field is also affected by the distance from the object in
focus to the film. As you get closer to your subject, the depth of field
becomes shallower. So by getting farther away from your subject, this
zone of acceptable sharpnes.s can be increased.

On most cameras, the depth-of-field scale is on the lens mounting, as
shown in Figure B-1-10.

5.6 11 16

4 8 11 16

3015 10
10 5 3 1 m

Figure B-1-10
Depth-of-Field Scale

F-stop

Depth of field

Distance scale

Examine the scales amd settings in Figure B-1-11. This figure shows a
distance scale of 4 to 30 feet (1.2 to 10 meters), an f-stop scale of 1.8
to 22, and a depth-of-field scale of 4 to 22. In this figure, the camera is
focused for a distance of 8 feet (2.5 meters) and the f-stop (for the
aperture) is set at f/8. The depth of field is from 8 to 8 (shaded area),
which indicates that all objects within about 6.8 to 10 feet (2 to 3
meters) from the camera would be in reasonably sharp fncus.

30 15 10 7 5Distance scale--
10 5 3 2 1 5 1. 2

2 2 18 1-1 It 22 Depth-of-field sca e
22 16 11 8 5 6 4 2 8 1.
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F-stop scale

Figure B-1-11
Distance Scale, Depth-of-Field Scale,
and F-Stop Scale
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Summary

In forensic and law enforcement photogrp-hy, it is normally desirable to
use as much depth of field as light conditions and film speed will allow.
When subjects such as those requireJ for personal identification require
minimal depth of field, a large lens opening (f/1.8 or f/2.8) can be used
to let in a lot of light. For example, when photographing a subject's
face, you need a depth of field extending only from the subject's nose to
the background showing a height scale. On the other hand, when photo-
graphing a motor-vehicle accident, you may want sufficient depth to
show the beginning of skid marks to 150 feet and beyond to include the
vehicles involved, the intersection, and the approaches; for such photog-
raphy, you would need to use the smallest lens opening (1/22).

Basic cameras recommended for forensic work

a. single-lens reflex camera
b. twin-lens reflex camera

2. L ns

a. The lens collects light rays and focuses them on the film.
b. "Focal length" is the distance from the optical center of the lens

to the film plane when the camera is focused on infinity.
c. "Lens speed" refers to the camera's lightathering capacity; it is

determined largely by the size of the aperture and affects how
much light is allowed through the lens.

. Diaphragm and f-numbers

a. The diaphragm changes the size of the lens opening.
b. The f-number indicates the ratio (at a particular setting) of the

focal length to the diameter of the lens opening.

Each f-number represents the focal length divided by the
diameter of the lens opening, as:

focal length
aperture diameter

Setting an f-stop at a particular f-number adjusts the dia-
phragm, which controls the size of the lens opening.

A common range of f-numbers (f-stops):

f/1.8, f/2.8, f/4, f/5.6, f/8, fill, f/16, f/22

An f-stop of f/1.8 indicates the largest opening. With each
stop the le74t becomes half again as small, so that a setting of
f/22 indica les the smallest opening. (The smaller the f-number
is, the larger the opening is.)
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4. Shutter

a. The shutter opens and closes the aperture, exposing the film to
light.

b. It controls the length of time that light is admitted through the
lens.
Shutter speed affects how long (therefore, how much) light is
allowed through the lens.

d. There are two basic types of shutters:
(1) between-the-lens shutter

(a) consists of overlapping, thin metal blades situated be-
tween lens elements on the twin-lens reflex camera

(b) can be synchronized for flash at any speed
(c) is opened by shutter release for any period ranging from

one second to 1/500 second
focal-plane shutter
(a) consists of a blind located immediately in front of the

film
(b) can be synchronized for flash only at 1/60 second
(c) has a speed range of from one second to 1/1000 second

The speed scale is arranged so that each speed is twice as fast as
the one preceding it.

5. Film

a. Different kinds of film have different sensitivities to light.
b. Light sensitivity determines film speed; a highly sensitive film is

a high-speed film.
c. ASA (or ISO) ratings indicate the light sensitivity (speed) of a

film.
d. The higher the ASA (or ISO) rating is, the 'Taster" (more light-

sensitive) the film is.
e. The faster (more sensitive) the film is, the less exposure it needs.

Exposure

a. Four factors affect correct exposure:
(1) the amount of light available
(2) the size of the lens opening (affecting the amount of light

allowed through the lens)
(3) the shutter speed (controlling the length of time light is al-

lowed through the lens)
(4) the film speed (the sensitivity of the film to light)

b. Some cameras have automatic light-metering systems to set the
exposure correctly.

Focusing

a. Focusing determines the degree of sharpness and clarity in a
photograph.

b. A fixed-focus camera is used for single-purpose work.
c. Ground-glass focusing is used for both the single-lens and the

twin-lens reflex cameras; it permits a very sharp focus.
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8. Depth of field

a. The depth of field is the range within which objects are in sharp
focus.

b. The larger the lens opening, the shallower the depth of field.
c. The closer the photographer is to the object in focus, the shal-

lower the depth of field.

Now complete qUEsti
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Review la)

Write your aninvers on a separate sheet of paper.

1. Some characteristics of the twin-lens reflex camera and the single-
lens reflex camera are listed below. For each lettered character-
istic, write T if it applies to the twin-lens reflex, S if it applies to
the single-lens reflex, and IS if it applies to both.

a. The scene is viewed through the same lens that takes the picture.
b. It has ground-glass focusing.
e. It produces a 2 1/4 x 2 1/4-inch square negative.
d. It can easily be fitted with close-up lenses.

2. What is the function of the camera lens?

a. to collect and focus light rays on the film
b. to control the length of time light is allowed to enter the camera
c. to adjust the aperture size
d. to synchronize the f-setting with the shutter speed

"Focal length" is the distance between:

a. the object and the film, when the camera is focused on infinity.
b. the center of the lens and the film, when the camera is focused

on infinity.
c. the center of the lens and the object.
d. the film and the camera cap.

4. "Lens speed" refers to:

a. the light-gathering capacity of the lens.
b. the diameter of the lens opening in relation to the shutter speed.
c. the quality of light passing through the lens.
d. the speed in transmitting light from the object to the diaphragm.

5. What is the diaphragm?

a. the focal length divided by the diameter of the lens opening
b. a device that controls the size of the lens opening
c. the degree of sharpness of a photograph
d. a device that controls the length of time that light is allowed to

pass through the lens and reach the film

When the focal length of your camera is 66mm and the diameter of
the lens opening is 3mm, the f-stop will be f/22. At that setting,
your lens is a:

a. fast lens.
b. slow lens.
c. thick lens.
d. average lens.
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7. What does the diameter of the lens opening control?

a. the amount of light passing through the lens at a given moment
b. the direction of light passing through the lens
c. the focal length at a given moment

the length of time that light is allowed to pass through the lens
and reach the film

8. Which of the following indicates the smallest lens opening?

a. f/1.8
b. f/5.3
ce f/8
d. f/22

Which of the following lens o
time?

a. f/1.8
b. f/5.6
c. f/11
d. f/22

nings requires the longest exposure

10. If you want to take a picture of a vehicle-accident scene, at which
lens opening should you set your camera?

a. f/1.8
b. f/5.6
c.
di fra

11. Which two of the following control the amount of light that reaches
the film?

a. the size of the lens opening
b. the focal length
c. the flepth of field
di the shutter speed

12. Which of the following determines the sharpness and clarity of the
photograph?

a. the exposure
b. the shutter speed
c. focusing
d. the lens opening

13. Suppose you have two rolls of film with different ASA ratings, one
64 and the other 400. Which film should you use when there is not
much light around you?

a. the ASA 64 film
b. the ASA 400 film
c. eithPr the ASA 64 film or the ASA 400 film
d. neither film
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14. For night surveillance photo- aphy, you should use:

a. guy speed film.
b. especially sensitive high-speed film.
c. film with film speed of ASA 200.
d. color film.

15. List the four factors to balance when letermining correct e
sure.

16. For the exact method of focusing, what should you refer to?

a. the manufacturer's technical manual for the camera you are
using

b. the list of ASA ratings on the film box
c, the light meter
d. the data sheet that comes with the film

17. Which three of the follow'ng are focusing systems you can f nd in
modern cameras?

a. a fixed-focus system
b. a ground-glass focusing system
c. a light-metering system
d. a range-finder system

What is "depth of field?"

a. the range within which objects are in sharp focus
b. the sharpness and clarity of the photograph
c. a device that controls the length of time that light is allowed to

reach the film
d. a device that adjusts the size of the lens opening

19. Which of the following lens openings has the smallest depth of
field?

a. f/1.8
b. f/5.6
c. f/il
d. f/22

Cheek your aiwers with the eorrect ones provided in the answer ke
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You have just studied the major parts of a camera and the four basic
settings on most adjustable cameras: lens opening (f-number), shutter
speed, film speed (ASA or ISO rating), and focus. Now you're ready to
study the basic procedures for taking pictures with an adjustable
camera. The following steps provide a general guideline only. You
should comult with the manufacturer's manual for the specific proce-
dure recommended for the camera you are using.

STEP 1: Set the film speed, using the following method.

Consult the ASA rating on the film cartridge or film
package.

Turn the film-speed dial until the correct ASA number
appears in the film-speed indicator window (see Figure
B-1-12).

Figure B-1-42
Setting the Film Speed

Remember: The higher the ASA (or ISO) number, the less ex-
posure the film needs.

STEP 2: Load the film into the camera, using the following method.

Open the back cover of the camera, according to instruc-
tions in the technical manual.

126
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Place the film cartridge in the film-cartridge chamber (see
Figure B-1-13), so that the small piece of film coming from
the cartridge (the film leader) points toward the other side
of the camera.

B-1-13
Loading the Film

Draw the film leader across the film gate, and insert the tip
into any slit in the film take-up spool (see Figrure B-1-14).

Figure B-1-14
Inserting the Tip in J3 a Slit
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o Turn the
up spool.

-transport lever to wind the film onto the take-

o Close the back cover of the camera.

Turn the film-rewind crank to take up the slack of the film
in the cartridge,

CAUTION: When loading the film, avoid sunlight; load it in
the shade.

STEP 3: Determine the object to be photographed.

STEP 4: Select the shutter speed. (For most outdoor shots, 1/125 is
recommended.)

Remember: For action photographs, you need a high shutter speed.

NOTE: The use of a slower shutter speed calls for a smaller aperture,
and that results in greater depth of field.

STEP 5: Set the ftop.

Remember: 1. The larger the f-number, the smaller the lens
opening.

2. When you change from one f-number to the next
smaller one (f/11 to f/8, for example), you expose the
film to twice as much light.

NOTE: If your camera has an automatic light-metering system, make
sure that the aperture ring is set for the automatic system.

STEP 6: Adjust the focus for the proper distance between the camera
and the subject. To focus, you turn the focusing ring of the
lens until the image within the center of the viewfinder is
sharpest and clearest.

STEP 7: Compose the picturc ! in the viewfinder.

Make sure that you see everything you want to include in
your picture.

Make sure your picture is level.

Keep your fingers away from the lens.

STEP 8: Hold the camera steady (see Figure B-1-16).
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Figure 8-1-15
Holding the Camera Steady

STEP 9: Depress the shutter-release button firmly but gently. Do not
jiggle ycur camera. Do not punch the button.

STEP 10: Advance the film to the next exposure.

STEP 11: After you have taken all the pictures on the roll, you should
unload the film, using the fonowing method.

Depress the film-rewind button, usually at the bottom of
the camera (see Figure B-1-16).

IliLIIfluiiIiiiiiiiItIiI

B,1-16
Depressing the Film-Rewind Button
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Summary

Raise the film-rewind crank anci turn it in the direction in-
scribed on it. Turn it in one continuous motioni. Do not
turn too fast (see Figure B-1-17).

Figture B-1-17
Raising the Fil -Rewind Crank

When tension on the film-rewind crank eases, open the back
cover of the camera and unload the film cartridge.

NOTE: For the care and storage of your camera, you should follow the
instructions in the owner's manual prepared by your camera manufac-
turer.

In order to take pictures, you should do the following:

Set the film speed.

Load the film into the camera.

Identify the object to be photographed.

Select the shutter speed.

Set the f-stop.

Adjust the focus.

Compose the picture in the viewfinder.

Hold the camera steady. .-
791
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Press the shutta-rrelease button firmly but gently.

Advance the film to the next exposure.

Now complete the review ons on the newt page.
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Review Questions (VI: B-1h)

Write your answ

1. When loading the film in the camera, you should load itt

a. in the shade.
b. in total darkness.
c. under the sunlight.
d. anyplace.

2. Two students are loading the film. They are discussing what to do
after closing the back cover of the camera. Student A says to set
the film speed. Student B says to turn the film-rewind crank. Who
is right?

a. Student A
b. Student B
c. both Student A and Student B
d. neither Student A nor Student B

What shutter speed is recommended for most outdoor shots9

a. 1/75
b. 11100
c. 1/125
d. 1/1500

4. To unload the film from the camera, you should do all of the follow-
ing except:

a_ depress the film-rewind button.
b. depress the shutter-release button.
c. raise and turn the film-rewind crank.
d. open the back cover of the camera &nd unload the film.

5. List ten basic steps for taking pictures with an adjustable camera.

eek your answers with the correct ones provided in the amwer key.
Then do the practical exercise on the following page.

79G
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Practim Fixer VI: B-lb)

1. Obtain r, camera and a cartridge of film from your instructor.

2. Select objects (things, persons, and scenes) for picture taking.

Take pictures of the objects you have selected.

4. Discuss your work with your instructor.

If you fevl confident that you have achieved the objectives for this
section, ask your instructor for the poattest (VI: B-1.).

797
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Block VI: Criminalistics
Unit B: Basic Forensic Photograph
Secdon 2: Ba..c Photo-Laboratory

Ask your instructor for the pretest for this section (VI: B-2). Mter
complete the pretest, your instructor will let you know whether to
this section or take the posttest.

V . 'c Pho o-Laboratory Procedures
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The chemical processing of film and paper is the same in forensic pho-
tography as in general photography, with a few exceptions. First, all
steps must be fully documented, and the names of all persons involved
in processing must be recorded. Second, there can be no alteration or
modification of the negative; it must be processed as it is. And, finally,
there can be no use of only part of a negative; the entire negative must
be used whe--: developing or enlarging.

In this section you will learn the basic procedures of film and paper pro-
cessing, using standsrd chemicals and techniques.

799
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Alves

Perfomanee Objectives

Upon completion of this section, you should be able to do the following
on a written test:

1. Identify the equipment and materials necessary for processing film,
making contact prints, and making enlargements.

2. Identify the procedures and tasks for processing film, making con-
tact prints, and making enlargements.

3. Identify the signs of poor-quality negatives and the causes of each
problem.

4. State the reason why contact prints are mandatory in forensic
photography.

5. State the purpose of keeping a photo record, and list the inform lion
it requires.

Given all necessary equipment and materials, produce negatives,
contact prints, and enlargements. Then complete the photo records.
Your performance and products will be evaluated with the use of
performance checklists. Your performance and products should be
rated "A" (acceptable) on all of the items on the checklists.

Tasks:

tives

1. Assemble all necessary equipment and materials.

2. Mix the developer according to the manufacturer's instructions
packaged with the developer.

Mix the stop bath according to the manufacturer's instructions.

4. Mix the fixer according to the manufacturer's instructions.

5. In total darkness, load the film into the developing tank.

6. Determine the developing time and set the timer accordingly.

7. Process the film with the developer, stop-bath, and Exer solutions.

8
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8. Wash the film under gently running water for 30 to 45 minutes.

9. Dry the film.

10. Examine the negatives for quality, and identify the possible causes
for any signs of poor quality.

11. Complete the photo-negative record.

12. Perform all these tasks in an appropriate amount of time.

Products:

Negative is free of

streaks
regular spots along edge
fogging or blackness along edge
spotty, fingermark stains.

Negative has

sharp, normal contrast
clear images.

Let Prints

Assemble the equipment and mater

2. Prepare the chemicals (developer, stop bath, and fixer) according to
the manufacturer's instructions.

Arrange four trays.

Cut the negative film into strips.

Place the photographic paper and the strips of negative film in the
printing frame with their emuWon sides facing each other.

6. Expose the strips of negative film and the paper to the enlarger light
for eight seconds.

7. Process the photographic paper with the developer, the stop bath,
and the fixer.

Determine the exposure time.

9. Discard the test print.

enuagion: a thin coating of light-sensitive material, usually silver
halide in gelatin..
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10. Process the contact prints again with the exposure time determined
at Step 8.

11. Wash the prints.

12. Dry the prints.

13. Perform the tasks in an appropriate amount of time.

Produeft:

Contact prints have

sharp, normal contrast
clear images.

Developing Enlargem

Tasks:

1. Assemble the equipment and materials.

2. Prepare the chemicals (developer, stop bath, and fixer) by following
the manufacturer's instructions.

3. Place the negative in the carrier with the emulsion side down, and
then place the carrier into the enlarger.

4. Focus the negative and turn off the enlarger light.

5. Place enlarging paper with the projection print scale in the printing
frame, and turn on the enlarger light.

6. Process the enlarging paper with the developer, stop bath, and
fixer.

7. Determine the exposure time and discard the test enlargement.

8. Reset the timer for the ne
for enlargement.

xposure time, and repeat the process

9. Examine the enlarged print, and repeat the process as necessa

10. Wash the enlarged print.

11. Dry the enlarged print.

12. Complete the photo-enlargement record.

13. Complete the tasks in an appropriate amount of time.

8.92
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VI: EI-2

Products:

Enlaxged prints have

sharp, normal contrast
exposure to acceptable degree of light
sharp focus

e acceptable clarity of image.
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Film is made by coating a clear plastic sheet or strip with a gelatin that
contains light-sensitive crystals. Film has other layers, but its two
main layers are shown in Figure 13-2-1.

light-sensitive
crystals

Emulsion (gelatin and light-sensitive crystals)

.Plastic backing (cellulo c ate base)

Figwe B-2-1
Layers of Film

When the light that enters the camera strikes the film, it causes the
light-sensitive crystals to react. In black-and-white film, these crystals
are a silver halide. The more crystals that are exposed to the light en-
tering the camera, the more reaction there will be. This reaction is not
visible to the eye and must be developed. A developing chemical is put
on the film, and it is this chemical which causes the crystals that have
reacted to the light to turn dark. The more crystals in an area that
react to the light, the darker that area will be. Since the light parts of
the scene photographed will be dark on the film and dark areas of the
scene will be Ught on the film, it is called a "negative."

The procedure for developing black-and-white negatives is simple and
does not require expensive equipment. You should, however, follow the
proper procedures in preparing the equipment and materials, mixing
photo chemicals, processing the film, examining the quality of the pro-
cessed film, and completing the photo record.

Before you prepare the equipment and materials for film development,
you should:

have used bla k-and-white film
have exposed the film correctly
have focused &rid set the shutter speed and aperture (f-number) cor-
rectly
have set the film speed correctly (for example, TRI-X Pan f Im has an
ASA rating of 400)
be able to unload the film from the camera.

Then you should be ready to assemble the necessary materials and
equipment. (The equipment is illustrated in Figure B-2-2.)

8 4
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STEP I: Assemble the materials.

black-and-white film
o film developer
o stop bath

fixer

STEP 2: Assemble the tools and equipment.

a film-developing tank
four big jars (bigger than one-gallon jars)
a darkroom thermometer
a darkroom timer
a darkToom graduate (marked in ounces) or kitchen measur-
ing cup
film clips

Developing
tank

Fivire B-2-2
Equipment Needed for Film Processing

NOTE: There is a variety of developing tanks on the market. Each has
a removable spool (or reel) made of spiral wire or a spiralrooved plas-
tic spool. Most can be set for the film width you are using. When you
remove the film from the camera and put it in the spool, you must do so
in total darknells and then put the cap on the tank tightly. Practice
loading the reel of the developing tank with an old roll of film in light
until you become proficient before you attempt to do it in total dark-
ness (see Figure E1-2-3). Then use the practice roll in the dark.
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Mixiig o Cemi

Ree Film

Mouse E2-3
Loading the Film onto the Reel of the
Developing Tank

After you have assembled all equipment and materials, you should mix
the photo chemicals with water at the proper temperature. Mix the de-
veloper, stop bath, and fixer in accordance with the instructions pack-
aged with the chemicals. The following is a general procedure for mix-
ng the chemicals.

STEP 1: Half fill a big jar or pitcher with warm water (125°). Check
the temperature of the water with your thermometer.

STEP 2: In a large mixing bowl, mix the film developer with warm
water, following the instructions packaged with the developer.

CAUTION: Do not use paper developer in place of film
developer.

Pour the rewired amount of developer solution into a devel-
oper jar.

Stir it until the developer is completely dissolved.

NOTE: 1. The storage life of the solution is six months in a
full, stoppered bottled.

2. The solution must be stored in a dark-colored
bottle (preferably brown).

EL 6
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Film

The weeful life of this solution is twenty-four
hours in an undiluted tray and one month 5n a
tank. It is recommended that the solution be
diluted with water (1:1) just before use and that it
be .1-zcarded after use.

4. The chemical components of the developer are
gmethylarninophenol sulfate and hydroquinone.

Function of the developer: The developer acts on
the exposed silver-halide grains in the film to
separate the silver from the silver-halide com-
pound and to deposit the silver in the emulsion as
tiny, irregular grains of metallic silver. As a
result, the negative image on the film becomes
visible. The density of the black grains deter-
mines the density of the negative.

STEP 3: In a large mixing bowl, mix the stop bath with water according
to the instructions packaged with it (usually 1/2 ounce of the
stop bath with one quart of water).

Pour the sto th solution into a jar.

STEP 4: In a large mixing bowl, mix the fixer with water according to
the instructions packaged with it (usually one package of fixer
to a gallon of water).

Pour the fixer solution into another

NOTE: 1. Fixer solution can be used for both film and paper.

2. The storage life of this fixer solution is one week
in a tray and two months in a stoppered bottle.

Chemical components of the fixer are hypo
(sodium thiosulfate) and acetic acid.

4. Function of the fixer: The chemicals dissolve the
undeveloped silver halides and preserve and
harden the emulsion of the film. As a result, the
images stay on the film.

After preparing solutions of photo chemicals, you should process the
film by using the developer solution, the stop-bath solution, and then
the fixer. The developer' makes the negative image on the film visible.
The acid stop bath stops the action of the developer. And the fixer
preserves the negative image on the film. The following is a general
procedure for processing the film.
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STEP 1: In total darknew, remove the film from the camera and
load it into the spool of the developing tank (turn back
to Figure B-2-3

STEP 2: Put the cap on the tank tightly. Now you can turn on the
room lights.

STEP 3: Determine the developing time and set the timer accordingly.
Different kinds of film have different sensitivities, not only to
light but to developing chemicals. Temperature also dramati-
cally affects the sensitivity of the film to developing chemi-
cals. The chart in Figure B-2-4 lists the developing times for
four common kinds of film in four different developers at five
different temperatures.

Measure the tem rature of your developer solution. (You
adjusted it to 68 when you mixed it, but it may have
changed.)

Locate your film type, the developer type, and the tempera-
ture in the chart in Figure B-2-4 or in the time-temperature
chart on the film data sheet. For example: The recom-
mended temperature of the developer 0-76 for TRI-X Pan
film is 680. The chart indicates the developing time for
diluted developer to be eleven minutes. Set your timer for
eleven minutes.

veiopiz Times (in Minn )Smaa Tmgc

KODAK Packaged
Developer 65F 68F 70F 72F 75F

panatornie-X Fil

D-76 8 7 6
D-76 (1:1) 11 9 7 6
Microdol-X 11 9 7 6
Microdol-X (1: ) 13 12 11

Yerichrome Pan Film

0-76 8 6.5 5
0-76 (1:1) 11 8 7 6
Microdol-X 11 8 7 6
Microdol-X (1:3) 12 11 10

(chart continued)
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Developing Thee (in Minutes)Small Tank* (con nued)

KODAK Packaged
Developer 65F 68P 70F 72F 75F

PLt-X Pan Film

D-76 6 575 5 4.5
D-76 (1:1) 10 7 6 5
Microdol-X 10 7 6 5
Microdol-X (1:3) 12 11 10

TR1-X Pwn Film

0-76 8 7 6 5
D-76 (1:1) 13 11 10 9 8
Microdol-X 13 11 10 9 8
Microdol-X (113) 17 16 15
DK-50 (1:1) 5.5 4.75 4.5

* Agitate at thirty-second intervals throughout development. Primary
recommendations are in bold type. For greater sharpness, see developer
instructions.

Fiztrxe 8-2-4
Example of a Time-Temperature Chart

From Basic Welopim, Printingl and Enlarging. Kodak Publication No.
AJ-2. Rochester, N. Y.: Eastman Kodak Company, Consumer Markets
Division. Used with permission.

NUM: 0-76 (1:1) indicates develo r 0-76 diluted with an equal
amount of water.

STEP 4: Pour the developer into the tank (see -gure B-2-5).

Start the timer when you start pot g the developer.

Tap the tank against a hard surface to remove any air
bubbles.

809
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Developer soluti n

Tank top
(keeps light
out)

Tank lid
(keeps
liquid in)

Figure B-2-5
Pouring the Developer into the Tank

Invert (turn upside down), then turn rightside up, or rotate
(turn slowly in circular motion) the spool of the tank about
once every thirty seconds to agitate the film (see Figure
B-2-6). Agitation keeps the developer in gentle motion dur-
ing processing and helps to ensure even and speedy develop-
ment and to prevent spotting or staining.

At the end of the developing time, pour the developer solu-
tion into a clean, empty jar.

Figure B-2-6
Agi ating the Tank

81 0
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STEP 5: Pour the stop-bath solution into the tank as soon as the tank is
emptied of the developer (see Figure B-2-7).

Agitate (shake) the negative film gently for about thirty
seconds.

Pour the a
jar.

sth solution back into the correc op-bath

riZure B-2-7
Pouring the Stop Bath into the Tank

STEP 6: Pour the fixer into the tank as soon as the tank is emptied of
stop bath.

Agitate the negative film gently to keep bubbles from re-
maining in one place on the film surface. (Fixing time is
three or four minutes with fixer solution.)

a Pour the fixer back into the correct fixer jar.

STEP 7: Wash the film to remove the fixer and undeveloped silver,
using the following method.

Remove the tank cover.

Place the tank (with film in it) under gently running water,
and let the film wash for thirty to forty-five minutes.

NOTE: Later on you can shorten the washing time by using a
hypo-clearing agent.
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STEP 8: Dry the films using the following method.

Remove the film from the spool carefully-
is easily scratched at this stage.

Remove water droplets with a very so
viscose.

The emulsion

nge made of

Hang up the film with film clips in a warm, dry, dust-free
environment or in a drying cabinet (see Figure B-2-8).

Han-
B-2-8

ng Up the Film to Dry

CAUTION: Handle negatives by their sides or at the extreme
edges, for they mar or scratch very easily.

NOT& After you have a little experience, it is recommended
that you dip your film in a photo-flo solution. This solution
helps the drops run off so that the film won't spot.

812
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Summary

After developing the film, you should examine its quality Since accu-
rate film diagnosis takes some experience, you may need your instruc-
tor's help at first. Flere are some signs of poor quality and the probable
causes of each:

streaks meven development, resulting from lack of
agitation during development

regular spots along incorrectly seated spool in the developing
the edge tank

fogging or blackness
along the edges

!Om exposed to the light when camera was
loaded or unloaded, or a poorly closed cap on
the developing tank

thin, poor contr
in negative

film underevosed to light when the picture
was taken, development time too short, or
developer too cold

dense, black
negatives

film overexposed when picture was taken, or
developer too warm

gray, poo_ cont lack of total darkness when the film was put
into the tank

spotty, fingermark film handled with unwashed hands when it was
stains removed from the wash

In order to develop negatives, you should do the following:

Assemble the necessary materials and equipment.

Mix photo chemicals.

Process the film.

Examine the quality of negatives.

81 3
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After asLembling the materials and equipment and preparing the devel-
oper, stop-bath, and fixer solutions, you should process the film by:

loading the film into the spool of the developing tank in total dark-
ness
pouring the developer onto the film (into the tank) to make the nega-
tive image on the film visible
pouring the stop bath into the tank to stop the action of the developer
pouring the fixer into the tank to preserve the negative image on the
film
washing the film to remove the fixer and undeveloped silver
(kying the film.

(Figure 8-2-9 illustrates the steps in film processing.)

Finally, you should examine the quality of the negatives.

Developer Stop

4.

bath

L-_-_--

a

Fixer

_

, ..

Water

1. Load the film into the developing tank In total darkness.

2. Pour the developer into the tank to make the negative image on the film visible.
(This step and those following may be done in normal room light.)

3. Pour the acid stop bath Into the tank to stop the action of the developer.

4. Pour in the fixer to preserve the negative image on the film.

5. Wash the film in water to remove the fixer and undeveloped silvet

6. Hang up the film to dry.

Flipre
Processing the Film

814
mplete the review esti on
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Review VI: W-2a)

Mite yew answers on a separate sheet of paper.

Which three pairs in the follcwing list are necessary for developing
film?

a. a developing tank and a thermometer
b. a graduate and a mixing rod
c. a timer and film clips
d. an enlarger and four trays

2. Which of the following are chemical solutions used in film proce
ing? (Choose aZ correct amswers.)

a- developer
b. stop bath
c= fixer
d. silver nitrate

. What is the function of the film developer?

a. to discontinue developing action
b. to make the negative image on the film visible
c. to clean the undeveloped silver on the film
d. to dry the negative film quickly

4. What is the function of the stop bath?

a. to discontinue developing action
b. to make the negative image on the film visible
c. to clean the tkndeveloped silver on the film
d. to dry the negative film quickly

5. What is the function of the fixer?

a. to preserve the image on the film
b. to make the negative image on the film visible
c. to stop fogging and staining of the negative
d. to dry the negative film quickly

Why should you practice loading the film in the tank spool prior to
actual processing?

a. because there will be chemicals in the spool in actual use
b. because tanks are so poorly desig-ned that film must be forced
c. because actual loading must be done in total darkness
d. because the film is easily marred when it is being loaded in the

tank spool

815
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7. Whera would you obtain quantity and temperature data for mixing
photo chemic

a. from the data sheet that comes with the film
b. by working out mathematical formulas
c. from the camera instructions
d. from the photo-chemical manufacturer's package or container

8. From which of the following sources do you obtain developing time
and temperature data for a particular film?

a. from the data sheet that comes with the film
b. by working out mathematical formulas
c. from tha container of photo chernicab
d. from the camera instructions

9. Which of the following is the correct sequence of use for chemical
photo solutions in film processing?

a. developer fixer .stop bath
b. fixer .developer .stop bath
c. stop bath--,- developer -fixer
d. developerstop bathfixer

10. When mixing the developer, you should make sure that the temper-
ature of the water is:

a. 80 F.
b. 6e F.
c. 46 F.
d. 14° F.

11. Suppose that you have just poured the developer into the film tank
and that the developing time is almost over. What would you do
next?

a. Pour the stop bath into the tank.
b. Pour the fixer into the tank.
c. Pour the developer from the tank back into the developer jar.
d. Pour the warm water (125° F) into the tank.

12. To wash the film, what would you do? (Choose ail correct
answers.

a. Remove the tank cover.
b. Remove the film from the tank.
c. Place the tank with film in it under running water.
d. Wash the film with a wet paper towel.
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1. Assemble the equipment and materials (chemicals) necessary for
processing film, including the film to be processed.

2. Prepare the photo-chemical solutions according to the manufac-
turer's instructions that are packaged with the chemicals.

Process the film.

4. Examine the negatives for quality, and ident fy the passible causes if
you observe signs of poor quality.

Complete the photo-negative record.

6. Discuss your work with your instructor.

7. Keep your negatives.

When you feel confident that you have aehiev-
Jives, go on to the next pert-

818
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Making Contact Prints and Enlargements

Making Contact Prints

After you have developed the film, you have to print the negative in
order to make the picture of the object photographed appear as the
object really looked. A print is made on a sheet of photographic paper
(or print paper), which is constructed much like the negative. The paper
has been coated with emulsion, a gelatin containing light-sensitive crys-
tals (see Fig-ure B-2-10).

Light-sensitive
crystals

Gplatin
Emulsion (gelatin and

a light-sensitive crystals)

B-2-10
Photographic Paper

Paper

The primary difference between the negative film and the print paper is
the material on which the emulsion is coated. The negative film back-
ing must be transparent. In printing, a light is shined through the nega-
tive onto the print paper, as shown in Figure B-2-11. As the light shines
through, the dark spots on the negative will shadow those parts of the
print paper. The crystals in these dark spots will not react. The crys-
tals in the areas of the paper exposed to the light will react. During the
developing process, the areas exTiosed to the light will turn dark and the
areas not exposed will remain light. In this way, the image shows the
scene as it looked when photopaphed.
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Mak_ng Contact Prints
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Negative film

Print paper
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NOTE: Actually, the negative film is lying directly on top of the print
paper during this process. They are shown separated in Figure B-2-11
simply to illustrate the way print paper is exposed.

Prints can be made the same size as the negatives by a process called
contact printing." (They can also be made larger or smaller with an

enlarger, which is somewhat similar to a camera.) A contact print is a
photograph on photographic paper that is the same size as the negative.

Although making contact prints is optional in general photography, it is
mandatory in forensic photography. Sometimes a single photograph
from a roll offered to the court in evidence can be challenged for show-
ing something out of context. If that should happen, then you would
need to offer photographs of adjoining frames. Providing the contact
prints is the simplest and most effective way of offering photographs of
adjoining frames, because frame numbers are visible on the strips of
negative film and on the contact prints.

You should, therefore, know the basic procedure for making contact
prints. It includes both preparation and processing steps.

paring for Czontact Prints

STEP 1: Assemble the equipment (see Figure B-2-12).

printing frame: a device with a base and a piece of hinged
glass that locks in place; of proper size for an 8 x 10-inch
sheet of photographic paper
trays: standard plastic or glass photo trays that will accept
8 x 10-inch photographic paper
safeight: a standard darkroom lamp with a safelight filter
for amber or red light
photo-blotter roll; a roll for drying prints
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Printing
trays

Photographic paper

Safelight

Developer Fixer 3top bath

Printing tongs

Fiz-ure B-2-12
Equipment and Che icals

Thermometer

Timer

photographic paper; light-sensitive paper; also called "print
paper"
thermometer: the instrument for measuring the tempera-
ture of solutions (as in film processing)
plastic printing tongs
timer
enlarger: an optical projector used to make a photographic
print larger than the negative; consists of four basic partsa
light source, a film or negative carrier, a lens to focus the
image, and a printing frame to hold the paper. In addition,
the enlarger has a focusing-control knob, used to adjust the
height of the lens for focusing (see Figure 3-2-13).
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Light
source

Negative
(or film) carrier

Foousingontrol knob

Figure 3-2-13
An Enlarger

NOTE: There are two types of enlargersone with the lens
below the negative carrier, as shown in Figure B-2-13, and
another with the lens above the negative carrier. Both types
work about the same way.

STEP 2: Assemble the chemicals.

paper developer: the moat critical of the processing chemi-
cals

CAUTION: Follow the directions carefully, especially in
regard to temperatures, as you did with the film developer.
And do not attempt to use film developers for paper devel-
opers or vice versa.

o stop bath and fixer

NOTE: These can usually be used for both film and paper,
but often with different dilution ratios. Again, follow the
directions on the packages carefully.

STEP 3: In each tray, mix the chern.Lals by following the manufactur-
er's instructions on the packages.

STEP 4: Arrange four trays from left to right: developer, stop-bath,
fixer, and washing trays. The washing tray must have running
water with a syphon that can drain the water at a maximum
depth in order to control the water level (so that prints do not
wash over the top).

822
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VI: B-2 Basic Phot

STEP 5: Cut the negative film into strips (not into individual frames
with six frames to a strip (see Figure B-2-14).

Figure B-2-14
Cutting Negative Film into Strips

STEP Thrn off the lights, except for the safelight. Wash and dry
your hands.

STEP 7: Obtain a sheet of photographic paper from the paper package.
Then close the package and place it in a lighttight drawer.

CAUTION: Do not splash chemicals on unexposed photo-
graphic paper.

Processing Contact Prints

STEP I: Put a sheet of photographic paper into the printing frame with
the paper's emulsion

Printing frame

(shiny de) up (see Figure B-2-15).

Photographic paper

-Labor ory Procedures

Figure E2-15
Placing Photographic Paper in
the Printing Frame
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STEP2: Place the negative strips, dull (emulsion) side down, on the
paper. Make sure the negative strips are in numerical order.

mar& The emulsion side of the negative film is dull, whereas
the emulsion side of the photographic paper is shiny. When you
place the photographic paper and the negative, make sure the
emulgon sides are facLng each o

STEP3: Close and lock the cover of the printing frame. (Now your
negative strips for contact prints are on the printing frame.)

STEP4: Turn on the enlarger light for about eight seconds.

Keep a record of the exposure time.

NOTE: You will probably have to experiment to get the cor-
rect exposure. Negatives will vary slightly in contrast as a
result of the various light conditions in the origin
exposures.

STEP 5: Using plaltic tongs, remove the paper from the printing frame,
and slide the paper (shiny side up) into the developer tray.

Rock the tray gently for about11/2minutes.

CAUnON: Do not get your hands wet with developer. If you
do, you will ruin the next paper you handle.

NOTE: The developer makes the positive image on the paper
visible. You get better results using one person at the wet sta-
tion where the trays are and another person at the dry station
where the enlarger and paper drawer are (see Figure B-2-16).

Dry station

IP"

Figtme B-2-16
Wet and Dry Stations
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STEP 6: Take the paper out of the developer with the tongs, and let it
(kain by holding it above the tray for a few seconds.

CAUTION: Do not permit an excessive amount of developer
to be transferred over to the stop-bath solution. It will dilute
the solution and make it ineffective.

STEP 7: Slide the paper into the stop bath and leave it for ten
seconds. Roek the tray.

CAUTION: Do not get any stop bath on the tongs used in the
developer. It will neutralize the developer solution, and you
will then have to replace it. Use a separate pair of tongs for
each tray of solution.

STEP 8: Remove the paper from the stop bath, using the tongs
assigned to the stop-bath tray. Transfer the paper to the
fixer and leave it there for one or two minutes. Agitate the
tray thoroughly throughout the process.

CAUTION: Do not touch the fixer solution with the stop-bath
tongs.

STEP 9: Determine the exposure time for the development of contact
prints, using the following method.

STEP 10:

STEP 11:

STEP 12:

STEP 13:

After the paper has been in the fixer one or two minutes,
turn on the light and examine the prints, lifting the paper
with the set of tongs assigned to the fixer.

If the image is consistently too dark, reduce the exposure
time by about one-half.

If it is consistently too light, double the exposure time.

Discard the test prints.

Repeat Steps 1 through 9, using the exposure time you just
determined.

When the prints show satisfactory contrast, transfer them to
the wash tray, using the tongs assigned to the fixer. Wash
them for about five minutes with gently running water at a
temperature of about 680 F. Agitate the wash tray.

Remove the prints from the wash bath, using the fourth set of
tongs.

Sponge the surface dry, and place the prints on a drying
blotter.

825
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Elnlargements

ist forensic work it is seldom necessary to make enlargements of all neg-
atives, so lizatrig as the contact prints are retained for possible review.
Forserim laboratory technician, however, the ability to make en-
largements of negative film is a necessary skill.

In this prog-ram, you will not enlarge all negatives. Pick your best nega-
tivestvith rzormal contrast and make enlargements of those, using the
following pr-ocedure as a general guideline.

STEP Aa.semble the following equipment and materials in addition to
thse items you used for contact-print development.

aat projection print scale: a piece of film divided like a pie
with a number in each of ten slices; used to determine
LDroper exposure time

WOTE: The numbers indicate time in seeonth. Each slice
will have a different contrast (see Figure B-2-17).

rtlarging paper
gilain white bond paper

Printing frame
Projection
print scale

Arwe B-2-17
A Projection Print Scale

sTEP2: Asniemble and prepare the chemicals as you did for contact-
prirat developmentdeveloper, stop bath, fixer, and wash.

ST8P3: Plaice your negative in the enlarger.

RI/ace the negative in the carrier with the emulsion (dull)
slide down.

FP-ut the carrier into the enlarger. (Now your negative is in
tl-le enlarger head.)
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STEP 4: Focus the negative.

Place an 8 x 10-ineh shet of plain white bond paper, not
enlarging paper,in the pw-vinting frame. Just as you had to
focus the irnageof the oWnject onto the film using the lens in
the camera, y011110111 foc-mus the image in the negative onto
the paper usingthe enlarger lens. To avoid prematurely ex-
posing the photographic w:aper, use the piece of plain white
paper while adjusting tti focus so that the size and sharp-
ness of the irnsge is just as you want it to appear.

Turn off the Wm light.

Turn on the se:felight.

Set the enlargerlens to its largest opening, and turn on the
enlarger light.

Arrange your picture for focus and composition.

Now change the enlarger lens opening to f/ll and recheck
the focus.

STEP 5: Turn off the eniseger light.

NOTB: The chemicals in th- e emulsion on the photographic
paper are slightly different from those in the negative film.
The chemicals in film ustiellMLy react to all wavelengths of light,
whereas those in paper reac-et to blue and green light only.
Therefore, a red Camber 'Eight can safely be used without
exposing the ehereicals in ti-ze paper. Both the light in the
enlarger and the roorn light have blue and green wavelengths in
them, so they enllexpose time paper.

STEP 6: Place a piece of enlarging piper with the projection print scale
in the printing frame.

Remove the white bond peper and put a sheet of polycon-
trast enlarging paper in 11-iae printing frame in place of the
bond paper. Make sure theee emulsion (shiny) side of the poly-
contrast paper isup.

CAUTION: Do not move Mlle printing frame when replacing
the bond paper with a shet of polycontrast paper.

Place the projection print scale cn top of the enlarging
paper.

STEP 7: Turn on the enlarger light fo!=r one minute.

STEP 8: Process the enlarging paper ees you did the contact prints
developer for 1 1/2minute9, stop bath for ten seconds, and
fixer for one or two rninutes-

82 7
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STEP9: Determine the exposure time, using the following method.

After ttt paper has been in the fixer two minutes, turn on
the mean lights and examine the print. Pick out the section
that locolc best.

Identify he number in the corresponding section of the
ProjeCtiQi print scale. This number will be the proper ex-
posure ti=eie in seconds for your enlargement.

Discard tThe test print.

STEP 10; Reset the Warner for the new exposure time. Place a sheet
of eniargie= paper in the printing frame, turn on the enlarger
light for th required time, and then repeat Step 8.

STEP 1: Examine t1i enlarged print.

If it is to= dark, reduce the exposure time by half, and re-
peat Stet) 10.

If it is te(=3 light, increase the exposure by half, and repeat
Step 10.

STEP 12: Wash the en largement in gently running water at about 68° F.
(See the mammfacturees manual for the type of paper being
used to detrrnine washing time.)

STEP 13: Dry the enlmrgement in the blotter roll.

Triem-e is an available product that will develop, fix,
and dry a eceentact print or enlargement in less than a minute.

Completing Photo Reeorels

After you have taken iictures and developed them, you should complete
the photo record for a chain of custody of evidence. There may be two
types of photo records= the photo-negative record (see Figure E,2-18)
and the photo-enlargerznent record.

There are many court-rnposed rules to be observed in forensic potog-
raphy. One of them is to keep a charm of custody of eifidence. This is a
documentation of all pelersons, by their names, who have possessed the
film or negative from Whe time the picture was taken until it is pre-
sented in court. A plieto record should include the following:

Pboto-Negative Reearc

1. the ease number fc=r which the picture was taken

2. the date and time when the picture was taken

3. the place where -Owe picture was taken

4. the subject of the wicture 828
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5. the name of the photographer

6. camera description

7. camera height and/or camera position

8. the lens opening and the shutter speed

9. the film type

10, lighting: light conditions, flash, etc.

11. the film developer, development time and temperature

ment Record

1. the ease number

2. reference numbers: roll number and frame number

3. the name of the photo technician

4. the paper developer &rid the lens setting

5. the date of printing

NOTE: Keeping a photo-enlargement record can be made easier with a
rubber stamp that can be used to stamp the information needed (as
listed above) on the back of each print. Then the correct information
for that print can simply be filled in.

ease num - a number assigned to all complaints received by a law en-
forcement agency, as part of its record procedure.
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Photographer

PR NEGATIVE RECORD

Development time and temperature

Case No. Film

Develo

Roll No. Camera Format

FRAME
NUMBER

1 SHUTTER
SPEED

LENS
mrfi

CAMERA
HEIGHT

CAMERA
DISTANCE

FILTER LIGHTiNG LOCATION AND
SUBJECT

TIME DATEBMING
1 --.
2

4

5

6

7

8 i-
9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16 -
17

18

19

20 _
21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

1

32

NOTES:

Figure B-2-18
Example of Photo-riegative Record
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Summ

in order to process contact prints, you should do the following:

o Place the negative strips in contact with photographic paper in a
printing frame.

Turn on the enlarger light to expose the negative strips and paper to
light.

o Place the paper in the developer to make the positive images on the
paper visible.

Place the paper in the stop bath to stop the action of t developer.

Place the paper in the fixer to preserve the positive images on the
paper.

Wash the paper in gently running water to remove the fixer and unde-
veloped silver.

Dry the prints.

(Figure B-2-19 on the following page illustrates the steps in processing
contact prints.)

In order to make an enlargement, you should do the following:

Place the negative in the enlarger head.

Focus the negative on plain white bond paper.

Place a piece of enlarging paper with the projection print scale in the
printing frame.

Shine the enlarger light for one minute through the negative to form
an image on the light-sensitive enlargii.g paper.

Process the enlarging paper by placing it in the developer, stop bath,
and fixer.

Determine the proper exposure time for the enlargement by selecting
the section under the projection print scale that looks the best and
identifying the number for that section.

Repeat the enlargement process, if necessary, using the exposure
time determined with the use of the projection print scale.

Wash and dry the enlargement.

Complete the photo records for the chain of custody of evidence.

831
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Sa elight

Printing frame

Place the negative strips and
photographic paper in the
printing frame.

3. Place the photographic paper
in the developer (under safe-
light).

5. Place the paper in
the fixer (under
safelight).

2

en. arger

White light

ose them to white light.

4. Place the paper in
the stop bath (under
safelight). The
images are now
visible on the
photographic paper.

6. Wash the paper in
gently running water
(in room light).

Figtwe B-2-19
Processing Contact
Prints

complete the review utio beginning on
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Review Questioi (VI: B-2b)

Write your answers on a separate sheet of paper.

1. Which of the following chemicals do you need for contact-print de-
velopment and enlargement? (Choose all correct an.swers.)

a. developer
b. stop bath
c. contact printer
d. fixer

2. What is a contaet print?

a. a chemical stain on a print made by dirty fingers
b. a photograph the same size as the negative
c. a photograph enlarged from a negative
d. a negative only, unprocessed

Suppose a district attorney showed a picture of a crime scene as evi-
dence in court and the defense attorney asked whether it was actu-
ally the crime scene related to the case being tried. What should
the district attorney present in response to the defense attorney's
question?

a. the contact print of the picture shown in court
b. the negative of the picture shown in court
c. the contact print of the picture and its adjoining frames, all

showing the frame numbers
d. the enlargement of the picture shown in court

4. How should you cut the negative film to develop contact prints?

a. Cut it into single frames.
b. Cut it into strips, six frame- to a strip.
e. Cut it into two frames.
d. Cut it into twenty frames or more.

. When you_develop contact prints, which side of the negative and
which side of the photographic paper should face each other during
exposure to the light?

a. the dull side of the paper to the shiny side of the negative
b. the dun side of the paper to the dun side of the negative
c. the shiny side of the paper to the shiny side of the negative
d. the shiny side of the paper to the dull side of the negative
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6. When developing the contact prints, you should exynine each print
to determine the exposure time after the paper ha been in the

for a couple of minutes.

a. developer
b. contact printer
0. stop bath
di fixer

7. When you wash the contact print, you should wash Rt with gently
runniAg water at a temperature of about:

a. 50 F.
b. 56° F.
c. 68° F.
d. 86° F.

8. When making enlargements, you may use a projecti n print scale.
The numbers in the scale indicate time in:

a. hours.
b. minutes.
c. seconds.
d. several different ways, depending upon the marm.- facturer.

9. When making enlargements, where should you plac the negative?

a. in the enlarger head
b. on the printing frame
c. on the enlarging easel
d. on the print scale

10. When you place a sheet of polycontrast paper in th printing frame
you should place it with its emulsion (shiny) side:

a. up.
b. down.
a, either up or down.
d. next to a sheet of bond paper.

11. When you expose the enlarging paper with the print scale on it to
the enlarger light, how long should you expose it?

a. about one minute
b. about ten minutes
c. about thirty minutes
d. about sixty minutes

12. Suppose when you examine a contact print, the priatt is too dark.
You should then the light-exposure tirn.

a. increase
b. decrease
c. keep
d. eliminate
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13. What is the main purpose of completing photo records?

a. to obtain credit for good work
b. to have them for use in evaluating the performances or

laboratory technicians or law enforcement officers
c. to have them filed with the FBI for later use
d. to keep a chain of custody of evidence

14. Which of the following information should be included in Et photo
negative record? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. the date and time picture was taken
b. the lens opening and shutter speed
c. the film developer
d. the name of the photographer

Check your answers with the correct ones provide in the
Then do the practica1 exercise on the followLng page.

key.
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1. Obtain the negative film that you processed in the previous part.

2. Assemble all the equipment and materiRls necessary for making
contact prints and enlargements.

3. Develop contact prints and enlargements.

4. Complete a photo-enlargement record.

5. Discuss your work with your instructor.

NOTE: Your instructor may want to look at the contact prints and
enlargements of the pictures you took in the previous section (VI: B-1)
to evaluate some of your picture-taking performances.

If you feel confident that you have aehieved the objectives for this
sectsm, asic yow iratructor for the posttest (Th
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Block VT: Crirninalistics
Unit B: Basic Forensic Photography
Section3: Personal Identification Photeirraph

Ask your iitructor for the pretest for this sec on (VI: B-3). Mter you
complete the pretest, your iretructor will let you know whether-to sturly
this section or take the posttest.

837
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introduction

As discussed in Unit A of this block, the objective of all criminalistic
work is to identify class (general) and individual (specific) characteris-
tics of the specimen, whether it is a bullet, a fingerprint, blood, hair, or
fiber. This is also true of photographs of persons. The face of each
person has class characteristics, as well as unique, individual chuacter-

ics: the hairline; the shape of the face, ears, and mouth; and scars,
makles, moles, or skin blemishes. The intent of personal identification

photography is to be able to identify positively a subject from a
pnotograph by these specific characteristics. You should, therefore,
portray a person, place, or thing so accurately that the photograph
cannot be successfully challenged in a court of law.

In this section, you will learn to take four types of photographs for
identification purposes: close-up, full-length, surveillance, and lineup
pho togr aphs .
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Objectives

ectives

Performance Objectiv

Upon completion of this section, you should be able to do the following
on a written test:

1. Given descriptions or examples of four types of identification
photographs, identify each type by name.

Identify the purposes of close-up, full-length, surveillance, and
lineup photographs.

Identify basic, general procedures for taking front and profile, full-
length, surveillance, and lineup photographs.

Given a camera, a roll of film, photoflood lamps, a tripod, subjects
(your classmates, maybe), and a lineup report, (1) take four close-up
identification photographs (two front and two profile), two full-length
photographs, and a lineup photograph; (2) produce an enlargement of
each photograph taken; and (3) complete the lineup report.

Your performance and products will be evaluated with the use of a
performance checklist. Your performance and products should be rated
"A" (acceptable) on all of the items on the checklist.

Taslon

For Close-Up Photographs

1. Make sure the camera has unexposed film in it.

2. Adjust the shutter speed and lens opening according to lighting
conditions and film sensitivity.

. Make a simple lighting arrangement with two lamps.

4. Take two pictures of the subject from the front and two pictures of
the subject's profile.

For Pali-Length Phot

1. Make sure the camera has unexposed film in it.

2. Adjust the shutter speed and lens opening.

3. Make a simple lighting arrangement with two lamps.

4. Take two pictures of the subject in full length.

839
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Lineup Photographs

Make sure the camera has unexposed film in it.

2. AA-range the lighting with a series of photoflood lamps.

Set up the camera on a tripod in front of the lineup.

4. Adjust the shutter speed and lens opening.

5. Focus the camera on the center of the group.

6. Make sure there are no suggestive markings in view at the lineuz-

7. Take a picture of the lineup.

8. Complete the lineup report.

For AB Photographs

Complete the tasks listed above in an acceptable amount of time.

2. Produce an enlargement of each photograph taken.

_-ts:

The pictures show

individual (specific) characteristics of the person shown in the close-
up photographs
identification characteristics such as kind of clothing, build, and
height of the person shown in the full-length photog-raphs
everyone in the group clearly visible in the lineup photograph.

840
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There are two purposes for taking close-up photographs. One is to
identify an individual. The ether is to record injuries for later
presentation in court or in a laboratory examination.

Identification photographs are usually front and profile. An interme-
diate profile is sometimes also made.

Close-up photographs should show Lndividual characteristics of suspects
or victims of a crime, whether they are living, injured, or dead, with de-
tails such as wounds, injuries, weapons, or special personal features.
With this goal in mind, use the following procedure as a general guide-
line when taking close-up photographs.

STEP 1: Obtain a camera and a tripod.

NOTE: As discussed in the previous section, a twin-lens or a
single-lens reflex camera is recommended.

STEP 2: Set the film speed and load the film in the camera-

NOTE: Color film is used more extensively than black-and-
white because it adds another dimension to the individual
(specific) characteristics requirement. Because of the added
cost of color film, however, you may need to use black-and-
white film for this program.

STEP 3: Adjust your shutter speed and lens opening for the lighting
conditions and film sensitivity.

NOTE: For black-and-white film such as TRI-X Pan film,
1/125 for shutter speed and f/2.8 for exposure might be all
right.

STEP 4: Set up the camera on the tripod.

STEP 5: For the identification photo, position the subject and make a
simple lighting arrangement (see Figure B-3-1).

Place the subject five feet from the background screen.

Place the camera fow feet from the subjec

Place one photoflood lamp four feet to the left and one
photoflood lamp four feet to the right of the subject at 45-
degree angles.

NOTE: For photographing an injury, the lighting will vary
(backlighting, frontlighting, sidelighting, soft lighting, flat
lighting) according to the type and location of the injury.

841
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B-3-1
Lighting Arrangement for Identification Photo

View from above

From Basic PolI'sfpLEp_iwtoa h 2nd ed. Rochester, N.Y. Eastman
Kodak Company, 1963. Used with permission.

NOTE Three-quarter angles are also used in some agencies.

STEP 6a: For an identification photo, take pictures of a front and a
profile.

Although front amd profile shots are usually taken while the
subject is seated, you may have the subject stand with a
height scale visible. Since this is not a full-length photo-
graph, you should raise the lights and camera to the sub-
ject's face.

STEP 6b: For an in ury pho o photograph injuries on both suspect and
victim.

NOTE: Usually more photographs are required of an injured
subject than of a subject for whom only identification photos
are needed.

The first photo should be a full-length photo to identify
who the person is and how tall s(he) is (see next segment).

A medium-range photo should show the injury and its loca-
tion on a person's body.

A close-up photo should be taken to show details of the
injury.
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PIM-Length Ptiot

Sinireifiance _

A second close-up should then be taken with a ruler beside
the injury.

Some injuries may need to be photographed both be ore and
after they are cleaned up.

STEP 7: Record appropriate information on a photo-negative record.

NGTE: If you have a photo made from one frame of a roll for
forensic work and if you are challenged by the defense, you
must be able to present to the court contact prints as proof
of what was on the other frames. In addition, you may need
to present a photo-negative record and a photo-enlargement
record on that particular print (frame) in order to explain how
the photos were taken and how the print was developed. You
should, therefore, fill out a photo-negative record with appro-
priate information as you take each picture.

Full-length photographs usually are not used for identification purposes
in place of close-up photographs of standard front and profile. But they
are sometimes used to supplement the routine identification photo-
graphs. Identification characteristics sought in full-length photographs
include the subject's kind of clothing, build, and height (for comparison
with those of victims or suspects) and any physical disability.

The following are suggestions for taking full-length photo aphs:

Use the camera and film as you did for close-up front and profile
photographs.

Set the shutter speed and lens opening as you did for ose-up front
and profile photographs.

The lighting arrangement and positioning of the subject are usually
the same as for close-up front and profile photographs, except that
you should move the camera back to get the full length of the subject
in the viewfinder. Occasionally you need to change the lighting to re-
produce the lighting conditions under which a witness saw the sus-
pect.

Record appropriate information on the photo-negative record.

ograPhs

Ln order to preserve the crime scene, it is sometimes necessary to
choose a hidden surveillance point and photograph criminals while they
are committing the crime.

Since the photographer would be vulnerable to violence if near criminal
activities (riot, robbery, etc.), s(he) should take pictures of on-scene ac-
tivities from a van equipped with a one-way mirror, using miniature
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Lineup Phot

camera equipment. Or s(he) can take telephotographs from adjoining
rooftops using a telephoto lens. (If you want to practice taking surveil-
lance photographs of criminals in action, take pictures of crowds in
situations like rock festivals, strikes, parades, and ball games.)

For surveillance photographs, use the following procedure as a
guideline:

Obtain a 35mm, single-lens reflex camera because it can be fitted
quickly with special lenses such as a telephoto lens.

Obtain a telephoto lens because it is often desirable.

Set shutter speed and lens opening according to the light available
and the sensitivity of your film. (Use the automatic metering system
on some central point of the target area, and set the shutter speed
and the lens opening before the action begins.)

The lineup procedure is the process of placing a criminal suspect in a
group of other persons so that a witness can observe and identify the
suspect. Often this witness is the victim of the crime in question or a
person who has previously witnessed a crime in progress. Photographs
should be made of the lineup to record it for later reference.

For lineup photographs, follow the procedure below as a guideline:

Prearrange the lighting by using a series of photoflood lamps focused
on a background that includes a height scale. (Usually there is a
screen or a one-way mirror between the lineup of people and the wit-
ness viewing the lineup.)

Set up the camera on a tripod directly in front of the lineup to be
photographed. Adjust the distance by checking the viewfinder to
make sure everyone is fully included.

Set the shutter speed and lens opening according to the light available
and film sensitivity. (You can determine the settings by checking the
light-metering system of the camera.)

Focus the camera on the center of the group.

Make sure there are no suggestive markings in view at the lineup.

Take a picture of the lineup.

Complete the appropriate part of a photo-negative record.

Complete the lineup report (see Figeure B-3-2).

NOTE: You should not ask questions of the suspect or of any of the
other persons in the lineup because they have been advised that they
have the right to remain silent.
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Investigator

IINELIP REPORT

Location of Lineup Date

The lineup was composed of the following persons:

No.

1.

2.

4.

5.

Name

Case Number

Time

Suspects are: No.

No.

Iden_ fying witnesses were:

No. Name

1.

2.

4.

Photographer

Frame No.

Signatures:

Investigator

Photographer

Name

Name

Camera

Number Identified

No.

F-No. Speed

Figure B-3-2
llxa le_of a Lineup Report
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Close-up photographs

a. camera
(1) twin-lens reflex
(2) single-lens reflex

b. film
(1) color
(2) black-and-white

c. guidelines for front and profile identification photographs
positions of equipment
(a) two photoflood lamps, one right and one left at 45-

degree angles and four feet away from subject
(b) camera placed four feet in front of the subject
(e) background screen placed five feet bPAlind the subject
exposureshutter speed and lens opening a determined
from light-metering system

(3) position of subject
(a) sitting
(b) standing

d. guidelines for injury photographs
(1) full-length photo first for identification
(2) medium-range photo next to show injury and its location on

the body
(3) close-up photo of injury to show details
(4) close-up photo with ruler next to injury

NOTE: Lighting for injury photographs will vary.

e. Moto-negative record

2. Full-length photographs

a. camera and filmsame as for front and profile photos
b. lightingspecial lighting to reproduce conditions when victim

saw suspect
c. distancecamera moved back to include height in viewfinder
d. photo-negative record

Surveillance photographs

a. camera-35mm, single-lens reflex, usually with telephoto
equipment

b. exposureshutter speeds and lens opening according to the light
available and film sensitivity

c. photo-negative record

84 6
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Lineup photographs

a. lightinga series of photoflood lamps
b. focus on center of group
c. no suggestive markings in view
d. no questions to the suspects
e. photo-negative record

lineup report

Now complete the review qutioc beginning on the n xt page.
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Review (Viz B-3)

Write your answers on a separate sheet of paper.

1. Which characteristics are important in forensic photography?
(Chuose an correct answers.)

a. general characteristics
b. specific characteristics
c. artistic characteristics
d. dramatic characteristics

2. At which of the following locations or activities can photographs 0
crime in action probably be obtained?

a. points where crime patterns have been established
b. riots and strike areas
c. rock concerts
d. all of the above

Which type of photograph is taken to show injuries and wounds the
victim or the suspect has as a result of the crime?

a. close-up photograph
b. full-length photograph
ci surveillance photograph
d. lineup photograph

4. Which type of photograph is not usually used to show the specific
identification characteristics of a subject, but is used in addition to
the standard identification photographs?

a. close-up photograph
b. full-length photograph
c. surveillance photograph
d. lineup photograph

. Which of the following angles of view are important in close-up
identification photography? (Choose an correct answers.)

a. front
b. back
c. profile
d. one-quarter

. Which type of photograph is taken from a hidden observation point in
a van equipped with security devices?

a. close-up identification photograph
b. full-length identification photograph
c, surveillance photograph
d. lineup photograph
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Which of the following is the best lighting arrangement in personal
identification photography?

a, bright photoflood from the right, dim f -in lamp to the left
b. special spotlight to create flattering shadow on the subject's face
c. two photoflood lights, one four feet to the left and one four feet

to the right of the subject and at 45-degree angles
d. a series of photoflood lights in front of the subject at 45-degree

angles

Which a the following is true about the lineup procedure? (Choose
ail correct answers.)

a. 'Me photographer should use two photoflood lamps for lighting.
b. A criminal suspect is placed among a group of other people for a

witness to observe.
c. In the field of view there should be no markings that would sug-

gest the suspect's identity.
d. The photographer should not ask questions of the suspect.

Check your answers "'nth the onm provided in the answer key.
Then do the practical exercise on the following page.
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Practical Riezcise

Obtain a camera, film, a tripod, photoflood lamps, a photo-negative
record form, a photo-enlargement record form, and a lineup report
form from your instructor.

2. Arrange with your instructor and classmates for the subje (s) of the
picture.

Take close-up photographs o_ the subject's front and profile, then of
the subject full-length.

4. Take lineup photographs.

5. With yotw instructor's permission, take surveillance photographs of
any subject.

6. Produce contact prints and enlargements of the photographs you
have taken. (Your instructor may want you to skip this task.)

7. Complete the photo-negative record, the photo-enlargement record
(if the photos are enlarged), culd the lineup report.

Discuss with your instructor any questions and concerns that arose
while you took personal identification photographs.

If you feel confident that you have achieved the objectives for this
section, ask gour instructor fon the posttest (VI:

8 0
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Block V Criminalistics
Unit 13: Basic Forensic Photography
Section 4: Evidence

Ask your instructor for the pretest for this section (14.2 B-4). Mter you
cmnplete the pretest, your instructor will let you know whether to study
this section or take the poettest.
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hiti-43duction

As discussed in Unit A of this block, forensic science is largely con-
cerned with comparative analysis. It usually involves the comparison of
evidence items that link the defendant (or suspect) to the crime. But
forensic science does not remain in the laboratory. It is completed in
the courtroom. The jury must understand what the evidence means.
Explaining the evidence to the jury can often be done most clearly with
the use of photographs.

The photographs shown to a jury range from those of large areas, such
as crime scenes, to those of very small items, such as a strand of hair,
which must be photographed through a microscope. The forensic
photographer, then, must have the skills to deal with all kinds of evi-
dence photography.

In this section, you will learn the magnification levels of evidence pho-
tography and basic information on fingerprint and crime-scene photog-
raphy.

85 2
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Upon completion of this section, you should be able to do the following
on a written test:

1. Identify lens opening, shutter speed, and focusing for normal-lens
magnification photography.

2. Given descriptions, magnification ranges, and/or examples of four
magnification levels of evidence photography, identify each level.

Describe three items of comparative photography and two examples
of results of comparative photography.

4. Identify the desirable degree of magnification, type of camera, or
magnification devices needed for fingerprint photography.

. Identify procedures for preparing fingerprint photographs for court-
room display.

Given access to a camera, film, close-up lenses, a macroextension de-
vice, manufacturer's manual, darkroom facilities, and objects to be
photographed, perform the following tasks.

1. Take pictures of objects for each of the following:

a. normal-lens magnification photography
b. close-up photography
c. macrophotography

2. Take pictures of objects for evidence comparison (comparative
photography).

Photograph latent and ink-rolled fingerprints for a fingerprint
comparison.

4. Photograph a mock crime scene or accident scene. (Optional)

Your performance and products will be evaluated with the use of a per-
formance checklist. Your performance and products should be rated
"A" (acceptable) on all of the items on the checklist.

853
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For Normal-Lens M tion Phot

1. Inform the instructor of the object to be photographed.

2. Take a picture of the object (a) using a normal 50mm lens and (b) o-
cusing the camera to the closest marked distance on the focusing
ring.

For UP Photo6naPhy

1. Inform the instructor of the object to be photographed.

2. Determine the degree of magnification, and select the correct
close-up lens.

Attach the close-up lens to the normal lens.

4. Measure the distance, using the lens manufacturer's chart.

For Maeropho ny

1. Inform the instructor of the object to be photographed.

2. Obtain an extension device.

Attach the device to the camera, following the manufacturer's
instructions.

For Comparative Photography

1. Inform the instructor of the objects (the evidence item and the item
suspected of matching the evidence item) to be photographed.

Select the correct lens or extension device to magnify the objects
appropriately.

Take pictures of both items.

For rprint Photography

1. Obtain the latent and ink-rolled fingerprints to be photographed.

2. Select the correct camera, close-up lens, or extension device to pro-
duce one-to-one magnification of fingerprints.

3. Photograph both the latent print and the ink-rolled fingerprint.

4. Enlarge the photographs of these two types of fingerprints.

5. Check them to make sure they show the matching areas.
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Make a ii
side.

er of these tw erprinMs by placing them side by

7. Photograph the master.

F CVime- or Acc dent-Seen

. Take an overview photo of

2. Take pictures of small items physie1 evidence, using elose-up
lenses or an extension deviCe-

For AB Photography

1. Perform all tasks listed in an pro i te amount of time.

2. Produce an 8 x 10-inch enlarge/Dent foL each photograph taken.

1. Photographs taken to represent the thre magnification levels should
show each image in the appl.oPelate leval of magnification.

2. Photographs taken to show a cryippei5ci of two items (an evidence
item and the item suspected at nietchirmg the evidence item) should
show matching images in the atoopriatie level of magnification.

The master photograph of the 'Elm fingrprints (latent and ink-rolled)
should show matching areas eicite by jd and appropriately enlaTged.
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Evidence photography, which involves photographing items of evidence,
is an essential function of forensic photography. Photographs of a piece
of evidence in its original condition ean provide a critical clue to the
identification of the suspect. Fingerprint photography (involving both
ink-rolled and latent fingerprints) plays an important role in investiga-
tions and court trials. Crime-scene photography can help investigators
establish the relationship of the evidence to the overall circumstances.

Magnification Levels of Evidence Pho yr

Evidence photography often requires magnification, both at the crime
scene and in the laboratory. Magnification enables an investigator to
examine properly class and individual characteristics, ranging from the
microscopic size of blood cells to areas as large as an entire building or
an intersection. According to the degree of magnification required,
evidence photography can be categorized into the following four levels:
normalens magnification photography, close-up photography, macro-
photography, and microphotography.

NaTE: When we speak of "magnification" in photography, we do not
necessarily mean that the image will be larger than the actual (or life)
size of the object or person photographed. As part of a society used to
taking photographs, we are aware that usually the object being photo-
graphed is much larger than the size of the film in the camera. Thus,
when we use a elose-up lens to increase the size of the image on the
film so that it is larger than a normal lens would allow, we say that it is
magnified," even though the image may still be only a percentage of

the actual size of the object photographed.

Norma1-Ler Magnification Photography

With a normal 50mm lens on a 35mm, single-lens reflex camera, you can
achieve magnification up to 0.1 (ten percent of actual size). But you
can have the effect of greater magnification by enlarging the photo-
graph. Examples of evidentiary items for which normal-lens magnifica-
tion is useful are wounds of a victim and bullet holes. For normal-lens
magnification you should do the following:

Use a small lens opening (f/16 or f/22).

Adjust the shutter speed according to the light available and film sen-
sitivity.

Focus the camera to the closest marked distance on the focusing ring.
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GILose-Aip Photograpty

This type of photography r_ is usually used to show the exact position of
ry small items of evidece such as hairs and fibers before they are

touched.

The magnification range =if close-up photography is from 0.1 to 1.0.
This means ten percent or= the actual size of the object being photo-
graphed to actual size (ec-tual size is also expressed as "1:1"). Techni-
cally, close-up photograpi-=y begins where normal-lens magnificationeads.

For close-up photography, you can use close-up lenses which come in
various magnifications, inesdicated by numbers, usually 1, 2, and 3. When
photographing an item i1h a close-up lens, you should do the following:

Decide on how much nrignification you want and, from the chart pro-
Nrided with the lenses, sleet a close-up lens to provide the desired
magnification.

Screw the close-up lens into the filter threads on the front of the
normal lens.

Measure the distanc _

facturer. (An example
using the chart provided by the lens menu-

such a chart is shown in Figure B-4-1.)

Camera
Lens

Close-Up Maximum
Subject Distance

50mm 4,0
24-0
4504-240

450
240
156

18
9.5
Gd

Minimum
Subject Distance

237
162
118

9.3
6.4
4.6

Magnification
MAX

0.11
0.21
0.32

0.23
0.34
0.47

100mm 460
240
460+240

450
240
156

18
9.5
6.1

300
189
133

12 0.22
7.5 0.41
5.3 0.64

0.37
0.60
0.84

200mm 450
240
450i-245

450
240
156

18
9.5
6.1

379 15
218 8.6
146 5.8

0.44
0.83
1.3

0.57
1.0
1.5

Fi=ure B-41
APgproximate Magnification Ranges
of liClose-up Lenses

From How to Select and Lis-:e Cannon SLR Cameras Fisher Publishing,
Inc.., 1970. Used wIth perm ission.
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The magnificaticm range of mecrophotograroby is fro-am actual size (1.0)
to over ten time- actual size. That is, macrophOloRtn-raphy takes over
where close-up photography leaves off. in generell, tzt therefore, macro-
photography is tmed for items that are too small for close-up photog-
raphy but too large for microphotography; such itellizris include markings
left by tools, kni-ves, or gvins.

For maerophotommphy, you can use the normal lenS ly with supplementary
equipment such ists spacer rings, extension tubes, oresaaa bellows extension
(see Figure B-4-2), which can give you magniticatiOrtsris up to ten times
actual size. Whn using an 0i-tension device for rntie czrophotography, you
should consult thJe manufacturer's manual for correett2t procedures.

A special lens, ceilled a "macrolens," is also availlAtil for macrophotog-
raphy. It can be used alone or, far even greater Ilititrcrnification, with one
of the extension devices.

rigUre B4-2
Carnera with Bellows Egterisi.1-7ion

Micropbotograpliy'

Microphotography _Is° called 'Iphotomicrography4) irLinvolves items small
enough to be vieve-ed through a inieroscope. Such 40k:rims include blood
cells, semen, elerrients of drugs, ud the internal sirtioacture of a strand
of hair. Dependirag upon the typeof microscope, Etn 1titem can be magni-
fied from ten to pcssibly 1000 times its actual siz%
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For microphotography, the camera should be mo -=inted direetl17
microscope with a special mounting fixture, as s own in Fig-are

Mouriti rig fixture

MiorOcOpe

Figiire 13-4-3
Camera Mounted on the M4 roscope
for Microphotography

There is no camera lens (or f-stop) to be set for rwlicrophotography
because the lens system of the microscope serve= this purpose. The
main concern in microphotography is with detergtaining exposure tirae
(shutter speed).

NOTE: Equipment and techniques for rnicrophotcapgraphy are Depd the
scope of this basic program, but if you are intereted in learnitigure
about them, read the instructions that come with the rnieroscepeond
Kodak Data Book No. P-2, Photography Thj hthe Vlicroso

fly

Comparative Pho y

The purpose of comparative photography is to proiduce pho,o graphs that
can be used to show a comparison of a physical pEttern in a pieceof
evidence with an item suspected of either makfrig-- or matching thtpEkt-
tern. For examplewith the use of photographstire impresgonItype-
writings, and handwritings obtained as evidence ettn be cornparedwith
suspect's tires, typewriting, and/or handwriting tc .. show the jury N
similarities and differences between the evidence and the iterns assoei-,
ated with a suspect. The results of examining corunparative phatograPh5
could be any of the following:

A broken headlight lens at ,he scene of a hit-anmm accident
matched with the remaining glass on a suspect'= vehicle.
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A wound found on a victim's body is matched with a weapon found on
a suspect.

Foot impressions found at the crime scene are matched with a
suspect's shoe.

Depending upon the size of the item you are photographing, you might
need to use a normal lens, a close-up lens, an extension device, or a
microscope for comparative photography.

Fingerprint Photography. Once a latent print on an immovable object is
developed, it should be preserved for display in the courtroom. In order
to document the location of a latent print, the print is photographed
where it is found before any lifting technique is applied.

NOTE: Fingerprint-lifting techniques will be discussed in the next unit.

In order to show a comparison of latent fingerprints with ink-rolled fin-
gerprints in the courtroom, ink-rolled fingerprints must also be photo-
graphed. Both types of fmgerprLnts should be photographed in actual
Wze, which is expressed as 1:1 (oneto-one). Therefore, fingerprint pho-
topaphy may be categorized either as close-up photography or as
macrophotography.

1. Camera and lens attachment for fingerprint photography

There are many special fingerprint cameras equipped with special
lenses designed to produce the one-to-one magnification. These spe-
cial lenses are either close-up lenses used for close-up photography
or extension tubes (or bellows) for rnacrophotography. For specific
instructions on how to use the special camera and special lenses, you
should refer to the manufacturer's technical manuals.

When using close-up lenses, you should select the combination that
can produce the desired one-to-one magnification by using the chart
and following the lens manufacturer's instructions. Since the com-
bination will require a measured distance, you may need to use a
copy stand, a tripod, or an extension frame to steady the camera.

When using macroextension tubes, you should follow the specific in-
structions that come with the equipment to set up and determine ex-
posure time. Usually there is no problem in setting the distance for
one-to-one magnification.

Many special fingerprint cameras are good for taking photographs of
latent, lifted, or ink-rolled fingerprints. Some one-to-one cameras
produce instant photographs as well as negatives that can be used
for contact prints and enlargements (see Figure B-4-4).

As in all comparative examinations, a ruler mint be included next to
the print in order to indicate actual size.
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B-4-4
A Typical One-to-One Camera

NOTE: 1- You will need black-and-white film and polycontrast enlarg-
ing paper for fingerprint photography.

2. For this program, you should use the camera equipment your
school has available You will probably have at least one set
of close-up lenses, which usually includes three lenses.
When all three are used together, you can achieve the great-
est magnification. But, if you have macroextension tubes or
bellows, you will be able to obtain even greater magnifica-
tion.

2. Courtroom displays of fingerpr nt photographs

In order to display photographs of latent and ink-rolled fingerprints
in a courtroom, basically you should do the following:

Enlarge the photograph of each tyk of fingerprint.

Prepare a master by mounting enlargements of both prints side by
side on a card (8 x 10-inch).

Prepare vertical rows of numbers on the edges of both prints.

Identify specific characteristics on both prints by drawing a line
from each characteristic to a number.

Photograph the master.

NOTE: See Figure B-4-5 for an example of a photograph of latent
and ink-rolled fingerprints for courtroom display.
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_

Figure 5
Photographs of Latent and Ink-Rolled
Prints for Courtroom Display

Crim ne (or Accident-Seene) Pho

As soon as you arrive at the crime scene you, as an officer, should vake
pictures of the entire scene from many different allies to establish tbe
relationship of evidence to the overall circumstances. Crime-scene
photography requires orientation photographs, entrance/exit path photo-
graphs, overall shots, midrange reference shots, and close-up detail
shots. Two techniques can be used to record a total scene with a mini-
mum number of overall shots. You can stand in the middle and take
overlapping panoramic views (see Figure B-4-6), or you can traverse the
outside edge of the scene taking overlapping shots (see Figure B-4-7).
These techniques were described in Block I, Law Enforcement.

Virlr-TERFIPhotography

Figure B-4-6
Technique for Taking Overlapping Panorarn
Photographs from Center Position
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B-4-7
Technique for Taking Overlapping Panoramic
Photographs from Outside Edge of Scene

Ln order to take crime-scene photographs (see Figure B-4-8), you will
probably need to use all of the photographic skills you have learned.
You may need to use a normal lens with maximum depth of field (f/16
or ff22) for overall views, a close-up lens for some small items of
physical evidence, as shown in Figure B-4-9, and macroextension
devices for very small items.

Figure B-4-8
A Crime-Scene Photograph
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Figwre B-4-9
Physical Evidence at the Crime Scene

Forensic science, which is concerned with comparative analysis, often
requires magnification of an evidence item and of another item associ-
ated with a suspect. The class and individual characteristics of these
items can be better compared when some level of magnification is used.
Photography can serve this magnification requirement in any of four
levels: normal-lens magnification, close-up photography, macrophotog-
raphy, and microphotography (see Figure B-4-10).

Level of
Magnification

Magnification Example
Items

Supplemental
Equipment

nor m al-lens
magnification
photography

up to 0.1 (10% footprints,
tire impressions,
bullet holes,
wounds

none (normal lens)

close-up 0.1 to 1.0 hairs, fibers close-up lens set
photography (1096-100%)

macrophotography 1.0 to over 10.0 fingerprints,
(actual size to tool marks, very
over 10 times small fibers
actual size)

microphotography 10 to 1000 times
larger than
actual size

spacer rings, extension
tubes, bellows extension

blood cells, mic- oscope
strands of hair

igiwe 10
Four Magnification Levels
of Evidence Photography

VI: B-4 Evidence Photography
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Fingerprint photography is a necessary skill intm fooensic photograny, It
enables officials to preserve fingerprint evidnce and to display 4. com-
parison of latent fingerprints with ink-rolled rAfIngerprints in a court-
room. When taking fingerprints, you may use a camera equit,ped wvith
special lenses designed to produce one-to-one magnification.

Crime-scene photography is important in estEemblishing the relationshlp of
evidence to the overall circumstances. To talmice a crime-scene photo-
graph, you may need to use all of the photogriamphic skills you hall
learned.

Now complete the revies questions beginnirg on the ne

865
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Review

Write your answers on a sepal e sheet of paper.

1. If you want to photograph an item to show 10 pere.ent of its actual
size without any special device, you should:

a. set the camera at the largest f-number.
b. set the camera at the smallest f-number.
c. focus the camera to the closest marked distatne on the focusing

ring.
use the slowest shutter speed.

2. In order to achieve the effect of greater mngnificomtion with a
normal lens, what should you do?

a. Produce a contact print.
b. EnlEne the photograph.
c. Produce a color photo.
d. Place a ruler alongside the item being photogra_r_phed.

mttions 3-6v match the magnification levels of evidence
oiLraPhy with magnification ranges.

Magnification Leveb

3. normal-lens
magnification

4. micro,hotography

5. close-up photography

6. macrophotography

agniication Ranges

a. acMual size (1.0) to
ov,r 10 times actual

b. 10(16 to 100% :actual
aIZ

c. up to 10% actual
SiZmwe

10 to 1000 times
acual size

7. Which type of photography is usually used to show tke exact position
of evidence before it is touched?

a. normal-lens magnification photography
b. crime-scene photography
c. macrophotography
d. microphotography

8. Which level of magnification is used for items that - are too small for
close-up photography but too large for microphotogaphy?

a. normal-lens photography
b. semi-close-up photography
c. macrophotography
d. photomicrography

6
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9. Microphotography is:

a. close-upphotorraphy with a normal lens.
b. photography wilth a microscope.
c. photography ung close-up lenses.
d. photography us-ng extension devices.

10. Which of tte folloliarving are examples for which comparative
photographycan l:14 used? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. The misshaped iTietters "0," "t," and "w" appearing in a ranom
note are match_-ed with a sample typed on the suspect's typeme-
writer.

b. The blood type of the skin tissue under the victim's fingertliails is
matched with tnhe blood type of the suspect's tissue.

e. Broken eyeglases at the scene are matched with the victi=es
prescription.

d. Torn paper helcM by the victim is matched with a torn sheelM in the
suspect'spocke-t.

11. Which of theiollowving items can be photographed for eornparson in
courtroom exhibits=? (Choose all correct answers.

a. skid rnarksin a=x accident scene
b. a brolcenheadjimht lens
c. a broken knife 1=rlade
d. foot end fire in-mpressions

12. Which of thefoLl~ing magnifications is most desirab
photographing fingrprints?

a. actual size, or =me-to-one
b. the elosest to 11 percent of actual size
c. anywhere from 0.1 to 0.5
d. over 1.5

13. Which of the follovtwing must be done to prepare a master copy of a
fingerprint comparason for a courtroom exhibit? (Choose all c-norrect
answers.)

a. Mount enlergemnents of la: ent and rolled prints side hy side -
b. Prepare a vertial row of numbers in the center.
c. Draw in lines idmentifying the special characteristics in botImi

prints, then phatograph.
d. Use colored canal or board.

14. Which of the folloing may be required for full photographic
coverage of an autc=o-accident scene? (Choose all correct ansvr -ers.)

a. a norrnedlens foo.r overall views
b. a close-uplens or some physical evidence
C. macroextension devices for very small items
d. a microscope
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L 5. Ln order to get maximum depth of field In phowtographing accident
scenes or crime scenes, you sholiMd use:

a. close-up lenses.
b. if&
c. the largest f-number.
d. the smallest f-number.

heek your answers with the corre= ones piovidd
'When do the practicra exercise on th fo1icng pimge.

wer key.
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Practical 14*- V

for lie practical exercise with your instructor,
anci -F,F7neno for your access to camera, necessary sup-
pli qi. and earkroom facilities.

2. Take -tures o ',tem of evidential value for each of the
fo'7, mrig:

magnification photography (example ite scar on a

b. pNotography (example items: hairs, fibers)
c. n glottography (example item: markings left by a knife)

Take pieqwes of items (example items: broken knife blade, broken
headlight, serial number alteration, typewriting, handwriting) for
evidence comparison (comparative photography).

4. Take pictures of fingerprints for a fingerprint comparison that would
be satisfactory for courtroom presentation. This project should
include:

a. a photograph of a developed latent impression
b. a photograph of an ink-rolled imprension of a fingerprint showing

the area matching the latent impression
c. a master with these two impressions mounted side by side and a

series of numbered lines indicating the matching chn.racteristics
d. an 8 x 10-ineh photograph of the master.

5. Take pictures of a mock crime scene or vehicle-accident scene.
(The number of photographs will depend upon the situation being
photographed.) The phr-tographs can include:

a. entrance/exit-path shots
b. overall shots
c. midrange reference shots
d. close-up detail shots.

NOTE: If it is not practical to photograph a mock crime or accident
scene, your instructor may ask you to skip this part of the exercise.

6. Produce enlargements of the pictures you have taken.

7. Discuss your products and your work with your instructor, and refine
your skills.

NOTE: This practical exercise may be done either as a group project or
as an individual project.

If you feel confident that you have achieved the objectives for this
section, ask your irstructor for the posttest (VI: 13-4).
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Action: the movement of the subject within the camera's field of view.

Adjustable camera: a camera with manually adjustable distance
settings, lens openings, and shutter speeds.

Adjustable-focus lens: a lens that has adjustable distance settings.

Agitation: the process of keeping the developer, stop bath, or fixer in
gentle motion while processing film or paper. Agitation helps to
speed the process, ensure even development, and prevent spotting
or staining.

Aperture: lens opening; the opening in a lens system through which
light passes. The size of the aperture may be fixed or adjustable.
Lens openings are usually calibrated in f-numbers.

Automatic camera: a camera with a built-in exposure meter that auto-
matically adjusts the lens opening, shutter speed, or both, for
proper exposure.

Baddighting: light shining on the subject from the direction opposite
the camera rather than from the front (frontlighting) or from the
ide (sidelighting).

Be ons: the folding portion in some cameras that connects the le
the camera body.

Betwecn-the-lers shutter: a shutter whose blades operate between the
eloments of the lens.

Camera angles: various positions of the camera (high, medium, or low;
and left, right, or straight on) with respect to the subject, each giv-
ing a different viewpoint or effect.

Clcuiring agent: a chemical that neutralizes hypo in film or paper,
reducing washing time and helping to provide a more stable image.

Close-up: a picture taken with the camera close to the subject.

Close-up lens: a lens attachment placed in front of a camera lens to
permit taking pictures at a closer distance than the camera lens
alone will allow.

Contact print: a print made by exposing photographic paper while it is
held tightly against the negative., Images in the print will be the
serge size as those in the negative.

Contrast: the degree of difference between the lightest and darkest
parts of a picture (negative, print, or slide).

Contrasty: having great contrast between light and dark areas in a
picture.

Depth of field: the distance range between the nearest and farthest ob-
jects that appear in acceptably sharp focus in a photograph.. For all
practical purposes, it depends on the lens opening, the focal length
of the lens, and the distance from the lens to the subject.
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Deve a solution used to turn the latent i age into a visible image
on exposed film or photographic paper.

Developing bulk: a lighttight container used for processing film.

D' a perforated plate or adjustable opening mounted behind or
between the elements of a lens; used to control the size of the
aperture.

Emasion: a thin coating of lightensitive material, usually silver
halide in gelatin, in which the image is formed on film and photo-
graphic paper.

Emulsion side: the side of the film or paper coated with emulsion. (In
contact printing and enlarging, the emulsion sidedull sideof the
Om should face the emulsion sideshiny sideof the photographic
paper.)

Enlargement: a print or portion of a print that ger than the nega-
tive or slide; a blowup.

a device consisting of a light source, a negative holder, a
lens, and a means of adjusting these to project an enlarged image
from a negative onto a sheet of photographic paper.

Etching: scraping black spots off a print or negative with a special
knife.

ire: the total quantity of light allowed to act on a photographic
material; a product of the intensity, or amount (controlled by the
lens opening), and the duration (controlled by the shutter speed or
enlarging time) of light striking the film or paper.

Ire meter: an instrument with a light-sensitive cell that measures
the light reflected from or falling on a suoject; sed as an aid to
selecting the exposure setting. Also called a "light meter."

Extension &erne: a frame of fixed length that attaches to the camera
to steady it and to measure the distance to the object being photo-
graphed; often used in 1:1 photography such as in fingerprint work.

lE=ernion tube: a tube of fixed length designed to move th9 lens
farther from the film in order to increase the magnification.

Film leader: a length %f protective film at the beginning of a roll of
unexposed or processed film.

Film speed: the sensitivity of a given film to light, indicated by a
number; the higher the number, the more sensitive, or "faster,"
the film.

Fixe&foeus lens: a larl that has been focused in a fixed position by the
manufacturer. The user does not have to adjust the focus with this
type of lens.
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Fixing bath: a solution that removes any light-sensitive salt not acted
upon by light or developer, leaving a black-and-white negative or
print unalterable by further action of light.

Flash: a brief, intense burst of light produced by a flashbulb or an elec-
tronic flash unit, usually used where the lighting on the scene is in-
adequate for picture taking.

Flat Lighting: lighting that produces very little contrast or modeling on
the subject and a minimum of shadows.

F-number: a number used to indicate the size and light-gathering capa-
city of the lens opening on most adjustable cameras. Common f-
numbers are f/2.8, f/4, f/5.6, f/8, f/11, f/16, and 1/22. The larger
the f-number, the smaller the lens opening. In this series, f/2.8 is
the largest lens opening and f/22 is the smallest lens opening.
These numbers indicate the ratio of the focal length of the lens to
the effective diameter of the lens opening. F-numbers help you get
the right exposure.

Focal length: the distance from the lens to the film plane (a point
behind the lens where light rays are focused) when the distance
scale is set on infinity. Focal length determines image size at a
given lens-to-subject distance.

ml lane shutter: an opaque curtain containing a slit that moves
directly in front of the film in a camera and allows image-forming
light to strike the film.

Focus: the adjustment of the distance setting on a lens so that the sub-
ject is sharply defined.

Foremic: bell mging to or used in legal matters. Examples include
forensic science, forensic medicine, forensic engineering, forensic
photography, and forensic chemistry.

Frame: one individual picture on film.

Frontlighting: light shining on the subject from the direction of the
earners.

F-stop scale: the scale on the camera used for setting f-numbers.

Graininess: the sand-like or granular ..:Dpearance of a negative, print,
or slide resulting from the clumping of silver grains during develop-
ment of the film. Graininess becomes more pronounced as the
speed of the film, the density in the negative, and the degree of
enlargement increase.

ypo: the name for a fixing bath made from sodium thiosulfate.

Lens: one or more pieces of optical glass or similar material designed
to collect and focas rays of light to form a sharp image on the film,
paper, or projection screen.

the light-gathering capacity of a film. A "fast" lens has a
larger opening and thus transmits more light than a "slow" lens.
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: the illumination falling on a subject; used particularly with
reference to the direction or arrangement of the illumination.

Light meter: see "exoosure meter."

Lightt lightproof.

Macropho y: photography in which objects photographed are
shown either life-size or larger, up to a limit of about ten times
life-size; also called "photomacrography."

Microphotography: photography with the use of a microscope.

Negative: film that has been exposed to light and then developed. The
result is a reversed tone image of the original scene, so that light
areas in the original scene are duk on the negative film and dark
areas in the original scene are light on the negative film. Dark
areas on the negative become light areas on the print (and vice
versa), thus the term "negative."

Negative (film) holder: a device designed to hold the negative in a
proper position in an enlarger.

Normal lens: a lens that makes the image in a photograph appear in a
perspective similar to that of the original scene. A normal lens has
a shorter focal length and a wider field of view than a telephoto
lens and a longer focal length and narrower field of view than a
wide-angle lens.

Polyeontrast paper: photographic paper that provides different grades
of contrast when exposed through special filters.

Printing bom a device used for contact printing and consisting of a
lighttight box with an internal light source and a frame to position
the negative against the photographic paper in front of the light. It
contains an adjustable mask to create a white border on the prints.

ft-intim frame: a device used for contact printing to hold a negative
against ihe photographic paper. The paper is exposed by light from
an external light source.

Reflex eamera: a camera in which the scene to be photographed is re-
flected by a mirror onto a glass where it can be focused and com-
posed. In a reflex movie camera or a single-lens reflex camera
(SLR), the scene is viewed through the same lens that takes the
picture; with a twin-lens reflex camera (TLR), the scene is viewed
through the top lens, and the picture is taken through the bottom
le ns.

Safelight: an enclosed darkroom lamp fitted with a filter to screen out
light rays to which film and paper are sensitive.

Shutter: blades, a curtain, a plate, or some other movable cover in a
camera that controls the length of time that light is allowed
through the lens.
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Shutter speed: the length of time during which light is alle.owed through
the lens.

Sidelighting: light striking the subject from the side relatSdve to the
position of the camera. Use of sidelighting produces shadows and
highlights to creatc modeling on the subject.

Single-lens camera: a camera with a singlelens. The pholistographer
views an object through the same lens that takes the Lz.lieture.

Soft lighting: low or moderate lighting that creates faifltir defined
contrasts.

Stain: discolored area on film or paper, usually caused by 0E-contaminated
developing solution or by insufficient fixing, washing, or agitation.

Stop bath: an acid rinse, usually a weak solution of acetic . acid, used as
a second step when black-and-white film or paper is deweveloped. It
stops development and makes the hypolast longer.

Synchronize: to cause to happen at the sane time; to rns ea.e simul-
taneous.

Teephoto lens: a lens that makes a subject appear larger =In film than
would a normal lens at the same eamera-to-subject ditance. A
telephoto lens has a longer focal lengthand narrower Meld of view
than a normal lens.

Tripod: a three-legged supporting stand used to hold the Cusarnera steady.

Tvutn-lens camera: a camera with two lenses, one of which places an
image on the film and the other of which is used for vie., ewing the
subject.

Viscose: having an adhesive, sticky, or gunoy quality.

W" e lens: a lens that has a shorter foal length and c...a wider field
of view (includes more subject area) tho a normal leat.

Adapted from A Glossary of Photographic loins. Kodalc PL-rablication
No. AA-9. Rochester, N.Y.: Eastman Kodak Cornpany,-, Consumer
Markets Division. Used with permission.
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Block VI: Criminalistics
Unit C: Fingerprint Technology
Section 1: Taking Fingerprints

Ask your instructor for the pretest for this section (VI: C-1). After you
complete the pretest, your instructor will let you know whether to study
this section, to skip some part of it, or to take the posttest.
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Introduction

No two individuals have identical fingerprints. This uniqueness makes
fingerprints one of the most reliable forms of evidence in a criminal
case. To serve this purpose, fingerprints must be taken clearly and
properly on a fingerprint card.

When you take a fingerprint, whether it is for a criminal or noncriminal
process, you should follow these steps:

1. Record personal history such as name, age, race, sex, and address.

2. Take the subject's photograph and attach it to the fingerprint card.

3. Roll fingerprints in the spaces provided on the card.

4. Label fingerprint patterns for identification of pattern type and
value symbols.

5. Record the clRccifieation formula on the classification line on the
card.

The completed fingerprint cards are sent to three locations: the FBI's
national repository in Washington, D.C., the identification bureau of the
state where the crime was committed, and the local law enforcement
office where the fingerprints were taken. Usually, the law enforcement
officer is not certain of an arrested person's identity until it is con-
firmed from the fingerprint search. Therefore, taking good finger-
prints, being able to identify fingerprint types, and properly recording
classification data are skills the law enforcement officer must have.

In this unit ou will learn how to (1) roll fingerprints properly and
clearly; (2) identify fingerprint patterns by making ridge counts of all
loop patterns and tracing ridges far ail whorl patterns for labeling on
the card; and (3) determine the classification formula to be recorded on
the card.

Although fik jerprints are one of the most reliable methods of personal
identification, this potential is useless if the prints on file are not of
good quality, not properly inked, or not fully rolled. Careful
craftsmanship is necessary for producing good fingerprints.

In this first section of Unit C, you will learn how to take good finger-
prints by using the proper equipment and tools and by applying proper
techniques of inking and rolling. Upon completion of this section, you
will need to produce five sets of fingerprints (three for the practical
exercise and two for the performance test) which you will use in the
next two sections for identifying and classifying fingerprints.
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NOTE: There are a few private organizations in the nation that offer
fingerprint technology training. Most people, however, are trained by
the Federal Threau of Investigation (FBI) or a state bureau. ff you have
an interest in fingerprint technology, this unit should give you some in-
sight into the technical natuxe of fingerprint technology and into the
type of training you will need to acquire.

Many illustrations of fingerprints in this unit are from The Science of
Fingernts: Classification and Uses, Federal Bureau cif Investigation,
U.S. Department of Justice, 1984.
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Objectives

v-

Upon completion of this section, you should be able to do the following
on a written test:

1. Identify the five items of equipment necessary for taking
fingerprints.

2. Identify in sequence the tasks involved in taking a good set of
fingerprints.

Identify at least four o on rules to follow for high ality
fingerprints.

Performance Objectives

Given the necessary fingerprinting equipment and subjects, produce two
sets (cards) of fingerprints. You will be evaluated on the tasks listed
below. Your performance of all tasks and the quality of the product on
both cards should be rated "A" (acceptable).

1. Record the subject's history.

2. SeL up the work station properly.

3. Use the correct type of ink.

4. Use the correct amount of ink and roll a thin, even layer.

5. Locate the subject properly.

6. Clean the subject's fingertips properly.

7. Ink fingers properly by applying the right amount of pressure with-
out slip and fully rolling them side to side.

8. Record the rolled impressions in the correct sequence in the ten
spaces on the fingerprint card.

9. Provide the subject with cleaning materIals

10. Clean the work station.

11. Perform tasks in an acceptable amount of time.
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1. complete

2. legible

3. clear

NOTE: Keep the fingerprint cards you have completed because you will
use them for the next two sections.
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When you take the fingerprints, you first take rolIM impressIor of ten
fingers individually Ln the sequence of the right thumb, index, middle,
ring, and little finger, then left thumb, index, middie, ring, and little
finger. After taking roiled impressions of ten fingers individually, you
will take flat impressions (also called plain impressions) of the four fin-
gers of each hand simultaneously (right hand first and then the left).
nen take fiat impressions of the right thumb and the left thumb.

In taking rolled impressions, you roll the fingers on the inking plate and
then on the fingerprint card. However, for flat impressions you do not
roll the fingers. You will use the flat impressions to decide whether the
rolled impressions are recorded in the proper sequence, starting from
the right thumb and ending with the left little finger, by comparing the
flat impressions with the rolled impressioms.

The following procedure is the basic guideline for taking good finger-
prints:

STEP I: Record the subject's personal historyname, age, race, sex,
and addresson the fingerprint card. The subject's photo
should be attached to the card.

STEP 2: Set up tbe following equipment:

Irking plate: Make sure that the inking plate is located on
the edge of a counter at about elbow height.

e C-1-1
Inking Plate
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FIrerprint cazda: Use standard eightA3yight-inch cards because
this size has been adopted by all agencies maaitainh-ig fingerprint
files. A card is uniformly divided into ten spaces for rollcd
impressions and two larger spaces at the bottom for flat
impressions, as shown in Figure C-1-2. Numbering sequence for
the rolled impression is as follows:

1 - right thumb
2 - right index finger
3 - right middle finger
4 - right ring finger
5 - right little finger

6 - left thumb
7 left index finger
8 - left middle finger
9 - left ring fir,-

10 - left little finge-

OTT: The index finger is called the forefinger.

APPLICANT

LEAVE THIS SPACE BLANK LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE NAME

...-__--
SEF RACE

HT.4,... WT.

SIGNATURE OF PERSON FINGERPRINTED CONTRIBUTOR AND ADD ESS

=-- ---

.
COMPANY AND ADDRESS

HAIR EYES

DATE OF BIRTH
RESIDENCE OF PERSON FINGERPRINTED

NUMBER LEAVE

C

REF.

THIS SPACE BLANK

SIGNATunE OF OFFICIAL TAKING FINGERPRINTS DATE FINGERPRINTED

PLACE OF BIRTH

TYPE OR PRINT ALL REQUESTED DATA

S88 reysr88 4Id4 for furth.r In,IruIIon,

CITIZENSHIP

. RIGHT THUMB 2. RIGHT INDOC 3. RIGHT MIDDLE 4. RIGHT RING S. RIGHT IJITLE

B. LEFr THUMB Y. LEFT INDEK B. LEFT MIDDLE 9. LEM' RING W. LEFT UTTLE

LEM' FOUR FINGERS TAKEN SIMULTANEOUSLY LEFT THUMB RIGHT muma RIGHT FOUR FINGERS TAKEN SIMULTANEOUSLY

C-1-2
Sample Fingerprint Card
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Cim'd holder

Figure C-1-3
A Fingerprinting Card Holder

Roller

e C-1-4
Roller

I:Writers imk: a heavy black paste.

Cleaning materials: a container of denatured alcohol or
hand cleaner and paper towels to clean the subject's finger-
tips and your hands.

STEP 3: Place a fingerprint card in the holder with the right-hand n-
gerprint spaces at the top.
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Figue C-1-5
Placing a Fingerprint Card in the Holder

STEP 4: Ink the inking plate in the following manner:

Place a very small dab (one-quarter- to one-half-inch in
length) of printer's ink on the inking plate. If you use unsu
able ink, the fingerprint will not be clear.

Thoroughly roll this ink until a very thin, even fi m covers
the entire surface.

STEP 5: Clean the subject's fingertips w: h alcohol.

STEP 6: Place the subject in front of the inking plate at a forearm's
length. Allow the subject to move slightly behind you to put
you and the subjec.t in a comfortable position to roll the right
fingers.

STEP 7: Ink the right thumb. Do this es follows:

Place the right thumb on the inking plate, making sure to
cover the area from the tip to just below the first joint of
the thumb.

228

Hold the subject's finger firmly with your right thumb and
index finger as shown in Figure C-1-6.

Roll the finger from one side of the nail to the other. This
process relieves strain and leaves the finger relaxed when
the subject completes ucdling the finger.

NOTE: The degree of pressure exerted in inking is very impor-
tant. Do not allow the subject to apply any pressure.
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Figu C-1-6
Inking the Right Thumb

STEP 8: Take a rolled impression of the right thumb. Do this as
follows:

Stand on the left side of the subject when taking right
fingerprints.

Make sure the positions of the subject and you, the techni-
cian, are natural and relaxed.

Roll the thumb from one side of the nail to the other side,
toward the center of the subject's body, as you did when ink-
ing. Clasp the thumb with your right thumb and index finger
and apply a very slight amount of pressure.

CAUTION: Do not slip or twist the thumb.
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Rolling the Thumb

STEP 9: Ink and take rolled impressions of other right fmgers, in the
order of index, middle, ring, and little finger. Follow the
same procedure you used for the thumb. However, when you
roll the fingers, you should roll them away from the center of
the body.

STEP 10: After completing the right-hand fingers, move the subject
one step to the side to allow you, the technician, and subject
to stand comfortably.

STEP 11: Ink and take rolled impressions of the left fingers in the order
of thumb, index, middle, ring, and liti!.e finger. FoRow the
same procedure you used to take the right fingers. However,
stand at the right side of the subject when taking left finger-
prints.

STEP 12: Take flat im
follows:

of the four right fingers. Do this as

Place the four fingers flat, except the thumb, simulta-
neously on the inking plate Without rolling.

o Take the flat impressions of the four right fingers
simultaneously in the proper box on the fingerprint card.

STEP 13: Take flat impressions of the four left fingers in the proper
box on the card.

6
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STEP 14: Take flat impressions of the right thumb and the left thumb,
without rolling, in the proper boxes on the card.

STEP 15: Check to see that all impressions are legible, clear, fully
rolled, and properly inked, as shown in Figure C-1-8,

APPLICANT

LEAVE THIS SPACE BLANK LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE NAME SE# RACE

INT.HT.--
SIGNATURE OF PERSON FINGE PRINT D CONTRIBUTOR AND ADDRESS CO PANT AND ADDRESS

HAIR_ EYES

RESIDENCE OF PERSON FINGERPRINTED DATE OF BIRTH

NUMBER LEAVE

CLASS

REF.

THIS SPA.E BLANK
SIGNATURE OF OFFICIAL TAKING FINGERPRINTS DATE FINGERPRINTED

LACE OF BIRrN

TYPE OR PRINT ALL R QUESTED DATA

See reverse 3100 for further Instructions

CITIZENSHIP

1_ RIGHT THUMB.

._

2. RIGHT INDEX 1 RIGHT MIDDLE
.

-:

4. RIGHT RING 5_ RIGHT

---

LIWLE

,.--

-.._

_

a. LEFT ThUMB

-

.-..-'

7, LEFT INDEx B. Lan

,-

MED= a_ LEFT RING 10. LEFr LITTLE

_

_

"."--

LEFT FOUR F!1GERS TAKEN smuLTANEOUSLY

.

_-.,,,,

-
17

Larr THUMB

..

'3:7:---------

RIGHT ThUMB RIGHT FOUR FINGERS TAKEN SIMULTANEOU LY

r=s-,_..---__-__------ -------7,

.,"

VI- Fingerprints

II

Figure C-1-8
Properly Inked, Rolled, and Flat Impressions
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APPLICANT
SIGNATURE OF PERSON FIN

LEAVE THIS SPACE BLANK LAST NAME FIRST NAM_ MIDDLE NAME

RESIDENCE OF PERSON FINGERPRINTED

SIGNATURE OF OFFICIAL TAKING FINGERPRINTS

TYPE OR PRINT ALL REQUESTED DATA

CONTRIBUTOR AND ADORE COMPANY AND ADDRESS

Se< RACE

HT WT,

HAM EYES

DATE OF BIRTII

NUMBER

DATE F,NGERPRINTED

_E OF BIRTH

CITIZENSHIP

LEAVE THIS SPACE BLANK

REF,
sae reversa Ciao for further InfruotiorI s

Ri HT THUMB 2. RIGHT INDE<

O. LEFT THUMB 7. LEFT INDEX L LEFT MIDDLE 9. LEFT RING

5, RIGHT LIWLE

10. LEM' LIWLE

LEFT FOUR FINGERS TAKEN SIMULTANEOUSLY Len THUMB RIGHT THUMB RIGHT FOUR FINGER: TAKEN SIMULTANEOUSLY

Figme 0-1-9
Rolled Impression with Too Much Ink
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_ simm

You will need the following sippliel for taking fingerprintss

1. inking plate
2. fingerprint cards and a card holder
3. printer's ink
4. roller
5. container of denatured alcohol and paper towels

The basic pcocediw are as follows

1. Place the fingerprint card in a holder.
2. Ink the plate.
3. Clean the subject's fingertips.
4. Ink the fingers and record their prints in the proper sequence (rolled

and then flat impressions), applying only a slight amount of pressure.

Pay attention to the following rub=

1. Ink the plate completely and evenly.
Use the right kind and the right amount of ink.
Do not allow angers to slip or twist.

4. Clean the subject's fingertips and equipment.

Now complete the review questions beginning on the ne
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Revie (VI: C-1)

Write your answers on a separate sheet of paper.

1. List five supplies needed for taking fingerprints.

2. What is the correct sequence of steps for taking fingerprints? Write
the letters a-f on your paper. Then write the numbers 1-6 next to
the appropriate letters to indicate the sequence in which the prints
should be taken.

a. left hand fingers individually
b. right hand fingers individually
c. left thumb flat impression
d. left four fingers simultaneously
e. right four fingers simultaneously
f. right thumb flat impression

There are three sections (A, B, 0 listed on the fingerprint card
shown below. Write the words roned and flat on your paper. Then
indicate for which sections you should take rolled impressions or flat
impressions by writing the letter (A, B, 0 next to the correct word
on your paper.

. RIGHT THUMB

A

2. RIGHT INDEX 3. RIOHT MIDDLE 4 IGHT RING B. RIGHT urTLE

B. LEFr THUMB 7, LEFT INDEX B. LErr MIDDLE . LEFT RING 10 LEFT LITTLE

LEFT FOUR FINGERS TAKEN SIMULTANEOUSLY

C

LEFT THUMB RIGHT THUMB RIGHT FOUR FINGERS TAKEN SIMULTANEOUSLY

8 0
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4. To ink the fingers for rolled impressions, you need to cover from
the tip of each finger to the area:

a. just above the first joint of the finger.
b. just below the first joint of the finger.
c. just above the second joint of the finger.
d. just below the second joint of the finger.

5. When you take the rolled impression of the left thumb, in which
direction should you roll it?

a. toward the center of the subject's body
b. away from the subject's body
c. toward the subject's body and then away from it
d. any direction

6. When you ink and record the prints of the finge s, how much pres-
sure should the subject apply?

a. as much as the subject wants
b. same amount of pressure one would apply to test the sturdiness

of a cardboard box
c. it depends upon tte subject's weight
(3. no pressure at all

7. When you record the prints of the four fingers simultaneously,
which type of impression are you taking?

a. rolled impression
b. flat impression
c. either rolled or flat impression
d. neither rolled nor flat impression

8. When you take the right fingerprints, on which side of the subject
should you stand?

a. left of the subject
b. right of the subject
c. either right or left of the subject
d. neither right nor left of the subject

9. Write the letters a-e on your paper. Then write the numbers 1-5
next to the appropriate letters to indicate the proper sequence of
steps for taking fingerprints.

a. clean subject's fingers
b. take flat impressions
c. place fingerprint card in the holder
d. ink the plate
e. take rolled impressions

10. List four common errors that oc ur when taking fingerprints.

Cheek your answers with the correct ones provided in the amwer key.
Then do the practical exercise on the next page.
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Practical Exercise (VI: C-1)

Produce three sets of fingerprints, using the equipment and handling the
subject properly. Check your work with your instructor. Keep these
fingerprint cards in good condition since you will use them later.

e you feel confident that you have achieved the objectives for this
section, ask your instructor for the posttest (W: C-1).

892
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Block VI: Criminalisties
hrdt C:

irt Patterns

Ask your instructor for the pretest for this section (VI: (>2). After you
complete the pretest, your instructor will let you know whether to s
this section, to skip some part of it, or to take the posttest.
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You learned in the previous section that no two individuabi fingerprints
are identical. However, the friction surface of fingers form ridge pat-
terns that have some common general characteristics. Thus, we can
categorize the ridge patterns into three general groups loop, arch, and
whorl. Each of these is further categorized as follows:

751--1es of FkerIits

Loop

&thtypes

radial loop
ulnar loop

Arch plain arch
tented arch

Whorl plain whorl
central-pocket loop
double loop
accidental whorl

These categories ere based on the classification system used in the
United States, called the Modified Henry System. The basic system is
the Henry System, named after its origiliator, Sir Edward Richard Henry
Of England. However, the Federal Bureau of Investigation in America
has modified this system to permit fingerprint grouping into eight cate-
gories because there are large numbers of fingerprints processed.
Therefore, it is often called the Modified Henry System. This section
will show you how to identify and label a fingerprint pattern in order to
develop a classification formula for this system.

Remember that no two fingerprints are identical. Therefore, the iden-
tification of fingerprints must be accurate. Fingerprint science is based
upon the individuality of fingerprthts, relying upon ridge structure and
its relative position in the prints. It is an exact science and is not an
area for mistakes. An incorrect classification could result in the fin-
gerprint card being searched for in the wrong area of the files or could
result in a wanted person being set free. When dealing with identifica-
tion, there is absolutely no room for error. If a wrong identification is
reported, an innocent person could be incarcerated while the guilty
person remains free.

In this unit, we will study three general types of fingerprint patterns:
loch, and whorl. To be able to classify fingerprints, you will need

to learn the technical terms used in descrinig them. After studying
this unit, you should know the definitions for ridges, pattern areas, type
lines, bifurcation, divergence, focal points, delta, and core. You will
also learn how to identify the focal pofrits, deltas, and cores of finger-
prints.
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Iives

I jectives

UpeDn completion of this section, you should be able to do the following
on written test:

Define and/or identify at least seven out of nine terms used for
fingerprints.

2. Identify loop patterns:

Define and/or identify loop patterns.

Define radial and ulnar loops.

Given three loop pattern fingerprints, count ridges correctly for
all three fingerprints.

411 Given various patterns of fingerprints, identIfy radial and ulnar
loops at least twice.

Identify arch patterns:

Define plain and tented arch patterns.

Name four types of tented arches.

4o Given various patterns of fingerprints, identify plain arch and
tented arch at least twice.

4. Identify whorl patterns:

Define and Identify whorl patterns.

Given various patterns of fingerprints, identify different types of
whorl patterns.

Assign a letter symbol for whorl tracing to three whorl patterns.

Performance Objetive

Using two sets of fingerprint cards, which you produced in the previous
section, identify and record fingerprint patterns, ridge counts, and
whoi-1 tracings on the cards. You will be evaluated on the following
tasic.s. You should receive an "A" (acceptable) rating for your
pernarmance on all tasks for both cards.
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1. Identify fingerprint patterns correctly.

2. Use capital letters for all patterns, except ulnar loops, on index
fingers.

3. Use small letters for arch, tented arch, and radial loop on other
fingers.

4. Use capital W for all whorl patterns.

5. Use Il1" or Olt for ulnar loops on all fingers.

6. Write these letter symbols in the appropriate blocks below each
fingerprint.

7. For all loop patteins, correctly count ridges intervening between
delta and core.

C. Record the number representing the ridge counts for loop pattern
in the appropriate place: upper right corner in the fingerprint
block.

9. For all whorl patterns, trace the ridges correctly.

10. Record the letter representing the whorl tracings in the appro-
priate places.

11. Record all letters and numbers clearly (legibly).

12. Complete the work in an acceptable amount of time.

NOTE: After you record the fingerprint patterns, return the cards to
your instructor until they are needed in the next section.
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Definition of

In order to identify and classify fingerprint patterns, it is essential for
you to know the meaning of the terms used in fingerprinting, such as
ridges, pattern area, type lines, bifurcation, divergence, focal points,
delta, and core.

These are lines shown in a fingerprint. The ridges form different types
of fingerprint patterro (Figure C-2-1).

Divergence

Ridges

Bifurcation

Bifurcation

2-1

Ridges

This is a ridge (line) which forks or divides into two or more branches,
as shown in Figures C-2-1 and C-2-2.

Divergence

This is the point where two ridges (Lines) which have been running paral-
lel spread apart, as shown in Figures C-2-1 and C-2-2.

897
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Divergence

Pat

Bifurcation

Figure C-2-2
Bifurcation and Divergence

This is where you can find the core, delta, and ridges you need to clas-
sify the fingerprint. The pattern area of loops and whorls is enclosed by
type lines (Figure C-2-3).

Type line B

Type Lines

Figure C-2-3
Pattern Aea au pe Lines

These are two innermost ridges which start as parallel lines, later
diverge, and then surround the pattern area, as shown in Figure C-2-3.
Lines A and B are the type lines which start parallel and diverge at C,
then surround the pattern area.

rype lines are usually not continuous. Where there is a break in a type
line, the ridge:immediately outside the line is the continuation of the
line, as shown in Figuxe C-2-4.
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Ridges immediately
outside type lines

Type line A

Bifurcation

Example 1

line B

Type line A

Type line A

Type line B Type line B

e C-2-4
Lines

A single ridge may bifurcate but may not diverge. Therefore, the two
forks of a bifurcation do not constitute type lines, except when the
forks run parallel after bifurcation and then diverge as shown in Figize
C-2-6. In such a case, the two forks become the two innermost ridges
required for type lines.

Bifurcation

Cannot be type lines ) J If 11111 (Can be type lines

Run parallel

Fige 2-5
Two Forks of a Bifurcation as Type Lines

Example 2

Angles are not formed by a single ridge, but by one ridge abutting
agairot another. Therefore, an angular formation cannot be used as a
type line. For example, in Figure C-2-6, ridges A and B join at an
angle, ridge B does not run parallel with ridge D, and ridge A does not
diverge. Therefore ridges C and D are the type lines.
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Ridge A

Ridge B
Cannot be type line)

Focal Po'-ts

Ridge D
(Type line)

Ridge C
(Type line)

Figwe C-24
Angular Formations that Are Not Type Lines

These are the delta and core used to classify the type of fingerprint
patterns. You can find these focal points, delta and core, within the
pattern area of loops and whorls.

You can find a delta at (or in front of) and near the center of the diver-
gence of type lines. The delta may be a bifurcation (Figure C-2-7), dot
(Figure C-2-8), abrupt ending of a ridge (Figure C-2-9), or fragment or
point on a ridge (Figure C-2-10 ).

Figure C-2-7
Bifurcation Delta

e C-2-9
kbrupt Ending Delta

Figure C-2-8
Dot Delta

Figure C-2-10
Fragment Delta
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It is the approximate center of the finger impression and is on the
shoulder of the recJrving ridge, as show.1 in Figures C-2-3 and C-2-11.

e (recurving ridge)

This is a ridge which has an inverted U shape and is found in a loop or a
whorl pattern fingerprint.

Shoulder

The shoulders of a loop are the points at which the reourving ridge defi-
nitely turns inward or curves (Figure C-2-11).

Rod

It is a fragment of the vertical ridge which does not have a shoulder and
does not make a full loop. It is usually in the center of the pattern.

Figure C-2-11
Shoulder

Delta

Wilen there are two or more deltas, use till following four guidelines
identify the delta to be used in classifying the print:

1. The delta may be located at a bifurcation which must open toward
the core. In Figure C-2-12, the bifurcation A that opens toward the
core is the delta, but the other bifurcations are not deltas because
they do not open toward the core.

9iJi
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Delta
(Bifurcation A)

-2 Bifurcations opening ay
from core

Figure C-2-I2
Bifurcation Delta that Opens Toward Core

2. If there is a bifurcation delta and another type of delta equally close
to the point of divergence, as in Figure C-2-13, choose the bifurca-
tion delta.

Bifurcation delta

Type fines

Dot delta

Fiture C-2-13
Bifurcation Delta and a Dot Close to the Point
of Divergence

When there are two or more bifurcation deltas, choose the one
nearest the core (Figure C-2-14).

VI: C-2 Identifying Fingerprin Pa terns
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cation Delta Nearer Core than Other

Bi urcation

ifurcation delta

Bifurcation

Type lines
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4. The delta may be located not in the middle of the ridge running be-
tween the type lines toward the core but at the end near the core
(Figure C-2-15).

rigure C-2-15
Delta Located at End Nearer Core

Core

Four guidelines for identifying the cor a are as follows:

1. The core is placed on or within the innermost recurving ridge
(Figure C-2-16).

Core on recurving ridge

Fivre C2-16
Core Locations

Core within -,urving ridge

2. When the innermost ridge contains no ending ridge rising as high as
the shoulders of the recurve, the core is placed on the shoulder of
the recurve farthest from the delta (Figure C-2-17).

903
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Figure C-2-17
Core at Shoulder of Recurve Farthest from
Delta

When the innermost sufficient recuxve contains an uneven number of
rods rising as high as the shoulder, the core is placed upon the end of
the center rod whether it touches the looping ridge Of not (Figure
C-2-18).

c-2-18
Co e of Loop Containing Uneven Number of
Rods

4. When the innermost loop contains an even number of rods rising as
high as the shoulder, the core is located on the end of the farthest of
the two center rods. The two center rods are treated as though they
were Joined (Figure C-2-19).

Innermost loop

Figinbe C-2-19
Core of Loop Containing Even Number of Rods
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Summary

There are three general types of fingerprint patterns: loop, arch, and
whorl. In order to classify the prints, you should know the definitions of
some technical terms such as ridges, pattern area, type lines, bifurca-
tion, divergence, focal points, delta, and core. You should be able to
identify the two focal points, delta and core.

Now mplete
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Review Qu C-2a)

Write your answers on a sepwate sheet of paper.

1. What fingerprint system do we use in the United States?

2. List two types of arch pattern found in fingerprints.

3. List two types of loop pattern found in fingerprints.

4. List four types ci; whorl pattern found in fingerprints.

5. Ridges are:

a. lines shawn in a fingerprint.
b. lines which fork or divide into several branches.
c. lines which run parallel, then spread apart.
d. two innermost lines which start parallel, diverge, and then

surround the pattern area.

6. Look at the diagram below. Which of the following lists indicates
e lines?

a. lines A and B
b. lines A and C
e. lines B and C
d. lines C and D

7. Which one of the following shows the pattern area correctly?
(Pattern areas are indicated by shades.)

a.

(continued on next page.)
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b.

8. Which of the following shows bifurca on?

I.

a. I only
b. 11 only
e. both l and II
d. neither I nor II

p. Focal points are:

a. the delta and the core.
b. the dots within the type lines.
c. the bifurcation within the pattern area .
d. the ridges in the loops.

10. What is the delta?

a. approximate center point of the fingerprint
b. point near the center of the divergence of the type lines
c. point at the bifurcation near the core
d. triangular type of ridge in the fingerprint

9tj7
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11. Look at the diagram below. Which point shows the delta

a. point A
b. point B
c. point C
d. point D

12. Look at the diagram below. Which point shows the de ta?

a. point A
b. point B
C. point C
d. point D

13. The core is the:

a. point on a ridge nearest the divergence of the type lines.
b. triangular form of ridges shown in the fingerprint .
c. approximate center of the fingerprint .
d. point at the middle of a ridge running between the type lines.
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14. Look at the diagTam below. Which point is the core?

a. point A
b. point B
c. point C
d. point D

15. Look at the diagram below. It is slightly different from the one
given in question 14. Which point is the core for this one9

a. point A
b. point B
c. point C
d. point D

Cheek your answers with the correct ones provided in the answer key.
Review the queslions you answered incorrectly. Then continue with the
nert part of this section (Vh C-2).

929
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Defmition

Loop-type patterns constitute nearly 65 percent of all fingerprints. The
pattern structure is uniquely suited to assignment of a numerical value
for use in the classification formula. To assign a numerical value to the
fingerprint, you count the ridges between the delta and the core.

A loop-type fingerprint is a fingerprint where one or more of the ridges
(1) enter on one side of the impression, (2) recurve, touch, or pass an
imaginary line drawn between the delta and the core, and (3) terminate
on or toward the same side of the impression where these ridges en-
tered. In other words, in a loop-type fingerprint, ridges start out in one
direction, make a U-turn, and return to the original direction, as shown
in Figure 0-2-20.

Imaginary line

utflclent recurve

Ridge terminates on th
side

C-2-20
Loop Pattern Fingerprint

Ridge enters on this side

Essential Elements of a Loop

In order to be a loop pattern, a fingerprint must have the folio in :

1. a delta

2. sufficient reeurve
The recurve must cross an imaginary line from the delta to the core
as shown in Figure C-2-20 and must be free of any appendages abut-
ting on its outside (see Figures C-2-21 and C-2-22). An appendage is
a ridge connecting to or abutting upon a recurve. Because append-
ages can change the shape of the recurving ridge to which they are
attached, they can destroy the sufficient recurve. If an appendage
is at the right angle on the outside of the recurve, as shown in
Figure C-2-22, it destroys the sufficient recurve; but if it flows off
smoothly, as shown in Figure C-2-21, it does not.

9
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Sufficient recurve

Passes the imaginary line

Nome C-2-21
Recurve Free of Appendage

Ap ndage

Ridge enters here

e C-2-22
Recurve with an
Appendage

rie comt
The ridge count is the total number of ridges touched or crossed by
an imaginary line placed between the delta and the core. When you
count the ridges, use the procedures outlined below as a general
guideline.

In order to assign a numerical value to a loop-type fingerprint, you
should count the ridges between the delta and the core. The following
procedure is a basic guideline:

STEP 1: Obtain ei fingerprint magnifying glass. The glass has a red line
which indicates the imaginary line from the delta to the core.

STEP 2: Place the glass over the fingerprint so that the red line is
aligned at the exact focal points of the delta and core (Figure
C-2-23).

CAUTION: Do not draw a line or put any m ing on the fin-
gerprint itself.

Imaginary line

C-2-23
Imaginary Line

9 11
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STEP 3: Count each ridge which crosses or touches this imaginary line,
observing the following rules:

a. Do not eount the delta or the core.

b. If there is a bifurcation exactly at the imaginary line and a
white space is crossed, count it as two ridges (Figure
C-2-24).

Imaginary line
Bifurcation (2 ridges)

Delta

:e C-2-24
Bifurcation at the Imaginary Line

c. If an island crosses the line count both sides (Figure
C-2-25).

Imaginary line
Island (2 ridges)

e C-2-25
Island Crossing the Imaginaxy Line

d. If the line crosses or touches a small ridge or dot, count it
as a ridge only if it appears to be as thick as the other
ridges (Figure C-2-26).

Small ridge

Core

Figure C-2-26
Dot at the Imaginary Line
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When you count the ridges, consider variations in inking and pressure,
and check the rolled fingerprint you are working on with the plain (flat)
impressions if there is a doubt. Figure C-2-27 shows the various types
of ridges you will encounter when counting ridges.

25
24
23
22
21

20
i9_

i7
16

14

1

allEretta
1111
11111141%NI it

VAIMI

RUS.'Ram '`
11&SW

walks
*.

7

Figure 0-2-27
Various Types

Eutrapl of Loop and Nonloop fingerprints

idges

L SNORT RIDGE

BIFURCATION

BIFURCATION

6. RIDGE
7. ENDING RIDGE

BIFURCATION

10. RIDGE

II_ ENDING RIDGE
12. RIDGE

13. SHORT RID3E

IFUlCATION

ISLAND

BIFURCATION

20_ ENDING RIDGE
21. DDT
22. RIDGE

23.
ISLAND

24_

25. ENDING RIDGE

In Figures C-2-28 and C-2-29, there is a delta, ridge count of 2 across a
looping ridge, and a sufficient recurve free of appendages. The recurve
is sufficient because it passes an imaginary line and tends to terminate
on the same side it entered. Therefore, it is a loop-type fingerprint.

Sufficient recurve

C-2-28
Loop-Type Fingerprint

9

Core

ginary line

Delta-

3

e C-2-29
Loop-Type Fingerprint
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Rad-

Figures C-2-39 and C-2-31 show nonloop-type fingerprints. There is a
delta and a ridge count across the looping ridge in Figure C-2-30. How-
ever, the recurve is not sufficient because the ridge entering on one
side does not pass the imaginary line.

Recurve

Delta

i re

imaginary line

Figure C-2-30
Nonloop Fingerprint

Delta

Appendage

Imaginary line

Figture C-2-31
Nonloop Fingerprint

In Figure C-2-31, there is a delta, a ridge count of one across the
looping ridge, and a recurve which passes the imaginary line. However,
the recurve has an appendage; therefore, the fingerprint is not a loop.

There are two types of loops: radial and ulnar. These terms are derived
from the names of the two bones of the forearm, radius and ulna. In
ulnar loops, the ridges flow in the direction of the ulna bone (toward the
little finger). These ridges start on the little finger side, recurve, and
end on the little finger side. In radial loops, the ridges flow in the
direction of the radius bone (toward the thumb). Symbols for radial loop
patterns are "R" for index fingers and "r" for all other fingers. Symbols
for ulnar loop patterns are "/" and

In order to identify the radial and ulnar loops, place your hand next to
the fingerprints (right hand for the right fingerprints and left hand for
the left fingerprints). As you place your hand correctly for taking fin-
gerprints, determine from which side of the hand (thumb side or little
finger side) the ridges start and terminate.

Remember: The classification of loops is based on the hand, not the
fingerprint card.

In Figure C-2-32, fingerprints 1, 3, 4, and 5 of the right hand are ulnar
loops because the ridges enter from the right little finger side (ulna
bone side) and recurve and flow back out the same side of the hand.

On fingerprint 2 (right index), the ridges flow toward the right thumb
side (radius bone side), producing a radial loop.

On the left hand impressions, fingerprints 8, 9, and 10 are ulnar loops
because the ridge lines forming the loop enter and exit the pattern from
the little finger side of the hand.
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Summary

Figure C-2-32
Radial and Ulnar Loop-Pattern Fingerprints

Definition of Loop Pattern

Ridges in a loop pattern mus .

enter either side
recurve
touch an imaginary Line between delta and core
terminate on entry side.

Essentials utr a

o sufficient recurve
delta
ridge count across a looping ridge

irements for Sufficient Recurve

recurve between the shoulders
free of appendages

Rules of It-

o Count each ridge crossing or touching a line between delta and core.

Do not count delta or core.

Count a bifurcation occurring exactly at the imaginary line as two
ridges.
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Count both sides of an isla_nd crossing the line.

Count a small ridge or dot as a ridge if it crosses or touches the line
and is as thick as the other ridges.

Loops

radial loop: Ridges enter from thumb (radius) side of the hand,
recurve, and exit to the thumb side of the hand.
ulnar loop: Ridges enter from little finger (ulnar) side of the hand,
recurve, and exit to the little finger side of the hand.

Now complete

916
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VI: 2b)

Write yoiw answers an a separate sheet of paper.

1. What are the tiree essential elements of a loop?

2. What are two requirements for a sufficient recurve?

3. Which of the following defines the ridge count?

S. an imaginary line placed between the delta and the core
b. number of ridges within the loop ridge
c. total number of ridges touched (or crossed) by an imaginsay line

between delta and core
d. total number of ridges connected to a recurve

4. How mem ridge counts does the diagram below have?

a. 2
b. 3
C. 4
d. 5

5. How many ridge

a. 2
b. 3
c. 4
d. 5

do e diagram below have?

6. A dot which the imaginary line touches

a. counted as a ridge.
b. not counted as a ridge.
c. counted as a ridge only when it is as thick as the others.
d. counted as a ridge only when it touches the delta.

91 7
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7. Write the letters a-e on your paper, then look at the diagram be-
low. Match the numbered ridges of the diagram with the names in
the list by writing the diagram number next to the letters on your
paper.

a. bifurcation
b. ending ridge
c. island
d. dot
e. short ridge

8. Which of the following shows a loop-twe fingerprint?

a.

918
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9. Which two of the following are correct state ents?

a. In ulnar loops, the ridges flow in the direction of the little
finger.

b. In ulnar loops, the ridges flow in the direction of the thumb.
c. In radial loops, the ridges flow in the direction of the little

finger.
d. In radial loops, the ridges flow in the direction of the thumb.

10. Which of the impressiow given below shows a radial loop-type fin-
gerprint?

a. right thumb
b. right index
c. right little finger
d. left index
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Check yam answers with the correct ones provided in the answer key.
Then do the practical exerebe on the next page.
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2b)

1Doarnine the three fingerprints you have produced for the practical
exercise in the previous section and identify any loop patterns. 'then
check and discuss your work with your instructor.

After eh
part of VI 2

920

with the next
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Definition and Dividetis

Arch-type patterns are less common than loop patterns. They consti-
tute 5 to 10 percent of all prints. However, arch-type fingerprints have
their own specific characteristics. There are two types of arches, plain
and tented, and four types of tented arches: angle, upthrust, near-loop,
and arbitrary-loop. In this section you will learn how to identify these
different types of arch patterns.

Plain

In plain arches the ridges (1) enter on one side, (2) make a rise or wave
in the center, and (3) tend to flow out on the opposite side. Figure
C-2-33 shows a typical plain arch.

Ridge flowing out on the
opposite side

Ridge making a rise

Ridge entering th s side

Figure C-2-33
Arch-Pattern Fingerprint

Although an arch-type fingerprint has the three general characteristics
listed above, you should remember that the various ridge formations
such as ending ridges, bifurcations, dots, and islands provide individual
or specific characteristics. Symbob for plain, arch-type fingerprints
are "A" for index fh-igers and "au for all other fingers.

Tented Arch

In a tented arch, most of the ridges enter on one side and tend to flow
out on the opposite side as in the plain arch, but the ridges at the center
have a more pointed appearance (as shown in Figure C-2-34) than a
plain arch. The symbob for tented arch-type fingerprints are "T" for
index fingers and "V, for all other fingers.

921
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Ridge flowing out on the
side opposite side

C-2-1:4
A Tented Arch

Ridge making a poInted
appearance

Ridge entering this side

There are four types of tented arches: angle, upthrust, near-loop, and
arbitrary-loop.

1. Angle type: Ridges at the center form a definite angle of 90
degrees or less. In Figure C-2-35, the ridge A-A enters on one side
of the impression and flows to the other with an acute rise in the
center. Ridge C strikes into A at point B, forming an acute angle,
and the ridges marked D-D also form an acute angle. Although this
illustration shows two angles, one angle would be sufficient to estab-
lish a tented arch.

Ridge A making an acute
rise In the center

Accute angle

Ridge flowing out on the _
opposite side

Figure -2-
Angle- ype Tented Arch

Ridge entering this side

2. Upthrust One or more ridges at the center are thrust upward
45 degrees or more from the horizontal plane. In Figure C-2-36, you
can find at least five such ridges in the center of the pattern.

Upthrust ridges

Center ridges thrust
upward

C-2-36
Upthrust-type Tented Arch

Upthrust ridge
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Near-loop - This type of tented arch looks like a loop pattern,
but does not have one of the three essential elements of a loop pat-
tern. ff an impression has a sufficient recurve and a delta but no
ridge count across a looping ridge, as in Figure C-2-37, it is a near-
loop tented arch. If an impression has a delta and a ridge count
across a looping ridge but lacks a sufficient recurve, as in Figure
C-2-38, it is a near-loop tented arch.

Sufficient recurve

Delta

Figure C-2-37
Near-loop Tented Arch
(ridge count missing)

Not sufficient recurve
(because of appendage)

Appendage

Ridge

Delta

Figure 0-2-38
Near-loop Tented Arch
(sufficient recurve
missing)

4. Ai-b' -loop type: This type has two loop formations with one
delta as shown in Figure C-2-39. Since we are unable to determine
which loop should be counted, the pattern is classified as a tented
arch.

Figure C-2-39
Lrbitrary-loop Tented Arch

Automatic Reference Rules

The Automatic Reference Rules, as established by the Federal Bureau
of Investigation (FBD, provides a standard way of classifying question-
able patterns. They list atndcal patterns that automatically receive an
alternate classification to further help in identification.

This alternate class code is the "reference." The phrase "referenced to"
means that a second possible classification is listed if the first is ques-
tionable. That is, the symbol for the doubtful first choice classification
is followed by a question mark and the second choice symbol, its
"reference." Thus, to say that an angle-type tented arch must be refer-
enced to a plain arch means that both are possible classifications and
should be studied together.

923
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If a pattern, ridge count, or tracing might cover more than one defini-
tion or cannot be determined exactly, an automatic reference is neces-
sary. The five rules for automatic referencing follow:

1. Any tented arch containing a looping ridge (as shown in Figure
C-2-40) must be referenced to a loop because of the delta forma-
tion. The symbol for a tented arch containing a looping ridge is
"t?/".

Figume C-2-10
Examples of Tented Arch Referenced to Loop
(t?/)

2. Any loop consisting of a single looping ridge which has an appendage
between the shoulders must be referenced to a tented arch, provided
that the appendage does not come in front of the delta. The symbol
for this type of fingerprint is "I? t". Examples of this type are
shown in Figure C-2-41.

?T.
C-2-41

Examples of Loop Referenced to Tented Arch
(/?t)

F.) ei
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Any angle-type tented arch must be referenced to a plain arch CI s
shown in Figure C-2-42, except a tented arch with the very acute
angle (see Figure C-2-43).

t ?g

Figure C-2-42
Angle-type Tented Arches Referenced to
Plain Arch (t?a)

Figure =2-43
Tented Arches with Acute Angle

4. Any tented arch composed of two ending ridges on or about the sain%
plane plus a delta formation (as shown in Figure C-2-44) must be
referenced to a plain arch, provided neither rithe has a definite up-
thrust. It is referenced this way because its or:Tinal classification
as a plain arch has been changed. Compare the impressions in Fig-
ure C-2-44 with the tented arches shown in Figure C-2-45.

Figure C-2-44
Examples of Tented Arch Referenced to
Plain Arch (t?a)
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Summary

Flgi -45
Tented Arches

5. Any obstruction- yp-45e central-pocket-loop whorl (as show: in Figure
C-2-46) must be refesrerenced to a loop. It is referenced this way be-
cause its original 01mssification as a loop has been changed .

!Figure 0-2-46
Examples of Obstruction- ype Centralilocket-
loop Whorl Referenced to Loop (WV)

Thereare two major ty s of arch-ty fingerprints.

lain arch

es must:

a. enter on one side
b. make a rise or Isia-.tve in the center
c. tend to flow out cair: the opposite side.

2. 'Tented arch

a. argle type

The ridges mils

1. enter on one sMde and tend to flow out on the opposite side
2. form an angle . of 90 degrees or less at the center.

926
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b. upthrust type

The ridges must:

1. enter on one side and tend to flow out on the opposite side
2. form an upthrust at the center which rises at a 4511egree

angle or more from a horizontal plane.

C. near-loop type

The r" es must:

1. enter on one side and tend to flow out on he opposite side
2. look like a loop at the center
3. lack any one of the three essential elements of sloop.

d. arbitrary-loop type

1. It has two loops with one delta.
2. Which loop to count cannot be determined, so it Is classified

as a tented arch.

Now complete the review

827
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7ew

Write yow &rowers art a separate sheet of

1. In plain arches, the ridges: (Choose three correc wers.)

a. enter on one side.
b. make a rise in the center.
c. flow out on the opposite side.
d. have short ridges for ending r

2. In tented arches, the ridges: (Choose three correct answers.)

a. enter on one side.
b. make a pointed appearance at the center.
c. flow out on the opposite side.
d. have two deltas.

Which type of arch does the diagram below show?

a. plain arch
b. tented arch
c. plain tented arch
d. none of the above

4. Wliich type of arch does the diagram below show?

a. plain arch
b. tented arch
c. plain tented arch
d. none of the above
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5. Which pattern has four subtyp angle, upthrust, near-loop, and
arbitrary-loop?

a. plain arch pattern
b. tented exch pattern
c. loop pattern
d. whorl pattern

6. The following fingerprints are upthrust, angle, and near-loop t3pes.
Write the letters a-e on your paper. Then write the twe of each
fingerprint by the letter.

a.

C.

b.

7. The ridges enter on one side, flow out on the opposite side, and look
like a loop at the center. The fingerprint lacks one of the three es-
sential elements of a loop. What type is the fingerprint?

a. radial loop
b. ulnar loop
c. near-loop tented arch
d. double-loop whorl

8. Any tented arch containing a looping ridge is expressed by the
symbol

9. An angle-type tented arch referenced to a plain arch is expressed
by the symbol

929
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10. What is the symbol for the following fingerprint type

Check answers with the
Then do practical exercise

930



ftactioal Exotic _VT:

Examine the three fingerprint cards you have produced and identify
plain asches, angle-type tented arches, upthrust tented arches, and
near-loop tented arches. Then check and discuss your work with your
instructor.

your work with
-on (Vg: G-2).

9 31
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Whorl-Tive Pattern

lfInitions and Divisiona

Whorl pattern fingerprLnts have at least two deltas with a recurve in
front of each delta as shown in Figure C-2-47. In this pattern, one or
more ridges make a circular, oval, or spiral circuit around the core as
shown in these figures, and there is a single or double core.

Figure 2-47
Whorl-Twe Pat erns

There are four tyr.s of whorl patterns: plain, een et loop,
double loop, and aecidentaL The whorl patterns occur in about 30 per-
cent of all fingerprints, and, therefore, you will need to know how to
identify them. When identifying pattern types on the fingerprint card,
you will designate all types of whorl patterns with the capital letter

Plain Mori

The plain whorl is the simplest and the most common of the four types
of whorl patterns. When identifying a plain whorl, make sure that the
fingerprint impression meets the following four criteria:

1. There are two deltas.

2. At least one ridge tends to make a complete cftcuit. The circuit
may be circular, oval, spiral, or any variant of a circle.

An imagfriary l.ine drawn between the two deltas touches or crosses
at least one of the recurving ridges within the inner pattern area.

4. The recurving ridges in front of the innermost delta are free of
appendages.

Examples: Figures C-2 8 and C-2-49 show typical plain whorls. They
meet all four criteria lis ed above.

932
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Recurving ridge free o
appendage

Recurving ridge free
appendage

Delta

e C-2
Plain Whorl

Complete circuit

Delta

Imaginary line touching the
recurving ridge within
pattern area

Delta

Imaginary line touchinge C-2-49 recuMng ridge within
P ain Whorl pattern area

Counterexample: The following illustration, Figure C-2-50, shows a
fingerprint which is not a plain whorl because it does not meet the
fourth criterion listed above. A recurving ridge in front of the
innermost delta has an appendage. Thus, this pattern could be
classified as a loop.

Fgure C-2-50
Nonwhorl-type with Appendage

Examples: For comparison, look at Figures C-2-51 through C-2-55,
which are examples of plain whorl patterns.

933
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Fizure C-2 1

Figure C-2-54

Figwe C-2-52 Figure C-253

Figwe C-2-55

In all of these figures, you will find the following

two deltas
at least one ridge making (or tending to make ) a complete circuit in
any variant of a circle
a recurving ridge free of appendages
at least one of the recurving ridges within the inner pattern area can
be touched or crossed by an imaginary line between the two deltas

Ceitrai-Podet-Locp Whorl

The following are some rules governing the definition of the cen a -
pocket-loop whorl pattern:

1. It has two deltas and at least one ridge making a comple
any variant of a circle (see Figure C-2-56).

2. im imaginary line drawn between the two deltas must not touch or
cross any recurving ridges within the inner pattern area (see Figure
C-2-56).

uit in

The recurving ridges in front of the innermost delta must be free of
appendages.

V : C-2 Iden dying Fingerprint Patte
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4. If there is not a sufficient recurve between the delta and the core,
there must be a ridge (not a dot) at a right angle to the imaginary
line.

NOTE: Rules 1 and 3 are the same as those for a plain whorl. For
practical purposes, then, concentrate on rule 2 when you identify a
central-pocket-loop whorl.

Example: Figure C-2-56 shows a central-pocket-loop whorl pattern
which meets all four rules listed above.

Ridge making complete
circuit

Delta

Doubl_ Loop Whorl

Figure C-2-56
Central-Pocket-Loop Whorl

Delta

The following three elements determine the definition of a double-loop
whorl:

1. There must be two separate loops, with two separate and distinct
sets of shoulders and two deltas.

2. The shoulders of the recurves must be free of any appendages at
right angles. An appendage which flows off smoothly does not spoil
the loop.

No ridge count is necessary.

NOTE: This pattern type does not include the "S" core, which does
not form two distinct loops, or the interlocking core. The two loops
may be connected by an appending ridge which does not abut (touch)
at right angles between the shoulders of the recurves.

Examples: Figures C-2-57 and C-2-58 show double-loop whorl pat-
terns. Notice that there are (1) two separate loop formations,
(2) two sets of shoulders which are free of appendages, and (3) two
deltas.
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Shoulders free of appendages

Figure 0-2-57
Double-Loop Whorl

Loop-

Shoulders free of
appendages

Loop

Delta

a

Figtwe 0-2-58
Double-Loop Whorl

Counterexample: Figure 0-2-59 may look like a double-loop whorl, but
notice that one side of one loop also forms one side of the other loop.
This is an "S" type of core. Therefore, there are not two separate loops.
What this figuxe actually shows is a plain whorl because it has two
deltas, a ridge making a circuit, and a recurve that could touch an
imaginary line drawn between the two deltas.

Delta

Ridge forming both loops

Delta

Recurve touching
Imaginary line

Figure C-2-59
Fla n Whorl Rather tham Double-Loop Whorl

Now look at Figure 0-2-60. Although there are two deltas and two sets
of shoulders, all the recurves of the loop on top are spoiled by
appendages. This pattern would be classified as a loop.

re C-2-60
Loop Rather than Double-Loop Whorl

VI: 0-2 IdentifyInFingerprint Patterns
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Loop

Delta

Loop

Del a

Accidental WIlorl

This type of whorl must have at least two deltas and may combine any
two patterns except the plain arch. An accidental whorl may be made
up of combinations such as these:

1. a loop and a tented arch (In this combination, the loop must be over
the tented arch as shown in Figure C-2-61)

2. a loop and a whorl
3. a loop and a central-pocket loop
4. a double loop and a central-pocket loop

Examples: Figures C-2-61 through C-2-64 show accidental whorls which
are combinations of a loop and other patterns.

Tented arch

Figure C-2-61
Accidental Whorl
(Combination of Loop
and Tented Arch)

Delta

Central pocket loop

Delta

FOire 0-2-63
Accidental Whorl
(Combination of Loop
and Central-Pocket-
Loop Whorl)

Loop pattern

C-2-62
Accidental Whorl
(Combination of Loop
and Plain Whorl)

Delta

Loop

Double fool

F` _e C-2-64
Accidental Whorl
(Combination of Loop
and Double-Loop Whorl)

Counterexample: Figure C-2-65 shows a fingerprint which has some
upthrust ridges above a loop-type formation. Therefore, this is not an
accidental whorl. This pattern would be classified as a loop pattern
referenced to a whorl (/?W).

93 7
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Upthrus

Loop-type formation

Whorl Tracing

Core

Delta

Figure 0-2-65
Loop Pattern Referenced to a Whorl

Once you have identified a fingerprint as a whorl pattern, you should
trace the path of ridges from the left delta to the right delta. You can
then assign a letter value to the particular whorl pattern for classifica-
tion purposes. When you 4-race ridges of whorl patterns, use the follow-
ing procedures as a general guideline.

STEP 1: Identify the left and right deltas.

If there are three or more deltas, identify the extreme left
delta and the extreme right delta.

STEP 2: Locate the ridge rtmning from the lower side of the left delta.

STEP 3: Trace this ridge from the left delta to the right delta.

If the ridge being traced ends, drop down to the next lower
ridge and continue tracing (see Figure C-2-66).

Ridge being tr_ced

Figure 0-2-66
Tracing Next Lower Ridge when Traced Ridge
Ends

938
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e If the ridge being traced bifurcates, trace the lower fork
(see Figure C-2-67).

Ridge being traced

Bifurcation --ue1=FEww...

Figie C-27
Tracing Lower Fork when Ridge Bifurcates

STEP 4: When the traced ridge reaches a point opposite or nearest the
right delta, carefully examine the ridge formation at the point.

If the traced ridge falls above or passes iroside the right
delta with three or more ridges intervening between the
traced ridge and the delta (as shown in Figure C-2-68), the
pattern is an innr whorl. Assign the letter "I" to the
pattern.

Right delta

Lett delta Three intervening ridges

Ridges being traced

Figine
Inner Whorl (I)

e If the traced ridge falls below or outside the right delta at
the nearest point with three or more ridges intervening (as
shown in Figure C-2-69), the pattern is outer whorl Assign
the letter "0" to the pattern.

93 )
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mary

Left deli

Ridges being trac

Figure C-29
Outer Whorl (0)

Three intervening ridges

0 Assign the letter "M" for all other tracings of whorls. For
example, if the ridge being traced reaches a point opposite
the right delta with two or less ridges intervening either in-
side or 'outside the right delta, the pattern is a "meeting
whorl" and should be assigned the letter "M" (see Figure
C-2-70).

Left delta

Ridge

Right delta

ng traced

Fl -- C-2-70
Meeting Whorl (M)

No ridge between traced
ridge and delta

In order to be classified as a whorl pattern, a fingerprLnt impression
must have: (1) at least two deltas and (2) a recurve in front of each
delta.

There are four types of whorl patterns: plain, centrali)ocket loop,
double loop, and accidental. Regardless of the subtypes, all whorl pat-
terns are designated with the symbol "W" on the card below the pattern.

In addition to the symbol "W," you assign all whorl patterns a letter
designation of 11I," "01" or "M" by tracing the ridge or ridges running
from the left delta to the right delta.

Now complete the review questions beginning on the next
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Review Questior s (V1: C-24)

Wilte yow answers on a separate sheet of

1. List four types of whorl patterns.

2. List four criteria for a plain whorl pattern.

3. The fingerprint impression shown below has two deltas, with one
ridge making a complete circuit, the recurving ridges in front of the
Lnnermost delta free of appendages, and the imaginary line not
touching any of the recurving ridges within the inner pattern area.
What type of fingerprint is this?

a. plain whorl
b. central-pocket-loop whorl
c. tented arch
d. ulnar loop

4. The fingerprint impression shown below has two deltas and is a com-
bination of a loop and central-pocket-loop whorl. What type of fin-
gerprint is this?

a. double-loop whorl
b. radial loop
C. ulnar loop
d. accidental whorl 9 4 1
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The following illustrations show each of the four types of whorl pat-
terns. Write the letters a-d on your paper, and write the name of
each fingerprint type beside the letters.

a.

rc

d.

6. In which of the following sequences (a-d) would you trace ridges of a
whorl pattern? (Read the four steps listed I-IV, and then choose the
letter of the correct sequence.)

STEPS:

I. Locate the ridge running from the lower side of the left del a.
II. When the traced ridge reaches a point opposite (or nearest) the

right delta, examine carefully the ridge formation at that
point.

IE. Identify the left and the right deltas.
IV. Trace the ridge from the left delta to the right delta.

a. I
b. U1 II I
C. ifi -lY-IJ
d. M

7. If the ridge being traced ends, what should you do?

a. Stop tractng and examine the ridge formation at that point.
b. Drop down to the next lower ridge and continue tracing.
c. Go to the next higher ridge and continue tracing.
d. Skip to the ridge at the right delta.

94 2
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8. If the ridge being traced bifurcates hat should you do.

a. Trace the lower fork.
b. 'IYace the higher fork.
c. Trace either fork.
d. Stop tracing and examine the ridge formation at that point.

9. If the traced ridge passes inside the right delta, with three ridges
intervening between the traced ridge and the delta, the pattern is:

a. an inner whorl.
b. an outer whorl.
c. a meeting whorl.
d. an accidental whorl.

10. If th- traced ridge falls below the right delta at the nearest point,
with three or more ridges intervening, the pattern is:

a. an inner whorl.
b. an outer whorl.
c. a meeting whorl.
d. an accidental whorl.

11. The following illustrations show an inner whorl, an outer whorl, and
a meeting whorl. Write the letters a-e on your paper. Then write
the name for each type by the letter.

a.

b.

with the correct ones Provided in the
on the next page.

94 3
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VI: C-2d)

Examine the three fingerprint cards you have and identify whorl pat-
terns and specific types of whorl patterns, then assign a letter designa-
tion (I, 0, or PIO to each type of whorl pattern by tracing the ridge or

ridges from the left delta tc the right delta. You may need a
magnifying gliiss. Check your work with your instructor.

After discus:mg your work with your insthzctor, keep
on to the next part of this section (VI: C-2).

944
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Recording Patt Val

At this point you should be able to identify pattern types of finger-
prints. Now you will learn how to record these pattern types and their
value symbols.

You have previously learned to record an individual's personal history,
take his/her photograph, roll fingerprints on an identification card, and
identify the fingerprint patterns. The next procedure is to record pat-
tern types and value symbols on the card using the following steps as a
general guideline. Recording patterns is sometimes referred to as
"blocking" because you record the identifying data in individual
fingerprint blocks.

STEP 1: Memorize the following pattern type symbols:

Arch (plain): A for index fingers
a for all other fingers

Tented Arch: T for index fingers
t for all other fingers

Radial Loop: R for index fingers
r for all other fingers

Whorl: W for all fingers
Ulnar Loop: a diagonal line slanting in the direction

of flow, either / or

STEP 2: Identify each fingerprint and record the appropriate symbols in
each block provided below the fingerprint as shown in Figure
C-2-71.

RIGHT HAND
i HT T LIMB 2 RIGHT IND lam- MIGOLE 4. RIGHT RING 5. RIGHT LITTLE

LEFT hAND
. LEFT THUMB LEFT INDEX A LEFT MIDDLE 9 LEFr RING 10. LEFT LITTLE

Figure C-2-71
Pattern Identification Symbols Recorded
on a Fingerprint Card
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The fingerprint patterns shown in Figure C-2-71 are identified as
follows:

1. right thumb
r - radial loop

2. right index
W - whorl

3. right middle finger
ulnar loop (direction of flow is to ard right-hand side)

4. right ring finger
ulnar loop

5. right little finger
a - plain arch

6. left thumb
/ ulnar loop

7. left index finger
A plain arch (capital A used for index finger)

9. left middle finger
r - radial loop

9. left ring finger
W - whorl (capital W used for whorl pa ern)

10. left little finger
/ uthar loop

STEP 3: For all loop-type patterns (symbols r, It, I, or \ ) make ridge
counts and place this number of ridges in the upper right
corner in the finger block as shown in Figure C-2-72.

RIGHT HAND
HIGHT THUME 2, RIGHT INDEX

Ri
2. RIGHT MIDDLE 3 I. RIGHT HIND H. RIGHT UTILE

_. a.
LEFT HAND

E LEFT THUUE 3 E. LEFT INIIRE H. LEFT MlDDIE 3 - LEFT HIND Al 10 LEFT UTILE

Figwe C-2-72
Pattern Identification, Ridge Count, and Ridge
Tracings Recorded on a Fingerprint Card
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STEP 4: For all whorl-type patterns (symbol W), make ridge tracings
and place the letter indicating the tracing (I, M, or 0) in the
finger block in the upper right corner as shown in Figure
C-2-72.

Value symbols
as follows:

or each fingerprint shown in Figure C-2-72 are

1. right thumb
4 - four ridge counts between delta and core

2. right index
M - whorl tracing is "meeting"

3. right middle finger
3 - three ridge counts between delta and core

4. right ring finger
2 - two ridge counts

5. right little finger
no symbol - neither loop nor whorl

6. left thumb
3 three ridge coun s

7. left index finger
no value symbol - neither loop nor whorl

S. left middle finger
3 - three ridge counts

9. left ring finger
M - whorl tracing is "meeting"

10. left little finger
3 - three ridge counts

Now complete the review questioi beginning on the next

94 7
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Review Questions (VI: C-2e)

Write your answers on a separate

1. Symbols for index fingers are:

a. all capital letters.
b. all capital letters except ulnar loops.
c. all small letters.
d. all small letters except ulnar loops and whorls.

What is the symbol for a whorl-type pattern?

a. w for all fingers
b. W for all fingers
c. W for index fingers and w for the other fingers
d. w for index fingers and W for the other fingers

3. Choose two symbols given below that are used for ukiar loops.

a. U for index fingers and u for other fingers
b. u for all fingers
c. /
d.

4. Write the numbers 1-10 on your paper. Then by each number on your
paper, record the appropriate symbol for the fingerprint in each
block on the card below.

RIGHT HAND
RIGHT THU 2. RIGHT IND & RIG T TILE 4.flIGHTHING & RIGHT urns

LEFT HAND
0. LEFT mums 7. LEff INDEX & LEn MIDDLE & LEff RING

........,

10. LEFT UTTLE

_.........,...._
..7... --'...w....

VI: C-2 Identifying Fingerprint Patterns
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5. Write the numbers 1-10 on your paper. Then by each number on your
paper, record the appropriate symbol for the fingerprint in each
block on the card below. Then write ridge counts for loops and
whorl tracings for whorls beside the appropriate numbers.

RIGHT HAND
1. RIGHT THUMD 2 IGHT IND 3. RIGHT MIDDLE 4. RIGHT R.NG 5. RIGHT UTTLE

......,...-5'

LEFT HAND
B. LEFT ThUMB 7. LEFT E. LEff MIDDLE B. LEff RING 10. LEFT urrLE

check your
Then do the

ers with the correct ones provided in the aiwer key.
exercise on the next Page-

94 9
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C-2e)

Record the symbols for fmgerprint patterns on the three fingerprint
cards you have. Record abo the ridge counts for loop patterns and
ridge tracings for whorl patterns. You may need to use a manifying
glass. Then check and dcucs your work with your instructor.

Non feel confident that you have achieved the objectives for this
seeion, lak your instructor for the posttest (VI: C-2 .

950
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Block VI: Crim nalistics
Unit C: Fingerprint Tectmology
Section 3. Classifk2ation Formulm

Ask your instructor for the pretest for this section (VI: C-3).
complete the pretest, your instructor will let you blow whether to study
this section, to skip some part of it, or to take the posttelit.
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Introcluction

When a law enforcement agency collects a large number of fingerprints,
it often becomes difficult to file and search them. In order to make fil-
ing and searching easier, a classification formula is used. This formula
is a specific arrangement of the symbob representing the fingerprint
pattern types, ridge counts, and whorl tracings.

Once you have determined the formula, you record it on the classifica-
tion line at the top right of the fingerprint card as shown in Figure
C-3-1. The symbols above the line are referred to as the "numerator"
and those below the line are called the "demoninator."
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Classification formula

Fiz-are C-3-1
Classification Formula Recorded on the
Fingerprint Card

The clas;:ification process involves determining classification formulas,
sequencing, filing, searching, comparing, classifying scars and amputa-
tions, identifying the dead, referencing, and so forth. This section,
however, will focus on just the basic classification formula since it is a
skill required of every police investigator, crime scene investigator,
prosecuting attorney, defense attorney, and corrections officer. It will
give you a foundation for beginning the serious study of fingerprints if
you are interested in the vocational field of fingerprint technician.

The basic classification formula you will study is composed of six divi-
sions: key, major, primary, secondary, subsecondary, and final (see
Figure C-3-2).

952
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KEY PRIMARY

cLAss 24 L aR-t

SUBSECONDARY

101

W2at

MAJOR SECONDARY

C-3-2
Six Divisions of a Classification Formula

MOO

FINAL

In this section, you will learn how to determine these six basic classi
cation divisions. You will also need to use the five sets of fingerprints
you made for your practical exercises.

Remember: Fingerprint technology is an exact science and accuracy is
vitally important in classification.
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Objectives

Objectives

Upon completion of this section, you should be able to do the following
on a written test:

Name six divisions of the classification formula in the order of their
appearance on the fingerprint card.

2. Identify the tasks involved in determining the value of these six divi-
sions: key, major, primary, secondary, subsecondary, and final._

3. Determine and record the value of each classification division.

4. Determine and record the classification formula as it should appear
on the fingerprint card.

Performance Objectives

Given two sets of fingerprint cards which you produced for the perfor-
mance test in the previous section, record the classification formulas in
the correct places. You will be evaluated on the following tasks. Your
performance should be rated "A" (acceptable) for all tasks on both
cards.

Record six divisions in the correct sequence.

2. Record the key classification in the numerator (numerical symbol).

3. Record the major, secondary, and subsecondary classifications for
both numerator and denominator or leave a space blank if there is no
fingerprint relevant to that particular division for the classification.

4. Record the final classification in the numerator (numerical symbol).

5. Complete the tasks in an acceptable amount of time.

9 4
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Formulas

When determining and recording the classification formula, use the fol-
lowing procedures as a general guideline:

STEP 1: Make sure the pattern types are recorded correctly at the bot-
tom of each block on the fingerprint card.

Index fingers should have the appropriate capital letters (ex-
cept for the uffiar

Mi ulnar loops should be designated by a diagonal line slant-
ing in the direction of the loop.

All whorls should have the letter W.

All other fingers should be designated by the appropriate
small letters, such as a for plain arch, t for tented arch, and
r for radial loop.

STEP 2: Make sure that the ridge counts for all loop patterns are re-
corded appropriately in the fingerprint blocks.

STEP 3: Make sure that the whorl tracfrIg symbols are recorded for all
whorl patterns in the fingerprint blocks.

STEP 4: Determine the value of the a division of the classification
formula. To do this, follow these steps:

Find the loop pattern appearing fkst on the fingerprint card,
beginning with the right thumb end excluding the little
fingers.

Count the ridges of that loop-pattern fingerprint.

Record the number of ridges at the far left, above the
classification line on the fingerprint card.

Example: hi Figure C-3-3 on the next page, the first loop is
the right thumb and the ridge count is 24. Therefore, the
number 24 is placed at the far left of the classification line.

9 5
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Key

Major classification
Classification line

Figure
Key Recorded on the Classification Line

STEP 5: Determine the value of the major classification by looking at
both thumb impressions.

If both thumbs are loops (as shown in Figure C-3-3), look at
the ridge counts recorded in the fingerprint blocks and con-
vert them into symbols (S for small, M for medium, and L
for large) using the following standards.

1. Right thumb symbols are written above the line.

right thumb ridge counts (when left thumb ridge count is
16 or less):

S = 1-11
M = 12-16
L = 17 and over

right thumb ridge counts (when left thumb ridge count is
17 and

S = 1-17
M = 18-22
L = 23 and over

2. Left thumb symbols are written below the line.

left thumb ridge counts:

S = 1-11
M = 12-16
L = 17 and over
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Example: In Figure C-3--3, both thumbs are loops, and the left
thumb's ridge count is more than 17. Therefore, the right
thumb's ridge count of 24 is converted to the symbol L, and the
left thumb's ridge count of 18 is also L. The right thumb's
symbol L is recorded above the classification line (numerator)
and the left thumb's symbol L is recorded below the line
(denominator).

o If both thumbs are whorU, as show in Figure C-3-4, write in
the symbols for whorl tracing (I, M, or 0) with the right
thumb over the line (numerator) and the left thumb below
the line (denominator).
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Figure C-3-4
Major Classification or Whorl Pattern
for Both Thumbs

Whorl tracing of right
thumb

Major classification

Whorl tracing of
left thumb

If one thumb is a loop and anrIther thumb is a whorl, use the
whorl tracing symbol for the thumb whorl pattern and the
symbol for loop ridge count (S, M, or L) for the thumb loop
pattern.

Example: Figure C-3-5 on the next page shows a fingerprint
card with thumb prints having a combination of loop and whorl
patterns: loop-pattern right thumb and whorl-pattern left
thumb. The symbol for ridge count 17 is L, and the whorl
tracing symbol for the left thumb is M. Therefore, L (right
thumb) is written above the classification line, and M (left
thumb) is recorded below the line.

957
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Ridge
count

Whorl
tracing

Plain arch

Ridge count symbol of
right thumb

Major classIfication

Whorl tracing symbol of
left thumb

Major Classification with Loop-Pattern Right
Thumb and Whorl-Pattern Left Thumb

Sometimes two whorl tracing symbols are listed, as for the left
thumb in Figure C-3-5, for a reference. This is done so that
the print card can be searched under both classifications in the
master file. The need for this reference is due to inking pat-
tern types and skin conditions.

If any thumb impression is designated by small letter sym-
bob (a or t), leave the major classification space blank, as
shown below in Figure C-3-6.
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Primary
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Figure C-3-4
Major Classification with Loop-Pattern Right
Thumb and Plain Arch-Pattern raft Thumb
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Review for a moment the following rules for major classification:

1. Include only whorl-pattern and loop-pattern thumbs.

2. Record the symbols for the right thumb above thc classification lin,:
rzid the left thumb below the line.

3. Record them next to the key and just to the left of the primary
classification.

4. If both thumbs are whorls, record the whorl tracing sym 1, 0, M)
for each tbumb.

If both thumbs are loops, convert the ridge coun s into the symbols
S, M, or L.

6. If one thumb is a loop and another thumb is a whorl, use the whorl
tracing symbol for the whorl-pattern thumb and the ridge count
symbol for the loop-pattern thumb.

7. If either or both thumbs have a small letter sy I (a, ), do not
enter a major classification.

STEP 6: Determine the value of the primary classification. To do this,
follow these steps:

Find the whorl-pattern fingerprints because primary classifi-
cation involves whorl-type patterns only.

Remem Whorl-pattern fingerprints include all types of
whorls: plain whorls, central-pocket loops, double loops, and
accidentals.

Find the numerical value assigned to each finger for the pur-
pose of primary classification as shown on the chart below
and in Figure C-3-7.

-r Numbers Valuw

1 and 2 16
3 and 4 8
5 and 6 4
7 and 8 2
9 and 10 1
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NAME

PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION
INDUSTRIAL

CLASS.

No.
F.B.I. No.
B. C. I..No REF.

Impressions taken_by Date BY

RIGHT HAND
1. RIGHT ThUMB

/6
2. RIGHT IND

16

. RIGHT imIDD E

8
D

.t RIGHT RING

8

5. MONT LITME

LEFT HAND
E.LEFTThUMB

Lf

LEFr INDEX a. LEFr MIDDLE E. LEff RING eof 10, LEFT Lam.E

Figure C--3-7
Numerical Values as Numerator and Denomi-
nator for Primary Classification of Each Finger

NOTE: D stands for denominator (odd-numbered fingers); N stands for
numerator (even-numbered fingers); numbers indicate assigned values.

Compute the numerator of the primary classification. To do this, add
numerical values of the whorl patterns appearing in the even-
numbered fingers, plus one.

Compute the denominator of the primary classification. To do this,
add the numerical values of the whorl patterns appearing in the odd-
numbered fingers, plms one.

Example 1: In Figure C-3-8, the numerator is one because there is no
whorl pattern appearing in even-numbered fingers. Therefore, zero plus
one equals one. The denominator is three, because there is one whorl
(finger number 7) with a numerical value of two; two plus one equals
three.

960
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Figure C-3-8
Primary Classification with One Whorl
Pattern on Finger No. 7

Example 2: Figure C-3-9 that follows shows four whorls in fin-
gers 3, 6, 7, and 9. You should compute the numerator by add-
ing one to the value of the whorl in finger number 6. The
value is four and therefore the numerator is five. For the
denominator, you should add together the values of fingers 3,
7, and 9, plus one: the value for finger number 3 is eight, the
value for number 7 is two, and the value for number 9 is one.
Therefore, the denominator is 12 (eight plus two plus one plus
one).

961
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Figure C-3-9
Primary Classification with Four Whorls

Example 3: Figure C-3-10 on the next page shows a primary
classification when none of the fingers is a whorl-type
pattern. Both numerator and denominator are one.

9 62
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PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION
INDUSTRIAL

NAME
CLASS.

No.
F.B.I. No.
B. C. I. No. REF.

Impressions taken by Date

RIGHT HAND
BY

I. RIGHT THUMB 2. RIGHT INGO/ 3. RIGHT MIDDLE 4, RIGHT RING E. RIGHT LITZLE

t
LEFT HAND

8. LEFF THUMP I. LEM' INDEX 8. LEFr MIDDLE 12. LEFT RING

.............
%N..

10, LEFT LITTLE

Primary Classi ication wi h No Whorl-Pattern
Fingerprint

NOTE: Remember the following rules for a primary classifica-
tion:

1. Primary classification involves only whorl patterns.

2. Each fingerprint block has an assigned numerical value for
primary classification.

3. Obtain the denominator of the primary classification by
adding together the numerical values of the odd-numbered
Engers with whorl patterns, phis one.

4. Obtain the numerator by adding together the numerical
values of the even-numbered fingers with whorl patterns,
plus one.

9 63
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5. This is the only classification which uses even- and odd-
numbered fingers for denominators and numeratorz. The
other classifications use the right-hand impressions as the
numerator and the left4iand impressions as the denomi-
nator.

STEP 7: Determine the value of the secondary classification. To do
this, follow !the procedures below:

List the letter symbols representing right-hand fingerprint pat-
terns above the line (numerator), using the following rules:

List them in the same sequence as the fingers appear on
the card.

For index lingers., use the capital letters U for taller loop,
R for radial loop. W for whorl, A for plain arch, and T for
tented arch.

For other fingers, you should use:

a. only small letters appearing in the fingerprint blocks
b. a dash (-) when a whorl (w) or ulnar loop (/ or \ ) appears

between small letters or between small letters and
capital letters.

For a small letter group, when the same types occur imme-
diately adjacent to each other, instead of repeating the
small letters, write only the number of occurrences. For
example, if left-hand fingers 8, 9, and 10 are plain arches,
write 3a instead of ann.

List the letter symbols representing left-hand fingerprint types
below the line (denominator), using the rules listed above.

Example 1: Figure C-3-11 shows the following secondary clas-
sification:

aRtat
rU3a

Notice that three plain arches of three consecutive fingers are
recorded 3a instead of mina. Also notice that an ulnar loop-
type index is recorded capital U.

964
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NA

No

RSNAL IDENTWICATION
INDUSTRIAL

CLASS

REF.

BY

RIGHT HAND
'I. RIGHT THU B 2 FirGH1 rid RIGHT MIDDLE 4. RIGHT RING 5, RIGHT LITTLE

LEFT HAND
0 EFT THI) 0 T. IEFT INDEX G. LEFT MIDDLE IN M. LEFT LITTLE

-...

Pigrne 0-3-11
Secondary Classification

Example 2: In Figure 0-3-12 on the next page, the left thumb
receives a small letter symbol, and the two index fingers
receive the secondary classification symbols (R and U). Since
the other fingerprint patterms are ulnar loops, the secondary
classification should be as follows:

96
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a

Figme -3-12
Secondary ClassificatIon

Primary

Secondary

Example 3: Figure C-3-13 on the next page shows a set of
fingerprints wi h a secondary classification using dashes:

aRt-t

Although the left little finger pattern is an ulnar loop (/), it is
not recorded with a dash because it is on the last finger block.
A dash is used only when an ulnar loop or a whorl appears be-
tween an index finger (capital letter symbol) and another fin-
ger (small letter symbol), or between small-lettered fingers.

966
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NAME

PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION
INDUSTRIAL

NO.
F.B.I. No.
B.C.I. No.

Impressions taker! by

CLASS

REF.

Date BY
RIGHT HAND_

RIGHT THUM 2 GHT INDEX 3. RIGHT MIDDLE 4 10H7 RI S. RIGHT LtTTI. E

LEFT HAND
&up-I-THUMB F. LEff MIDDLE a LEFF RING

'"44...,..

10. LEFT LIME

rigwe -13
Secondary Classification with Dashes

STEP 8: Determine the subsecondary classification.

The subsecondary classification concerns only the three middle
fingers of each hand and the grouping of only whorls and
loops.

Look at the three middle fingerprints of each hand (fingers 2,
3, 4, 7, 8, and 9) to see if they are either whorls or loops:

If they are whorls, record the whorl tracing symbols (I, M, 0)
of the right hand above the classification line for numerator,
and left hand symbols below the line for denominator. Re-
cord these symbols to the right of the secondary.

If they are loops, convert the ridge counts of loops into
either I for small counts or 0 for large counts, using the
following chart:

967
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Eidge Count
for Each Finger

Index finger:
ridge counts 1-9
10 or more

(2) Middle finger:
ridge counts 1-10
11 or more

Ring finger:
ridge counts 1-13
14 or more

Symbol

If all or some of them are small letters (tented arch or plain
arch):
a - plain arch
t - tented arch
r - radial loop

Example: Figure C-3-14 shows that the right index is a radial loop, the
right middle and ring fingers are ulnar loops, the left index is a whorl,
and the left middle and ring fingers are ulnar loops. If you convert the
ridge counts of the five loop patterns, using the chart and the whorl
tracing of the left index, the subsecondary classification would be the
following:

LEAVE DEANA

101
000

VVRE OR PRINT ALL ORVORMATIO$ IN !LACK....I NAM I

LUVCILAPA

24 L
(:), Sub_ ondary

Figure C-3-14
Subsecondary Classification
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STEP 9: Determine the value of the final division of the classification
formula. Tb do this, follow this procedure..

The final division of the classification formula involves only a
little finger of a loop or whorl pattern. It is a single numerical
value recorded at the extreme right of the classification line
as the numerator if it is a right little finger and the denomina-
tor if it is a left little finger.

Look at the right little fhiger to see if it is a loop pattern.
If it is, record its ridge count at the extreme right of the
numerator.

If the right little finger is not a loop, see if the left little
finger is a loop. If so, record its ridge count at the extreme
right of the denominator.

ff no loops appear in either little finger, see if the right
little finger is a whorl. If so, count the ridges from left
delta to core for the ffrial.

a. If there are two or more cores, count the ridges from the
delta to the core that is the least number of ridges away.

b. For double loop :4horl patterns, count the ridges from the
delta to the core of the upright loop. If the loops of a
double loop are horizontal, use the nearest core.

If the right little finger is not a whorl, then see if the left
little finger is a whorl. If so, count the ridges from right
delta to core and record the number below the lifie (denomi-
nator).

If right and left little fingers are a or t, leave the final
division blank.

Example: Figure C-3-15 on the next prge shows a
classification formula in which the final is 7: the right little
fingers ridge count is 7, so it is written above the line.

969
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VI: C-3 Ci RM. _

fOi Mid BLANK

_24 L 1 R 10 7 -* Final
W 000

Figure C-3-15
Final Division of Classification

After you have taken a set of fingerprints and recorded their types, you
should record the classification formula. The basic formula you have
just studied is composed of six basic divisions in the following segience:
key, major, primary, secondary, subsecondary, and final. The first and
last divisions, key and final, have only one number above the classifica-
tion line (numerator) while others have both numerator and denomina-
tor. However, if you cannot find the fingerprint patterns relevant to a
particular division of classification, you should leave the spaces for that
division blank.

The following outline summarizes the major elements of each division
of classification.

1. Key
a. concerits first loop, not counting little fingers
b. ridge count of that loop is its numerical value
c. has only a numerator

2. Major
a. involves only both thumbs
b. includes only whorb and loops
c. for whorls, use whorl tracing symbols to indicate the value

(1,1W, (3)
d. for loops, convert ridge counts to letter symbols (S, M,
e. use right thumb for numerator, left thumb for denominator
f. if either thumb is a plain arch (a) or tented arch (t), leave space

blank
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3. Primary
a. involves only whorls
b. for numerator, add numerical value of the even-numbered finger

blocks where whorls have appeared, plus one
c. for denominator, add numerical value of the odd-numbered finger

blocks where whorls have appeued, plus one
d. only classification that uses even- ELnd odd-numbered fingers for

denominator and numerator; other classifications use right fin-
gerprint for numerator and left for denominator

4. Secondary
a. involves all fingers
b. list symbols in same sequence as fingers
a. use right fingerprints for numerator and left for denominator
d. use capital letters for index fingers (if ulnar loops, use U)
e. use only small letters for other fingers
f. if small letters appear in a row, use number of occurrences (2t

instead of tt, or 3a instead of aaa)
g. use dash (-) for whorls (11) and loops (/ or%) occurring between

small letters and between index and small letter

5. &ibaecondary
a. involves only three middle fingers of each hand
b. Lnvolves only whorls and loops
c. if whorls, use whorl tracing symbols for value
d. if loops, convert ridge counts to letter symbols 0)
e. use right fingerprint for numerator and left for denominator

6. Final
a. involves either little finger but not both
b. involves only loops and whorls
C. if loops, use ridge counts for value
d. if whorls, count ridges from left delta to core and use number of

ridge counts for final
e. only appears as numerator

Figure C-3-16 on the next page shows a set of fingerprints with the
following classification formula:

2 M28W MOI
U 1MM

The evlanation for this formula is as follows:

Key: The first loop is the left thumb, and its ridge count is 2.

Major: Me right thumb is a whorl, find its tracing is M. The
left thumb is a loop, and its ridge count 2 is converted
to S.

Prim Numerator: Four even-numbered fingers are whorls
(right index, right ring, left middle, and left little fin-
gers). The numerator value is 28 (16 + 8 + 2 + 1 + 1).

Denominator: Three odd-numbered fingers are whorls
(right thumb, right middle, and left ring fingers).
Therefore, the value is 26 (16 + 8 + 1 + 1).

971
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NAME

No.

Impressions taken by

Right-hand indexIt is a whorl, so write W above the
line.
Left-hand indexIt is an ulnar loop, so write U below
the line.
Small letter groupNo fingerprint in this set is identi-
fied as belonging to the small letter group. Leave this
space blank.

Sub o- Right4land fingers 2, 3, and 4 are whorls with tracings
M, 0, and 1, respectively, carried up above the line.
The left index is a loop with a ridge count of 7, written
as an I below the line. Left-hand fingers 8 and 9 are
whorls with M tracings, below the lthe in respective
positions.

The right little finger is a loop with a ridge count of 5.

Key Major Primary Sacondary Subs condary

INDUSTRIAL

\ 1 /
PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION

Final

CLAss. 2 M 28 W
F.B.I. No.
B.C.I. No. REF.

S 26 U

Date BY

RIGHT HAND

MOI 5

IMM

1. RIGHT THUMB E. RIGHT INDEX . RIGHT MIDDLE 4. RIGHT RING X 5- RI HT LITrLE

-------_-__-.44''--'

LEFT HAND
B. LEFT THUMB 2 7 LEFF INDEX 7 B. LEFT MIDDLE

(40)

B. LEFT RING 10. LEFT LITrLE

Figure C-3-16
Completed Classification Formula

Now complete the review questions begkinu g on the next pave.
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(VI: C-3)

Write yowi azwers on a separate sheet of paper.

1. List the six divisions of a classification formula in the order they
should appear on the fingerprint card.

For questions 2-9, aurae the letter of the correct &rower on yow - paper.

2. Which two of the following statements are true concerning the
primary classification?

a. It involves only whorl patterns.
b. It involves only loop patterns.
c. It is exlmessed by numerical values.
d. It is expressed by letter designations.

3. Which of the following involves only thumb impressions .

a. primary classification
b. final classification
c. major classification
d. secondary classification

4. Which fingerprint patterns does the major classification involve?

a. loop and whorl
b. loop and tented arch
c. radial loop and plain arch
d. plain whorl and plain arch

5. The primary classification is indicated by:

a. a letter value only.
b. a numerical value only.
c. both letter and numerical values.
d. diagonal lines.

6. The secondary classification involves:

a. all ten fingers.
b. the thumbs only.
c. the indexes only.
d. the three middle fingers of both hands (six fingers) only.

The subsecondary classification involves:

a. all ten fingers.
b. the thumbs only.
c. the index fingers only.
d. the three middle fingers of

973
h han (six fingers) only.
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8. The key division of classification deals with:

a. the right thumb only when it is an ulnar loop pattern.
b. the right little finger only when it is a loop or whorl pattern.
c. little fingers when they are loop or whorl patterns.
d. the loop pattern fingerprint appearing first on the fingerprint

card, excluding the little fingers.

9. The final division of classification deals with:

a. the thumbs when they are loop or whorl patterns.
b. the little fingers when they are loop or whorl patterns.
c. the loop pattern fingerprint appearing first on the fingerprint

card, excluding the little fingers.
d. the left little finger, last fingerprint on the card, when it is a

loop pattern only.

Use the following Mustration to aiwer questions 111-15.
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10. What is the value for the key in the classification of this set of
fingerprints?

11. What is the value for the major sification?

12. What is the value for the secondary classification?

13. What is the value for the subsecondary classification?

14. What is the value for the rmal classification?

15. What is the value for the primary classification?
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16. Record the entire classification formula of the following finge
print card in the correct place.

P'

, ,.. '.,.

,

ON IMEN111111E

---

. _

,-.._

_.--
..

=-,

zi i 7

z_.--
_...

i Niata

Check your answers with the correct ones provided in the ans er key.
Then do the practical exercise on the next page.
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Practical Exercise (VI: 0-3)

Determine and record the classification formula on the three finger-
print cards you have. Then check and discuss your work with your
instructor.

If you feel confident that you have achieved the objectives 1
lion, ask your iifructor fo the posttest (VI: 0-3).
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Block VI: Criminalisties
Unit C: FierprInt TechnoIngy
Section 4: Devciopii g Latent Prints

Ask your instructor for the pretest for thb section (VI C-4). After you
complete the pretest, your instructor will let you know whether to s
thb section, to sldp some pert of it, or to take the posttest.
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Introduction

In the previous sections, you have studied taking, identifying, and classi-
fying inked (or rolled) fingerprint impressions. Another category of fin-
gerprints is latent print impressions. The word "latent" means hidden or
undeveloped. Since most prints left at a crime scene must be developed
in order to be seen, they are called "latent prints." Latent prints are
very important to criminal investigations since thc. Itintors may be
able to solve the crime and prosecute the criminal k)i),. Jpriately as a
result of identifying these impressions.

At the crime scene, law enforcement officers and investigators search
for evidence transferred from the person who commits the crime to the
objects at the crime scene. This evidence can be soils, hair, fibers,
stains, and fingerprints (latent or visible). When you search a crime
scene for latent prints, you should (1) use a logical search pattern, (2)
not contaminate the surface, (3) give priority to entry and exit points,
and (4) use a strong light source. When you suspect a latent print on an
object, you should take a photograph of it, then record all identifying
data such as your name, time and location of the crime, type of crime,
type of evidence (such as latent print), and send the evidence to the
crime laboratory for developing. If you give the evidence to another
person, you should obtain a receipt for it.

If you are working in the crime laboratory, when you receive the evi-
dence you should identify it by all available data. If the evidence is a
latent print, you should develop the print properly by applying proper
methods of powdering, lifting, and transferring the print. In this sec-
tion, you will learn how to powder, lift, and develop latent prints. You
will also learn how to develop latent prints by using chemicals.
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Knowledge

all

Upon completion of this section, you should be able to do the following
on a written test:

1. Describe a basic procedure for latent print search at a crime scene.

2 Define a latent print.

3. Categorize latent prints into exanvples of two types.

4. Describe the procedures for powdering, lifting, and transferrmg
latent prints.

5. Describe the procedures for developing latent prints using
chemicals.

Upon completion of this section, you should be able to do the following
when given several objects which contain Lnvisible latent prints.
Develop the prints using both powder and chemicals. You will be evalu-
ated on the following tasks. Your performance should be rated "An
(acceptable) on all the tasks.

Tasks:

1. Powder Method

a Assemble all equipment.

b. Select appropriate color powder.

c. Clean the brush properly.

d* Apply the powder to the proper

e. Clean up the print.

1. Lift the print properly.

g. Transfer the print properly.

h. Record the identification data.

i. Complete the task in a proper amount f time.

j. Use appropriate equipment and supplies.
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2. Chemical Method

a. Select an item with a latent print on an absorbent surface.

b. (1) For the iodine method, expose the latent print to iodine
fumes, using fuming cabinet.

(2) For the ninhydrin method, spray the item to be rocamined,
and let it dry.

) For the silver nitrate method, apply correct strength silver
nitrate solution to the item, and expose it to a strong light
source

c. Photograph the developed print immediately.

d. Handle the items with care.

e. Use all three chemicals in pro .r sequence.

f. Follow safety precautions.

g. Perform the tasks in an acceptable amourt of time.
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Latent Print Impressions

A latent print is a print left on an object's surface by the person who
touches the object (see Figure C-4-1).

Figure C-4-1
Latent Print

A latent print is composed of body oils and perspiration produced
through the pores of the fingers or palms. These body oils and perspira-
tion include water, salt, amino acids, saliva, and other matter, some of
which react to powder and chemicals. The powder and chemicals are
used to lift and develop the impressions or prints.

There are two basic categories of latent prints: (1) prints which do not
require further developing and (2) prints which must be developed. The
prints which do not require powdering and lifting are the visible types of
prints created after the suspect's hand has come in contact with blood,
ink, paint, grease, or dirt, and transferred the print to an object's sur-
face. Another type of print in this category is an impression made in a
soft substance such as putty, clay, or fresh paint. You should first
photograph these impressions and cover them with protective tape.
Then the object which contains the prints must be transported to the
crime laboratory. If the object is not transportable, you should spray it
with shellac and prepare a cast of silicone rubber. The cast should then
be identified and sent to the crime laboratory in place of the actual
imprint.

The prints which require further developing are invisible prints on a
hard, smooth surface. Development procedures for this type of latent
print are described as follows9
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In order to develop a latent print, you will need to powder (or dust), lift,
and transfer the print to a card or celluloid sheet. The following proce-
dures are general guidelines for powdering, lifting, and transferring a
latent print.

STEP 1: Make sure you have the following equipment for powdering and
lifting:

a jar of black fingerprint powder
a jar of white or gray fingerprint powder
camel's hafr brush for powdering
a magnifier of approximately five power
a roll of lifting tape
white cards (fingerprint cards) or celluloid sh ets
a camera

Ail the items listed above are usually included in a field kit.

Latent prints can often be made visible by using an oblique
light source. You will also need a camera suitable for photo-
graphing latent prints since you should photograph the prints
before lifting them in case the process destroys the prints.

STEP 2: Determine the nature of the print.

If the impression is found in dust, grease, blood, or ink and
does not need further developing, do not powder it because
this will destroy the impression.

If the impression is on an absorbent surface such as paper or
cardboard, do not powder it. It should be developed with
chemicals.

If the impression is on nonabsorbent, hard, smooth surfaces,
proceed with powdering (see the steps which follow).

If the ression is on a wet object such as a beer can, allow
the object to dry under auburn' conditions before powdering
the print.

STEP 3: Select appropriate color print powder.

Use white or gray powder if the surface is darkolored.

Use white or &Tay powder for prints on mirrors and metal-
polished surfaces since these colors photograph more easily
with less double image on mirrors.

oblique: at a 45 ee angle.

-ve1oping Laten
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o Use black powder if the surface is light-colored. The color
of the powder and the color of the surface should contrast
with each other to make the print visible against the back-
ground.

STEP 4: Clean the brush and separate the bristles by rolling the brush
handle rapidly between the hands as shown in Figure C-4-2.

Figure C-4-2
Cleaning the Brush

STEP 5: Apply the powder to the area of the fingerprint to be
examined.

Place the brush in the powder. The brush should just touch
the powder. Do not bury the brush in the powder.

Brush the powder lightly and evenly over the surface. The
powder will cling to grease or moisture in the ridges of a la-
tent print, making the print visible against the background
(see Figure C-4-3).

CAUTION: Do not use too much powder.
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Figure C-4-3
Applying the Powder to the Sur ace

STEP 6: As the pattern of the ridges becomes visible, clean up the print
by gently brushing with the flow of the ridges as shown in
Figure C-44.

Figure C-4-4
Cleaning Up the Print

STEP 7: After all the detaib of the print are visible, remove the excess
powder by gently brushing or blowing it away.
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STEP 8: Lift the latent print.

Make sure the print has been photographed end the negative
confirmed as good before starting to lift it.

Pull out enough lifting tape from the roll (usually about six
inches).

Secure the loose end of the tape baside the print to be lifted
and hold it there with the forefinger as shown in Figure
C-4-5.

Flgwe 4 5
apply Lifting Tape to the Print

Slide your thumb along the top of the tape, forcing it gently
down over the print.

CAUTION: Do not release the roll during this procedure.

Smooth down the tape with care over the print to force out
all the air bubbles (see Figure C-4-6 on the next page).
Now, the print is protected. The powder is trapped between
the tape emd the surface of the object, and the air bubbles
are removed.
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Figure c--4-6
Smoothing the Tape to Remove Air BuD1es

If the powderedlatent print is larger than the width of the
tape, place another strip of tape toesie the first strip to.c.f tape.
You may want Wallow about 1/4 inetw, overispbetween the two
strips of tape.

Commercial rubber lifting tapes are avavailable in varion- sizes
of black and white, but in this section es. you Mine using trans-
parent tape With a durable adhesivt suarface to learn th basics
of lifting print% Ordinary cellophane tape isnot suitah:ale due
to the deterioration or drying of the aiadhesive.

STEP 9: Once the tape hes been secured, trallsalfer the print to a
fingerprint card with contrasting baelocgrourbior, prefebeiebly, to
a frosted cellttlold sheet. The eellUlekisid sheet Is preferred
because it can be used directly to procaduce a photograph:Ale
print. It also provides more resolutiorrz-a of thedetails ui the
print.

PuU the tape slowly from the
roll end.

Pull up cmcpn the

Then place the tape on a fingerprint:et ard oreellulold sheet
in the same manner as you placeci til-tie tape over the 1a,tent
print on the object (see Figure C-4-'--7 on ttefolloWing page).

9 6
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Figtme C-4-7
Lifted Fingerprint on a Celluloid Sheet

NOTE: If the surface can be destroyed by removing the tape,
do not remove the tape. Submit the entire object to the
crime laboratory for examination.

STEP 10: When the lifted print is secured to the card or sheet, sever
the tape from the roll and fold up the loose end.

STEP 11: In the space on the fingerprint card, write the date, cEe
number, your initials (as crime scene search technician or
officer), location of the crime beene, type of object contain-
ing the print, and otr ar identification of the exact point at
the scene from whicl the print was obtained.

This process is required due to the chain of custody and court
admissibility. The technician snould keep the original intact
because he or she will testify to its authenticity and location
when it is offered as a court exhibit. Comparisons and other
processes should be made with copies if carried out by some-
one other than the original technician.

Devc1opin littent Prints with Chemi

Finger impressions on absorbent surfaces such as paper, cardboard, or
unpainted wood more often respond better to chemical treatment than
to the use of powders. Powders cannot be removed from such surfaces.
Perspiration and oils from the ridges are absorbed into the material, and
the result is little or no contrast between the ridges and the valleys of
the impression when powder is applied.

When you find latent prints on an absorbent, porous, smooth surface
such as paper, cardboard, or unpainted wood, you should place the item
in a container with tweezers, if small enough. Then seal the container,
mark it with all required data for identification, mark "TO BE PRO-
CESSED FOR LATENT PRINTS," and send it to a crime laboratory.
Fingerprint specialists in a crime laboratory will then develop the latent
prints using chemicals. Of the chemical methods available, iodine, nin-
hydrin, and silver nitrate are the most common.
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Each of these chemicals reacts with a dil-iferent substance which may be
present n the latent print. Any one or a___U three of the methods may be
used on _.rackst articles. When all three rtithods must be used on the
same ar-faee, they must follow this secipiwence: (1) iodine, (2) ninhydrin,
and (3) ec ;Byer nitrate. If the iodine methd fails, at least it does not
ruin the specimen for the other methods All specimens whichare
treated hotild be handled with tweezers or tongs.

Iodine i4Uethod

The iodile rnethodof developing latent pa=rints on an absorbent
works in thLs way. Iodine crystals vapori=e when they are heated
slightly. These vapors Ece absorbed by or-rganic material (fatty or oily
matter) wresent imlatent prints. When -Plods material absorbs the vapors,
the ridgs of print:become visible. Sirte this absorbed vapor will fade
rapidly, coti must photograph the prints imrnmediately or transfer the
image or- the printsto a silver sheet. To -develop latent prints using
iodine er--_-ystals, use the following proeedmores as a general guideline:

STEP 1:

Methr=id 1

Place the Iodine crystals in a cl=tsed glass container along with
the obje per or cardboard) Mo be examined for latent
prints,

STEP 2: Heat the glass container graduar-ly and carefully with a heat
source much as an alcohol burner. Bunsen burner, or hotplate.

STEP 3: Observe the latent print in the s container. The print will
appear brown.

STEP 4: Take a photograph of the develowed print immediately.

Mettle-041 2

STEP 1: _31aee the object to be examined for latent prints near the top
imwof a heat source such as a fumin cabinet. Suspend the object
My clips.

STEP 2: it-)lace sone Iodine crystals in a g-1 s container.

STEP 3: XPlaee a burner under the glass comontainer. The fumes will begin
liao appear.

GICKUTICHI: Do iot.inhale the tummies; they are corrosive.

STEP 4: -tiAs soon as the fumes begin to aptear, remove the burner.

STEP 5: t=thserve the development of the 7arint through the glass. ff
recessary,adjut the burner to irLacrease or decrease the fumes.
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STEP 6: Immediat after the print becomes visible, photograph it.

NOTE: You can also use an iodine fuming gun to concentrate the fumes
on a surface which ec=)ntains the latent prints. The gun is a device made
from a glass tube thre-csugh whi,-" you breathe and the warmth of the
breath activates the n".odine crystals in the tube (see Figure C-4-8). The
fumes come out throL_:- gh the end of the tube and can be directed toward
the surface to be dev--eloped (see Figure C-4-9).

CAUTION: Make ser.x- you have a good ventilation system in the room
in which you are worid

0-41
Iodine Fuming Gun

Figure C-4-t)
Directing Fumes upon the Surface

Ninhrkin Method

Ninhydrin is a chemicl which reacts with amino acids (proteins) to give
a characteristic eolor This method is good for developing old latent
prints, some as old as =everal years. This method can result in perma-
nent staining on the stimrface, so you should give some thought to the use
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of this method ars valuable doeUrnments or ite==,-ns. However, most stains
can be removed 17y Immersion in a diluted scx-intion of ammonium hy-
droxide and rinsing with rurming --- water,

Ninhydrin is availabloas a spray - or in a whit 4e powder form. If you have
powder, yon earl rnedcea solution by disealvirmg two grams of ninhydrin
powder to 32 ouncesof acetone. The followng procedures are a general
guideline.

STEP 1: Spray the seace or deument on T,441.7hich the latent print is
found Vithaninhydrin mpray (rub distance of eight to ten
inches (see Figure C-4-210).

STEP 2: Hold the object or doennunent near a_ source of heat, or let the
objeet dry by itself fof Oebotrt 14 hoL_Irs.

C-4-113
Developircig Latent Pints with N nhydrin
Method

The period of heating vacries with tto4i nature of the object or
document end the amenratost of solutibwa penetrating into the
latent print,

Sornetirnft the latent priiint develops better over a period of
several daysit room tenmperature.

STEP 3: Observe th.adevelopmenert of the prirmt.

STEP 4: When the geld becomeS w-visible(redish purple or reddish pink),
photograph It,

STEP 5: ff the print does not appar, spray thaw object again, let it dry,
and beat it with a steam iron. gold -the steam iron approxi-
mately ope-half to one irinch above ttm.e surface of the object,
allowing ontlythe stearn tits, inske cory_tact with the evidence .

(see Firure C4-11 on th next page)k-
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Heating the Object with a Steam Iron

The use of ninhydrin sometimes prevents the use of iodine fumes after-
ward. However, it does not usually prevent the use of silver nitrate, al-
though the use of ninhydrin after the use of silver nitrate usually fails.
Therefore, when you use all three methods, use the iodine method first,
the ninhydrin method second, and the silver nitrate method third.

CAUTION; (1) Acetone, which is the carrying agent of ninhydrin, is
extremely flammable and requires special care when
you use it. Also, the fumes ill irritate the respira-
tory passage if you inhale fl'nir

(2) Niwhydrin is suspected to be a carcinogen when the
fumes are inhaled in heavy concentrations.

(3) Make sure the room has a good ventilation system.

Sliver Nitrate Method

The silver nitrate method works as follows: When a silver nitrate solu-
tion is applied to a latent impression, the silver nitrate reacts to the
sodium chloride (salt) in the latent prints. The combined silver chloride
is very sensitive to light. When exposed to light, the silver chloride is
reduced to metallic silver, which appears dark brown or black. Apply a
silver nitrate solution to the object to be examined for latent prints, ex-
pose the object to light, and observe the appearance of ridges in a
brown color. The following procedures are a general guide.

STEP 1: Make a silver nitrate solution.

If the object is paper, such as a document, dissolve one and a
half ounces of silver nitrate crystals in one gallon of dis-
tilled water for a one percent solution. This concentration
is usually effective.
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Summary.

If the object is wood or cardboard, dissolve two and two-
thirds ounces of silver nitrate crystals in one gallon of dis-
tilled water. A little stronger solution is required for this
type of absorbent material to show latent impressions.

CAUTION: (1) Do not use tap water; it contains incompatible
cbemicals.

(2) Wear rubber gloves and an apron to prevent staining.
Do not take silver nitrate internally; it is poisonous.

(3) Make sure you have a good ventilation system in the
room.

STEP 2: Apply the solution to the object.

For paper, immerse the paper in a tray solution. When the
paper is completely moistened, place it between blotters to
remove the excess solution.

For wood or cardboard, apply the solution to the object using
a paint brush or spray the solution with an atomizer.

STEP 3: When the object is reasonably dwy, expose it to a light source
such as direct sunlight, a carbon arc light, a 1000-watt bulb, a
photoflood bulb, or an ultraviolet light.

STEP 4: When the latent print appears brown and the ridge detail is
clear, remove the light source; otherwise, the entire paper or
surface will darken.

STEP 5: Photograph the print immediateW.

STEP 6: Store the print as you would photographic enlargement paper.
The silvering process has created essentially the same sort of
lizht-sensitive surface.

NOTE: It is recommended that you also experiment with the use of
magnetic fingerprint powder to develop latent prints. To use this fine
dust of iron particles, use a special applicator which can be energized to
pick up the fine particles of the 7owder on its tip. Then use it as you
would a fingerprint brush. Since this applicator does not have bristles,
it will not ruin the edges of the print.

1. Powder Method

a. For hard, smooth surfaces:
(1) use small amount of powder on brush
(2) brush with contour of ridges
(3) use gray powder on dark surface
(4) use black powder on light surface
(5) photograph all developed latent impressions before lifting.
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b. To lift and transfer impressions:
(I) press tape firmly onto powdered impression
(2) avoid air bubbles
(3) pull tape slowly from powdered impression
(4) place tape on contrasting backgrotmd card or celluloid sheet
(5) place identifying data on card or celluloid sheet.

2. Chemical Methods

a. Types of surface:
(I) paper
(2) cardboard
(2) unpainted wood
(4) other absorbent swface

b. Sequence of use:
(I) iodine (reacts with oils)
(2) ninhydrin (reacts with amino acids)
(3) silver nitrate eacts with salts)

pes of method:
(I) Iodine method

reacts with fatty or oily matter
expose latent prints to iodine fumes
use fuming cabinet in the lab
photograph immediately when developed

Ninhydrin method
reacts with amino acids
spray document or item with fine spray
place document in laboratory oven at 200 de e
Fahrenheit
handle specimen with tongs, gloves, etc.
avoid inhaling fumes and using the solution near names

Silver nitrate method
reacts with sodium chloride (salt)
use one percent solution on paper
use two percent solution on wood, cardboard, e c
apply through tray wash, spray, or brush
expose to strong light source
photograph developed prints immediately
wear gloves and an apron to prevent staining

Now complete the review questions beginning on the next peAge.
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Write your answers on a separate sheet of paper.

For all tut question 3, write the letter(a) of your /UMW choice.

1. Which three of the following are recommended procedures in search-
ing a crime scene for latent prints?

a. Do not touch the strface where you suspect the fingerprint is
located.

b. Collect latent prints from wall search area.
a. Give priority to entry and exit points.
d. Use a strong light source.

2. What is a latent print?

a. a fingerprint taken after the suspect is convicted of the crime
b. a fingerprint left on an object by the person who touched it
c. left-Land fingerprints taken simultaneously

an ink print on a booking form

A latent print is composed of and
which include water, salt, and amino acids.

4. Which two of the following latent prints requU'e further developing?

a. a fingerprint on a fine china cabinet
b. a fingerprint made on a cabinet door five minutes after it had

been painted
a. fingerprints made on a white envelope by a person who touched

cooking oil two minutes before
d. a fingerprint on a letter found at the crime scene

5. To powder and lift a latent print, which three of the following equip-
ment and supplies do you need?

a. Jars of powder (black and white)
b. powdering brush
a. roll of lifting tape
d. white towels

6. V1Thich two of the following are recommended procedures in using the
powder method to develop latent prints?

a. Use lots of powder.
b. Brush with the contour of the ridges .
c. Use powder that contrasts with the background and photograph

the print before lifting.
d. Use powder on absorbent surfaces.
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7. Which tiwee of the following are recommended procedures for lift-
ing and transferring a powdered latent impression?

a. Rub the powdered impression gently to remove the excess
powder.

b. Press the lifting tape ffrmly onto the powdered impression.
c. Pull the tape slowly from the powdered impression.
d. Place the tape on a card or celluloid of contrasting background.

B. Chemical methods are most effective on which two of the follow-
ing surfaces?

a. hard polished surface
b. pape
c. clay
d. unpainted wood

9. Which of the following gives the correct sequence for using chemi-
cals in attempts to develop latent impressions?

a. iodine, ninhydrin, silver nitrate
b. iodine, silver nitrate, ninhydrin
a. ninhydrin, iodine, silver nitrate
d. silver nitrate, nimhydrin, iodine

10. Which of the following is true about the i ine method of latent de-
velopment?

a. Iodine reacts with sodium chloride.
b. Iodine reacts with fatty or oily matter.
c. Iodine is painted on the object to reveal the print.
d. When iodine is used, the image is permanent.

11. A crime laboratory technician has to develop a two-year-old latent
print on a dotsument. Which method will most likely develop the
latent print?

a. iodine crystals
b. silver nitrate
c. ninhydrin
d. powder

12. Which of the following is true about the ninhydrin method of latent
development?

a. Ninhydrin reacts with fatty or oily matter. -
b. Nirthydrin reacts with amino acids.
c. The ninhydrin solution should be brushed on the object.
d. The image appears as soon as the solution is applied.
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13. Which of the following is true about the silver nitrate method of
latent development?

a. Mix silver nitrate crystab with tap water.
b. Silver nitrate reacts with fat mid oil.
c. Expose the object which absorbs the silver nitrate to a strong

light.
d. Brush the contour of the ridges after the print is developed.

14. When you use the silver nitrate method, in which color would you
expect the print to appear?

a. brow'
b. silver
c. white
d. yellow

15. Two students are discussing photographing the developed latent
print.

Student A says that you have to photograph the print immediately
after it is developed whether you use the powder method or any
chemical method. Student B says that you should photograph the
print when you use a chemical method but not when you use the
powder method.

Who is right?

a. student A only
b. student B only
c. both students A and B
d. neither student A nor student B
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C--4)

1. Develop three cards of latent prints using the powder method.

a. Use any of the various types and colors of powder.

b. Try to use the magnetic brush technique on one card.

2. Develop six latent prints using chemical methods, two prints for
each method.

a. Produce the original and a photograph of the latent impression
using the iodine furr ing method.

b. Produce the original and a photograph of the latent impression
using the silver nitrate method.

c. Produce the original and a photograph of the latent impression
using the ninhydrin method.

d. Produce the photograph of a plastic impression using oblique
lighting to show detail.

Check your work with your

If you feel confident tha
section your Irthiathr
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